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Chapter one 
Introduction 
1. 1 THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS 
Fulfulde is the language of the Fulbe spelt Ful6e in the Fulfulde orthography. Like all 
generalizations this claim needs some modification because there is a variety of terms for 
the language (Arnott 1970a: 1) and there is no clear definition for the people. The two 
language internal names for the language are Pulaar, which is used in Senegal and 
Mauritania, and Fulfulde, which is used in Mali and further eastwards. As the data of this 
thesis are mainly collected in Mali the term Fulfulde is used as a cover term for the whole 
dialect continuum (see section 1.2). 
The main problem, however, lies in the fact that the concept of Fulbe is difficult to 
describe. There is no clear definition of the term Fulbe or its singular Pullo. The most 
readily provided definitions are circular: "Fulbe are people who call themselves Fulbe", or 
"Fulbe are people who are called Fulbe". Even with these definitions problems arise about 
whom to include, because it is not everybody who calls him or herself a Pullo who is 
considered to be a Pullo by others (see Nicolas 1981, Schilder 1994). 
Language cannot be used as the sole criterion for defining the Fulbe because in some 
areas people who call themselves Fulbe and are generally referred to by others as Fulbe 
have been assimilated into other dominant groups (like the Bambara in Southern Mali, the 
Hausa in Nigeria) and they no longer speak Fulfulde. By contrast, Fulfulde must of course 
be said to be the property of all people for whom it is the mother tongue. Yet, there are a 
number of social and "ethnic" groups which have been assimilated into the Fulbe society 
and whose members are not considered to be Fulbe even though their mother tongue is 
Fulfulde, e.g. the Se66e (also named Sorogo or Bozo). It is therefore more correct to say 
that Fulfulde is the language of the Fulbe society, or pulaaku. 
1.1.1 PULAAKU 
All Fulfulde speaking people use the terms Pullo, Fulbe, and pulaaku (or pulaagu). The 
meanings of the terms Pullo and Fulbe are hardly investigated, but it is difficult to find a 
study about the Fulbe which does not mention the word pulaaku. Different authors, 
however, use different translations, which might be related to regional differences or the 
fact that they performed their investigation amongst different social groups. 
Linguistic literature 
Noye (1989: 125) describing the dialect of Jamaare (Diamare) in Cameroon translates 
pulaaku as the physical appearance and the moral code of the Fulbe ("type physique peul; 
code moral peul"). For Nigeria, Taylor (1932:59) translates pulaaku as Fulaniry. Zoubko 
(1980:404) translates pulaaku as the total of characteristic qualities of the Fulbe 
("ensemble de qualites caracteristiques des Peuls"). She does not indicate a particular 
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dialect as her source. Mohamadou (1985:87), describing Aadamaawa, translates pulaaku 
both as that which is characteristic of the Fulbe and as the Fulbe culture ("caracteristique de 
ce qui est peul", "culture peule"). Fagerberg, in her language course of the Maasina dialect 
(1984, part II:52), translates puilaaku as "the Fulbe way, the characteristics and behaviour 
of Fulbe". 
Anthropological literature 
In the anthropological literature, the term pulaaku has often been described as the (ideal) 
behaviour which is said to be typical of the Fulbe, or the ideology of the Fulbe. Such a 
description is given by Bocquene (1981:235) who describes pulaaku as a moral code of 
honour, and by Dupire (1962, 1970, 1981) who translates pulaaku as the way to behave in 
"Peul" ("la maniere de se comporter en Peul"). She writes: 
Le pulaaku c'est a la fois la coutume et un ensemble de qualites dont certains sont 
pronees par bien d'autres societes africaines - resignation (munyal), intelligence 
(hakkillo), courage (cuusal) - mais dont l'une semble a l'origine lie a un 
temperament introverti et a des conditions de vie pastorale particuliers: la retenue ou 
la reserve (semteende). (Dupire 1970: 189)* 
Kirk-Greene (1986:41-42) decided to change Taylor's "uglier" term Fulaniry (which he 
wrongly quotes as Fulanity) to the more acceptable Fulaniness and describes pulaaku as 
"characteristics of the Fulbe". Riesman (1977: 128) writes "that the term has a meaning 
which obliges [us] to put the accent on the social: pulaaku means not only the qualities 
appropriate to a Fulani but also and at the same time the group of Fulani men possessing 
these qualities". He thus emphasizes two aspects in the meaning of the word pulaaku: "the 
men and their manner of being". 
Both linguists and anthropologists seem to construe their own definition, whereby the 
linguists show a preference for occasional translation equivalents and the anthropologists 
make an effort to fill in the often artificial translations provided by the linguists. Recently, 
Fulbe identity has become a controversial topic in the anthropological literature. For 
example Bierschenk (1992:514) wonders whether it is possible to transpose explanations of 
terms related to the Fulbe culture like pulaaku which were formulated for a particular 
geographic, social and historical situation (e.g. North Benin) to another situation. He argues 
that this would imply that something which can be described as "Fulbe culture" exists 
independent of time, place and social circumstances, rendering individual empirical 
research of local "culture" superfluous. My investigation in Maasina where pulaaku is 
defined in a way different from the way in which it is defined in other Fulfulde speaking 
areas confirms this point. 
* Pulaaku is at the same time the customs and the set of qualities some of which are also valued by several 
other African societies - resignation (munyal), intelligence (hakkillo), courage (cuusal) - but of which 
one of these seems to be primarily linked to an introverted temperament and to the particular conditions of 
pastoral life: restraint or reservedness (s.emteende). 
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Pulaaku in Maasina 
The descriptions of pulaaku which I came across during my fieldwork in Maasina are 
different from the general understanding of the concept pulaaku in the literature. All 
suggestions of a meaning referring to a special behaviour, special appearance, or a moral 
code associated with the word pulaaku were categorically denied by Fulfulde speakers in 
Maasina, the majority of whom opt for a description of pulaaku as "the Fulbe society". The 
definition provided by the Malian linguists working for MAPE (1983a: 16): Fulbe 
community ("communaute peul") summarizes the following descriptions which were given 




pullo bocf eejo: 
Fulbe society ("societe peul") 
Fulbe ethnic group, the Fulbe milieu ("l'ethnie peul, le milieu peul") 
all the Fulbe together ("!'ensemble de tous les peuls") 
all those who speak Fulfulde, and in particular all the Fulbe 
("les gens qui parlent peul en gros, en particulier les peuls") 
The term pulaaku clearly refers only to the Fulbe society. It is not used to refer to the moral 
codes or the value systems which exist within this society. These notions are indicated with 
other words like ndimu 'nobility', teddeengal 'respect, honour', yaage 'restraint', gacce 
'reservedness, shame', munyal 'patience', kulol 'fear, respect', semte 'embarrassment, 
shame'. 
All descriptions of pulaaku in Maasina refer to the 'Fulbe society'. However, a Fulfulde 
speaker's definition of who the Fulbe are appears to be dependent on the social group to 
which he/she belongs. The different social categories of the Fulbe society are defined 
according to the occupations which are associated with these groups. The Fulfulde society 
in Maasina includes the following social groups (cf. Gallais 1984: 127-137, GREFUL 
1993): 
moodibo I moodibaa6e 
pullo 6aleejo / ful6e 6alee6e 
pullo bocf eejo / ful6e wocf ee6e 
jaawancf o / jaawam6e 
nyeenyo / nyeey6e 
maa ho / maabuu6e 
sakke / sakkee6e 
baylo / waylu6e 
labbo / law6e 
diimaajo / riimay 6e 
cecfcf o / se66e 
clergy, Koran teachers 
elite, sedentary 
herdsmen, nomadic or semi-nomadic 
tradesmen, diplomats 






fishermen (Soro go) 
The most strict definitions of Pullo or Fulbe are mostly given by the sedentary elite (fu16e 
6alee6e 'black Fulbe') who consider themselves and the nomadic herdsmen (ful6e 
wocfee6e 'red Fulbe') to be the only true or pure Fulbe. They have tried to consolidate and 
appropriate the name Fulbe for themselves only, in order to emphasize their supremacy and 
their prominent leading role in the Fulbe society. A pullo 6aleejo provided the following 
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definition: a true Pullo is someone who belongs to the offspring of one of the four brothers 
who are the mythological forefathers of the Fulbe. The family name is an indication of such 
a bloodline. According to the story told by this informant, these brothers were born in 
Tokror. The eldest brother Iisa is the ancestor of the Jallu6e whose family name can be 
Jallo, Dikko, Jah, Kelli, and Jall. The second brother Yahaya is the forefather of the 
Wuru6e or Baa6e called Ba, Boli, or Jagayete. The third brother Ruuraba is the forefather of 
the Ferroo6e such as the Sow, and the Sidibe. The fourth brother Aneesu is the forefather of 
the Fittoo6e who have family names like Bari and Sankare. The offspring of these families 
are called Fulbe (Gallais 1984: 128-129). 
According to this most rigid definition, jaawancfo, pl. jaawam6e, 'traders' are not 
Fulbe, as they are thought to be the off-spring of a half-brother of the four Fulbe brothers, 
fathered by a slave (see also Gallais 1984: 132). But a jaawancfo informant translating 
pulaaku as Fulbe ethnic group ("ethnie peul") defined himself as belonging to the Fulbe. 
So in their self-definition the jaawam6e consider themselves to be Fulbe. 
However, the mythologically defined rigid definition also makes groups such as the 
jaawancfo, pl. jaawam6e, the llllyeenyo, pl. nyeey6e (craftsmen, praise singers) and the 
diimaajo, pl. riimay6e (ex-slaves, proteges, labourers, farmers) to be people without an 
ethnic identity. In Maasina itself people belonging to these social groups will indeed say 
that they are jaawancfo or nyeenyo or diimaajo. Outside Maasina however, they will give 
Fulbe as their ethnic affiliation. Only the Sorogo (cecfcfo, pl. se66e, also known as Bozo) 
have their own ethnic affiliation. Although many of them have Fulfulde as their mother 
tongue, I have never heard a cecfcf o claim that he or she was a Pullo in ethnic origin, 
although some who have Fulfulde as their mother tongue did say that they were Pullo by 
culture. 
Riesman (1977), describing the Jelgooji in Burkina Faso, equates Fulbe with rim6e 
'noblemen'. The term dimo, pl. rim6e includes the ful6e 6alee6e (Fulbe elite) ful6e 
wocfee6e (herdsmen), the jaaw:am6e, and the nyeey6e. This definition excludes only the 
riimay6e from the Fulbe society. This view was denied by a diimaajo who considered 
anyone who spoke the Fulfulde language to be a Pullo. He reported that the only language 
he knew was Fulfulde, and so did his father, his grandfather and his forefathers as far as he 
knew. He thought of himself as being part of the Fulbe culture and society and his 
definition of pulaaku therefore read: "all the Fulbe together". 
As all of the above mentioned social groups indicated that they spoke the same Fulfulde, 
this present study can be said to be researching the language of the pulaaku, i.e. Fulbe 
society, rather than the language of the Fulbe elite. Consultants came from all social 
groups. 
Hypothesis: pulaaku in other dialects also refers to the people 
The hypothesis is that careful semantic research into the concept of pulaaku will reveal the 
meaning 'Fulbe society' also in dialects other than Maasina. The existence of the 
expression laawol pulaaku 'way of the Fulbe' in the dialect of the Hausa States 
(Kirk-Greene 1986:42) seems to confirm this hypothesis (laawol literally means 'way'). It 
is unlikely that laawol pulaaku can mean 'way of the Fulbe' while pulaaku on its own 
would have the meaning 'characteristics of the Fulbe'. 
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Other indications pointing to this assumption can be found in the literature in places 
where researchers reproduce the words of their informants literally. For instance Ogawa 
(1993:131) quotes a person from the Jennge16e in Senegal who says: "What I know about 
pulaagu is that pulaagu and the Fulbe are the same thing". Another example can be found 
in Van Santen's study of the relations between the Mafa and the Fulbe in Cameroon. She 
reports that most people (both Mafa and Fulbe) who she asked to explain the term pulaaku 
replied to her inquiries as follows: "pulaaku is somebody who is born Fulbe" (1993:49). 
Both quotations seem to indicate that the speakers utilize a definition of pulaaku which is 
void of any moral implications but merely refers to the people. Neither author, however, 
seems to have used the information in these quotes to depart from Dupire's definition in 
their description of the meaning of the term pulaaku. 
In Maasina the appropriate elitist Fulbe behaviour includes moral codes like not eating 
much, not having a big posture, speaking in a low voice, not telling lies, sharing your 
wealth with everybody (i.e. you should not refuse to help someone in need). The last act 
especially (sharing wealth) is an obligation for the elite. If someone does all these things the 
expression in Maasina is: a pullo dimo 'you are a noble pullo'. 
The statements of the Ringimaaji in Cameroon link an ideal moral behaviour to the term 
pulaaku: "pulaaku gives rules to man and wife in that you should treat your wife very 
kindly, e.g. you should not nag her in front of strangers. If there is anything wrong you 
settle it calmly, the two of you". 
It is not always clear whether the given definitions indicate a regional difference in 
meaning of the term pulaaku, or whether the researchers tried to find similarities between 
the concept of pulaaku in their research area and what had already been written about 
pulaaku in the literature. It is probable that different social and political developments in 
the many areas where Fulfulde is spoken have caused a semantic shift of the word pulaaku. 
The question is the following: is the interpretation of pulaaku as 'appropriate Fulbe 
behaviour' in other areas an extension of the "original" meaning 'Fulbe society' which can 
still be found in Maasina? Or has the term pulaaku in the Maasina dialect lost the meaning 
component of 'appropriate Fulbe behaviour'? 
1.1.2 FULFULDE LANGUAGE NAMES 
In the literature, the Fulfulde language is known under several other names. The French 
name "peul" is derived from pal which is the Wolof word for the Fulbe people in Senegal 
(Nussbaum 1970: V-28). In English the name Fulani, designating both the language and 
people, has been borrowed from the Hausa in Nigeria where the word filaanii is the name 
of the people (Ma Newman 1990: 104). The term fellata comes from the Kanuri language, 
originally describing the Fulbe in Borno, it is now also used in Sudan for Fulbe and West 
Africans in general (Abu-Manga 1986:7). The German linguist August Klingenheben 
created the name "Ful" for this language on the basis of linguistic analysis of the stem ful-
found in the name of the people Fulbe, its singular Pullo, and in the names of the language 
Pulaar, Pular, Fulaare, and Fulfulde which are found in the different dialects. As stated 
above, the term Pulaar is mostly used for the Fulfulde dialect spoken in Senegal and 
Mauritania (Fagerberg 1984). David W. Arnott, the most well-known British scholar who 
worked on this language, proposed the more euphonious name fula, a form which is used 
by the Mandinka and Susu in Gambia (Arnott 1970a:1). His proposal is widely used by 
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linguists in the English-speaking linguistic community. Presently, a number of linguists 
working on the language use the term "Fulfulde", the language name used by its speakers in 
Fuuta Jallon (Diallo 1991) and in most dialects from Mali (Fagerberg-Diallo 1984) and 
eastwards (e.g. McIntosh 1984, Abu-Manga 1986). 
Findings of the present study indicate that the language name Fulfulde is built on a 
reduplicated stem. The language name combines the stem ful-, with the class suffix -re of 
the NOE class. The stem ful- is used to indicate anything which refers to a Pullo or Fulbe. 
The NOE class suffix is used to form language names because of its association with the 
meaning of the word daa0 de 'throat; voice; speech; language' (see section 7.2.4). The 
repetition of the verb root implies that the meaning expressed by the single verb root was 
not achieved and therefore the action of the verb has to be repeated. The reduplicated forms 
refer to an incompleteness or imperfection (see section 5.3.3). In Jamaare (Noye 1989:125) 
the meaning of incompleteness can be found in the word with the reduplicated stem in 
pulfulo, pl. fulful6e, which is translated as a person who has become a Pullo by adoption, 
having acquired the language and the customs. So a pulfulo is then almost a Pullo, i.e. by 
language and culture, but not completely, i.e. not by birth. The hypothesis is that the same 
meaning of the reduplication of the stem ful- is present in the language name Fulfulde. 
So the name Fulfulde expresses the fact that it is (also) the language of people who have 
integrated into the Fulbe society, having acquired the language and customs, implying that 
Fulfulde is not only the language of people who are (mythologically) blood-line related 
Fulbe. Without the reduplication the combination of the stem ful- and a class marker 
referring to language (NOE class) or word (KA class) would probably have had the 
meaning 'Fulbe language'. Indeed, in Maasina there is actually another language name: 
fulaare whicltl can be translated as 'Fulbe language'. It is a very poetic name for the 
language. 
1.2 FULFULDE DIALECTS 
The Fulfulde language can be described as one continuing chain of dialects, spoken in the 
whole Sahelian and Sudanese climatic zone of West Africa. The Fulfulde dialects are 
mutually intelligible. From one village to the next the Fulfulde dialects are perfectly 
understandable, but when two people from th'e outer ends meet, they have more difficulties 
in understanding each other. A Malian Pullo visiting the Ringimaaji in Cameroon was 
given the nickname Sesesese, because all the time he had to urge the people to speak more 
slowly: seese seese 'slowly, slowly', otherwise he could not follow the Ringimaaji 
Fulfulde from Cameroon. 
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Areas where Fulfulde is spoken 
There are still a number of Fulfulde dialects which have not been the subject of study, and 
therefore a true dialectal division of all the Fulfulde dialects cannot be given. In the 
literature a dichotomy has been created between the Eastern and the Western Fulfulde 
dialects. This division has been based on the comparison of the Fulfulde from Senegal 
(Pulaar) with the Fulfulde from Eastern Nigeria (Gombe) and Cameroon (Aadamaawa), 
which have received considerable attention. As it happens, these dialects are spoken at the 
two outer ends of the Fulfulde language continuum. However, studies of the dialects in-
between show that it is not possible to place a clear boundary between the Fulfulde dialects. 
Some isoglosses distinguishing east from west have been mentioned in the literature, but 
the study of the geographically intermediate dialect of Maasina already shows the crudity 
of these isoglosses. Jungraithmayr and Abu-Manga (1989:xxi) give the different verbal 
conjugations for the completive middle voice as an isogloss for the distinction between 
western and eastern dialects. However, forms classified as both eastern and western do 











It is of course characteristic for a dialect continuum that the linguistic boundaries between 
the different dialects should be vague. The distinction of the different dialect areas are 
based on sociological and geographical coherence. The following division of the Fulfulde 





1 Fuuta Jal.Ion 
2 Fulakunda 












Guinea, Sierra Leone 
Cassamance, Gambia, Guinea Bissau 
Senegal, Mauritania, Western Mali 
West Maasina, East Maasina, Duwansa (Douentza), Seeno 
Barani, Bobo-Dioulasso 
Burkina Faso: South-Tougan, Ouahigouya, Mossi-Gurma, 
Jelgooji-Liptaako-Gurma, Gaamoo6e 
West Niger: Say, Wuro-Gelaajo, Dallol Basso, Sokkoto 
Benin 
Niger 
Central Niger, East Niger, Central Nigeria, Northern Katsina, 
Southern Katsina, Central Kano, the Bororo of Kano and Zaria, 
Southern Zaria, Plateau, Bauchi, Bomu, Gombe, Eastern Wocfaa6e 
'Y ola, Maayo Ine, Maayo Faran, Hooseere, Benoue, J amaare 
(Diamare), Bagirmi, Bamenda (Eastern Nigeria and Cameroon) 
The division above does not include the Fulfulde which is spoken in Sudan, Ethiopia, Chad, 
Northern Togo, Northern Ghana, and in the Central African Republic. According to Abu-
Manga (1986:33) the dominant form of Fulfulde spoken in Sudan is Gombe (Arnott 1970a), 
which means that the Fulfulde of Sudan would belong to the dialects of the Hausa states. 
Arnott (1970a:3) classifies Gom1be as "central Fulfulde" which is here called the Fulfulde 
of the Hausa states. 
Fulfulde dialect areas in Maasina 
In order to establish the approximate boundaries of the Fulfulde dialects in Mali the MAPE 
research group (1983a: 18-36) used a comparative word list of 200 basic words, with an 
additional list of cultural items, a sociolinguistic test, and small text samples. Because of 
the relative homogeneity of the Fulfulde variants, the intelligibility test is not a useful 
criterion for the determination of dialect boundaries (MAPE ll983a:285). The linguistic data 
were compared using the lexicostatistic method. The conclusion of the research verified to 
a large extent the initial hypothesis that the dialects would fall into three groups, in the 
same way as the historical and social division of the Fulbe in Mali falls into three groups: 
Fuuta, Maasina, and Seeno. The research also showed the existence of some additional 
enclaves with their individual dialects. The dialects of the Haayre are put between square 
brackets, this study groups them with Maasina. 
Main Fulfulde dialects in Mali (MAPE 1983a: 16): 
1 Maasina: Gimballa, Kunaari, Farimake, Fakala, Jenneeri, Kareeri, Kurumaari 
2 Seeno: Jalasagu, Wonkoro, 
[Haayre: Duwansa, Booni] 
3 Fuuta: Nyooro, Madiina, Geetema, Kayes 
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Maasina is often used to denote the areas over which the Maasina empire ruled, thus 
including Haayre and the Seeno. The present study defines Maasinankoore as both the 
Maasina spoken in the Inner Niger Delta and in the Haayre, excluding the dialects spoken 
in Seeno and the Banyagara region. Booni and Duwansa are included in Seeno-Haayre by 
MAPE, these towns are located in the Haayre which is treated here as a separate region 
with a Fulfulde dialect which shows more resemblance to Maasinankoore than to 
Seenonkoore. Seenonkoore is the Fulfulde spoken in Seeno. Prenasalized consonants in 
Maasina and Haayre have become fully nasalized, i.e. nasal, consonants in Seeno. The verb 
stem does show initial consonant alternation in Maasina and Haayre, but not in Seeno. The 
conclusion that the Fulfulde of Maasina and Haayre from one dialect group which is 
distinct from the Fulfulde spoken in the Seeno is arrived at by looking at the following data 
provided by the MAPE research: 
Maasina Haayre Seeno 
nduungu nduungu DUUJJU 'rainy season' 
naa0ge naa0ge naa)Je 'sun' 
0doo0di 0d00°di nooni 'ashes' 
mi warii mi warii mi warii 'I have come' 
6e 0garii 6e 0garii 6e warii 'they have come' 
ma0de 0garataa 0dey 0garataa mane wartaa 'when will you come?' 
mi hokkii mi hokkii mi hokkii 'I have given' 
6e kokkii 6e kokkii 6e hokkii 'they have given' 
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It must be noted that the research for this thesis did not take place on such a large scale and 
in such a vast area as the MAPE research. Fieldwork has been done on the Fulfulde of 
Gimballa, Kunaari, Jenneeri andl in Tenenku and Toggere Kumba, which are included in 
Maasinankoore. Some work with speakers from the Haayre (Duwansa) has also been 
included, but when data from this region are used this is always explicitly mentioned. 
1.2.1 MAASINA 
The subject of the present study is Maasinankoore, i.e. the variant of the Fulfulde language 
which is spoken by the people of Maasina, the Maasinankoo6e. It is also the second 
language of many people in the area. The exact number of Fulfulde speakers is unknown. 
In Mali the number of Fulbe is estimated to be 700,000 (MAPE 1983a: 16). Another 
estimate indicates that there are 1,000,000 Fulfulde speakers in Mali (Fagerberg-Diallo 
1984:92). 
Fulfulde is the dominant language in Maasina. Other important languages are Sorogo 
(Bozo) and Soninke (Sarakolle, Marka). Songhay is especially important around Jenne. 
There are a number of other Malian languages which are spoken in Maasina. Bambara, 
Malinke, French, Tamashek, Dogon, and Maur (Hassanya Arabic) can also be heard in 
Maasina (DNAFLA 1980). Tioulenta (1991:50) also mentions the existence of a pidgin 
called "diakois" [French orthography] based on Soninke and Soro go which is spoken in Ja 
and a few surrounding villages. A pidgin based on Fulfulde and Sorogo is spoken on the 
River Jaaka and is called Kaamaka Se66e (Tioulenta 1991:66). In Mopti a special variant of 
Fulfulde exists where all the noun class concords are replaced by the concord of the 'O class 
( cf. Tioulenta 1991: 201-202). The impression is that this is a speech form used to talk to 
foreigners and it is sometimes used as a lingua franca: a language used in trade by people 
(often Bambara) for whom Fulfulde is not the mother tongue. Statements about the 
sociological composition of its speakers needs further investigation. This variant is not 
considered to be Maasinankoore. 
The study of Fulfulde dialects in Mali by a team of Malian researchers (MAPE 1983a), 
the language course by Sonja Fagerberg-Diallo (1984) and the sociolinguistic study on the 
integration of Bambara and French loan-words into Fulfulde by Temore Tioulenta (1991) 
have been very useful for the present study. Detailed information about the history and 
sociology of the Maasina area can be found in a number of academic studies (Ba & Daget 
1962, Brown 1969, Gallais 1984, Gardi 1985, Robinson 1985, Sanankoua 1990, Tioulenta 
1991, De Bruijn & Van Dijk 1993, 1994, forthcoming), and in the Fulfulde oral literature 
which is collected in Maasina (Ba et al. 1974, Seydou 1972, 1976a, 1976b, 1991). More 
titles can be found in the "Bibliographie generale du monde peul" edited by Seydou ( 1977) 
and in the "Bulletin de liaison des etudes peules 2" ( 1991). 
Some historical factors have to be mentioned because they are important for the 
definition of dialects in Mali. The Maasina empire ruled by Seeku Aamadu from 1818-1853 
constituted a homogeneous society during which the status of Fulfulde was enhanced. The 
basis for the Fulbe hegemony over Maasina was probably already laid after the subjugation 
of the Soninke by Fulbe clans around the river Jaaka around the middle of the 16th century, 
at which time Fulfulde started to be the dominant language of the area (Tioulenta 1991 ). 
The war between the Maasinankoo6e and the Fuutankoo6e, which lasted from 1862-1893, 
is another socio-historical factor that enforced a demarcation between the two dialects: 
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Maasinankoore and Fuutankoore. Maasinankoore borders on Fuutankoore in the west and 
on Seenonkoore in the east and south east. The regions of Banyagara and Seeno (where 
Seenonkoore is spoken) were dominated by the Maasina empire, but remained relatively 
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BURKINA FASO 
The Inner Niger-Delta 
Fieldwork on Maasinankoore was done from November 1987 until May 1988 during which 
I Stayed in Mopti, Jenne, and Seware. Visits were made to Seenosa, Fatooma, Sofara, 
Banyagara, and Bamako. In May 1989 and in May 1990 I did fieldwork in Paris with a 
speaker from Toggere Kumba in Mali. In January and February 1991 another period of 
fieldwork was spent in Toggere Kumba, with visits to Tenenku, Mopti, Duwansa, Dalla, 
and Bamako. In March 1992 I worked in Dortmund (Germany) with two Fulfulde speakers 
from Jonyoori and Siro (which is between Tenenku and Jonyoori). The three main 
consultants were a pullo 6aleejo, a cecfcfo whose mother tongue was Fulfulde, and a 
jaawancfo. Their utterances have been checked with speakers of other social groups. 
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1.2.2 RINGIMAAJI 
The Fulbe in North West Province of Cameroon are part of the lenyol 'lineage' of 
sedentary Ringimaajiijo (pl. Ringimaaji'en) often abbreviated to Ringimaaji. They are better 
known by the name Mbororo (Bocquene 1981). In fact, the name Ringimaaji refers to the 
species of cows which are owned by the Ringimaaji'en. The forefatheirs of the 
Ringimaaji'en, or rather the initial breeding stock of their cows, originate from the place 
Ringim near Kano in Nigeria. The word Ringimaaji'en is made up of the stem riu0gim, a 
plural formation -aaji referring to cows, and a class suffix -1en referring to people. The 
grandfather of the main Ringimaaji consultant had moved into the montane grassfields of 
the North West Province of Cameroon some seventy years before (information gathered in 
1988) and had been taxable to the Laamiicfo of Ringim in Nigeria. Nowadays the people of 
the Ringimaaji live in the montane grassfields in Mambila in Nigeria and in the North West 
Province in Cameroon, some people live in Sa66al Mbabbo, some in Maiganga in 
Cameroon, and some people live around Mobaye in the Central African Republic. 
According to a Ringimaajiijo from Cameroon the people of Ringim in Nigeria have lost 
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Some locations of the Ringimaaji 
The area in the montane grassfields is very fertile (volcanic sediment). Grazing occurs 
between 1500 and 2000 metres in the rainy season. In the dry season the cattle are taken 
into the valleys at about 800 meters (Frantz 1986: 17). The lingua franca in Donga-Mantung 
is Weskos (Pidgin English). The Fulbe in Donga-Mantung were minimally involved with 
Fombina, Aadamaawa. 
During a visit to Cameroon from May to July 1988 and in August 1994 some notes were 
made on the Fulfulde dialect of the Ringimaaji in Nkambe and Akweto. Some data from the 
Ringimaaji dialect are used to clarify the historical complications which occur in the initial 
consonant alternations (Chapter 3). 
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It is not clear which other Fulfulde dialects are most similar to the Fulfulde of the 
Ringimaaji. The Ringimaaji dialect shows a similarity with the Gombe dialect described by 
Arnott and with the Kaceccereere dialect described by McIntosh. Probably the Ringimaaji 
dialect has to be grouped together with what Arnott calls "central dialects", here called 
Fulfulde of the Hausa states. 
1.3 OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH TOPICS 
This study is mainly based on data of a dialect of the Fulfulde language which is spoken in 
the Inner Niger Delta in Mali, in Maasina. This dialect (Maasinankoore) has so far received 
only little attention (Fagerberg-Diallo 1984, Tioulenta 1991) and this study is an effort to 
fill this linguistic gap in the study of Fulfulde. The description is limited to the 
morphophonology because an important aim of this research is to find explanations for the 
alternative forms of the Fulfulde noun class suffixes. 
The description of the Fulfulde of Maasina is divided into two parts: phonology and 
word formation. The phonology has been studied to explore the possibility of phonological 
conditioning of the variant suffix forms (as suggested by Klingenheben 1941, Skousen 
1972, and Anderson 1976). However, no phonological complementary distribution of the 
forms of the noun class suffixes can be found. Previous studies by Mohamadou (1985) and 
Paradis (1986) indicated that there is a correlation between types of word derivation and 
suffix forms. The research into this correlation is further elaborated in part II on word 
formation. 
Part I: phonology 
In the phonology part different chapters discuss the speech sounds, the consonant 
alternations, and the syllable. 
Chapter two discusses issues such as the A TR vowel harmony, the occurrence of 
nasalized and laryngealized vowels, the phonetic nature of the laryngealized consonant { 6, 
cf, j.}, automatic prenasalization of voiced stops which follow a nasal consonant, the 
phonetic nature and the distribution of the labial approximants {13, w, q}. 
The phonological changes which occur word initially in verbs and nouns, without an 
apparent phonological context which conditions these changes, are further elaborated on in 
Chapter three. Comparison of Maasinankoore (Mali) with other dialects like Ringimaaji 
(Cameroon) and Pulaar (Mauritania and Senegal) shows that paradigm levelling is going on 
in words with the initial continuant consonants [w] and [y]. For example, in Maasina 
reanalysis is going on, replacing the alternation series w: g: 0 g with w: b: mb before the 
round vowels { o, a, u} in productive derivations. This paradigm levelling occurs to 
regularize the word initial changes and it causes the occurrence of the following 
complicated consonant alternations in the stem waf- 'to bark'. 
verb: [w-b-mb] noun: [w-g-0g] 
rawaa0du 1ana wafa 'the dog is barking' wafaa0 ga '(one sound of) barking' 
dawaacfi 1ana mJpfa 'the dogs are barking' gafaali '(sounds of) barking' 
Attention is also given to stem-final consonant alternations, especially to Klingenheben's 
hamza assimilation in words like debba. / rew6e. 'woman'. The assimilation of the 
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underlying stem final [w] to the underlying suffix initial consonant [1] has resulted in the 
long plosive [bb]. The same process (merger of a glottal stop with a continuant consonant) 
is reconstructed in word initial positions where an initial plosive consonant occurs. 
Restrictions on the syllable structure are responsible for the shortening of an initial long 
plosive to a single plosive consonant in word initial (i.e. syllable initial) position. 
The syllable plays an important role in the phonological changes attested in Fulfulde. 
The whole of Chapter four is therefore dedicated to the influence of the syllable on the 
possible length of vowels and consonants, the possible occurrence of epenthetic vowels, the 
possible sequence of segments according to their sonority, lthe metrical structure of words 
and their stress assignment rules and intonation patterns. The study of the syllable in 
Fulfulde is based on views expressed in studies by Clements & Keyser (1983), Hyman 
(1985), Hayes (1985), Schadeberg (1987), and Venneman (1988). 
Part II: word fonnation 
The part on word formation contains chapters on the verbal system and adverbials; the 
grade system (of the suffixes); the nominal classes; and the nominal modifiers and 
pronominals. 
The structure of the verb is described in Chapter five. Many verbal markers which 
appear in the formation of verb forms reoccur in the formation of nouns and other 
nominals. It is therefore necessary to understand the structure of the verb stem and the 
verbal markers which occur in this verb stem, in order to understand the word formation of 
nominals in Fulfulde. An attempt is made to describe the semantic nature of the verbal 
extensions. Maasinankoore has about thirty verbal conjugational suffixes. These are 
analyzed as combinations of a more limited number of underlying elements, arrived at by 
looking for a one-to-one correspondence in form and meaning of the semantic categories of 
mood, voice, tense, aspect, polarity and discourse expressed in the different verbal 
conjugational suffixes. 
The preceding description of the morphophonology of Fulfulde serves as the basis for 
explaining the problem discussed in Chapter six: how does one explain the different forms 
of the noun class suffixes in Fulfulde. The assumption has often been that the different 
suffix forms were allomorphs. The discovery of the phonological conditioning for this 
allomorphy was thought to be only a matter of time. However, the issue of the suffix grades 
has been discussed here from a new angle: the different forms of the noun class suffixes are 
taken to represent different meanings. The different suffix forms are used in different 
semantic types of word derivation. In this study I demonstrate that the different noun class 
suffixes, e.g. -:J, -w:,, -g:>, -0 g:, for the NGO class, are actually compound forms of a grade 
marker and a class marker. The grade markers carry derivational meanings. The grade B 
marker is cognate with the associative verbal extension, the grade C marker is cognate with 
the circumstan1ial verbal extension, and the grade D marker is cognate with the referential 
marker. Grade A is unmarked, its suffix form consists underlyingly only of the class 
marker. The meanings expressed in the grade markers combine with the underlying form of 
the class suffix, thus resulting in four different suffix forms which are not allomorphs, but 
which convey different (derivational) meanings. 
When all the words which are formed with a suffix form of grade A are compared, an 
overwhelming tendency that they describe "objects" can be discovered, i.e. not only things 
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one can touch or see but also the cognate pivot of a verb, i.e. the cognate object or the 
unmarked object or the cognate state of a stative verb. 
things to touch or see: bin-ere 0 de 'nose' 
fad'-~ ng~ 'sandal' 
cognate pivot of verb: 1uj-iri 'castrate (bull) 1uj-ude 'to castrate' 
jirn-ol 0 gol 'song' yim-ude 'to sing' 
fij-~ ng~ 'game' fij-ude 'to play' 
cognate state of verb: 1an°d-al 0 gal 'knowledge' 1an°d-ude 'to know' 
sey-~ 0 g~ 'happiness' sey-aade 'to be happy' 
mup-al 0gal 'patience' mup-ude 'to be patient' 
The conclusion is that different meanings are associated with the different grades. The 
meaning generally present in grade A words is objective, an associative meaning is found 
in words derived with a suffix form of grade B, grade C nouns tend to have a circumstantial 
meaning, and grade D nouns have a subjective meaning. 
In Chapter seven all noun classes are discussed. The hypotheses concerning the semantic 
difference between the different suffix grades are demonstrated for each class and semantic 
principles are searched for in the grouping of nouns within each particular class. The 
investigation of the semantics of the class suffix has been inspired by the studies of Corbett 
(1991), Craig (1986), Dixon (1982), Lakoff (1987), and Spitulnik (1987) and by 
discussions with Felix Ameka (Leiden University), David Wilkins (Max Planck Institute, 
Nijmegen), and Issa Diallo (University of Ouagadougou). A noun class is thought to 
combine concepts, either by means of a possible shared semantic feature of the nouns 
occurring in that class or by their occurrence in the same semantic field. Many associations 
are culture specific, as is shown in the networks representing the semantic linking of the 
different nouns. For example, in the NOi class the semantic field of capital (wealth which 
can be used to produce more wealth) links together a number of nouns like jawdi 'wealth', 
0gaari 'bull' (used to get cows pregnant and produce more cattle), 1aawdi 'seed' (used for 
sowing to produce more grain), and leydi 'land' (used for herding cattle and cultivation to 
produce more cattle and grain). The association of cattle, grain and land with wealth is 
culture specific to the Fulbe. Semantic associations proved very fruitful in the construction 
of the semantic networks which depict the semantic motivation within a noun class, i.e. 
why certain nouns are grouped in a certain noun class. 
Chapter eight describes the other nominal word classes. The adjectives give some further 
evidence for the semantic distinction between the suffix grades. In the formation of the 
basic colour terms, red, black and white, another link can be found between the culture of 
the Fulbe and the Fulfulde language. These adjectival colour terms are formed on stems 
combining with grade B suffix forms. The stems are the names of cattle given according to 
their skin colour. In Maasina the grade A disyllabic words w~d'e, rane, and 6ale exist as 
terms with which one calls a red, white, or black cow respectively. The vowel -£ of the 
NGE class, referring to cows can be found in the adjectives of colour, modifying nouns of 
all classes. 
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laana raneewa ka 
0gaari raneeri 0 di 
baafal 6~cf~wal 0gal 
nagge w~cfeewe 0 ge 
rawaa0 du 6aleeru 0du 
seesi 6al~~ 1~ 
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'the white boat' 
'the white bull' 
'the red door' 
'the red cow' 
'the black dog' 
'the black chair' 
This merely indicates that the skin of cattle is an important domain in which colour is 
distinguished. Numerous etymologies discussed also make use of cultural information, 
these hypotheses will have to be verified in for example cognitive association tests with 
speakers of Fulfulde. The pronominals complete the description of the formation of words 
in Fulfulde. 
This study moves from the phonology to the morphology of Fulfulde. Considering the 
fact that phonology is the study of speech sounds which distinguish meaning, and 
considering the fact that morphology is the study of the smallest units of speech which 
convey meaning, it follows that at each stage the study of meaning (semantics) plays an 
important role in the functioning of the elements in the system. 
1.4 THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIBS 
This study is mainly based on spoken Fulfulde. The utterances were transcribed in a 
systematic phonetic transcription during several periods of fieldwork. The questionnaires 
provided by Bouquiaux and Thomas ( 1987) proved to be very useful in this respect. The 
lexical data thus collected have been compiled in a data base with rough translation 
equivalents. The computer facilitated the search, listing and comparison of words with 
certain consonant sequences, words within one grade, and words within one class. In the 
following paragraphs I outline the theoretical models used in the different parts of this 
study. 
Part I Phonology 
The model of Autosegmental phonology is used to describe the phonological processes 
(Goldsmith 1990). The concept of well-formedness conditions (WFC) and their associated 
automatic phonological rules (A-rules) is taken from Stewart (1983). The well-formedness 
conditions capture the phonemic patterns of the language (Stewart 1983: 123). The well-
formedness condition motivates the application of the associated A-rule. The A-rules show 
what happens where a well-formedness condition would otherwise be violated (Stewart 
1983: 116). The nature of the A-rules is the same as the concept of automatic alternation 
described by Hockett: 
"Some alternations are such that if they did not take place, the phonemic pattern of 
language would be different from what in fact it is. Alternations of this kind are called 
automatic. One of the alternate shapes is the base form, and the other or others are 
said to replace the base form under specific conditions, where, otherwise, there would 
be an arrangement of phonemes contrary to the phonemic pattern of the language." 
(Hockett 1958:279-280) 
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Next to A-rules, I distinguish other phonological rules (P-rules) which are not automatic 
and often have exceptions. Unlike A-rules, the P-rules can be restricted to a morphological 
or lexical domain. Because of this P-rules are not exhaustive: a) the motivation for the 
application of a P-rule is not always clear, and b) the domain in which the P-rule applies is 
not always predictable. 
The use of well-formedness conditions of the syllable structure to motivate certain 
phonological alternations made it impossible to strictly follow the theory of Autosegmental 
phonology, since the syllable does not play a role in this model. As a result, [vocalic], 
[consonantal] and [sonorant] are not described as binary features. I use the terms "vocalic" 
and "consonantal" to refer to the status of a time slot. The consonantal or vocalic status of a 
time slot follows from the combination of autosegmental features attached to this time slot. 
Sonority is treated as a multi-valued feature. Certain phonological constraints in the 
language show that some consonants are more sonorant than others. The importance of the 
degree of sonority of consonants for the phonological rules in Fulfulde has already been 
demonstrated by Paradis (1986, 1987b, 1992). In describing similar sonority constraints for 
the Fulfulde of Maasina, I have also tried to show the relation between these sonority 
constraints and the syllable structure. 
The importance of rhythmic structures for the description of stress assignment (Hayes 
1985) makes it necessary to expand the Autosegmental phonology with a metrical system. 
In this, I follow Goldsmith (1990) who expanded Autosegmental phonology with the 
arboreal metrical system. 
Part II Word formation 
Having been trained in morphology by the late Professor Jan Voorhoeve, the model of 
morphological analysis which I use to describe the processes of word formation in Fulfulde 
shows resemblance to the structuralist approach. Rather than being eclectic, the linguistic 
approach used to describe the Fulfulde of Maasina can be said to be ecumenical (Ameka 
1991: 14), preventing theoretical contradictions. My descriptions of word formation are 
based on the presumption of underlying basic units of meaning (morphemes) and the 
phonological changes which these morphemes undergo in context, i.e. in combination with 
other morphemes. 
However, morphology is not the only level that studies meaning, in fact, all linguistic 
sub-disciplines are concerned with the interaction of form and meaning. Linguistic sub-
disciplines such as phonology, morphology, and syntax cannot be practised without 
referring to semantics since their subjects of study are defined and distinguished by 
meaning (Wierzbicka 1988:1-3). Phonology studies speech sounds which distinguish 
meaning. Morphology studies units of speech sounds which encode units of meaning. 
Syntax studies phrase structures which convey meaning. Therefore, I consider meaning 
relevant to all linguistic sub-disciplines. 
Much attention is given to the semantics of the categories expressed in Fulfulde. The 
analyses of the verbal conjugational suffixes, the suffix grades, and the nominal classes are 
based in semantics. To describe the semantic categories I have made use of Prototype 
theory (Rosch 1973, 1978, Wierzbicka 1985, Taylor 1989). Prototype theory proposes an 
alternative definition of categories which is different from the "classical theory" of 
categorization. The latter approach is called "classical" because it goes back to Aristotle's 
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definition of categories and because this approach has dominated different disciplines 
(including structural and autosegmental approaches of linguistics) throughout most of the 
twentieth century (Taylor 1989:22). The foHowing table provides a rough comparison of 
the two approaches of categorization (based on Arensen 1992: 109, Dixon 1982, Lakoff 
1987, Taylor 1989, Wierzbicka 1985). 
Classical theory: Prototype theory: 
Categories are defined in terms of a Categories may be defined by family 
conjunction of necessary and sufficient membership, members of a category share 
features some attributes with a prototypical 
member but not necessarily all attributes 
with all members 
Features are binary Members of a category may show 
gradience 
Categories have clear boundaries Categories typically have fuzzy edges and 
might even overlap 
All members of a category have equal Members of a category may be more or 
status less representative 
Features are primitive Members may be linked by association in 
the same domain of experience 
Features are universal Categories may be defined through a 
background framing, i.e. defined on the 
basis of human experience - physical, 
perceptual, cultural 
Prototype theory provides motivations and explanations for category membership and it is 
an important innovation in the study of noun class systems. It enlarges the number of 
possible semantic principles which may underlie the categorization expressed by the noun 
classes. In Chapter seven I put forward hypotheses for the semantics of the Fulfulde noun 
classes. The recognition that noun class affixes express meaning which convey more than 
the mere marking of syntactic co-reference has led to another discovery: a semantic 






2.1 FULFULDE SPEECH SOUNDS 
The vowel inventory of the Fulfulde of Maasina is represented in the following table. 
-round -round +round 
-back -back +back 
+front -front -front 
+high -low +ATR i u 
-high -low +ATR e 0 
-high -low -ATR e ::> 
-high +low -ATR a 
Nasalized vowels, voiceless vowels, and laryngealized vowels occur in Fulfulde too. They 
can be predicted from underlying phonological structures. The consonant inventory of the 
Fulfulde of Maasina is represented in the table below. 
labial labiovelar alveolar palatal velar glottal 
voiceless stop p t k 
voiced stop b d g 
voiceless affricate C 
voiced affricate j 
voiced lateral I 
voiced trill r 
voiceless fricative f s 
voiced approximant w y 
voiceless approximant h 
laryngealized stop 6 cf 
laryngealized affricate j 
glottal stop 1 
nasal stop m n .Jl IJ 
prenasalized stop mb °<I Dj ng 
The speech sounds are represented by their orthographic symbols. The symbol [c] 
represents the phonetic affricate sequence [cJ]. The symbol [j] represents the phonetic 
affricate sequence [d3]. The symbol [j] represents the phonetic affricate sequence [<J.~]. The 
phonetic realization of laryngealization is represented with a tilde under the segment [ _ ]. 
Several issues have been raised in the discussion about the phonemic status of the above 
consonants and vowels in the Fulfulde literature. The description of length, the status of the 
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prenasalized consonants, and the nature of the affricates have been interpreted in different 
ways. All three phenomena: length, prenasalization, and the complex structure of affricate 
segments are related to the organization of features in time within a phoneme. The analysis 
of these time related issues are discussed in section 2.3 in an autosegmental framework. 
2.2 THE PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES 
The Fulfulde speech sounds are analyzed as bundles of features (organized on 
autosegmental tiers). The features are binary except for the acoustic feature of sonority 
which is placed on a hierarchical scale (see section 4.4). The six distinctive places of 
articulation used to describe consonants consist of the bundling of the following feature 
values. 
labial labiovelar alveolar palatal velar glottal 
coronal + + 
anterior + + 
high + + 




The place features for the vowels are slightly different from those of consonants. There are 
four feature tiers that are common for both consonants and vowels: [high], [back], [round], 
and [low]. The tiers specifying [coronal] and [anterior] are only specified for consonants, 
not for vowels. The autosegmental feature tier ATR is only linked to vowels, not to 
consonants. There is no separate consonant tier and vowel tier but the anterior and coronal 
tier are only linked to consonants and the ATR tier is only linked to vowels. The following 
figure gives the place feature specification of vowels in Fulfulde. 
a e e i ;) 0 u 
high + + 
back + + + 
round + + + 
front + + + 
low + 
ATR + + + + 
The occurrence of both vowels and consonants on the feature tiers [high], [back], [round], 
and [low] is necessary for the explanation of phonological changes where vowels influence 
the place features of adjacent consonants. 
The instructions to the vocal cords are represented by the autosegments [constricted], 
[voice], and [spread]. Constricted means that the arytenoids are brought tightly together so 
that the vocal cords cannot vibrate (either fully or partially). Spread means that the vocal 
cords are apart (either fully or partially) allowing for the air to pass freely. Voice means 
that the vocal cords are vibrating,, either over the full length or only the ligamental part. The 
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consonant [h] is whispered, i.e. the vocal cords are together or narrowed except between 
the arytenoids (Ladefoged 1971:8). The feature [-voice] is realized as whisper for the 













The feature [+nasal] occurs in nasal and prenasalized stops and in nasalized vowels. 
Nasalized vowels are (often optional) phonetic realizations of a vowel-nasal sequence in 
word final position. 
The different manners of articulation of consonants are described with the features 
[continuant], [lateral], [vibrant], and [strident]. Vowels have the same autosegmental 
representation as approximants. Voiced approximants (glides) and vowels only differ in 
sonority, a scaled feature that is described in section 4.4. The following figure shows the 
values of the manner features of a number of phonological categories. 
vowel approximant trill lateral fricatives obstruents 




The obstruents can be divided into several categories. Obstruents can be voiced, voiceless, 
laryngealized, glottal, nasal, prenasalized, and affricate in Fulfulde. They differ from each 
other according to the type of voicing, the absence and presence of nasality, and their 
temporal structure. Prenasalized consonants and affricates are obstruents with a complex 
time structure. They are analyzed with a sequence of two different values on one tier during 
one time slot. 
affricate obstruents prenasalized obstruents 
C j j {mb, nd, nj, ng} 
nasal +-
continuant -+ -+ -+ 
lateral 
vibrant 
strident + + + 
voice + + 
spread + 
constricted + 
Affricates are marked by the sequence [-continuant][+continuant] within one time slot. 
Prenasalized consonants are analyzed with a [+nasal][-nasal] sequence within one time 
slot. The combinations of the different feature specifications of the consonants and vowels 
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in Maasina are listed in Appendix 1. Also included in the appendix are the consonants [q], 
[{3], [f], and [3]. The consonant [q] is in complementary distribution with [w] in Maasina. 
The bilabial fricative [{3] occurs in dialects spoken in Cameroon, i.e. in Aadamaawa and in 
the dialects of the Dageeja and the Ringimaaji. In Maasina, the palatal fricatives [f] and [3] 
only occur as the final parts of a palatal affricate. The voiceless palatal fricative [f] occurs 
in Gombe and Ringimaaji and corresponds in a regular manner to the affricate [c] in other 
dialects such as Maasina. 
2.3 REPRESENTATION OF SEGMENTS WITH TEMPORAL STRUCTURE 
2.3.1 VOWEL LENGTH 
A long vowel is represented as a bundle of features linked to two time slots. The following 




Length is not considered as a feature of the vowel itself but it follows from the organization 
of the vowel features on the timing-tier over two time slots, thus indicating a longer 
realization in time. 
A long vowel can already be long in i:he underlying structure of the morpheme. 
Sometimes a long vowel is the result of a phonological derivation whereby the feature 
bundle of a certain vowel is linked to an adjacent time slot that has been delinked from its 
underlying content. 
r r r 
w a h r e 
The word waare 'beard' is derived from the morphemes *wah and *re that are stored in 
the lexicon with their underlying features and. time slots. At the surface, the consonant [h] 
cannot occur adjacent to another consonant and it cannot occur in syllable final position. 
When the consonant [h] is delinked because it occurs in syllable final position, the time slot 
of the consonant [h] will be linked to the preceding vowel . Thus the vowel [a] is 
lengthened because it fills the time slot underlyingly linked to [h] in the morpheme *wah. 
The representation of a long vowel as one bundle of autosegments linked to two time 
slots does not only describe the length of a vowel, it also gives insight into the genesis of 
the long vowels in such phonological derivations as demonstrated above. Vowel length is 
written as a sequence of two identical vowels in the orthographic representation of 
Fulfulde. 
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2.3.2 LONG OR GEMINATE CONSONANTS 
A long or gerninate consonant is represented as a bundle of features linked to two time 




Consonants that have in their realization a closure in the oral or nasal or pharyngeal cavity 
can occur as long consonants. Length is realized phonetically by prolonging the time of the 
closure before the release of the (obstruent) consonant. Fricatives and approximants can 
occur as.gerninate consonants but such [+continuant] gerninates are rare in Fulfulde. The 
following table shows the consonants which can be long in Maasina. 
labial/labiovelar alveolar palatal velar/glottal 
voiceless stop pp tt cc kk 
voiced stop bb dd jj gg 
laryngealized stop 66 cfcf jj 
nasal stop mm nn Jl.Jl IJJJ 
prenasalized stop mmb nnd Jlnj IJng 
voiced lateral stop ll 
not frequent, rare: 
voiced trill IT 
glottal stop Tl 
voiced continuant WW yy 
The voiceless continuants [f], [s], and [h] do not occur as long consonants. The phonetic 
realization of the gerninate [rr] is a repeated articulation of the trill over a longer period of 
time, a realization that is slightly different from the other gerninates. The gerninate [rr] has 
a limited distribution. In the Fulfulde dialect of Fuuta Tooro, the trill [r] cannot occur as a 
gerninate consonant (Paradis 1986:218). In the dialects of Liptaako (Bidaud & Prost 
1982:16), Kaceccereere (McIntosh 1984:12), and Gombe (Arnott 1970a:384) the long [rr] 
does occur but not very frequently. 
A long consonant can be long in the underlying structure of the morpheme or it can be 
the result of a phonological derivation whereby the feature bundle of a certain consonant is 
linked to an adjacent time slot that has been delinked from its underlying content. The 
following example shows a geminate consonant that is present in the underlying structure 













Often long consonants are the result of merger with the glottal stop [1] which cannot occur 
adjacent to other consonants. This is described in Well-formedness Condition 1 and P-rule 
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1. The ill-formed sequence of a consonant followed by a glottal stop can also be repaired by 
deletion of the glottal stop as described in P-rule 2. 















The fact that there are two competitive repair rules that avoid a consonant preceding a 
glottal stop can be demonstrated in the alternative plural formations of the following words. 
P-rule 1 P-rule 2 singular 
naw+1e -> nabbe, nawe 'ponds' naw-re 
new+1e -> nebbe, newe 'hand palms' new-re 
laaw+1i -> laabi, laawi 'ways' laaw-ol 
In P-rule 1 the features of the glottal stop except for the feature [-continuant] are delinked 
when the glottal stop occurs in the underlying structure adjacent to another consonant. Its 
time slot is occupied by the features of the adjacent consonant. The merger of any 
consonant with a glottal stop results in a [-continuant] long consonant. The following 
example shows the phonological derivation of the long consonant [pp] from a merger of [f] 
and [1] in the underlying structure of the word leppi 'strips' (< lef+7i). 
[-continuant] 
.. ··. ··1 
1 r xl .··1 xi ..- T 
e f 1 
The features of the consonant [f] and the only remaining feature [-continuant] of the glottal 
stop merge into one [-continuant] consonant [p] that occupies both time slots of the 
underlying consonants [f] and [1], thus forming the long consonant [pp]. 
Paradis presents a different analysis for this [pp] sequence. She describes how the 
[+continuant] fricative [f] occupying two time slots is strengthened because of the status of 
geminate consonants. Paradis (1986:284) has stated a rule that says that any consonant that 
is linked to two time slots is [-continuant]. Paradis (1986:284) represents the rule 
describing the strengthening of geminates in the following way: 
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* X X X X 
V V 
[+continuant] ~ [-continuant] 
This rule states that a [ +continuant] consonant becomes [-continuant] when it is 
lengthened. In this study I propose merger with an underlying glottal stop as an explanation 
for the feature [-continuant] of derived geminates because [+continuant] geminates [ww], 
[yy ], and [rr] do occur in Maasina and because other geminates are often the result of 
merger of two underlying consonants (see section 4.5.4). The following example shows the 
occurrence of the geminate consonant [rr] as a result of assimilation in the word naarre < 
*naat+re 'flood, entrance of water'. 
X X X X X X 
I V f ···· .. .J I 
n a t r e 
The geminate [rr] occurs because the consonant [t] cannot occur in syllable final position 
preceding a more sonorant consonant [r] in the Fulfulde of Maasina. The consonant [t] is 
delinked and its time slot is associated with the features of the adjacent consonant [r ], thus 
becoming a long rolling trill [rr]. 
There is no reason why the [+continuant] consonants could not be long. And indeed 
some words with a [+continuant] long consonant are attested in Maasina. 
'ostrich' also 0 dawuwal 
'yes, indeed' 
'gerral' 'fowl' 
The fact that long consonants in Fulfulde are usually [-continuant] may have something to 
do with the historical developments of the language. The [-continuant] feature of most long 
consonants could have resulted from the fact that fricatives and approximants developed 
historically from intervocalic stops. The long obstruents remained [-continuant]. 
2.3.3 PRENASALIZATION 
A prenasalized consonant is represented as a bundle of features linked to one time slot 
whereby two different values of the autosegmental feature nasal are linked in sequence to 




Prenasalized consonants are always voiced in Fulfulde. The following autosegmental 















A prenasalized consonant can be present in the underlying structure. A prenasalized 
consonant can also be derived from a sequence of a nasal consonant followed by a voiced 
plosive conso iant. The following example shows the derivation of the pre.nasalized 
consonant [0 d] in the wordpaam0du < *paam-du 'food; way of eating'. 





l ... ·····1 I 
m d u 
The feature [+nasal] spreads from the segment [m] to the segment [d]. The feature [-nasal] 
of the voiced stop is not de-linked. The result is a [+nasal][-nasal] sequence within the time 
slot of the voiced stop. This initial nasal part of the voiced stop [0 d] is linked to the place 
features on the time slot of the alveolar [d]. The prenasalization of voiced stops is described 
by the following Well-formedness Condition and A-rule. 
Well-fotmedness Condition 2 




A-rule 3: prenasalization 
C C 
l.-· · ··1 
[+nasal] [-nasal] 
[+voice] 
The ill-formed structure [nasal] [voiced stop] is prevented by prenasalization. A-rule 3 
states that the feature nasal spreads to the following plosive consonant. The rule of nasal 
spreading to ,oiced stops is an automatic phonological rule to which there are no 
exceptions. Th! automatic nature of this phonological prenasalization rule has also been 
described by Gaden (1913:2-3) and Klingenheben (1963:12). This rule is important for the 
analysis of seqt:ences of nasal and (voiced) plosive segments. 
The analysis of different nasal-voiced plosive sequences 
In a phonetic i tudy on the length of sequences of nasals followed by a voiced plosive 
segment in the Fulfulde of 'Yola spoken in Nigeria (Breedveld 1988:59), I conducted that 
there was no p1onetic difference between a NC sequence (a nasal followed by a voiced 
plosive), a 0 °C sequence (a long prenasalized consonant), and a N°C sequence (a nasal 
followed by a prenasalized consonant) as distinguished by Arnott (1970a:385) for the 
Fulfulde of Go nbe (Hausa states, Nigeria). I only found a phonetic difference between a 
sequence °C (a prenasalized consonant) on the one hand and the "long" sequences 0 °C, 
N°C, and NC 011 the other hand. The controversy revolves around the question of whether it 
is possible to make a phonetic (!) distinction between the sequences mb vs. mmb, nd vs. 
n°d, JJg vs. JJ 0g andpj vs .. J1°j or not. Here it is claimed that such a phonetic distinction is 
not present in Fulfulde because an automatic phonetic rule makes a voiced consonant 
prenasalized wt ,en preceded by a nasal. 
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In Bamako I performed a small recognition test with the words /wonde/ 'to be' and 
/wonnde/ 'another' (orthography used in Mali). Two Fulfulde speakers were placed 
opposite each other. One of them got a piece of paper on which two sentences were written 
in which the two different words were given. The other one was not allowed to see the 
paper. 
Mali orthography translation phonetic pronunciation 
1. huunde wonnde 'another thing' [huu0de w:,n°de] 
2. wonde cf oo welaa 'to be here is not nice' [w:>n°de cf:>:> welaa] 
The one with the paper had to pronounce only the underlined word without pronouncing the 
context of the sentence indicated. The listener could not see which sentence was indicated. 
The listener had to indicate which word he heard: /wonnde/ 'another' or /wonde/ 'to be'. 
Many times the listener could not identify the word when pronounced in isolation. The 
explanation for that is homonymy. It is impossible to identify the words in isolation 
because they are pronounced the same way, i.e. as [w:,n°de]. The words can only be 
differentiated using contextual semantic information. In free speech the verb /wonde/ 'to 
be' is frequently pronounced as wonude. Speakers use the insertion of the active voice 
marker in the infinitive as a strategy to avoid this homonymy which is a result of the 
phonological rules that apply to their underlying structures. The word w:,n°de 'another' is 
formed with the morphemes *w:,cf and *0 de, the prenasalized consonant is present in the 
underlying structure. The consonant [cf] is delinked because it cannot occur in syllable final 
position and its time slot is linked to the nasal segment of the prenasalized consonant [0d]. 
X X 
I I f""··-.. A f 
w :> cf n d e 'another' 
The word w:,n°de 'to be' combines the verb stem *w:,n and the infinitive marker *de. The 
active voice marker -u- preceding the infinitive maker is often omitted when the stem final 












Vl f e 'to be' 
The prenasalized consonant in w:,n°de 'to be' results from the application of the phono-
logical rule that spreads the feature nasal to any following voiced consonant. The 
homonymy of these two words which differ in their morphological underlying structure has 
caused confusion between the analysis of the underlying and the surface forms. This con-
fusion has penetrated the orthography of Fulfulde. In the orthography used in Mali the 
single prenasalized consonants are written as NC, the sequences of a nasal and a pre-
nasalized consonants are written as NNC except when this long sequence occurs at the end 
of infinitives where it is written as NC again. In the literature different other orthographies 
are used (Breedveld 1988). For example in the Nigerian orthography all nasal plosive 
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sequences are written NC, whether it is a single prenasaHzed consonant or a sequence of 
two consonants (a nasal followed by a prenasalized). To a large extent the short and long 
nasal-plosive sequences are in complementary distribution. This could be the justification 
for the fact that in the Nigerian orthography all nasal-plosive sequences are written NC. 
The distribution of different nasal-voiced plosive sequences 
The distribution of the phonetically distinct long and short nasal-plosive sequences is 
almost complementary. The long sequences mostly occur intervocalically after short 
vowels; the prenasalized consonants mostly occur word initially or after long vowels. The 
alveolar segments [n] and [dJ are taken as examples but the generalizations also apply to 
the labial, palatal, and velar nasal-plosive sequences. The general distribution of nasal-
plosive sequences is the following: 








There are however some exceptions to this general distribution. 
EXCEPTION 1: The following words are found with a short vowel followed by a short 
nasal-plosive sequence (or prenasalized consonant). 
'when' 
'which' (NDE class) 
'which' (NGE class) 
These question words are formed with two morphemes: a question marker ma- or ha- (as in 
h:>-ta 'where' and h:>-n:> 'how') combines with the class concord nde (NDE class) or nge 
(NGE class). It is not uncommon for deictic forms to be phonologically aberrant. 
EXCEPTION 2: There are a number of nouns where a short vowel is followed by a 





The hypothesis is that these two words have a penultimate long vowel in their underlying 
structure which is shortened before a word final heavy syllable. This long vowel appears in 
the paradigms of the words for 'bridle' and 'dog' when they occur before a final light 
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The long vowel [aa] in labaale 'bridles' is evidence for vowel shortening in laba0 gal 
'bridle'. The shortening of the penultimate vowel [a] in examples like laba0 gal 'bridle' and 
dawa0 gel 'small dog' is conditioned by the CVC shape of the suffixes -0 gal and -0 gel. Such 
shortening can also be seen in the formation of adjectives where a long penultimate vowel 
occurs before a CV shaped class suffix and a short(ened) penultimate vowel occurs before a 
CVC class suffix. The relation between vowel length in the penultimate syllable and the 





'white' (Kl class) 
'white' ('0 class) 
'white' (NGAL class) 
'white' (NGEL class) 
long penultimate vowel + light final syllable 
long penultimate vowel + light final syllable 
short penultimate vowel + heavy final syllable 
short penultimate vowel + heavy final syllable 
EXCEPTION 3: There are quite a number of words where the short vowel morpheme -u- is 
followed by a prenasalized consonant (short nasal-plosive sequence). 
hakku0de 
so66u0du 
'in between, middle' 
'corner' 
This morpheme -u- occurs in infinitives and participles formed with active verb stems. This 
vowel is often deleted unless its deletion would create ill-formed syllable structures. 
EXCEPTION 4: Words in which a long vowel is followed by a long nasal-plosive sequence 
are also exceptions to the general distribution stated above. 
<- juut + 0di 
<- waat+nde 
'long' 
'passed' (lit: that has died) 
A long vowel followed by a long prenasalized consonant occurs only in productive word 
derivations in Maasina. The nasal phase in sequence VVN°C is often shortened to VV°C 
especially in non-productive derivations. The shortening of a long prenasalized consonant 
after a long vowel is an optional P-rule. 
P-rule 4 (optional): prenasalized geminate shortening 
X X 
V vi 
[ aF] n d 
(vowel) 
This shortening of the n°d sequence or any other nasal-voiced plosive sequence after long 
vowels is not obligatory in Maasina. In fast speech, however, the productive word 
derivations with a VVN°C sequence often undergo the shortening rule. The prenasalized 
long consonant in the following words is sometimes (optionally, depending on speech rate) 
shortened. 
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W::>::>cf + ncJe -> 
jUUt + 0di -> 














The tendency for long nasal-plosive sequences to occur after a short vowel and the 
tendency for short nasal-plosive sequences to occur after a long vowel suggests 
compensatory lengthening. Alternating length patterns of either a long vowel or a long 
nasal period are common especially for words with a nasal-plosive sequence. But there is 
no free variation between CVN°CV and cvvncv. The alternating length patterns are only 
found when one compares cognate words in different dialects. The nasal period is shortened 
in a sequence of a long vowel followed by a long prenasalized consonant in Maasina. The 
vowel is shortened more often in Liptaako. 
Maasina Liptaako Gombe Ringimaaji 
'fish' mngu mngu ligngu liji°gu 
'ashes' 0doo0 di 0don°di 
'thing' huu0 de hun°de huu0 de hu1u0de, huu0de 
The alternation of CVVC with CVCC is not an example of compensatory lengthening 
(contra Klingenheben 1963:20) but rather the result of a shortening of the CVVC syllable 
since a V :C: sequence is less preferred in some, and not allowed in other Fulfulde dialects 
by the well-formedness conditions for syllables. As a result of this, either the consonant or 
the vowel is shortened in some Nigerian and Cameroonian dialects (McIntosh 1984: 15, 29). 
In Maasina, however, P-rule 4 only applies to non-productive forms. Sequences of a long 
vowel followed by a long consonant do occur in productive derivations. 
Because of these four types of exceptions the distribution of long and short nasal-plosive 
sequences is not fully complementary. However, the general tendency of prenasalized 
consonants to occur after long vowels and the tendency of long nasal-plosive sequences to 
occur after short vowels makes their distribution highly redundant. 
2.3.4 AFFRICATES 
The affricates are represented as a bundle of features linked to one time slot whereby two 
feature values [--continuant] and [ +continuant] are linked in sequence to this one time slot. 
X 
A 
[-continuant] [ +continuant] 
In Fulfulde there are three affricate consonants. These affricate stops all have palatal place 
features. The symbols [c], [j], and fj] stand for the voiceless palatal affricate [cf], the 
voiced palatal affricate [j3], and the laryngealized palatal affricate y~] respectively. In fact, 













The affricates can occur as a geminate consonant which is linked to two time slots. A long 
consonant is phonetically realized by maintaining the closure (of the oral cavity) for a 
longer period of time. The following figures represent the geminates { cc, jj, j.j.} 
respectively. 
X X X X X X 
'.11 '\11 '\/1 
C J j 3 j 3 
The [-continuant] initial segment of the speech sound is linked to the two time slots when 
the affricates are geminate. The [+continuant] fricative part occurs as an off-glide of the 
final time slot linked to the palatal stop. When geminate affricates result form a merger of 
palatal-alveolar fricative and a glottal stop, the general rule (P-1) produces a palatal stop, 
which then has to be modified into an affricate (A-5). A-rule 5 describes the insertion of a 
fricative off-glide because plain palatal oral stops are ill-formed in Fulfulde. 






A-rule 5: off-glide insertion 
[-continuant] [+continuant] 





The occurrence of such a segment is prevented by the automatic insertion of a 
[+continuant] segment to the right of this underlying structure as described in A-rule 5. 
This rule describes the insertion of a fricative off-glide at the end of palatal stops, which is 
possibly also the historical explication for the affricates. The rule also makes sense because 
affricates behave phonologically like stops. The affricates [jj] and [c] in the following 
words are derived. 
wuy + 1::, -> 
h::,ls + 1e -> 
guij::, 'thief' 
k::,lce 'hooves' 
The segment [j.] is very rare in the language, no example is found where this segment is 
clearly derived. The merger of a [y] and [1], which are adjacent in the underlying structure, 
results in the geminate consonant [jj]. Phonetically this long consonant is realized as [li3]. 
The fricative off-glide is inserted at the end of the geminate palatal stop. 
The merger of the segments [s] and [1], which are adjacent in the underlying structure, 
follows the same linking and delinking as the derivation of the voiced palatal geminate [ii] 
from [y+1]. In addition, a rule describing the change in place features is needed because 
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without it the merger of [s] and [1] would incorrectly result in a geminate [tt] instead of the 
correct outcome [cc]. The assumption is that the consonant [s] is *J in the underlying 
structure. The underlying consonant *J includes palatal place features. The merger of [f] 
and [1] results in a long palatal affricate [cc] which is pronounced [ccJ] with a palatal off-
glide. The assumption that the fricative [s] underlyingly has palatal features is also useful in 
the description of the regular consonant alternation s/c and in the description of the syllable 
final alternation where [s] becomes the palatal approximant [y]. 
The assumption that the consonant [s] is the palatal fricative *J in the underlying 
structure makes it necessary to formulate a rule resulting in the correct surface form of [s] 
when it occurs as a single consonant. This is described in the following structure condition 
and the related automatic phonological rule. 






A-rule 6: s -replacement 
*J ~ s 
A phonetic rule changes the underlying palatal feature bundle of *J when it occurs as a 
single consonant (linked to only one time slot) on the surface. The phonological rule 
preventing the occurrence of this ill-formed segment inserts the feature bundle alveolar in 
this context, thus changing *J to [s]. 
In principle, affricates should be described and derivedl as stated in this section. These 
complex autosegmental representations give insight into the exact structure and are 
consistent with the historical origin of the affricates. Palatal affricates are claimed to 
originate from a palatal stop to which a fricative off-glide was attached, possibly triggered 
by the transition to a following (high) vowel. This explains why affricates behave like stops 
even though their last part is [+continuant]. For reasons of convenience, the orthographic 
symbols [c], Li], and [j] are used in the phonological representations of the affricate stops. 
2.4 THE CONSONANTAL OR VOCALIC STATUS OF TIME SLOTS 
The skeletal tier serves as a temporal sequence of anchor points for elements on the 
autosegmental tiers (Goldsmith 1990:48). For some authors, the skeletal tier has the form of 
an x-tier which represents a sequence of time slots which are equal in status (Hyman 
1985: 15). For others, the skeletal tier has the form of a CV-tier in which the consonantal 
and vocalic status of a time slot is given (Clements and Keyser 1983:62-84). Goldsmith 
(1990:50) specifies the slots on the skeletal tier as C when it is [-syllabic], as V when it is 
[+syllabic], and as X when it is not specified. The present study suggests a compromise 
between the two competing models. The marks C and V are labels for the time slots which 
are derived fre>m the combination of autosegments that are linked to a particular time slot. 
Traditional generative phonology distinguishes consonants from vowels by ascribing the 
feature [-consonantal] or [+vocalic] or [+syllabic] to vowels. The opposite values of 
[+consonantal] or [-vocalic] or [-syllabic] are then used to describe a consonant. In 
addition, consonants and vowels are often distinguished by using different names for their 
place features, e.g. [palatal] for consonants and [high] for vowels. The place of articulation 
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is mostly used to describe consonants and the approaching articulator is often used as the 
name of the feature used for vowels. But this distinction seems somewhat artificial. It 
obscures the fact that the labial-velar [w] and high-back [u] have the same place features, 
the only difference is that [u] is higher on the scale of sonority than [w]. Many 
generalizations will be missed in a phonological description using different feature names 
to distinguish between vowels and consonants. And the use of different features for the 
description of vowels and consonants makes it impossible to describe phonological 
assimilation rules like e.g. palatalization as a rule spreading the same feature [+high] from a 
vowel to an adjacent consonant. In this study there are five segmental tiers (back, round, 
front, high, low) with place features that are specified for both vowels and consonants. The 
feature ATR which is only linked to vowels can spread to an adjacent vocalic time-slot 
without affecting an intervening adjacent consonantal time slot. Glides differ from vowels 
in their degree of sonority and in ATR harmony. The vowels [u] and [i] cause the spreading 
of the feature [+ATR], whereas the glides [w] and [y] do not. In principle, the features 
[coronal] and [anterior] could also spread without affecting intervening vowels because 
these autosegmental features are linked to consonantal time slots only. 
The main distinction between consonants and vowels lies in their sequential distribution 
which is related to their relative sonority: a vowel has to be adjacent to a consonant and a 
consonant has to be adjacent to a vowel (at least on one side, i.e. either preceding or 
following). In Fulfulde an utterance is, in principle, an endless repetition of the following 
obligatory order of consonants and vowels. 
Well-formedness Condition 5: [CV(V)(C)]* 
This obligatory pattern indicates that the maximal number of vocalic time slots in sequence 
is two and the maximal number of consonantal time slots in sequence is two. All words, 
and indeed all utterances, start with one single consonantal time slot. Words can end in any 
sequence (long vowel, short vowel, single consonant) but not in two consonants. 
The structure [CV(V)(C)]* indicates at the same time the possible syllable structure in 
Fulfulde. The distribution of C and V is linked to the place of speech sounds in the syllable 
and the possible syllabic structures. This is also the reason why the feature [±syllabic] is 
often used to distinguish vowels from consonants. In this study, however, the features 
[syllabic], [vocalic] or [consonantal] are not included as autosegments on either the skeletal 
or the feature tiers. One reason for not including these features on the segmental tiers is the 
fact that they differ in nature from the other features: the terms [syllabic], [ vocalic] or 
[consonantal] do not refer to one primary physiological or acoustic feature. And they do not 
behave like the other features: they do not spreading, i.e. assimilation does not involve the 
changing of the consonantal or vocalic status of a segment. On the contrary, vowels and 
consonants have to alternate. Each consonant requires the presence of at least one adjacent 
vowel and each vowel requires the presence of at least one adjacent consonant. 
In this study a cumulative feature of sonority is used instead of the binary features 
[±syllabic], [±vocalic] or [±sonorant]. The sonority hierarchy is discussed in more detail in 
section 4.4. The theoretical consequences of the integration of a multi-valued feature 
describing the sonority of speech sounds into the system of predominantly binary features 
are not further explored in this study. 
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The consonantal or vocalic status of a time slot is determined by the autosegments 











(highest degree of sonority) 
There is a set of specific feature values that define a vowel. Any difference in the 
phonological set-up implies that the time slot is identified as a consonant. This also 
includes any difference in value on the scale of sonority where vowels are defined by the 


















Nasalized, voiceless (or rather whispered), and laryngealized vowels do occur at the 
phonetic surface level in Fulfulde. The derivation of the consonantal or vocalic status 
should take place in the underlying structure in order to prevent the interpretation of the 
time slots linked to (phonetically predictable) voiceless, nasalized or laryngealized vowels 
as consonants. Some observations on the phonetic realization of the voiceless, 
laryngealized, nasal, and nasalized segments are presented in the following sections. 
2.5 VOICELESS VOWELS AND [h] 
Voiceless vowels are pronounced with whispered voice. Vowels can become voiceless or 
partly voiceless when they occur at the end of an utterance before a pause. Voiceless 
vowels and final glottality are not distinguished in the orthography. Vowels are pronounced 
voiceless at the end of sentences that do not end in final glottality. The vowels at the end of 
the following sentences (ending in adverbs or particular conjugational suffixes) are 
pronounced voiceless (whispered) before a pause. 
6e 0garij 
6e 0jeewti sann~ 
debb;:, 1::, lootiim~ 
mi 1an°daa ma 
0 
nagge 1annij 
h:m:» m:, wiyete~ 
Voiceless vowels and [h] 
'They have come.' 
'They have enjoyed themselves very much.' 
'The woman has washed herself.' 
'I don't know you.' 
'Here is a cow.' 
'How is he called?' 
A-rule 7: pre-pausal vowel devoicing 





The devoicing of final vowels is a late phonetic rule. The vocalic slot that occurs before a 
pause will be linked to a [-voice] segment and the [+voice] segment will be delinked. A 
vowel is [+spread] when it is [-voice]. 
The consonant [h] is also pronounced with whispered voice. It can only occur in syllable 
initial position. The position of the tongue during the pronunciation of [h] is identical to 
that of the following vowel. 
A-rule 8: place assimilation of [h] to the following vowel 
h 
b V 
I··. j T ·· ... 
[place] [ a place F] 
The consonant [h] is represented by different feature bundles depending on its context. The 
place feature specification of [h] is identical to that of the adjacent vowel. 
[h] hi he he ha ha ho hu 
continuant + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
nasal 
voice -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 





high ++ ++ 
back ++ ++ ++ 
front ++ ++ ++ 
round ++ ++ ++ 
low + ++ 
(ATR + + + -) 
(coronal - ) 
(anterior - ) 
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When the sound of the segment [h] is isolated on a tape (with a gate) the acoustic effect is 
identical with that of a voiceless vowel. The quality of the following vowel is heard as 
whispered during the pronunciation of the [h]. 
2.6 LAR YNGEALIZA TION OR CREAKY VOICE 
2.6. l LARYNGEALIZED VOWELS AND [1] 
Vowels are automatically laryngealized when they occur adjacent to the segments [6], [cf], 
[j], and [1]. These consonants are all linked to the feature [+constricted]. At the phonetic 
surface level, laryngealized vowels do occur in Fulfulde. Laryngealization of vowels is not 
indicated in the orthography. In this section laryngealization is marked with a tilde [ _ ] 
under the laryngealized vowells to show that their distribution follows the rule given. 
Laryngealization spreads form a [ +constricted] consonant to preceding and following 
vowels. 
Well-formedness Condition 6a 
NOT: C V 
I I 
[ +constricted] [-constricted] 
A-rule 9a: vowel laryngealization 
C V 
l .•t ... ·· r 
[ +constricted] [-constricted 
Well-formedness Condition 6a and A-rule 9a are the mirror image of 6b and 9b. 
Well-formedness Condition 6b A-rule 9b: vowel laryngealizatior 
NOT: V C V C 
I I I··. j T ·· ... 
[-constricted] [ +constricted] [-constricted] [ +constricted: 











The feature [+constricted] describes the state where the vocal cords are tightened and only 
the ligamental part of the vocal cords is vibrating during the pronunciation of the 
consonants [6], [cf], and [j], this is also called creaky voice. The vocal cords are fully 
tightened for the pronunciation of the glottal stop [1]. The release of the tightened vocal 
cords produces the sound that is characteristic for the glottal stop. The release is 
accompanied by creaky voice in Fulfulde. The tightening of the vocal cords during the 
pronunciation of the [+constricted] consonants spreads to the adjacent vowels resulting in 
laryngealized vowels, i.e. vowels pronounced with a creaky voice. 
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A glottal stop can occur word initially, intervocalically, and utterance finally. Glottal 
stops are pronounced when a word initial glottal stop follows another vowel final word in 
an utterance. An intervocalic glottal stop often shows (free?) variation with [h]. The glottal 
stop alternates with [y] in the environment of the vowel [i]. 
be1\ behi, bey 
ga7i, gahi, gay 






The glottal stop is not always realized utterance initially, its underlying presence can be 
noted by the creaky voice appearing on the vowel that precedes the glottal stop: 
S3Wf1J 
jawl also jaw;1 
7ana welj 
y:> 7alla wuurnu m;1 
'staff, stick' 
'bracelet' 
'it is nice' 
'may God make him/her live' 
In utterance initial position, a glottal stop is generally realized only by the creaky voice 





The feature bundles of the glottal stop in utterance initial position are identical to the 
features of a laryngealized vowel. Isolated (on tape with a gate) the initial part of that word 
sounds exactly like a vowel with creaky voice, i.e. a laryngealized vowel. The position of 
the tongue during the pronunciation of [1] is identical with that of the following vowel. 
Only the feature [+constricted] remains as a trace of the underlying glottal stop, sometimes 
realized only as the initial part of the utterance initial vowel. 
P-rule 10: utterance initial glottal stop deletion 
[1] [aF] 
t. ... ·····1 
utterance[ C V 
I 
[+constricted] 
If a word beginning with a glottal stop is put in a position where it follows a vowel final 
word, then the initial consonant is pronounced as a [-continuant] glottal stop again. 
2.6.2 FINAL GLOTTALITY 
Arnott ( l 970a:65) describes final glottality as a glottal feature which is only realized at the 
end of sentences before a pause when the pre-pausal syllable is not marked by rising 
intonation. The glottal feature follows certain word categories and certain verbal 
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complexes. The word categories marked by final glottality are nominals, i.e. words ending 
in a noun class suffix and the independent pronouns (Arnott 1970a:388). The verbal 
complexes marked by final glottality are the subjunctive (also used in the progressive) and 
the relative verb forms (also used to form the stative) (Arnott 1970a:231). The distribution 
of the final glottality in the Fulfulde dialect of Gombe as described by Arnott is almost 
identical to its distribution in the Fulfulde of Maasina. One of the differences is that the 
demonstratives in Gombe do not have final glottality because their final morpheme is not 
the class suffix. Forms of the demonstratives ending in the class suffix do occur in 
Maasinankoore where they are characterized by final glottality. Furthermore, there are a 
number of adverbials like 1annifl 'here is' that are marked by final glottality in Maasina 
which do not occur in the Gombe dialect. Finally, the imperative is marked by final 
glottality in Maasina but not in Gombe (Arnott l 970a:252). 
The hypothesis is that the final glottality is a morpheme [1] that carries meaning. Its 
meaning is similar to the meaning of contexts in which an exclamation mark is used in the 
punctuation of a text. The final glottality thus indicates that something in the sentence is 
expressive. The following sentences with final glottality can be pronounced expressively, 
or they contain a focused constituent. The last column lists the category of the sentence 
final word that requires the occunence of final glottality. 
sanaa m;:, wara1 
nay 1annifl 
y;:, m;:, duwene1 
leetere m;:, win°dann;:,;:,1 
yina1 
'He has to come!' 
'Here are cows!' 
'May he bless you!' 
'It's a letter that he wrote!' 
'Swim!' 
Subjunctive 




The relative verb forms indicate that the initial noun phrase in the sentence is in focus. The 
meaning which is related to the use of the exclamation mark, which indicates attention or 
affirms that something is in focus, can be found in the context of the relative verb from 
where final glottality occurs. By syntactic extension, the stative and progressive forms 
which combine the durative with the subjunctive or with the relative verb forms are also 
marked by final glottality even though they are not explicitly expressive predicates. 
1;:,m;:, g;:,lla1 
1 ;:,m;:, nii galla1 
1ana heewi1 
1 ;:,m;:, waawi1 
'He works.' 
'He is just (busy) working.' 






The deictic function of the class marker in demonstratives has a meaning that is similar to 
that expressed by an exclamation mark. It draws attention. However, the near 
demonstrative (concord+ ga) is not characterized by final glottality. 
but: 
lmu0de 0dee1 
huu0 de 0 deeto1 
huu0 de 0deega 
'That thing!' 
'That thing over there!' 




The class marker in other nominal and pronominal forms has also a deictic function. By 
extension all nouns formed with the class marker, i.e. all nominals, are characterized by 
final glottality. This could also be an indication that the class suffixes are historically 













Final glottality seems to interact with intonation patterns even though it has a segmental 
form [1]. In Maasina, final glottality is deleted in all questions: both in yes-no questions 
with a rising intonation and in question-word-questions that do not have rising intonation. 
And questions are precisely the type of sentences in which an exclamation mark would not 
be expected. The absence of final glottality in the following questions overrules the fact 
that the relative verb form and the nominal infinitive require final glottality. 
h:>n:> foti ? 








The last utterance was recorded on tape with a question intonation. I was asking for some 
words to be pronounced in isolation. I gave the French translation equivalent ·~tre beau' 
hoping to get the infinitive woocfude 'to be beautiful, to be good'. The consultant remem-
bered that we discussed the word but was always very strict in giving correct translations. 
The hesitation about whether this was the word I wanted to ask explains the question into-
nation. This question intonation explains the absence of final glottality in this utterance. 
In the above examples the final glottality is represented by a glottal stop. This is actually 
not always the phonetic realization of the final glottality in the Fulfulde of Maasina. Final 
glottality is often phonetically realized as the laryngealization of the final vowel. 
leetere m:> win°dann~~(1) 
1:>m:> g:,113(1) 
paam0dy(1) 






A separate rule should describe the optional omission of the glottal stop in this context. 
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This rule says that sometimes the glottal stop is not pronounced utterance finally. The 
underlying glottal stop can be deleted but it causes the laryngealization of the preceding 
vowel. The laryngealization of the vowel preceding the glottal stop can be described by the 
same rule as the rule which states that all vowels that are adjacent to [+constricted] 
consonants are laryngealized. 
The effect of final glottality on a preceding consonant is difficult to perceive. When the 
word labangai 'bridle' is pronounced sentence finally, the two final segments -al were both 
perceived with creaky voice. More often, the final glottality seemed to leave no trace when 
an utterance was consonant final. The phonetic effect of final glottality on consonant final 
utterances needs to be investigated to confirm the impression that final sonorant consonants 
are laryngealized when followed by final glottality. 
2.6.3 LARYNGEALIZED CONSONANTS 
In this study the consonants [6], [d'], and [j.] are described as laryngealized, sharing the 
feature [+constricted] with the glottal stop [1]. This statement differs from the description 
of these consonants by many authors. There does not appear to be any consensus on the 
phonetic nature of these consonants. A summary of the opinions in the literature about the 
consonants { 6, d', j} and the confusing terminology is given below. 
glottalized: Arnott ( 1970a: 41): { 6, d', and j} 
implosive: Mukarovsky (1963:47) 
Arnott (1970a:385): { only [6] and [cf]} 
Labatut (1973:50) 
Sylla (1982:25) 
Paradis (1986: 171) 
voiceless implosive: Labouret (1952:8) 
Lex (1987) 
ejective: Arnott (1970a:385): { only [j.] } 
preglottalized: Klingenheben ( 1963: 1-2) 
Ladefoged (1964: 17) (with doubt) 
Swift, Tambadu, Imhoff (1965: 17) 
Noye (1974:8) 
Bidaud & Prost (1982: 12) 
laryngeaHzed: Ladefoged ( 1964: 17) 
Noye (1989:vii) 
The many different terms indicate that the issue is a problematic one. Most authors consider 
the use of these terms to be sufficient explication for the phonetic nature of the sounds and 
do not go into the matter explicitly. Only Ladefoged and Lex accompany their statements 
with more elaborate explanations of the sounds. After a summary of the opinions of the 
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other authors, I will concentrate on the views of Ladefoged and Lex. The discussion will 
add some arguments in favour of Lagefoged' s description of the consonants { 6, cf, j} as 
laryngealized consonants. 
Arnott (1970a:41) arranges [6], [cf], and [j] as glottalized segments in his phoneme 
chart. In his appendix (Arnott 1970a:385) he adds further details about some consonants, 
stating that [6] and [cf] are implosive and [j] is ejective. Arnott mentions creaky voice 
(=laryngealized) as an effect of a glottal stop on adjacent vowels. He does not elaborate on 
the phonetic description of these terms. 
Labouret (1952:8) is more explicit. He describes {6, cf, j} as voiceless implosives 
("occlusives sourdes avec implosion"). This in contrast to other authors who usually see 
these consonants as voiced. 
Klingenheben's term "stimmhaften Verschlusslaute mit Kehlverschluss" is interpreted 
by Mukarovsky (1963:47) as implosive. I cannot conclude this from Klingenheben's own 
description. Klingenhe~en (1927:86) says that these sounds ("Kehlverschlusslaute") are 
explosive or at least start as an "explosive" like the affricate [cfy] ( = [j]). Whatever 
Klingenheben' s thoughts are about { 6, cf, j}, he definitely does not describe them as 
implosive. Klingenheben (1963: 1-2) gives the term laryngeal consonants as an equivalent 
of "Kehlverschluss" in his later work. Klingenheben describes { 6, cf, j} as the oral 
consonants { b, d, y} pronounced as a glide or transition to the next vowel between a glottal 
stop and a vowel where [7] fuses with the oral plosive. This description seems to indicate 
that Klingenheben perhaps thought that { 6, cf, j} are preglottalized. He uses the term 
laryngeal as a place feature. 
Noye (1974:8) writes in his course book that { 6, cf, j} are called implosives but "you 
have to hear them to make them correctly". He states that they resemble a glottal stop 
preceding the consonants {b, d, y} respectively. In his dictionary (1989:viii) { 6, cf, j} are 
listed without comment as laryngealized. Perhaps he changed his opinion from 
preglottalized to laryngealized. 
Lex and Ladefoged provide more extensive studies on the "glottal" consonants. 
Ladefoged (1964: 16-17) uses the symbols [1b], [1d], and [1j] for the consonants { 6, cf, j} in 
Fulfulde. Ladefoged says he has not been able to distinguish between voiced consonants 
with accompanying glottal stop and similar consonants marked by laryngealization, 
therefore he marks both by a prefixed glottal stop [7]. 
Laryngealized voicing is described as a state of the glottis with a great deal of tension in 
the intrinsic laryngeal musculature, so that the vocal cords no longer vibrate as a whole. 
The ligamental and arytenoid parts of the vocal cords vibrate separately, sometimes almost 
180° out of phase with one another, one end opening as the other end is closing. This 
produces an apparent increase, often an approximate doubling, of the rate of occurrence of 
glottal pulses. 
Ladefoged has doubts about the categorization of all the "laryngealized" consonants in 
Seereer, Wolof, and four Fulfulde dialects. In these languages laryngealization typically 
consists of the quickest possible change from normal voicing to a glottal stop, followed by 
a rapid change back to normal voicing again; the glottal stop usually occurred a few 
milliseconds before the consonant closure was made. 
Ladefoged mentions that the features implosive and laryngealized are often linked. 
Laryngealized voicing often occurs during an implosive consonant. And the laryngealized 
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sounds may be incidentally implosive on some occasions, but they are always distinguished 
from their voiced counterparts by being laryngealized. 
Lex (1987) concluded that { 6, cf, j.} are phonetically injective on the basis of a phonetic 
study of these consonants in the Fulfulde of Fulaadu (Senegal). Injective consonants are 
consonants characterized by an ingressive air stream caused by a closure in the oral cavity 
and lowering of the larynx resulting in a lower pressure in the mouth that causes air to 
stream into the mouth when the oral closure is released. This is usually described with the 
term "implosive"; a term she wants to avoid because apparently in French the term 
"implosee" has the meaning "unreleased". 
Measuring the direction of the air stream coming in or going out of the mouth with a 
kymograph ("phneumotachographe"), she clearly shows that word initially the glottal 
consonants are accompanied by an ingressive air stream that occurs shortly after the plosive 
release. This ingressive air stream is however absent or very small when the glottal 
consonants occur intervocalically or word finally. In Fulaadu glottal consonants can also 
occur word finally, this is not possible in Maasina. 
Lex uses pictures made with an oscillogram, showing the fundamental frequency of the 
utterances, to indicate where the ingressive air stream and the activity of the vocal cords 
synchronize with the pronunciation of the glottal consonants. 
Measuring the activity of the vocal cords via two electrodes that are attached to the 
outside of the throat near the larynx with a laryngograph, she tries to show that glottal 
consonants show a particular pattern of voicing (Lex 1987:52). The following figure shows 
the voicing of glottal consonants according to Lex, using her terminology. 
voicing 
voiced onset time 
ingressive air stream 












A positive voiced onset time means that the type of voicing of a particular consonant is 
expanded to the initial part of the following segment, in this case a vowel. In the case of a 
voiceless glottal consonant this is realized as a kind of aspiration following the glottal 
consonant's release. A negative voiced onset time means that the voicing of the following 
vowel expands to the final part of the glottal consonant. A small last part of geminate 
glottal consonants is voiced and this gerninate is adjacent: to a vowel. The intervocalic 
glottal consonants are voiced entirely. This is due to the large expansion of the voicing of 
the adjacent vowels (Lex 1987:39). The conclusion of Lex is that the consonants [6], [cf], 
[j.], and [g'] are voiceless injectives which she symbolizes as [p<], [t<], [c<], [k<] 
respectively. (The consonant [g'] is rare in Fulaadu, it only occurs in some Arabic loan-
words, it is not attested in Maasina) 
The demonstration that word initial glottal consonants are accompanied by ingressive air 
stream after the release of the closure is convincing and very interesting. But it seems that 
Lex (1987:54) rejects the possibility that the glottal consonants are laryngealized too 
quickly. In fact her examples of intervocalic geminate consonants (Lex 1987:48) that are 
accompanied by vocal cords placed against each other ("corcles vocales accollees") point in 
the direction of laryngealization. 
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The state of the glottis for the production of voiceless sounds is a state of the glottis 
where the vocal cords are separated from each other so that air can pass freely. For voiced 
sounds the glottis is in a state where the vocal cords are placed relaxed next to each other so 
that the passing air causes a vibration with regular intervals. During the production of 
laryngealized sounds, i.e. sounds produced with a creaky voice, the vocal cords are 
tightened and placed close next to each other so that the passing air will cause only a very 
irregular vibration on a small part of the vocal cords. The frequency of laryngealized 
sounds is very irregular and the sound will look more like a voiceless sound than like a 
voiced sound on an oscillogram. This could explain why Lex interpreted the glottal 
consonants as basically voiceless. 
She interprets the pictures given by the laryngograph only as voiced or voiceless. She 
fails to describe what the picture of the laryngograph would look like if a sound would be 
laryngealized. The frequency pattern that she presents as typical for laryngealized 
consonants (Lex 1987:54) is much too simple and probably wrong. This is why I doubt her 
hypothesis concerning the voicing of the consonants { 6, cf, j}. She does demonstrate 
clearly an ingressive air-stream when { 6, cf, j} occur word initially (actually utterance 
initially because the words are pronounced in isolation). My conclusion from her phonetic 
study is that laryngealized consonants can be pronounced with implosion utterance initially. 
My hypothesis that the consonants { 6, cf, j} are laryngealized is largely based on 
acoustic observations. The sounds were studied in isolation with a gate and in context while 
the frequency was shown on an oscilloscope. Vowels adjacent to the consonants [6], [cf], 
[j], and also [1] are clearly laryngealized in voicing. The spreading of a feature 
laryngealized from the laryngealized consonants to the adjacent vowels is then a plausible 
explanation. 
The phonetic study of Lex ( 1987) shows a clear ingressive air stream near the mouth in 
word initial position. Laryngealized consonants can also be realized accompanied by a 
lowering of the larynx and implosion (Ladefoged 1964). A decisive phonetic experiment 
would be the measuring of the air pressure above and below the glottis and the recording of 
images of the vocal cords during the pronunciation of the sounds { 6, cf, j} compared with 
{ b, d, j}. None of the consultants were willing to undergo such a test. Until such an 
experiment is carried out, the assumption is that the consonants { 6, cf, j} are laryngealized 
consonants that can become implosive in initial position. This conclusion is based on 
acoustic observations and on the behaviour of laryngeal consonants: they cause laryngeal 
voicing of adjacent vowels. 
2.7 NASALIZED VOWELS 
Nasalized vowels are the result of the occurrence of an underlying sequence of a short 
vowel followed by a nasal preceding a word boundary or preceding [s]. The nasalization of 
vowels is an optional (phonological) P-rule. The word final nasal consonant which 
conditions the nasalization is lost on the surface in most cases. A nasal consonant 
assimilates in place to the initial consonant of the next word when the nasal in word final 
position is realized. Utterance finally the nasal can become velar [JJ]. Many words are 











'give me' hokkam 
'yesterday' keenyen 
'let's go home' kooten 
'the herd will be in the inner Niger Delta' sewre wonan burgu 
The next words contain a nasalized vowel on the phonetic surface where a VN sequence 
occurs before [s] in the underlying structure. 
'hunter' d5S:>J]ke 




In some environments the word final nasal appears on the surface, especially when the next 
word starts with. a nasal. This is shown in the following two examples. 
~ti{: 1~ ja 
~6~ 1~jam nii 
'They are with peace.' 
'They are with peace only.' 
The assumption is that a nasal is present in the underlying structure wherever a nasalized 
vowel occurs. Two segment structure conditions describe the nasalization of the vowel and 
the deletion of the nasal stop, one in word final position where this process is frequent but 
optional. The nasalization of the vowel and the deletion of the alveolar nasal is obligatory 
before [s]. 
P-rule 12: vowel nasalization of VN befores 
[-nasal] [ +nasal] 
l ... l 1-···· 
V C C 
l .•t .. ··· r I 
[aF] n s 
P-rule 12 states that an alveolar nasal stop is not allowed before [s]. The underlying vowel 
nasal sequences becomes a nasalized vowel. 
P-rule 13 (optional): word final vowel nasalization of VN 
[-nasal] [ +nasal] 
l ... l 1-···· 
V C ] utterance 
l .•t ... ·· r 
[aF] [ J3F] 
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P-rule 13 states that sometimes a word final vowel nasal sequence becomes a nasalized 
vowel. There are certain contexts in which a VN sequence is allowed word finally. 
Consider the following sentences in the orthography of Mali. 
So on ngon ton golle, neldaa kam. 
if you pl. have there wod:, send-CIR-SUB-you me.' 
'If you have the work there, you should send it to me.' 
Hebbin loonde ndee. 
fill-IMP waterpot that 
'Fill that water pot!' 
The above sentences were taken down in phonetic script. They were pronounced several 
times. The difference could perhaps be explained by the speed: more nasalization and more 
dropping of word final nasals in faster speech. The following strings show the phonetic 
transcriptions of the above sentences. 
S;> 1 ;:>IJ 0 g5n t5)J 0 g;:,lle, neldaa ka1 
S;> 1 ;:>JJ 0g5 t5 g;:,lle, neldaa ka1 
hebbin b;:,0de 0 d~~ 
hebb1 b;:,0 de 0 d~~ 
The occurrence of a word final nasal seems restricted to slow and careful speech. Words 
pronounced in isolation are often pronounced with the final nasal. The word final nasal is 
also pronounced when a word is stressed, e.g. when it is important in a story. A number of 
words with final nasals were pronounced within a one page story that was once read very 
slowly and once in normal speed. The following two phonetic transcriptions of these words 
gives a comparison of nasalization of word final VN sequences in slow and fast speech. 
underlying form slow speech fast speech 
yaran 'usually drinks' yara yara 
k;:,sam 'milk' k;:,sam k;:,sa 
tan 'only' ta ta 
nay mum 'his cows' mum mo 
pan°de 0 den 'one day' 0den 0de 
n;:,n °de 'that is how' n;:,n n;:,n 
seecfa tan 'only a little' ta ta 
0 diyam 'water' 0 diyam 0 diya 
sabi hocfum 'why' hocfO hocfO 
huurtanaade kam 'to marry me' kam kam 
mutan 'will go down' muta muta 
hakkile mum 'her mind' mo mo 
cfum waawaa 'it's not possible' cfO cfO 
tan 'just' ta ta 
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underlying form slow speech fast speech 
lan°dii cf um 'asked him' cfu cffl 
huurtanaade cfum 'to marry him' cfu cffl 
6iyum 'his child' 6iyii 6iyfl 
lan°dii cfum 'asked her' cfu cffl 
ID:.l:.lffi:.l:> cf um 'touch him' cfu cfu 
0deen 'theru' 0deen 0deen 
The final nasal is dropped more often in fast speech than in slow speech, leaving a 
nasalized vowel. Maybe the word n:,n 'how' does not drop its final nasal because it is 
followed by the word 0 de 'it' starting with a nasal segment. Maybe the word kam 'me' 
does not drop the final nasal because it receives stress. Also the bilabial [m] seems more 
resistant to deletion than the alveolar nasal [n]. In slow speech the distribution is less clear, 
of course there is more opportunity to stress words in slow speech. The final vowel-nasal 
sequence in the word 0 deen 'then' does not become a nasalized vowel because nasalization 
of long vowels does not occur. 
The impression is that the final time slot is not deleted and that the syllable containing a 
nasal vowel behaves like a heavy syllable. There are only a few instances where the weight 
of the last syllable can be shown. One of these is in the context of deriving the correct 
length of the vowel in the penultimate syllable of adjectives. In the following examples the 
length of the vowel in the penultimate syllable depends on the weight of the last syllable 
which contains the class suffix. A long vowel is shortened in the penultimate syllable of 
nouns before a heavy syllable. The following paradigm of the adjective 'white' shows that 
the syllable weight of the class suffixes -wal and -ja have the same effect on the length of 





'white ('DAM class)' 
'white (NGAL class)' 
The rule shortening the penultimate vowel before a heavy syllable is optional, but the 
variation in final vowel length of the word ending in the class suffix -jam or -ja is identical 
to the variation found in the word ending in the class suffix --wal. This adjective does not 
show any kind of variation. If the last syllable contains the class marker -j:>, then the form 
is always daneej:> 'white (person)'. The penultimate vowel in the word daneej:.l 'white 
(person)' is not shortened because the last syllable has the form CV and is therefore a light 
syllable. The weight of the syllables is also an argument to assume that a nasal consonant is 
present in the underlying structure of nasalized vowels. 
A remark has to be made about the co-occurrence of final glottality and nasalized 
vowels. The impression is that nasal vowels that occur before a pause where final glottality 
can be expected are both nasalized and laryngealized. This assumption is based on acoustic 
impressions while listening to those sounds in isolation and in context and while watching 
their frequency on the oscilloscope. 
The precise phonetic nature of laryngeal voicing and its co-occurrence with nasalization 
in Fulfulde needs to be confirmed by more detailed phonetic experiments which are outside 
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the scope of the present study. Similarly the assumption that all voiced consonants followed 
by final glottality are realized with laryngeal voicing will need further verification. 
2.8 LABIAL APPROXIMANTS [q], [(3], AND [w] 
Studies by Labatut (1973) and by Mohamadou (1985) revealed the existence of a second 
labial approximant [J_3] next to [w] in some varieties of Fulfulde. Labatut describes the 
Fulfulde of the Dageeja spoken in Northern Cameroon. Mohamadou's description is based 
on the Fulfulde spoken in the eastern parts of Aadamaawa, called Fommbinaare or 
Fuunaangeere, of which southern Aadamaawa is a subgroup. Field work on Ringimaaji 
(Mbororo) in North West Cameroon showed the existence of an element that will be 
described as [J_3]. Paradis (1986) describes a segment [q] in the Fulfulde of Mauritania. Field 
work in Maasina (Mali) showed the existence of a segment that will be described as [q]. In 
this section the phonetic realization of these segments is described together with a sketch of 
their distribution in the different dialects. The genesis of the different distributional patterns 
of [J_3], [q], and [w] is discussed in more detail in the section on the initial consonant 
alternation (3 .1. 6). 
The exact pronunciation of both [q] and [J_3] differs slightly from the standard inter-
pretation of these symbols. Labatut (1973:49) describes the segment as a bilabial fricative 
[J_3] in the Fulfulde of the Dageeja. Later he stated that the friction during the pronunciation 
of [J_3] is very weak. In the orthography of the Fulfulde of the Dageeja he uses the letter "v". 
Mohamadou (1985:40) also uses the letter "v" which is pronounced as a sonorant 
labiodental fricative with a very loose or lax articulation. Paradis (1986: 178) is not explicit 
about the phonetic realization, both [q] and [w] are called rounded glides. The glide [q] is 
said to be the consonantal equivalent of [ii]. Ladefoged (1964:25) states that Seereer, 
Oyola, and the Fula of Mopti have neither [v] nor [w] but a bilabial or labiodental 
approximant that he symbolizes with [u]. This sound differs from [v] mainly by the lack of 
friction, and from [w] by the absence of the raising of the back of the tongue. Ladefoged 
states in his appendix B (1964:45) that the Fulfulde spoken in Mopti has [u] for [w] in some 
contexts. 
This study uses the symbol [q] for the unrounded bilabial/palatal approximant attested in 
Maasina. The [q] is taken to symbolize a [-round] [+front] [+anterior] labial approximant. 
There is no rounding, the lips form the sound [q] while being spread with a tongue position 
that is equal to that of front vowels. There seems to be no available symbol for an 
unrounded labial approximant that has the tongue in a palatal position (which also should 
explain why [q] sometimes becomes Li] when it becomes [-continuant]). The rounding of 
[q] described by Paradis ( 1986: 180) is rejected. The hypothesis is that the segment [q] in 
Pulaar has a realization not with rounding but with a spread articulation of the lips like in 
Maasina. The segment [q] in Maasina and Pulaar differs form the segment [J_3] in 
Ringimaaji and Aadamaawa in their phonetic nature and in their phonological distribution. 
The segment [J_3] attested in Ringimaaji is not pronounced as [q] or [w]. There is some 
consensus on the pronunciation of [J_3] and "v". There is very little friction in the pronun-
ciation of [J_3] and "v", this is also stated by both Labatut and Mohamadou. The description 
of the exact place features of "v" or [(3] also varies. Mohamadou says the segment "v" is 
labiodental, Labatut calls [J_3] bilabial. There is only agreement on the fact that "v" or [J_3] is 
not labiovelar. The confusion between bilabial and labiodental might be caused by the 
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typical pronunciation of this segment which I witnessed in Ringimaaji. The lower lip is 
moved inwards into the mouth in the direction of the teeth. This gives the optional impres-
sion of a labiodental. But the lower lip never reaches the teeth. The air passing through the 
opening between the two lips causes a very light friction. In this study the symbol [j3] is 
used for the segment attested in Ringimaaji. [(3] is taken to symbolize a [-round] labial 
approximant with a very light friction. The hypothesis about the exact place of articulation 
of the segment [j3] needs further study. Perhaps the filming of the pronunciation can 
provide slow-motion pictures that will show this more clearly. The hypothesis is that the 
phonetic nature of Mohamadou's [v] and Labatut's [j3] are more similar than the terms 
labiodental and bilabial suggest. From now on [j3] will refer to both [v] and [j3]. 
The question is whether the segments [ q] and [j3] are simply different pronunciations of the 
same underlying segment in the different dialects or not. The distribution of these segments 
differs. In Maasina the segment [q] is in complementary distribution with [w]. The segment 
[q] occurs only syllable initially before front vowels. The following examples show the 
distribution of [q] and [w] in Maasina. 
u: wur::> /gure 'village' 
::>: w::>jere / b::>je 'hare' 
a: waa0du / baacfi 'monkey' 
e: qelaa 'isn't nice' 
e: qee0du / beeli 'pond, lake' 
i: qir::> / hire 'rib' 
This complementary distribution can be explained by a phonological rule describing the 
assimilation of labial glides to front vowels. 





T ·· . .. 
[-front] [+front] 
[+round] [-round] 
A labiovelar [w] that becomes [+front, -round] before front vowels will become a [q]. The 
same distribution of [q] and [ w] occurs also stem finally in Maasina. 
Maasina 
yeeq-eede 'to miss' yeew-aama 'has mdssed' 
deq-el 'little girl' 0dew-oy 'little girls' 
jaq-el 'little bracelet' jaw-::> 'bracelet' 
mi taq-ii 'I have found' taw-de 'to find' 
laaq-i 'roads' laaw-ol 'road' 
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In Maasina [w] and [q] are in complementary distribution: [w] occurs before [-front] 
vowels and [q] occurs before [+front] vowels. Paradis (1986: 178) observed the same 
complementary distribution of [q] and [w] in Pulaar (Mauritania). Paradis postulates the 
glide [q] in the underlying structure but it can only be realized as [q] before front vowels. 
The following examples show the distribution of [q] and [w] in Pulaar. 
Pulaar 
u: wuurde 'to live' 
o: wowru 'mortar' 
:>: w:,jere 'hare' 
a: waa0du 'monkey' 
e: qecc:> 'side' 
e: qee0 du 'pond, lake' 
i: qin°dude 'to write' 
The consonant [q] can occur before the vowels {e, e, i} and the consonant [w] occurs 
before the vowels {a, :>, o, u}. Paradis states that the consonant [q] that marks the 
inchoative (called the "associative extension" in this study) becomes [j] when it is 
strengthened, i.e. when it becomes [-continuant]. 
The distribution of [{3] and [w] in Dageeja, Aadamaawa, and Ringimaaji is different from 
the distribution of [q] and [w] in Pulaar and Maasina. In Ringimaaji the segment [J_3] can be 
found to distinguish meaning in minimal pairs. There is however a restriction on the 
segment [w] which can only occur before [-front] vowels. In other words the segment [w] 
cannot occur before [+front] vowels. This is similar to the behaviour of the segment [w] in 
Maasina. The following words show distribution of [{3] and [w] in Dageeja*. 
Dageeja 
u: wur:> 'camp, village' J_3urti 'turned up' 
o: woni 'is' J_3olJ_3i 'has said' 
:,: wocfaa6e 'nomadic Fulbe' J_3ojere 'hare' 
a: waalde 'age group' J_3aare 'beard' 
e: asaJ_3eere 'Saturday' 
e: J_3eeti 'in the morning' 
i: J_3icco 'tale' 
In the Fulfulde of the Dageeja [{3] can occur before all vowels, [w] only occurs before the 
vowels {a, :>, o, u}. The distribution of [{3] and [w] in (southern) Aadamaawa shows the 
same pattern as in Dageeja. 
* The orthography used in the examples does not distinguish the vowel [e] and [a]. The vowel quality is 



















'plait (mat or rope)' 
'be nice' 
'destroy' 
The consonant [.(3] can occur before all vowels, the consonant [w] only occurs before the 
vowels { a, o, u}. And again, the same distribution of [.(3] and [ w] is attested in Ringimaaji. 
In Ringimaaji [.(3] can occur in both syllable initial and syllable final position and [(3] can 
occur before all vowels. The distribution of [w] is restricted, [w] does not occur before 
front vowels. The distribution of [(3] and [w] in Ringimaaji is similar to the one in the 
Aadamaawa dialects. 
Ringimaaji 
u: wuuwug::, 'to bend' .(3uu{3uga 'to sweep' 
o: won°dug::, 'to live together' j3of3ru / bobi 'mortar' 
::,: w::,lb / g::,lle 'cheek' j3::,lde / ll>::,lle 'word' 
a: waa0du / baacfi 'monkey' .(3aatug::,, 'to die (animals)' 
e: j3reb 'hunger' 
e: j3elug::, 'to be sweet, good' 
i: J3iig::, 'to say' 
The distribution of [w] and [(3] in Ringimaaji could suggest, however, that [w] is 
historically derived from [.(3] occurring before the vowels {a, ::,, o, u}. However, the 
spreading of a feature [-front] is unlikely. Spreading of the feature [+back] would: explain 
the occurrence of [w] before{::,, o, u} but not for [a] which is [-back]. And the rule should 
be optional because [.(3] also occurs before these vowels. Synchronically [(3] is 
phonologically distinct. 
The approximant [q] can be described as an allophone of [w] in Maasina and 
Mauritania. The approximant [j3] can be described as a separate phoneme in Cameroon. 
These statements are true but [w], [j3], and [q] are treated as segments with a restricted 
distribution in this study because there is a great similarity between the distribution of the 
labial glides in the dialects. The complementary distribution of [w] and [q] in Pulaar and 
Maasina should be noted, more interesting is the development of [(3] in Ringimaaji and 
Aadamaawa where this consonant has been reanalyzed as the phonological counterpart of 
[b] in the consonant alternation system in order to disambiguate the two alternation sets w : 
b: mb and w: g: 0 g (see section 3.1.6). 
The hypothesis is that the Fllllfulde dialects of the Ringimaaji, the Dageeja, and 
Aadamaawa share an innovation of the distribution of [.(3]. The fact that [w] does not occur 
in these dialects before front vowels is described by the same word structure condition (14) 
as in Maasina. But the segment WIJ is introduced in environments where ambiguity related 
to the consonant alternation of [w] occurs replacing thew : b: mb set with .(3 : b : mb so that 
the alternation pattern is again predictable from the (basic) continuant consonant (see 
Anderson 1976: 131-2). The hypothesis is that the consonant [.(3] developed from the 
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consonant [q] and was given some distinct phonetic features like more friction to allow its 
presence before [-front] vowels. 
The hypothesis of Mohamadou (1985:43) that [j3] is a retention of the [+continuant] 
consonant alternating with [b] is rejected because there are still too many examples where 
[w] alternates with [b]. The ambiguity of [w] alternating with both [b] and [g] results from 
the loss of the [+continuant] consonant *y alternating with the [-continuant] consonant [g]. 
And because a (historical) phonological rule changing [J3] to [ w] before [a] is not 
phonetically plausible: what element or place feature could be spreading from [a] to [j3] 
causing [j3] to become labiovelar? In Chapter three on initial consonant alternation some of 
the last statements will be further explained and illustrated. 
2.9 VOWELASSIMILATION 
In this section some assimilation rules for vowels are discussed. All vowel assimilation 
rules in Maasina are anticipatory, i.e. a vowel assimilates to the following vowel. The rules 
of frontness assimilation and the fusion of aw > :,:, apply only in a few frequently used 
words, whereas the ATR-harmony applies without exception in all words. 
2.9.1 FRONTNESS ASSIMILATION 
The phonological rule of frontness assimilation describes the change of the vowel [a] to [e] 
before a vowel [i] in the following syllable (of the same word). This rule must apply after 
the A TR-harmony because the vowel [e] resulting from an underlying [a] does not obey the 
vowel harmony rule. The sequence e-i usually undergoes ATR-harmony resulting in the 
sequence e-i but not in the words that undergo frontness assimilation of [a]. There is one 
word where the rule of frontness assimilation applies in all Fulfulde dialects. 
*yah+i > yehi 'went' 
Frontness assimilation is an optional rule which only applies to a few high frequency 
words. 
P-rule 15 (optionally): frontness assimilation of [a] to [e] 
[-front] [+front] 




The number of words where the frontness assimilation occurs is a little larger in 
Maasinankoore. In some instances two forms of a word exist: with and without the 
frontness assimilation. The frontness assimilation seems to occur more often in the centre 












'hello' [lit: (it) has been difficult?] 
'iron' 
'knife' 
The words given here are the only examples of frontness assimilation found in the Maasina 
data. The fact that examples of frontness assimilation are very few and are very frequently 
used words suggests that this rule is a recent innovation. 
2.9.2 TOTAL VOWEL ASSIMILATION 
Short unstressed vowels can assimilate completely to the vowel in the following syllable. 
fill-an-b or fill-:>n-b 
ha66-an:>:>ka or ha66-:m:>:>ka 
'will tell for' 
'has not been tied' 
tell-DAT-M.INCOMPL 
tie-N.P.COMPL-PAST 
This rule is optional in the above examples. Total vowel assimilation has occurred in a 
number of fused morphemes. It can explain the first vowel in the class suffixes -ere, -iri, 
-uru and in conjugational suffixes such as -ata, -ete, and -:>tJ,. 
2.9.3 MERGER OF [a] WITH [w] 
The vowel [a] can merge with a following labiovelar [w] to form a long vowel [:>:>] . Only 





Different phonological changes occur when *aw> :>:>, i.e. spreading of the feature [+back] 
and the deletion of the labiovelar [w] resulting in compensatory lengthening of the vowel 
[:>]. These changes are represented in P-rule 16. 
P-rule 16 (optional): merger of [a] and [w] resulting in[:>:>] 
[-back] [+back] 
l ... 1 1-···· 
V C 
l .-t ... ·· r 
[a] [w] 
The optionality and the very restricted number of words in which the merger of [a] and [w] 
occurs make it that this rule is labelled as a P-rule. The application of P-rules can depend on 
the frequency of a word and on the rapidity of speech. There are no rigid boundaries for the 
application of optional P-rules. Often variant forms can be used alternatively by the same 
speaker, e.g. mawd':> and m:>:>d':> 'old person' with and without the rule applying. The 
phonological rules with limited application possibly indicate stylistic speech differences. 
The fact that no rigid boundaries for the domain of optional phonological rules can be given 
is in conflict with the assumption of lexical strata: the division of the lexicon into clearly 
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defined domains to which the application of a certain phonological rule is limited (see 
Paradis 1992 and Mohanan 1982). 
2.9.4 ATR VOWEL HARMONY 
Fulfulde is analyzed in this study as having seven phonemic vowels. This analysis is based 
on the data of the Maasina dialect and the Ringimaaji dialect. The vowels [e] and [o] are 
phonologically predictable variants of [e] and [a] in many environments but not 
everywhere. The instances where [e] and [o] cannot be predicted phonologically gives 
these two vowels phonemic status. All vowels can occur either as long or short vowels. The 




The present analysis deviates from the majority of the literature which describes Fulfulde as 
having five vowel phonemes (Mukarovsky 1963:25, Zoubko 1980: 14, Sylla 1982:22, 
Bidaud & Prost 1982:9). The following figure shows the traditional five vowel inventory 




These five vowels are also used in the official orthography of Fulfulde which has been 
recommended by the UNESCO meeting held in Bamako in 1966. Some authors state that 
phonetically there are more than five vowels. There are different proposals for the number 
of vocalic allophones and the rules predicting the occurrence of the additional vowels. 
Stennes ( 1967: 1) postulates five phonemic and nine phonetic vowels for the Aadamaawa 
dialect. He says that the allophony is conditioned by length. Short vowels are more central 
than long vowels. Only the quality of the vowel [a] doesn't seem to change with the change 






Arnott (1970a:386-7), who described the Fulfulde of Gombe in Nigeria, McIntosh 
(1984: 10), who described Kaceccereere in Nigeria, and Mohamadou ( 1985 :43 ), who 
described South Aadamaawa in Cameroon, also claim that there are five contrastive vowel 
phonemes of whose allophones are conditioned by vowel length. They differ from Stennes 
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in that they state that the pronunciation of a short [a] is different from that of a long [aa] in 
quality. So they distinguish ten phonetic vowels. 
The occurrence of ten different vowel qualities of which five are phonemic with vowel 
length as the conditioning factor for allophony is rejected here. The analysis followed here 
shows more similarity with Klingenheben's views. Klingenheben (1963:2, 8) proposes five 




He also states that the vowels [e] and [o] do occur as a result of partial assimilation to a 
following vowel [u]. He does not distinguish these last two vowels because they do not 
indicate a difference in meaning. 
Field work on the Fulfulde of Maasina in Mali and on the Ringimaaji dialect in 
Cameroon does not show a difference in vowel height between long and short vowels. The 
only difference in vowel quality that is predictable in certain environment is caused by 
assimilation to other [ +ATR] vowels. This vowel harmony occurs independently of vowel 
length. The verb stems *f;:,;:,cf- 'pull' and *rem- 'cultivate' undergo [+ATRJ assimilation 
when they are followed by the [+ATR] vowel [i]. 
Maasina 
mi f oocf--ii m;:, 




mi foocf-i m;:, 
1em;:, fa;:,d'-a taaba 
1em;:, rem-a 
1;:, rem-i 
'I dragged (pulled) him.' 
'He smokes (pulls) tobacco.' 
'He is cultivating.' 
'He bas cultivated.' 
The vowels [e] and [o] in the examples above are derived. They are conditioned by 
assimilation to a following [+ATR] vowel according to the rule of ATR-harmony. 
A-rule 17: ATR assimilation 
[-low] 
[-ATR] [+ATR] 
l .··1 1-···· 
word[ V C V 
A-rule 17 states prevents that a [+ATR] time slot precedes a time slot that is [-ATR] and 
[-low] in the same word. The feature [-low] is included in this word structure condition to 
describe the fact that the vowel [a] blocks ATR-harmony. The word boundary is essential 
in the structure condition and the related repair rule because [+ATR] harmony does not 
cross word boundaries. The fact that intervening consonants are not linked to the ATR tier 
makes it possible for the feature [+ATR] to spread to a vowel in a preceding syllable 
skipping the intervening consonants without causing the crossing of association Hnes. On 
the ATR tier vowels are adjacent. The tier containing the autosegmental feature ATR is 
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only linked to vowels and not to consonantal time slots. An argument for this can be found 
in the fact that the approximants [w] and [y] do not cause ATR-harmony even though they 
do not differ much in their feature specification from the vocalic approximants [u] and [i]. 
The following examples show that the feature [+ATR] linked to the high vowels [i] and [u] 
is spread to preceding vowels in the same word but [+ATR] spreading does not take place 















'woman who bore a child' 
'increase' 
The [-ATR] vowels [e] and[:>] in the stem become [+ATR] vowels [e] and [o] only when 
followed by a [ +ATR] vowel in the following syllable. The occurrence of the approximants 
[w] and [y] does not have any influence on the vocalic quality of the [-ATR] vowels [e] 
and[:>]. This is also evidence for the fact that the change from [e] to [e] and from[:>] to [o] 
is caused by ATR-harmony, not by assimilation in tongue height. 
Paradis (1986, 1992) and Dunn (1987, 1989) describe the Pulaar dialect spoken in 
Mauritania. Both Paradis (1986:138) and Dunn (1987:20) give five phonemic vowels [a, e, 
:>, i, u]. They are the first to mention the ATR vocalic harmony and its phonological role in 
the occurrence of the allophony between the vowels e / e and the vowels o I :>. They state 
that the vowels [e, o] are derived from the underlying vowels [e, :>] respectively. A rule 
spreading the feature [+ATR] changes the [-ATR] vowels [e, :>] to [+ATR] when followed 
by the [+ATR] vowels. In their framework an element which is the equivalent of the feature 
[+ATR] spreads from the [+ATR] vowels [i, u] on to the vowels [e, :>]. 
Like in Pulaar (Paradis 1986:142), the feature [+ATR] only spreads to preceding vowels 
in the Maasina dialect and in the Ringimaaji dialect. The harmony span, that is the 
phonological domain in which the harmony rule is operating in both dialects, is the word. 
The feature [+ATR] spreads leftwards until the boundary of the phonological word. The 
harmony therefore is not necessarily displayed on the whole phonological word since 
[+ATR] spreading does not go rightward. The ATR-harmony (as both Paradis and Dunn 
also state) is blocked by the vowel [a]. The following words are given to show that ATR-







'has not cooked' 
'has cooked' 
The final [ +ATR] vowel [i] in the morpheme -tati does not have an effect on the vowel 
[ee] in the formjee- (a contraction of *j:>y 'five'+ 1e 'and'). An intervening vowel [a] in 
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the verbal conjugational suffix -aali also blocks ATR-harmony of the vowel [e] in the 
morpheme def- 'cook'. But the vowel [e] becomes the [+ATR] vowel [e] when it precedes 
a [+ATR] vowel directly as in defii 'has cooked' andjeecfidl 'seven'. 
Both Dunn and Paradis present the vowels in the suffixes of the classes 0 gel and 0 gol 
underlyingly always as identical to the [+ATR] vowels [e, o]. There is no adjacent [i] or [u] 
present that could have caused the spreading of an [+ATR] feature (or element). Yet they 
do not include the vowels [e] and [o] in the phonological vowel inventory. Paradis does not 
include them for economic reasons: she claims that the number of morphemes is too small 
to call the vowel phonemic. Only the following morphemes in Pulaar occur with a [+ATR] 








'aunt' (perhaps suffix gol) 
Paradis (1986: 147) presumes a floating vowel in the underlying representation of these 
morphemes. This [+ATR, +high] floating vowel is deleted after predicting the [+ATR] 
vowel quality of the vowels. The deletion is explained by its: occurrence in closed syllables 
where long vowels have a tendency to be shortened. 
In the Maasina data there are several other morphemes which have the vowels [e] and 
[o] occurring as the underlying segments in the lexical form. There is no evidence for an 
underlying [+ATR] vowel [i] or [u] in these morphemes. The [+ATR] vowels [e] and [o] 
occur without any other [+ATR] vowel following. These undlerlying [+ATR] vowels trigger 
ATR-harmony in the preceding syllables of the same word. The following list are words 
which contain underlying vowels [e] or [o]. 
0gel NGEL class concord 
0gol NGOL class concord 
koy KOY class concord 
kol KOL class concord 
to 'there, yonder' 
ley 'under, on, in' 
dow 'above, on, in' 
dee 'subsequently' 
bey 'goats' (short for behi or be1i) 
The vowels in the preceding morphemes become [+ATR] when these morphemes with 
underlying vowels [e] or [o] are combined with other morphemes in a word. Many 
examples of ATR-harmony caused by [e] or [o] can be found since the suffixes -0gel (also 
-el, -wel, -gel) and -koy (also -oy, -woy) form the singular and plural of the diminutive 
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The number of morphemes in which the [+ATR] vowels [e] and [o] occur underlyingly is 
perhaps marginal, but the number of words in which these affixes trigger [+ATR] harmony 
is considerable. The [ +ATR] vowels have to be postulated underlyingly in order to 
correctly derive the vowel harmony with preceding vowels in the same word. Paradis' 
proposal of "floating" vowels that are [+ATR] reflects a possible historical development of 
the vowels [e] and [o]. It is also possible that historically [+high, +ATR] vowels have 
lowered their vowel height in a closed syllable. The cognate morpheme of the class suffix 
ngel in other Fulfulde dialects are ngil (speaker from the south of Mali) and ngii (Fuuta 
Jallon) which indicates the possible occurrence of the [+high, +ATR] vowel [i] in the proto-
Fulfulde form of this suffix. An example like bey 'goats' shows that an underlying vowel 
[e] has been followed by a [+ATR] vowel [i] historically. The plural forms behi or be1i 
'goats' which occur in other dialects confirm this. The list of morphemes with an 
underlying [e] or [o] is not impressive. For practical reasons a five vowel orthography is 
still the best recommendation. Nevertheless, the set of words where the occurrence of [e] or 
[o] is not phonologically conditioned points to the development of the phonemic status of 
these vowels, even if these vowels have a limited distribution. In this study, Fulfulde is 
analyzed with seven vowels whereby the occurrence of the vowels [e] and [o] can often be 




In this chapter the consonant alternation of Fulfulde which has been the subject of many 











'they have spoken' 
'roads' 
'long' (NGAL) 
The issue of initial consonant alternation is discussed in Fulfulde grammars (Gaden 1913, 
Arensdorff 1913, Labouret 1952, Taylor 1953, Klingenheben 1963, Stennes 1967, Arnott 
1970a, Noye 1974, Schmidt 1974, Labatut 1982a, Bidaud & Prost 1982, Sylla 1982, 
Pelletier & Skinner 1982, Ndiaye 1983, Fagerberg-Diallo 1983a and 1984, McIntosh 1984, 
Mohamadou 1985, Abu-Manga 1986, Paradis 1986), as well as in a number of articles 
(Klingenheben 1924, Arnott 1959, Mukarovsky 1962a, Skousen 1972, Ouane & Koval 
1976, Anderson 1976, Labatut 1982b and 1984, Lieber 1984, Paradis 1987a, Churma 1988, 
Ternes 1990, Abba 1991) and some comparative linguistic studies (Meinhof 1912, 
Hamburger 1929, Sapir 1971, Doneux 1975, Creissels 1989). The word initial consonant 
alternation in Fulfulde has also been used to exemplify theorelical issues in general linguistics 
(Sagey 1982, Wiswall 1989, Prunet 1992, Grijzenhout 1991). The consonant alternation in 
stem final position has received much less attention (Klingenheben 1941:30, Labatut 1982b). 
The conditioning environment of the stem final consonant alternations is visible at the surface 
(e.g. syllable structure), whereas the conditioning environment for the phonological changes 
occurring in word initial position appears to be absent. 
Efforts have been made to explain the consonant alternations at the beginning of the suffix 
forms on analogy with the word initial consonant alternations (Skousen 1972, McIntosh 
1984). In fact the similarity of the initial consonant alternations in stems with the alternations 
occurring in suffixes was the reason for calling the sets of suffixes "grades": the initial con-
sonant gradation of the suffix form lends its name to the grade system. McIntosh (1984:36) 
gives the following list of alternating consonants in nominal class suffixes in Kaceccereere: 
grades Zero (A) Continuant (B) Plosive (C) Prernasalized (D) similar initial set 
0 w g ng [w: g: ng] 
0 y g ng [y: g: ng] 
r r d nd [r: cl: 11d] 
0 h k k [h: k: k] 
0 j d' d' 
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Class suffixes have up to four different forms which differ mainly in the manner of 
articulation of the initial consonant. The similarity of stem initial and suffix initial consonant 
alternations led to the assumption that the suffix grades were in fact the manifestation of the 
consonant alternation system in class suffixes (McIntosh 1984:36). However, the label 
"consonant alternation" in itself does not provide any explanation for these frequent sound 
changes. The whole of Chapter six is dedicated to the function and the historical phonological 
development of the different suffix forms, which is further exemplified in the extensive 
description of all the possible forms of the noun class suffixes in Chapter seven. 
3.1 INITIAL CONSONANT ALTERNATIONS 
3.1.1 THE FORMS OF WORD INITIAL CONSONANT ALTERNATIONS 
In Fulfulde the initial consonant of nominal and verbal stems can alternate. The initial 
consonant alternation in such stems is conditioned by morphological (i.e. lexical or 
derivational) factors. The morphological conditioning environments in nouns, adjectives, and 
verbs are discussed separately because they show different patterns of consonant alternation. 
A number of alternating consonants undergo influence from the following vowel, this 
process is demonstrated in section 3 .1.5. These assimilations make some of the alternations 
irregular. These irregularities can also be explained historically, they are further discussed in 
the section on dialect comparison (3.1.6) where the stem initial consonant alternations of the 
Maasina dialect are compared with those of other Fulfulde dialects. The comparison with the 
Fulfulde dialect of the Ringimaaji proves to be particularly useful for the diachronic analysis. 
This section discusses the forms of the alternating consonants. The word initial alternations 
are frequent and regular, and they obey a certain phonological pattern; i.e. the initial 
consonants that alternate usually have different manners of articulation, but the place of 
articulation and the voicing usually do not change. The figure below shows the word-initial 
consonant alternations that occur in Maasina. 
exceptional 
(F) q w b r d y j y w g f s h 1 h 
I I I I I I I I I I 
(P) b b b d d j j g g g p C k g kid 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
(N) mb mb mb nd nd nj nj ng ng ng p C k ng k/'1d 
Each horizontal row presents a series of consonants that occur in a particular morphological 
(or lexical) position. Each vertical row presents a set of consonants which occur initially in 
the same stem. This set is called an alternating consonant. There are basically three possible 
forms of an alternating consonant in initial position. The three series of consonants are 
labelled the basic series (F), the plosive series CP), and the prenasalized series (N). In the 
literature, the plosive consonants are often omitted from the first basic series (F) even though 
there are a number of stems with a basic plosive initial consonant that occur in the same 
morphophonological (lexical) environment as stems with a initial continuant (approximant or 
fricative). The fricatives and approximants only occur in the basic series. This is why Arnott 
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(1970:43) describes the three forms as the fricative series (F), the plosive series (P), and the 
nasal compound series (N). Arnott's (F) series only contaiins fricatives and approximants. 
McIntosh (1984:30) uses the terms continuant series, plosive series, and prenasalized series. 
Her first series also does not include plosives so she can use the name "continuant series" 
because the feature [+continuant] is shared by the fricatives and approximants that occur in 
the first series. In this study the basic series is defined differently from Arnott' s fricative 
series, but Arnott' s abbreviation (F) is used to avoid confusion with the B used for grade B 
suffixes. The underlying form of a stem is postulated with the initial consonant from the 
basic series CF) which can be a continuant or a plosive initial consonant, sometimes even a 
prenasalized initial consonant. Certain consonants do not alternate in Maasina: 
t m n J1 6 cf j 1 
The rules that are postulated for the alternations can explain which consonants alternate and 
which do not. The (F) series contains the underlying initial consonant of the stem. The 
consonant form in the (P) series is arrived at by two rules: gemination caused by the merger 
of the stem initial consonant with a glottal stop and the shortening of the geminate consonant 
syllable initially. The phonological changes that the alternating consonants undergo are 
identical with the changes that a consonant undergoes when it becomes geminate. An 
additional rule describing the shortening of this geminate consonant syllable initially prevents 
an ill-formed syllable structure. 
In the synchronic description a preceding glottal stop is postulated underlyingly, the only 
effect of this glottal stop on the surface is the change of the feature [ +continuant] of the stem 
initial consonants to [-continuant]. This glottal stop precedes stems in word derivations 
where the (P) series occurs. The following rules apply in the derivation of the initial 
consonant in the plosive series (P). 
Merger resulting in geminate (P-1) 
[--continuant] [ +continuant] 
r····· ... t 
C C 
1··. j T •• •.. 
[1] [a F] 
Word initial de-gemination 
word [ C C 
V 
[ aF] 
The postulation of gemination resulting from merger of the basic consonant with an 
underlying glottal stop (P-rule 1) in the environments where the (P) series occur produces the 
correct changes and also accounts for the fact that certain consonants do not alternate. The 
following lists show the stages that occur in the derivation of the plosive series. The first row 
gives the underlying consonant from the basic series (F). The second row gives the geminate 
which is the result from merger of the underlying consonant with a glottal stop. The third 
row gives the plosive consonant, resulting from shortening the long consonant in syllable 
initial position. 
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(F) 1+(F) (P) (F) 1+(F) (P) 
alternating: w bb b f pp p 
r dd d s cc C 
y jj j h kk k 
not alternating: b bb b t tt t 
d dd d I II I 
j jj j m mm m 
g gg g n nn n 
(k kk k) Jl Jl.Jl Jl 
(c cc c) lJ lJlJ lJ 
(p pp p) 6 66 6 
(mb mmb mb) cf cfcf cf 
(Rd nRd Rd) j jj j 
(Rj pRj Rj) 1 11 1 
(Rg l]Rg Rg) 
The consonant series in parentheses are rare. They are nevertheless included to give a 
complete picture and to show why these consonants (if they are the underlying initial 
consonant) do not change in the (P) series. The alternations of the approximants with the 
voiced velar stop [g] and the other exceptional alternations are not included in the above list. 
The following sets of alternating consonants do not occur frequently, these alternations are 
also exceptional because of a change of place features. 
(F) w y 1 h 
I I 
(P) g g g d 
The place changes that occur in these alternations do not result from gemination (P-rule 1) 
alone. To account for the correct alternation, the quality of the vowel adjacent to the stem 
initial consonant must be taken into account. The alternations with [g] are further discussed in 
section 3 .1.5. The alternation h : d/k : Rd/k is explained by suppletion of the two verb stems 
*hakk- 'give' and *rakk- 'be generous'. In Maasina, this alternation occurs only in the 
following derivations of related words. 
(F) hokk-ude 'to give' 
(F) mi hokk-ii 'I have given' ( centre and periphery of Maasina) 
(N) 6e kokk-ii 'they have given' ( centre and periphery of Maasina) 
(N) 6e Rdokk-ii 'they have given' (periphery of Maasina) 
(P) dakk-al 'gift' 
(P) dakk-a 'generous person' 
The existence of three verb stems with related meanings: nkk- 'to give, to give a present, to 
permit' (FJ, FT, M, NE), 1akk- 'to give, to offer, to be generous' (FJ, FT, G), and hakk-
'to give' (M, DO) points to the fact that suppletion has taken place. The alternation h : d : Rd 
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is not considered to be a true consonant alternation because forms that are derived from the 
verb stem usually follow the regular alternation h : k : k in Maasina. The alternation h : 0 d is 
only found productively with some (elder) speakers who use it in the singular and plural 
form of the verb. The nouns d:>kk:> 'generous person' and d:>kkal 'gift' are derived from 
the underlying verb stem r:>kk- 'to give, to be generous', the forms with an initial [h] or [k] 
are derived from the underlying stem h:>kk- 'to give'. The use of the form 0 dokkii 'have 
given' in the periphery of Maasina as the plural of hokkii 'has given' remains problematic 
unless a semantic difference can be demonstrated. Possibly a single subject literally gives, 
i.e. hands over a gift, while a plural subject cannot literally hand over a gift, therefore the 
verb 'to be generous' is more compatible with a plural subject than a verb literally meaning 
something like 'to hand over'. 
The prenasalized series (N) can be derived from the basic series in a similar way as the (P) 
series. A nasal prefix n- precedes word stems which appear in derivations with the (N) series 
in the underlying structure. This nasal element is deleted by a rule preventing an ill-formed 
syllable, because two consonants are not allowed syllable initially. The effect of this nasal 
element is only noticed when the basic or underlying initial consonant of the stem is 
[+continuant] or [+voiced]. The following figure shows a word derivation formed with the 
(N) series of a stem with an underlying initial consonant [r ]. 




l .. ······1 
[n] [r] 
Word initial consonant simplification 
word[ l C 
V1 
[n] [d] 
The postulation of prenasalization as a result of the spreading of a nasal element to the 
following voiced consonant (A-rule 2) in the environments where the (N) series occurs 
produces the right changes and also accounts for the fact that a number of consonants remain 
unchanged. Voiceless consonants are identical in the plosive and the prenasalized series. The 
similarity in phonological form between the plosive and prenasalized series is due to the fact 
that forms preceded by a nasal always have to be plosive because [ +nasal] cannot be 
followed by [-continuant]. And the segment [+nasal] can not combine with the segment [-
voice] in one time slot, that is why the voiceless consonants cannot become prenasalized and 
the reason why their form in (P) and (N) is identical. The following figure lists the 
derivations of the prenasalized series of all the possible underlying consonants that can occur 
stem initially. 
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(F) n+(F) (N) (F) n+(F) (N) 
alternating: w mmb mb h gk k 
r nRd Rd b mmb mb 
y pRj Rj d nRd Rd 
f mp p j JlRj Rj 
s JlC C g gRg ng 
not alternating: t nt t (mb mmb mb) 
m mm m (Rd nRd Rd) 
n nn n (Rj JlRj Rj) 
Jl Jl.Jl Jl (°g gRg Rg) 
u 00 u (k uk k) 
6 m6 6 (c JlC c) 
cf ncf cf (p mp p) 
j pj j 
1 n1 1 
I nl I 
The glottal stop [1] cannot be preceded by a nasal. The hypothesis is that the preceding nasal 
element is simply lost without any effect. The consonant [I] is rarely preceded by a nasal: the 
word janle 'seats' has an alternative form jalle which shows complete assimilation of the 
nasal to the geminate lateral [II]. The assumption is that the nasal element is lost before a stem 
initial [I] without any effect, like the loss of the nasal element before the glottal stop or 













The alternations with the prenasalized velar stop (Rg] are discussed in section 3.1.5. The 
exceptional alternation set [h : Rd] is explained by suppletion of the stems rakk- and hakk-. 
Alternation does not take place in certain words, even if the initial consonant belongs to one 
of the alternating sets. This is discussed in the following sections which describe the exact 
morphological (lexical) environments conditioning the alternations. The semantic content of 
the prefixes 1- and n- is not clear, for the moment they are postulated as part of the class 
marking when they occur in nouns. 
3.1.2 INITIAL CONSONANT ALTERNATION IN NOUNS 
The phonological form of the initial consonant of a noun is conditioned by its noun class. In 
the following figure the classes are grouped according to the phonological form that they 
condition word initially. 
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series singular classes 
(F) NDE, NGE, KO, NGO, NDU 
(P) NGAL, NGEL, NGOL, KAL, 'O, 'OUM 





Alternation of the initial consonant can be shown in word derivations whereby a stem is 
found with a number of different class suffixes. The following nominal paradigms, 
consisting of the singular, plural, diminutive, and augmentative forms of a noun, show the 
initial consonant alternation depending on the class marker. 
'village' 'song' 'goat' 'Fulbe' 'piece' 
stem wur- yim- heh- ful- taj-
sg. class NGO(F) NGOL (P) BA(N) 'O (P) NDE (F) 
sg. wur~ jimol mbeewa pulb tayre 
pl. class 'DE (P) 'DI (P) 'DI (P) 'BE (F) 'DE (P) 
pl. gure jimi bey fu16e taje 
dim. NGEL (P) gurel jimel behel pulel tajel 
dim. pl. KOY (N) nguroy 0jimoy mbehoy puloy tajoy 
augm. NGAL (P) gural jimal behal pulal tajal 
augm. pl. 'DE (P) gureele jimeele beheele tajeele 
The underlying initial consonant of the stem is the consonant that appears in words with a 
consonant from the basic series (F). The stem *yim of jimol 'song' occurs elsewhere in the 
language as the verb stem yim- of the verb 'to sing'. When a stem never occurs in an 
environment which conditions thte basic series, it is not possible to say what the form of the 
basic consonant would have been. When a stem is only found in environments where the 
plosive series (P) or the prenasalized series (N) occur, the underlying stem initial consonant 
is taken from the plosive series , e.g. in the stem *heh- 'goat'. If a certain stem occurs only 
with a prenasalized consonant, then this prenasalized consonant is taken to be the underlying 
initial consonant of the stem. The latter is rare, it occurs e.g. in the verb stem 0daar- 'to look 
for'. 
Clear examples of suffixes conditioning the form of the initial consonant can be found in 
the singular/plural formation which are both formed from the same stem, but with different 
suffixes. The diminutive and augmentative forms show their effect on the initial consonant in 
the same nominal paradigm. Other derivational relations also show that the change of the 
initial consonant is linked to the change of class suffix, e.g. in the following paradigms of 
uncountable mass nouns and small quantities. 
'porridge' 'soil' 'water' 'milk' 
stem b~s- ley- diy- h~s-
uncountable: NDI, liquid: 'DAM (N) mboyri leydi 0diyam k~sam 
small quantity of: KAL (P) b~sal leykal diyal kasal 
The words in the 'DAM class can denote liquids, the worcls in the NDI class can denote 
uncountable quantities. The same stems combine with the KAL class to denote small 
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quantities. The following nominal derivations of terms for cows and bulls, which are based 
on the same stem, show the three possible initial consonant forms. 
'front in 'with 'with 'with 
different white small coloured 
colour' sides' spot' neck' 
stem w::>h- waag- s::,1- daak-
cow NOE (F) w::,he waage S::>le daake 
bull NDI (N) mboori mbaagiri coldi 0 daakiri 
plural 'DI (P) bohi baagi coli daaki 
The stems describe types of cattle. The cow names are derived from that stem with a suffix 
from the NOE class, and bull names occur in the NDI class. The plural forms of both are 
derived with a suffix from the 'DI class. The effect of the class on the initial consonant is also 
shown by the names of trees and their products based on the same stem. 
'doumpalm' 'tamarind' 'acacia' 
stem yelle- ya66- wawd-
tree KI (N) °gelleewi 0jammi, 0ja66i 0gawdi 
fruit NDE (F) yellere ya66ere wawdere 
plural 'DE (P) gelleeje ja66e gawde 
flour NDI (N) 0gelleeri 
These words show derivations of the same stem in a number of classes with a particular 
semantic relation between these classes, e.g. a tree name in the KI class (N) and the products 
taken from that tree, like fruits in the NDE class (F), flour in the NDI class (N), and foliage 
in the KO class (F). The plural of fruits and trees in the 'DE class (P) are identical. 
The stem initial changes and the suffixes added to the stems suggest that the marking of 
the noun class involves two morphemes where one element precedes the noun stem and 
another follows the noun stem. The underlying· forms postulated for the class markers are 
shown in the following table (see section 6.2). 
class initial series noun derived with that class 
NDE (F) noun stem + *re 
NOE (F) noun stem + *we 
KO (F) noun stem + *h::, 
NGO (F) noun stem + *w::, 
NDU (F) noun stem + *ru 
'BE (F) noun stem + *6e 
'O (P) *1 + noun stem + *1::, 
NOEL (P) *1 + noun stem + *wel 
NOAL (P) *1 + noun stem + *wal 
NGOL (P) *1 + noun stem + *wol 
KOL (P) *1 + noun stem + *hol 
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class initial series noun derived with that class 
KAL (P) *1 + noun stem + *lltal 
'DUM (P) *1 + noun stem + *1um 
'DE (P) *1 + noun stem + *ile 
'DI (P) *1 + noun stem + *?i 
NGU (N) *n + noun stem + *wu 
KA (N) *n + noun stem + *ha 
BA/NGA (N) *n + noun stem + *wa 
KI (N) *n + noun stem + *hi 
NDI (N) *n + noun stem + *ri 
'DAM (N) *n + noun stem + *1am 
KOY (N) *n + noun stem + *hoy 
The meaning of the element preceding the noun stem should be closely related to the 
meanings expressed in the class suffix. In Bedik, a related language, the consonant 
alternation can be used to indicate the distinction between singular and plural (Ferry 1968). 
For Fulfulde, the historical hypothesis is that the alternations are remnants of a phonological 
conditioning by class markers that preceded the noun stem, indicating the fact that the noun 
class markers were once prefixes (see De Wolf 1985a). However, the initial consonant 
alternation sometimes functions synchronically as an additional marking of the difference 
between singular and plural in some singular/plural class pairs. Perhaps the change of the 
initial consonant series of the KI class in Maasina to a prenasalized series occurred to 
distinguish the singular from the plural stem. This change is an innovation of the dialects of 
Maasina and the adjacent Liptaako. In other dialects the initial consonant of the KI class is 
from the plosive series (P). The following words have different initial consonant series 
affecting the initial consonant of the KI class in different dialects. 
Tooro Liptaako Maasina Aadamaawa 
'palm' 0du66i du66i 
'doumpalm' 0jelleehi 0 gelleewi gellohi 
'tamarind' jarnrni 0jata6i 0ja66i, 0jarnrni ja66i 
pl. ja66e pl. ja66e 
'acacia' 0 gawdi 0 gawdi 
'shelter' daJJki 0 daJJki daJJki 
pl. dand'e pl. daJJd'e 
The (F), (P), and (N) series all occur in both singular and plural classes. There are a few 
class pairs that have the plosive series both in the singular and in the plural, i.e. NGAL/'DE, 
NGOL/'DI and KOL/'DI, but it happens more frequently that the series of a particular 
singular class is different from the series in its plural class. The meaning of the prefixes 1-
(P) and n- (N) must be in close relation with the semantic content of the class marker. 
Nevertheless, it is not possible to link their meaning to a singular/plural distinction. 
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Initial consonant alternation does not occur in most relationship terms and in many loan-
words. The relationship terms occur in two forms depending on whether they are used in an 
alienable or inalienable construction. The inalienable form is used as the address term for 
such a relative and it is the form used with the special genitive marker for relationship terms. 
The inalienable form does not have a class suffix. The absence of such a suffix not 
surprisingly results in the absence of initial consonant alternation because the class suffix 
conditions the initial consonant alternation in nouns. However, the initial consonant 
alternation also does not take place when the alienable forms of the relationship terms contain 
a suffix of the 'O or 'BE class. 
baaba, 1abba 'father!' 
baab-ir-aa-cf a 'a father' 'O (P) 
baab-ir-aa-6e 'fathers' 'BE (F) 
gagga 'aunt! (father's sister)' 
goggiraa6e 'aunts (father's sisters)' 'BE (F) 
dencfi 'cross cousin!' 
dencfiraa6e 'cross cousins' 'BE (F) 
ban°diraacf a 'parallel cousin' 'O (P) 
gen°di 'wife!' 
kaw 'uncle! (mother's brother)' 
daadi 'name for eldest sister(< mother)' 
yaaya 'name for eldest sister (<mother)' 
The following relationship terms, however, do show initial consonant alternation. 
dewarcf a I rewar6e 
bappaapa / wappay6e 
'potential in-law; someone for whom you have a 
restraint, with whom you are not allowed to eat' 
'uncle (father's brother)' 
There is no vocative form of the kinship term for dewarcfa, perhaps because there is an 
avoidance behaviour prescribed for this relative and one is not supposed to call out to one's 
dewarcfa. The inalienable form with which one calls one's father's brother is the term 1abba 
'father' (rather than the term baaba 'father' which is more informal). These words do not 
have an inalienable relationship term which is based on the same stem. This means that these 
stems always occur with a class marker. Like in other nouns, this class marker conditions the 
form of the initial consonant. 
Loan-words also often do not show consonant alternation. Most of them do not have a class 
suffix that could condition the initial consonant alternation. Some loan-words are 
morphologically integrated and have a class suffix which has either been added or the last 
syllable of the loan-word is interpreted as the suffix. The class suffix which can be added to 
integrate loan-words in a particular noun-class is always a suffix of grade B. However, even 
then word initial consonant alternation often does not take place. Frequently, no initial 
consonant alternation occurs when the plural, diminutive, and augmentative forms are 
derived by the addition of grade B suffixes to the singular noun: 
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'coal pot' [Fr. 'rechaud'] 'word, language' [Ar.] 
sg. res:> 'O (P) haala 'O (P) or KA (N) 
pl. resooji 'DI (P) haalaa-ji 'DI (P) 
dim. resowel NGEL(P) haala-wel NGEL (P) 
dim. pl. resowoy KOY (N) haala-woy KOY(N) 
augm. res:,wal NGAL(P) 
The absence of word initial consonant alternation is common for loan-words that do not have 
a class suffix in the singular form: 
sakkoosi / sakkoosiiji 'bag' sacoche [French] (Tioulenta 1991:209) 
fat:> / fotooji 'photo' photo [French] (Tioulenta 1991:209) 
seesi I seesiiji 'chair' chaise [French] 
farilla / farillaaji 'duty' [Arabic] 
s:>g:>ne / sogoneeji 'elbow' sogone [Soninke] (Tioulenta 1991 :351) 
futte I futteeji 'bride price' futte [Soninke] (Tioulenta 1991:348) 
Word initial consonant alternation is often attested when loan-words are integrated with the 
addition of a class suffix in the singular: 
sagiire / cagiije 'cloth' sagi 
hemere / keme 'one hundred' kemt [Bambara] (Tioulenta 1991 :332) 
[Bambara] (Tioulenta 1991:333) 
[Soninke] (Tioulenta 1991:348) 
h:>b:>re / k:,b:,je 'kernel' k515 
puneej:> / funee6e 'twins' fune 
Loan-words in which the last syllable is interpreted as the class marker also show word initial 
consonant alternation: 
'book' < defter 'scripture' [Ar.] 
dewt-ere sg.: NOE (F) 
dewt-e pl.: 'DE (P) 
dewt-el dim.: NGEL (P) 
0 dewt-oy dim. pl.: KOY (N) 
dewt-al augm.: 'DE (P) 
kemt 'hundred' [Bambara] (Tioulenta 1991:332) 
kem-e pl.: 'DE (P) 
hem-ere sg.: NDE (F) 
Here the last syllable of the loan-word is interpreted as the class marker. Alternation does 
occur when the derived plural, diminutive and augmentative are formed by replacing this 
suffix (with, in this case, grade A suffixes). When loan-words do not undergo initial 
consonant alternation, then their plural, diminutive, and augmentative derivations are formed 
by the addition of grade B suffixes to the whole singular noun. The nouns in grade B are 
words that often do not undergo initial consonant alternation, not only when they have a 
loan-word as their stem but also when they are based on Fulfulde nouns. 
sg. 
pl. 
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'rainy season' 
0 dnu0 gu 'O < NGU (N) 







The absence of initial consonant alternation is caused by the derivational process of these 
nouns. Grade B nouns have a full noun functioning as their noun stem. The stem of such a 
noun already contains a class suffix that conditions the initial consonant. Thus, grade B 
nouns can have two class suffixes. The first class suffix belongs to the stem and the initial 
consonant does not change in the derivation. Based on this observation Anderson (1976: 123) 
proposes the following generalization: when a form has more than one suffix, the initial 
series of the stem is that which is appropriate to the innermost of these. The following 














'person in front' 




The nominal paradigms of haareeja 'chief' and yeesaaja 'person in front' are derived from 
the Fulfulde nouns haare 'head' and yeesa 'face' respectively. The suffix in the stem also 
determines the initial consonant of the derived words. The following grade B words do not 
contain an internal suffix and show initial consonant alternation. 
'cloth' 'stomach' 
sg. sagii-re NDE(F) huusee-ru NDU (F) 
pl. cagii-je 'DE (P) kuusee-ji 'DI (P) 
dim. cagi-wel NGEL (P) kuse-wel NGEL (P) 
dim. pl. cagi-woy KOY (N) 
These loan-words are fully integrated and the initial series is determined by the class suffix. 
The singular noun also has a class suffix ( compared with other forms in the nominal 
paradigm). The main difference between nominal paradigms with and without initial 
consonant alternation seems to lie in the relation between the singular and the rest of the 
nominal paradigm. If the plural, diminutive, and augmentative are derived by addition of a 
plural, diminutive or augmentative class suffix to the full singular noun, then no initial 
consonant alternation does occur (as in yeesa/yeesooji 'face' and in haala/haalaaji 'word, 
language'). If those forms are derived by replacement of the singular class suffix by the 
suffixes of the plural, diminutive or augmentative class suffixes, then initial consonant 
alternation does take place (as in sagiire/cagiije 'cloth' and in dewtere; 0 dewtoy 'book; 
little books' ). 
The change of class suffixes seems to indicate a greater integration in the noun class 
system, compared to the addition of class suffixes. Likewise the initial consonant alternation 
seems to indicate a greater integration into the noun class system compared to the absence of 
initial consonant alternation. That is also the reason why Tioulenta (1991:213-217) states that 
the absence of consonant alternation is an indication for a loan origin of a Fulfulde word. 
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3.1.3 INITIAL CONSONANT ALTERNATION IN ADJECTIVES 
Gaden (1913: 18) already talks about the influence of the class on the initial consonant. He 
states that the class determines the form of the initial consonant. As described in the previous 
section, the classes are divided into three groups. Each class determines that the initial 
consonant of a word belongs either to the basic (F), plosive (P), or prenasalized (N) series. 
However, it appears to be necessary to modify this statement for the word class of 
adjectives in the Fulfulde of Maasina. The pattern of initial series appearing in adjectives that 
follow the head noun as a modifier is simpler than the pattern found in nouns. The 
prenasalized series (N) does not occur in adjectival sterns which function as modifiers, only 
the plosive (P) and continuant (F) series occur. There is a correlation between these two 
initial series and the form of the class marker. This distribution seems typical for the Maasina 
dialect. The initial consonant can be predicted from the last segment of the noun class suffix 
when the adjective follows the head in a noun phrase. In the following examples the adjective 
is preceded by the noun class suffix of the demonstrative. 
series of series 
modifier of noun 
preceded by ndii wocf eeri 'this red one' (F) (N) 
vowel final suffix nduu wocf eeru 'this red one' (F) id. 
ndee W;Jcf eere 'this red one' (F) id. 
baa w;Jcfeewa 'this red one' (F) (N) 
ngee W;Jcfeewe 'this red one' (F) id. 
ng;J;J W;Jcf eew;J 'this red one' (F) id. 
nguu wocf eewu '·this red one' (F) (N) 
kaa w;Jcfeewa 'this red one' (F) (N) 
kii wocfeewi 'this red one' (F) (N) 
k;J;J W;Jcf eew;J 'this red one' (F) id. 
6ee w;Jcf ee 6e 'this red ones' (F) id. 
preceded by 0 gal bocfewal 'this red one' (P) id. 
consonant final ngel bocf ewel 'this red one' (P) id. 
suffix koy bocf ewoy 'these small red ones' (P) (N) 
kal bocf ewal 'this red one' (P) id. 
ngol bocf ewol 'this red one' (P) id. 
cfam bocfejam 'this red one' (P) (N) 
cfum bocf ejum 'this red one' (P) id. 
preceded by cf ee b;Jcfeeje 'these red ones' (P) id. 
laryngealized cfii bod'eeji 'these red ones' (P) id. 
vowel final suffix 7;J;J b;Jcfeej;J 'this red one' (P) id. 
All the adjectives that follow a noun ending in a consonant final suffix take the initial 
consonant from the plosive (P) series. All adjectives that take the initial consonant: from the 
basic (F) series follow a class suffix ending in a vowel. The suffixes that end in a vowel and 
where the following adjective talces an initial consonant from the plosive (P) series have a 
[ +constricted] consonant in the suffix. Perhaps the laryngealization of the vowel has an 
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influence on the initial consonant of the following adjective, causing the same phonological 
rule as when a glottal stop would have preceded the initial consonant of the adjective. 
The fact that all class markers ending in a consonant { I, m, y} condition a stem initial 
plosive consonant can be explained by assuming an influence of the class marker on the noun 
(or demonstrative) preceding the adjectival stem. When the adjective is used as a modifier, 
either the suffix of the preceding noun or the suffix in the demonstrative preceding the stem is 
always there to trigger the phonological rule that causes the initial consonant plosive to 
prevent the sequence *[l] [continuant] or *[m] [continuant]. From the sonority hierarchy in 
Fulfulde (see section 4.4.4) it follows that continuants cannot be preceded by [I] or [m]. The 
change from a continuant to a plosive initial consonant takes place to prevent such an ill-
formed sequence. This motivates the initial plosive consonant of the adjectives in words of 
the class NGEL, KAL, NGAL, NGOL, 'DAM, 'DUM. 
The final consonant of the KOY class cannot be responsible for the strengthening of the 
initial continuant consonant of the stem, because according to the sonority hierarchy a 
sequence of two different glides is possible. Perhaps an older form of the class marker 
*koyJJ or *kop (these forms exist in other dialects) could explain the strengthening of a 
following consonant. Here a diachronic and cross-dialectal argument is needed to explain 
synchronic consonant alternations. Synchronically, all consonant final class suffixes 
condition a plosive initial consonant on the following adjective. Therefore it is likely to be a 
regularized new pattern. 
The distribution of the two patterns of initial series is linked to the syntactic function of a 
nominal word in the noun phrase. The following examples show a possible variation of the 
initial series in the NDI class. 
0 gaari wod'eeri 0 di 
mbod'eeri 0 di 
'the red bull' 
'the red one (bull)' 
As the first example shows, the initial consonant alternation of the adjective w:.lcfe- 'red' is a 
continuant when it follows the head noun °gaari 'bull'. Thus the series of its initial 
consonant of the stem is different from the series of the initial consonant that is prenasalized 
in the noun °gaari 'bull', although both combine with a suffix of the same NDI class. The 
same stem w:Jd'e- can occur in the same class with an initial continuant or with an initial 
prenasalized consonant. The position of a word in the noun phrase (linked to its syntactic 
function) conditions this seemingly arbitrary choice of the different forms of initial 
consonants. So, the class is not the only determining factor in the choice of the series of the 
initial consonant. An adjective shows the same patterns of initial consonant alternations as 
nouns when this adjective occurs as the head of the noun phrase. The pattern of initial 
consonant alternation is restricted to the basic (F) and plosive (P) series when the adjective 
functions as a modifier which follows the head of the noun phrase. The alternation patterns 
differ for head nouns and modifying adjectives with respect to the class markers of the NDI, 
BA/NGA, KA, NGU, KI, 'DAM, and KOY classes. These classes are characterized by a 
prenasalized initial consonant in the nouns. The following list shows the different series of 
the initial consonant of the head noun and the modifier. 
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class series of noun series of modifier 
0gaari sellu0di 'healthy bull' NDI (N) (F) 
0gesa y:,:,rba 'dry field' BA (N) (F) 
laana raneewa 'white boat' KA (N) (F) 
puccu wootu 'one horse' NGU (N) (F) 
lekki selluki 'healthy tree' KI (N) (F) 
The nouns in these classes have a prenasalized initial consonant and the adjectives have an 
initial consonant from the basic series when the adjective occurs as a modifier following the 
noun. The initial prenasalized consonant is use,d when the adjectives stand independently (i.e. 
as the head noun) initially in a noun phrase. 
class series of adjective which is head noun 
cellu0di 'the healthy one' NDI (N) 
0j:,:,rba 'the dry one' BA (N) 
0daneewa 'the white one' KA (N) 
0gootu 'the one' NGU (N) 
celluki 'the healthy one' KI (N) 
The initial continuant consonant of the basic series (F) only appears in these classes when the 
adjective is functioning as a modifier following the head noun. The prenasalized series (N) 
occurs on the adjective combining with one of these classes when the adjective is a head 
noun. 
Adjectives in the 'DAM and KOY classes occur both with an initial plosive consonant (P) 
and with an initial prenasalized consonant (N). The distribution of the two forms also appears 
to be syntactically conditioned. When the word is used as an adjective which modifies a 
preceding noun, the plosive initial form of the consonant is preferred. When the word is used 






0 diyam g:,cf cfam 
0 diyam jaraacf am 
0 danejam 
'brown small things' 
'brown small ones' 
'white small things' 
'white small ones' 
'other water' 
'the water that has been drunk' 
'white one (liquid)' 
This alternative initial consonant series is described as a fluctuation because sometimes the 
independent series is also accepted in the modifier series. The sequence kulloy mbunewoy 
'small brown things' is also acceptable. 
The patterns of the initial consonant alternation in participles is identical to that of adjectives. 
The basic (F) and plosive (P) series appear when a participle functions as a modifier 
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following a head noun. All three series appear when the participle is the head of a noun 
phrase. 
Consonant alternation does not take place in the formation of the verbal nouns, e.g. the 
infinitive and the agentive adjective. The stems of these nouns always appear with a 
consonant from the basic series. The following examples are infinitives, verbal nouns, and 
agentive nominals formed with the stems d:1nn- 'drive', g:111- 'work', and wall- 'help'. 
NDE class (F) 'O class (P) 
infinitive agentive 
donnude 'to drive' d:JDD:J;JW;J 'driver' (driving person) 
gollude 'to work' g:1lb:1w:1 'worker' (working person) 
wallude 'to help' walb:1w:1 'helper' (helping person) 
NGOL class (P) NDI class (N) 
verbal noun agentive 
donnugol 'driving' donnoori 'driving (bull)' 
gollugol 'working' golloori 'working (bull)' 
wallugol 'helping' walloori 'helping (bull)' 
The agentive adjective derivation is very productive. The initial consonant takes the form it 
has in its ''basic" verb stem form. The agent noun formed with the morpheme -:1:1 is followed 
by a suffix from grade B, e.g. -w:1 in the 'O class. The noun has 1:1 as its concord, it 
belongs to the 'O class, e.g. in walb:1w:1 'helper, someone who is helping'. Normally this 
class suffix conditions an initial plosive, but not in the productive derivation of agentive 
adjectives. 
3.1.4 INITIAL CONSONANT ALTERNATION IN VERB FORMS 
The stem initial consonant alternation of verb forms is conditioned by two factors: the 
number of the subject, and the presence of a pronominal subject affix. Only the basic series 
and the prenasalized series occur in verb forms. The series of the alternating consonants that 









The initial consonant of the verb stem is the consonant that occurs in the basic form when the 
subject is singular and when it precedes the verb. The initial consonant of the verb form is 
prenasalized when the subject is plural, or when a pronominal subject affix follows the verb. 
The following examples show the correlation of singular/plural subject and inversion with the 
series of the verb initial consonant. 
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S = sg. 




















'I have come' 
'you have come' 
'he/she/it has come' 
'Nhas come' 
'come!' (pl.) 
'we excl. have come' 
'we incl. have come' 
'you (pl.) have come' 
'they have come' 
'N+N have come' 
The stem with the consonant from the basic series also appears in the infinitive. The infinitive 
is a verbal noun formed with the NDE class suffix. The initial series of all nouns combining 
with the NDE class suffix is the basic series. A number of verbs have a plosive consonant as 
the underlying stem initial consonant. There are also some verb stems with a prenasalized 
consonant in the basic series. The infinitive takes its initial consonant from the basic series. 
The examples below show all possible consonants that can occur in the basic series in 
Maasina. 
continuant initial basic form: 
















'to be healthy, whole' 
'to speak' 
'to be bad' 
'to paintindigo' < boogu 'indigo' Barn. 
'to have, hold' 
'to work' < g:1lle 'work' Son. 
prenasalized initial basic form: 
0 daarde 'to look at' 
0 daartude 'to look at, to look for' 
mboopude, mboofude 'to err, to make a mistake' 
However, basic forms with a prenasalized initial consonant are rare. The verb 0daarde has 
an initial [I] in other dialects (e.g. Ringimaaji). The alternatio111 I : d : 0d is also not common. 
Possibly the [0 d] is taken as the basic form to eliminate this exceptional alternation pattern. 
The dialectal comparison between Maasina and Ringimaaji shows the exceptional initial 
consonant alternation in the verbs 0daarude [M] and laarug:1 [Rm] 'to look (for)'. 
Maasina: 
Ringimaaji: 





'I've been looking' 
'they have been looking' 
'I've been looking' 
'they have been looking' 
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The verb mboofude, also mboopude and woofude 'be mistaken', sometimes shows a 
prenasalized initial consonant in the basic series (Fagerberg 1984:95). The consultants from 
the centre of Maasina use the regular alternation pattern w : b : mb. The following examples 
show the different alternation patterns of the verb woofude, mboofude, mboopude 'to be 
mistaken' which all occur in Maasina. 
w: b:mb: mb: 
woofude 'to make a mistake, to err' mboofude 'to make a mistake, to err' 
mi woofii 'I made a mistake' mi mboofii 'I made a mistake' 
6e mboofii 'they made a mistake' mboopude 'to make a mistake, to err' 
mi woofu 'I really made a mistake' mi mboopii 'I made a mistake' 
For speakers who use the regular w : b : mb pattern with [w] in the basic series, the 
underlying initial consonant is [w]. For speakers who use an initial prenasalized consonant in 
the infinitive and in the verb form preceded by a singular subject, the underlying initial 
consonant of this verb stem is prenasalized. The hypothesis is that the development of the 
prenasalized consonant as the underlying initial consonant is a late innovation. This view is 
partly supported by the fact that speakers that have the underlying initial prenasalized 
consonant in verb forms, also use certain nominal derivations from the same stem with the 
regular alternation pattern w : b : mb. These are the following nouns which are derived from 





The infinitive in Maasina takes the initial consonant from the basic series. The basic series 
could be determined by the NDE class, because the suffix -de forms the infinitive in 
Maasina. The Fuuta Tooro dialect also uses the NDE class suffix -de to form the infinitive, 
but in other dialects other class suffixes are used for the infinitive. Infinitives are formed with 
the NGO class suffix -g:> in the Kaceccereere dialect (McIntosh 1984: 10-12) and in the 
Ringimaaji dialect. In Gombe (Arnott 1970a: 18) the infinitive is formed with a suffix -ki 
from the KI class. Thus, the infinitive has the following forms in the different dialects: 
'to come' 'to read' 
Ringimaaji, Kaceccere: warg:, jai;tgug:> NGO (F) 
Gombe: warki ja1tguki KI (P) in Gombe 
Maasina, Tooro: warde jaJJngude NDE (F) 
· All dialects use the basic series for the initial consonant of the infinitive even if the initial 
consonant belongs to a set of alternating consonants. In Gombe the infinitives begin with the 
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basic series, while the KI class marker generally co-occurs with the plosive series. Perhaps 
the basic series occurs in the infinitive because the infinitive is the basic form of the verb. 
3.1.5 INFLUENCE OF THE VOWEL ON INITIAL CONSONANT ALTERNATION 
In Maasina the exact consonant alternation of sterns with an initial underlying consonant [w] 
or [y] cannot be predicted by the rules given in 3.1.1 alone. The following alternations with 
[ w] and [y] occur in Maasina: 
(F) w w y y 
I I 
(P) b g g j 
I I I 
(N) mb ng °g nj 
The historical hypothesis for the irregularity in the alternation patterns with the velar stop is 
discussed in the next section (3.1.6). Here we show that synchronically some paradigm 
levelling has occurred in the language to regularize the correlation of the basic consonant with 
the form of the consonant in the plosive (P) and prenasalized (N) series. Paradigm levelling 
may involve the replacement of an approximant by its plosive form in the basic series. 
Paradigm levelling occurs frequently in consonant sets alternating with [w] and [y]. The 
quality of the following vowel is an important factor in the alternation patterns and the 
process of paradigm levelling. The following examples show the correlation between the 
alternation patterns of [w] and [y] and the vowels that follow these consonants in Maasina. 
w : b : mb before all vowels: 
i wipp;:, / bippe 
e wee0 du / beeli 
e wecc;:, I becce 
a waadere I baade 
;:) w;:,jere I b;:,je 
0 wowru I bo6i 
u wuugaa0 du / buugaali 
w: g: 0 g before [-front] vowels: 
a wa66u0 g;:, / ga66ule 
;:, w;:,;:,mre I g;:,;:,6e 
o wood'u0de / good'ud'e 
u wuddu/gulli 
y: g: 0g before [+front] vowels: 
i yitere / gite 
e yelde / gele 













'space between teeth' 
'to contradict'; 'salamander' 
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y : j : nj before all vowels: 
yimre/ jime 
e yeendu I jeeli 
e yeewtere/jeewte 
a yanaande / janaale 
::, y:mtere / j::,nte 
o yo6ude; njo6di 






'to pay; wages' 
'compassion' 
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The regular alternations of the labia-velar approximant with the labial stops w : b : mb, and 
the regular alternation of the palatal approximant with the palatal stops y : j : nj both occur 
before all possible vowels. The place changing alternation of the labia-velar approximant 
with the velar stops w: g: ng occurs only before vowels that are [-front]. The place changing 
alternation of the palatal approximant with the velar stops y : g : ng occurs only before vowels 
that are [-front]. The hypothesis is that an historical underlying continuant *y has become [y] 
before [+front] vowels and [w] elsewhere. The proposed split of earlier *y into conditioned 
allophones resulted in two alternation sets y : g : ng and w : g : ng, overlapping with the 
existing sets w : b : mb and y : j : nj. 
The obstruents occurring in the alternation set y : g : ng have in most cases been further 
changed under the influence of a following [+front] vowel and have become [j] and [nj]. 
Cognate forms with [g] and [ng] remain in (older) nominal derivations. 
Y: g: ng -> y: j: nj /before [+front] vowels 
This replacement has not taken place everywhere in the lexicon, that is why examples of both 
alternation sets y : g : ng and y : j : nj can be found before a [+front] vowel within derivations 





gicf::, / yi66e 
gicfaacf::, 










'beloved one' (name) 
'friend, companion' 
'contradict' 
'they have contradicted' 
'contradictions' 
'salamander' (lit.: "little contradiction of God") 
The distribution between the overlapping alternation sets w : g : ng and w : b : mb is gradually 
becoming complementary. 
w: g: ng -> w: b : mb / before [-front] vowels 
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The alternation pattern w: g: 0g is replaced by the pattern w: b: mb before [-front] vowels. 
The change has occurred more often in verbs, it has not affected all nouns. 
wutaa0 du 
butaali also guttaali 
woowude 
6e mboowii 


















1e6e 0 goocfi 
boocfum 
'head of millet' 
'heads of millet' 
'to be used to' 
'they are used to' 
'habit' 
'bark' 




'they are hot' 
'heat' (Maasina periphery) 
'heat' (centre and periphery) 
'take a draught' 
'they took a draught' 
'they took a draught' 
'draught' 




'be good, beautiful' 
'they are good, beautiful' 
'sth. good, beautiful' 
The replacement of the consonant alternation w : b : mb with w : g : 0g is a late innovation. It 
has not spread through the whole lexicon. Therefore some stems alternate with both labial 
and velar stops. The alternation sets with a glide in the basic series have sometimes been 
further simplified, the voiced plosive now occurring in both the basic and the plosive series. 
y : g : 0 g - > g : g : 0 g gicfiraacf:> / gicfiraa6e 'friend, companion' 
w : g : ng _ > g : g : ng 
w : b : mb - > b : b : mb bappaaJl:> / bappay6e, wappay6e 'paternal uncle' 
y: j: nj -> j : j: nj 
Evidence for these changes comes mainly from a comparison of dialects. 
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3.1.6 DIALECT COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIONS WITH [w] AND [y] 
Phonological patterns of stem initial alternating consonants are compared in the dialects of 
Maasina, Fuuta Tooro, and of the Ringimaaji dialect (Mbororo) in Cameroon. Special 
attention is paid to the comparison of the irregular alternations w : g : 0 g and y : g : 0 g in 
Maasina. 
It is disputable whether such a diachronic analysis can be used for a synchronic 
description of the stem-initial consonant alternations. Can distinctions in one dialect be used 
for the description of another dialect where this distinction is lost? Before answering this 
question with a categorical no, one must bear in mind that mutual intelligibility exists between 
speakers of these dialects. The passive knowledge of Fulfulde speakers therefore is clearly 
greater than the active knowledge. Surely diachrony can explain how the system in a 
particular dialect came about historically. Diachrony can explain synchrony. 
Systems of consonant alternations are very common in Atlantic languages (Doneux 
1975: 118-119). Fulfulde has only a restricted number of alternating consonants compared to 
languages like Tanda, Basari, Bedik, Konyagi, Bafiada, and others (Sapir 1971 :67-68). 
Although the system of consonant alternation probably goes back to the stage of proto-
Atlantic, the precise alternations keep changing and examples of reanalysis can be found. The 
alternations with a velar stop are thought to be reflexes of the alternation *y : g : 0g that has 
been lost in Fulfulde. 
Klingenheben (1927: 111) postulates the consonant *y which alternates with velar stops 
for proto-Fulfulde ("Urful"). He states that *yin word initial position has changed under the 
influence of the following vowel. For the western dialects (Fuuta Tooro and Fuuta J allon) he 
describes the changes *ya> 1a, *y > y before [+front] vowels, and *y > w before [+back] 
vowels. In the eastern dialects including Maasina, *ya > wa instead of *ya > ?a. 
A comparison of the alternations in the different dialects shows the distribution described 
by Klingenheben. In Fuuta Tooro the consonants [g] and [0 g] alternate with [y ], with [w] 
and, as Paradis states, with zero. Paradis (1986: 172-175) inserts a glottal stop before vowel 
initial words with an automatic rule. Therefore the zero will be compared with the initial 
glottal stop in Maasina. The following nominal paradigms show alternations with a velar stop 
in Fuuta Tooro (Paradis 1986:69-70, 331-405). 
1 : g : 0 g before [+low] vowels: 
abbere 'seed' gabbe 'seeds' 
a66ugo 'cheek' ga66ule 'cheeks' 
asde 'to dig' 0 gaska 'hole' 
mi arii 'I have come' 6e 0 garii 'they have come' 
w: g: 0g before [-front] vowels: 
wor6e 'men' gorko 'man' 
wuy6e 'thieves' gujjo 'thief 
wur:, 'village' gure 'villages' 
y : g : 0 g before [ +front] vowels: 
yenaa0 de 'tomb' genaale 'cemetery' 
yimre 'poem' gime 'poems' 
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However, in Pulaar (Fuuta Tooro) alternations involving the velar stops g : 0 g are 
complicated. In Fuuta Tooro the ambiguity of [w] alternating with both labial and velar stops 
and the ambiguity of [y] alternating with both palatal and velar stops is solved by paradigm 
levelling. The alternations w : g : 0g and y : g : 0g are sometimes replaced with the alternation 
1 : g : °g. In some nouns the alternation 1 : g : 0g is replaced with a non alternating glottal stop 
[1]. Thus the alternation pattern 1 : g : 0g has become exceptional in Fuuta Tooro. 
1 : g : 0g before all vowels in Pulaar: 
abbere 'seed' gab be 
islaJJ0 go 'sneeze' gislaali 
ommboode 'envelope' gommboocfe 





'wounds' uuwre 'wound' guube, uube 
The alternation 1 : g : 0 g is more frequent in Pulaar, but in Maasina it is only found in some 
derivations from the stern 1as- 'to dig'. 
1 : g : 0 g before [+low] vowels in Maasina: 
mi 1asii 'I have dug' 6e 1asii 
1asirgal 'spade' 1asircfe 
0 gayka 'hole' 0gaycfe 
'they have dug' 
'spades' 
'holes' 
0 gaykaare 'hole' 0 gaykaaje 'holes' 
'furrows' gasol 'furrow' gasi 
The word 1asirgal 'spade' which literally means 'thing/stick to dig with' uses the verbal stern 
with a normal non-alternating glottal stop stem initially. The word 0 gaykaare 'hole' has 
taken the form 0 gayka as its stern, its initial prenasalized consonant does not alternate. It is 
only through a comparison of the verb stern 1as- with the words 0 gayka 'hole' and gasol 
'furrow' that the alternation pattern 1 : g : 0g can be retrieved. 
In the dialect of Ringirnaaji the pattern 1 : g : 0g of the verb 'to dig' has been replaced with 
the regular alternation w : g : 0 g in the verb and in its derived nouns. Dialect comparison 
shows the different types of paradigm levelling involving this stern. 
Tooro Maasina Ringirnaaji 
asde 1asude wasug=> 'to dig' 
0 gaska 0 gaykaare 0 gaska 'hole' 
gascfe 0 gaykaaje gahecfe 'holes' 
The dialect comparison above shows that the isogloss indicating the occurrence of the 
alternation 1 : g : 0g does not clearly divide Fulfulde into eastern and western dialects. Surely 
the occurrence of only one paradigm with the alternation 1 : g : 0 g in Maasina is not sufficient 
to classify this dialect with Fuuta Tooro where this alternation occurs much more frequently. 
By comparing the dialects of Fuuta Tooro, Maasina, and Ringirnaaji, the paradigm 
levelling replacing y : g : 0 g with y : j : 0j can be shown in Fuuta Tooro and Maasina. The 
alternation set y : g : 0 g, occurring only before the vowels [e] and [i] has undergone a 
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palatalization rule resulting in the alternation set y : j : nj. The result is that [y] always 
alternates with j : nj before [+front] vowels and that the alternation set y : g: ng gets lost. As 
noted earlier, some nouns in Maasina still show the older forms y : g : ng, but only the 
alternation set y : j : nj occurs in verbs. The same is true for the dialect of Fuuta Tooro. In the 
Ringimaaji dialect this paradigm levelling does not occur. The following dialect comparison 
shows the paradigm levelling of the initial consonant alternation whereby y : g : ng is replaced 
with y : j : nj in Fuuta Tooro and Maasina. 
Fuuta Tooro Maasina Ringimaaji 
yim- / Rjiffl- yim- I njim- yim- /Rgim- 'to sing' 
jimol jimol / jimi gimol / gimi 'song' 
yimre/ jime yimre / gime 'poem' 
yitere I gite yitere I gite yitere I gite 'eye' 
gicf:, / yicf6e gicf:, / yi66e gicf:, / yi66e 'friend, lover' 
yicf- / njicf- yicf- / Rjicf- yicf- / ngicf- 'to love' 
yenaande yanaande 'tomb' 
genaale 'cemetery' 
jenaale janaale 'cemetery' 
yelde / jelcf e yelde / gele 'space bet~een teeth' 
yeewt- I njeewt- yeewt- I n jeewt- yeewt- I ngeewt- 'to chat' 
yees:, / jeese yees:, / yeesooji yees:, / geese 'face' 
jeesal/jeese 'big face' 
Some, especially common, words like yitere/gite remain unchanged in all dialects. In some 
words the alternation y : g : ng is replaced with y : j : nj only in Fuuta Tooro, such as 
jimre/jime 'poem' and yelde/jelcfe 'space between teeth'. If the paradigm levelling occurs 
in Maasina, it occurs also in Fuuta Tooro. The conclusion is that the palatalization of the velar 
stops in the alternation y : g: ng before [+front] vowels occurred first in Fuuta Tooro and it 
spread later to Maasina. The Ringimaaji dialect has not been affected by this process. The 
dialect of the Ringimaaji shows another type of paradigm levelling which also provides 
evidence for the postulation of the loss of the alternation set *y : g : ng. In Ringimaaji the 
alternation pattern *y : g: ng has become y : g: ng and sometimes h : g: g before [+front] 
vowels, and w: g: ng before [+round +back] and [+low] vowels. 
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w : g : "g before [-front] vowels: 
wasugJ1 'to dig' "gaska 'hole' 
mi wasi 'I have dug' 6e "gasi 'they have dug' 
wawru 'well' gaawi 'wells' 
mi wari 'I have come' 6e 0gari 'they have come' 
1emi wa.Jli 'I hate' 1e6e 0 ga.Jli 'they hate' 
w;:,lb 'cheek' g;Jlle 'cheeks' 
wulug;J 'to be hot' 1e6e "guli 'they are hot' 
won°dug;J 'be together' 6e 0 gon°di 'they were together 
mi wujji 'I have stolen 6e 0gujji 'they have stolen' 
y : g : 0g before [ +front] vowels: 
yees;J 'face' geese 'faces' 
yi1£re 'eye' gite 'eyes' 
yicfug;) 'to want' 1e6e 11gicfi 'they want' 
h : g: 0 g sometimes before [+front] vowels: 
hiite 'fire' giire 'fires' 
him6e 'people' gimcfa 'person' 
In Ringimaaji the split of the historical consonant *y which led to the overlap of w : g : 0 g 
with the existing alternations set w: b : mb resulted in different forms of paradigm levelling. 
W : b : mb - > j_3 : b : mb 
The alternation set w : b : mb is replaced with the set .f.3: b : mb in order to regularize the 
correlation between the consonant of the basic series and its form in the plosive and 
prenasalized variant derived from the basic consonant [w]. 
When the words with w : b : mb and q : b : mb in Maasina and Fuuta Tooro are compared 
with cognate words in Ringimaaji, their distribution appears to be different from the 
distribution of the alternating forms w: b : mb and .f.3 : b : mb in the Ringimaaji dialect. In 
Fuuta Tooro and in Maasina the [q] is an allophone of [w], phonologically conditioned by the 
spread of the feature [ +front] of the following vowel. In Ringimaaji [_(3] is a consonant that 
regularly alternates with b: mb. The consonant [j_3J occurs before all vowels, the segment [w] 
only occurs before [-front] vowels. The comparison in the following table shows the 
different distributions of [q] in Maasina and [(3] in Ringimaaji. 
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Maasina 
q: b: mb before [+front] vowels: 
qiya /mbiya 
qin°da / mbin°da 
qela /mbEia 
qee0du / beeli 
w: b : mb before [-front] vowels: 
wutaa0 du / butaali 
wum6e / bumcf ::> 
wowru/bo6i 
w::>jere / b::>je 
wacfcfa / mbacf cf a 
waata / mbaata 
wara /mbara 
walla / mballa 
Ringimaaji 
13 : b : mb before all vowels: 
j3i1a / mbi1a 'say' 
J.3in°da / mbin°da 'write' 
{3Ela / mocJa 'be nice' 
J.3ee0du / beeli 'lake' 
J.3utaa0du / butaali 'maize' 
J.3um6e / bumcf::> 'blind' (pl./sg.) 
j3o(3ru / bobi 'mortar' 
{3::>jere / b::>je 'hare' 
{3acfa / mbacfa 'mount a horse' 
{3aata / mbaata 'to die (animals)' 
w: b: mb sometimes before [a] 
wara / mbara 'to kill' 
walla / mballa 'to help' 
From the cognates given above it is clear that the consonant [{3] in Ringimaaji is not 
conditioned by a following [+front] vowel since [J.3] does occur before [-front] vowels also. 
The paradigm levelling which occurred in the dialect of Ringimaaji and which should explain 
this distribution is the replacement of the alternation w : b : mb by J.3 : b : mb. This replacement 
made the set w: g: 0 g the regular alternation with the underlying consonant [w] in the basic 
series, whereas J.3 : b : mb is the regular alternation pattern of the basic consonant [{3]. This 
paradigm levelling is also not complete because a few basic words war- 'kill' and waH-
'help' kept their old forms with an alternation of [w] with a labial stop. 
The paradigm levelling replacing the alternation set w : b : mb with w : g : 0 g before 
[ +back] vowels in Maasina can be shown by dialect comparison. This paradigm levelling did 




















bumcfa 'blind person' 
{3um6e pl. 
f3utaa0du 'spadix, cob, ear' 
butaali pl. 
pl. 
wul- I 0gul- 'to be hot' 
'heat' (Haayre) 
'heat' (Maasina, Gimmballa) 
{3::>::>cf- / mb;:,;:,cf- 'be good, beautiful' 















'to be used to' 
'habit' 
'familiarity, mutual habit' 
The replacement of w : b : mb before [ +back] vowels with w : g : 0g occurs both in Maasina 
and in Fuuta Tooro. Further comparison is needed to see where this innovative paradigm 
levelling started. What is clear is that the actual changes that occur are there to eradicate the 
ambiguity of the alternation of the underlying consonant [w] with either velar or labial stops. 
The alternation of the reflexes of this underlying initial continuant is not entirely 
predictable from the vowels that follow it. This is what Paradis (1986:64-81) tries to do, she 
predicts the precise alternation of [w], [y] and 0 (=[1]) from the following vowel.. There still 
is some (historical) morphological information necessary to explain the alternation patterns of 
some frequent words. The hypothesis is that part of the alternations of [w] with both labial 
and velar stops and of the alternations of [y] with both palatal and velar stops are 
unpredictable because of the following historical rules applying to *v. 
*y > w /_V [+back] 
*y > y /_ V [+front] 
The ambiguity involving alternations with the velar stop is being resolved by different types 
of paradigm levelling in the different dialects. Each of these dialects has some additional 
different phonological changes involving *y. 
Fuuta Tooro *y > 1 I_ V [+low] 
Maasina *y > w / _ V [+low] 
*y > 1 I_ V [+low] (one example) 
Ringirnaaji *y > w / _ V [+low] 
*y > h / _ V [+front] (few examples) 
Dialect comparison shows that the irregular place changing alternations always involve 
alternations with the velar stops g : 0 g. The hypothesis is that these irregular alternations are 
reflexes of a proto-Fulfulde alternation *y : g : 0 g that has been lost, as postulated by 
Klingenheben (1927: 150). Different dialects show different strategies of paradigm levelling 
to regularize the consonant alternations. 
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3.2 STEM FINAL CONSONANT ALTERNATIONS 
Stem final consonant alternation is not frequent. Most stems, combining with verbal or 
nominal affixes, do not change their last consonant. Stem final consonant alternation occurs 
especially in a few high frequency words. In many words the phonological environment 
conditioning the stem final consonant change is present in the surface form. This sound 
change can be the result of assimilation of the final consonant of the stem to the initial 
consonant of the suffix. Its adjacency to nasal consonants can lead to nasal assimilation. The 
adjacency of a nasal to an obstruent can lead to place assimilation. The adjacency of the stem 
final consonant to high vowels can lead to palatalization. The occurrence of the stem final 
consonant in syllable final position can lead to a higher sonority. Aside from processes of 
partial assimilation, the process of total assimilation of the stem final consonant to the suffix 
initial consonant also does occur. 
When assimilation occurs, it is often difficult to find the morpheme boundary between the 
stem and the suffix. When total assimilation has occurred, it is not easy to distinguish 
between the conditioning environment and the underlying form of the two consonants that 
have merged. Total merger occurs frequently when a stem precedes one of the class suffixes 
with an initial glottal stop [1]. Examples of total merger have been found in nouns combining 
with the class suffixes of grade A in the 'O class, in the 'DE class and in the 'DI class. The 
underlying form of the grade A suffixes in these classes are *1:>, *1e and *1i respectively. 
The assimilation of a stem final consonant to a glottal stop has already been noted by 
Klingenheben (1941:20-38), who described these changes in his hamza assimilation rules 
("Hamza-Assimilationsgesetze"). The type of consonant change occurring in examples where 
the stem final consonant change is the result of total merger show much similarity with the 
type of alternation that occurs word initially. These examples of assimilation to a suffix initial 
glottal stop [1] are discussed in section 3.2.1. The phonological rules describing other stem 
final consonant changes are discussed in sections 3.2.2-6. Explanations are given as far as it 
is possible to do so. This is sometimes difficult, especially when a certain stem final 
consonant alternation is found in only one nominal paradigm. 
3.2.1 KLINGENHEBEN'S HAMZA ASSIMILATION RULES 
Klingenheben (1941:20-38) describes the hamza assimilation rules as an assimilation of the 
final consonant of the stem to the initial glottal stop of the suffix. Klingenheben derives the 
name of the rule from the hamza, the name of the orthographic sign in the Arabic script that is 
used for the glottal stop. This phonological change resulting from the merger of a stem final 
consonant with a glottal stop (P-rule 1) can be deduced when corresponding singular and 
plural forms are compared. There are a few nouns where the merger only leads to 
lengthening of the stem final consonant. 
sg. *ful + *1:> > pulb 
pl. *laac + *1e > *laacce > lacce 
pl. fu16e 'Fulbe person' 
s g . laaci 'tail' 
Phonological changes occur when the underlying stem final consonant is [+continuant]: 
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pl. *lef + *1i > leppi sg. lef-ol 'woven strip' 
pl. *n;1f + *1i > noppi sg. now-ru 'ear' 
pl. *h;1f + *1i > koppi sg. how-ru 'knee' 
pl. *fow + *1i > pobbi sg. fow-ru 'hyena' 
pl. *h;1ls + *1e > k;1lce sg. h;1lls-ere 'hoof' 
sg. *law + *1;1 > labb;1 pl. law-6e 'woodworker' 
sg. *rew + *1;1 > debb;1 pl. rew-6e 'woman' 
sg. *wuy + *1;1 > gujj;1 pl. wuy-6e 'thief' 
pl. *maay + *1e > *maajje > maaje sg. maay-;1 'river' 
pl. *lew + *1i > lebbi sg. lew-ru 'moon, month' 
pl. *saw + *1i > cabbi sg. saw-ru 'stick' 
pl. *naw + *1e > nabbe (nawe) sg. naw-re 'pond, lake' 
pl. *,J1iiW + *1i > *,J1iibbi > jliibi sg.jliiw-a 'elephant' 
pl. *laaw + *1i > *laabbi > laabi sg. laaw-ol 'road, times' 
In the examples nowru/noppi 'ears' and howru/koppi 'knees', the underlying stem final [f] 
is replaced in syllable final position by the more sonorant [ w] in Maasina. The merger of an 
underlying [+continuant] stem final consonant [f] with a glottal stop (P-rule 1) results in a 
[-continuant] long consonant [pp], an alternation pattern which is also found to occur stem 
initially. The same alternations also appear when verb roots combine with the intensive 
extension, which is marked by the gemination of the stem final consonant which occurs due 


















'leave, liberate, abandon' (Z:DO) 

















'to sprinkle with drops' 
'to bury' 
'to leave, abandon, let' 
'to turn over (recipient)' 
'to pass the cold season' 
'to be fresh' 
tappude 'to castrate; beat' 
duppude 'to burn, roast' 
heppude 'to irritate oneself' 
weccude 'to change' 
teppude 'to throw (between warp)' 
wujjude 'to steal' 
cfojjude 'to cough' 
hooccude, 
hoocude 'to collect what was lost; 
to give guest presents' 
Alternation patterns similar to those found in initial word position occur in both the nominal 
and verbal word derivations. Consonant alternation patterns which occur both stem finally 
and stem initially are listed below. 
stem final 
*f + *1 > pp 
*s + *1 > C 
*w + *1 > bb, b 
*y + *1 > ii, j 




w: b: mb 
y: j: Rj 
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The similarity between the type of consonant alternation of a single continuant and a geminate 
plosive has led to the hypothesis that the initial consonant alternation is the result of the total 
merger of the underlying consonant with a glottal stop. 
The stems which contain a long vowel show an alternation of a single [+continuant] with a 
single [-continuant] when they undergo hamza assimilation. The hypothesis is that a merger 
with an underlying glottal stop [7] has lead to gemination, i.e. lengthening of the merged 
consonant. This geminate long consonant is shortened if it appears after a long vowel. 
Shortening of the long consonant occurs to prevent the marginal CVVC syllable structure in 
the plural of the words maay::,/maaje 'river', piiwa/piibi 'elephant', and laawol/laabi 
'road'. 
Some of the stems that undergo hamza assimilation also have an alternative plural 
formation which does nots show this stem final consonant alternation. 
old plural new plural 
maay::, 'river' maaje maayooji 
lees::, 'bed' leece leese, leesooji 
laawol 'road' laabi laawi 
The alternative plural for the form maaje 'rivers' is maayooji 'rivers' . There is an 
alternative plural laawi 'roads' for the word laabi 'roads'. Its singular form laawol 'road' 
also means 'time, occurrence'. A semantic distinction has developed between these two 
plural formations. The plural form assimilating to the initial consonant of the underlying 
suffix *1i is now used for the literal meaning of the singular laawol/laabi 'roads', while the 
regularized plural is used to form the plural of the figurative meaning laawol/laawi 'times, 
occurrences'. 
What is remarkable is the fact that most nouns which show hamza assimilation occur in 
the Swadesh basic word list (of 200 words). It seems that the hamza assimilation rule is no 
longer productive. In regular word formation a glottal stop occurring in the underlying 
structure is simply deleted without leaving any trace. The postulated historical phonological 
rule of hamza assimilation is a retention that survived only in some frequently used basic 
words. 
The existence of alternative plurals above indicates that the nouns formed with a suffix 
with an initial glottal stop are replacing the formation with hamza assimilation by the more 
regular formation showing no stem final alternation as described above due to the simple 
deletion of the underlying suffix initial glottal stop. The alternative plurals have regularized 
the plural formation of these words. 
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3.2.2 ALTERNATION OF LARYNGEALIZED WITH NASAL CONSONANTS 
Sometimes a laryngealized labial consonant has become nasal, especially in syllable final 
position. 
kem-cfaa < *he6 + *cfaa 
fim-re I pi6-e 
'have you' 
'knot; wedding ceremony in the mosque' 
'darkness' nim-re I ni6-e 
sum-0ga / cu6-e 'choice' 
The stem final alternation [6]/[m] is proposed to be the result of a phonological change of the 
stem final consonant [6]. The laryngealized bilabial [6] cannot occur in syllable final position 
(if it is not the initial part of a long consonant). It is replaced with a more sonorant labial nasal 
[m] in that position. The alternation [6]/[m] is also found regularly in other places. The 
derivation of the following words needs additional explanation because both alternating 
consonants [m] and [6] appear in syllable initial position. 
julm-ere I jul6-e 
tamm-ere I ta66-e 
'piece of charcoal/charcoal' 
'fruit of water lily that grows in mud' 
Possibly the consonant [6] in these words is the result of the merger of a stem final [m] with 
the initial glottal stop of the plural suffix *'le. The following paradigms show that a stem final 
laryngealized consonant causes the occurrence of several possible alternations. 
leembol I lee6i 'hair, feather' [Maasina, Gimballa] 
lee6ol I lee6i 'hair, feather' [Maasina, centre] 
Ieemburu / lee6i 'hair, leaf' [Maasina] 
leemre 'hair' [Maasina, centre] 
lee6re / lee6e 'hair, fur' [Diamare] 
lee6ol I lee6i 'hair' [Fuuta Jallon, Volta, Eastern Niger] 
A more regular alternation would be that the laryngealized labial [6] becomes nasal in syllable 
final position, like in the word leemre 'hair'. 
The alternation [mb]/[6] is more difficult to explain. This alternation of a prenasalized 
voiced labial plosive which alternates with a laryngealized labial plosive is supposed to be the 
result of a number of phonological changes and reanalyses. The underlying stem final 
consonant [6] has been replaced with the more sonorant nasal [m] in syllable final position. 
The sequence [mr] is ill-formed in derivations like the word leemburu 'hair, leaf'. Perhaps 
an epenthetic voiced plosive is inserted between a nasal and a liquid consonant. The proposed 
historical derivation of the different consonant sequences that are attested is the following: 
6r>mr>mbr>mbVr 
The form leembol is the result of the reanalysis of the stem in the word leemburu as having a 
prenasalized final consonant [mb]. It is remarkable that all proposed underlying steps of the 
historical derivation of the alternation [mb]/[6] can be found in the different cognate forms of 
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the word 'frog, toad' in the different Fulfulde dialects. This lends some support to the 
plausibility of the proposed derivation. In most orthographies mbr and mbr are not 
distinguished. 
faa6ru / paa6i 'frog, toad' [Aadamaawa] (Taylor 1932:46) 
faa6ru I paa6i 'frog, toad' [Diamare] (Noye 1989: 102) 
faa6ru 'toad' [Fuuta Tooro] (Gaden 1913:9) 
f a6ru I paa6i 'frog, toad' [Ringimaaji] 
faamru I paabi 'toad' (Zoubko 1980: 157) 
famru 'toad' [Fuuta Tooro] (Gaden 1913:9) 
faambru / paa6i 'toad' [Maasina?] (Zoubko 1980: 156) 
famburu 'toad' [Fuuta Tooro] (Gaden 1913:9) 
faamburu / paa6i 'frog, toad' [Maasina] 
faawru / paa 6i 'toad' [Volta] (Zoubko 1980: 156) 
faabru / paa6i 'frog' [Aadamaawa] (Klingenheben 1963:62) 
faabru / paabi 'frog' [Fuuta Jallon] (CRDTO 1971: 156) 
The laryngealized labial [6] can also alternate with a labial approximant [w] in syllable final 
position. The alternation [ w]/[6] is found in one of the cognate forms derived from the stem 
faa6- 'frog, toad', and in a derivation of the stem w;:,6- 'mortar'. 




[Volta] (Zoubko 1980: 156) 
Perhaps the change 6r > wr instead of the change 6r > mr occurs to avoid the sequence 
[mr] which violates the sonority hierarchy. In productive derivations, [mr] is one of the few 
consonant sequences which violate the sonority hierarchy. An [m] should not precede a 
consonant [r] because in a sequence of two different consonants, the first should be less 
sonorant. The cognate wo6ru/bo6i 'mortar' in Eastern Niger (Zoubko 1980:513) supports 
the postulation of an underlying stem final consonant [6] in wowru / bo6i 'mortar' in 
Maasina. 
The replacement of the feature [ +laryngealized] with [ +voiced] in syllable final position 
occurs in the Fulfulde spoken in 'Yola, Nigeria. This has resulted in the form f aabru 'frog, 
toad', a form that is found in more Aadamaawa dialects. The dialect comparison gives 
sufficient evidence to support the claim that the underlying stem final consonant in the stem 
final alternation [mb]/[6] is the laryngealized labial [6]. 
The following examples show a stem final consonant alternation of an alveolar laryngealized 
consonant with a nasal consonant. 
kad'-cfa / ham-6e 'who has refused' < had'-
kiiitgal 'which is worn off' (NGAL class) < hiid'-
'refuse' 
'be worn off 
This alternation is not frequently attested, possibly because the laryngealized [d'] generally 
assimilates totally to the adjacent consonant. In the plural form ham-6e 'those who have 
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refused' the nasal consonant has also assimilated in place to the initial labial consonant of the 
suffix -6e. The stem final nasal in the adjective kii1;tgal 'which is worn off' assimilates to 
the initial nasal part of the suffix -0gal. 
The stem final alternation of the palatal consonants [p]/[j] occurs only in a few stems. The 
phonological rule appears to make the laryngealized consonants [cf] and [6] nasal in syllable 
final position. This rule would be in competition with the rule that an alveo-palatal 
laryngealized affricate [j] alternates with an alveo-palatal approximant [y] in syllable final 
position. Other phonological changes must be assumed to have led to the stem final 
alternation [p]/[j] in the following words: 
beep-ere I keej-e 
JlUqJl-U / JlUuj-i 
ja~0je / jaapj-e 




'herd consisting of several cefe' 
'place where herds gather' 
'total of herds' 
The alternation [p]/[j] is the result of a merger between the stem final consonant [p] and the 
initial glottal stop [1] of the plural suffix -1i. The derivation of a plural form keeje 'livers' is 
proposed to be the following: 
*beep-+ *-1e > *keep-1e > *keej-je > keeje 
The geminate consonant that resulted from the assimilation of the stem final [p] and the suffix 
initial [1] was shortened to prevent the less well-formed syllable CVVC, resulting from the 
sequence of a long vowel followed by a long consonant. 
The given derivation (j <Jl + 1) takes the alveo-palatal nasal [p] as the underlying stem 
final consonant. The same underlying consonant is proposed for the stem in pii0 de/piije 
'tooth'. The alternation [0 d]/[j] that appears in the surface forms is not a regular alternation. 
Consonant alternations seldom show a change of place features. The exceptional alternation 
is the result of several phonological changes in the singular form. The comparison with a 
cognate singular/plural formation of the same word gives further clues to the derivation of 
this word. 
'tooth' [Maasina] pii0de I piije 
piire / piij.e 
pii0 dere / piij.e 
'tooth' [Fuuta Tooro, Fuuta Jalon] 
'tooth' [Gombe] (Arnott 1970a:129) 
The derivation of the plural form is identical to the plural forms of keeje 'livers' and jaaje 




+ *1e > *keejje > 
+ *1e > *jaajje > 
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The singular form would have, as a regular suffix, the vowel initial allomorph -ere to 
prevent the occurrence of [p] in stem final position. Additional phonological changes can 
only be explained if a shortening of the word to a disyllabic word has occurred. The 
shortening of a word to a disyllabic form can be shown in a number of other words, but it is 
not a productive process applied to all words. The domain of this shortening seems to be 
words which are used very frequently. 
*piip- + -re > *piipere > *piip-re > *piin-nde > piinde 
The shortening of the underlying form *piipere made the alveo-palatal nasal [p] come to be 
adjacent to the alveolar trill [r ]. The nasal assimilated in place to the alveolar. The trill 
changed its feature [+continuant] to [-continuant]. The trill became a plosive alveolar [d] 
because the sonority hierarchy would otherwise be violated. The correct order of segments in 
the syllable according to their sonority hierarchy determines that a nasal alveolar cannot 
precede an alveolar trill. 
3.2.3 NASAL ASSIMILATION 
When the stem final consonant is a nasal, it takes on the place features of the initial consonant 
of the suffix, e.g it becomes labial before the suffix -6e. 
janan-:, / janam-6e 'who belongs elsewhere' 
d:,n-cfa / r:,m-6e 'heir, heiress' r:,n- 'inherit' 
don-u-cfa / ronu-6e 'heir, heiress' r:,n- 'inherit' 
g:,n-cfa / w:,m-6e 'so. who is at (a place)' w:,n- 'be' 
bum-cfa, bun-cf:,/ wum-6e 'blind person' wum- 'be blind' 
b:,n-cf:, / b:>m-6e 'bad person' b:,n- 'be bad' 
Nasals often assimilate in place to the following consonant. The alveolar [n] always 
assimilates in place to the following consonant. The labial [m] sometimes assimilates in place 
to the features of the following consonant. That the nasal consonant [m] does not assimilate 
without exception to the place features of the following consonant can be observed in the 
forms of the word bum cf:>, buncf :> 'blind person'. The nasals { n, g, p} can only precede a 
consonant with identical place features. The (stem final) palatal [p] often changes to [y]. 
peep-:, I peey-6e 
gap-:, / way-6e, wapu6e 
's.o. of the cast of artisans, praise singers' 
'enemy' 
The alveo-palatal nasal [p] does not occur word finally. The phonemic velar [g] is rare, it 
does not occur word finally. Place assimilation of nasals also occurs across word 











'milk of a cow' fiyan ndu 
'milk of a goat' fiyam m::, 
'milk of a camel' fiyag kadiija 
'milk of an elephant' fiyappaaku 
'(will) hit' 
'(will) hit' 
'(will) hit it' 
'(will) hit him/her/it' 
'(will) hit Kadiija' 
'(will) hit the bee' 
3.2.4 TOTAL ASSIMILATION 
A stem final consonant often assimilates totally to the following consonant, e.g. the initial 
consonant of the suffix -6e. 
g::>cfcf::> / w::,66e 
gicfo / yi66e 
k::,cf::, / h::,66e 




's.o. who is settled' 
< yicf- 'love' 
< h::,cf- 'settle' 
< h::,cf .. 'settle' 
Some of these stems are verbs that end in the consonant [cf]. The laryngealized alveolar [cf] 
assimilates totally to the laryngealized labial [6], which accounts for these changes. This 
phonological rule has to be appiied to prevent the ill-formed syllable with an obstruent in 
syllable final position (that is not the first part of a geminate consonant). 
reedu / deecfi 
suudu I cuucfi 
6::,::,dde / 6::>::>cf e 





The stem final consonant alternation [d]/[ cf] is the result of the total assimilation of the 
underlying stem final consonant [d] to the initial laryngealized consonant of the plural 
suffixes -cfi and -cfe. The resulting geminate consonant [cfcf] has been shortened after a long 
vowel to avoid the less well-formed syllable structure CVVC. The alternative grade A forms 
6::,::,dere/6::,::,de 'ball' show that the voiced alveolar plosive [d] is the underlying stem final 
consonant. 
3.2.5 SYLLABLE FINAL CONSONANT ALTERNATION 
A number of repair rules prevent ill-formed syllable structures which result from the 
adjacency of ill-formed consonant sequences in underlying structures. The effect of these 
rules is a set of stem final consonant alternations, which can however be explained by 
referring to the syllable structure (see section 4.5). The stem final consonant [f] becomes a 
labio-velar approximant [w] in syllable final position. The alveo-palatal [y] alternates also 
with the voiceless alveolar fricative [s] that cannot occur in syllable final position. The 
consonant [y] alternates with all alveo-palatal consonants [j], [j], and [p] which cannot occur 
syllable finally (unless they are the initial part of a geminate consonant). 
Stem final consonant alternation 
haw-re/ kaf-e 
sew-re I cef-e 
kes-:>; hey-re 
b:>s-al; mboy-ri 
baas-ucf:>, baay-cf:> / waas-u6e 
gu,ij-::, / wuy-6e 
j::,mmbaaj-::, / y::,mmbay-6e 
fuy-re / puj_-e 
haay-re / kaaj.-e 
'sheaf, bundle of grass' 
'herd' 
'new' ('0 class; NDE class) 
'little bit of porridge; porridge' 
'have-not, can-not' < waas- 'lack' 
'thief' 
'newly wed' 
'pimple, spot, ball-shaped piece' 
'stone, rock, hill' 
'uncle: father's brother' 
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bappa~-::, / wappay-6e 
peep-::, I peey-6e 
geep-::, I geey-6e 
'cast of artisans, praise singers' (younger speakers) 
'cast of artisans, praise singers' (elder speakers) 
3.2.6 EXCEPTIONAL ALTERNATIONS 
There are a number of alternations that occur only in one nominal paradigm. Possibly they 
are remnants of alternation sets which have disappeared, sometimes a phonological 
conditioning seems traceable. 
wiige / bi.iii 
nagge / nay, na7i 
capaat-:> / safar-6e 
luur-de I duul-e 
0 gumardi / gumali 
wumare I gumali 
moorol / mooli, moolli 




'bull without horns' 
'cow without horns' 
'braid, plait' 
[g - j] 
[g - 1] 
[t - r] 
[r - I] 
[r - I] 
[r - I] 
[r - I] 
The examples involving the stem final consonant [g] are also discussed in section 7.2.5.3. 
The stem final alternation [g]/[j] in the paradigm wiige/bi,iji 'calf of three to four years, 
mature heifer' is the result of palatalization of the stem final consonant [g] in between two 
high front vowels. The consonant [g] also alternates with [y] or with the glottal stop [1] in the 
paradigm nagge/nay, na7i 'cow'. The alternation [1]/[g] is also found stem initially, in Fuuta 
Tooro. The glottal stop is the result of the loss of a continuant velar *y, which no longer 
occurs in Fulfulde. Historically the stem final consonant of the stem for cow is reconstructed 
as *1. The glottal stop [1] is deleted in the plural na7i 'cows', the vowel [i] has become 
consonantal (y) in the plural form nay 'cows'. The stem final glottal stop in *na7- has 
merged with the initial velar consonant in the noun class suffix *ye which has resulted in a 
geminate voiced velar consonant [gg] in the singular form nagge 'cow'. 
The alternation t-r occurs uniquely in the word capaat-::,/safar-6e 'Mauritanian'. The [t] 
functions in Fulfulde as the only voiceless plosive that does not alternate. Maybe the 
consonant [t] historically has also been an alternating consonant, possibly with a voiceless 
alveolar continuant fJ] that changed to [r] or [I]. Because the only non-alternating continuant 
in the consonant system is the alveolar voiced lateral, the consonant [I] is the most likely 
consonant to have once alternated with [t]. The obstruent consonant [t] in syllable final 
position should alternate with its continuant or sonorant counterpart. This [r] acts sometimes 
as the sonorant counterpart of [I]. 
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A petrified stem final consonant alternation [r ]/[I] can be found in a few nouns derived 
from the stems *wum-ar- 'without horns' and *m:>:>r- 'plait'. The morpheme -ar- in wum-
ar- is the pejorative marker. The underlying consonant of these stems is an [r]. The 
consonant [I] appears at the surface in words where this stem final [r] is in contact with the 
underlying suffix initial glottal stop which conditions a gemination of the stem final 
consonant. In this respect the alveolar trill [r] behaves like a [+continuant] and the lateral 
alveolar [I] behaves like a [-continuant] segment. The appearance of [r] in syllable final 
position when it alternates with [I] could be related to the difference in the sonority hierarchy 
of these two consonants. The more sonorant [r] is being allowed in syllable final position 
here, the less sonorant [I] is not. The different variant forms of these nouns show that 
reanalysis has taken place in the formation of the words derived from the stem *wum-ar-
'without horns'. Synchronically [I] and [r] occur in all possible positions. 
wumare / gumali 
wumale / gumali 
ngumardi / gumali 
ngumaldi / gumali 
ngumardi / gumard'i 
'cow without horns' 
'cow without horns' 
'bull without horns' 
'bull without horns' 
'bull without horns' 
[r - I] 
[I - I] 
l[r- I] 
[I - I] 
[r - r] 
The stem in the reanalyzed forms has the same final consonant in both the singular and the 
plural form. It is remarkable that the choice of a regularized stem ending in [r] results in the 
plural suffix -d'i in ngumardi/gumard'i 'bull without horns'. This supports the analysis that 
the verbal noun suffix -di/-d'i of grade C is conditioned by a stem final [r]. Synchronically, 
both [l] and [r] can occur in syllable final position, in Maasina both [II] and [rr] can occur as 
geminate consonants. The stem final consonant alternations of [r] with [I] have contributed to 
the complicated distribution of the plural suffix form -Ii. 
The consonant alternation of an [I] which is replaced with an [r] in syllable final position 
also does occur in the paradigm of the word luurde/duule 'cloud'. 
luur-de / duul-e 
ruul-dere / duul-e 
'cloud' [Maasina] 
'cloud' [Seeno] 
The irregular suffix form -dere, probably the result of a double suffix of the NDE class in 
the singular form, indicates that in Seeno also this form is not regular. If the stem final 
consonant is [I] the singular suffix expected would be [-de] not [-de-re]. In the Maasina 
word luurde 'cloud', a metathesis of a syllable initial with a syllable final consonant seems to 
have occurred. The fact that the lateral [I] is replaced by the trill [r] in syllable final position 
confirms that in the sonority hierarchy the trill [r] is more sonorant than the lateral [I]. 
A summary of the stem final consonant alternation is given in the following table. All stem 
final consonant alternations contain the following underlying consonant. 
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stem final underlying stem final underlying 
alternation consonant alternation consonant 
f:p *f w: 6 *6 
w:p *f d:cf *d 
w:b *w r: I *r 
g: j *g r:t *t 
g: 1, y *1 .J1 :j *p 
mb: 6 *6 
Different phonological rules and different historical derivations account for the two 




The syllable in Fulfulde has the structure CV(V)(C). A number of authors on Fulfulde do 
not give a description of the syllable, although they make use of the term syllable and 
related terms like monosyllabic or polysyllabic (Arnott 1970a:62-64, Noye 1974: 11). Some 
authors give a separate statement on the syllable structure, for others the syllable structure 
is perhaps too obvious to be described. McIntosh (1984:20) indicates that the syllable is a 
unit that is necessary for describing stress assignment. Klingenheben (1953) makes use of 
the syllable in the description of certain phonological changes which are restricted to the 
syllable final position. 
The notion of syllable is needed in even more areas than the ones suggested by these 
authors. It is shown below that constraints on possible syllable structures limit the possible 
sequential combinations of vowels and consonants. The syllable also plays an important 
role in the formulation of rules involving the deletion of vowels and consonants or the 
reduction of their length. The syllable structure is also invoked as a conditioning factor for 
the so called "anaptyctic vowels" (Arnott 1970a:55, McIntosh 1984: 157) or "Sproi3vokal" 
(Klingenheben 1927:152). The vowels which are claimed to be epenthetic can be [u], [i] or 
a vowel identical to the vowel of the following syllable. The actual epenthetic status of 
these vowels is questionable. 
This chapter gives a short sketch of the syllable structure found in Fulfulde, focusing on 
the Maasina dialect. The possible syllable templates and their syllable weight are described. 
This includes a discussion of the marginal status of the CVVC syllable and its implications 
for vowel length and the alternation between CVCC and CVVC that has sometimes been 
labelled "compensatory lengthening". Then the influence of the sonority hierarchy in a 
number of phonological rules related to the syllable is discussed. Sometimes changes in the 
CV-structure can occur to prevent the occurrence of ill-formed syllable structures. In this 
context, the alleged epenthetic status of a number of vowels in Fulfulde is challenged. 
Finally, it is demonstrated that stress in Fulfulde is largely predictable from the syllabic 
structure of words, and a few intonation patterns that make use of the possible stressed 
syllables in words are described. 
4.1 SYLLABIFICATION RULES 
The model used in this study to derive the syllable structure is the XMS-model (Schadeberg 
1987) which derives the syllable structure of words from the sequence of its consonants and 
vowels. The name of this model follows from the abbreviations of the three levels used in 
the derivation of the syllable: the X from the x-tier (also called skeletal, segmental, root or 
time tier) the M for the moraic level where weight is represented, and the S for the syllabic 
level. The Greek letters µ and O' represent the mora and the syllable respectively. The 
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syllables are derived from the sequence of elements on the x-tier or time-tier which is made 
up of the time slots occuring in an utterance. The number of time slots attached to each 
morpheme is given in the lexicon. Time slots are linked to segmental matrices that combine 
the information of the different feature tiers. 
In this study a CV-tier replaces the x-tier in the XMS-model. The CV-tier represents an 
explicit derivation of the consonantal or vocalic status of the time slots. This CV-tier is not 
formally present in Schadeberg's model, although he has to interprete the time slots on the 
x-tier as a consonant or a vowel in order to derive the correct moraic and syllabic structure. 
The consonantal or vocalic status of the time slots on the x-tier must be known to derive the 
correct syllabic and moraic structure of the words. This consonantal or vocalic status is 
made explicit on the CV-tier where the time slots are identified as consonantal (C) or as 
vocalic (V). The terms "consonantal" and "vocalic" are not taken as features in this study; 
they do not appear in the list of phonological binary features in the matrices that give the 
phonological content of the speech sounds. Instead, a consonant is considered to be a time 
slot with a consonantal 'status on the CV-tier and a vowel is a time slot with a vocalic status 
on the CV-tier. The consonantal or vocalic status of a given time slot can be derived from 
the content of the autosegments associated to that time slot. The rules for interpreting time 
slots as consonantal or vocalic are discussed in section 2.4. The CV-tier is derived from the 
segmental structure of time slots and the moraic and syllabic structure of a word is derived 
from the sequence of consonantal and vocalic time slots. The following procedure using the 
XMS-model produces the syllabic division of a given utterance in Fulfulde. 
MORAIC LEVEL 
(Ml) Build a mora with any CV sequence. 
(M2) Build a mora with all V and C that are not in a CV sequence. 
SYLLABIC LEVEL 
(S 1) Build a syllable on each branching mora (constituting a CV sequence) 
(S2) Attach all the non-branching morae to the preceding syllable. 
The following figures represent the application of these syllabification rules which occur at 
the word level. 
syllabic level O' O' O' 
moraic level 
r----.__ I I 
¥--__ ~ ~ k 
CV-tier C V C C V C V 
I I I I I I I 
feature tiers k ~ r s u cf ~ 
The application of these rules produces the correct syllable structure of the word kor·su·cf~ 
'cherished one' . 
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syllabic level O" O" O" 
moraic level 
I r----_ I 
It--__ ~ 
µ h __ 
I 
CV-tier C V C V V C V 
I I I V A I 
feature tiers r a w a n d u 
The word ra·waa·0 du 'dog' is an example of the derivation of the syllabic structure of 
words in which long vowels and prenasalized consonants occur. The syllable structure 
shows that the prenasalized sequence [0d] functions as one consonant in the onset of the last 
syllable. 
4.2 WELL-FORMED SYLLABLE STRUCTURES 
4.2.1 SYLLABLE TEMPLATES 
The following description of the syllable structure is given by Stennes (1967: 13) for the 
Fulfulde dialect of Aadamaawa. 
The phonological shape of all syllables is CV(C) or consonant, vowel (where the 
vowel can be either short or long) with an optional final consonant. 
Stenn es (1967: 13) 
This description is valid for all Fulfulde dialects although it seems to contradict Paradis' 
analysis of some syllables in Pulaar as having an empty onset in the underlying structure 
(Paradis 1986: 172-177). However, she postulates an additional automatic phonological rule 
that fills the onset with a glottal stop. The following CV-templates occur as possible 
syllable structures in Maasina. 
Sub-parts of the syllable are the onset, the nucleus, and an optional coda. The CV-core is 
considered to be the unit which forms the basis of any syllable, rather than the rhyme. The 
CV-core consists of the onset and the nucleus. The rhyme is formed by the nucleus and the 
coda. A rule attaching the onset to the rhyme is needed when the rhyme is considered to be 
the basic unit of the syllable (Clements & Keyser 1983:11-16, Hyman 1985:7, Goldsmith 
1990: 108). Goldsmith (1990: 137) calls this the Maximum Onset Principle. Clements & 
Keyser (1983:37) call it the Onset First Principle. Hyman (1985:15-17) describes the 
linking of the onset to the nucleus in the equivalent Onset Creation Rule. An argument for 
the unity of this CV-core is the fact that the CV-core forms a constant structure that does 
not undergo any change, neither feature changes nor structural changes. The onset and 
nucleus are never separated by epenthesis. The assumption that the onset together with the 
nucleus form the basic unit of the syllable makes it no longer necessary to state the 
Maximum Onset Principle. Any vowel is linked to a preceding consonant in the same 
syllable by the syllable assignment rule that assigns a mora to the syllable core CV first. 
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A rule that groups the onset-nucleus unit first has an advantage over the "all nuclei first" 
approach which is an assignment rule that wants to assign the nucleus first (Goldsmith 
1990: 117). For this latter approach, a separate rule or a lexical indication is needed to 
establish which segments (mostly which vowels) form the nucleus. Hyman's Onset 
Creation Rule proposes to parse all CV sequences first. When I take this CV sequence as 
the core of the syllable, this makes it unnecessary to give a separate statement about which 
vowels constitute a nucleus. This follows from the CV-core assignment rule itself: each 
vowel that is preceded by a consonant constitutes the nucleus of a syllable. 
This CV-core assignment rule leaves the coda as a secondary unit in the syllable which 
basically consists of consonantal or vocalic time slots that cannot form a syllable by 
themselves. These segments are therefore always attached to the preceding CV-core, thus 
forming with it a heavy syllable. This coincides with the fact that the presence of a coda in 
a syllable means that this syllable counts as two morae, i.e. as two units of weight. The four 
possible syllable types in Fulfulde have the following internal structure: 





The light CV syllable represents the most simple syllable structure. It consists only of a 
CV-core which forms one mora. 




C V V 
The heavy CVV syllable consists of a CV-core to which a vocalic time slot is added. The 
CVV syllable consists of two morae: one is formed by the CV-core, one mora is added by 
the additional vocalic time slot. 




C V C 
The internal structure of the CVC heavy syllable shows a lot of similarity with the CVV 
syllable. The weights are identical and the division of morae over the CV-core and the coda 
is also identical in both structures. 
The weight structure of the marginally acceptable CVVC syllable is difficult to 
represent. At the moraic level there are only two morae allowed per syllable, it is not clear 
which mora (attached to the final V or the final C) is deleted. At the segmental level the 
CVVC sequence is sometimes allowed. Often reduction occurs at the segmental level. 
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CVVC syllable: cr 
r----_ 
µ (µ) µ 
A I I 
C V V C 
The heavy CVVC syllable consists of the CV-core to which an additional vocalic and a 
consonantal time slot are added. A rule must be formulated to delete one mora because 
Fulfulde does not allow a syllable to contain more than two morae. That the deletion of one 
mora sometimes has consequences for the phonetic length of the vowel is described in 
section 4.3. 
The CV-core can contain any consonant and any vowel. A further restriction on the 
segmental structure of the syllable is that all segments that occur in non-branching morae 
are licensed by their position in the syllable. All vowels occurring in a non-branching mora 
are identical to the vowel in the preceding CV-core. All consonants that occur in a non-
branching mora are either identical to the core consonant of the following syllable (thus 
forming a geminate) or they are sonorant and they follow the sonority hierarchy pattern, a 
few exceptions are discussed in section 4.4.2. The definition of CV-core reduces the 
importance of the rhyme (nucleus and coda) considerably, there are no generalizations 
about the rhyme that are missed out in the present proposal. The second vocalic time slot in 
a CVVC syllable probably belongs neither to the CV-core, nor to the coda. Its status is 
marginal, as is shown by the marginal status of the CVVC syllable itself. 
4.2.2 SYLLABLE WEIGHT 
Syllables are divided into light and heavy syllables (see Newman 1972). A heavy syllable 













The division that Gaden (Gaden & Tyam 1935:xi) makes between short and long syllables 
coincides with the division between light and heavy syllables. What he calls the metric 
value of the different syllable structures in Pulaar (Fuuta Tooro) could be interpreted as 
their syllable weight. 
La syllabe breve est formee d'une consonne suivie d'une voyelle breve. La syllabe 
longue est formee d'une consonne suivie d'une voyelle longue ou de deux consonnes 
encadrant une voyelle, que celle-ci soit breve ou longue, accentuee ou non: cfwn et 
cfuum sont deux syllabes longues de meme valeur metrique 
(Gaden & Tyam 1935:xi).* 
* A short syllable is formed by a consonant followed by a short vowel. A long syllable is formed by a 
consonant followed by a long vowel, or it is formed by two consonants surrounding a vowel, either long or 
short, with or without accent. So dum and c(u.um are two lon_g svllables with the same metric value 
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The equation of one heavy syllable with two light syllables in poetry confirms the syllable 
weight of CV as one mora and the double weight of two morae for the CVV, CVC, and 
CVVC syllables. This equation can be demonstrated when the syllables have to follow a 
prescribed metre, as is often the case in poems. The following two lines come from the epic 
poem on the life of El Hadj Omar transcribed by Henri Gaden (1935). In this poem, the 
words are organized according to a metre called kaamil. 
kaamil metre: ' I ' I --....,- ....,....,-....,- ....,....,-....,-
The sentences following the kaamil metre are formed with three metrical phrases which are 
separated by a vertical line (I). Each metrical phrase consists of seven morae. Stress should 
preferably fall on the penultimate mora of each unit of seven morae. This stress falls on the 
last syllable when it is heavy or on the penultimate syllable when the verse ends in two 
light syllables. Stress is indicated by an accent ( ' ) on the stressed syllable. The symbols 
for a light syllable ( ...., ) and a heavy syllable ( _ ) are taken from the traditional way of 
marking rhythm in poetry. The word internal syllable boundaries are represented by a 
raised point. In the following lines, the morae are divided over the syllables in the way that 
is prescribed by the kaamil metre (Gaden & Tyarn 1935:2). 
Cem,mbifl,Ddi nJJ.f•WU•0di f33,1j,daa•ri 0di yer•6a•taa 
' I ' I ..... - .......... - ....,- '-'...., - ..... -
6am•tii-°di SaW•tu 0 da•nee•ri mbirul•di 0 di haa•6a•taa 
I I - -...., - ._, ._,-.._, - .._, .._, -._,-
'Vigorous, glorious, impressive one, who doesn't stagger; 
with a strong voice, white with a spot on the face, who won't get exhausted.' 
The first syllable mbuul of the word mbuuI·di with a CVVC shape takes the same position as 
the syllable daa with a CVV shape in the word faa·1i·daa·ri in the first line. This shows 
that a CVV and a CVVC syllable have equal metric value. It is also possible to replace the 
long syllable with two short syllables and vice versa, as can be shown in the following lines 
in kaamil metre (Gaden & Tyarn 1935:6). 
cfoon rup·0ji mac·cu·cfo fec·cHo·yi les·cfee·le ka•la 
_..... _... 1.._, .._, _ .._, .._, .._,1 __ ...., ...., ..... 
6een juul·6e faa·de 1e kuf•ru mag·0gu 0gu tuu·ba·taa 
' I I ._, -._, ..... '-' - .......... -._,-
'There he went away the servant (of Allah), he went to cross each of many countries 
of those Muslims, in the direction of paganism that wouldn't convert'. 
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The sequences of two light syllables to·yi and ka·la in the first sentence are balanced with 
one heavy syllable maJJ or taa respectively in the second sc!ntence. Gaden adds that such a 
replacement is only allowed at the end of a metrical phrase. 
Syllable weight also determines the correct sequence of light and heavy syllables in a word. 
Some phonological changes show that there is a preference for light and heavy syllables to 
alternate. A sequence of three unstressed light syllables CVCVCV is ill-formed. The rule 
preventing such a sequence deletes the vowel of the middle syllable. This results in an anti-
iambic sequence (a heavy followed by a light syllable: CVC-CV). 
xjaJJ°g-in-ata jaJJ·°gin ·ta 'will teach' 
- - -~ read-CA US-R.INCOMPL ...., ._, ...., ...... 
Xfill-an-~fa fiHan·b 'will tell for' 
tell-DAT-M.R.INCOMPL - ..... '-' ...., --- ...... 
xnan-ir--et:e na·nir·te 'will be heard with' 
tell-CIRC-M.R.INCOMPL ...., ...., ._, ...... -...., 
xwacf-ir-ude wa·cfi1r·de 'to do with' 
do-CIRC-INF -._,....,....., ...... - ...... 
A long vowel in the first syllable in a sequence of two heavy syllables is often shortened, 
the result being an iambic rhythm (a light syllable followed by a heavy syllable). This rule 
applies especially in word final position but also at the beginning of words. 
xtaanee-wel taa·ne·wel 'small anvil' taanre-re 'anvil' 
- - - - ._,-
xngaaj-ii--cfaa 0gaa·ji·cfaa 'you have chatted' ngaaj-il-mi 'I have chatted' 
- - - - ...... -
Xhiir-aa--nde hi·raa•0de 'evening meal' hiir--de 'to be evening' 
- - ...... ...... - ,.., 
Xmboocf-eefi mbo·cf ee·fi 'goodness' woocf-ude 'to be good, beautiful' 
- -- ....., ._, - ....., 
This vowel shortening is optional: the following examples slhow alternative forms that were 
both attested in Maasina. 
also 0gee·th·ba 'camel' 
._,-...., --- - ....., 
also jii·wa~·0de 'rain storm' 
...... - ...... 
The word is the domain of syllabification and of rules depending on syllable weight. 
Well-formedness of the ewe syllable 
4.3 WELL-FORMEDNESS OF THE CVVC SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
4.3.1 MARGINALITY OF THE CVVC SYLLABLE 
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Although the CVVC syllable appears to be equal in weight to the CVV and CVC syllables 
in poetry, some phonetic and phonological shortening rules indicate that a CVVC syllable 
is considered to be slightly overweight. This gives the impression that both elements (V and 
C) contain weight and that both elements are added to the CV-core. The overweight may be 
the reason why CVVC is a marginal syllable structure. The limited distribution of the 
CVVC syllable is an indication of its marginal status. The marginal CVVC syllable mainly 
occurs in transparent productive word formations. Extra heavy syllables are more 
commonly found in word final position but in Fulfulde the CVVC syllable only occurs 
word initially. The situation in Fulfulde is fostered by the morphological structure of the 
word: morphemes with an underlying CVVC structure are mostly (verb) roots; the place of 
the root is word initial; when the root is followed by a consonant initial suffix a CVVC 
syllable may be the result. 
Sometimes the CVVC syllable is subject to vowel shortening even though vowel length 
is a very steady phonological feature in Fulfulde. A difference must be made between 
stressed and unstressed CVVC syllables. Unstressed syllables are more likely to be 
shortened. Vowel shortening also occurs more frequently in less transparent derivations in 








'west' hiir-de 'be evening' + naa0ge. 'sun' 
'partner' j;:);:)ffi 'owner' + suudu 'house' 
'do without' waas-ude 'to lack' + -r- CIRC 
Stressed CVVC syllables are less rare. There is no clear difference in the distribution of 
vowel shortening between productive and less productive word formations. The stress 
placed on the syllable might prevent vowel shortening in those CVVC syllables. 
Nevertheless, there are a few examples where variation occurs in the vowel length of long 
vowels in stressed closed syllables. 
tew ( teew, teewu) 'meat' 
kaw (kaaw, kaawu) 'maternal uncle' 
k;1rcfa k;J;:)f(fa 'female slave' 
tirre tiirre 'difficulty' 
This shortening of a CVVC syllable to CVC is not obligatory in the Fulfulde of Maasina. 
The distribution of the short and long vowels might be connected to the speech-rate, i.e. the 
vowel is often shortened in fast speech. It can also be related to regional differences. 
Speakers of Kunaari and Gimballa say that Fulfulde speakers from Tenenku (Maasina 
centre) gave the impression of talking slowly, of dragging their language ("lls tirent leur 
langue"). This impression might be caused by a more frequent occurrence of long vowels in 
closed syllables in the Fulfulde of Tenenku. In a number of dialects, such as the Fulfulde of 
'Yola (Aadamaawa) and Kaceccereere (Nigeria) the occurrence of the CVVC syllable is 
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more restricted. McIntosh (1984: 13-18) makes a distinction between common and irregular 
syllable structures in Kaceccereere. She states that the commonest syllables are CV, CVV, 
and CVC (McIntosh 1984: 13 ). The irregular syllable structures in this dialect are a closed 
syllable with a long vowel (CVVC) or a long final consonant (CVCC). The only example 
of a syllable with such a CVVC structure given is 1aan 'you' which is an independent 
pronoun. The other irregular structure CVCC is only found in the words ending in koyJJ 
(class-marker of plural diminutive) and in the independent pronoun minn 'me'. McIntosh 
(1984: 15) gives the following derivations and inflections where a CVVC morpheme 
shortens its vowel before another consonant initial morpheme in order to avoid a CVVC 
syllable. 
long vowel morpheme 
1on ~am-ay 'You will eat.' 
short vowel allomorph 
raa no .lli!fil-r-at-oo 'See how you eat.' 
_pam-0du wal-aa 'There is no food.' 
The stempaam- 'eat, food' alternates withpam- as a result of vowel shortening in closed 
syllables in Kaceccereere. 
4.3.2 A PHONETIC EXPERIMENT ON VOWEL LENGTH IN CVVC SYLLABLES 
During field work on Maasina, it was not immediately clear whether underlying long 
vowels in closed syllables were shortened or not. It seemed that long vowels in closed 
syllables were shorter than long vowels in open syllables. However, speakers were mostly 
convinced of the length of certain long vowels in a closed syllable. The speaker's 
perception of vowel length could have been influenced by the underlying phonological 
length of the vowels. Sometimes the underlying structure seems to have more reality in the 
speaker's perception of his/her language than the actual phonetic realization of a word. The 
frequent disagreement on the pronunciation of vowel length in particular words made it 
clear that there was a problem with the interpretation of vowel length in closed syllables in 
the Fulfulde of Maasina. 
A phonetic investigation into the length of vowels in open and closed syllables was 
carried out. Both phonologically long and short vowels were measured. The results are 
given in Appendix 2. The length of long and short vowels was measured in open and closed 
syllables, in stressed and unstressed syllables. The following table shows the average length 

















V [-stress] V [+stress] VV [-stress] VV [+stress] 
vowel length and stress 
Stress has a slight influence on the length of a vowel. This effect can only be registered 
when a large group of measurements is taken. 
The effect of the presence of a coda (syllable final consonant) on the duration of a long 
vowel is the opposite of the effect exerted on a short vowel followed by a coda. Long 
vowels are significantly shorter in closed syllables, short vowels are significantly longer in 
closed syllables. This is contrary to the pattern found in most languages where the coda has 
a shortening effect on all vowels (Vincent van Reuven, personal communication). Fulfulde 
deviates from the common pattern because short vowels in closed syllables are longer than 
those in open syllables (rather than vice versa). Possibly, this can be explained by syllable 
weight. CV is a light syllable containing one mora. CVC, CVV and CVVC are heavy 
syllables, they both contain two morae. The vowel in a CVVC syllable may be shortened to 
reduce overweight (it contains phonological material for three morae). The vowel 
lengthening in CVC makes this syllable to become more similar (in duration) to the other 
two heavy syllable structures. Perhaps this facilitates the perception of all heavy syllables 
as distinct from the light CV syllable. 
The phonetic change due to closedness of the syllable in the duration of long and short 
vowels does not result in a complete overlap of the vowel length in CVC and CVVC 
syllables, they are still significantly different. 
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4.3.3 SHORTENING OR COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING (CVVC vs. CVCC) 
In Fulfulde dialect comparison, alternations can be found between a CVVC and a CVCC 
stem. At first sight this looks like compensatory lengthening. However, the alternative 
forms CVCC and CVCC are caused by reduction of the marginal CVVC syllable structure. 
Rather than one being derived from the other, both structures, CVVC and CVCC, are deriv-
ed from an underlying CVVC·C sequence. A geminate consonant often shortens in fast 
speech when the final consonant in a CVVC syllable is the first element of this geminate 
consonant. Depending on the features linked to the gemimate consonant, either the long 
vowel or the long geminate of the underlying CVVCCV sequence is shortened. In Maasina 
a difference must be made between prenasalized geminates and the other geminates, i.e. 
plain oral or plain nasal geminates. Plain geminate consonants are not usually shortened in 
order to avoid extra-heavy syllables, shortening of the VV being the preferred strategy. 
The last consonant of a CVVC syllable can be deleted when it is the first of a prenasal-
ized geminate. The results of such a process are forms like huu0 de 'thing' and lii0gu 'fish'. 
This shortening of a prenasalized geminate can also be found in the following forms where 
CVVCC alternates with CVVC when CC is a geminate prenasalized consonant. 






The long vowel of a CVVC syllable can be shortened when it precedes geminate 
consonants which are plain oral or plain nasal, as in kulle 'things' and licfcfi 'fishes'. The 
following alternative forms show this shortening of CVVCC to CVCC when CC is plain 
oral or plain nasal geminate consonant. 
puuddi, puddi 'henna' biille, bille 'corrals' 
0juukki, 0jukki 'length' tuunnude, tunnude 'to be dirty' 
6::,::,dde, 6::,dde 'balls' loonnude, lonnude 'to wash clothes' 
tiirre, tirre 'difficulty' 
In Maasina the paradigms of huu0de/kulle 'thing' and Iii0 gu/licfcfi 'fish' show a CVVC vs. 
CVCC alternation which results from the shortening of underlying CVVCCV forms. This 
alternation can be found within a paradigm, but not within one word in one particular 
dialect. However, this CVVC/CVCC allomorphy can be found when comparing dialects. 
Maasina Liptaako Gombe Ringimaaji 
'fish' mngu Jiingu Iiungu liji°gu 
'ashes' 0d00°di 111don°di 
'thing' huu0de hun°de huu0 de hu1u0de, huu0de 
'snake' mboddi mboodi mboddi mbo1odi 
'snakes' b::>lle b::,::,le b::,lle b::>1:Jle 
'things' kulle kuuje kuuje 
'fishes' licfcfi lijji 
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The alternation of CVVC with CVCC in the examples above might be interpreted as 
examples of compensatory lengthening, but they are not. These two sequences are the result 
of the application of two different (dialect related) repair rules to avoid the marginal CVVC 
structure. Depending on the word and the dialect in question, either the long vowel or the 
geminate consonant in a CVVCCV sequence can be shortened. The following distribution 





shorten CC shorten VV 




The conclusion is that the alternation of CVVC with CVCC is not an example of 
compensatory lengthening. Within one dialect, the CVVC/CVCC variation is not found 
within one word. A given CVVCC sequence can only be shortened in one way: either the 
vowel is shortened or the consonant. The choice is determined by the features of the 
geminate consonants. The alternative forms support the analysis that there is a tendency to 
avoid the marginal CVVC syllable structure. 
4.4 SONORITY AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
Sonority is a phenomenon connected with the syllable. An utterance can be characterized 
by successive peaks and valleys of sonority. In Fulfulde a peak of sonority will always 
coincide with the nucleus of a syllable. An utterance has as many syllables as there are 
sonority peaks. Sonority is an acoustic feature that is not easily defined. Terms such as 
loudness and openness are used to describe sonority (Bloomfield 1933: 98). Bloch and 
Trager (1942:22) try to define sonority in terms of articulatory gestures as follows (cited by 
Goldsmith 1990: 110): 
The sonority of a sound is primarily determined by the size of the resonance chamber. 
There certainly is a correlation between the acoustic and the articulatory features of speech 
sounds. The sonority of a speech sound is related to the size of the resonance chamber 
during its production, as defined by Bloch and Trager. But voicing is also very important 
for the sonority of a segment. The voiced vowel [a] is definitely more sonorant than the 
voiceless vowel [~], not withstanding the fact that in articulatory terms the resonance 
chamber of both sounds are equal. 
In this study sonority is thought to be an acoustic feature that should be defined in terms 
of audibility. Sonority is a feature with relative values that should alternate in time in an 
utterance. The audibility of the utterance increases if sonorant segments alternate with less 
sonorant segments, i.e. if vowels alternate with consonants. One reason for not describing 
sonority in terms of the articulatory apparatus is the fact that phonological rules related to 
the sonority of a segment are very different in nature from the phonological rules involving 
articulatory features. The kinds of rules conditioned by a certain articulatory feature 
specification of adjacent segments usually involve assimilation: spreading of an articulatory 
feature. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe some phonological structure constraints and 
phonological rules related to sonority. The motivation for the constraints and rules 
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involving sonority are not conditioned by simple adjacency: the structure of the syllable 
plays an important role in the conditioning of changes in sonority. Rules involving sonority 
describe these alternations of sonority in time, i.e. they describe the alternations of sonority 
of speech sounds in the syllable. The inherent sonority of a segment plays an important role 
in determining its position in the syllable. 
The following table gives a representation of the ranking of segments according to their 
inherent sonority. The sonority hierarchy in this table is how the ranking is usually 












high in sonority 
low in sonority 
The sonority hierarchy in Maasina and the restrictions on the sequence of segments 
according to their sonority are discussed in more detail in the following sections. In 
Fulfulde, sonority seems to play a role in the sequence of consonants even if, by the rules of 
syllable strucrnre, those consonants are in different syllables. In the description of the 
sonority pattern of syllables, a distinction must be made between open and closed syllables. 
The open syllables have the templates CV and CVV. Their sonority patterns are identical. 
The first time slot in a syllable (dhe onset) may be any consonant, any consonant being less 
sonorant than any vowel. The vowel in an open syllable is the sonority peak of that syllable. 
Open syllables in Fulfulde contain a short or a long vowel. The second vocalic time slot in 
a VV sequence is always identical to the first. 
There are no diphthongs in Fulfulde. An important argument for analyzing the sequences 
of a short vowel followed by [y] or [w] as VC is the fact that [y] and [w) do not spread 
ATR harmony in this environment, while [i] and [u] would (see section 2.9.3). 
The closed syllables CVC and CVVC are characterized by a consonantal time slot in the 
coda of the syllable. The sonority pattern of a closed syllable consists of the same initial 
CV pattern as described for an open syllable, but the final segment in a closed syllable has 
to obey a number of constraints related to the sonority hierarchy. The sonority hierarchy 
and its related rules in Maasina are compared with the sonority hierarchy of coronals 
described by Paradis ( 1986, 1987b) and with the phonological rules related to the syllable 
posited by K.lingenheben (1941, 1953). He states a number of rules whereby the syllable 
final position causes certain sound changes (Silbenauslautgesetze). In the next section these 
syllable final sound changes are described as rules preventing ill-formed sonority 
sequences. The syllable final consonants that undergo these changes have to obey the 
sequential ordering determined by the sonority hierarchy. 
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It is useful to make a distinction between word internal syllables and word final 
syllables, because sonority constraints in a syllable are more strict word finally than word 
internally. Stennes (1967: 14) distinguishes word final syllables from the other (word 
internal) syllables in Aadamaawa. He says that word internally any consonant can be found 
in the syllable coda. Stennes describes the following word final restrictions: the 
laryngealized stops [6] and [d'] do not occur word finally; voiceless stops do not occur 
word finally except in ideophones; other stops occur only under restricted conditions in this 
position. 
In Maasina a syllable cannot end in an obstruent. This constraint is true without 
exception for word final syllables. Only glides, liquids and nasals can be found in the coda 
in Maasina when the closed syllable occurs word finally. This is described in 
Klingenheben's rules involving the syllable final position. Word internally, however, 
obstruents can occur syllable finally under a number of conditions, for example as part of a 
geminate consonant. 
After discussing the sonority hierarchy in Maasina, the phonological rules that repair 
ill-formed sequences in terms of the sonority (cf. Vennemann 1988) are given in more 
detail. 
4.4.1 KLINGENHEBEN'S "SILBENAUSLAUTGESETZE" 
Klingenheben's name is linked to a rule of coda weakening in Hausa (Westermann 1934, 
Newman & Salim 1981:108). This rule describes the historical change of syllable final 
labial and velar obstruents into the labio-velar glide [w]. Klingenheben's Law in Hausa 





(*K= {k, g, R}) 
(*P = {p/f, b, 6}) 
For Fulfulde, Klingenheben (1941:38-46) also described a number of laws involving 
syllable final segments which he calls "Silbenauslautgesetze". These laws describe 
historical phonological rules that explain dialectal variants of the same word. In these rules 
it is the syllable final position that triggers the sound changes. Klingenheben made use of 
the data of Gaden (1913, 1914) on Pulaar, of Cremer (1923) on Liptaako, and of 
Westermann (1909) on the Fulfulde of the Hausa states. Klingenheben's examples show 
syllable final (palato-)alveolar or palatal obstruents that have become [y ]. 
lesdi leydi 'land' 
kos0gal koy0gal 'foot' 
6esda 6eyda 'increase' 
tokoso tokoyru 'small' 
gaska gayka 'hole' 
les ley 'under' 
yesre yeyre 'breasts (woman), udder (cow), below the belt (man)' 
gasna gayna 'cause to end'< gas-a 'end' 
casd'e cayd'e 'acacia trees'< sg. cas-ki 
































'who usually comes' 
'limp' 
'cough' 
'to cough - a cough' 
'adorn - pearl' 
'stones - stone' 
'cut off - part' 
'limp - pretend to limp' 
'father's brother- pl.' 
'enemy - pl.' 
'weave - weaver' 
'livers - sg.' 
'give birth - '(slave) who has given birth (by her master)' 
He also lists a number of examples where a syllable final labial obstruent has become [w]. 
d'opta cfowtude 'to accompany, to lead' 
habre hawre 'to fight' 
nabde nawde 'to take away' 
wo6ru wowru 'mortar' 
safara sawrude 'medicine - to heal, to cure' 
suftaade suutaade 'to flee (from husband)' 
naafki naawki 'armpit' 
naafde nawde 'to carry under the arm - to carry away' 
nofru nowru 'ear' 
sofru sowru 'chicken, young bird' 
deftere dewtere 'book' 
faamru faawru 'frog' 
wumde wuwre, 1uure 'abscess - pimple' 
These sound changes are called "weakening" processes (Goldsmith 1990: 125), and because 
in this case the weakening takes place in the coda it is called "coda weakening" 
(Vennemann 1988:23-26, 50). Coda weakening involves the change of a syllable final 
segment into a more sonorant segment with (more or less) the same place features. 
In syllable final position a (palato-)alveolar or a palatal obstruent is replaced by the more 
sonorant palatal approximant [y]; a labial obstruent is replaced by a more sonorant labio-
velar approximant [w]. The examples of a velar obstruent weakening in syllable final 
position are rare. Klingenheben ( 1941 :44) provides only two of such examples: 
1) The two variant forms waklude and waylude 'to form' where the syllable final velar 
obstruent [k] alternates with the more sonorant palatal approximant [y]. 
2) Words where the syllable final velar obstruent [g] changes into the more sonorant 
labio-velar approximant [w] like in *bag-d'i > baw-d'i 'drums'. These are however more 
likely to be examples of assimilation of an underlying [ w] to the initial [g] of the class 
suffix -gu in the singular *mbaw-gu > mbag-gu 'drum'. 
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The phonological rules related to syllable positions that K.lingenheben described for 
Fulfulde have not received much attention in later studies. The changes these rules describe 
are however difficult to explain by adjacency to a following consonant alone because they 
also occur word finally. It therefore has to be the position in the syllable that conditions the 
"Silbenauslautgesetze". Such rules are coda-weakening, assimilation, and deletion of the 
consonant in the coda. 
K.lingenheben (1963:18) gives the following examples of consonant deletion conditioned 
by the syllable final position. In these examples the laryngeal consonants (h and 1) and the 
consonants (l, r, cf) are replaced by more sonorant vowels in syllable final position. 
wi1- wiita 'say - say again' 
te1- teegal 'marry - marriage' 
fah- faare 'deaf' 
duh-a duuta 'put on trousers - take off trousers' 
*dammugal-ru dammugaaru 'house with many doors' 
*gerlal-ye gerlaaye 'partridge coloured cow' 
*wacf-n- waani 'cause to make' 
*wacf-r- waari 'make with' 
yicfde yiide 'love' 
The deletion of these consonants and their replacement by vowels is called compensatory 
lengthening. This effect of compensatory lengthening only occurs when a consonant in 
syllable final position is deleted. This effect is different from the effect of the loss of a 
consonant in syllable initial position. Compensatory lengthening probably takes place to 
maintain the weight of the heavy syllable. The loss of a syllable initial consonant is not 
compensated for and usually results in the reduction of the number of syllables. 
4.4.2 CODA CONSTRAINTS IN MAASINA 
At first sight there seems to be no restriction on the occurrence of consonants in syllable 
final position. The only type of consonant which is never found in syllable final position is 
a prenasalized consonant. Obstruents occur in syllable final position when they are the first 
part of a geminate consonant, as is shown in the following examples. 
7ab·ba 'father' maj,ju·de 'to be lost' 
wad·dii 'has brought' hec·c;:, 'fresh' 
h;:,g•g;:, 'corral' necf·cf;:, 'person' 
kop·pi 'knees' 6i6·6e 'children' 
lek·ki 'tree' mo,Hi '(it) is good' 
y;:,Haa·de 'to arrive' jo7·7in·nde 'to put down' 
The sonority restrictions in Fulfulde are the following: Each vocalic segment represents a 
peak in sonority, and as such a syllable nucleus. Each consonantal segment represents a 
"minimum" (lowest) point in sonority; such elements functions as syllable onsets. Any 
other segment is syllabified as a (pure) coda segment; such segments are always sonorant, 
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and they must be higher on the sonority hierarchy than the onset of the following syllable in 
the same word. 
Geminate consonants are fully covered by these statements. As segments, they represent 
a sonority minimum in the chain; they are linked to two successive time slots belonging to 
two syllables (coda and onset). Not being pure coda segments, there are no relevant 
restrictions concerning the sonority of geminates. 
There are some counter-examples where a consonant [6] occurs in the coda of a syllable, 
this consonant [6] is not sonorant, often it is not allowed as a pure coda. 
moo6ude 
moo6tude, mooptude, moottude, mottude 
moopti, mopti, mootti, motti 
yo6ude 
0jo6di, 0jobdi 





Variant forms with partial or total assimilation of syllable final [6] to the consonant in the 
following onset indicate that the appearance of the consonant [6] in syllable coda is less 
well-formed. The consonant [6] assimilates in voice only to [t] in the sequence [6t] which 
results in the occurrence of an obstruent [p] in the coda in mooptude 'to gather, assemble' 
which is a variant of moo6tude. The underlying sequence [6t] has merged into a geminate 
[tt] in the variant form moottude 'to gather, assemble'. 
The sequence [6d] shows assimilation of voice in the alternative sequence [bdl in the 
variant forms 11jo6di, 0jobdi 'wages'. From the above examples it appears that [6] is the 
source of the counter-examples to the rule which states that an obstruent can only occur in 
the syllable coda if it is part of a geminate. To put these counter-examples in a broader 
perspective, it must be emphasized here that the restriction on the syllable coda is an 
innovation of the Maasina dialect. In the dialects of Fuuta Tooro and Fuuta Jallon 
obstruents can occur in syllable final position. In Maasina, underlying laryngealized 
consonants often change into nasal consonants in syllable final position (see section 3.2.2). 
4.4.3 PARADIS' SONORITY HIERARCHY OF CORONAL CONSONANTS 
Paradis' (1986:210, 1987:128) Sonority Condition on Coronal Consonants describes a 
sonority constraint on the sequential order of coronal consonants . 
The first consonant within a sequence of two coronal consonants must be more 
sonorous than the second. Paradis (1986:210, 1987:128) 
Paradis uses the feature coronal for both palatal and (palato-)alveolar consonants. In this 
study the feature coronal is used in the same way. The coronal consonants are the palato-
alveolar and the palatal consonants {t, r, d, I, s, j, j, c}. For Pulaar, Paradis (1986:211, 
1987b: 129) describes the following sonority hierarchy, i.e. the ordering of segments from 
the least sonorant to the most sonorant segments. 
least sonorous E-(---------------~)most sonorous 
obstruents nasals I r glides vowels 
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The sonority condition thus prohibits a number of consonant sequences that indeed do not 
occur in Pulaar. But the condition only applies to coronal consonants. However, the 
sonority constraint could be extended because obstruent-glide sequences (e.g. *kw *ky 
etc.) are also not permitted in either Maasina or Pulaar, regardless of the place features. 
Paradis describes the coronal sonority constraint as a restriction on the sequence of two 
consonants. She does not explicitly link this sonority condition to the syllable structure. 
There is however a clear link with the syllable structure: the more sonorant segment of the 
two consonants in sequence is always placed in the syllable coda. As demonstrated by 
Klingenheben, the syllable coda in Fulfulde is a position where coda weakening (i.e. 
phonological changes increasing the sonority of a segment) occurs. These are reasons for 
the improving upon the sonority constraint for Fulfulde (as proposed by Paradis). 
Paradis uses this sonority constraint to explain the allomorphy of the suffixes of the NDI, 
NDE and NDU classes. For example, the suffixes of the NOE class can have the forms 
-ere, -re and -de (Paradis does not list the possible suffix form -0de here), so one is vowel-
initial (-ere) and the other suffix forms are consonant initial (-re and -de). The following 
table lists a number of combinations of these class suffixes with stems ending in a coronal 
obstruent. The restrictions stated in the sonority constraint on coronals exclude the suffix 
forms -rV and -dV from the NDI, NDE, and NDU class suffixes. 
woot-uru 'one' *woot-ru *woot-du 
w;:,j-ere 'hare' *w;:,j-re *w;:,j-de 
nad-ere 'belt' *nad-re *nad-de 
hes-iri 'new' *hes-ri *hes-di 
The last two columns list ill-formed sequences that violate the sonority hierarchy of coronal 
consonants in Pulaar, in combination with the other forms of the same class marker. The 
coronal obstruents {t, j, d, s} cannot precede [r] because [r) is more sonorant than an 
obstruent. An obstruent cannot precede [d] because they are equal in sonority. Therefore, 
according to Paradis, the only possible remaining form of the class suffix is the vowel-
initial one. 
There are two problems with this explanation. Firstly, the coronal sonority constraint 
explains only the choice for the vowel initial allomorphs of the NDI, NDE, and NDU class 
suffixes (in Grade A). I think that only the suffix forms of grade A are phonologically 
conditioned (see Chapter six). The forms of grades B, C, and Dare chosen because of their 
specific meaning and not because of the phonological shape of the stem (including the 
degree of sonority of its last consonant). Secondly, the sequence [sd] is well-formed in 
Pulaar. In dialects where the sequences [sr] and [sd] are ill-formed (as in Maasina) coda 
weakening to [yr] and [yd] respectively can also prevent ill-formed sequences. Therefore, 
the sonority constraint does not suffice to explain the choice of the vowel initial suffix 
form. 
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4.4.4 SONORITY HIERARCHY IN MAASINA 
The rules involving the sonority hierarchy differ from dialect to dialect. One of the reasons 
why the coronal sonority constractnt involves only the alveolar and palatal consonants is the 
fact that in Pulaar, the dialect described by Paradis, the labial and velar obstruents can 
occur before [r]. The following dialect comparison shows that the sequences [br] and [kr] 









'bull with coloured neck' 
'stirrup' 
There are more sonority restrictions in the Maasina dialect than in Pulaar. Morphemes 
ending in a single velar or labial obstruent also combine wilth a vowel initial suffix form in 
grade A in Maasina, as is shown in the comparison of the suffixes of the above stems in 
Maasina and Pulaar. The well-formedness and ill-formedness of all possible consonant 
sequences (in terms of sonority) in Maasina are listed below. Geminates are not included 































0 = Obstruent 




G = Glide 
The sequences with limited distribution (which are put between brackets) can occur, but 
certain phonological changes are sometimes operative to clhange it. This is an indication 
that such a sequence is less preferred although well-formed .. Some sequences of segments 
with equal sonority are allowed. The limited distribution indicates that these structures are 
less well-formed. There is no absolute boundary between well-formed and ill-formed 
syllable structures. This is also the reason why Vennemann (1988) speaks of "Preference 
Laws" when he tries to explain the sound changes that are conditioned by the syllable. 
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A generalization of the above well-formed and ill-formed consonant sequences in 
Maasina will have to state the fact that in a sequence of two consonants the first consonant 
is not allowed to be less sonorant (stronger) than the second consonant. The constraint is 
formulated in terms related to the syllable structure, rather than in terms of two sequential 
consonants only. 
The Maasina sonority constraints are formulated as in section 4.4.2: Each vocalic 
segment represents a peak in sonority, and as such a syllable nucleus. Each consonantal 
segment represents a "minimum" (lowest) point in sonority; such elements function as 
syllable onsets. Any other segment is syllabified as a (pure) coda segment; such segments 
are always sonorant, and they must be higher on the sonority hierarchy than the onset of the 
following syllable in the same word. 
The explicit relation of sonority with the syllable structure makes the reason for these 
restrictions more obvious, and it shows the relation with coda weakening. Segments in the 
syllable coda tend to become more sonorant in order to obey the tendency towards open 
syllabicity. The tendency to open syllabicity is defined as a preferred tendency for a 
syllable to end in a segment with a high degree of sonority. 
The order of the segments in the sonority hierarchy of Maasina is very much the same as 
the sonority hierarchy stated by Paradis for Pulaar. The sonority hierarchy or "hierarchy of 
consonantal strength" that occurs in Maasina is given below. 
most sonorant ( 
vowels glides r I nasals obstruents 7 h 
) least sonorant 
i w m f, s 
e y n b, d,g 
e J1 p, t, k 
a u 6, cf, j 
:) c,j 
0 mb, n«:J., nj, ng 
u 
The positions of [7] and [h] on the sonority hierarchy are difficult to determine because of 
their limited distribution. Both consonants cannot combine with other consonants. The 
glottal stop can occur as a gerninate (very rare though). The consonants [1] and [h] only 
occur as single consonants in the onset of the syllable which is the least sonorant position in 
the syllable. They are put at the lowest end of the sonority scale. The diagram of the 
sonority hierarchy combined with the sonority constraint reads as follows: A consonant 
cannot be followed by another consonant if this second consonant is less sonorant, i.e. a 
consonant to its left side in the diagram. 
For example: the sequence [rn] is allowed, but the sequence *[nr] is not. The labial 
nasal [m] occurs in a number of sequences which are exceptions to these rules which cause 
some confusion about the particular place of the labial nasal [m] in the sonority hierarchy. 
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4.4.5 PLACE OF [m] IN THE SONORITY HIERARCHY 
The consonant sequences mr/rm and ml/Im disturb the so1I1ority constraint, although some 
phonological sound changes of the sequences [mr] and [ml] indicate that they are less well-
formed. The exceptions of sequences with [m] are discussed in more detail in the next 
section. The consonant sequences [mr] and [rm] occur e.g. in nimre 'darkness' and 
sirme 'butter ball'. The [mr] sequence is the less preferred sequence since sometimes 
metathesis occurs. For instance in the variant forms of the place name semra and serma 
(semra is the older form). The (morphologically irregular) form sirme 'butter ball' could 
be derived from a (morphologically regular) form *simre etymologically. The suffix -re 
from the NDE class is a probable suffix for round forms (ball) and for small units of a 
larger mass noun (e.g. butter). In Maasina the following words contain the sequence [mr]. 
A very short epenthetic vowel [a] sometimes occurs to break up the sequence of [mr]. 
0juumri, 0juum"ri, 0juumiri 'honey' yuwn-aade 'to collect honey' 
paam-ri 'cereals' paam-ude 'to eat (lit.)' 
lam-ru name giving day' la6-ude 'to shave' 
6eem-ri 'yearly ebb' 6ee6-ude 'to dry up' 
6uum-ri 'a cold, flu' 6uu6-ude 'to be cold' 
pam-re I pa6-6e 'gain' paam-ude 'to gain (fig.)' 
fim-re I pi6-e 'knot' fi6-ude 'to tie' 
nim-re I ni6-e 'darkness' 
hem-re, hemere 'hundred' 
1am-re 'tortoise' 
The sequences of [ml] and of [Im] also indicate the irregular position of [m] in the sonority 











The sequence of [Im] shows no variation, the sequence [ml] does. This confirms the 
exceptional and less preferred status of [ml]. It is possible that the nasal [m] can precede 
the very sonorant [I] and [r] sounds because it has a more sonorant nature than the other 
nasals. The alternative formspamlaade. andpalmaade. 'to lend from' show that metathesis 
can prevent the less well-formed [ml] sequence. 
4.5 SYLLABLE CONTACT RULES 
The well-formedness conditions describing the sonority hierarchy of the time slots in the 
syllable motivate a number of sound changes which are called syllable contact rules by 
Vennemann (1988:50). The syllable contact rules that can be shown to be operative in the 
Fulfulde of Maasina are described in the following sections. 
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4.5.1 HEAD STRENGTHENING OF [r] 
The trill [r] is more sonorant in Maasina than the lateral [I] and the nasal [n] and therefore 
the sequences *[Ir] and *[nr] are not permissible. Head strengthening can occur to avoid 
these sequences. Sometimes the same rule applies when a morpheme final [r] is followed 
by a morpheme initial [r], thus preventing the sequence * [rr]. The rule of head 
strengthening is described in a SPE-type structural formula since it is difficult to represent 
the multi-valued feature of sonority and the syllable structure in autosegmental phonology. 
P-rule 19 
r -> d / C 
[alveolar] 
[less or equally sonorant] 
P-rule 19 says that the consonant [r] becomes less sonorant in the syllable onset when it is 
preceded by a consonant that is less or equally sonorant. This rule applies when [r] is 
preceded by [I], [n] or [r] in the underlying structure. The [r] changing to [d] occurs in the 
onset or "head" of the syllable, that is why this rule is called head strengthening 
(Vennemann 1988: 13-20). The rule of head strengthening is related to the syllable sonority 
constraint because it avoids the sequence of a consonant in the coda followed by a more or 
equally sonorant speech sound in the following onset. 
*6il + r + u +gal> 6il-d-u-gal 'stick to fasten peg on loom' 
*wul + r + i > wul-d-i 'be hot with' 
*wuul + ri > mbuul-di 'bull with white face' 
*wor + ru > wor-du 'male; thumb' 
*1:,:,1 + re > 1:,:,1-de (1:,:,1-ere) 'yellow' 
*janan + re > janan-0de (janan-ere) 'strange' 
The change of *[nr] to *[nd] is further subject to the automatic rule that voiced plosives 
become prenasalized after a nasal ([n°d]) in the derivation of the word janan°de 'strange'. 
The rule of head strengthening shows a number of complications which are related to the 
possible forms of the grade A suffixes of the NOE, NDI, and NDU classes because the 
suffix grade cannot be determined from the surf ace form of the suffix alone. The fact that 
the forms jananere 'strange' and 1:,:,lere 'yellow' are identified by the consultants as 
correct (though rare) forms indicates that the suffix here is most probably a grade A suffix. 
The underlying consonant sequence *[rr] changes to [rd] when a stem ending in the 
consonant [r] combines with a grade A suffix -rV of the classes NDI, NOE or NDU. This 
is an indication that the geminate [rr] resulting from the assimilation of *[rl] has a different 
status. The geminate [rr] which results from the underlying *[rl] sequence does not 
undergo head strengthening. Words with a geminate [rr] in Maasina mostly have cognate 
forms with the sequence [rl] in other dialects. The change from [rl] to [rr] is optional since 











The merger of [I] and [r] into [rr] does not occur when there is a morpheme boundary 
between the [r] and [I] as in ceer-le, the plural of ceer-gal 'divorce'. 
4.5.2 CODA WEAKENING 
Coda weakening occurs when an obstruent occurs in the underlying structure of a word in 
syllable final position (except in some words where this consonant is [6]). This rule repairs 
ill-formed structures that would violate the sonority constraint (see section 4.4.2). The 
syllable final segment may not be an obstruent (but it may be a geminate consonant). In 
other words, an obstruent may not fill the coda position of a syllable unless it is 
simultaneously linked to the onset of the next syllable. When the syllable is word final, the 
Maasina dialect does not allow obstruents in syllable final position at all. The constraint is 
again described in terms related to the syllable structure, because the changes in sonority 
involved are motivated by the organization of sonority in the syllable. 
The coda weakening of obstruents can take different forms. Fricatives that occur 
morpheme finally become glides in syllable final position. Klingenheben's syllable final 
weakening rules (see section 4.4.1 above) do occur synchronically in Maasina. The 
following word derivations show (dialect) internal evidence for the synchronic rule of coda 























'sound from a cow's feet when it is walking' 
'to make a step, put one foot down' 
Klingenheben takes his evidence for coda weakening from the comparison of dialects. 
Dialect comparison shows that this rule is productive in Maasina, whereas its occurrence is 
more exceptional in other dialects. 
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Maasina Pulaar Aadarnaawa 
howru hofru 'knee' 
foowtude fooftude 'to rest' 
ley les 'under' 
heyri hesiri hesri 'new' [NDI class] 
k~y0gal kos0gal 'foot' 
Not only the fricative [s] but also the palatal obstruents and the palatal nasal change to the 










'stone' [NDE class] 
'stones' ['DE class] 
'craftsman' ['O class] 
'craftsmen' ['BE class] 
'to be wide, large' 
'plain' [NDI class] 
In Maasina the rule of coda weakening involving the change of fricative consonants to 
glides in syllable final position operates synchi:onically. The exceptionless application of 
the coda weakening of fricatives is an innovation of the Fulfulde dialect of Maasina. The 
alveolar fricative [s] changes to [y] and the labial fricative [f] changes to [w] in syllable 
final position. The basic change is that the fricative becomes [+voiced]. The feature 
[ +spread] is delinked in syllable final position, the feature [ +voiced] is linked to the 
underlying fricatives [f] and [w]. The interpretation of [+voiced] fricatives as [y] and [w] 
follows from other structure conditions. 
Some derivations show an alternation that seems to be the weakening of a laryngealized 
consonant to a nasal in syllable final position. 
stem final laryngealized consonant coda weakening to nasal 
*fi6-
fi6-ude 'to tie' fim-t-ude 'to untie' 
pi6-e 'knots' fimre 'knot' 
*m~~6-
moo6-ude 'to be compact' moom-cf-ude 'to be round' 
*hiicf-
hiicf-ude 'to be old, worn out' ki1J-ka 'old, worn out' (adj. KA class) 
The change from an underlying laryngealized consonant to a more sonorant nasal in 
syllable final position does occur synchronically in variant forms of the following verb 
stems which combine with verb focus (VF). 
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1:> wacfu tan 




1:> wan tan 
1:> hem tan 
'he only does (it)' 
'he only has got (it)' 
These verb stems are very frequently used. With less frequently used verb forms, the 
conjugational suffix expressing verb focus is mostly the vowel final -u. 
4.5.3 CONTACT METATHESIS 
There are a few examples where it can be demonstrated that metathesis has occurred. The 
metathesis is called contact metathesis because the metathesized consonant sequence has 
resulted from the contact or combination of a morpheme final and a morpheme initial 
consonant in the underlying structure which violates the correct order of sonority. A 
comparison of Maasina words with cognate forms in other Fulfulde dialects shows the 
occurrence of metathesis in Maasina. 
Ringimaaji Aadamaa.wa Maasina 
ranf3-ug:> ranw-ug;:, rawn-ude (rann-ude) 'to be white' 
6alf3-ug:1 6alw-ugJ 6awl-ug:, 'to be black' 
lelwa lelwa lewla (lella) 'antelope' 
lelbi lelji lewli (lelli) 'antelopes' 
f3olf3-ug;:, wolw-ug:11 'to speak' 
wowl-ude 'to howl' 
palf3-ug:, 'to rise high (of sun)' 
palw-ug:, pawl-ude 'to reach zenith' 
6olw-ug:> 'to melt' 
tunw-ug:> tuun-ude (tunn-ude) 'to be dirty' 
The above forms in the Fulfulde of Ringimaaji and of Aadamaawa contain the sequences 
nasal-glide and lateral-glide which are not allowed in Maasina. In Maasina metathesis has 
occurred. The forms in the example below show that the associative extension -w- follows 
the noun stem *nay in Maasina without metathesis because the yw sequence is well-






nayw-ude 'to be old' 
The motivation for the occurrence of metathesis is to repair an incorrect sequence of sounds 
with regard to their sonority. Metathesis can also provide an explanation for the 
etymologies of a few words that would otherwise have to be postulated with suppletive 
stems. 
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stem final sonorant metathesis 
ml-> Im paam-
pam-aande 'credit' 
paml-ude 'lend v (to)' palm-aade 'to borrow, take credit' 
nw->wn ran-
ran-e 'white cow' rawn-ude 'to be white' 
lw->wl 6al-
6al-e 'black cow' 6awl-uga 'to be black' 
lw->wl pal-
pal-aama 'afternoon' pawl-ude 'to reach zenith' 
There are a few alternative names that show the occurrence of metathesis. The place names 
semra and serma were already mentioned (see section 4.4.5). The Fulfulde name 
Mayrama can also be explained by metathesis. This name goes back to the Arabic name 
for Mary, i.e. Mariyama. The form shortens to Maryama because a sequence of four light 
syllables is ill-formed in Fulfulde. The ill-formed sequence *ry in the form Maryama is 
subject to metathesis which results in the form Mayrama. The following list shows variant 













'Serma (place name in Haayre)' 
'girl's name' 
'flowering season' 
'house made of mud or concrete' 
'bobbin' 
'to borrow; to lend' 
The plural garuuje suggests that the form gawral resulted from deleting the unstressed 
vowel [ul in garuwal 'stone/mud house'. A similar etymology is proposed for karawal 
'bobbin' with an alternative form resulting from shortening and metathesis kawral/kawre 
'bobbin'. Possibly the verb hawraade 'to spin' is formed on the basis of the word kawral 
'bobbin' (with vowel assimilation in the stem). The form piindal may have been derived 
from an underlying form *piinral with the phonological rules of head strengthening 
(->*piindal), nasal spreading (->*piinndal), and geminate shortening (->piindal) applying. 
4.5.4 TOTAL ASSIMILATION OR GEMINATION 
Another rule that prevents the occurrence of obstruents in the coda of ill-formed syllables is 
total assimilation to the consonant in the following onset which results in a geminate 
consonant. A comparison of words derived from the same roots show the underlying forms 
of the stems in which the last consonant is affected by total assimilation. 
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stem final obstruent gemination 
*tC>CC juut-ude 'to be long' 
*njuut-ndi njuunndi, njuundi 'long' (adj. NDI class) 
*juut-'1gal juu~tgal, juungal 'long' (adj. NGAL class) 
*juut-ki juukki, jukki 'long' (adj. KI class) 
*juut-cf::> juucf cfa, jucf d'::> 'long' (adj. 'O class) 
*tr> IT naat-ude 'to enter' 
*naat-re naarre, [narre] 'entrance of the water' 
*d'r > rr tiicf-ude 'to be difficult' 
*tiid'-re tiirre, [ tirre] 'difficulty' 
*d'n > nn hocf-ude 'to settle' 
*h;}O-n-ude honnude 'to cause to settle' 
*gd> dd dog-ude 'to run' 
*dog-du doddu 'course' 
*kl> II seek-ude 'to tear' 
*seek-1-ude *seellude, seelude 'to tear totally into pieces' 
*nr> IT won-ude 'to be' 
*won-r-ude worrude 'to be with' 
*dn> nn 6ad-aade 'to approach' 
*6ad-n-ude 6annude 'to make s.o. approach' 
*6t > tt moo6-ude 'to be compact, together' 
*moo6-t-ude *moottude, mottuide 'to be gathered' 
The derivations where total assimilation occurs show an ill-formed order of sonority in the 










[ a F] 
Assimilation of an obstruent to the following consonant is a possible repair rule because 
obstruents are allowed in syllable final position when they are linked to two time slots (part 
of a geminate consonant). All examples of total assimilation appear to involve at least one 
underlying alveolar consonant. Most derivations with this rule are not productive. Total 
assimilation is only productive in a few adjectives. P-rule 20 does not apply to the 
sequences [mn] and [rl] in e.g. rimnude 'to cause to give birth' and ceerle 'divorces'. 
Possibly total assimilation does not need to apply when the first consonant is more sonorant 
than the second. This would imply that [m] is more sonorant than [n]. 
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4.5.5 CODA DELETION AND COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING 
The consonant in the coda is deleted when it is underlyingly the consonant [h] or [1]. These 
two consonants cannot occur in the coda. They also cannot follow another consonant. In the 









In Maasina the glottal stop and [y] alternate sometimes in variant forms of the same word. 
Both consonants are deleted and compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel occurs 
in syllable final position. There are also a number of paradigms that show deletion of the 










'to look like' 
'to say' 
'to see' 
An alternation of a vowel with either [h], [1], or [y] is thought to be the result of a 
phonological rule that is similar to the rule describing the deletion of a syllable final glottal 
stop. The deletion of the glottal stop is compensated for by the lengthening of the preceding 
vowel. This has happened in the following singular forms. 
h:>;:,-re / k:>h-e 
saa-re I ceh-e, cah-e, cih-e 
waa-re / bah-e 
mboori / bohi 
w:>he / bohi 
mbeeW3 / bey, be1i 
0 gaari / gay, gey, ga1i 
'head' 
'village (not of Fulbe)' 
'beard' 
'bull: head (front) has different colour' 
'cow: head (front) has different colour' 
'(she)goat' 
'bull; male calf 
The intervocalic glottal stop is deleted in the plural forms bey goats' and gay 'bulls' which 
can also occur as be1i 'goats' and ga7i 'bulls' in other dialects. The vowel [i] of the plural 
suffix has fallen into syllable final position and is therefore interpreted as the consonant [y]. 
The consonant [h] is deleted and compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel occurs 
in the word mboori 'bull with different colour head' which is based on a stem ending in [h] 
that occurs in the plural and masculine form of the word. Consonant deletion in the coda 
almost always results in compensatory lengthening. 
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P-rule 21 (CVh, CV7 -> CVV before a syllable boundary) 
cr r---._ 
)"-. 1 
X X X 
~~~l 
[ a F] [least sonorant] 
{ h, 7} 
It is not yet clear how the rules repairing ill-formed sonority sequences can be formulated 
in such a way that it is transparent that they affect the features of a segment and the 
interpretation of the segment as a vocalic or consonantal element. The aim of describing the 
rules related to sonority here is to show their relation to the syllable structure. 
Compensatory lengthening does not occur in case of the shortening of a CVVC syllable 
to CVV because the aim of the phonological rule is to reduce the weight of the syllable. 
The deletion of a consonant in the coda of the CVVC syllable prevents this less wen-
formed syllable structure. The nature of the rule (avoiding overweight) makes 
compensatory lengthening impossible. Examples of deletion of the final consonant in a 
CVVC syllable in Maasina involve mostly the first time slot of a geminate prenasalized 
consonant (a N°C sequence). 
4.5.6 EPENTHESIS OR THE l3LOCKING OF VOWEL DELETION? 
The most common repair rule to prevent ill-formed syllables is the choice of vowel initial 
allomorphs. 
ha66-id-ii *ha66-dl-ii 'tied together' 
mod'-u-re *m:xf-de 'to swallow' 
ha66-u-de *ha66-de 'to tie' 
m:xf-ere *m:xf-re 'tablet' 
ha66-fre *ha66-re 'bundle' 
t::>::>b-ere *t::>::>b-re 'furrow, esp. for millet' 
hin-fre *hin-re 'nose' 
0daak-iri *0daak-1ri 'bull with coloured neck' 
This process looks very much like epenthesis. Epenthesis of an intervening vowel could be 
a possible repair rule to prevent such ill-formed syllable structures. And indeed, epenthesis 
is often given as an explanation for a -VCV(C) vs. -CV(C) morphophonological 
allomorphy in the literature on Fulfulde. In this study, however, the epenthetic status of 
these vowels is called into question. The vowels are presumed to be present in the 
underlying lexical forms and they can be deleted in certain environments, their deletion is 
blocked in other environments. 
The main argument for this position is that the vowels that are called epenthetic have a 
range of qualities that are not always predictable from the phonological environment in 
which they occur. Syntactic or lexical information is necessary to predict the correct quality 
of many of the so-called epenthetic vowels. Given this state of affairs, it seems more 
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plausible to reverse the assumption of epenthesis. Instead of giving a rule for the 
appearance of such a vowel, rules can be stated for the deletion of these vowels in certain 
phonological environments. The postulation of a vowel in the underlying structure can also 
explain the examples where such an "epenthetic" vowel does occur even if the well-
formedness conditions without this vowel would not be violated. The occurrence of an 
epenthetic vowel is difficult to explain in such an environment. 
The different vowels which are considered to be epenthetic are listed in the following 
table. The vowels said to be epenthetic in the literature (Klingenheben 1963: 16, 188, 192) 
or anaptyctic (Arnott 1970a:55) are underlined. 
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Grade A noun suffixes of NDE, NDI, NDU class. 
Verbal extensions. 
Active voice participles, id. imperatives, id. infinitives. 
lncompletive conjugational suffixes . 
The assimilating first vowel occurring in the nominal class suffixes -ere, -iri, -uru, the 
vowel [u] occurring in conjugational suffixes of the active voice verbs, the initial vowel of 
the incompletive conjugational suffixes, and the vowel [i] occurring in verbal extensions all 
occur in similar phonological environments. The reason why it has been claimed that these 
vowels are epenthetic lies in their distribution. All of the vowels mentioned occur 
(obligatorily) when the preceding morpheme ends in two consonants (either two different 
consonants or a geminate consonant) or after a morpheme that ends in a consonant that 
cannot precede the consonant that follows this so-called epenthetic vowel. 
Short unstressed vowels are often deleted unless their deletion would cause an ill-formed 
syllable structure. The phonological environments where unstressed short vowels can be 
deleted are the mirror image of the environments for epenthesis. For example, these vowels 
would not be deleted if their deletion would cause a syllable with a coda with two 
consonantal time slots, as shown in the words derived from the root *ha66- 'tie'. 
ha66-id-ii 'tied together' (verbal extension+ completive) 
ha66-fre 'bundle' (grade A suffix NDE class) 
ha66-u-de 'to tie' (active voice infinitive) 
ha66-u 'tie!' (active voice imperative) 
ha66-ataa 'will not tie' (incompletive: negative) 
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These vowels are also not deleted when they prevent the occurrence of syllables with an 
obstruent in the coda, for example, following the stem final [t] in the words derived from 
the stem b~t- 'wash'. 
loot-it-an 'will wash' (verbal extension+ incompletive) 
loot-!,!-de 'to wash' (active voice infinitive) 
loot-u 'wash!' (active voice imperative) 
l:.x,t-~te 'will be washed' (incompletive: passive) 
w:>:>t-ere 'one' (grade A suffix NDE class) 
woot-uru 'one' (grade A suffix NDU class) 
ngoot-Iri 'one' (grade A suffix NDI class) 
However, these vowels are often deleted if deletion does not lead to ill-formed syllable 
structures, especially when these short vowels are unstressed: 
hey-cf.-an 'will be new' (verbal extension+ incompletive) 
war-de 'to come' (active voice infinitive) 
war 'come!' (active voice imperative) 
loot-ir-te 'will be washed with' (incompletive: passive) 
hey-re 'new' (grade A suffix NDE class) 
hey-ru 'new' (grade A suffix NDU class) 
hey-ri 'new' (grade A suffix NDI class) 
The fact that the deletion is not obligatory is an argument for the analysis of these vowels 
as being part of an underlying form of the morpheme to which they are always adjacent. 
The following examples show the so-called epenthetic vowels where their deletion would 





The conclusion is that the so-called epenthetic vowels are not epenthetic but part of the 
underlying structure. A rule describing the possible deletion of vowels in unstressed open 
syllables can also describe their distribution because these vowels also occur when no ill-
formed syllable or consonant sequence would arise if they were deleted. 
The assimilating short vowel occurring in incompletive conjugational suffixes is 
proposed to be [a] in the underlying structure. When this underlying morpheme *at 
marking the incompletive occurs in the last syllable of the verbal word, the quality of the 
vowel that appears on the surface is also [a]. The conjugational suffix of the general 
incompletive has the surface form -an (-at or -ay in other dialects). The short vowel 
occurring in incompletive conjugational suffixes is different from the other vowels 
discussed here in that it cannot be deleted when it occurs directly after the verb root. It is 
deleted only when it occurs after a verbal extension. 
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short unstressed vowel in incompletive verbs 
tef-~ta 'will search for' (relative incompletive) 
war-~taa 'will not come' (negative incompletive) 
yin-~b 'will swim' (middles incompletive) 
nan-fte 'will be heard' (passive incompletive) 
deletion of short unstressed vowel in incompletive verbs 
jagng-in-ta 'will teach' (relative incompletive) 
fill-an-b 'will tell to' (middle incompletive) 
nan-ir-te 'will be heard with' (passive incompletive) 
Any unstressed short vowel (here the underlying vowel [a]) in open syllables often 
undergoes assimilation to the vowel in the following syllable. This rule of regressive vowel 
assimilation is also described by Endresen (1993a). 
There are a number of words where a variant form occurs with a vowel [a] between two 
consonants that violate the sonority hierarchy. Sometimes they are assimilated to the next 
vowel, as is the case with the following variant forms noted in Maasina. 
wurwude,wurawude,wuruwude 
njuumri, njuumari, njuumiri 
'to churn' 
'honey' 
These synchronic alternations show that some of the vowels that are easily deleted may 
historically have an epenthetic origin. The assimilating vowel in the grade A suffixes of the 
NDE, NDI, and NDU class could have arisen historically from this same epenthetic vowel 
[a] which subsequently assimilated in vowel quality to the vowel in the next syllable. 
The vowels discussed here occur always after geminate consonants and sometimes after 
CVVC syllables, but they can also occur where their deletion would not lead to ill-formed 
structures. A considerable amount of syntactic and lexical information is needed to predict 
their correct vowel quality. Therefore the distribution of 0 (zero)/ V (vowel) is explained 
by a vowel deletion rule. The epenthetic status of the vowels discussed here is rejected. 
The fact that the deletion of an unstressed vowel in an open syllable cannot take place if 
otherwise an ill-formed syllable structure would occur provides another tool to show the 
marginal status of the CVVC syllable. The following examples show that the deletion of 
the active voice marker [u] in infinitives usually does not occur following a CVVC 
morpheme, thus preventing the occurrence of the less preferred CVVC syllable structure. 
warde 'to come' *war-
wadde, wad'ude 'to make' *wad'-
yaade 'to go' *yah-
ndaarde, ndaarude 'to look for' *ndaar-
tiidde, tiid'ude 'to be difficult' *tiid'-
hoorude 'to protect' *h::>::>r-
fiirude 'to fly' *fiir-
waasude 'to lack' *waas-
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From the syllable contact rules described here, it should be clear that the well-formedness 
of syllables is not determined by the prescribed syllable templates alone but also by the 
correct sequence of sonority value of the segments within the syllable. The rules related to 
sonority make a further distinction between the behaviour of place features and manner 
features. Manner features change due to rules related to sonority. Sonority is independent of 
place features. A few minor changes of place always co-occur and depend on manner 
changes, e.g. s-y, s-c, and f-p. Total assimilation changes the mapping of both place and 
manner features of the segment in the coda. 
4.6 STRESS 
4.6.1 PREVIOUS ANALYSES 
The different descriptions of the place of word stress in the literature are rather 
contradictory. It has been generally assumed in the English and French literature on 
Fulfulde that stress falls on the first syllable of a word. The quotes from Noye ( 197 4: 11) 
and Arnott (1965:78) below are representative of this opinion. 
C' est presque toujours la premiere syllabe qui est accentuee, sauf dans certaines . 
formes verbal es ou l' on remarque un deplacement de l' accent . . . (Noye 197 4: 11) 
In nearly all words of more than one syllable the salient syllable is the first, but there 
are a few exceptions to this rule,... (Arnott 1965:78) 
The exceptions that Arnott mentions are some numerals, adverbs, question words, and verb 
forms. Some examples of such words without stress on the first syllable (according to 
Arnott) are given below. 
numerals: cappamfe 'tens' 
jooweego1o 'six' 
teemerre I teemed'd'e 'thousand(s)' 
adverbials: ammaa 'but' 
korii 'hopefully' 
interrogatives: ndeye 'where' 
moye 'who' 
kiye 'which' [qw. of KI class] 
negative verb forms: mi-na~)°gaaka 'I was not caught' 
mi-noddaayi-mo 'I didn't call him' 
mi-1anndaa-mo 'I don't know him' 
mi-noddataa 'I won't call' 
The position taken in the present study does not agree with the rule that places the stress on 
the first syllable of a word in Fulfulde. Stress indicated in the examples of Arnott and Noye 
is indicated with an acute accent because I think they wrongly equated high pitch with 
stress. I note stress with a grave accent because stress is most often marked by a lowering in 
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pitch. It appears that Arnott, Noye and others who follow the assumption that stress is word 
initial were mislead by the peculiar realization of stress in Fulfulde. 
Pitch plays a role in the realization of stress in Fulfulde, but stress is not always realized 
with a high pitch. Word stress in Fulfulde is realized by an increase in amplitude and also 
by a change in pitch. The direction of the change in pitch, i.e. the lowering or the raising of 
the pitch, is determined by the intonation pattern of the sentence. 
For example, a declarative sentence has a general declination of pitch. In a declarative 
sentence the word that receives the focus (phrasal stress) has its stressed syllable realized 
with a relative high pitch. But the words that are not in focus have their stressed syllable 
realized with a lowering in pitch that exceeds the gradual lowering of the declarative 
sentence. When a word is pronounced in isolation it receives the intonation of a declarative 
sentence. The result is the following tonal pattern on the words rawaa0 du 'dog', daneejum 
'white', andja~)°g)rde 'school'. 
[- _] 
da·nee·jum 
The tonal patterns of the words rawaa0du 'dog', daneejum 'white', and ja~)°gtrde 'school' 
show an initial syllable that is higher in tone than the following two syllables. But it is the 
amplitude that marks a stressed syllable. In relation to the intonation pattern, any large drop 
of pitch indicates a stressed syllable. What determines the place of stress is the syllable 
structure of the word. 
An interpretation of high pitch as stress leads to the rule of stress assignment as 
described by Arnott and Noye. However, the stress in these words falls on the second or 
penultimate syllable. Noye (1974: 11) and Arnott (1965:78) wrongly place the accent on the 











This study agrees with Klingenheben (1963:4-5, 321) who puts the stress in the word 
rawaa0 du 'dog' on the penultimate syllable. He marks stress with an acute accent. 
Klingenheben states the following about stress assignment. 
Die Betonung, d.h. der dynamische Akzent oder Starkton, liegt bei mehrsilbigen Ful-
wortern haufig auf der vorletzten Silbe,... (Klingenheben 1963:4)* 
The following examples of Klingenheben show the correct stress assignment. 




















'he hasn't come' 
'welcome' 
'to be naked' 
Klingenheben explains some of the exceptions by syllable weight. He states that the anti-
penultimate can be stressed when the penultimate syllable is an open syllable with a short 
vowel (i.e. a light syllable). This explains the stress on the first syllable in 1usoko 
'welcome', but it does not explain the position of the stressed syllable in the other 
exceptions. 
McIntosh (1984:20) is the first to arrive at an accurate description of stress placement in 
nouns. She uses the structure of the syllable to predict the correct assignment of stress in 
nouns. 
In nominals, [stress] generally occurs on the last non-final eve or evv syllable. In 
the absence of such a syllable, the initial syllable of the nominal is stressed, regardless 
of its structure. (McIntosh 1984:20) 
McIntosh gives examples like lkaceccere1en 'the people of Kaceccere' where the heavy 
syllable (i.e. eve or eVV) is not the penultimate syllable and where the stress is "pushed 
back" to the first heavy syllable that precedes the penultimate syllable. McIntosh (1984:82) 
is more reluctant to give a rule for stress assignment in verbs. 
In listening to verbal complexes, it is tempting to search for a stressed syllable, which 
can then be neatly marked in the transcription. In the event, such a search proves 
difficult, and, I suspect, futile. For the fact is that since vowel length is phonemic in 
Fulfulde, a long-vowelled syllable often sounds "stressed" to the ear - or at least to 
the English ear. Yet closer examination proves that there is always one, or more than 
one, high-pitched syllable in the complex, which often does not sound "stressed" at 
all. (McIntosh 1984: 82) 
This quote demonstrates clearly that equation of stress with high pitch has complicated the 
correct description of rules for stress assignment. Stress is realized as a change in pitch, not 
necessarily as a high tone, and amplitude plays an important role in its realization. The 
direction of the tonal change depends on the intonation. 
McIntosh was probably right in hearing stress on the long vowels in a conjugated verb 
form even when those syllables did not contain a high pitch. This would confirm the 
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analysis proposed here for stress assignment in Fulfulde: stress is assigned to the last heavy 
syllable in a word. If there are no heavy syllables the stress falls on the first syllable of the 
word. The last syllable in nouns is extra-metrical. The extra-metricallity of the last syllable 
in nominals means that this syllable is not counted, i.e. it never receives stress. These rules 
(further developed in section 4.6.2) can explain the placements of stress on nouns which 
have it, according to Arnott and Klingenheben, mainly on the first or on the penultimate 
syllable albeit a large number of exceptions. Arnott and Klingenheben mark stress with an 
acute accent. The stressed syllable according to my proposal is underlined. My proposal 
correctly predicts the placements of stress in their exceptions. 
Arnott: first syllable stressed + exceptions 
nominals: debbo 'woman' 
cappand'e 'tens' (noun) 
teemerre 'thousand' (noun) 
joo~o1o 'six' 
verbals: ammaa 'but' 
korii 'hopefully' 
1od'6n 'durative' 
mi-nanngaaka 'I was not caught' 
mi-noddaayi-mo 'I didn't call him' 
mi-1anndaa-mo 'I don't know him' 
Klingenheben: penultimate syllable stressed + exceptions 
nominals: rawaandu 'dog' 
verbals: 
jum1aare 'Friday' 




'he hasn't come' 
'very much' 
'welcome' 
A number of exceptions (of Arnott and others) to the stress assignment rules can only be 
explained when it is assumed that Arnott, Noye and others wrongly put stress on a syllable 
with a relative high pitch that did not have stress itself but was followed by a stressed low 
pitch syllable. In the following example Arnott assigns stress one syllable too early to the 
syllable preceding the one where pitch lowering occurs (in a declarative sentence). 
mi-noddataa 'I won't call' rather: mi noddataa 
It is not clear why Arnott puts stress on the last syllable in the interrogatives ndeye 
'where', moye 'who', and kiye 'which' [KI class]. Perhaps the rising intonation of a 
question has something to do with it. 
In the phonetic experiment on the length of vowels (see Appendix 2) the measurements 
show that vowels are relatively longer in stressed syllables. Vowel length is phonemic in 
Fulfulde but stress does influence its phonetic realization. This distinction confirms the 
stress assignment in words as proposed in this study. 
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Another argument for the present analysis of stress assignment and its realization (as 
pitch lowering in a declarative sentence) was given by a consultant from 'Yola in Nigeria. 
The word makarantaa 'school' is pronounced in the following different ways in Hausa 
and in Fulfulde. 
Hausa Fulfulde [- --J c- - -] 
ma·ka•ran·taa ma·ka·ran·taa 
The word makarantaa has high tones throughout in Hausa. In Fulfulde this loan-word 
receives a tonal pattern like H H L L. The lowering of the pitch is placed exactly on the 
syllable that receives stress in Fulfulde because stress falls on the last heavy syllable (the 
last syllable being extra-metrical). The rules for assigning stress in Fulfulde are given in the 
following section. 
4.6.2 STRESS ASSIGNMENT RULES 
Stress assignment in the Fulfulde of Maasina is described with the parameters set out by 
metrical phonology (Goldsmith 1990: 169-216, Hayes 1986). 
parameters for the metrical structure in Fulfulde*: 
1. last syllable is extra-metrical in nominals 
2. left-headed feet 
3. quantity sensitive feet 
4. unbounded feet 
5. right-headed word level structure 
The rules deriving the metrical structure according to these parameters predict that the 
stress falls on the last heavy syllable (before the last syllable in nominals) or else on the 
first syllable. 
A quantity-sensitive foot is a foot where the prominent syllable is a heavy syllable, the 
other syllables in the foot are light syllables. A foot is built on a heavy syllable that is the 
head of the foot. Directionality is not important because the foot in Fulfulde is quantity 
sensitive and left-headed, it follows that a foot consists of a heavy syllable and all the light 
syllables that follow it. A left headed foot is a unit of syllables where the first is prominent, 
it receives (secondary) stress. If the foot is left headed and there is no heavy syllable in a 
word, then the first light syllable of this word is the head of the foot. An unbounded foot is 
a foot that can contain more than two syllables. A right headed word level structure implies 
that the last foot in a word receives the word stress. 
The fact that the last syllable is extra-metrical in nominals only is interesting because 
this last syllable mostly contains the noun class suffix. The hypothesis (cf. Sapir 1971, 
Doneux 1975) is that the noun class suffix evolved historically from a weak demonstrative 
* Bruce Hayes [personal communication] has given me some suggestions for these Fulfulde parameters 
during a phonology conference at the Max Planck Institute, Nijmegen, September 1986 for which I want to 
thank him here. All misinterpretations and mistakes are of course mv own. 
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or definite article following the noun. The fact that the syllable in which the noun class 
suffix occurs does not count in the assignment of stress is perhaps a trace of the fact that 
once there was a word boundary between the noun stem and the noun class suffix. Perhaps 
the stress assignment rules can be taken as another argument for the hypothesis that 
Fulfulde or a language stage before Fulfulde once had noun class prefixes, not suffixes. An 
extra-metrical syllable is attached to a previous foot, it doesn't receive stress because only 
the head of a foot can receive stress. Extra-metricallity is indicated by square brackets 
around the extra-metrical syllable: [O']. 
The metrical structure can be built on top of the syllable structure described above in 
section 4.1. It should be noted that a heavy syllable is defined as a syllable containing two 
morae and a syllable that is light contains only one mora. The proposed combination of the 
XMS-model extended with an explicitly derived CV-tier and the arboreal metrical system 
makes it possible to maintain this definition in the model. A heavy syllable is branching. 
The following figure shows the metrical structure of the word korsucf:, 'cherished one'. 
word level w 
I 
foot level F r - [o] syllable level O' O' 
r--- I I 
moraic level µ µ µ µ 
A. I A ~ 
CV-tier C V C C V C V 
I I I I I I I 
feature tiers k 0 r s u cf :, 
The stress falls on the first syllable in the word korsucf:, 'cherished one' because it is the 
last heavy syllable (which is not word final). The metrical structure of the word rawaa0 du 
'dog' is given below. 
word level 
~ 
foot level F F 
I r 
syllable level O' O' Tu] 
I r---_ I 
moraic level µ µ µ µ 
A. ~ I ~ 
CV-tier C V C V V C V 
I I I 'v ~ I 
feature tiers r a w a n a u 
The word rawaa0 du 'dog' shows that the word stress falls on the head syllable of the last 
foot in the word. There is no heavy syllable preceding the extra-metrical last syllable in the 
metrical structure of pamarol 'small', hence it consists of only one foot. 
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word level w 
I 
foot level F r <::::: - ro-1 syllable level O' O' O' 
I I I I 
moraic level µ µ µ µ 
A. ~ ~ I 
CV-tier C V C V C V C 
I I I I I I I 
feature tiers p a m a r 0 I 
The word pamarol 'small' shows that the last syllable in nominals does not count in the 
assignment of stress. The last syllable rol containing the noun class suffix -ol is heavy but 
the stress falls on the first syllable because there are no heavy syllables before this extra-
metrical syllable. The fact that the last syllable is not extra-metrical in verb forms is shown 
by the metrical structure of calminanaa 'you should greet for'. 
word level w 
foot level F F 
r ~ I 
syllable level O' O' cr cr 
r-,...._ I I r----.... 
moraic level µ µ µ µ µ µ 
A. I A. ~ ~ I 
CV-tier C V C C r C V f vv I I I I I I 
feature tiers C a I m n a n a 
The word stress falls on the heavy syllable of the last foot in the verbal form calminanaa 
'you should greet for'. The metrical structure of dillnntaak::> 'can't move' shows 
penultimate stress. 
word level w 
foot level F F F 
I I r----___ 
syllable level O' O' a O' 
r-----._ r---_ r--..._ I 
moraic level µ µ µ µ µ µ µ 
A. I A. I ~ I ~ 
CV-tier C V C C V C C V V C V 
I I 'v I I I V I I 
feature tiers d i I n t a k ;:) 
The word dillintaak::> 'can't move' shows that stress on the negative morpheme -aa- is not 
lexical but follows from the fact that this long vowel belongs to the last heavy syllable of 
the verbal word. 
The syllabic and the metrical structure of a word are derived from the time-tier and the 
feature specifications linked to it. The derivation goes (in the above pictorial 
representations) from bottom to top. The lexicon only contains information on the linking 
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of features to time slots. The structure at the CV-tier, the moraic or µ-level, the syllabic or 
cr-level, the foot or F-level, and the word or W-level are all derived by rules. 
4.7 INTONATION 
Unlike most of its neighbouring African languages, Fulfulde is not a tone language. 
Fulfulde does make use of intonation patterns. This is clearly stated by Arnott: 
Fula is an intonational rather than a tonal language, in the sense that the main outlines 
of the pitch contours of a sentence are determined by the type of sentence, rather than 
by the tonal characteristics of individual words and complexes. Arnott (1970a:62) 
Intonation patterns are placed on phrases and sentences, usually depending on the positions 
of (phonological or semantic) stress. An intonation pattern can carry an independent 
specific meaning. The relative consistent meaning of a certain intonation pattern is 
sometimes difficult to define. The meaning of intonation often has a function in the 
conversational discourse. Certain patterns can indicate that the speaker gives someone else 
permission to speak. Intonation can reveal certain attitudes. For example, the "insecurity 
pattern" in English indicates that the speaker wants to express (generally) her (or his) 
uncertainty. The fact that the uncertainty pattern is used more by women than men is an 
indication that such a pattern also can confirm social roles, rather than indicating that the 
speaker is indeed more uncertain about the statement. An intonation pattern can be used to 
express the illocutionary force of an utterance such as the fact that it is a statement, a 
command or a question (see Bolinger & Sears 1981, Cruttenden 1986). 
Arnott (1965) discusses a number of intonation patterns. Many of them are linked to 
verbal morphemes that do not occur in Maasina. The most important questions that have to 
be asked in order to describe the intonation patterns in brief are the following: 
1) What intonation patterns do occur (what is their form and meaning)? 
2) How are these intonation patterns anchored on the words in a sentence? 
Only two intonation patterns are discussed here: the pattern of the declarative sentence 
(section 4.7.1) and the pattern of the yes-no question (section 4.7.2). The latter is the same 
as the intonation of a topic phrase. The typical intonational behaviour of monosyllabic a-
tonic words is described in section 4.7.3. The influence of a focused constituent on the 
intonation of an utterance is discussed in section 4.7.4. 
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4.7.1 DECLARATIVE PHRASE 
Neutral declarative phrases have an intonation contour where pitch lowering occurs on each 
stressed syllable. The following neutral declarative sentence shows the downward steps in 
pitch on the stressed syllables. 
[- - ] 
deb·b=> soo·dii di·saa·re 
woman buy-COMPL wrapper 
'The woman has bought a wrapper.' 
The last syllable in a declarative sentence has the lowest pitch. The example shows that 
unstressed syllables generally copy the pitch of the preceding syllable. 
4.7.2 YES-NO QUESTIONS AND TOPIC PHRASES 
A yes-no question is a question that asks for the affirmation or negation of a statement. A 
topic phrase always precedes another declarative clause. It forms a constituent about which 
the following statement is made. The topic forms a phrase by itself which usually ends in a 
topic marker. The intonation pattern of yes-no questions and topic phrases are identical and 
can be described in the following way: 
Topic phrases and yes-no questions have an intonation pattern which is almost the 
mirror image of the declarative pattern. This pattern is characterized by a rising contour, 
where pitch raising occurs on each stressed syllable and also on the phrase final syllable. 
The stressed syllables which trigger rising of pitch in such an utterance are marked with an 
acute accent. 
suudu 1amin ley to 
house our in there 
'In our (excl.) house?' 
In the above question the pitch rises on the stressed last heavy syllable of the possessive 
form 1amin 'our (excl.)' and on the last syllable in the phrase to 'there'. The last syllable in 
such a phrase is higher in tone than the rest of the syllables even if that syllable normally 
does not receive word stress 
The same pattern is found in the topic phrase faa S=> mi ja\tgii seed'a seed'a duu 'and 
also even if I have read a little bit' (the speaker was talking about not understanding the 
Arabic writing of the Koran, having visited the Koran school not long enough to understand 
Arabic). 
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l- -- -- ] --
f aa s:, mi jaJJ"g:ii seed'a seed'a duu, mi f aam-ataa sanne sanne 
even if I read-COMPL very little 1M, I understand-N.INCOMPL very much 
'Also even if I have read a little bit, I do not understand very much. 
The topic marker duu ca be translated as 'also, on top of that', being the last syllable in the 
topic phrase it gets the highest tone. The topic phrase is followed by a declarative phrase 
with an intonation pattern as described in section 4.7.1. 
4.7.3 THE A-TONIC WORDS 
Arnott (1965:81) describes the pronouns, pronominal concords, and a number of other 
'monosyllabic words as "a-tonic" words. In Arnott' s description of intonation this means 
that such words are never accented. And indeed the pronouns and pronominal concords are 
often lower in pitch compared to the pitch of the following word in declarative phrases, 
yes-no questions, and topic phrases, especially when these a-tonic words occur phrase-
initially. A-tonic words copy the pitch of the preceding syllable when they are preceded by 
another word in the same phrase. The a-tonic words s~ 'if' and mi 'I' copy the pitch of faa 
'even' in the topic phrase faa s~ mi jaJJ0gii 'even if I have read' (see section 4.7.2). The 
pitch of the phrase initial subject pronouns mi 'I' and m~ 'he/she/it' in the following 
examples of declarative sentences is lower than that of the word which immediately comes 
after these pronouns. 
[- _] [- _] [- --] 
mi -.. m~ wa·ra·taa m~ wa·raa·li wa·ru 
'I have come' 'He won't come.' 'He hasn't come.' 
This intonation pattern is probably responsible for the erroneous placement of stress on the 
penultimate syllable by Arnott in warataa 'won't come'. 
The following sentence consisting of a topic phrase followed by a declarative clause 
demonstrates both the relevant intonation patterns and the behaviour of a-tonic words. 
__ ] 
1a,du·na ne, y~ suu·du 0du ma·haa·ki san·ne 
world 1M COP house a, build-N.M.COMPL well 
'Concerning this world, it's a house that is not built well.' 
The highest pitch in the topic phrase falls on the last syllable, on the topic marker ne. The 
highest pitch in the declarative sentence is on the stressed syllable of the word suudu 
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'house' which is followed by a relative clause. The pitch lowers on the stressed syllable of 
the words mahaaki 'is not built' and sanne 'very well'. The a-tonic words are y~ (copula) 
and ndu (relative pronominal concord). The a-tonic words y~ and ndu are lower in pitch 
than the following verb stem. 
[_ 
1a faa·maa·li 
You didn't understand?' 
The subject pronoun 1a 'you' is lower in pitch than the verb that it precedes (see also mi in 
the example mi warli 'I have come'). The pitch rises on the stressed penultimate syllable in 
faamaali 'don't understand' and on the last syllable of the same word because of the yes-
no question intonation pattern. 
4.7.4 FOCUS 
Focus also has an important influence on the intonation pattern. Focus is marked 
intonationally by assigning a high pitch (the highest in the phrase) to the stressed syllable of 
the focused word. 
[- -
~u deb·b~ maw·d'~ 
'It is of an Qld woman.' 
] 
The focus and phrasal stress in the last exan1ple is on the first syllable of mawd'~ 'old'. 
This syllable receives the highest pitch in the sentence because of focus. The a-tonic subject 
pronoun °du (here in a non-verbal sentence) receives a pitch that is lower than that of the 
following word (see section 4.7.3). The last syllable in the word mawd'~ is the syllable 
lowest in pitch in the declarative sentence. 
Focus emphasizes a constituernt in a sentence. Focus has consequences for the choice of 
the verbal conjugation and for the syntactic structure of the sentence in question. Focus is 
mostly located in the initial word position of the sentence, as is the case in the following 
example of a declarative sentence with focus. Focus has no distinctive intonational 
realization when it falls on the first word in the phrase, which is the most common position 
for a focused constituent. 
-- ] - -
deb·b~ soo·di di·saa·re 
woman buy-R.COMPL wrapper 
'It's the woman that bought a wrapper.' 
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There are a number of words that attract phrasal stress because they are inherently focused. 
Focus is indicated by an acute accent because it is realized as high pitch on the stressed 








micf::> nii win°da 
1ana 1oolcfi buy 
1e6e cf ~n duka 
'All people, everybody.' 
'Nothing, not even a thing.' 
'I am exactly now writing.' 
'It is _ym yellow.' 
'They are here arguing.' 
The focused word receives the highest pitch in the above phrases. 
The examples in the sections 4. 7 .1 to 4. 7.4 show the intonation patterns of the 
declarative phrases and the yes-no questions and topic phrases. More research is necessary 
on the other intonation patterns that occur in Fulfulde. The question word questions can 
have the same pattern as declarative sentences with focus on the question word, but 
sometimes the yes-no question pattern is also found there. The types of intonation discussed 
here do not describe patterns that convey attitudes. It is possible that there are different 
intonations for a neutral command and an angry command. Hopefully the above rules give 
some tools for the description of other patterns as well. The statements about stress indicate 
that the phonetically distinct features of stress must be searched for in amplitude. Changes 






Verbs, adverbs and particles 
5.1 INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE VERB 
A verb in Maasina, as in the other dialects of Fulfulde, consists minimally of a verb stem 
(VS) and a conjugational suffix (CS). The minimal verbal word only consists of the verb 
form. The verb form is the combination of the verb stem with the conjugational suffixes. 
The verb stem (VS) consists of a verb root (VR) to which a number of extensions (Ext*) 
can be attached. The conjugational suffixes are fused forms of different verbal markers 
expressing tense, mood, aspect, discourse related meanings (focused, focalizing), and 
polarity (negative, affirmative). They follow the verb stem. The conjugational suffix (CS) is 
the form that resulted from the fusion of the conjugational verbal markers, without the past 
tense marker. The past tense marker (PAST) occupies a distinct place within the 
conjugational suffixes. The verb form can also be inflected for person and number. When 
the subject is plural, a morpheme (*n) precedes the verb form, causing the first consonant 
to be prenasalized. The prenasalized series of the first consonant of the verb also occurs 
when the subject pronoun follows the verb form. The verbal word maximally consists of 
the verb form and additional pronominal inflection. The following figure shows the order of 
(fused and plain) morphemes in the inflected verb form. 
(*n) -[[ Verb Root - (Extj 
Verb Stem 
Conjugational suffixes 
[- CS1 - (PAS'!) - (csJl -(OPro) - (SPro) 
Conjugational Suffixes .1J 
Verb form 
Verbal word 
In the literature, the conjugational suffixes have been described as single morphemes. In 
fact the conjugational suffixes are a set of complex portmanteau morphemes. Historically 
and probably even synchronically, the conjugational suffixes consist of several morphemes. 
Only the verbal marker that indicates past tense (PAST) is one indivisible morpheme. 
Sometimes, the past tense marker seems to follow the conjugational suffix, and in some 
cases it has the appearance of an infix, breaking up the conjugational suffix into two parts, 
(CS1) and (CS2). The latter is shown in the following example. Position (CS2) is only filled 
when the past tense marker behaves like an infix. 
mi jaab-a-noo-ki m:,-1 
I (SPro) answer-CSt (N.M.COMPL)-PAST-CS2 (N.M.COMPL) him (OPro)-FG 
'I had not answered him.' 
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The further analysis of the conjugational suffixes is discussed in section 5.5. 
Separate pronouns and pronominal affix.es 
The most commonly occurring word order in Fulfulde is SVO. This order is also followed 
when subject and object are pronouns. Most pronouns are not part of the verbal word, they 
are considered to be separate words. Subject pronouns normally precede the verbal word. 
Object pronouns always follow the verbal word. These subject and object pronouns have a 
special status in the sense that they can never attract stress, and neither do they influence 
the placement of stress on the verbal word. As described in section 4. 7, primary stress id· 
verbal words falls on the last heavy syllable, when no heavy syllable is present it falls on 
the first syllable. The stressed syllables are underlined in the examples of this section. 
1acc-en-re kam hakke 
leave-Ext (DAT)-CS (IMPpl) me (OPro) sins 
'Forgive me.' 
The position of stress in the previous sentence shows that the object pronoun kam 'me' (a 
heavy syllable) is not considered to be part of the verbal word, because if it were, it would 
have received stress. 
mi til-eke-rn 1e huttude lella 
I (S Pro) end-CS (M.COMPL)-PAST with skin-INF antelope 
'I had finished skinning the antelope.' 
Here the stress falls on the first syllable of the verbal word tileken:> 'had finished' as it 
consists of only light syllables. The stress placement indicates that the subject pronoun mi 
'me' is not the first syllable of the verbal word, because it would have received stress in 
that case. All pronouns preceding the verb form do not influence the stress placement in the 
verbal word. Most pronouns following the verbal word show the same lack of influence on 
the placement of stress in the verb. These pronouns are considered to be separate words 
Some pronominal forms do influence the stress placement and trigger A TR-harmony in 
the verbal word, they are considered to be pronominal affixes. These pronominal affixes 
occur only in combination with certain conjugational suffixes. In combination with the 
subjunctive and relative verb forms, the subject can follow the verb form. This 
morphological order of verb form and subject pronoun (SPro) within the verbal word is 
called inversion (Klingenheben 1961). Inversion is also marked by prenasalization of the 
first consonant of the verbal word (see section 3.1.4.). Only certain subject pronouns can be 
inverted, these are the subject pronouns of the 2nd person singular (-aa or -cfaa), the 2nd 
person plural (-:m or -cf :>n), the 1st person plural inclusive (-en or -cfen), and in the case of 
the relative verb forms also the 1st person singular (-mi). When inversion of the subject 
pronominal affix occurs, only one pronominal object affix can follow the verb form and 
precede the subject pronominal affix. Only the 2nd person singular (-maa-) or the 3rd 
person singular (-moo-) can occur in this position. The pronominal affixes are clearly part 
of the phonological verbal word, because they can influence the stress assignment within 
that word. 
Internal structure of the verb 
ka njim-at-aa ? pati ngar-aa 
what sing-CS (INCOMPL)-you (SPro) don't come-CS (SUB)-you (SPro) 
'What will you sing?' 'You should not come.' 
pil-am-maa-mi 
tell-Ext-you (OPro)- I (SPro) 
'I tell for you (a story)' 
ka 1annd-ir-moo-mi lebbi tati 
that know-Ext-him (OPro)-1 (SPro) months three 
'It's three months that I know him.' 
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In the imperative, incompletive, and subjunctive verb forms of active verbs without 
inversion, the 1st person singular object pronoun (-am) and the 2nd person singular object 
pronoun (-e) can be attached as pronominal affixes to the verb form. Together with the last 
consonant of the verb form, they form the last syllable of the verbal word. 
ndiyam 
give-CS (IMPsg)-me (OPro) water 
'Give me water!' 
mi h~kk-et-e d'am 
I (SPro) give-CS (INCOMPL)-you (OPro) it (OPro) 
'I will give it to you.' 
The locative marker or locative copula is not considered to be part of the verbal word. It is 
a separate word, which can precede the verb. Although the locative marker is a morpheme 
expressing aspect (duration) the locative is not considered to be one of the verbal markers. 
This is contrary to the opinions expressed by Arnott ( 1970a: 279-289) and McIntosh 
(1984:77-81), who do consider this marker part of the verb form (for further discussion see 
section 5.6.1.1). The locative can also merge with the subject pronoun to form the locative 
pronoun, which is a separate (although unstressed) word. 
suka 1ana .@-a-1 
child LOC laugh-CS (SUB)--FG 
'The child is laughing.' 
mi-d'a 
I (SPro)-LOC laugh-CS (SUB)--FG 
'I am laughing.' 
The order and form of subject, object and locative pronouns are discussed in more detail in 
the discussion of the different verb conjugations (5.4) and in the section on pronouns (8.2). 
Final glottality 
Certain verbal conjugations are characterized by final glottality at the end of the verbal 
word. Final glottality is only realized when the verbal word occurs before a pause at the end 
of the sentence (see section 2.6.2). The imperative, subjunctive, and relative verb forms are 
marked by final glotallity in Maasina. The verbal word can only be extended by the past 
tense na and by certain pronouns, in which case the final glottality is carried by the past 
tense morpheme or by the affixed pronoun. 
1ama 1annd-aa-1 
he/she+LOC know-P.R.COMPL-FG 
'He is known.' 





tea bring-R.COMPL-PAST-I (SPro)-FG 
'It's tea that I have brought.' 
Final glottality is also found on concordial pronouns. Object pronouns which are discourse 
referents are marked by the absence of final glottality with the exception of the long form 
of the 2nd person singular object pronoun maa1 which is marked by final glottality (Arnott 
1970a:232), even when it follows verbal forms which are not marked by final glottality. 
mi jaab-a-noo-ki maa1 
I (SPro) answer-N.M.COMPL you (OPro)-FG 
'I had not answered you.' 
The paradigms of verbal words combining with object pronouns in Gombe (Arnott 
1970a:232) show that the final glottality is related to the object pronoun and not to the 
verbal conjugational category. This is another argument to separate the object pronoun 
from the verbal word. 
1 sg. 








1o wall-ii yam 
1o wall-ii min 
1o wall-ii cfum 
1o wall-ii ma (short form) 
1o wall-ii mo1 
1o wall-ii 6e1 
1o wall-ii 0gel1 
1o wall-ii cfum1 
Subjunctive 
1o wall-a yam 
1o wall-a min 
1o wall-a cfurn 
1o wall-·a maa1 (long form) 
1o wall-a mo1 
1o wall-a 6e1 
1o wall-a 0geI1 
1o wall-a cfum1 
The final glottality is indicated! in the examples, it is not taken into account in the 
description of the distribution of the different forms of the conjugational suffixes. 
The order of elements in verbal words can only be shown by comparing a number of 
examples, since all the possible slots in a verbal word are not filled at the same time. The 
morphemes that can occupy the different slots in a verbal word are discussed and 
exemplified in the following sections. First the verb roots are discussed, followed by a short 
introduction to the distinction between active, middle and passive verbs (5.2). Then an 
overview of all the possible verbal extensions that occur in Maasina is given (5.3). 
Subsequently, the conjugational suffixes are first described as units, conform the tradition 
in the literature on the Fulfulde verb system (5.4). Then some hypotheses on the analysis of 
the underlying structure of the conjugations will be explored, on the basis of the semantic 
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grouping of the conjugations (5.5). This chapter ends with a discussion of some minor word 
classes which are linked to the verb, for example by their function as modifiers (5.6). 
5.2 VERB ROOTS 
Verb roots in Maasina usually have a CV(V)C shape. There are a number of verb roots that 
have a CVCC form. Although they are common, they are also suspect as the last consonant 
will often prove to be an old verbal extension. 
Allomorphy of the verb root 
The changes that a verb root can undergo involve all segments of its structure. The initial 
consonant of a verb root can be subject to consonant alternation. This has been discussed in 
detail in section 3.1.4. The vowel of the verb root can undergo assimilation as discussed in 
section 2.9. The most dominant vowel assimilation occurring in Fulfulde is ATR-harmony. 
A few verb stems containing the vowel [a] undergo frontness assimilation when they 
precede a morpheme with the vowel [i]. The vowel in the verb root is frequently shortened 
when a following consonant initial morpheme causes the occurrence of the less preferred 
CVVC syllable structure. The last consonant of the verb root can change, especially when it 
occurs in a syllable final position. The rules that change syllable final consonants are 
discussed in section 4.5. Examples of the changes in the verb root mentioned above are 
given below. 
initial consonant alternation: mi haal-ii 'I have spoken' 6e kaal-ii 'they have spoken' 
vowel shortening: weer-ude 'to camp' wer-n-ucle 'to install' 
ATR-vowel assimilation: heew-aa 'it is not much' heew-i 'it is much' 
frontness assimilation: mi yah-an 'I will go' mi yeh-ii 'I have gone' 
assimilation final consonant : k~ juut-ii 'it is long' k~juun-n-i 'it makes long' 
Meaning of the verb root and the conjugational suffix 
For a correct application and interpretation of the conjugational suffixes, the verbs must be 
classified semantically. The temporal structure and the possible argument structure of the 
action or process expressed by a particular verb has its consequences for the choice of 
conjugations with which it can combine, and for the readings of the meaning of the verb 
forms. As an example the completive verb forms of the action verb warde 'to come' and 
the inchoative verb j~~cfaade 'to sit' are compared. 
sa 6e war-ii 
if they come-COMPL 
'If they have come ... ' 
sa 6e njoocf-ike 
if they sit-M.COMPL 
'If they sit (are seated) ... ' 
In combination with the completive conjugational suffix, the verb warii 'have come' 
signifies that the action of coming has been completed. When the verb stem j~~cr- 'sit, get 
seated' combines with the completive marker in the form njoocfike 'sit', the verb expresses 
a present state of sitting. This is because the completive indicates that the change of state, 
the precise moment of getting seated is completed, 'they sit', perhaps 'they are seated' is a 
better paraphrase of the Fulfulde meaning. 
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Meaning of the verb root and voice 
The: possible argument structure of the verb is important for the possibility of a verb to 
combine with the active, middle and passive voice. Voice is also expressed in the 
conjugational suffixes. All conjugational suffixes have different forms for the different 
voices. Semantically the derivation of active, middle and passive verbs is a process that 
shows a lot of similarity with the derivation of an extended verb stem. One semantic 
similarity is the fact that extensions can also change the argument structure of the verb. 
There are verb stems that can combine with all three voices, there are also verb stems that 
can combine with only one of the voices. 
The middle voice has received some attention in the literature (cf. Abu-Manga & 
Jungraithmayr 1988, Arnott 1956). The middle voice implies that the action or process 
expressed by the verb affects the subject. In Fulfulde, verbs stems that combine with the 
middle voice are verbs which can signal (1) actions of grooming or body care, (2) actions 
of moving the body without a change in overall position, (3) actions describing a change in 
body posture, (4) actions in which the agent entity is normally also a recipient or 
beneficiary in the verbal action, (5) actions or states in which the relationship among two 
participants is usually or necessarily mutual or reciprocal, (6) actions describing a self-
induced motion of an animate entity along a path in space, (7) actions or states that describe 
an emotional reaction, (8) mental states or processes, (9) spontaneous events, and (10) 
actions where the subject of the verb corresponds thematically to the object of the verb 
stem without the middle voice marker (Kemmer 1993:16-20). Middle voice verbs mark the 
infinitive with the suffix -aade. 
(1) grooming or body care 6::>::>rn-aade 'to get dressed' 
(2) nontranslational motion dejjin-aade 'to keep still, not move' 
(3) change in body posture lel-aade 'to lie down' 
(4) indirect (self-benefactive) middle lan°d-aade 'to ask' 
(5) naturally reciprocal events gans-aade 'to converse' 
(6) translational motion dammb-aade 'to move to wedding house' 
(7) emotion middle g::>::>rg-aade 'to grieve, to be sad' 
(8) cognition middle miij-aade 'to think, to ponder' 
(9) spontaneous events laat-aade 'to become, to change into' 
(10) passive, impersonal, facilitative middle 1udd-aade 'to be open(-able)' 
Kemmer also lists semantic verb classes that express emotive speech actions, other speech 
actions with emotional overtones, and the logophoric middle as possible categories 
expressed by the middle voice. These verb classes, however, do not occur in the middle 
voice in Fulfulde. 
Passive voice verbs are verbs where the subject has the thematic role of the patient, i.e. 
the subject undergoes the action expressed by the verb. Passive verbs can be transitive. This 
is shown by the examples yeew--eede 'to miss' and hill-eede 'to be interested' found in 






'to be washed' 
'to be dressed' 
'to be beaten' 
Verb roots 
'to miss' (e.g. one's family, one's village) 
'to be interested in' (e.g. the city, farming) 
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All verbs that do not belong to the passive and middle voice verbs are active voice verbs. 
At first sight this group looks like a large residual category. The active voice verbs signal 
that the subject of the verb is the agent of the action expressed by the verb, or that the 
subject is the patient when the verb expresses a process. Active voice verbs mark the 








'to know each other' 
'to be red' 
'to be big' 
Some verb stems can combine with all voices. There are semantic restrictions on the voice 
potential of a verb stem. An action verb that occurs in the active voice must allow for an 
agent in its argument structure. Verbs that only combine with the active voice are often 
intransitive. The semantic interpretation of the active, middle and passive voice markers has 







'to wash' (someone) 
'to wash oneself' 
'to be washed (by someone)' 
S = agent O = patient 
S = agent and patient 
S = patient 
·'to open' (something) S = agent O = patient 
'to be open(-able)' (of something) S = patient 
'to be opened (by someone)' S = patient 
The argument structure of the verb stem l:>:>t- allows the subject to be agent, patient, or 
both at the same time. The facilitative passive meaning of the middle voice verb 1udd-aade 
'to be open(-able)' does not allow for the agent to be expressed. Sometimes there is a 
dialect difference in the voice used by a certain verb stem. For example, the verb stem miil-
'think' expressing a mental event is miilde 'to think' in the active voice in Maasina, but 
miilaade 'to think' in the middle voice in Fuuta Tooro. More research is needed to describe 
fully the meaning and use of the three voices in Fulfulde. 
5.3 EXTENSIONS 
The verbal extensions in Fulfulde are many. There have been valuable studies on the verbal 
extensions in different Fulfulde dialects by Arnott (1970a:333-370), Endresen (1994), 
Fagerli (1993, 1994), Gaden (1913:60-66), Gnalibouly (1990), Gnalibouly & Koval (1982), 
Gottschligg (1990), Labatut (1982a:151-164, 223-225), Mohamadou (1985:53-100), Ouane 
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and Koval (1976), Sow (1966), Sylla ( 1982: 115-120), De Wolf (1985b, 1986a, 1986b, 
1987, 1991), and others. This voluminous literature still leaves numerous issues 
undiscussed, e.g. concerning the semantic content of the individual extensions and the 
syntactic consequences for the verb phrase when a verb stem combines with these 
extensions. 
This section gives an overview of the verbal extensions that occur in the Maasina 
dialect. A comparison of the Maasina forms with cognate forms in other dialects is 
sometimes needed to discuss a verbal extension, and to put the Maasina data in the wider 
context of Fulfulde. The description differs in some places from what is available in the 
existing literature. For example, the reversive extension with the form -t- or -it- is treated as 
one polysemic form (following Gaden's analysis), rather than as a number of homophonous 
extensions that occur under many different names (contra Arnott 1970a, De Wolf 1985b). 
The denominal associative extension -w- is distinguished here from the inchoative 
extension -cf- or -icf- (confirm Gaden 1913, contra Arnott 1970a a.o.). Some very rare 
extensions which are not often considered in the literature are also listed, like the intensive 
extension -1-, the extensive extension -is-/-s-, the brusque extension -6-, and the resultative 
extension _nd-/-ind-. They were noted before by Gaden (1913:65-66), Klingenheben 
(1963:204, 214), and Mohamadou (1985:78-86) in other dialects. 
The reduplication of a verb stem is a type of stem formation that differs from an 
extended verb stem in that a reduplicated verb stem consists of two identical verb roots, 
whereas an extension has a distinct form of itself. Reduplication is treated together with the 
extensions because both are processes of derivation resulting in a verb stem that is the basic 
form to which inflection is added. The reduplicated verbs in the Maasina dialect show a 
clear additional meaning of "not succeeding" and the meaning of the reduplicated verb 
form is therefore called the evasive, its meaning is clearly different from the repetitive-
intensive meaning given to reduplicated verbs in other descriptions (Klingenheben 
1963:212, Arnott 1970a:362, Mohamadou 1985:88). It is not clear whether this difference 
is caused by dialect variation. 
The middle voice and the passive voice forms of the same verb root are not treated as 
verbal extensions, even though this process is on the boundary between derivation and 
inflection. The semantics of middle and passive verb derivations is not fully predictable, 
and the passive and middle voice derivations are not productive: they cannot occur just on 
any verb. But the fusion of time markers for voice with the verbal inflection (the 
conjugations) makes it practically impossible to treat them as verbal derivational 
extensions, they are too intermingled with the verbal inflectional conjugations. The 
marking of voice is discussed in section 5.2.2. There are very productive extensions like the 
altri-locative and the dative extensions whilch are almost inflectional. The verbs that 
combine with these extensions are usually not put in the lexicon because their meaning is 
very predictable, so the divisions derivation vs. inflection, extensions vs. conjugation, and 
semantic predictability vs. unpredictability do not always coincide in Maasina verb forms. 
Before describing the individual extensions, the following list will give the terms used 
for the verbal extensions in this thesis, a short indication of their meaning between square 
brackets, followed by the forms under which they occur in Maasina. 
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(rare extensions:) 
ASS associative [be like] *q>-W-
INCH inchoative [become] -icf-, -cf-
EVAS evasive [try without success] reduplication 
INT intensive [intensely] reduplicated final C (*-1-) 
EXHA exhaustive [exhaustively] -1-
BRU brusque [brusquely] -6-
PART partitive [a little] -is-, -s-
RES resultative [achieve] -ind-, -°<I-
(more productive extensions:) 
REC reciprocal [each other] -ondir-
SIM simulative [pretend] -iJJkin-
REV reversive [back, again] -it-, -t-
CAUS causative [cause] -in-, -n-
COM comitative [together, all] -id-, -d-, -~-
CIRC circumstantial [how, with what, where] -ir-, -r-, -:,r-
ALT altri-locative [elsewhere] -:,y-
DAT dative [for, on behalf of] -an-
The extensions are ordered partly according to how they are ordered when they co-occur in 
one verb, partly according to their frequency, starting with the most rare extensions and the 
extensions that are closest to the verbal root, going to the most frequent and productive 
extensions that are furthest away from the verbal root. 
Up to three verbal extensions are found in one verb root in the Maasina data. The 
distance of the extension vis-a-vis the root has an influence on the form of the extension. 
The first extension that follows the verb root is mostly shortened, i.e. it consists of only the 
consonant. This shortening does not occur if the omission of the vowel would cause ill-
formed sequences. So after sterns ending in two consonants or a consonant that cannot 
precede the consonant of the extension, the first extension following the verb root keeps its 
underlying vowel. When an extension follows in second or third place, it always has its full 
form, i.e. it consists of a vowel and a consonant. The extensions which have only one form 
consisting of one consonant, are only found directly following the verb root. 
In the literature the vowel [i] occurring in many of the extensions is often called 
epenthetic. In this study the vowel [i] is considered to be part of the verbal extension that 
can be omitted in a few contexts. This is because there is no phonological conditioning of 
its precise vowel quality, which is always [i]. In the Gornbe dialect (Arnott 1970a:249), the 
vowel [u] can also occur in the context of the reversive extension -ut- , but this vowel [u] 
can be explained as the result of vowel assimilation of the underlying unstressed short 




'Open up!' [Gornbe] 
'Open up, uncover!' [Maasina] 
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In Maasina, the allomorph -ut- is not attested. The imperative of verbs with an extension 
combines with a morpheme -in. A verbal extension is never followed by the active voice 
marker -u in Maasina. The active voice marker -u does however occur in the imperative in 
Gombe when the stem final consonant cannot occur syHable or word finally. In the 
following sections examples of verbs combining with the different extensions will be given. 
5.3.1 ASSOCIATIVE *q 
The associative verbal extension, *q, is realized as -w- in Maasina. It is found in only a few 
verbs . In the literature on other dialects this extension is usually cited as an irregular form 
of the "denorninal" extension -icf- (here called the inchoative extension) (Klingenheben 
1963:187, Labatut 1982a:224, Mohamadou 1985:65-67, Arnott 1970a:339). Only Gaden 
(1913:66) lists the extension -w- separately, as an unproductive and rare extension. The 
associative extension is indeed rare, it combines only with a few noun stems to form 
inchoative verbs that signal the association to a particular semantic feature of the noun stem 
from which the verb stem is derived. The associative extension is also important in the 
formation of Grade B nouns (see sections 6.1.3 and 6.2.2). The following examples are the 
only verbs that combine with the associative extension in Maasina. 
ran- +*q> rawnude 'to be(come) white' 
6al- +*q> 6awlude 'to be(come) black' 
w;xf- +*q> woijude 'to be(come) red' 
nay- +*q> naywude 'to be(come) old' 
pal- +*q> pawlude 'to go out late in the day, be at the middle of the day' 
Both the forms of the verbs and the meanings need further explanation. First the 
phonological changes that occur will be described, then a further semantic analysis of the 
associative derivation will be given. 
The form of the verbs with the associative derivation are more regular in the eastern 
dialects. Their forms in the Ringimaaji dialect are given for a phonological comparison. In 
the Ringimaaji dialect the associative extension *q is realized as -{3- and it follows the verb 













'to be white' 
'to be black' 
'to be old' 
'to rise high (of the sun)' 
In Maasina the approximant [w] cannot occur following the less sonorant consonants [r] or 
[l]. Metathesis occurred to prevent an ill-formed consonant sequence. In Maasina the 
metathesis does not occur in the verb naywude 'to be(come) old', because a consonant 
sequence [wy] does not violate the sonority hierarchy. The metathesis is confirmed by the 
comparison with the form in the Ringimaaji dialect. The fricative [{3] is less sonorant than 
[r] and [l]. The associative extension -{3- can remain in its position following the verb root 
ending in the consonants [r] or [l] without violating the sonority hierarchy. The underlying 
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nominal roots can be constructed by comparing the verb with existing nouns derived from 
the same stem. The noun stems on which these verbs are based are given below: 
noun feature 
ran-e 'white cow' (address term) ''white" 
6al-e 'black cow' (address term) "black" 
w:xf-e 'red cow' (address term) "red" 
pal-aa0de 'day' "daylight" 
The associative extension derives verbs only from noun stems. The associative extension 
*q differs from the inchoative extension *-icf- described below which derives verbs from 
nouns, but also from adjectives (contra Mohamadou 1985:67, 71). The hypothesis is that 
the verbs are derived from the noun stems given above, expressing a resemblance with 
these nouns according to the following formula for the associative extension. 
N + ASS (*q) --> V [inchoative] 
I 
"be( come) associated with a salient feature of N" 
Something that becomes red, receives the feature red, which is associated with (the skin of) 
red cows. The adjectives expressing colour terms are derived from the cow names that are 
characterized by the colour of the skin of the cow (see section 8.13), which is 
morphologically indicated by the presence of the NGE class marker, associated with cows. 
The stem *wacf- 'red (cow)' is a nominal stem, as in wacf-e 'red cow (address term)'. The 
hypothesis is that the verb is derived from the noun stem *wacf-, used to name a red cow, 
even if the NGE class marker is not present in the verb stem wojjude 'to be(come) red'. 
The laryngealized stem final [cf] and the palatal labial [q] of the associative extension 
merged info the geminate consonant [jj]. 
The verb pawlude 'to be daylight' is derived with the associative extension from the 
same stem *pal- found in the noun palaa0 de 'day' and in the verb pallude 'to pass the 
day'. 
The derivation of the verb naywude is semantically more complicated. The semantic 
link between the morphemes *nay found in the word nayi 'four' and the suffix -e of the 
NGE class referring to cows and the verb naywude 'to be old' is further discussed in 
section 8.1 on adjectives. The hypothesis is based on the image of a cow with four calves, 
that is already a bit worn out, and thus provided a metaphorical image for "old". 
nay-w-ude 'to be old' [infinitive] 
nay-re-ja 'old person' [adjective 'O class] 
nay-re-we 'old cow' [adjective NGE class] 
nay-i 'four' [numeral] 
The link of this verb with a metaphorical image related to cows is very dominant. This may 
seem strange, but it would perhaps be more strange if no metaphors relating to cows were 
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to be found in the language of the Fulbe society where herdsmanship is so central in the 
ideology and the economics of its people. 
5.3.2 INCHOATIVE *id' 
The inchoative extension forms verbs from adjectival stems and from noun stems. Most 
verbs which combine with the inchoative extension are however derived from adjectival 
stems following the formula given below. 
Adj. + Il\TCH (*id')--> V [inchoative] 
I 
"become Adj." 
The form of the extension *-id'- can be shortened to -d'- following the verb root 
immediately unless the result would be an ill-formed consonant sequence. If the form of the 
extension is -d'- then the infinitive form is -ude, if the form of the extension is -id'- then the 
form of the infinitive is -idde or -innde, i.e. *id'+ *de, i.e. a repetition of the extension 
followed by the infinitive marker. The repetition of the extension prevents the sequence of 
three unstressed light syllables (see section 4.2.2). This is shown in the following examples 












+ *id' > 7oold'-ude 
+ *id' > f amd'ude, fand'-ude 
+ *id' > furd'-ucle 
+ *id' > heyd'-ude 
+*id'> nuurd'-ude 
+ *id' > gard'-ude 
+ *id' > rimd'-ude 
+ *id' > fagkid'-idde 
+ *id' > lobbid'-innde 
+ *id' > luggid'-innde 
+ *id' > 6uttid'-inncle, 6uttid'-idde 
'to be yellow' 
'to be small' 
'to be grey by dirt' 
'to be(come) new' 
'to be(come) bright, radiant' 
'to be(come) beautiful' 
'to be(come) noble' 
'to be(come) ugly' 
'to be(come) good, nice' 
'to be(come) deep' 
'to be(come) thick, big' 







'to be(come) thirsty' 
'to be(come) realistic; be right' 
The following formulation is proposed for the derivation of these verb stems combining a 
noun stem with the inchoative extension. 
N + INCH (*id')--> V [inichoative] 
I 
"be( come) with N' 
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The paraphrase "to be(come) with thirst" indicates the semantic derivation of the verb 
cfomcfude 'to be(come) thirsty'. Likewise, the verb goncfude 'to be(come) true' can be 
paraphrased as "to be(come) with truth". 
5.3.3 EVASIVE: REDUPLICATION 
The evasive verb stem is formed by reduplication of the verb stem. Often the reduplicated 
verb stem also combines with the reversive extension -t-. Contrary to previous views 
expressed in the literature (Klingenheben 1963:212, Arnott 1970a:362, Mohamadou 
1985:88), repetition is not the most important semantic information expressed by the 
reduplicated verb stem. The repetition is expressed with the -t- extension. The fact that the 
action expressed in the verb stem is repeated is a consequence of the unsuccessful 
performance of the verb in the first place. This can be attested in the following examples of 
reduplicated verb forms, compared with the verbs from which they are derived. The verbs 
listed in this section are the only examples with reduplicated verb stems found in the data of 
the Maasina dialect. 
6ul6ultude 'to bubble up out of the sand (of water)' 6ulde 
ferfertude 'to walk around, without destination' ferde 
firfirtude 'to flap about, to learn to fly ( of birds)' fiirde 
dardarnude 'to slow down to listen, spy or wait' daraade 
tartartude 'to struggle to prevent the falling off (of clothes)' taarde 





A very illustrative example of the evasive meaning expressed by reduplication is the verb 
firfirtude 'to flap about' derived from the verb stem fiir- 'to fly'. The reduplicated verb 
firfirtude expresses the efforts of young birds, flapping with their wings, trying to fly. The 
fact that they do not (yet) succeed in flying makes repetition of the movement necessary. 
The repetition of the action is expressed by the reversive extension -t- in the same verb. 
Likewise, the verb tartartude 'to struggle to prevent the falling off (of clothes)' is derived 
from the verb taarde 'to encircle, wrap in clothes' with the reversive extension+ forming 
the verb taartude 'to de-wrap clothes, to undress'. The reduplicated verb expresses the 
repetitive plucking, trying to hold on to one's clothes, to prevent them from falling off 
(from the shoulders). It is paraphrased as an action of unsuccesful repetitive efforts to dress 
and undress. 
To sum up, the evasive extension expresses the trying and retrying of the action 
expressed in the single verb stem without achieving the goal of that action. This extension 
usually combines with reversive -t- that indicates repetition (in e.g. firfirtude and 
tartartude). The "unsuccessful, unattained goal" semantic aspect expressed by the 
reduplication of the verb stem is called the evasive extension. The following formula 
describes the formation of the evasive extension. 
V --> V + V ( + t ) 
I I 
"try V (repeatedly), without succeeding" 
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There are some reduplicated verb stems where the meaning of the single stem has not been 
traced. They are given below. 







'to go back and forth; to stamp (one's feet) on one place' 
'to burst out in anger' 
> golgoltude 
> JJUruJJurde 
'to tremble heavily, shiver' 
'to peep, to squeak (of mice)' 
The verb nannan°de 'to be left-handed' occurs without the reversive extension -t- The 
verb is possibly derived from the adjectival stem *nan- 'left'. The evasive extension is 
possibly chosen to express the negative image about left-har1dedness as unsuccessful. 
5.3.4 INTENSIVE *1 
The intensive extension is formed by the gemination of the stem final consonant. The 
change of a stem final single continuant into a non-continuant geminate suggests that the 
underlying consonant of this extension is a glottal stop. The hypothesis is that the extension 
marked by stem final consonant gemination is not a reduced form of the reduplication of 
the verb stem, but rather an assimilation to a morpheme of the form *1, resulting in a 
[-continuant] geminate consonant. 
The addition of the intensive extension to a verb stem results in a range of semantic 
changes. Klingenheben (1963:212-213) describes the gemination of the final consonant of 
the verb root as a reduced form of the reduplication of the full verb root, implying that both 
verb stem derivations have the same iterative/intensive meaning. In addition, he states that 
the extension that is formed by a. final reduplicated consonant (-CC-) often has a causative 
meaning. And Klingenheben (1963:200) suggests that a reduplicated final consonant is an 
older form of the causative. The intensive extension indeed occurs frequently in 
combination with the causative extension -in-. The following examples are verbs with an 
extension consisting of final consonant gemination (CC) in Maasina that are also cited by 
Klingenheben in his description of Aadamaawa. 
fejjude 'to split (wood)' fej- 'split (wood)' 
fud'd'ude 'to begin, to start' fud'- 'come up, rise' 
torrude 'to bother, to trouble someone' far- 'ask, beg' 
wiccude 'to sprinkle, to make wet with drops' wilS- 'sprinkle water' 
luttude 'to deny authority' luut- 'deviate, disobey' 
The extension with the final col111sonant gemination is considered to be different from the 
verb stem reduplication. The extension will be called the intensive extension, although it is 
a provisional hypothesis about the meaning of this extension. A verb like torrude 'to 
bother, to trouble, to tease' can be interpreted and paraphrased as "asking/begging 
intensely". The verb stem luut- 'disobey' could express a single event of disobedience, 
while the verb luttude 'to deny authority', implies a permanent and therefore more intense 
state of disobedience. The verb fud'ude 'come up (of grass), rise (of the sun)' expresses a 
natural event: the moment the grass or the sun appears on the horizon, whereas the same 
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stem in combination with the intensive extension fud'd'ude 'to begin, to start' expresses a 
conscious effort of a person to commence a process. The tentative formula for the intensive 
extension formed by gemination of the stem final consonant is given below. 
V + INT (*1) --> V 
"V intensely" 
The meaning of the extension formed by stem final consonant gemination is not always 
clear. In a few verbs, given in the examples below, the translation equivalents of both the 
stem ending in a single consonant and the stem ending in a geminate consonant do not 
show an apparent difference in meaning. 
d'illude 'to sneeze' d'iilude 'to sneeze' 
fejjude 'to split (wood)' fejude 'to split (wood)' 
hid'd'ude 'to be old, worn-out' hiid'ude 'to be old' 
1illude 'to sneeze' 1m- 'sneeze' (Z) 
1ubbude 'to bury' 1uw- 'bury' 
hippude 'to turn over (recipient)' hif- 'turn over' (Z:G-A) 
yoppude 'to leave behind, abandon; let' yof-, yoof- 'leave, liberate, abandon'(Z) 
hoocude, boos- 'collect; give, present' (Z) 
hooccude 'to collect what was lost; give presents to a guest' 
Examples of their usage will help distinguish some of these verb forms. The assumption is, 
however, that the translation equivalents are too rough and that further semantic research 
will reveal a difference in meaning. 
In Maasina the geminate consonants in the verb forms in the following examples are also 
thought to be derived from roots ending in a single consonant. When the stem ending in a 
single consonant is not attested in Maasina, the source was often found in Zoubko (1980). 
This source is indicated with a (Z) between parentheses, sometimes followed by an 
abbreviation of the dialect in which the example is attested. If there is no such indication, 
both verb stems have been attested in Maasina. The following similar looking verb forms 
are possibly also examples of this final geminate extension. 
ja66-aade 'to welcome' ja6-ude 'to accept, to receive' 
hedd-ude 'to be left, to remain' heed-ude 'to be located, to belong' 
6ill-ude 'to press, push, oppress' 6il-de 'to hang, suspend' 
dabb-ude 'to pass the cold season' daw-de 'to travel' 
W3J1.J1-eede 'to be hateful' W3J1-eede 'to be hated' 
hecc-ude 'to be fresh' hes-, heyd'ude 'new, to be new' 
tapp-ude 'to castrate; beat' taf-ude 'to forge' 
dejj-ude 'to be silent' de1- 'stop, cease'(Z) 
dupp-ude 'to burn, roast' duf- 'crush' (Z:FJ) 
hamm-ude 'to worry, be concerned' haam- 'wring, knead' (Z) 
hepp-ude 'to be impatient, irritate o.s.' beef- 'pluck, scratch' (Z) 
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sacfcf-ude 'to be poor' sad'- 'be rare, lack' (Z) 
wecc-ude 'to change' wes- 'winnow, sive, shift' 
wann-ude 'to calve' wan-, waan- 'foal' (Z) 
jabb-ude 'to put millet grains in earth' jaw- 'come out of a hole' (Z:FJ) 
tepp-ude 'to throw (shuUle between tef- 'intervene' (Z) 
warp threads)' 
The verb sacfd'ude 'to be poor' could be paraphrased as "to be in an intense state of lacking 
things", derived from the verb stem sad'- 'lack'. The verb stem sacf- 'lack' expresses the 
lack of one particular entity at one particular time, whereas sacfd'ude 'to be poor' expresses 
a more intense state of lacking basic things. Sometimes the intensive extension changes the 
argument structure of the verb stem, and it can also have an additional causative meaning. 
The causative meaning is only found in a few deverbal derivations with this extension. The 
verb heddude 'to remain, to be left' could be paraphrased as "to cause to be located (in the 
same place)" derived from the verb heedude 'to be located, to belong'. The verb w~eede 
'to 1be hated' seems to express a state where something or someone is hated because of a 
particular dislike by someone else. When the passive verb with the intensive extension 
wappeede 'to be hateful' is used, the hatefulness seems to be an inherent, more intense 
feature of the hated subject. 
There are also a number of verb stems with a geminate consonant that are derived from a 
noun stem ending in a single consonant. The denominal derivations with the intensive 
extension are Usted below. 
ni66-ude 'to be dark' nim-re / ni6-e 'darkness' 
pall-ude 'to pass the day' pal-aa0de 'day' 
sudd-ude 'to cover' suud-u 'house, shelter' 
wujj-ude 'to steal' nguy-ka 'theft' 
cfojj-ude 'to cough' cfoy,-ru 'cough' 
The denominal derivation does not especially show any kind of meaning that is common 
for a reduplicated verb form, such as a repetitive or an intensive meaning. In the verbs 
wujjude 'to steal' and d'ojjude 'to cough' some kind of causative, or agentive meaning 
seems present in the extension. The verb suddude 'to cover' can be paraphrased as "to 
provide a shelter". The verb stem sudd- 'to cover' occurs also in the noun suddamaare 'a 
blanket which covers a person when sleeping'. 
The treatment of these verbs with a single and geminate stem final consonant as having 
only a coincidental similarity in shape and meaning is theoretically possible. However, 
there are too many forms where the meaning of the two ver1b stems show a resemblance in 
form and meaning to reject the existence of this extension formed by gemination of the 
stem final consonant. It is not simply a reduced form of verb stem reduplication. The 
general meaning of this extension seems hard to grasp, but it seems to add an intensive, a 
more durative and sometimes a causative meaning to the verb roots. 
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5.3.5 EXHAUSTIVE *I 
Gaden (1913:66) describes the extension -1- as the addition of a nuance of intensity added 
to the verb stern. Gaden gives the following examples: 
awlude 'to turn upside down, move, touch, affect' 
momlude 'to rub energetically with open hand' 
heblaade 'to be ready to leave immediately' 
awde 'to seek what is hidden' 
moomde 'to rub with open hand' 
he6aade 'to be prepared to leave 
(at an undetermined moment)' 
Klingenheben (1963:214) calls the same extension the intensive ("intensiv"). He gives the 
following additional examples. 
yah-yaal-
Jlaml-
'visit, attend, pass' 
'borrow' pam-aa0de I pam-aale 
'go, walk' 
'debt' 
The hypothesis is that the following examples in Maasina also contain this extension. 
see-1-ude 







dew-gal / dew-1-e 
pam-1-aade, palmaade 
pam-aa0de I pamaale 
'to cut leather into strings, tear up' 
'leather string' 
'to change, transform' 
'to tolerate, accept' 
'to be destroyed by insects' 
'to twist (arm, rope)' 
'to marry' 
'to get married' 
'marriage' 
'to lend, borrow, to be in debt' 
'debt' (lit: what has been eaten) 
seek-ude 'to cut leather' 
way-de 'to resemble' 
yarde 'to drink' 
rew-de 'to obey, follow' 
paam-ude 'to eat' 
The following figure gives a tentative formula for the exhaustive extension. 
V --> V + I 
I 
"V totally, exhaustively, until finished" 
The appropriateness of the formula for the exhaustive extension is obvious from an 
example such as seelude 'to tear up, to cut into (leather) straps' which is the cutting of 
leather until it is finished, derived from the verb seekude 'to tear, to cut (leather)'. The root 
final consonant [k] has been dropped because the sequence *kl is not permitted. The more 
sonorant [I] cannot follow the less sonorant [k] in the underlying form *seek-1-ude. 
The verb yarraade 'to tolerate' has a cognate form yarlaade in Fuuta Jallon (Zoubko 
1980:532). The sequence *rl becomes *rr in Maasina. The paraphrase "to drink until 
finished" describes yarraade 'tolerate' metaphorically as the taking in of both the good 
and bad aspects of s.o. or sth., which is basically the concept of tolerance, not only the 
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acceptance of the good side which is easy, but ultimately also the acceptance of the bad 
sides. 
In a verb such as dewludc 'to marry' the exhaustive extension is less clear, it could be 
derived from the verb rcwdc 'to obey'. Possibly the extended verb alludes to the total 
obedience, following and respecting of cultural customs that have to be performed by the 
man in the procedures leading to marriage. The same morpheme -1- appears in the plural 
form of the noun dcwgal/dcwlc 'marriage'. This word refers to the matrimonial union, the 
marital bond, when all the obligations have been completed, and the marriage is finally a 
fact. 
The consumption of money is a metaphor that is more often used to denote the concept 
of borrowing in West Africa. 'fhe exact role of the exhaustive meaning in the derivation 
from paam 0 dc 'to eat' to pamlaadc, palmaadc 'to borrow' is less clear. But the 
hypothesis remains that stems ending in two consonants, of which one is an -1- are likely to 
be formed with the exhaustive extension. Gaden (1913: 12) already stated that most roots in 
Fulfulde are of the form eve (or eVVC). The majority of the roots with a evee form 
have to be considered as eve roots that combine with an ancient derivational element. 
This may be what has happened, but this is sometimes difficult to prove because the 
derivational history may be lost. 
5.3.6 BRUSQUE *6 
Another unproductive and rare ancient derivational element is the extension with the form 
-6-. Gaden (1913:66) gives the following examples, and he states that this element adds an 
idea of brusque violence. 
hul-6-in-lld_e 'to frighten' hul-de 'to fear' 
mar-6-aade 'to throw 0111eself with force on' mar-de 'to keep and raise' 
Klingenheben (1963:214) says that the extension indicates the sudden occurrence of an 
event. His examples are given below. 
hul-6-in-
hol-6-
'frighten s.o. suddenly' 
'rustle (of a new cloth)' 
hu.d- 'fear' 
kol-t-al 'garment, dress' 
A tentative formula for the brusque extension is given below. The action of the verb is 
performed brusquely, i.e. in a sudden manner, and often with force. 
V --> V + BRU (6) 
I 
"V brusquely (suddenly and with force)" 




'to make a sound, cry for help' 
'to frighten' 




'make noise' (Z:A) 
'to fear' 
'to go, to walk' 
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The translation equivalent of the verb hol6ude given in Maasina by the consultants was 'to 
make a sound'. The translation 'to cry for help' found in Zoubko (1980:216) confirms even 
more the meaning of this extension. The verb hol6ude 'make a sound' is derived from the 
verb stem h:,;)l- 'to make noise' which does not occur in Maasina, but it does occur in 
Aadamaawa (Zoubko 1980:243). 
The verb hul6innde 'to frighten' also combines with the causative extension. Further 
research should verify whether the idea of brusqueness is implied by this verb. Of course 
frightening is much more successful if done suddenly and forcefully, so the brusque 
meaning of this extension is probable. 
The verb yaa6ude 'to tread, step' seems to put more emphasis on the forcefulness of the 
action, forcefully putting down one's foot. However, the unproductiveness of the brusque 
extension makes it difficult to find many examples on which the hypothesis of its meaning 
can be tested. 
5.3.7 PARTITIVE *is 
Klingenheben (1963:214) describes the extension -s- as denominal. He has only one 
example, given below, and does not specify the meaning of this extension further. 
new-s- 'be fat' new-ee- 'fat' (adjective grade B) 
Mohamadou ( 1985: 84) describes the meaning of the extension as the addition of the idea 
that the action of the verb is realized only partially. The adverbs he uses to describe this 
meaning are 'a little, a bit, almost' [''peu, quelque peu, quasi, presque"]. He found the 
following examples in Aadamaawa. These are followed by a tentative formula for the 
partitive extension. 
paw-s-a 'be continuously a little bit ill' paw-a 'be ill' 
hee-s-a 'approach' hej_-a 'reach a fixed limit' 
mar-s-a 'have sth. as (last) resort; boast, brag' mar-a 'possess, have' 
hor-s-a 'hollow, deepen (wells, recipients)' hor-oo 'remain; dry up (of wells)' 
V --> V + PART (s) 
I 
"V a little" 
In the data of Maasina the following examples are formed with the partitive extension. 
tam-s-ude 'to take in arms and hold tight' tam-ude 'to hold in a closed hand' 
6ur-s-ude 'to remove seeds from cotton' 6ur-de 'to surpass, be worth more' 
f ell-is-idde 'to decide' fell- 'assure, convince' (Z) 
her-s-ude 'to be ashamed (about sth.)' her-a 'be solid' (Z) 
h;)l-s-ere 'a hoof' h;);)l- 'make noise' (Z:A) 
JJOm-s-ude 'to touch s.o. softly JJOm-in-oo 'sit on one's heels with arms 
to draw attention' crossed on knees' (Z) 
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Some of the above examples are more convincing than others. The verb fellisidde 'to 
decide' combines with -idde, the infinitive form that is typical for verbs with an extension 
of the form -iC-. It can be para.phrased as "convincing oneself a little", which is necessary 
for a decision. The word h::,1-s-ere 'a hoof' is possibly derived from the verb stem *h::,ls-
'make a little bit of noise'. The semantics of the extension seems possible in a verb like 
IJOm-s-ude 'to touch someone softly to draw attention'. The stem *1pm that should have a 
meaning like 'touch' is found in combination with the causative extension -in- and the 
middle voice in the verb stem IIJOm-in-oo 'sit on one's heels with arms crossed on knees' 
(Zoubko 1980:382) that can be paraphrased as "make one touch oneself'. 
5.3.8 RESULTATIVE *ind 
Gaden (1913:65), describing the dialect of Fuuta Tooro, suggests that the extension with 
the form _nd- is an allomorph of the comitative extension -d-. Gaden says it expresses the 
same meaning, i.e. an idea of association between the subjects that can occur in relation of 




'to equal, compare to' 
'to be parallel with' 




'be equal to' (< *fotndude) 
'pack' 
'be evening, pass the evening' 
Gaden admits that the meaning of the extension is not always very obvious. The present 
meaning of a lexicalized verb stem with an unproductive extension can be far from the 
original meaning of the verb root from which it is derived, because of semantic shift. This 
can obscure the discovery of the correct meaning of this extension. 
Klingenheben (1963: 204) al.so expresses some reservation about the meaning of the 
extension _nd.- that it is a bit obscure and also that the number of examples is rather small. 















'close the hand, form with hand' 
'look into the eyes, test, investigate' 
'study, investigate' 
'get, receive; make/be possible; torment' 
'attract someone's attention, call with hmm' 
'treat, cure, make healthy again' 
'overrun, place around' 
'cover, close' 
'destroy' 
'hidden meaning, ambiguity' 
'equip, prepare' 
'put out one's tongue' 








'hold in hand' 
'look' 
'ask for sth.' 





?omt- 'open, uncover' 
koohoho / hooho66e 'lord, 
gentleman, leader' 
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Mohamadou (1985:78-83) puts forward the hypothesis that the extension -0 d- is a 
combination of the causative extension -n- and the comitative extension -d-. He gives the 
following examples: 
laarndugo 'to predict' laar- 'see' 
foondugo 'to compare, measure' fot- 'be equal' 
pawndugo 'to treat, cure, heal' paw- 'be ill' 
faand- 'approach' fa1- 'go in direction' 
yimnd- 'sing praise' yim- 'sing' 
wamnd- 'make a baby dance' warn- 'dance' 
Mohamadou (1985:78) suggests that the causative/comitative extension ["derivatif factitif 
associatif'] adds the idea of causing the association between either the subject or the object 
and the verb, or the idea of causing the finishing of the action of the verb. The latter idea 
seems very different from the first. Although some examples probably combine the 
causative and the associative, the latter meaning is too different and will therefore be 
considered as a separate extension. The verb stem wamnd- is rejected here as an example 
of the -0 d- extension, firstly because there is no phonetic difference possible between a 
sequence *nd and n°d. The consonant [d] will automatically become prenasalized when it 
follows a nasal consonant. Secondly, the verb stem wamnd- 'dance with; make (a baby) 
dance' could very well be from the verb stem warn- 'dance' with the comitative extension 
-d-, since a baby only dances in the company of an older person who moves the baby as if it 
were dancing. 
Another reason why the extension -0 d- cannot be the combination of the causative and 
the comitative extension is the fact that when two extensions combine, the second extension 
has a full -VC- form synchronically. A tentative formula for the resultative extension is 
given below. 
V --> V + RES (0d) 
I 
"achieve V, achieve goal of V" 
The verb dan°dude 'to save' can be paraphrased as "to achieve escaping misfortune". The 
verb han°dude can be paraphrased as "to achieve the goal of denying sth." These and some 
more examples found in Maasina are given below. 
loo-0 d-ude 'to wash (clothes)' loot-ude 'to wash' 
paw-0d-ude 'to make someone invulnerable' paw-de 'to be ill' 
riw-Rd-ude 'to load an animal' rif-t- 'to unpack, stop a caravan' (Z) 
seen-0 d-ude 'to separate, make a distinction' seed-ude 'to leave, divorce' 
fon-0 d-ude 'to make equal, divide equally' fot-ude 'to be equal' 
han-0 d-ude 'to prevent, obstruct' had'-ude 'to deny, refuse, forbid' 
han-0d-aade 'to restraint oneself, hold back' 




'to put a load on s.o.'s head' 
'to carry on the head' 
'to save s.o.' 
roo-t- 'unload, take s.o.'s load' (Z) 
dacf-ude 'to be first in competition, 
to escape misfortune' 
Some verbs ending in two consonants, with a final consonant [0d] could also be stems 
combining with the resultative extension, because any root of the form CVCC is suspicious. 
The following examples are verbs with suspicious CVCC root forms. 
'to fight' ren-0d-ude 
sun-°<1-ude 
gan-0d-aade 
'to get used to bitter taste by eating bitter leaves' 
'to be directed towards, go in the direction of' 
5.3.9 RECIPROCAL *o0dir 
The reciprocal extension has only the form -o0 dir- in Maasina. In other Fulfulde dialects 
the forms of this extension are different. The forms are -indir- and -ootir- in Gombe 
(Arnott 1970a:357-360), where the latter form occurs especially in combination with 
middle voice verbs. In Nogaare (De Wolf 1987:61) the form of the reciprocal extension is 
-odir-, in combination with reduplicated verbs the forms -itir- and -otir- occur. In 
Aadamaawa the form of the reciprocal extension is -indir- (Mohamadou 1985:83), or more 
precisely -i0 dir- (Klingenheben 1963:211). Mohamadou (1985:99) also mentions the form 
-ootir- that is used in middle voice verbs. The following examples of verbs formed with the 




'to follow one another' 
'to be far away from each other' 
'to love each other' 
jakk- 'follow' 
wacf cf- 'be far away' 
yicf- 'love' 
The formula for the formation of verb stems with the reciprocal extension is given below. 
V --> V + REC (o0dir) 
I 
"V each other" 
The reciprocal extension -o0dir- does not combine with other extensions. It is possible that 
the reciprocal extension itself contains three extensions in a fixed combination. Possibly the 
reciprocal extension is a combination of the causative -n-, the comitative -d-, and the 
circumstantial -ir-. The vowel [o] could be a trace of the middle voice indicating a reflexive 
meaning. (The middle voice marker is not considered to be an extension.) The meaning of 
these markers combined could give a reciprocal meaning. 









The middle voice expresses the fact that the (plural) subject is affected by the action of the 
verb. The causative extension expresses the fact that the action of the verb is made to affect 
another agent (the co-:subject). The comitative extension expresses the fact that the (plural) 
subjects perform the action of the verb together. The circumstantial extension expresses 
how the action is done (in a manner where the plural subjects together affect each other). 
5 .3 .10 SIMULATIVE *igkin 
The simulative extension -igkin- is also mutually exclusive with most verbal extensions. It 
can be preceded by the reversive extension -t-. Possibly the form -igkin- is derived from 
two extensions. The causative extension -in- might be one of them. The extension with the 
form -kin- only occurs in the simulative extension. In some dialects it is only this form, 
-kin-, that marks the simulative extension. 
The simulative extension expresses the idea of someone pretending to perform the action 
or to be in the state expressed in the verb root. The formula for the verb stems combining 
with the simulative extension is given below. 
V --> V + SIM (igkin) 
I 
"pretend to V, cause the impression of V-ing" 
There are not many examples of verb stems that combine with the simulative extension, but 
the meaning of the derived simulative verb stem is very transparent. Simulative verb stems 
always combine with the middle voice, this is because the subject affects itself, it both 
performs and undergoes the pretending action. The following examples of simulative verb 
stems occur in Maasina. 
paamigkinaade 'to pretend to be eating' paamude 'to eat' 
pawigkinaade 'to pretend to be ill' pawde 'to be ill' 
waawigkinaade 'to pretend to be capable' waawde 'to be able' 
d'aanigkinaade, 
d'aantigkinaade 'to pretend to be asleep' d'aanaade 'to sleep' 
6urtigkinaade 'to be haughty, arrogant, 6urde 'to surpass' 
to pretend to be superior' 
The simulative extension in other dialects has different forms. The form in Aadamaawa is 
-kikin- according to Klingenheben (1963:210). Mohamadou (1985: 100) describes the 
forms -kin- or -ikin- for southern Aadamaawa. Sylla (1982: 117) also gives the form -kin-
for the simulative extension in Fuuta Tooro. In Gombe the form is -kin- or -ikin- (Arnott 
1970a:357). Like in Maasina, the Gombe simulative verb stems only combine with the 
middle voice inflections. 
5.3.11 REVERSIVE *it 
The extension with the form -it- or -t- is not always treated as one verbal extension. Some 
authors enumerate a number of homonymous extensions with this form. Arnott (1970a:334) 
distinguishes five different extensions that are morphologically identical. De Wolf 
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(1985b:209) describes the same five homonymous extensions for Nogaare, a Fulfulde 
dialect spoken in Western Niger. The following homonymous extensions are distinguished 
by Arnott and De Wolf. 
I -t:.. Reversive 
I -t- Repetitive 
m -t- Reflexive 
N -t- Retaliative 
V -t- Intensive 
Gnalibouly (1990) distinguishes two extensions with this form that are homonyms in 
Maasina, one reflexive extension -t- and one polysemous extension+ with the repetitive, 
reversive, and intensive meaning. 
Mohamadou (1985, 1988) lists six meanings for the reversive extensions in Aadamaawa. 
Some of these meanings are also found in the work of other authors, like repetition, 
inversion, and intensification.. Others are distinct, like the meanings "in detail", 
"comparative, increasing", and "change of state". One of his examples soppit- 'cut into 
pieces' seems to involve a combination of the repetitive and intensive meaning rather than a 
separate meaning "in detail" for the reversive extension -it-. Equally the verb stems hoy-
'be easy' and hoyt- 'be more easy' seem to be examples of the intensive meaning and not a 
separate "comparative, increasing" meaning for the reversive. The meaning indicating "a 
change of state/become" in 6aiwi 'be black' and 6alit- 'be blackened' is not expressed by 
the extension -it-. The verb 6allw- actually also means 'to become black'. It is only in 
combination with the stative conjugation that the verb means 'to be black'. The meaning of 
6alit- is more likely to imply the fact that something is made black again, as it was in a 
previous state. Of course the last hypothesis has to be checked against examples of 
sentences where the verb 6alit- is used in Aadamaawa. 
Klingenheben (1963: 187) only lists one verbal extension with the form +, to which he 
ascribes four different meanings, i.e. an intensive, repetitive, reversive, and reflexive 
meaning. 
In this study the extension -it- will be treated as one polysemous reversive extension. 
The derived verb stem can have different interpretations, such as the reversive, repetitive, 
and intensive meanings as represented in the formula below. 




"V again, V for the second time" 
"V repeatedly" 
"V intensively" 
The paraphrases given are all possible interpretations for the phrase "V back", representing 
one meaning that gets contextualized. The different interpretations of the meaning 
expressed by the reversive extension are linked. The best translation equivalent of the basic 
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meaning of the extension -it- seems to be the adverb "back". From this basic paraphrase of 
the reversive extension "V back" the polysemy of the extension can be easily demonstrated. 
The following list gives a schematic linking of the different interpretations of the reversive 
meaning. 
reversive, separative: V back, undo V 
repetitive, iterative: V back, V again, Va second time, V repeatedly 
intensive: V back, V repeatedly, V intensively 
The paraphrase "V back" can be interpreted in several ways. It can be interpreted as the 
undoing of an action, whereby the process expressed in the verb root is turned back. This is 
what is called the "reversive" in the literature. Some examples of the reversive extension 
given by Arnott (1970a:340-343) are the following: 
war-t-a 'come back' war-a 'come' 
meet-it-o 'take off a turban' meet-o 'put on' 
taar-t-a 'unwind' taar-a 'wind' 
1om-t-a 'open, uncover' 1ommb-a 'close, cover' 
se)J-t-a 'un-haft (hoe, axe)' se)Jg-a 'haft' 
fi6-t-a 'untie' fi6-a 'tie' 
sad'-(i)t-a 'be easier' sad'-a 'be difficult' 
Undoing an action is a possible interpretation of the extension -it-. The verb stem with this 
extension always expresses the fact that two things are separated away from each other. 
This is the reason why Schadeberg (1982) proposes the term "separative" for this extension 
in his description of (proto-)Bantu. The action expressed by the verb stem meetito, the 
unwinding of a turban can be paraphrased as the "winding back" of a turban (reversive), it 
can also be paraphrased as the separation of the turban from the head (separative). The 
following examples of separative-reversive verb stems occur in Maasina. 
soottude 'to sell' soodude 'to buy' 
1omtude 'to take away the lid' 1ommbude 'to cover with lid' 
6iltude 'to unhook, detach' 6ilde 'to hang on hook' 
fimtude 'to untie' fi6ude 'to tie' 
sentude 'to uncouple, de-link' seIJude 'to couple, link' 
duwtaade 'to loosen one's belt' duhaade 'to fasten belt' 
6::,::,rtaade 'to undress o.s.' 6::,::,rnaade 'to dress o.s.' 
1udditidde 'to open' 1uddude 'to close' 
sudditidde 'to remove cover, uncover' suddude 'to cover' 
When the extension -it- is interpreted as "to undo V" the derived verb stem expresses the 
converse or opposite action of the verb root without the extension, and two entiµes are 
taken away from each other. For example the verb 1om-t-ude 'to open', a lid is removed 
from a bowl, this is the reverse from 1ommbude 'to cover, close' where the lid is put on the 
bowl; 6il-t-ude 'to unhook' is the reverse of 6ilde 'to hang' where something is brought to 
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the hook; soot-t-ude 'to sell' is the reverse of the action expressed in soodude 'to buy'; 
duw-t-aade 'to loosen one's belt' is the opposite action from fastening one's belt, 
6::,::,r-t-aade 'to undress oneself describes the removal of clothes from the body. 
The paraphrase "V back" can also be interpreted as "V again", this happens in what is 
traditionally distinguished as the iterative or repetitive extension. The following examples 
of the repetitive (iterative) are provided by Arnott (1970a:341). 
mah-it-o 'rebuild' mah-a 'build' 
wii-t-a 'say again' wi1-a 'say' 
rem-t-o 'do a second hoeing' rem-a 'hoe' 
The verb mahit-o 'to build something again' implies that something has been destroyed or 
damaged, and the building is put back as it was before. The relation between "V back" and 
"V again" is also clear from the verb stem wiit- 'to say again' where something is repeated, 
played back, like it had been said before. 
From the reversive meaning "V back" to the repetitive meaning "V a second time" also 
there is only a small step, as in the verb remtude 'to hoe a second time'. The following 
verbs are examples showing a repetitive meaning expressed by the reversive extension in 
Maasina 
remtude 'to hoe a second time' remude 'to hoe' 
yimtude 'to sing for a second time' yimude 'to sing' 
samtude 'to be recovering (from illness)' samude 'to improve' 
yiitude 'to see again, find back' yiide 'to see' 
d'aantaade 'to sleep again' d'aanaade 'to sleep' 
saltaade 'to refuse again, what had been salaade 'to refuse' 
accepted before' 
The repetitive meaning of samtudle can be found in the paraphrase "to improve again (after 
illness)". Sometimes the repetition literally indicates a second time as in remtude 'to hoe, 
to cultivate a second time'. It can also be interpreted as 'to hoe again' but it has got this 
specific meaning in the agricultural setting of the Fulbe. 
The retaliative meaning, which some authors give to the extension -it- follows from the 
meaning of the verb to which it is attached, rather than from the extension itself. The 




'hit again, hit back' 
'kick back' 







The above examples can simply be paraphrased as fiita "hit back", latita "kick back" and 
jalta "laugh back". 
The semantic interpretation of "V intensively" from "V back" has to be made via the 
repetitive meaning "V again" of the extension -it-. The repetition of an action can imply a 
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stronger, more intense manifestation of the action or state expressed by the verb root. The 
following examples are reversive verb stems with an intensive meaning in Maasina. 
0daartude 'to look for, search' 0daarde 'to look' 
heltude 'to smash, shatter ' helde 'to break' 
tewtude 'to search for' tefude 'to look for' 
6urtude 'to be superior, be better' 6urde 'to surpass' 
foowtude,fowtude 'to rest' fa:>faade 'to breathe' 
The comparison of the verb yoppude 'to drop' in Maasina and yooft- 'drop' in Gombe 
shows an interesting difference in the use of extensions across dialects. Both verbs are 
derived from the verb stem yoof- 'release, leave, liberate, abandon (Zoubko 1980:543, 
Arnott 1970a:344). In Maasina the verb yoppude 'to drop' is formed with the intensive 
extension *1 causing a geminate final consonant. In Gombe the verb stem yooft- is formed 
with the reversive extension -t- that also expresses the intensive meaning. The intensive 
meaning can be expressed both with the more petrified intensive extension, and with the 
more productive reversive extension. 
Arnott (1970a:342) and Klingenheben ( 1963: 187) also list the reflexive meaning as one 
of the meanings of the extension(s) with the form -t-/-it-. This study rejects the reflexive as 
a possible meaning of the extension -it-. Arnott's examples of extended verb stems with a 
reflexive meaning do not have only the extension -t-/-it- added, they also involve a change 
in voice. The verb root from which the reflexive examples are derived are often in the 
active voice. The extended reflexive verb stems are in the middle voice. It is the middle 
voice that adds the reflexive meaning to the verb root, not the reversive extension. In the 
following list of verb stems, which Arnott gives as examples of the reflexive extension, the 
ending -a represents the active voice inflections, Arnott lists verb stems which combine 
with middle voice inflections with the ending -o. 
0daar-t-o 'look at oneself 0 daar-a 'look at' 
war-t-o 'kill oneself, commit suicide' war-a 'kill' 
jal-it-o 'laugh at oneself jal-a 'laugh' 
wol-it-o 'talk to oneself, talk secretly' wol-w-a 'speak, talk' 
7ug-it-o 'throw at in turn' 7ug-o 'throw at' 
yim-t-o 'sing to oneself yim-a 'sing' 
jam-it-o 'ask oneself jam-a 'ask' 
taj-it-o 'cut oneself taj-a 'cut' 
A verb stem like jalit-o 'laugh at oneself' can also be compared with the reversive 
(according to Arnott "retaliative") active verb stem jalt- 'laugh back at'. The addition of the 
middle voice will change the meaning in "laugh back at oneself'. The verb stem wolit-o 
combines with the reversive extension and the middle voice to form a meaning that can be 
paraphrased as "talk back at oneself'. The reflexive meaning in all the so-called reflexive 
verb stems can clearly be attributed to the middle voice. The middle voice inflections are 
used when the subject is affected by the event expressed in the verb stem, and the subject 
can be both the agent and the patient of the action expressed in the verb stem. 
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5.3.12 CAUSATIVE *in 
The causative extension expresses the idea that the subject causes the action or process that 
is expressed in the verb root. The semantic effect of the causative extension is represented 
in the following formula. 
V --> V + CAUS (in) 
I 
"cause V" 
The causative extension can have different forms in Maasina. The underlying form of the 
causative extension is *in. This form can be shortened to -n- after verb roots that end in a 
single consonant. When the sequence of the root final consonant followed by [n] is ill-
formed, then either the extension will keep its form -in- or assimilation will occur resulting 
in a geminate nasal [nn]. There are a few causative verb stems where, in addition to the 
extension -in-, the stem final consonant is also geminated. The gemination of the root final 
consonant is thought to be the intensive extension that combines with the causative in a 
restricted number of causative verb stems, as in the following examples. 
fammin- 0de 'to explain, make understand' faam-ude 'to understand' 
hebbin-0de 'to fill' heew-de 'to be much' 
la66in-Dde 'to make clean, purify' laa6-ude 'to be clean' 
pammin-0de 'to feed, make s.o. eat' paam-ude 'to eat' 
jollin-Dde 'to put down, put on sth.' j:,:,d'-aade 'to sit' 
cf annin-0de 'to put s.o. to sleep' cfaan-aade 'to sleep' 
Klingenheben (1963:200) assumed that the root final consonant gemination is an old 
causative form, the same as found in the intensive extension described in section 5.3.4. The 
root final consonant gemination cannot be explained phonologically, since the same 
consonant can combine with the causative extension without gemination. Most productive 
causative verb stems are formed without verb root final consonant gemination. 
yaaw-n-ude 'to hurry' yaaw-de 'to be fast' 
jam-n-ude 'to make accept, agree' ja6-ude 'to accept, receive' 
tiin-n-ude 'to make difficult' tiicf-1Ude 'to be difficult' 
doom-in-0de 'to cause to wait' doom-ude 'to wait' 
bonn-u-de 'to destroy' bon-ude 'to be bad' 
The forms -in-/-n- are described in the literature as allomorphs. Their distribution is 
complex. There are environments where the choice is obvious, for example the form -in-
occurs after stems ending in two consonants, the form -n- occurs after stems ending in a 
consonant that is [+continuant, +voiced] like {w, y, r, I}. The following examples show 










'to improve, ameliorate' 6ur-de 
'to cause to fly; shake (illness)' diw-de 
'to lead in prayer' juul-de 
'to hurt, make difficult' naaw-de 
'to make happy' sey-aade 
'to make live' wuur-de 









A [-voice, +continuant] consonant cannot occur in syllable final positions, i.e. it cannot 
precede another consonant. There are two strategies to prevent such an ill-formed sequence. 
Consider first the following examples of verb roots ending in [-voice, +continuant]: 
his-in-°<le 'to save' his-ude 'to escape danger' 
0 duus-in-"de 'to live many years' *0 duus-
leew-n-ude 'to make wet' leef-ude 'to be wet' 
6ey-n-rede 'to be born' 6ey-cfa 'mother with children' 
6ey-n-ude 'to give birth (humans)' 6es-cfo 'person with children' (Z) 
The first two examples above combine with the -VC- form of the extension -in-. In the last 
three examples the [-voice, +continuant] consonants {s, f} change to [+voice +continuant], 
thus becoming glides { w, y}. The combination with the form -in- seems more productive. 
The verb stem *6es- cannot be found as such in Maasina, it occurs always as 6ey-. Only 
dialectal comparison shows that the underlying root final consonant is (or was) [s]. A 
similar pattern can be found when the root final consonant is [-continuant]. A [-continuant] 
consonant cannot be found in syllable final position, i.e. it cannot occur before another 
consonant. Such an ill-formed sequence can be prevented by the occurrence of the vowel 
initial form -in- or by assimilation of the root final consonant to the form -n-. The final 
[-continuant] consonant in the following verb roots assimilates to the consonant -n- of the 
causative extension. 
donn-ude 'to drive' dog-ude 'to run' 
funn-ude 'to make sprout' fucf-ude 'to rise, sprout' 
honn-ude 'to found, establish' hocf-ude 'to settle' 
juunn-ude 'to lengthen, extend' juut-ude 'to be long' 
seenn-ude 'to make or call as witness' seed-ude 'to witness' 
wann-ude 'to cause s.o. do sth.' wacf-ude 'to do' 
luum-n-ude 'to cause to smell bad' luu6-ude 'to smell bad' 
6aan-ude 'to glue, put glue on' 6aat-ane 'a glued cardboard' 
suunn-ude 'to tame a horse' cuud-al 'a trot ( of a horse)' 
There are only a few verb roots ending in a single consonant that combine with the -VC-
form of the causative extension. The following examples show verb roots ending in a single 
obstruent which combine with the -in- form. 
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wub-in°de 'to steam' wub- 'throw, lance' 
la6-in°de, 
larn-n-ude 'to cause to shave' Ia6ude 'to shave' 
wood'-in°de, 
woonn-ude 'to make good, beautiful' woocfude 'to be good' 
jiim-in-aade 'to be pensive, dreamy' miijaade 'to think' 
The causative verbs derived from the stem w~~cf- 'be good, beautiful' and la6- 'shave' 
occur with both the -in- and the ·-n- form of the causative extension. The verb jiiminaade 
'be pensive, dreamy' occurs as jimmin-oo with a geminate consonant [mm] in other 
dialects (Zoubko 1980:269). The verb is also exceptional because a verb miijaade 'think' 
with a similar meaning seems to point to the fact that the consonants have undergone a 
strange change of position. 
The general impression is that the causative extension has the form -n- after roots ending 
in a single consonant, and it has the form -in- after verbal roots ending in two consonants. 
This distribution is disturbed only by a few exceptions, where the consonant could not 
precede the nasal [n]. For reasons that are not yet clear the root final consonant did not 
assimilate to the form -n-, but it combined with the form -in- of the causative extension. 
The following examples show that the causative extension has the form -in- without 
exception after verbal roots ending in two consonants. 
1an°d-in-'1<1e 'to inform, make known' 1an°d-ude 'to know' 
dejj-in-aade 'to keep silent, be silent' dejj--ude 'to be silent' 
darj-in-'1<1e 'to show respect, repute well' darj-ude 'to be respected' 
goll-in-0de 'to cause to work' goll-ude 'to work' 
hors-in-0de 'to love, cherish' hors-ude 'to be cherished' 
lamm-in-0de 'to make salty/sour' lamm-ude 'to be salty, sour' 
majj-in-0de 'to loose' majj-ude 'to be lost' 
mojj-in-lllde 'to make, fabricate' mojj-ude 'to be good' 
lugg-in-Rde 'to deeperu' lugg--ere 'a hole' 
wocfd'-in-0de 'to make go further away, wocfd'-ude 'to be far away' 
to cause progress' 
In view of the partial overlap with the causative meaning of the intensive extension, and the 
fixed number of verb stems that combine with both the intensive and the causative 
extension, it is necessary to conduct further research into the semantics of these two 
extensions. 
5 .3 .13 CO MIT A TIVE *id 
The comitative extension expresses the idea that the subject is made up of more than one 
individual who perform the action or process expressed in the verb root together. The 
plurality of the action of the verb can also indicate that the action of the verb is performed 
on all objects of the verb. There is no need to distinguish subject and object roles, because 
the comitative meaning can apply to both the subjects and the objects of the verb. The 
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meanings of verb stems with the comitative extension are represented in the following 
formula. 
V --> V + COM (*id) 
I 
"V all, V together" 
Amott (1970a:344-345) gives the first meaning the name associative, the second meaning 
he calls the comprehensive. Both extensions are treated as homonymous forms. De Wolf 
(1991) also distinguishes the associative and comprehensive extension. He defines the 
associative as the association of two or more agents or referents with the same verb. The 
comprehensive extension (De Wolf 1991:52) refers to "all" possible subjects when the verb 
root expresses a state or process. When the verb root is an action verb, the comprehensive 
meaning can refer to the subject or to the object (patient or goal), but not both 
simultaneously. In this study these two meanings are considered to be linked to the 
polysemous comitative extension *id. The allomorphs of the comitative in Maasina are -id-
, -d- and -::,-d-, as shown in the following examples. 
war-d-ude 'to come with s.o.' war-de 'to come' 
won°d-ude 'to be, live together' w::,n°de 'to be' 
yim0 d-ude 'to sing together' yim0 de 'to sing' 
nel-d-ude 'to send sth. with s.o.' nel-de 'to send' 
yii-d-ude 'to have the same parents, be the same' yii-de 'to see' 
waal-d-ude 'to pass the night with s.o. waal-de 'to pass the night' 
or without having eaten' 
1ar-d-aade 'to go in front, be first, lead' 1ar-an-Dde 'first' 
1an°d-id-idde 'to know all, come to know s.o.' 1an°d-ude 'to know' 
far-id-aade 'to put oneself in danger' farati 'danger' 
sey-::>-d-aade 'to be happy together' sey-aade 'to be happy' 
The form -id- occurs when the stem ends in two consonants, like 1an°dididde 'know all', 
which is also an example of the association of two or more objects with the verb stem. The 
form -::>-d- occurs in middle voice verbs like sey::>daade 'be happy together', which is also 
an example of the association of two or more subjects with the verb stem. The form -::>-d-
has the underlying form *id whereby the vowel assimilates to another underlying vowel *::, 
marking the middle voice. 
The verb faridaade seems to be derived from a noun f arati, this may explain why it 
does not combine with the form -::>-d- as other middle voice verbs do, and why it does not 
combine with the form -d- as other roots ending in a single consonant do. Perhaps the 
derivation is *farati-d-aade > *far(at)idaade > faridaade with haplology occurring 
because the sequence of three unstressed light syllables is not allowed. 
The comitative extension is considered to be polysemous, it can add the expression of 
"all subjects together" (associative) or the expressions of "all objects together" 
(comprehensive). 
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There is a relation of homonymy between the comitative extension and the circumstantial 
extension. The underlying form of the circumstantial extension is *ir but after stems ending 
in [I] or [r] the circumstantial extension has the form -d- because of a head-strengthening 
rule (see section 4.5.1). The following examples show the homonymy between the 
allomorph -d- of the comitative extension and the allomorph -d- of the circumstantial 
extension. 
'milk with' + 'milk all' 6ir-d-ude 
yar-d-ude 
haal-d-ude 
'drink with' + 'drink together with' 




The circumstantial derivation adds an additional association with an instrument or with a 
manner. The similarity and difference in meaning between the comitative and 
circumstantial extensions with the form -d- could be interpreted as follows: 
V + comitative: 
V + circumstantial: 
"V with another subject and/or with another object" 
"V with another circumstance (instrument, manner)" 
The comitative extensions -d-/-id- might historically be derived from the circumstantial 
extension -r-/-ir-. Synchronically the comitative and the circumstantial extension have to 
be distinguished, as shown in the following two sentences. 
hocf um narrataa ? 
what hear-CIRC-R.INCOMPL-you (SPro) 
With what do you hear? [answer: with your ear] 
6e nan°dii jimol 
they hear-COM-COMPL song 
Together they heard the song. 
The verb stem nanndude < *nan+*d+*ude 'hear together' which contains the comitative 
extension has a form that is different the verb narrude < *nan+*r+*ude 'to hear with sth.' 
combining with the circumstantial extension. So the circumstantial extension can have a 
clearly distinctive form from the comitative extension, even though the circumstantial can 
(through a phonological rule of onset strengthening) sometimes have the same form -d- as 
the comitative extension -d-. 
5.3.14 CIRCUMSTANTIAL *ir 
The circumstantial extension introduces arguments into the frame of a verb stem which 
expresses the manner in which the action of the verb is performed, or the instrument with 
which the action of the verb is performed. The meaning of the circumstantial extension is 
represented in the following formula. 
V --> V + *ir 
"V with (instrument/manner)" 
Klingenheben describes the extension -ir- as polysemous, its basic meaning being "modal". 
Mohamadou (1985:96) describes a polysemous extension -ir- as "circumstantial", its 
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polysemy is caused by the different arguments that it can link to the meaning expressed in 
the verb root: an instrument, a manner, a place, a time. The assumption of Arnott 
(1970a:348-353) and De Wolf (1991) that the modal and locative extension are homonyms 
is rejected here. Following Klingenheben and Mohamadou the assumption is that there is 
only one circumstantial extension, the context indicates whether manner, time, or place is 
the additional argument related to the verb. The allomorphs of the circumstantial extension 
are -ir-, -r-, -d-, and -:>-r-. The form-ir- occurs after the following verb roots. 
fij-ir-de 'to play with; commit adultery' fij-ude 'to play' 
ja6-ir-de 'to accept with, because' ja6-ude 'to accept' 
jaung-ir-de 'to learn with' ja~tg-ude 'to learn' 
wart-ir-de 'to bring back' war-de 'to come back' 
1in°d-ir-eede 'to be baptized with (a name)' 1in°de 'a name' 
The form -ir- occurs after verbal roots ending in two consonants and after single 
consonants that are more sonorant than -r-. The form-r- occurs after verbal roots ending in 
a single consonant that is less sonorant than [r], or that can assimilate to [r] if it is more 
sonorant. The form-r- occurs in the following circumstantial verb stems. 
waa-r-ude 'to be equal to, to be like' waa-de 'to resemble' 
woow-r-ude 'to be used to' w:,:,w-de 'to be used' 
fii-r-ude 'to hit with' fii-de 'to hit' 
rem-r-ude 'to cultivate with' rem-ude 'to cultivate' 
narr-ude 'to hear with' nan-ude 'to hear' 
naarr-ude 'to enter (of water)' naat-ude 'to enter' 
warr-ude 'to do because of' wacf-ude 'to do' 
tew-r-ude 'to look for by s.o., request s.o.' tef-ude 'to look for' 
The form -d- occurs after verb roots ending in a single consonant [r] or [l], as is shown in 




'to milk with' (also 'milk all') 
'to drink with' (also 'drink together with') 







The following sentence shows the syntactic and semantic similarity of the form -d- in wuldi 
'be hot with' (< wul-de 'be hot') and -r- in keewri 'be many with' (< heew-de 'be 
many'). 
kaa no naange wul-d-i e no duluuji keew-r-i, 
But how sun be hot-CIRC-R.COMPL and how winds be many-CIRC-R.COMPL 
mo yoor-aa yonki fuu 
he dry-NEG soul at all 
'But however hot the sun was and however many the whirlwinds were, 
he wouldn't dry his soul at all.' (Tioulenta 1980a:26) 
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The adverb of manner na 'how' requires the circumstantial extension -r- on the verb, which 
appears as the allomorph -d- after the stem wul-. 
Historically the form -a-r- has the underlying form -ir- which assimilated its unstressed 
short vowel to a following underlying vowel [a] of the middle voice. The middle voice 
marker only occurs fused with other morphemes. The hypothesis is that the form -a-r- is a 
merged form of both the middle voice and the circumstantial extension. This gives a more 
complicated semantic derivation than simply the addition of an instrumental or modal 




'to be sure of' 




'to take back' 
The circumstantial extension occurs often in the formation of nouns in Grade C. The 
circumstantial extension in these nouns indicates the manner in which the place or room is 
used, i.e. it indicates the purpose of the place or room. This analysis disputes the attribution 
of a locative meaning to the circumstantial extension. The long lists of nouns given by 
Arnott (1970:353) and De Wolf (1991:62-63) are meant to demonstrate the locative 
meaning of the circumstantial extension. The following examples are nouns with the 





'grazing pasture' ("place used for grazing") 
'mosque' ("place used for praying") 
'dancing room' ("room used for dancing") 
'dancing place' ("place used for dancing") 
dur-de 'to graze' 
juul-de 'to pray' 
wam-ude 'to dance' 
However, the locative meaning is expressed by the class markers, not by the circumstantial 
extension -ir-. The meaning "place, place outside" is associated with the NOE class. The 
meaning "room, place inside" is associated with the NDU class. This is also evident from 
the comparison of the words wamirdu 'dancing room' and wamirde 'dancing place'. The 
meaning of the circumstantial extension in grade C nouns is further discussed in section 
6.1.4. 
5.3.15 ALTRI-LOCATIVE *ay 
The extension -ay- should give little reason for controversy. But different descriptions of its 
name and the precise indication of its meaning are found in the literature. Gaden (1913:62) 
described the meaning of the extension -oy- as indicating a change of place. Klingenheben 
(1963:210) called a stem with the extension -oy- an altri-locative stem ("altrilokale 
Stamm"). He describes the action of such a verb as taking place in another place, different 
from where subject is located. Amott (1970a:356) calls the -oy- extension the distantive 
extension. He states that the distantive indicates that the action takes place at a distance, or 
originates from a distance, paraphrased with the adverb "yonder". Mohamadou (1985:93) 
also calls -oy- the distantive extension, but he describes its meaning differently. For him, it 
indicates that the action of the verb root is realized with movement. 
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The meaning described by Klingenheben implies all other meanings. If the action is 
performed in another place, it implies a distance between the subject and the place of 
action. If the action is performed in another place, it implies movement to that other place. 
The term altri-locative will be used, the meaning of this extension is represented in the 
following formula. 
V --> V + *ay 
I 
"V elsewhere, go V elsewhere" 
The following examples of altri-locative verb sterns occur in Maasina. 
dur-:,y-de 'to herd elsewhere' dur-de 
s:>m-ay-aade 'to do daily shopping' sam-aade 
'to herd' 
'to purchase' 
6:.1:.1m-:.1y-aade 'to go dress oneself (elsewhere)' 6:.1:.1rn-aade 'to dress oneself 
hrum-ay-aade 'to go to the market' luum-:.1 'a market' 




'after next' ( centre, Girnballa) 
'after next' (Duwansa) 
The form -:,w- occurs more in the periphery, the form -:>y- occurs in the centre of Maasina. 
5.3.16 DATIVE *an 
The dative extension is used frequently and productively to refer to the beneficiary. The 
extension has different names in the literature. Klingenheben ( 1963: 209) calls it 
applicative, Noye (1974:34, 185) calls it destinative, Arnott (1970a:353) calls it dative, 
Mohamadou (1985:94) calls it attributive, Gnalibouly (1990:67) calls it the addressative. 
There are no considerable differences in the descriptions of its meaning. The meaning of 
the dative extension is represented in the following formula. 
V --> V + DAT (an) 
I 
"V for (someone), on behalf of (someone), to (someone)" 
The following list of examples of dative verb sterns can be supplemented with numerous 





'to promise (s.o.)' 
'to say to (s.o.)' 
'to pass the day for (s.o.)' 
'to protect (s.o.) against, 







'to pass the day' 
'to be located' 
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Sometimes the difference in meaning is difficult to establish, especially if the verb root can 
also combine with an indirect object without the dative extension. The following two 
sentences contain the verb stem wiy- 'say' with and without the dative extension -an-
followed by an indirect and direct object. 
suka pulb 1;:,:1 wiy-an-i 
youth Pullo the say-DAT-R.COMPL him name village-FG 
'The young Pullo told him the name of the village.' (Tioulenta 1980a: 25) 
1aamadu wii m:1 S;) weet-ii fati ffi;) yah-a nokku 
Aamadu say-COMPL him if be morning+COMPL not he go-SUB place 
'Aamadu told him not to go anywhere in the morning.' (Tioulenta 1980a:30) 
The verb wiide 'to say' can combine with an indirect object without the dative extension. 
The impression is that the verb form wiyan- 'say to' with the dative is used in combination 
with an object (an utterance) that is considered to be useful information for someone. The 
form wii- 'say' without the dative is especially used when the object (utterance) involved is 
some kind of order (using the subjunctive or imperative). This is a tendency, not a strict 
rule. 
5.3.17 EXTENSIONS IN COMBINATION 
In Maasina examples of verb forms combining with up to two extensions have been found. 
De Wolf (1985) describes a number of verbal forms that combine four extensions in 
Nol)aare Fulfulde. The following sentence in the Fulfulde of NoIJaare contains a verb stem 
with four extensions. 
1o jam-t-id-ir-an-ii mo dewte makko fuu 1e baayimaare 
he ask-REV-COM-CIRC-DAT-COMPL him books his all with insolence 
'He begged him with insolence to have all his books.' (De Wolf 1985b:212) 
There is a certain order in the sequence of extensions. Some extensions, especially the rare 
ones, can only occur directly following the verb root. The more productive extensions have 
a canonical order. The (probably complex) extension -ondir- and -iukin- usually do not 
combine with other extensions. There are a few examples of the reversive extension -t-
preceding these extensions. The formula indicating the order of the extensions in the verb 
stem, as noticed in the combinations found so far, is represented below. 
-ASS 
-INCH 





-REV - RES - CAUS - COM - CIRC - DAT- ALT-
- SIM 
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The extensions (ASS, INCH, INT, EXHA, BRU, PART) can only occur directly following 
the verb stem. Only the more productive extensions (REV, RES, CAUS, COM, CIRC, 
DAT, ALT) can occur further away from the verb root. The order in which the extensions 
can occur is fixed. The simulative extension and the reciprocal extension are found in 
combination with the reversive extension, they also occur in the fixed order REV-SIM or 
REV-REC. Some examples of verb roots with a combination of two extensions are given 
below. 
fat- 'equal' +RES +CIRC > fa:>-0d-:,r-aade 'face sth., be opposite' 
beef- 'listen' +REV +RES > het-t-i0d-aade 'listen carefully' 
?:,:,I- 'yellow' +INCH +CAUS > 1ool-cf-in-Dde 'make yellow' 
w:>cf- 'red' +ASS +CAUS > woj-j-in-Dde 'make red' 
dar- 'stand' +REV +CAUS > dar-t-in-Dde 'rectify, correct' 
fin- 'wake up' +RES +CAUS > fin-0d-in-°OC 'wake someone up' 
hul- 'fear' +BRU +CAUS > hul-6-in-Dde 'frighten' 
In the Maasina data most extended verb stems have no more than two extensions. 
Considering the example of a verb stem with four extensions in NoIJaare, there does not 
seem to be a strict limitation on the number of possible extensions in a verb stem. 
5.4 CONWGATIONAL CATEGORIES 
In Fulfulde, the inflection of the verb is traditionally described as a system of verb forms in 
which verb stems are inflected with a large number of possible conjugational suffixes (see 
e.g. Gaden 1913, Labouret 1952, Arnott 1970a, Sylla 1982, Ka 1984, McIntosh 1984, 
Hilaire 1986, Endresen 1993b). The conjugational suffixes express conjugational 
categories, such as the exhortative, the relative completive, the middle subjunctive, the 
imperative etc. The majority of the conjugational categories is formed by a verbal suffix 
added to the verb stem. In addition, some specific conjugational categories combine with a 
modal adverb preceding the verb form. The verbal conjugational suffixes are considered to 
be fused morphemes. McIntosh (1984:6) uses the term VAP marker for the conjugational 
suffixes. VAP is the abbreviation for Voice-Aspect-Polarity, indicating the semantic 
content of these verbal suffixes. But these conjugational suffixes also convey information 
about mood and discourse perspective. In this thesis the abbreviation CS is used for the 
verbal conjugational suffixes, because the abbreviation VAPMD-marker for Voice-Aspect-
Polarity-Mood-Discourse marker would be too long. 
The result of treating the conjugational suffixes as monomorphemic is that Fulfulde 
grammarians enumerate about 30 strikingly similar conjugational morphemes. In a further 
analysis of the verbal suffixes in Maasina (section 5.5), it is demonstrated that these 
conjugational markers are not monomorphemic, but that these markers consist of several 
morphemes. These morphemes coincide with the semantic categories expressed in the 
conjugational verbal markers, as listed below. 
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active vs. middle vs. passive 
completive vs. incompletive 
affirmative vs. negative 
past vs. non-past (present) 
indicative vs. imperative vs. exhortative vs. subjunctive vs. indefinite 
emphatic (focused1 ) vs. non-emphatic 
relative (focalizing2 ) vs. non-relative 
The verbal markers must be polymorphemic, although phonological fusion has made the 
structure of the verbal markers very obscure. An analysis of their u~derlying structure 
should result in a more limited number of morphemes. However, the combinations of these 
morphemes, underlying the conjugational markers, are not very transparent. 
Therefore, for expository reasons, the description of the Maasina verbal system will first 
follow the traditional analysis of verbal conjugations. The verbal conjugations are treated 
separately, the different allomorphs of each marker are given with a few examples 
indicating the use and meaning of the marker in question. This description of the verbal 
conjugations will largely follow the terms used by McIntosh (1984) in her description of 
Kaceccereere. The focus lies on the phonological shape of the conjugational suffixes and 
their allomorphy. 
Following the listing of the many conjugational suffixes, an effort will be made to break 
up these conjugational suffixes into morphemes corresponding to the transparent semantic 
and syntactic categories, based on the McIntosh's description (1984:138). These 
conjugational suffixes expressing voice, aspect, polarity, mood, and discourse perspectives 
are probably not monomorphemic (see Mohamadou 1989, Endresen 1993b), also because 
the forms expressing different combinations of these semantic properties are so very 
similar. The names and abbreviations of the different conjugational suffixes that occur in 
the verb system in Maasina are given in the table below in alphabetical order. 
1 Focussed means that the verb containiing this marker recieves focus, it is emphasized. 
2 Focalizing means that the verb containing this marker indicates that tlb.e complement preceding the verb 
is focused. The verb is not emphasized itself, but the verb focalizes the preceding complement. This is 
sometimes also called pre-verb focus. 
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Conjugational categories in Maasina Fulfulde: 
1 COMPL -ii completive 
2 EXH -u exhortative 
3 INDEF -uma indefinite 
4 INCOMPL -an incompletive 
5 IMPsg -u-1 imperative singular 
6 IMPpl -re-1 imperative plural 
7 M.COMPL -ike, -iima middle completive 
8 M.EXH -;) middle exhortative 
9 M.INDEF -;,;,ma middle indefinite 
10 M.INCOMPL -:>t:> middle incompletive 
11 M.IMPsg -a-1 middle imperative singular 
12 M.R.COMPL -ii-1 middle relative completive 
13 M.R.INCOMPL -;,t;,:,-1 middle relative incompletive 
14 M.SUB -;,;,-1 middle subjunctive 
15 M.VF -i middle verb focus 
16 NEG -aa negative 
17 N.COMPL -aali, -aay negative completive 
18 N.INCOMPL -ataa negative incompletive 
19 N.M.COMPL -aaki negative middle completive 
20 N.M.INCOMPL -ataaka negative middle incompletive 
21 N.P.COMPL -aaka negative passive completive 
22 N.P.INCOMPL -ataake negative passive incompletive 
23 P.COMPL -aama passive completive 
24 P.INCOMPL -ete passive incompletive 
25 P.R.INCOMPL -etre-1 passive relative incompletive 
26 P.R.COMPL -aa-1 passive relative completive 
27 P.SUB -re-1 passive subjunctive 
28 P.VF -a passive verb focus 
29 R.COMPL -i-1 relative completive 
30 R.INCOMPL -ata-1 relative incompletive 
31 SUB -a-1 subjunctive 
32 VF -u verb focus 
The verbal marker of the past tense (PAST) does not form a conjugational category by 
itself, it appears only in combination with other conjugational suffixes. The past tense 
marker can co-occur with practically all indicative conjugations. The past tense marker is 
discussed separately in section 5.5.1.2. 
There are some differences between the labels given in this thesis to the verbal 
conjugational suffixes and the names of the V AP markers by McIntosh. The main deviation 
from McIntosh is that in this study the "stative" and the "progressive" are not treated as 
separate conjugations (McIntosh 1984:78). The form that characterizes the stative and 
progressive conjugation is the word 1ana. This morpheme is an independent word, not a 
verbal marker. The locative 1ana signals that the event expressed by the verb form which it 
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precedes takes place over a span of time, not in a single moment. The locative copula 
expresses duration when it combines with the subjunctive or the relative completive. In this 
thesis the stative and the progressive are not treated as separate conjugational categories. 
The progressive is analyzed as a combination of the subjunctive preceded by the locative, 
the stative is described as a combination of the locative and the relative completive (see 
section 5.4.2, section 5.4.8 and section 5.6.1.2). 
In this study conjugational markers which are otherwise unmarked for voice are 
understood to be in the active voice. The absence of the relative, which expresses the 
semantic notion of focalization of the element preceding the verb, indicates that no 
focalization occurs. McIntosh's overt term "general" for the non-relative is not used in 
naming the verbal conjugational suffixes. Both "general" and "active voice" are not 
employed because they are considered to be the unmarked values of voice and discourse. 
Because this study describes the Maasina dialect, and because there is no continuative 
imperative in Maasina, the terms "ordinary" and "continuative" are unnecessary 
distinctions in the description of the imperative markers. The imperatives in Maasina are 
the same as the "ordinary" imperatives in Kaceccereere. 
The term "emphatic" is replaced with verb focus, specifying that it is the verb that gets 
emphasis when it is combined with the verbal conjugational suffix with this name. The 
term completive is overtly indicated in the name "emphatic completive" by McIntosh. The 
completive notion is indeed present in this marker, here called verb focus. What is called 
the "vague incompletive" by McIntosh is called here the indefinite incompletive, or simply 
the indefinite. An example of the indefinite suffix for passive verbs (with the form *-eema 
in Kaceccereere) is not found in the Maasina data. 
For the naming of the verbal conjugational suffixes, only the most prominent 
characteristics of these suffixes a.re used. For the same reason the subjunctive is not labelled 
as incompletive, although McIntosh is right when she states that the semantic notion 
incompletive is expressed in the verbal conjugational suffix of the subjunctive. 
In sections 5.5.1 till 5.5.10 the allomorphy of the conjugational suffixes is described, 
with a brief indication of their function and meaning. The allomorphy is evident when the 
conjugational suffixes combine with other morphemes, such as the past tense marker, or 
pronouns. 
In Maasina, there are twelve conjugational categories characterized by the presence of 
final glottality in sentence final position. All verbal conjugational suffixes that are 
imperative, relative, and subjunctive are characterized by final glottality. The final glottality 
is marked in the examples given, but only when the verb form occurs at the end of a 
sentence. 
The verbal conjugations of the relative and subjunctive conjugations are characterized 
by inversion. These conjugations also group together because they share the characteristic 
of final glottality. Inversion in Fulfulde means that the subject pronoun follows the verb 
stem as a pronominal affix within the verbal word. This inversion takes place with certain 
personal pronouns only. The paradigms showing inversion are given for all the relevant 
conjugations characterized by inversion, because the forms of the inverted subject pronouns 
are not identical in combination with the different conjugations, and because the inverted 
subjects often lead to different allomorphs of the verbal markers. In general an inverted 
subject pronoun will cause shortening of the conjugational suffix. Inversion also means that 
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the initial consonant of the verbal stem will have a prenasalized voiced or a plosive 
voiceless consonant. 
5.4.1 IMPERATIVE 
There are three imperative conjugational suffixes. The imperative directed to one single 
person has a different form for the active voice verbs and the middle voice verbs. There is 
only one form of the plural imperative, directed to more than one person. The imperative 
forms are marked by final glottality. 
The imperative marker for the singular of active voice verbs (IMPsg) has three forms: 
-u, 0 (zero), and -in. The vowel [u] can be deleted when this deletion does not result in a 
violation of the syllable structure conditions. These are not violated when there is only one 
final consonant of the verb stem, and when this consonant is not an obstruent. The vowel -u 
is always deleted when the verb stem ends in a CVC structure and has in a sonorant as the 
final consonant as in the first example of the verb war 'come!'. 
IMPsg-u 
war, 1e ley juud'e 7am <fee-1 
come-IMPsg with in arms mme the-FG 
'Come into my arms!' 
When all the syllable structure conditions are met, but the structure of the verb stem is 
CVVC, then there is variation; the IMPsg conjugational suffix can be either there (-u) or it 
can be deleted (0, zero). In the following examples the CVVC verb stem does end in a 
single sonorant consonant, but the vowel [u] does not have to be deleted. This again is an 
indication that, although the syllable structure CVVC is possible, it is considered to be less 
well-formed than the CVC or CVV syllable structure. The vowel [u] remains to prevent the 
otherwise less well-formed syllable CVVC. 
IMPsg. allomorphy 0 (zero )/-u 
seed'a 
wait-lMPsg little 
'Wait a little!' 
doom-u seed'a 
wait-lMPsg little 
'Wait a little!' 
The IMPsg -u can never be deleted when the verb stem ends in two consonants, because a 
syllable structure condition says that the syllable coda can only take one consonant. 
IMPsg-u 
lonn-u liccere "de-1 
wash-IMPsg rag 
'Wash the rag!' 
the-FG 
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The vowel -u is also omitted when the imperative is followed by a vowel initial morpheme, 
such as the object pronoun -am 'me'. 
IMPsg 0 (zero) 
cecfcf::,, d::,::,m-am fa mi jeew::,y-a bammbarauke men 
Bozo wait-IMPsg-me so that I go look for-SUB Bambara our 
'Bozo, wait for me to look for our Bambara.' 
The morpheme -in occurs in the singular imperative form of verb stems with a -VC- form 
of the inchoative, reversive, and comitative extension. The same morpheme -in occurs also 
in the infinitive of verb stems that are combined with these extensions -icf-, -id- or -it-. 





1uddit-in dammugal, °gal 1uddit-aaki 
open-IMPsg door it be open-N.M.COMPL 
'Open the door, it is not open.' 
The verb stems 7udd-it- 'open' arid ma66-it- 'uncover' are enlarged with the extension -it-
and followed by the conjugati1onal suffix -in. The imperative adds this suppletive 
morpheme -in to the verb stem, to prevent the occurrence of a single obstruent in syllable 
final position. It is not clear why the suppletive morpheme -in is added here. A word final 
obstruent could also have been prevented by the form -u. The IMPsg form -u occurs in the 
form ma66-ut-u 'uncover' in the Fulfulde dialect of Gombe. The morpheme -in- also 
occurs in the infinitive of the verb 1uddit+in+de [1udditin°de] 'to open'. Here also, the 
form -in prevents the occurrence of an obstruent syllable finally. In the infinitive the form 
-in also prevents the occurrence of an ill-formed sequence of three unstressed light 
syllables. 
The morpheme -in occurring in infinitives and imperatives of verbs with stems ending in 
the extensions -icf-, -it- or -id- is probably a duplication of these extensions, where the final 
alveolar consonant changed into a nasal to meet the condition that the final consonant in a 
syllable should be sonorant. This resulted in the form -in. The suppletive form -in of the 
imperative singular should not be confused with the causative extension with the same form 
-in-. The verb stems with the homonymous causative extension -in- do not add this 
allomorph in the imperative and infinitive. This is because the causative extension -in- can 
occur word finally without violating the syllable structure conditions. 
IMPsg 0 (zero) 
hebb-in 
be full+INT-CAUS-IMPsg water pot that-FG 
'Fill that water pot.' 
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The stem heew- 'be full' combined with the intensive and the causative extensions to give 
the verb stem hebbin- 'fill'. The morpheme -in occurring in the imperative is identical in 
form to the causative -in-, but the distribution of the former -in is restricted and it does not 
display any additional meaning. The morpheme -in that occurs only in the imperative and 
infinitive of verb stems enlarged with an extension ending in an obstruent does not have a 
causative meaning. It appears to be present to avoid violations of the syllable structure 
conditions. 
The singular imperative for the middle voice (M.IMPsg) is formed by the mopheme -a. 
M.IMPsg -a 
war, j;1:Kf'-a dow k;1yd'e baaba ma d're-1 
come-IMPsg, sit-M.IMPsg on legs father your the-PG 




The conjugational suffix of the middle voice imperative singular has only one form, there 
are no allomorphs. 
The imperative marker has only one form in the plural: -ee (IMPpl). It combines with verb 
stems in both active and middle voice. The plural imperative conjugation requires the 
prenasalization of the initial consonant of the stem. This prenasalization normally occurs 
when the subject is plural, or when the subject follows the verb stem. Although no subject 
seems to be present, the second person plural to which this imperative is addressed might 
condition the prenasalization of the first consonant of the stem. It is also possible that the 
suffix -ee itself has to be interpreted as the second person plural subject, conditioning the 
initial prenasalization by its position following the verb stem. 
IMPpl-ee 
0d;1kk-er-ee kam sikk;1r;1 seed'a 
give-CIRC-IMPpl me sugar little 
'Give me a little of your (pl.) sugar.' 
The formation of the plural imperative of middle voice verbs is the same as the formation 
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In the plural imperative of the middle voice verb yin-aade 'to swim' there is no trace of a 
morpheme marking the middle voice. There is no form of the imperative for passive verbs. 
5.4.2 SUBJUNCTIVE 
The subjunctive has different conjugational suffixes for the active, middle and passive 
voice. The form of the subjunctive conjugational suffixes is characterized by final 
glottality. The subjunctive displays inversion. The Verb-Subject order occurs when the 
subject is -aa 'you' (2sg.), -en 'we' (lpl. inclusive) -:>D 'you' (2pl.). The forms of the 
subjunctive conjugational suffixes are given below. The function of the subjunctive in the 
three voices does not differ much. The subjunctive is used to express commands and 
exhortations, it can also be used to express purpose and permission (McIntosh 1984:141-3). 
The subjunctive expresses the fact that the speaker wants and expects the action expressed 
by the verb to take place. The subjunctive is required after certain modal particles that 
express obligation or necessity (cf. Arnott 1961). The negative of the subjunctive is formed 
by the sentence initial negative modal predicate pati, sometimes the words fati or wata are 
used. There is no special negative conjugational suffix for the subjunctive (McIntosh 
1984:58). 
The subjunctive marker attached to active verbs is formed by the suffix -a. The subjunctive, 
abbreviated as SUB has the allomorphs -a, u and 0 (zero). The examples below 
demonstrate the use of the subjunctive as a command, an exhortation, and expressing 
expectation. 
SUB -a; command 
pati m:l war-a-1 
not he come-SUB 
'He should not come.' 
SUB -a; expectation 
S:l naange fucf-ii, habiiba fin-a naat-a hagga 6ir-a-1 
when sun rise-COMPL Habiiba awake-SUB enter-SUB kraal milk-SUB-PG 
'When the sun has risen, Habiiba would wake up, enter the kraal and milk' 
(Labatut 1986a:37) 
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SUB -a; exhortation 
h;:)m;:) fu1 ha6-an-a h;:);:)fE mun 
who all fight-DAT-SUB head his 
'Everybody should fight for himself.' 
Certain modal predicates require the subjunctive, the example below expresses obligation 
with the adverbial phrase S;:) wanaa. 
SUB -a with s;:, wanaa; obligation 
s;:, wanaa ID;:) war-a-1 
if be-N he come-SUB-FG 
'He has to come.' 
The combination of the subjunctive conjugational suffix with the locative 1ana is described 
in the literature as the progressive conjugation. The locative expresses the duration, the on-
going aspect of the event. In combination with the locative, the subjunctive expresses 
expectation. When an event is expected, it still has to take place. This makes the meaning 
of the subjunctive in a non-indicative mood very similar to that of the incompletive in the 
indicative mood. 
SUB -a with locative; expected on-going action 
gite maa cfee 1ana njalbit-a h;:)D;:) ndiyam kalJIJE kalana-1 
eyes your the LOC sparkle-SUB like water gold Kalana-FG 
'Your eyes are sparkling like the golden waters of Kalana.' 
All the above examples are given with a 3rd person subject. When a verb form in the 
subjunctive occurs with the 2sg., lpl. incl. and 2pl. personal pronouns as subject, inversion 
occurs. The subject is then a verbal suffix. And verbal suffixes alter the form of the 
conjugational suffix. The allomorph of the subjunctive conjugational suffix of the active 
voice is 0 (zero) when the subject follows the verb stem as a pronominal suffix. The 
specific forms of the subject pronouns and the allomorphs of verbal suffixes occurring 
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'I should give' 
'you sg. should give' 
'he/she should give' 
'we excl. should give' 
'we incl. should give' 
'you pl. should give' 
'they should give' 
When the forms of the subjunctive for the 1 +2 and 2 person plural occur in utterance final 





'we incl. should give' 
'you pl. should give' 
The form of the object pronoun for the second person singular in the subjunctive of the 
actilve voice can be both -e 'you' and maa 'you'. The object pronoun -e 'you' can only 
appear when no other verbal suffix occurs. The object pronoun -e 'you' therefore does not 
occur in the inverted forms. When the object pronoun -e does occur the verbal 
conjugational suffix of the subjunctive -a is reduced to 0 (zero). 
SUB 0 zero; in order to, so that 
jannaa, cf al, mi tin°din-e seecfa b woni 1e bittol 
now leave-IMPsg I e,i:plain-SUB-you little what be-R.COMPL with leaving 
'Now stop (talking), so that I explain to you about leaving.' (Tioulenta 1980a: 10) 
McIntosh (1984:249) doubts the usefulness of a distinction of mood between indicative and 
non-indicative, because there is no obvious morphological exponent that distinguishes the 
two, and because the subjunctive seems to straddle the two moods. When the subjunctive 
expresses some kind of obligation, it is clearly non-indicative, like the imperative and the 
exhortative. When the subjunctive is used in the narrative or when it is used in combination 
with a locative to express an on-going action, it seems to have an in,dicative meaning. The 
latter impression might be wrong. An indication that the subjunctive is non-indicative is the 
fact that the past tense marker, which only combines with indicative verb forms, is not 
compatible with the subjunctive. Sentences where the locative and the subjunctive together 
express an ongoing action or process substitute the verbal conjugational suffix of the 
subjunctive with that of the relative incompletive when the past tense marker -na is 
attached. 
Conjugational categories 
R.INCOMPL + PAST (no SUB+ PAST!) 
sukaa6e 1ana jal-an-n:,:,-1 
children 10C laugh-R.INCOMPL-PAST-FG 
'The children were laughing.' 
being the past of SUB 
sukaa6e 1ana jal-a-1 
children LOC laugh-SUB-FG 
'The children are laughing.' 
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The past tense marker -n=> provides a good criterion for the distinction between indicative 
and non-indicative moods: only verb forms in the indicative mood can refer to events in the 
past. 
In the middle voice the subjunctive (M.SUB) is formed by the suffix-=>=>. The allomorphs 
of the subjunctive conjugational suffix for the middle voice are -=>=> and -=>. The following 
example shows a use of the subjunctive to express the idea that the subject is expected to sit 
down. 
M.SUB -=>=>; exhortation 
1 => j:,:><f-:,:,-1 
he sit-M.SUB-FG 
'He should sit down.' 
The allomorph -=>=> of the subjunctive conjugational suffix in the middle voice occurs word 
finally. The following example shows the middle voice subjunctive with a modal predicate 
expressing obligation. 
M.SUB -=>=> with sanaa; obligation 
sanaa m:> j=>:>0-=>=> d':,:,-1 
if-be-NEG he sit-SUB here-FG 
'He has to sit here.' 
The allomorph of the middle voice subjunctive is -=> when it occurs in combination with 
other verbal suffixes. This is the case when the 2sg., lpl. incl. and 2pl. personal subject 
pronouns are pronominal suffixes. 
SV and VS order in the middle voice subjunctive 
singular 
1 mi gaaj-:,:,-1 'I should converse' 
2 0gaaj-:,-d'aa-1 'you sg. should converse' 
3 m:, gaaj-:,:,-1 'he/she should converse' 
plural 
1 min °gaaj-=>:>-1 'we excl. should converse' 
1+2 0gaaj-:,-d'en-1 'we incl. should converse' 
2 0 gaaj-:,-d' :,n-1 'you pl. should converse' 
3 6e ngaaj-:,:,-1 'they should converse' 
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As explained above, the subjunctive does not combine with the past tense marker. The 
following example shows that an ongoing action or process, expressed in the present with 
the locative and the subjunctive, uses the middle relative completive for the past. 
M.R.INCOMPL + PAST (no M.SUB + PAST!) 
? ;)ffi;) fill-:lb-n;>;>_? 
LOC+he/she tell-M.R.INCOMPL-PAST-FG 
'He was telling a story'. ["Il racontais."] 
In the passive voice form of the subjunctive (P.SUB), the marker is -ee. The allomorphs of 
the subjunctive conjugational suffix for the middle voice are -ee and -e-. The distribution is 
quite similar to the other subjunctive markers. The allomorph -ee occurs in word final 
position. The examples below show the subjunctive in combination with the locative, 
forming the progressive conjugation. 
P .SUB -ee with locative; ongoing action 
mi nan-ii 1in°de maa 1ana n::><ld-ee-1 
I hear-COMPL name your LOC call-P.SUB-FG 
'I heard your name being called.' 
P,SUB -ee with kanaa; obligation 
kanaa m;> naIJ"g-ee-1 
MP he catch-P.SUB-FG 
'He must be caught.' 
The allomorph -e of the passive subjunctive conjugational suffix occurs when other verbal 
suffixes attach to the verb form, like in the inverted VS of the 2sg., lpl. incl. and 2pl. 
subject pronouns. 
SV and VS order in the passive voice subjunctive 
singular 
1 mi wiy-ee-1 'I should be called' 
2 mbiy-e-cfaa-1 'you sg. should be called' 
3 m;> wiy-ee-1 'he/she should be called' 
plural 
1 min mbiy-ee-? 'we excl. should be called' 
1+2 mbiy-e-cf en-1 'we incl. should be called' 
2 mbiy-e-cf ;>n-1 'you pl. should be called' 
3 6e mbiy-ee-1 'they should be called' 
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An ongoing action or process substitutes the passive subjunctive with the passive relative 
incompletive when the event referred to took place in the past. The reference to a moment 
in the past is expressed by the past tense marker -naa. 
R.INCOMPL + PAST (no P.SUB + PAST!) 
suka ?ana bat-ete-na;J-1 
child LOC wash-P.R.INCOMPL-PAST-FG 
'The child was being washed.' ["On lavais l'enfant."] 
being the past of: 
P .SUB -ee with locative; ongoing action 
suka 1aa 1ana bat-ee-1 
child the LOC wash-P.SUB 
'The child is being washed.' 
In conclusion it can be stated that the underlying forms of the subjunctive are *a for active 
voice verbs, *aa for middle voice verbs and *ee for passive voice verbs. The vowel [a] of 
the active forms is deleted before vowel initial verbal clitics, such as the inverted subject 
pronouns and the object clitic -e 'you (sg)'. The vowel of the middle and passive forms is 
shortened when they occur before an inverted subject pronominal suffix that forms a heavy 
syllable. 
5.4.3 VERB FOCUS 
The verb focus is called the emphatic past by Arnott ( 1970a: 267) and the emphatic 
completive by McIntosh (1984: 134). The verb focus is used to emphasize the verb form. It 
can express contrastive and affirmative focus. Often the term "really" [ vraiment] is added 
in the translations of forms with verb focus. The verb focus emphasizes the fact that the 
action or process expressed in the verb really took place. It is therefore not strange that the 
verb focus can only be found in the completive aspect. 
The allomorphs of the verb focus of active voice verbs (VF) are -u and 0 (zero). 
VF-u 
1a fiy-aay suka 1a, 1a wall-u ma 
he beat-N.COMPL child the he help-VF it 
'He didn't beat the child, he HELPED it!' 
S;J wan miil-cfo haala mun kaal-mi, mboof-u 
if is think-CL word his speak-R.COMPL-I err-VF 
'If there is someone who thinks it is his word that I'm telling, he is MISTAKEN!' 
(Tioulenta 1980a:6) 
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The allomorph -u of the Verb Focus can be deleted when syllable structure conditions are 
not violated. The following sentences are identical in meaning. The [m] is allowed to occur 
in syllable final position, therefore the VF allomorph -u can (but does not have to) be 
deleted. 
VF allomorphy -u, 0 (zero) 
7:> paam tan 
he eat-VF only 
'He has only EATEN!' 
1:> war tan 
he come-VF only 
'He has only COME!' 
= 
= 
1:, paam-u tan 
he eat-VF only 
1-:, war-u tan 
he come-VF only 
The verbal marker -u does not only occur when the verb stem final consonant is an 
obstruent (as in the examples below), it can also occur when the stem final consonant is a 
sonorant (as in the examples above). Coda weakening will occur when the vowel [u] is 
deleted after an obstruent final verb stem. 
VF allomorphy -u, 0 (zero) 
1-:, hem tan 
he get-VF only 
'He has only GOT (it).' 
1:> wan tan 
he do-VF only 
'He has only DONE (it).' 
= 
= 
1-:, he6-u tan 
he get-VF oruy 
1-:, wacf-u tan 
he do-VF only 
The obstruents [6] and [cf] are not allowed in syllable final position, they become nasal due 
to coda weakening rules. 
The verb focus marker for the middle voice (M.VF) has the form -i, as is shown in the 
following example. 
M.VF-i 
cfaan-i na, naa 1a cfaan-t-iJJkin-t:>:>-cf:> 
you sg sleep-M.VF qp or you sleep-REV-SIM-M.R.INCOMPL-CL 
'Are you really ASLEEP, or are you pretending to be asleep?' 
Examples of sentences with contrastive stress on the verb were often translated into 
Fulfulde with participles. The above sentence should be compared to the next example 
which contains a similar message. 
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cfaan-ii-cf;:, na, naa 1a cfaan-t-iukin-b;:,-cf;:, 
you sg sleep-M.R.COMPL-CL qp or you sleep-REV-SIM-M.R.INCOMPL-CL 
'Are you asleep, or are you pretending to be asleep?' 
There is a slight difference in meaning between the two sentences which is expressed by 
the word "really" in the translation of the previous example. 
The passive-voice verb-focus marker (P.VF) has the form -a, as shown in the following 
example. 
P.VF-a 
mi h;:,kk-a cfum, mi wan-aa lubb-aa-cf::, cfum 
I give-P.VF it I be-NEG lend-P.R.COMPL-CL it 
'It was GIVEN to me, it was not lent to me.' 
So the forms of the verb focus are -u or 0 (zero) for the active voice, -i for the middle 
voice, and -a for the passive voice. 
5.4.4 EXHORTATIVE 
The exhortative is called the desiderative by Arnott (1970a:51). McIntosh (1984:141) 
introduced the term exhortative which is also used in this study. The exhortative combines 
with only active and middle voice verbs. It expresses a kind of exhortation, which is 
however more like a wish (see section 5.5.6) than the meaning of exhortation which can be 
expressed by the subjunctive (see section 5.4.2). The form of the exhortative for active verb 
forms (EXH) is -u. The first example is a fixed expression, said as a prayer for a child on its 
name-giving day. 
EXH-u 
1alla wuur-n-u m;:,, bark-in-a m;:, 
God live-CAUS-EXH him/her bless-CAYS-SUB him/her 
'May God give him/her a long life, and bless him/her'. 
?rn koot-u 
we incl. go home-EXH 
'Let's go back, let's go home.' 
The allomorph of the exhortative of the active voice is zero when the verb stem final 
consonant is allowed syllable finally. The form of the exhortative is also zero if an active 
verb stem combines with the object pronoun -e 'you sg.'. The particle y;:, 'that, may' often 
precedes the exhortative conjugation. 
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EXH0 (zero) 
y;:, 1alla bark-in m::> y:> 1alla reen-e 
that God bless-CADS him/her that God protect-you 
'May God bless him/her.' 'May God protect you' 
The active form of the exhortative (EXH) is homonymous with the marking for the active 
ver1b focus (VF). The active form of the exhortative only differs from the active imperative 
singular (IMPsg) in that the imperative is marked by final glotallity. There is only a clear 
difference in form between the middle and passive verb forms of these conjugational 
suffixes. 
The form of the exhortative for the middle voice is -:>. The first sentence is a fixed 
expression that is pronounced when somebody has died. 
M.EXH-:> 
y:, 1alla hinn-:> m:> 
may God take care-M.EXH 
'May God take care of him/her.' 
y:> 1a reen-:> 
him/her may you guard oneself-M.EXH 
'May nothing bad happen to you' 
There is no form of the exhortative in the passive voice. The passive voice and the 
exhortative are semantically incompatible in Fulfulde because the patient argument of a 
verb can not be urged to undergo the action or process of the passive verb. Only the agent 
can be urged to do something. So the exhortative can only combine with active voice and 
middle voice verbs where the subject is also the agent. The forms of the exhortative are -u 
and 0 (zero) for the active voice and-:> for the middle voice. 
5.4.5 INCOMPLETIVE 
The incompletive conjugations indicate that the action or process expressed by the verb is 
not completed. Usually it expresses habitual events and events that take place in the future. 
The incompletive marker for the active voice (INCOMPL) is the same as the general 
incompletive marker described by McIntosh (1984: 126). Its form is -an when no other 
verbal suffixes are present. It is frequently realized as a nasalized vowel, like all word final 
vowel-nasal sequences. 
INCOMPL -an [-a]; habitual and future 
pannde fu1 m:, yar-an k:>sam 
day all she drink-INCOMPL milk 
'Everyday she drinks milk.' 
yiilt-a, 1a yiy-an lo ?annd-u-cfaa 
walk around-M.IMPsg you see-INCOMPL what know-R.COMPL-you 
'Walk around, you'll see what you know.' 
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The allomorphs of the incompletive marker (INCOMPL) -et-, -t-, -am- closely resemble 
the allomorphs of the relative incompletive marker (see section 5.4.6). The allomorph -et-




'I will beat you.' 
This allomorph can be shortened to -t- when it follows a verb stem enlarged with an 
extension that ends in a sonorant consonant. 
INCOMPL-t-
mi jau°gin-t-e 0gol faa mbaaw-aa fade maa 1immaa-de 
I teach-INCOMPL-you it so that can-SUB you before you leave-INF 
'I will explain it to you, so that you will be knowledgeable before you leave.' 
If the stem is expanded with a verbal extension, but the final consonant is an obstruent, then 
the vowel initial marker of the INCOMPL is used. 
INCOMPL -et-
mi tippit-et-e babn 
I throw-REV-INCOMPL-you ball 
'I will throw you the ball once more.' 
Before the object pronoun m;:, 'him/her', the incompletive marker has the form -am-. 
INCOMPL -am-
mi fiy-am m;:, 
I beat-lNCOMPL him/her 
'I will beat him/her.' 
The morpheme of the incompletive has the form -an- when it occurs before the past tense 
marker -n;:,. The incompletive combines with the short form -n;:, of the past tense marker. 
INCOMPL -an with past tense; uncompleted action in the past 
7;:, seer-an-m m;:, 
he divorce-lNCOMPL-PAST her 
'He divorced her.' 
7;:, wii 7a war-an-m 
he/she say+COMPL you come-INCOMPL-PAST 
'He has said you would come' 
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The possibility of the combination of the incompletive marker with the past tense marker 
confirms the meaning expressed as incompletive, not as present or future. The past tense 
marker only changes the point of reference to the past, so at the moment in the past ref erred 
to, the coming of the you-person in the second sentence, and the divorce in the first 
sentence, had not been completed. 
The underlying form of the incompletive marker is *-at-·, all other forms can be derived 
by applying phonological rules. The derivation of the allomorphs of the incompletive 
marker (INCOMPL) is summarized below. 
*at> an / # 
*at> an / n 
*at> am / m 
*at> et / e 
syllable final *[t] becomes sonorant [n] 
total assimilation of syllable final *[t] 
total assimilation of syllable final *[t] 
total assimilation of unstressed short *[a] 
~at> t /in loss of vowel *[a] in a sequence of three unstressed light 
syllables, preceded by a verbal extension 
In the middle voice, the allomorphs of the incompletive marker (M.INCOMPL) are -ab 
and -b. The allomorph -b only occurs after a verb stem which is enlarged by a verbal 
extension with a VC form. The form -ab is used elsewhere. 
M.INCOMPL -b 
sa 7a sippit-ii kasam makka, 7a wirfitit-b cuucfi7 
If she sell-REV-COMPL milk her she return-REV-M.INCOMPL houses-PG 
'If she has sold her milk, she will return home.' 
M.INCOMPL -ab 
he/she sit-M.INCOMPL 
'He will sit down.' 
ma fill-ab 
he/she tell-M.INCOMPL 
'He will tell (a story).' 
The middle voice incompletive marker has the form -ab when it combines with the short 
form na of the past tense marker. 
M.INCOMPL *ab with PAST na 
m:, 6aar-n-ab-na na ? 
he/she dress-CAUS-M.INCOMPL-PAST qp 
'Did he dress himself?' 
m:, fill-an-b-m 7aan pillol 
he/she teU-DAT-M.INCOMPL-PAST him/her story 
'He would tell him a story.' 
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In the second example, the first vowel of the underlying form of the middle voice 
completive marker *:>fa is deleted after a verb stem with a -VC- extension because the 
extension and the conjugational suffix *:>t:> cannot form a sequence of three light syllables 
without one of the light syllables being stressed. Such a sequence is ill-formed in Fulfulde. 
The short vowel of the light syllable in the middle is deleted to form a sequence of a heavy 
syllable followed by a light syllable (see section 4.2.2). Thus the sequences *:,n-:>fa < 
*an-:>fa and *it-:>fa become -:>nt:> and -itfa, resulting in the predictable allomorph -fa. 





'The history will be heard.' 
sukaa6e fire b:>tete na 
children the wash-P.INCOMPL qp 
'Will the children be washed?' 
The sequence of three light syllables nanete 'will be heard' is not shortened to *nan-te 
here. The first of the three short syllables is stressed. The first vowel of the passive 
incompletive marker -ete is deleted in the following example: 
P.INCOMPL -te 
ng:>:>waare fijir-te 
ball play with-P.INCOMPL 
'The ball is played with.' 
Again it seems that the verb stem has to be enlarged with a verbal extension -VC- to cause 
the deletion of the first vowel of the passive incompletive marker (P.INCOMPL). The 
conclusion is therefore that the underlying form of the passive incompletive marker is *ete, 
with a shortening rule occurring in a sequence of three unstressed light vowels. I have no 
example of a combination of the passive incompletive with the past tense marker. 
5.4.6 RELATIVE INCOMPLETIVE 
The relative incompletive marker (R.INCOMPL) has a large number of allomorphs. The 
allomorphs of the R.INCOMPL are -ata, -ta, -et-, -:>t-, -ay-, -an-, -am- . The relative 
incompletive marker is characterized by final glottality. The meaning of the relative 
incompletive marker (R.INCOMPL) only differs in its discourse function from the 
incompletive marker (INCOMPL). The relative incompletive form is used to put the first 
constituent in focus. This can be a noun phrase, a locative or a question word. Question 
words always have focus and are followed obligatorily by a relative verb conjugation. The 
incompletive indicates that the action of the verb is not completed. The full form -ata, also 
the underlying form of the relative incompletive, is used when there are no other verbal 
suffixes following the verb form. This means that the subject precedes the verb, and no past 
tense marker or object pronoun is attached to the verb. 
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R.INCOMPL -ata; habitual 
hud':J 1e lamd'am 1e 0diyam 6e tef-ata hitaa0de fu-1 
grass and salt and water they search-R.INCOMPL year all-PG 
'It's grass, salt and water that they search for every year.' 
The form -ta is also used when no subject pronoun, object pronoun or past tense marker 
follows the verb form. The difference in distribution between the marker -ata and -ta is that 
the latter occurs only and obligatorily following verb stems enlarged with a -VC- extension. 
R.INCOMPL -ta; habitual 
kod'um soot-t-in-ta ful6e w:Jd'ee6e daabaaji mun1en ? 
what buy-REV-CAUS-R.INCOMPL Fulbe red animals their 
'What makes the nomadic Fulbe sell their animals?' 
The verb stem s:J::>d- 'buy' in the verb form soottinta 'habitually causes to sell' is enlarged 
with the reversive extension -t-and the causative extension to form the verb stem soottin-
'to cause to sell'. The verb stem S:J:Jtt- is often pronounced with a short vowel to avoid the 
less well-formed CVVC syllable structure. The initial vowel in the verbal marker -ata is 
not lost when it follows the verb root directly. 
R.INCOMPL -ata 
ma0de ffi;) war-ata 
when he come-R.INCOMPL 
'When will he come?' 
The verb form warata 'will come' is not shortened to *warta because the first syllable is 
stressed. The relative incompletive marker combines with the long form -n:J:J of the past 
tense marker. In combination with the past tense marker -n:J:J, the final consonant of the 
relative marker -at- assimilates to the first consonant of the past tense marker, resulting in 
the allomorph -an-. 
R.INCOMPL -an- with past tense; simple past 
dewtere m:J win°d-an-n:J:J-1 
book he/she write-R.INCOMPL-PAST-FG 
'It's a book that he wrote.' 
In combination with the object pronouns the relative marker takes the form -ata except 
when it combines with the object pronoun -e 'you (sg.)'. This object pronoun behaves as a 
clitic, shortening the relative marker to -at- and assimilating its vowel to -et-. 
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R.INCOMPL -et- with object pronoun -e 'you sg' 
ma0de debb::> h::,kk-et-e lo paam-etee ? 
when woman give-R.INCOMPL-you what eat-P.R.INCOMPL 
'When will the woman give you (sg.) something to eat?' 
The other object pronouns are not clitic, they do not shorten the relative marker to -at-. For 
this reason all object pronouns except the 2nd person singular -e. are written as separate 
words, detached from the verb form. Below, an example with the object pronoun 1::,n 'you 
pl.' is given. 
R.INCOMPL -ata with object pronoun 7::,n 'you pl.; future 
ma0de debb::> h::,kk-ata 1::,n k::, paam-etee 
when woman give-R.INCOMPL you pl. what eat-P.R.INCOMPL 
'When will the woman give you (pl.) something to eat?' 
The relative conjugations are characterized by the inversion of certain subject pronouns. 
When the inverted subject pronouns follow the relative marker, this results in different 
allomorphs. The vowel of the shortened relative marker -at- assimilates to the inverted 
subject pronouns -en 'we (inclusive)' and-::>n 'you (pl.)', thus the allomorphs -et- and-::>t-
arise. Before the inverted subject pronoun -mi the final consonant of the relative marker 


















'I shall give' 
'you sg. will give' 
'he/she will give' 
'we excl. shall give' 
'we incl. shall give' ? 
'you pl. will give' 
'they will give' 
The forms k::,kketen 'we shall give' and k::,kk::,t::>n 'you shall give' are mostly pronounced 
with a nasalized vowel because a VN sequence in word final position is phonetically 
realized as a nasalized vowel in Maasina, unless special stress falls on the word or a very 
careful and slow speech style is used. The allomorphy of the relative incompletive 
conjugational suffix (R.INCOMPL) is summarized below. 
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*ata > ta 
*ata > at 
*ata > an 
*ata > am 
*ata > et 
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vowel deletion after -VC- extension 
vowel deletion before subject affix 'you sg.' 
vowel deletion and assimilation of *t before PAST 
I -mi vowel deletion and assimilation of *t before subject affix 'I' 
I _ -e(n) vowel deletion and assimilation *a before object affix -e 
'you sg.' and before clitic subject pronoun -en 'we incl.' 
/ EXT_ V vowel deletion after -VC- extension and vowel 
deletion before vowel initial pronominal affix 
*ata > ata / elsewhere 
The underlying form of the relative completive conjugational suffix is *ata when 
combining with active verbs. 
The verbal marker for the middle voice relative incompletive (M.R.INCOMPL) has the 
allomorphs -;:,b::,, -;:,b-, -t;:,;:,, -b, -otoo- and -too-. The first vowel of the conjugational 
suffix *;:,t;:,;:, is deleted when the verb stem ends in a verbal extension with the form -VC-. 
M.R.INCOMPL -fa;:,; future 
jooni 6e c;:,m-;:,y-t::,::,-1 
now they shop-ALT-M.R.INCOMPL-FG 
'It's now that they will go shopping!' 
The allomorphs that only differ from the other allomorphs in A TR value of the vowel 
(-otoo- and -too-) occur when they are followed by a verbal suffix that contains a vowel 
that is [+ATR] in the verbal word. The only [+ATR] verbal suffix that can follow within 
the verbal word is the subject pronoun of the first person singular -mi. This allomorph 
occurs because of the inversion that occurs in the verb form of the middle voice relative 
incompletive. In the relative incompletive the subject pronouns of the 1st and 2nd person 
singular and of the 1st (incl.) and 2nd person plural follow the verb stem. The allomorphs 

















fie 0 gaaj-;:,t;:,:,-1 
'I shall converse' 
'you sg. will converse' 
'he/she will converse' 
'we excl. shall converse' 
'we incl. shall converse' 
'you pl. will converse' 
'they will converse' 
In the inverted forms, the long vowel in the verbal marker *;,fa;:,_ shortens when it is 
followed by a verbal affix that constitutes a heavy syllable. The form -;:,b- occurs before 
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the eve or evv subject pronouns -cfaa (2sg.), -<fen (1+2pl.) and-cf;1n (2pl.). The subject 
pronouns -cf en and -cf ;1n are mostly pronounced with a nasalized vowel as -cfe and -cf 5. 
The middle relative incompletive marker -;1b- combines with the long form -n;1;1 of the 
past tense marker. When the verbal marker combines with the past tense, the vowel length 
occurs on the past tense marker. 
M.R.INeOMPL -;1b- with PAST 
maay;1 °g;1;1 1 ;1;1, m;1 soynorike toon jamaa1 
time he arrive-R.INCOMPL-PAST river the that he perceive-M.COMPL there crowd 
'When he arrived at the river, he saw a crowd in the distance.' 
The allomorph of the middle voice incompletive is -;1b- in the example above. Only the 
length of the past tense marker distinguishes this allomorph from the form of the middle 
voice completive -;1b- which is not relative. The shortest allomorph -b- occurs when all of 
these conditions are met, the verbal marker -b- is preceded by a verbal extension and 
followed by a morpheme that shortens the final long vowel -;1;1-. 
M.R.INeOMPL -b-
yalla w;1n b 6ey-cf-;1r-b-cfrn-1 
so that (there) be-R.COMPL that increase-INCH-CIRC-M.R.INCOMPL-we incl.-FG 
'So that we will have something more.' 
In the example above the underlying form *;1b;1 is shortened to -b-. The form loses its first 
vowel because it follows a verb stem ending in the verbal extension -;1r-. It shortens its 
long vowel [;1;1] because it precedes the inverted subject pronoun -cfen which constitutes a 
heavy syllable. The form of the M.R.INeOMPL is -;1b;1 elsewhere. 
M.R.INeOMPL -;1b;1; habitual or future 
saaya mawka kaa, ma0de m;1 6;1rn-;1b;1 ka 
gown large that when he/she wear-M.R.INCOMPL it 
'That large gown, when will/does he wear it?' 
The underlying form of the middle voice relative completive conjugational suffix is *;1b;1. 
The allomorphy of the middle relative incompletive conjugational suffix is summarized 
below. 
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*;:,t::,::, > -otoo- / mi 
vowel deletion after -VC- extension 
vowel shortening before clitics that constitute a heavy 
syllable, so before -n::>::> 'PAST' -cfaa SPro 'you sg. ', 
-cf ::>n SPro 'you pl.' and -cfen SPro 'we incl.' 
vowel deletion after -VC- extension and vowel 
shortening before clitics that constitute a heavy 
syllable, so before -n::>::> 'PAST' -cfaa SPro 'you sg', 
and -cf ::>n SPro 'you pl.', and -cfen SPro 'we incl.' 
ATR assimilation before clitic -mi SPro 'I' 
*::>b::> > -too- / EXT mi vowel deletions after -VC- extension and ATR 
assimilation before clitic mi SPro 'I' 
*::>b::> > -::>b::> / elsewhere 
The verbal marker for the passive voice relative incompletive (P.R.INCOMPL) has the 
allomorphs -etee, -etee-, -ete-, -tee, -tee- and -te. Like all relative forms, the passive 
incompletive marker is characterized by final glottality. The contexts conditioning these 
forms are identical to those causing the forms for the middle voice relative incompletive. 
The first vowel of the conjugational suffix *etee is deleted after a verb stem ending in a 
verbal extension with a -VC- shape. 
P.R.INCOMPL -tee; future, habitual 
1addu m::> nodd-ir-tee-1 
Abdu he call-CIRC-P.R.INCOMPL-FG 
'Abdu he will be called.' 
ley hitaa0 de, nii g::,Ile fecc-ir-tre ley leydi maasina 
in year thus work divide-CIRC-P.R.INCOMPL in land Maasina 
'This is how the work is divided over the year in Maasina.' 
Allomorphs with [+ATR] vowels occur before the inverted 1st person subject pronoun -mi, 
the only verbal suffix which contains a [+ATR] vowel. The example is given together with 
the whole paradigm of the passive voice relative incompletive with he subject pronouns. 


















'I will be called' 
'you will be called' 
'he/she will be called' 
'we excl. will be called' 
'we incl. will be called' 
'you pl. will be called' 
'they will be called' 
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The shortening of the long vowel occurs before the inverted subject pronouns that 
constitute a heavy syllable -cfaa (2sg.), -cf :m (2pl.) and -cfen (1 +2). The vowel-nasal 
sequence at the end of the word is often pronounced as a nasalized vowel. 
The long form of the past tense marker -n::,::, combines with the passive relative 
incompletive marker -ere, that is shortened when it precedes a morpheme that constitutes a 
heavy syllable. 
P.R.INCOMPL with PAST-ere-n::,::, 
suka 7::,::, 1ana b::>t-ere-n::,::,-1 
child that LOC wash-P.R.INCOMPL-PAST-FG 
'That child was being washed.' 
The occurrence of the locative with a relative incompletive is not frequent. The locative 
here indicates that the action or process expressed by the verb took place over a span of 
time, i.e. the washing of the child lasted for some time. The following example shows that 
the passive relative incompletive marker and the past tense marker are both short when they 
are followed by the inverted subject pronoun -cfaa 'you sg.' that constitutes a heavy 
syllable. 
P.R.INCOMPL with PAST and inverted SPro -cfaa 'you sg.' 
hannde k::,kk-ere-n::>-cf aa pooli di-7 
today give-P.R.INCOMPL-PAST-you birds the-FG 
'It's today that the birds would have been given to you.' 
The form of the passive voice relative incompletive is -re- when several conditions (a -VC-
extension and a heavy syllable affix) shortening the conjugational suffix occur at the same 
time. 
h::,n::, njammir-re-cf ::>n 
how call family name-P.R.INCOMPL-you pl. 
'What is your family name? 
The conjugational suffix of the relative passive incompletive is -etee elsewhere, this is also 
its underlying form. 
P.R.INCOMPL-eree; habitual, future 
srecf a tew Jlaam-eree-1 
little meat eat-P.R.INCOMPL-FG 
'Meat is only sparingly eaten'. 
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h:>fa fie taw-et.ee wakkati 0duu°gu? 
where they find-P.R.INCOMPL time rainy season 
'Where are they to be found in the rainy season?' 
5.4.7 COMPLETIVE 
The completive marker (COMPL) has the form -ii. This morpheme occurs in the last heavy 
syllable of the verb form. It is therefore always stressed. 
COMPL-ii 
6e 0jeew-t-ii sanne 
they be lonely-REV-COMPL very 
'They have enjoyed themselves (talking) very much.' 
The completive marker is not shortened when other verbal suffixes are attached to the 
verbal form. It is only the past tense marker that can be attached to a verb form with the 
completive conjugational suffix -ii. 
COMPL-ii with PAST-n:> 
1:> hacf-ii-n:> m;> )Jat.eede-1 
he prevent-COMPL-PAST him/her to be bitten-FG 
'He had prevented him from being bitten.' 
It is the short form -n:> of the past tense marker that combines with the completive marker 
-ii. 
The completive marker for the middle voice (M.COMPL) has several suppletive forms: 
-ike, -eke and -iima. These forms can be found in the idiolect of the same speaker. The 
form -iima is more dominant in Maasina. The form -ike is more dominant in Haayre, 
where occasionally the variant -eke is also used. 
M.COMPL -iima, -ike, -eke 
speaker from Jenne (Jenneeri): 
naa°ge lel-iima 
sun lie-M.COMPL 
'The sun has gone down.' 
s-a 6ett-ike kamuraga, 1a y:>tt-:>fa seen:>sa 
if-you pass-M.COMPL Kamuraga, you arrive-M.INCOMPL Seenosa 
'If you have passed Kamuraga you will arrive at Seenosa.' 
Conjugational suffixes 
speaker from Duwansa (Haayre): 
1a jaab-ike baab-iika 
he answer-M-COMPL father-his 
'He has answered his father.' 
1a sal-eke yaa-de-1 
he answer-M.COMPL go-INF-PG 
'He has refused to go.' 
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The above examples do not indicate the areal distribution of these variants, they only 
indicate the fact that the same speaker can use more than one variant. In the centre of 
Maasina the forms -ike and -iima were both encountered. Perhaps there is a difference in 
meaning between the forms which I have not yet discovered. 
In combination with the long form of the past tense marker -naa, the middle voice 
completive marker breaks up into two parts. 
M.COMPL -i..ma, -i..ke with PAST -naa 
speaker from Sah (Gimballa): 
mi cfaan-i-naa-ma 
I sleep-M.COMPL-PAST-M.COMPL 
'I had slept.' 
speaker from Soofara (Kunaari): 
1a til-i-na::>-ke win°dude-1 
you finish-M.COMPL-PAST-M.COMPL write-INF-PG 
'You had finished writing.' 
speaker from Duwansa (Haayre): 
mi til-eke-m 1e huttude lella-1 
I finish-M.COMPL-PAST with skin-INF antelope-PG 
'I had finished skinning the antelope.' 
A speaker from Sabara, near Jonnyoori in the centre of Maasina, used the two forms 
tilinaake 'had finished' and cfaaninaama 'had slept'. Perhaps the variation is also due to 
the semantics of the verb stem with which this verbal marker combines. The form tilekena 
'had finished', pronounced by a speaker coming from Duwansa, shows that the vowel 
length of the past tense marker is determined by its position. The past tense marker is short 
when it follows the middle completive marker, it is long when it behaves as an infix. 
When the past tense marker combines with the middle completive marker, the first part 
of the morpheme -iima, its vowel -ii-, is shortened before the heavy syllable containing the 
past tense marker -naa. The hypothesis is that the morphemes ke and ma are later additions 
to the conjugation of the middle completive, they are added to disambiguate the middle 
voice forms of the completive conjugation from those of the active verbs which are -ii- in 
neutral sentences and -i- when focus precedes the verb. 
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The completive conjugational suffix for passive voice verbs (P.COMPL) is -aama. 
P.COMPL -aama 
1:> rim-aama s:>:>fara 
he bear-P.COMPL Soofara 
'He is born in Soofara.' 
mi yeew-aama ngenndi 1am 
I be alone-P.COMPL village my 
'I am homesick for my village.' 
1:> 6il-aama sanne 
he make angry-P.COMPL very 
'He is very angry.' 
The passive completive combines with the long form of the past tense marker -n:>:>. The 
first part of the passive completive marker -aa- is shortened before the morpheme -n:>:> 
which constitutes a heavy syllable. The second part of the passive completive marker -ma 
follows the past tense marker -n:>:>. 
P.COMPL-a .. ma with PAST-n:>:>-
fotiire lawj-a-n:>:>-ma 
pot wash-P.COMPL-PAST-P.COMPL 
'The pot had been washed. 
The behaviour of the past tense marker -n:>:> as an infix is an indication that the 
conjugational suffix -aama is historically polymorphemic. 
Thus, the underlying forms of the completive markers are *ii for the active voice verbs, 
*iima or *ike for the middle voice verbs, and *aama for the passive voice verbs. 
5 .4.8 RELATIVE COMPLETIVE 
The allomorphs of the relative completive conjugational suffix for the active voice 
(R.COMPL) are -i, -u- and 0 (zero). Relative verb forms are marked by final glottality. 
The irelative completive markers indicate that the event or process expressed by the verb is 
completed. It also puts focus on the information preceding this verb form. There may be an 
explicit focused constituent at the beginning of the sentence, either on the subject or on the 
argument preceding the subject. The focus may also be placed on other information 
preceding the verb form as is the case when it is used in a narrative sequence (as in the 
following sequence). 
Conjugational siifjixes 
R.COMPL -i; narrative 
6e njeh-i fa 6e njott-ii maay::> mai;tg::> 
they go-R.COMPL until they arrive-M.R.COMPL river big 
ng::, grene pil-ii, 6e '1leg-i, 6e njar-i ndiyam 
that grass surround-M.R.COMPL they descend-R.COMPL they drink-R.COMPL water 
'They went until they arrived at a big river surrounded by grass, they went down 
and they drank water.' 
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In combination with the locative marker, the relative completive forms what is called the 
stative. This stative can only be formed with inchoative verbs. Inchoative verbs express the 
change from one state to another, they mark the beginning of a new state. In the stative it is 
the relative completive which indicates that this change of state is completed, it is the 
locative marker which indicates that the result of the completion of this change of state or 
of the completion of the beginning of this state occurs at the time of speech. 
R.COMPL -i with LOC; stative 
1::,m::, fuuy-i-1 
he+LOC be lazy-R.COMPL-FG 
'He is lazy.' 
The allomorph -u- and 0 (zero) occur when the relative completive marker is followed by 
other verbal suffixes. The relative completive is used in the following example, because 
sentence initial question words are focused constituents. 
R.COMPL -u- with inversion 
lo kawr-u-cfaa 
what meet-R.COMPL-you 
'What did you meet?' 
The relative conjugations are characterized by inversion for the subject pronouns -mi 'I', 
-cfaa 'you (sg.)', -cfen 'we (incl.)', and -cf ::,n 'you (pl.'). This results in the following verbal 
complexes, exemplified with the verb stem h::>kk- 'give'. Deletion of the vowel -u- is not 
possible after a verb stem ending in two consonants, since this would lead to ill-formed 
syllable structures. 
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SV and VS order in the relative completive 
singular 
1 kokk-u-mi-1 'I have given' 
2 kokk-u-cf aa-1 'you have given' 
3 m~ hokk-i-1 'he/she has given' 
plural 
1 min kokk-i-1 'we (excl.) have given' 
1+2 kokk-u-cf en-1 'we (incl.) have given' 
2 kokk-u-cf~n-1 'you have given' 
3 6e kokk-i-1 'they have given' 
The allomorph of the relative completive marker can only be 0 (zero) when the succession 
of the verb stem and further verbal suffixes does not create ill-formed syllable structures. 
R.COMPL 0 (zero) with inversion 
b kaal-cfaa 
what speak-R.COMPL-you all, it lies-FG 
'All that you have said is a lie.' 
The vowel -u- is omitted when the verb stem is enlarged with a verbal extension. 
R.COMPL 0 (zero) after extension 
k~ 1annd-ir-moo-mi lebbi tati 
it know-CIRC-R.COMPL-him-I months three 
'It's now three months since I have known him.' 
The alternation between -u- and 0 (zero) is optional when the verb stem is not expanded 
with a verbal extension. 
R.COMPL-u- or 0 (zero) 
b 0jicf-U-mi 
what want-R.COMPL-I (SPro) 
'What I want...' 
= b 0jim-mi 
what want-R.COMPL-I (SPro) 
The relative completive -u- combines with the long form -n~~ of the past tense marker 
when the deletion of this vowel would create ill-formed syllables. If these violations would 
not arise the allomorph of the relative completive is 0 (zero). 
Conjugational suffixes 
R.COMPL -u- with PAST -naa 
buba ma win°d-u-naa 1e mum leetere 
Buba1 he2 write-R.COMPL-PAST to him1 letter 
'It's to Buba that he had written a letter.' 
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The past tense marker -noo- has assimilated to the [+ATR] vowel [i] of the subject 
pronominal affix -mi. 
R.COMPL -u- with PAST -noo-
1attey °gadd-u-noo-mi-1 
tea bring-R.COMPL-PAST-I (SPro) 
'It's tea that I had brought. 
The long obstruent [dd] cannot occur syllable finally, therefore the vowel -u- forms the 
allomorph of the R.COMPL. 




/ elsewhere generally 
I _M before another affix 
/ EXT_M before another affix, 
provided that no ill-formed syllable structures occur 
1. obligatory after -VC- extension 
2. optionally after simple verb stem 
The relative completive marker for middle voice (M.R.COMPL) has the allomorphs -ii, and 
-i-. The first examples illustrate the allomorph -ii. 
M.R.COMPL -ii 
hab ma jood'-ii ? 
where he sit-M.R.COMPL 
'Where is he seated?' 
garka na 6oor-n-ii saaya-1 
the man LOC dress-CAUS-M.R.COMPL gown 
'The man is dressed in a gown.' 
The allomorph -i- occurs when the M.R.COMPL is followed by verbal suffixes which 
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'I have chatted, conversed' 
'you have chatted' 
'he/she has chatted' 
'we (excl.) have chatted' 
'we (incl.) have chatted' 
'you have chatted' 
'they have chatted' 
The middle relative completive marker -ii- is not shortened before the subject pronominal 
affix -mi 'I' because it constitutes a light syllable ( see section 4.2.2). 
The long form -n:>:> of the past tense marker combines with the middle relative completive 
marker -i- because the past tense marker -n:>:> constitutes a heavy syllable. 
M.R.COMPL -i with PAST -n:>:> 
1 :>m:> joocf-i-n:1:1 
he+LOC sit-M.R.COMPL-PAST between U5 
'He sat among us.' 
The allomorphs of the relative completive markers for passive voice verbs are -aa, -a-, and 
-e-. The first example shows the P.R.COMPL suffix -aa with the locative describing an 





'He is known.' 
ma0de suka 1:1:1 b:>t-aa 
when child that wash-P.R.COMPL 
'When has that child been washed?' 
Like all relative conjugations, the passive relative incompletive markers are characterized 





















'I have been called' 
'you have been called' 
'he/she has been called' 
'we (excl.) have been called' 
'we (incl.) have been called' 
'you have been called' 
'they have been called' 
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The allomorph -e occurs when the second person -d'aa (sg.) or -d':>n (pl.) follows the verb 
form as an inverted subject. The vowel change from [a] to [e] in this context is difficult to 
explain. The vowel shortening of the conjugational marker occurs before verbal affixes that 
constitute a heavy syllable, i.e. before the subject pronouns -d'aa, -d'en and -d':>n but not 
before the subject pronoun -mi 'I' which forms a light syllable. The P.R.COMPL verbal 
marker *aa is shortened before the long form of the past tense marker -n:>:> that constitutes 
a heavy syllable. 
P.R.COMPL -a with PAST -n:>:> 
kayre lawj.-a-n:>;J-1 
it (NDE class) wash-P.R.COMPL-PAST-FG 
'It is the one (cloth) that had been washed.' 
0de nafan°de ja~)°g-an-a-n:>:> 6ataaki 1:>:> 0 dee, dar-ii 
when Nafande read-DAT-P.R.COMPL-PAST letter that when stop-M.R.COMPL 
1:>m:> miil-a k:> jaab-:>b:> mip-mn 1:>:>-1 
he+LOC think-SUB what answer-M.R.INCOMPL younger-his that-FG 
'When Nafande had been read this letter (to), when it stopped he thought about what 
to answer this younger sibling of his.' (Tioulenta 1980b:9) 
From the story about Nafannde (Tioulenta 1986b:9), it is clear that Nafannde cannot read 
because he was looking for a jao0g;:m:>:>w::> 'somebody that reads for people who can't read 
or write'. So in this sentence the subject Nafannde is the benefactive for whom the letter is 
read and Nafannde is the subject of the passive verb jao0 geede 'to be read (to)'. 
The allomorphy of the passive relative completive marker is summarized below. 
*aa > -a- I _M when the verb form is followed by a verbal affix that constitutes 
a heavy syllable 
*aa > -e- I _M when the verb form is followed by a 2nd person subject affix 
-d'aa or -d':>n. 
*aa > -aa elsewhere 
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Thus the underlying forms of the relative completive markers are *i for the active voice 
verbs, *ii for the middle voice verbs, and *aa for the passive voice verbs. 
5.4.9 INDEFINITE INCOMPLETIVE 
The indefinite incompletive (from here on indefinite) occurs very rarely in Fulfulde. This is 
also the case in Maasina. McIntosh (1984: 122) calls this conjugational suffix in 
Kaceccereere the vague incompletive. The indefinite (INDEF) expresses an uncertainty 
about the actual accomplishment of the action or process of the verb. This is why the term 
vague incompletive has been changed to the indefinite. In the data, only two examples were 
found. The first example of the indefinite was given as a translation of the example of 
McIntosh (1984:131). In Maasina the adverbial expression 1ana miilee 'lit: it is thought' 
indicating possibility has to precede this verb form. 
INDEF-uma 
Kaceccereere 
0gel yoor-uma cf::,:> 
it dry-IND EF here 
'It may dry here' 
Maasina 
1ana miil-ee °gel yoor-uma cf:>:> 
it think-P.SUB it dry-INDEF here 
'Possibly (it is thought that) it will dry here.' 
A second example, with the form of the middle indefinite, was found in the story of 
Nafannde (Tioulenta 1980a: 14). 
M.INDEF -:>:>ma 
hedd:> kelenteeje 1ana kerk-it-a dow makk:>, 
then birds LOC chatter-REV-SUB on him 
IJ:>JJ-aa sak::, cfaan-:>:>ma 
be sleepy-NEG even less sleep-M.INDEF (Tioulenta 1980a: 14) 
'Then (short legs, noisy, grey, spotted, small) birds were chattering above him, they 
weren't sleepy, even less likely that they would sleep (and shut up).' 
The uncertainty of an event can be expressed by the modal adverb maa 'probably' as in the 
following sentence. 
adverb maa 'probably' 
maa mi war ka ... 
probably I come however 
'I should probably come, but...' 
The above sentence indicates that the speaker cannot come, but also that he cannot say that 
he won't come (this could be said, for example to people whom one can't refuse anything 
because of a yaage 'respect, restraint etc.' in an avoidance relationship). The similarity in 
form and meaning between the adverb maa 'probably' and the indefinite marker -ma 
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suggests that the two forms are related. Such a relation between this adverb maa and the 
verbal marker -ma is an indication that historically some verbal markers can be derived 
from adverbs in Fulfulde. 
The indefinite is also used in a few fixed expressions such as the modal predicate 
6;J;Jyma 'probably during be a long time'. The verb stem 6;J;Jy- 'to last, be long' combines 
here with the indefinite because you can't be really sure what will happen in a long time. 
cfwn wacf-aali 
take time-INDEF it do-N.COMPL 
'It will be long before it will be realized.' 
The adverbs of time jemma, jamma 'night' and jlab;Jma 'daytime' are probably also 
derived from indefinite verb forms. The examples 6;J;Jyma 'probably during a long time' 
and yooruma 'probably will dry' give no clear insight into the distribution of the 
allomorphs of the indefinite -ma and -uma. The active voice marker -u- can be deleted after 
a CVVC morpheme ending in a sonorant, but this deletion is optional, perhaps related to 
frequency of the word in question. 
The indefinite is such a rare conjugation that it is difficult to explain the fact that no 
forms of the indefinite with the past tense marker are found: it may be due to its infrequent 
use in general or a possible semantic incompatibility. The formation of the indefinite shows 
many similarities with the other non-indicative conjugations. This is probably the reason 
why its combination with the past tense marker is not attested. 
5.4.10 NEGATIVE CONJUGA TIONAL SUFFIXES 
There are seven different negation markers. These negation forms differ for the three voices 
(active, middle, and passive) and they differ for the two aspects (completive and 
incompletive ). 
(general) negative (N) 
negative completive (N.COMPL) 
negative incompletive (N.INCOMPL) 
negative middle completive (N.M.COMPL) 
negative middle incompletive (N.M.INCOMPL) 
negative passive completive (N.P.COMPL) 








The active voice verbs can thus combine with a completive and with an incompletive 
negation marker. But besides these two, some active voice verbs can combine with a third 
negation marker -aa that is not marked for incompletive or completive. The meaning of the 
negative marker -aa is the negation of a general statement or state. It combines especially 
with verbs that occur in the stative. This generic negation marker (N) -aa always occurs in 
the last heavy syllable of the verb form and therefore it is always stressed (cf. Mohamadou 
1989). 
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NEG-aa 
mi 1an°d-aa m::, heew-aa 
I know-NEG he be many-NEG strength 
'I don't know.' 'He does not have much strength.' 
The form -ataa is the negation marker for incompletive verb forms of active voice verbs 
(N.INCOMPL). 
N.INCOMPL -ataa 
6e k;:,cf-ataa ley wur::, 
they stay-N.INCOMPL in the village 
'They won't stay in the village.' 
The negation marker for completive verb forms of active voice verbs (N.COMPL) can have 
the form -aali or -aay. There is much variation, the form can depend on the speaker, the 
speech style, and possibly on the geographical origin of the speaker. The form -aali seems 
to be dominant in the centre of Maasina. 
N.COMPL -aali, -aay 
speaker from Toggere Kumba (Maasina centre) 
m;:, war-aali 
he come-N.COMPL 
'He hasn't come.' 
speaker from Sah (Gimballa) 
m:> yiy-aay kaacf;:, 
he see-N.COMPL Dogon 
'He hasn't seen the Dogon.' 
speaker from Soofara (Kunaari) 
1:> fiy-aay suka 1::,-;, 
he beat-N.COMPL child the 
'He didn't beat the child.' 
speaker from Duwansa (Haayre) 
mi yih-aay fay g;:,;:,t::, 
I see-N.COMPL even one person 
'I haven't seen anybody.' 
The negation marker for middle voice verbs in the incompletive conjugation 
(N.M.INCOMPL) can have the form -ataak::> or -taak::>. The form -ataak::, follows the verb 
form directly, as in the example below. 
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N.M.INCOMPL -ataak~ 
d'am 0diyam yar-ataak~ 
this water drink-N.M.INCOMPL 
'This water can't be drunk.' 
The initial vowel of this verbal marker is deleted when it follows a verb stem which is 
enlarged with a verbal extension, as in the following example. 
N.M.INCOMPL -taak~ 
huu0de fu? dill-in-taak~ b wan-aa 1an°dal makk~ 
thing all move-CAUS-N.M.INCOMPL that be-NEG knowledge his 
'Nothing can make a move without his knowledge.' 
The negation marker for middle voice verbs in the completive conjugation (N.M.COMPL) 
has the form -aaki. 
N.M.COMPL -aaki 
tapp-aaki wapp-aaki 
Mo (firstborn) be ugly-lNT-N.M.COMPL hate-INT-N.M.COMPL 
'Afo is not ugly, and cannot be hated (so he's very adorable).' (Seydou 1991:246) 
The two allomorphs of the negation marker for passive voice verbs in the completive 
conjugation (N.P.INCOMPL) are -ataake and -taake. 
N.P.INCOMPL -ataake 
buba-1 
he say-N.P.INCOMPL Buba 
'He isn't called Buba.' 
1abada nan-t-ataake 
never hear-REV-N.P.INCOMPL 
'Never will it be heard again.' 
(Seydou 1991:270) 
The form -taake is not attested but it is expected to follow verb stems with a -VC-
extension. The negation marker for passive voice verbs in the completive conjugation 
(N.P.COMPL) is-aaka. 
N.P.COMPL -aaka 
6e kill-aaka b woni ley wur~ 
they be interested in-N.P.COMPL what be-R.COMPL in the village 
'They are not interested in what is in the village.' 
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The form of the past tense marker in combination with a negation marker can be either long 
or short. The past tense marker is short when it follows a negative conjugational suffix, e.g. 
N.COMPL + PAST: -aalin:>. The past tense marker is long when it behaves as an infix, e.g. 
N.COMPL + PAST: -anooli (see section 5.5.1.2). 
NEG with PAST 
m:> yicf-aa-n:, piy-e-d'aa 
he want-NEG-PAST beat-P.R.COMPL-you sg. 
'He didn't want you to be beaten.' 
N.INCOMPL with PAST 
1abada min 
ever we (excl) know-N.INCOMPL-PAST 
'We would never have known.' 
The variation of the negative completive marker is also present in the combination with the 
past tense marker. Both forms -aay and -aali can be followed by the short form past tense 
marker -n:>. The long form of the past tense marker can also occur as an infix in the verbal 
marker -aali. The vowel of the past tense marker will assimilate to the [+ATR] vowel [i] 
resulting in the form -anooli. The variation could be geographically distributed, but several 
speakers use all forms. 
N.COMPL with PAST 
speaker from Sah (Gimballa) 
1:> he6-aay-n:> 
he/she obtain-N.COMPL-PAST 
'She hadn't got it'. 
speaker from Sabare (Maasina centre) 
1:>:> war-aali-n:> 
he/she-DEM come-N.COMPL-PAST 
'That one hadn't come.' 
speaker from Toggere Kumba (Maasina centre) 
mi win°d-a-noo-li 6ataaki 
I write-N.COMPL-PAST-N.COMPL letter 
'I hadn't written a letter.' 
The negative middle completive marker is split up into two morphemes when it combines 
with the past tense marker. 
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N.M.INCOMPL *-ata .. k.l with PAST -n::,::, 
d'am ndiyam yar-at::>-n::,::,-k::, 
that water drink-N.M.INCOMPL-PAST-N.M.INCOMPL 
'That water was not drinkable.' 
The underlying shortened vowel [a] preceding the past tense marker -n::,::,- has undergone 
assimilation to become [::,] because it occurs in a non-stressed light syllable. This 
assimilation does not take place in the example where the negation of the middle 
completive combines with the past tense marker. 
N.M.COMPL *-a .. ki with PAST -n::,::, 
mi jaab-a-noo-ki m::,-1 
answer-N.M.COMPL-PAST-N.M.COMPL him 
'I had not answered him.' 
In the combination of the negative passive incompletive marker all the unstressed short 
vowels undergo assimilation again. The domain in which this vowel assimilation rule 
appears varies. 
N.P.INCOMPL *ata .. ke with PAST-n::,::, 
m::> wi1-::,t::,-n::,::,-ke buba-1 
he say-N.P.INCOMPL-PAST-N.P.INCOMPL Buba-PG 
'He will not be called Buba.' 
The first two short vowels [a] of the underlying form of the negative passive incompletive 
marker combined with the past tense marker *-atan::,::,ke > -::,t::,n::,::,ke have been 
assimilated to the vowel[::,::,] of the past tense marker, because they occur in a non-stressed 
light syllable. 
N.P.COMPL *a .. ka with PAST-n::,::, 
m::> ha66-a-n::,::,-ka 
he/she tie-N.P.COMPL-PAST-N.P.COMPL 
'He had not been tied.' 
The rule accounting for the assimilation of a short vowel in an unstressed syllable is 
optional, it does not occur in the above example, but it does occur in the following example 
with the same verbal markers. 
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N.P.COMPL *a .. ka with PAST -ll;):.J 
6e kill-it-:l-ll;):l-ka lo woni ley WUT:l 
they interest-REV-N.P.COMPL-PAST-N.P.COMPL what be-R.COMPL in village 
'They were again not interested in what is in the village.' 
The vowel length of the negation marker -aa is reduced when the past tense marker -fl;);)- is 
an infix. The only long vowel that can occur after the verb stem is found in the past tense 
marker in the penultimate syllable, preceding the second part of the negative passive 
completive marker. 
5.5 FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE CONWGATIONAL SUFFIXES IN MAASINA 
The hypothesis is that the conjugational suffixes are fused forms combining several 
morphemes in their underlying structure. This assumption is based on the fact that the same 
semantic properties recur in several conjugational categories and in different combinations. 

























point of reference is the moment of speaking 
reference point is before the moment of speaking 
subject enacts V 
V affects the subject 
subject undergoes V 
event described in the clause is completed 
event described has not been completed 
utterance is not dependent on something else 
indicating focus preceding V 
contrastive emphasis on V 
event described is affirmed 
event described is denied 
event described has happened or will happen 
someone wants the event described to happen 
command: wanted 
wish: wanted and desired 
wanted and expected 
wanted and unexpected 
The forms that result from a combination of these semantic parameters are discussed in the 
previous sections 5.4.1-5.4.10. When the allomorphy of these portmanteau morphemes and 
the marking of tense (by the presence or absence of the morpheme -n;)) is left aside, the 
following conjugational suffixes are left for further analysis. 
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Active 
Imperative singular *u 
Imperative plural *ee 
Exhortative *u 
Verb Focus *u 
Subjunctive *a-1 
Incompletive *an 
Relative Incompletive *ata-1 
Indefinite *uma 
Negative Incompletive *ataa 
Completive *" II 
Relative Completive *i-1 


























When the above schema is compared with the conjugational suffixes occurring in 
Kaceccereere (McIntosh 1984: 156) several differences appear. The continuative imperative 
is not present in Maasina. If the continuation of an action is demanded, the imperative of 
the verb heddaade 'rest, remain' is used in Maasina. The command to continue doing 







The absence of the progressive and stative inflectional paradigms described by McIntosh is 
explained by the fact that they are not treated here as separate conjugations. Another 
difference is the fact that the negative conjugational suffix *aa (NEG) is not described as a 
separate conjugational suffix by McIntosh. 
Following the principle "one form, one meaning", in the following sections an effort will 
be made to discover the morphological exponents which the different conjugational 
suffixes are composed of. 
5.5.1 TENSE 
The possible semantic notions of tense (see Reichenbach 1980, Comrie 1985) which are 
expressed in Fulfulde are the following: 
Semantic distinctions of tense: 
present: 
past: 
point of reference is moment of speaking 
reference point is before moment of speaking 
The present tense is the unmarked tense of the verb forms. The past tense is marked by the 
morpheme n;1. 
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5.5.1.1 PRESENT 
The present tense indicates that the point of reference of an utterance is the moment of 
speaking. The present tense is the unmarked tense in Fulfulde, it has no specific 
morphological exponent. The tense of the verb form must not be confused with the point in 
time when the action or process expressed in the verb (the event) takes place. The time of 
the event depends on the moment in time described by other temporal indicators present in 
the utterance, such as adverbs of time, or the context. In a sentence like jaJJ0 g:> mi waran 
'tomorrow I will come' something is said about a moment in the future: tomorrow, but the 
point of reference is still the present. Tomorrow is the future only in relation to the 
reference point which is the moment of speaking, i.e. the present. 
5.5.1.2 PAST TENSE MARKER n:> 
The past tense marker changes the point of reference from the moment of speaking to a 
moment in the past. The past tense marker only combines with indicative verb forms, it 
does not combine with imperative, exhortative, subjunctive and indefinite verb forms. 
These conjugations can only refer to a wish (exhortative), a need (imperative), or an 
expectation (subjunctive, indefinite) that exists at the moment of speaking. 
It is remarkable that the past tense marker is not found with the subjunctive 
conjugations. The subjunctive could be said to describe an indicative mood in combination 
with the locative when an action in progress is described. The subjunctive is described as an 
indicative mood because it signals that the event expressed by the verb is wanted in all 
other contexts. The subjunctive cannot be combined with the past tense marker, neither can 
other conjugations in a non-indicative mood. An expectation or desire of an event to have 
happened in the past is expressed by the R.INCOMPL in combination with the past tense 
marker. 
The past tense marker has a special place in the morphology of the verbal conjugational 
suffixes. It is the only verbal marker with a clear form which has not fused completely with 
other verbal markers. The past tense marker has been isolated as a separate morpheme 
previously by several authors although under different names, e.g. preterite marker (Arnau 
1970a:216, Sylla 1982:89), anteriority marker (McIntosh 1984:76). 
The combination of the past tense marker with other markers often leads to different 
allomorphs of the verbal conjugational suffixes. The vowel length of the past tense marker 
is determined by the verbal conjugational suffix with which it combines. Here a summary 
on the usage and allomorphy of the past tense marker is given. In the following table the 
underlying forms of the conjugational verbal suffixes are listed, with and without the past 
tense marker. 
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underlying form with past tense marker 
1 IMPsg *u 
M.IMPsg *a 
IMPpl *ee 
2 EXH *u 
M.EXH *:> 
3 VF *u 
M.VF *i 
P.VF *a 
4 SUB *a-1 (R.INCOMPL: -an-n:>:>-1) 
M.SUB *:>:>_1 (M.R.INCOMPL: -:>t:>-n:>:>-1) 
P.SUB *ee-1 (P.R.INCOMPL: -ete-n:>:>-7) 
5 INCOMPL *an -an-n:> 
M.INCOMPL *:>fa -:>t:>-n:> 
P.INCOMPL *ete [--] 
6 R.INCOMPL *ata-1 -an-n:>:>-7 
M.R.INCOMPL *:>t:>:>-7 -:>t:>-n :>:>-1 
P.R.INCOMPL *etee-1 -ete-n:>:>-7 
7 N.INCOMPL *ataa -ataa-n:> 
N.M.INCOMPL *ataak:> -at:>-n:>:>-k:> (*a tan :>:>k:>) 
N.P.INCOMPL *ataake -:>t:>-D:>:>-ke (*atan:>:>ke) 
8 INDEF *uma 
M.INDEF *:>:>ma 
9 COMPL *ii -ii-n:> 
M.COMPL *ike, *iima -i-n:>:>-ma, -i-n:>:>-ke, -eke-n:> 
P.COMPL *aama -a-n:>:>-ma 
10 N.COMPL *aali,*aay -aali-n:>, -aay-n:>, -a-noo-li 
N.M.COMPL *aaki -a-noo-ki 
N.P.COMPL *aaka -:>-n:>:>-ka, -a-n:>:>-ka 
11 R.COMPL *i-7 -u-n:>:>-1 
M.R.COMPL *ii-7 -i-n:>:>-1 
P.R.COMPL *aa-1 -a-n:>:>-7 
12 NEG *aa -aa-n:> 
The underlying form of the past tense marker *na has a short vowel. The long form -naa of 
the past tense marker is the result of its merger with an adjacent vowel in the underlying 
structure of the conjugational suffix. 
The past tense marker has a long form when it follows the relative conjugations. At the 
same time the relative conjugations lose one vocalic time slot when they combine with the 
past tense marker. The most probable explanation is that the long vowel of the past tense 
marker -naa results from its merger with the lost vowel of the conjugational suffix. If this is 
so, the underlying structure of these forms also shows the past tense marker as an infix. 
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Long vowel -n;1;1 resulting from a merger in relative forms: 
without PAST with PAST 
R.INCOMPL *all:a *-at-n=>-a > -an-n::>::> 
M.RJNCOMPL *:,t;:,;:, *-::>t;J-fl;}-;) > -;1b-n;:,;:, 
P.R.INCOMPL *etee *-ete-n::>-e > -ete-n::>:> 
R.COMPL *' I *-n;:,-i > -U-ll;}:> 
M.R.COMPL *" n *-i-n::>-i > -i-n::>::> 
P.R.COMPL *aa *-a-n;:,-a > -a-n;:,:, 
The vowel [u] which appears before the past tense marker in the relative completive is the 
active voice marker, its distribution shows a lot of similarity with the distribution of 
epenthetic vowels. The past tense marker has a long form when it behaves as an infix. A 
long vowel preceding the infix is usually shortened and a short vowel preceding the infix is 
deleted. It is possible that the past tense marker preceded this vowel and merged with it to 
form the long vowel [::>::>]. 
without PAST with PAST 
M.COMPL *ike *(i)-n;:,-ike > -i-Il::>;}-·ke 
M.COMPL *iima *i-n;:,-ima > -i-n:l::>-ma 
P.COMPL *aama *a-n::>-ama > -a-n::>Ji-ma 
N.COMPL *aali *a-n::>-ali > -:a-noo-li 
N.M.COMPL *aaki *a-n::>-aki > -a-noo-lrl 
N.P.COMPL *aaka *a-n:J-aka > -:a-n:,;:,-ka > -;)Il:J;)ka 
N.M.INCOMPL *ataak> *ata-n::>-alo > *ata-n;:,::>-lo > -abn:,:,k;:, 
N.P.INCOMPL *ataake *ata-n::>-ake > *ata-n;:,;:,-ke >-::>bn::>::>ke 
Only the length in the form of the middle completive with the past tense marker -in::>::>ke 
cannot be explained in this way. The vowel length of -n::>:l- in this conjugational suffix is 
perhaps caused by paradigmatic levelling. The past tense marker precedes the inverted 
subject pronoun when inversion occurs, i.e. in the subjunctive and relative conjugations. 
PAST with pronominal subject affixes 
cfee kulle k:lkk-an-noo-mi m::> 
these things give-R.INCOMPL-PAST him/her 
'It's these things which I gave to him.' 
han°de k::>kk-ete-n;:,-cfaa pooli 
today give-P.R.INCOMPL-PAST-you birds 
'It's today which you would have been given birds.' 
cfa;:, nm;J°g-u-noo-mi cfe 
here catch-R.COMPL-I them 
'It's here that I had caught them' 
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wakkati h:>m:> 0jog-i-n::>-cfaa 
time which have-M.R.COMPL-PAST-you 
'What time did you say it was?' 
cfee kulle k:,kk-a-noo-mi 
these things give-P.R.COMPL-PAST 
'It's these things that I had been given.' 
keeJle nai;)°g-e-n:1-cfaa 
yesterday catch-P.R.COMPL-PAST-you 
'It's yesterday that you had been caught.' 
The vowel of the conjugational suffix is shortened when long, or deleted when short in 
inverted verb forms. The time slot of this lost vowel is attached to the past tense marker, 
resulting in a long form -n:,;:,-. 
R.INCOMPL: *at-a k;:,kk-an-noo-mi < *k:>kk-at-n;:,-a-mi 
give-R.INCOMPL-PAST give-R.INCOMPL-P AST-R.INCOMPL-I 
R.COMPL: *i na~)°g-u-noo-mi < *naJJ0g-n;:,-i-mi 
catch-R.COMPL-I catch-PAST-R.COMPL-1 
P.R.COMPL: *a-a k;:,kk-a-noo-mi < *k;:,kk-a-n;:,-a-mi 
give-P.R.COMPL-PAST give-P.R.COMPL-PAST-P.R.COMPL-I 
In the last example the active verb marker -u- intervenes between the stem and the past 
tense marker to prevent a sequence of three consonants. 
The inverted verb forms that are followed by the subject -cfaa 'you (sg.)' are thought to 
follow the same derivation as the verb forms with the inverted subject -mi 'I'. An 
additional rule of vowel shortening of the long vowel of *n::,-;:, in the penultimate syllable 
occurs when it precedes the last heavy syllable which is formed by the subject pronoun 
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The change of the vowel [a] marking the relative passive completive to [e] also occurs 
without the past tense marker in inverted forms. 
The derivation of the long forms of the past tense marker -n:>:> also shows that this 
marker has fused to a certain extent with the conjugational suffix. The frequent occurrence 
of vowel assimilation and vowel merger in the conjugational suffix, the many semantic 
parameters that are expressed with the conjugational suffixes (like mood, polarity, aspect, 
and discourse functions), and the place of the past tense marker (an infix might well be the 
result of a placement between two morphemes that indicate related meanings), support the 
hypothesis that the conjugational suffixes are fused forms of several morphemes. In the 
following section an initial investigation is described, answering the question which 
underlying morphemes express the semantic parameters that occur in the different 
conjugational suffixes. 
5.5.2 VOICE 
All the conjugational suffixes have different forms when they combine with active voice 
verbs, with middle voice verbs or with passive voice verbs (see section 5.2). The voice of a 
verb expresses something about the argument structure of that verb (see Arnott 1956, 
Kemmer 1993). 




subject is agent of V (action), patient of V (inchoative) 
subject is affected by V, subject can be both agent and patient 
subject is patient of V (action) 
The hypotheses for the morphemes indicating voice is based on a comparison of all the 













Is H difficult to postulate underlying unitary morphemes for each voice. It is obvious that 
the vowels in the conjugational suffixes differ when they occur with another voice. The 
vowels characteristic for the different voices have to be differentiated for the completive 
and for the incompletive verb forms. Possibly there are suppletive morphemes expressing 
voice in the incompletive and completive conjugational suffixes. The markers for aspect 
and voice have merged in such a way that an internal reconstruction of the two elements 
within the conjugational suffixes is not possible. 
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5.5.2.1 ACTIVE 
The hypothesis is that the morpheme *u is the marker for the active voice in the completive 
verb forms. The active voice is the unmarked voice in the incompletive verb forms. The 
conjugational suffixes of the active verb forms are generally shorter than those of the 
middle or passive verb forms. The active voice marker *u can occur in the surface forms of 
the following active voice conjugational suffixes. 





Relative completive + Past 















The active voice marker *u is often deleted whenever the syllable structure allows it. The 
active voice marker -u occurs preceding consonant initial morphemes and preceding the 
word boundary. The suggestion is that the active voice marker is fused with the completive 
marker *i in the negative completive conjugational suffixes. The voice marker is unmarked 
in the incompletive conjugational suffixes. 



















The vowel [u] appearing in completive conjugational suffixes of active voice verbs is not 
epenthetic. The vowel quality [u] is not predictable, and the vowel can also occur without 
necessarily preventing an ill-formed consonant sequence or syllable structure. 
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5.5.2.2 MIDDLE 
The hypothesis for the vowel marking the middle voice is based on the occurrence of the 
vowel *a only and uniquely in the verbal conjugational suffixes of the middle voice verbs. 
The vowel *::, appears on the surface in the following incompleti ve conjugational suffixes. 













In the completive conjugational suffixes of the middle voice, the vowel *i has to be 
postulated as the voice marker for completive verb forms. 









The forms of the imperative are problematic in the present derivational system for the 
conjugational suffixes. 
Middle voice conjugational suffixes in IMP and INF: 
Imperative singular 
Imperative plural 




Also the morpheme -aa- marking the middle voice in infinitive forms seems to be an 
exception, for which there is no explanation yet. 
5.5.2.3 PASSIVE 
The marker for the passive voice marker is *e in most conjugational suffixes. It occurs 
mainly in the incompletive conjugations, whereas in the completive the vowel [a] is more 
dominant. In the relative completive with inverted subject pronouns, the vowel [e] is also 
present, just as in the infinitive. The following forms show the conjugational suffixes where 
the passive voice marker *e is present in the surface forms. 
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Relative Completive with inverted subject pronoun 
Relative Completive with inverted subject pronoun 









The passive voice marker is postulated with the form *a in most completive conjugational 
suffixes. 









The vowel *a as the passive marker in the completive conjugations is hard to explain, 
equally difficult to explain is the fact that the completive marker *i never appears on the 
surface of passive completive forms. It is very unlikely that the passive completive marker 
*a could be derived from the passive voice marker *e and the completive marker *i. The 
passive morpheme *a is considered to be a suppletive form occurring in the completive 
conjugational suffixes. The suppletive passive morpheme *e occurs in the other 
conjugations. 
5.5.3 ASPECT 
Aspect describes the relation of the event described by the verb to the point of reference 
(see Comrie 1976, Reichenbach 1980, Robert 1991). There are two aspects in Fulfulde. 
Semantic distinctions of aspect: 
completive: 
incompletive: 
the event described in the clause is completed 
the event described in the clause has not been completed 
The completive aspect describes the fact that the action or process expressed by the verb 
(the event) is completed at the point of reference. In unmarked present tense verb forms this 
means that the event is completed at the moment of speaking. In verb forms which combine 
with the past tense marker this means that the event had been completed at the point of 
reference in the past. 
The incompletive aspect indicates that the event described by the verb form is not 
completed at the moment of reference. In the unmarked verb forms this means that the 
event is not completed at the time of speaking. If the incompletive verb forms combine with 
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the past tense marker, this means that the event was not completed at the point of reference 
im the past. 
5.5.3.1 INCOMPLETIVE 
The incompletive is marked by the morpheme *at in the underlying structure of the 
incompletive conjugational suffixes. The first vowel of the morpheme often occurs in an 
unstressed light syllable. This is the reason why it is often deleted, for example, when it 
follows verbal extensions. The same unstressed short vowel will therefore also assimilate to 
a vowel in a preceding syllable. The incompletive marker *at is present in the underlying 
forms of the following conjugat:ional suffixes. 
lncompletive marker *at: 






























The same morpheme *at can also be found in the underlying structure of relative 
incompletive forms with inversion, or in combination with the past tense marker. 
5.5.3.2 COMPLETIVE 
The morpheme expressing the completive aspect is *i. It is only and uniquely found in 
completive conjugational suffixes of active voice verbs and middle voice verbs. 
Completive marker *i: 
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The completive morpheme *i is not found in the surface structure of the verb focus of 
active voice, and it is not found in the passive verb forms, where the combination of the 
passive and the completive is represented by the form *a. 
Passive Completive *a: 
Passive Verb Focus 
Passive Completive 
Passive Relative Completive 





The occurrence of the vowel [a] as the marker for the completive forms of passive verb 
forms can not be predicted from the combination of the passive voice marker *e and the 
completive marker *i. For the moment a suppletive morpheme *a has to be postulated, 
indicating the combination of passive and incompletive. 
Other completive conjugational suffixes: 
Verb Focus *u 
The Verb Focus of active voice verbs is not formed with the completive marker, only the 
active voice marker *u appears to be present in this conjugational suffix. 
5.5.4 DISCOURSE 
In Fulfulde, the conjugational suffixes give information about the discourse. There are three 
different semantic categories which are linked to discourse that can be expressed in the 
indicative verbal conjugational suffixes (see Saeed & Sylla 1977, Fagerberg 1983, 
McIntosh 1984, Labatut 1986b, De Wolf 1986c, Valette 1988, Abu-Manga 1991). 
Semantic distinctions of discourse: 
general (non-relative): 
focalizing (relative): 
focus (verb focus): 
utterance of V does not depend on something else 
indicating focus preceding V 
contrastive emphasis on V 
The forms called the general or non-relative verbal conjugations by McIntosh (1984: 128) 
are used when no special reference is made to any constituent in the discourse. This will 
generally signal that the utterance stands by itself. Such verb forms are typically used in 
direct speech utterances, and the "general" verb forms are also used to indicate a division of 
the text in a story. A new point of reference in a story is often indicated with the use of a 
"general" verb form. The events that follow the new point of reference are often put in the 
relative completive or the subjunctive, these are forms which are used in a narrative 
sequence. 
The relative forms indicate that a constituent preceding the verb form is in focus. The 
focus may be attracted to a nominal or adverbial phrase in the same sentence. When the 
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relative forms are used as a narrative in a long text or speech, the focus is attracted to the 
whole text preceding the verb form with a relative conjugational suffix. 
Contrastive focus is put on the verb itself when it combines with a conjugational suffix 
of the verb focus. 
5.5.4.1 GENERAL 
The general completive puts emphasis on the event which is described in the sentence, 
indicating "neutral" new information or a new point of view. The hypothesis is that the 
general forms are the unmarked forms of the indicative conjugational suffixes. There is no 
recurring morphological component in these suffixes. The general forms are not marked by 
a specific morpheme. 








*iima, *ike *aama 
The forms of the incompletive conjugational suffixes can be derived from the combination 
of the voice markers and the aspect markers. The middle and passive completive markers 
have forms that deviate by their addition of the elements -ma and -ke. from the relative 
completive conjugational suffixes. Possibly these morphemes have been added to 
disambiguate the forms from the relative completive conjugational suffixes. 
5.5.4.2 FOCALIZING (RELATIVE) 
The relative verb forms are generally characterized by final glottality and in most 
conjugational suffixes also by additional vowel length. The relative incompletive form has 
one additional vowel [a]. The hypothesis is that the morpheme indicating the relative 
incompletive consists of one vocalic time slot. Historically the vowel quality of the relative 
marker has been lost because it always assimilated to the other vowels in the conjugationall 
suffix. 
Focalizing morpheme: additional vowel and final glottality: 
Active relative incompletive 
Active relative incompletive + PAST 
Active relative completive + PAST 
Middle relative incompletive 
Middle relative incompletive + PAST 
Middle relative completive + PAST 
Passive relative incompletive 
Passive relative incompletive + PAST 
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The lengthening of the vowel marking the relative forms occurs at the end of the 
conjugational suffix. The vowel of the past tense marker n~>. is lengthened when the verb 
form is focalizing. 
The relative forms of the completive do not share a morphological similarity. The 
R.COMPL appears to be characterized by vowel shortening. M.R.COMPL and 
P.R.COMPL differ from the general forms in the lack of the morphemes -ke and -ma. 
Relative of COMPL without n~: final glottality 
relative 
Active Relative Completive 
Middle Relative Completive 








The derivation of the relative completive forms is not simply a matter of adding the 
underlying morphemes. The completive forms are very frequently used. The relative 
completive suffixes are shorter than the general forms of the same aspect and voice. 
Hypotheses on the underlying structures of the conjugational suffixes are written out in 
section 5.5.7. 
5.5.4.3 FOCUSED (VERB FOCUS) 
Verb focus puts emphasis on the verb itself. The conjugational suffixes expressing verb 
focus show a great similarity with the markers for the relative completive. 
verb focus relative completive 
active *u *' I 
middle *' I *" II 
passive *a *aa 
The relative completive conjugational suffixes have one time-slot more than the verb focus. 
Perhaps there is no distinct underlying morpheme expressing verb focus, but it is the fact 
that only a voice marker is present, which characterizes the verb focus conjugational suffix. 
For the moment the morphological marking of the verb focus will be described as 0 (zero). 
5.5.5 POLARITY 
The number of affirmative verb forms is larger than the number of negative verb forms. 
The semantic distinctions in the polarity domain are the following: 
Semantic distinctions of polarity: 
affirmative: the event described is affirmed 
negative: the event described is denied 
The negative forms cannot express any information about discourse and mood. The form of 
the morpheme indicating negation is *aa (see Mohamadou 1989). The negation morpheme 
*aa can occur by itself in active voice verbs, describing a negation of a general state. In the 
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conjugational suffixes the negation morpheme *aa can only be preceded by the 
incompletive marker -at-. It can also occur with and without other time or aspect markers. 
Negative morpheme *aa: 
Active negative 
Active negative incompletive 
Active negative completive 
Middle negative incompletive 
Middle negative completive 
Passive negative incompletive 








The negative marker *aa is shortened in the presence of the long form of the past tense 
marker. This long form of the past tense marker is perhaps the result of assimilation 
between one of the (time slots of the) vowels of the negation marker and the vowel of the 
past tense marker n~. 
5.5.6 MOOD 
It seems useful to make a distinction between the indicative mood and the other possible 
moods that can be expressed by the conjugational suffixes in Fulfulde. The indicative mood 
describes events that are thought of as actually taking place, either in the past, present or 
future. The non-indicative moods express the idea that the speaker wants a certain event to 
happen. Non-indicative moods express desires, wants or wishes. The want can be modified 
in several ways. The desire can be plainly obvious such as when the imperative mood is 
used to indicate that the speaker wants the listener to do something. The exhortative mood 
is used when the speaker wants events to happen that are beyond his control, they are often 
used for demands to God or to life in general ("may it be so that"). The indefinite is used 
when an event is desired but when it is thought unlikely that it will actually happen. 
The subjunctive mood also expresses a will or intention, especially when it can be 
translated as "in order to". The subjunctive expresses the fact that the action expressed in 
the verb is wanted, when it is used as a strong exhortation "X should do V". When used to 
describe uncompleted actions in a narrative sequence, the subjunctive also expresses the 
idea that the listener (or reader) is expected to do something. The subjunctive used in 
recipes describes an order of events that one is expected to do, as in the way described if 
one wants to make a mushy soup of vegetables and flour (McIntosh 1984:267-269). The 
subjunctive may look like the indicative conjugational categories describing events that 
have no relation to the will of the speaker. But, like all other non-indicative moods, the 
subjunctive describes events that are, in one way or another, wanted by the speaker. 
Examples of the uses of the subjunctive are given in section 5.4.2. The different moods that 
can be expressed in the conjugational suffixes of Fulfulde are repeated in the following 
table. 
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Semantic distinctions of mood: 
indicative: 




event has happened or will happen 
event is wanted 
event is desired 
event is wanted and expected 
event is desired but not expected 
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The indicative moods are marked by the absence of aspect, either completive or 
incompletive, as described above. The non-indicative moods are marked by either 0 (zero), 
a vowel *a, or a suffix *ma marking each mood, combining only with voice markers. 
Active Middle Passive 
Imperative sg.: *u-1 pl.: *ee-1 sg: *a-1 pl.: *re-? 
Subjunctive *a-1 *:,:,-? *ee-1 
Exhortative *u *:, 
Indefinite *uma *:>:>ma 
The imperative and the exhortative forms are very similar; the vowel *a in the imperative 
for the middle voice is difficult to explain. Perhaps it is the same vowel *a that is found in 
the subjunctive? The only difference between the middle voice exhortative and the 
imperative is found in the forms of the middle voice which are-:> and -a respectively. 
The emphasis on a desire is often added by the adverb y:> 'that, may it be so that'. The 
indefinite markers are morphologically marked by a morpheme *ma, derived from the 
adverb maa 'probably'. This morpheme -ma combines with the forms found in the active 
imperative and in the exhortative. The subjunctive is marked by the vowel *a and final 
glottality added to the voice markers, the active voice marker being unmarked in the 
subjunctive. 
An effort to derive the conjugational suffixes from the proposed underlying verbal 
morphemes is described in the following section. 
5.5.7 DEEP STRUCTURE OF THE CONJUGATIONAL SUFFIXES 
Having formed hypotheses about the underlying forms for the morphemes expressing the 
different semantic exponents of the conjugational suffixes, theoretically, it should now be 
possible to derive the different conjugational suffixes from the sum of the morphemes 
present in each of the conjugations. The morphemes that are thought to occur in the deep 
structure of the conjugational suffixes are listed below*. 
* The basis for this deep structure analysis has been worked out in an excellent paper written by Rossel 
(1986) for a Fulfulde Structure Course taught at the Department of African Linguistic at the Leiden 
T T-~ .. ,...,,,,..n~,._ .. , 
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*u active, *a middle 
*u active, *::> middle 
*a-1 
*(V)ma 
no possibility to combine with past tense 
no possibility to combine with aspect marker 
possibility to combine with past tense and aspect markers 
The following table shows the proposed deep structure of indicative conjugational suffixes. 
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 
INCOMPL *an at 
INCOMPL + PAST *ann;:, at na 
R.INCOMPL *ata-1 at V 1 
R.INCOMPL + PAST *anna;:,--1 at n;:, V 1 
N.INCOMPL *ataa at aa 
N.INCOMPL+ PAST *ataan;:, at aa na 
M.INCOMPL *;:,fa at ;) 
M.INCOMPL + PAST *;:,fan;:, at ;) n;:, 
M.R.INCOMPL *;:,fa;:,-1 at ;) V 1 
M.R.INCOMPL + PAST *afan;:,;:,-1 at ;) n;:, V 1 
M.N.INCOMPL *ataak;:, at aa ;) k;:, 
M.N.INCOMPL + PAST *atan;:,;:,k;:, at aa ;) n;:, k;:, 
P.INCOMPL *ete at e 
P.R.INCOMPL *etee-1 at e V 1 
P.R.INCOMPL + PAST *etenaa-1 at e n;:, V 1 
P.N.INCOMPL *ataake at aa e ke 
P.N.INCOMPL + PAST *atanaake at aa e n;:, ke 
VF *u u 
M.VF *i ;) 
P.VF *a e 
COMPL *ii u 
COMPL+PAST *iina u n;:, 
R.COMPL *i-1 u 1 
R.COMPL+ PAST *una;:,--1 u n;:, 1 
N.COMPL1 *aali aa u Ii 
N.COMPL2 *aay aa u 
N.COMPL + PAST1 *aayn;:, aa u n;:, 
N.COMPL + PAST2 *aalina aa u Ii n;:, 
N.COMPL + PAST3 *anooli aa u na Ii 
NEG *aa aa u 
NEG+PAST *aana aa u na 
M.COMPL1 *iima ma 
M.COMPL2 *ike ke 
M.COMPL + PAST1 *inaama n;:, ma 
M.COMPL + P AST2 *inaake na ke 
M.COMPL + PAST3 *eken;:, ke n;:, 
M.R.COMPL *ii-1 V 1 
M.R.COMPL + PAST *in;:,;:,-1 na V 1 
M.N.COMPL *aaki aa ki 
M.N.COMPL + PAST *anooki aa n;:, ki 
P.COMPL *aama a a ma 
P.COMPL +PAST *an;:,;:,ma a n;:, a ma 
P.R.COMPL *aa-1 a a. V 1 
P.R.COMPL + PAST *an;:,;:,-1 a n;:, a V 1 
P.N.COMPL *aaka aa+ a a ka 
P.N. COMPL + PAST *anaaka aa+ a n;:, a ka 
1: JNCOMPLaspect, 2: NEG, 3: voice/aspect, 4: PAST, 5: COMPLaspect, 
6: CS specific morphemes, 7: exceptional place of PAST at end CS, 8: FG. 
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The underlying morphemes which combine to form the different conjugational suffixes are 
thought to occur in a fixed order. 
Order of markers in the conjugational suffixes: 
incompletive negation voice past completive other markers final glottality 







The conjugational suffixes of indicative verb forms are composed of (if present) the 
incompletive marker *at, followed by the negation marker *aa, followed by one of the 
voice markers, followed by the past tense marker, followed by a completive marker, 
followed by the discourse markers or by other possible additional morphemes to 
disambiguate the conjugational suffix. Sometimes, the past tense marker can also be found 
at the end of conjugational suffixes as is shown by the alternative forms -anooli and -aalin:, 
of the past negative completive (N.COMPL + PAST). 
The coalescence of the underlying morphemes in the following completive conjugational 
suffixes should have resulted in a short vowel. 
R.COMPL 
M.COMPL2 













Perhaps it is wrong to postulate both a morpheme marking voice and a morpheme marking 
the completive aspect in their underlying structure, especially since there are different 
suppletive morphemes marking voice in the incompletive and the completive conjugations. 
For the same reason it must be concluded that the relative is marked by a vocalic time-slot 
in the incompletive, but not in the completive. The conclusion is that the relative 
completive conjugational suffix only consists of the suppletive voice morpheme for the 
completive. 
Possibly the markers k:,, ke, ki, Ii, and ma have been added to disambiguate the many 
similar verbal conjugational suffixes. The marker -ma occurs in the middle and passive 
completive and in the indefinite, it is possibly related to the adverb maa 'possibly'. The 
marker -Ii is specific for the negative completive -aali. The markers with [k] only occur in 
the negative conjugational suffixes, the vowel is linked to voice and aspect: k:, in the 
middle incompletive, -ke in the middle completive, -ki in the middle completive, and -ka 
in the passive completive. The etymological origin of these markers is not clear. 
The non-indicative conjugations do not combine with aspect markers, the past tense 
marker, the negation marker, or discourse markers. The derivation of their forms involve 
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voice and mood markers only. The following table shows the proposed deep structure of 
the non-indicative conjugational suffixes. 
voice CS specific final glottality 
IMPsg *u u 1 
M.IMP sg *a a a 1 
IMP pl *ee u ee 1 
M.IMPpl *ee a ee 1 
EXH *u u 
M.EXH *a a 
INDEF *uma u ma 
M.INDEF *aama a ma 
SUB *a-1 a 1 
M.SUB *aa-1 a a 1 
P.SUB *ee-1 e a 1 
There are two forms where the combination of these underlying morphemes would lead to 
the wrong vowel length in the surface form of the conjugational suffix. 
M.IMP sg 
M.INDEF 
< not *-a-a-1 
< not *-a-ma 
but *a1 
but *-a-V-ma 
The vowel [a] in the imperative singular could be a suppletive morpheme that is already 
marked for voice, so perhaps the voice morpheme *a should not be reconstructed in the 
underlying structure of the middle voice singular imperative conjugational suffix. It is not 
clear why the first vowel in the middle voice indefinite conjugational suffix -aama is long. 
The active form of the subjunctive is only correctly derived when its voice is unmarked, 
not containing the active voice marker for completive forms *u. It is not clear why this 
voice marker is present in the other forms of the non-indicative moods. Sometimes vowel 
length, mostly a result of merger of more than one vowel, is hard to explain. But these are 
not the only questions that should be answered to arrive at the correct forms of the 
conjugational suffixes. 
The structures presented above are only an approximation of a possible underlying form, 
based on the semantic and morphological complexity of the conjugational suffixes. The 
proposed underlying deep structures do not result in the correct derivation of all the 
conjugational suffixes. However, it has been demonstrated that some semantic exponents of 
the verbal conjugation can clearly be linked to certain morphological forms. To arrive at a 
watertight derivation, historical information should also be taken into consideration. The 
comparative method, applied to Fulfulde and other Atlantic languages could also perhaps 
explain some of the verbal markers which are left unexplained here. Such research falls, 
however, beyond the scope of the present study. 
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5.6 SOME VERB-RELATED MINOR WORD CLASSES 
The verb-related minor word classes which are described here are copulas, modal 
predicates, adverbs, ideophones, and a number of particles. These word classes have in 
common the fact that they can not be referred to by a nominal concord. Copulas can 
function like a verb, being part of the predicate. Modal predicates are fixed conjugated verb 
forms that function as adverbs. Adverbs modify the verb. Ideophones are a specific type of 
adverbs. The term particle is used here in its most general sense, small uninflected words 
that can express pragmatic and discourse-related functions. The particles which are 
distinguished here are the conjunctions, the question particles, and topic markers. There is 
overlap between these word classes, a word can sometimes be classified in different word 
classes. For example, the relation between conjunctions and topic markers is explicitly 
present in the word kaa, as a conjunction it is translated as 'but', as a topic marker it is 
translated as 'however'. 
5.6.l COPULAS 
There are two words in the Fulfulde of Maasina that occur in non verbal sentences 
connecting two noun phrases that can be caned copulas. The copula of identity y~ connects 
two noun phrases that describe the same thing or person. The locative copula 1ana connects 
two noun phrases of which the last noun phrase describes a location. But both copulas can 
also occur in verbal sentences, acting as auxiliaries to modify the verb. In the following two 
sections the use of the copulas in both non-verbal and verbal sentences will be exemplified. 
5.6.1.1 THE COPULA OF IDENTITY y::> 
The copula y::> indicates a relation of identity. A typical use of the copula y::> is to equate 
two noun phrases with each other. It has an identificational as well as an attributive use. 
taasawal lid'd'i p buud'i capand'e j::>y 
plate fishes COP coins tens five 
'A plate of fishes is 250 CFA.' (Tioulenta 1980a: 19) 
The copula of identity can only appear between two noun phrases. When the subject is a 
pronoun, i.e. a personal pronoun or a class concord, the copula y::> cannot occur. The 
pronominal subject and the nominal predicate are juxtaposed to each other in a non-verbal 
sentence which expresses identity between the pronominal subject and the nominal 
predicate. 




'She is the child of Usman.' 
'He is a herdsman.' 
'It is a Pullo.' 
'You are knowledgeable.' 
The copula y::> can also connect noun phrases that have been extended with relative clauses. 
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m::> 0jii-cfaa fuu y::> jaaw-n-ii-cf::> 
who see-R.COMPL-you all COP be fast-CAUS-M.R.COMPL-CL 
'Every one that you see is hasty.' 
The copula of identity is also used in pseudo cleft sentences. 
lo yicf-i f aamude y::> yalla m::> hokk-ii cfum 
what want-R.COMPL understand-INF COP whether he1 give-COMPL him2 
laawol faa fucfcf-a lan°di0 daa0 de-1 
time/occasion for begin-SUB consult 
'What he wanted to understand was whether he was given an occasion for getting 
advice.' (Tioulenta 1980a: 11) 
A cleft construction with the copula y::> is typical in sentences with an exhortative verb 
form. 
y::> 1aIIa wuur-n-u m::> 
COP God live-CAUS-EXH him/her 
'That God make her/him live'. 
The word y::> in an exhortative sentence can be omitted, but the word y::> is not omitted in 
this fixed expression pronounced when children are born or given their name. The wordy::> 
appears to emphasize the strength of the wish expressed in the sentence. 
5.6.1.2 LOCATIVE COPULA 1ana 
The locative copula 1ana expresses the location of an entity somewhere. In non-verbal 
sentences it has to be followed by a locative constituent, i.e. by a locative noun or by a 
locative prepositional phrase. 
0diyam 1ana ley mayre sewre 1ana burgu 
water LOC in it herd LOC inner Niger-Delta 
'Water is in it.' 'The herd is in the inner Niger-Delta.' 
The locative copula can also combine with the adverb nii 'thus, just so' to form 
presentational predicates, as the compound word 1annii 'here is'. The locative copula 1ana 
can also be found in the word 1annaa 'there is'. 
1ana with nii 'right here' 
dewtere 0de 1an-nii 
book the LOC-just 
'Here is the book.' 
1ana with naa 'around here' 
nagge 1an-naa 
cow LOC-just-NEG 
'There is a cow' 
The words 1annii and 1annaa can be compared in function with the French words "voici" 
and "voila". They are used to present an item, which requires that the object presented is 
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within the visual field of the speaker. The etymological origin of the second part *naa in 
the word 1annaa is not obvious. Possibly the form -naa here is a contraction of the word 
nii 'just' and the negative conjugation -aa-. In other words, 1annaa 'there is' is perhaps 
derived from the negation of 1annii 'right here, exactly here'. The proposal for the 
etymology of 1annaa gives the paraphrase "not right here, not exactly here", which is a 
possible paraphrase for something that must be within the visual field of the speaker since it 
is presented but which is not exactly in the same place as the speaker since it is "there" and 
not "here". 
'fhe locative copula 1ana expressing location can only appear after a nominal subject, it 
precedes a locative phrase. The locative copula 1ana cannot occur when the subject is 
pronominal. Special locative forms of both the personal pronouns and the subject concords 
are used in locative non-verbal sentences. 
'He is in Bamako.' 1 ::,m::, bamaka 
1e6e burgu 
1endu to 
'They are in the Inner Niger-Delta.' 
'It is there.' 
The pronominal subject in a non-verbal sentence expressing location is formed by the 
subject pronoun which is preceded by a marker *1e. 
The locative copula 1ana and its derived forms can be used to modify subjunctive and 
relative completive verb forms. The combination of the locative marker and the subjunctive 
has been treated in the literature as a separate progressive conjugation. When this locative 
precedes a verb stem conjugated with subjunctive, the verb phrase expresses the ongoing 
occurrence of the action or process expressed by the verb at the moment of speech. 
Forms of 1ana modifying subjunctive verb forms: 
nay 1an-nii tacc-it-a maaya 
cows LOC-just cut-REV-SUB river 
'(Look) the cows arc crossing the river.' 
laabi did'i ley hitaande nay 1ana tacc-it-a maaya 
times two in year cows LOC cut-REV-SUB nver 
'Two times a year the cows cross the river.' 
The first sentence can only be truthfully uttered if the cows which are crossing the river are 
actually in the proximity of the speaker. The meaning of 1annii as a verbal modifier is very 
much the same as its meaning in a non-verbal sentence. The locative marker 1ana in the 
second sentence mainly indicates that the action takes place over a longer period of time, a 
notion more often expressed by locative markers in different languages of the world. The 
incompletive meaning of the subjunctive marker -a indicates here that the action referred to 
(the crossing of the river by cows) is expected and habitual (a habit is an expected recurring 
event). 
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Likewise the locative marker modifying a relative completive verb form has not been 
described as such, but as one discontinuous morpheme which is called the stative. 
1ana modifying relative completive verb forms: 
mootti 1ana heewi yim6e 
Mopti lOC have many-R.COMPL people 
'Mopti has many people' -or- 'Mopti is filled with people.' 
koreeji maa 1ana 0deen-ii ? 
family members your LOC be fine-M.R.COMPL 
'Is your family doing fine?' 
The fact that the verbal constructions with the locative in the above phrases has been called 
the stative conjugation follows from the particular semantic structure of the verb roots 
rather than from the combination of the meaning of the locative marker and the relative 
completive verbal marker. Verbs like heewde 'fill, be(come) many' and reenaade 
'be(come) fine' are inchoative verbs: they indicate a point of change from one state into 
another state. A more literal translation of the verb heewde could be paraphrased as 
'become full' indicating a change of state from being little or being empty to the state of 
being many or being filled. A more literal translation of the verb reenaade could be 
paraphrased as 'become fine' indicating a change of state from not fine, unprotected, ill etc. 
to the state of being fine, i.e. protected, healthy etc. To describe the fact that the change of 
state has occurred, the verb combines with the completive marker. To describe the fact that 
the state resulting from the completion of the change of state is continuing, the verb is 
modified with the locative marker. The locative marker again only indicates that the action, 
state or process expressed in the verb form (the event) takes place over a longer period of 
time. It is true that the locative marker is often used in combination with these inchoative 
verbs, but the locative marker can also be found to express duration in combination with 
verb forms that are not based on inchoative verb roots. 
1ana modifying filaade 'tell' (non-inchoative verb): 
taw-ii taaniraa6e mum 1ana pil-ii cfum, taal-an-a taalol 
find-COMPL grandchildren his1 lOC tell-M.R.COMPL him1 tell-DAT-SUB story 
'It's so that his grandchildren have continuously told him that he should tell a story.' 
(Tioulenta 1980a: 13) 
The locative marker in the example above emphasizes the fact that the grandchildren have 
constantly occupied the grandfather by asking him to tell stories constantly, all the time, 
and repeatedly, which is also expressed elsewhere in the text. 
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1ana modifying w::mn;:,;:,, 'was': 
m;:, 1itt-i teu°g:aade makk, 1ana w;:,n-n;:,::, dow h;:,;:,re makk;:, 
he take off-R.COMPL hat his LOC be-R.COMPL-PAST on head his 
'He took off his hat that was (all the time) on his head.' (Tioulenta 1980a: 10) 
The locative 1ana in the above sentence describes the fact that, before putting his hat off, it 
had been on his head for a long period of time. The locative ?ana indicates duration of the 
event expressed in the verb which it modifies. 
The locative meaning of the copula ?ana recurs especially in the form 1annii both in its 
use in non-verbal sentences as in its use as a verbal modifier. The word ?ana is polysemic, 
it can indicate both location and duration. 
In earlier studies of Fulfulde, the similarity of the locative and the durative has been 
noticed, but the locative copula 1ana in non-verbal sentences was not identified with the 
1ana found in verbal sentences preceding the verb in the progressive and stative 
conjugation. Ard ( 1979) is the first to describe these conjugations as periphrastic verbal 
constructions developed from locative expressions. 
There are several indications which suggest that the word 1ana indicating both location 
and duration should be treated as one polysemic word. In the first place, the forms of this 
marker are completely identical in all contexts. Secondly, the locative and the durative 
meaning are related. In non-verbal sentences the copula 1ana indicates the presence of the 
subject at a location at the time of speech. In verbal sentences the ongoing process or state 
takes place at the time of speech or at the time of reference when the verb form contains the 
past tense maker n;:,. Although the spatial and locative meaning of 1ana is more emphasized 
irn man-verbal sentences, and the temporal or durative meaning is more focused in verbal 
sentences, both uses of 1ana as a copula and as a verbal modifier indicate a unity of time 
and place. 
5.6.2 MODAL PREDICATES 
Modal predicates are conjugated verb forms that occur in adverbial phrases, and have a 
function similar to the functions of adverbs: modifying the verb. The meaning of these 
modal predicates is also similar to the meanings which are typical for adverbs. Modal 
predicates can say something about time, place or manner (mood). In Fulfulde, the modal 
predicates occur sentence initially. They are often formed from verb stems describing 
temporal or spatial processes. 





'a long time ago' 
'long time ago, it has taken some time' 
'not for long' 
'for a long time' [will probably last] 
'it won't take long, right away, in a moment' 
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taw- 'find' tawete 'maybe' 
tawii 'it is so that' [lit. it has been found that] 
tawi, tawii 'it is so that' 
tawa 'it is so that' [lit. it is habitually found that] 
1ad- 'go first, lead' 7adan 'before, beforehand' 
hedd- 'remain' hedd:> 'then, and it happened that' 
laat- 'become' laafa:> 'when' 
Adverbial clauses occur either sentence initially or sentence finally, and so do these modal 
predicates which function as an adverbial clause. The use of these modal predicates is 
exemplified in the following sentences. 
mi yahan 6:>:>yataa 
tawete m:> waran 
'I will leave in a moment.' 
'May be he will come.' 
The words for night jemma and afternoon pafo:>ma are etymologically conjugated verb 
forms that can occur in adverbial phrases. They have become nouns because they can be 
referred to with the concord of the 'O class. Etymologically the two words are formed from 
a verb stem that combines with the indefinite conjugational suffix -ma. 
je~tg- + 
pal- + 
-ma -> jemma 'night' 
-:>:>ma -> pab:>ma 'afternoon' 
'O class 
'O class 
The word jemma is based on the root of the verb jeu0 gude 'be late in the evening' from 
which the noun jei;)°g:> 0 g:> 'the evening' is derived. The combination of this verb root with 
the active voice marker of the indefinite conjugational suffix -ma describes the period that 
is likely to follow the evening: the night. The word pab:>ma 'afternoon' is based on the 
same stem as the verb palwude 'to be in zenith (of the sun), to be midday'. The 
combination of this verb root with the middle voice marker of the indefinite -:>:>ma 
describes the period that is likely to follow midday: the afternoon. The etymology of these 
words has become opaque, mainly because the indefinite conjugational suffix is not used 
frequently. Thus the word class of these adverbs has been reinterpreted: they are classified 
as nouns. As a result they can be referred to with the concord of the 'O class, a class where 
all nouns without a proper noun class suffix are found (like e.g. loan-words). 
5.6.3 ADVERBS 
Adverbs can form an adverbial phrase modifying the verb. Adverbials are words that 
express how, where, when or why the action or process described in the main verb of the 
sentence takes place. Thus by their meaning, adverbs can be divided into adverbs of manner 
(how), adverbs of time (when), and adverbs of place (where), and adverbs of reason (why). 
In the syntactic structure of a sentence the information of verb modification is expressed by 
adverbial phrases. Adverbial phrases can consist of an adverb, an adverb phrase, a noun 
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keepe m:> wari 
jooni jooni m;:, wari 
y:>ntere 6ettii0de m:> wari 
hakku0de naa0ge m:> wari 
'Yesterday he came.' 
'Just now he came.' 
'Last week he came.' 
'At noon he came.' 
This study limits itself to the description of word formation. Therefore only adverbial 
words, whose occurrence is syntactically restricted to adverbial phrases, are discussed here. 
There are also some conjugated verb forms that can occur in adverbial phrases. These 
modal predicates have been discussed in the previous section. The class of words 
commonly called adverbs are words expressing time, place or manner. Ideophones are a 
special group of adverbs, they are discussed in section 5.6.4. 
The class of adverbs contains a limited number of words. As stated above, adverbs can 
be divided on the basis of their meaning into adverbs of place, time and manner. They will 
be discussed here in that order. 
Adverbs of place 
The word formation of the adverbs of place is very similar to the word formation of 
demonstratives, both in form and meaning. Actually there are only four true adverbs of 
place that take the same derivatives as the demonstratives. 
ga 'here, right here' 
gaa 'here, right here (deictic)' 
,fa 'here, around here' 
cf:>:> 'here, around here (deictic)' 
cf:>:>n 'here, around here (referential)' 
to 'there, at that place' 
too 'there, at that place (deictic)' 
toon 'over there, at that place in question (referentiall)' 
been 'in it, in there' 
The adverb ga 'right here' (within eyesight) does not combine with the referential marker, 
possibly because the referential marker proto-typically refers to things that you can't see, 
but which you have talked about. The adverb been only combines with the referential 
marker, possibly because when something is within something else, it can't be seen: a 
pro to-typical situation for the use of the referential marker. 
war~ 
taaniraa6e maa tawan °du cf:>:> 
maay:> walaa toon 
m:> wacfi been haak:> 
'Come here.' 
'Your grandchildren will find it here.' 
'There is no river over there.' 
'She has put leaves in it.' 
The CVVC forms cf;,:,n, toon, been often are shortened to a CVC form cf:>n, ton and hen, 
especially when they are not in a stressed position. This is a further indication that the 
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CVVC syllable is a marginal structure in Maasina. A few adverbs of place are derived from 







'be evening' + naa°ge 'sun' 
'rise' + naa°ge 'sun' 
These words are derived from the verb stems hiir- 'become evening' and fud'- 'rise' and 
the noun naa0ge 'sun'. The word hirnaa0 ge describes where the sun is in the evening: in 
the west. The long vowel [ii] of the morpheme hiir- is shortened in the derivation from 
*hiirnaa0 ge because it occurs in an unstressed CVVC syllable and to avoid this less 
preferred CVVC syllable structure. The word funnaa0ge describes where the sun rises: in 
the east. The final [d'] of the stem fud'- 'rise' is assimilated to the initial [n] of the word 
naa0 ge 'sun' in the form *fud'naa0 ge because an obstruent like [d'] cannot occur in syllable 
final position. 
Normally, constructions compounding a verb stem with a noun remain in the class of 
nouns like the compound ma tiid'a-haar£ 'he is a stubborn person' (lit. hard of head). 
Probably because of their spatial meaning, the words hirnaa0 ge 'west' and funnaa0 ge 
'east' and their abbreviated forms hirna and funna for east and west changed into adverbs, 
they can no longer be referred to with a class concord. Different words for north and south 
remain nouns and can be referred to with a concord. There are different words that are 
translated as north and south. They are all nouns, their primary meaning denotes what is in 
the north or south rather than the direction itself. 
saahal 0 gal 
6aleeri 0di 
so66ule d'e 
haare hud'aare 0 de 
'north' (lit. desert) [Maasina] 
'south' (lit. black land) [Maasina] 
'north' (lit. corners) [Duwansa] 
'south' (lit. head of grass) [Duwansa] 
Words for east and west are the same in all dialects, whereas .north and south mostly 
describe landscape features that happen to be in the north or the south of a certain dialect 
area. 
Adverbs of time 
Many adverbs of time can also occur with the referential marker -n, and there is some 
variation in the vowels which seems to correspond to regional differences. These words are 
not nouns even though some of the translation equivalents may suggest otherwise; these 





































'just, only a moment ago' 
'immediately' 






'two years ago' 
In Maasina the word keeJle 'yesterday' ends in the vowel [e], in Haayre the word ends in a 
vowel [a], keepa 'yesterday'. In Haayre a final vowel [a] is found in the word kasa again, 
whereas in Maasina this word ends in [e) or [i], a variation that is also found in the word 
r;:>wtanin, r;:>wtanen 'two years ago'. The first vowel in rowani 'last year' can clnange to 
[a], because unstressed short vowels often assimilate to the vowel in the next syllable. The 
impression is that these vowel changes do not indicate a difference in meaning, however 
the absence or presence of the referential marker does. 
The referential marker changes the time of reference, e.g. rawani-n 'last year+ REF' 
refers to the year before the moment of reference, i.e. 'last year' or 'the year before'. The 
time of reference is then indicated by the verb in the sentence and by the context. No forms 
with the referential marker -n are found for some adverbs of time. The word jag0 g;:> is not 
found ending in -n in the data, instead the word can be used followed by a possessive 
pronoun ja~)°g:> mum to express 'the next day' (after the indicated time described in the 
context). 
Possibly the adverbs jag0 g::, 'tomorrow' and han°de 'today' are historically derived 
from nouns in the NGO class and in the NDE class respectively. Syntactically, these words 
cannot combine with nominal modifiers. These words can only combine with the 
completive forms of the verb fa66- 'pass time' and *heecc- 'be elder' to form adverbial 
clauses denoting the day after tomorrow and the day before yesterday respectively. The 
verb *heecc- 'be elder', possibly extended with the reversive extension -it- is often realized 
as either heec- or hecc- to avoid the less preferred CVVC syllable. 
fa66i jag0 g::, 
fa66iti jag0g:> 




'day after tomorrow' 
'in three days' 
'in four days' 
'day before yesterday' 
'three days ago' 
'four days ago' 
The words r::,wani 'last year', r;:>wtani 'two years ago', mawuuri 'next year' and 
mawuurti 'in two years from now' are considered to be adverbs of time because of their 
temporal meanings and because of the possibility of adding the referential marker -n to 
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them. The etymology of the word mawuuri could be related to the adverb of manner maa 
'probably' and the verb stem wuur- 'live', paraphrasing the next year as the time one is 
''probably still alive". The verbal origin of these adverbs is also indicated by the presence of 
the verbal extension -t- 'back, again' in these adverbs. 
Adverbs of manner 
Of all the adverbs, the adverbs of manner, also called modal adverbs, are the most closely 
related to the verb forms. First the modal adverbs will be listed, then their influence on the 
verb will be discussed. 
kanaa 'obligatorily' maa 'probably' 
s:>i:iaa 'obligatorily, except' meere 'nothing, for nothing' 
sinaa 'obligatorily, except' sanne 'much, very, too much' 
w:1ta 'don't' seecfa 'a bit, little' 
fati 'don't' tan 'only, just' 
pati 'don't' yeru 'like' 
law 'quickly' kala 'each' 
fuu 'all, every, completely' nii 'thus, this is how' 
n:1 'as, like' n:1:1n 'thus, so' 
h:>n:> 'as, like' n:>n 'this is how' 
The modal adverbs co-occur with one particular conjugational category. The modal adverb 
maa 'probably' combines with the verb in verb focus, as in the following example. 
maa mi war ka ... 
maa taw 
'I (probably) will come but...' 
'probably' 
The first sentence above describes a situation where the subject referred to cannot say no, 
he or she is expected to come, but rather would prefer not to. Modal adverbs expressing 
obligation are kanaa, s:1naa, sinaa. The subjunctive co-occurs with adverbs which 
express an obligation. 
kanaa mi wara 
sanaa m:> j:1:1cf :1:1 
'I must come.' 
'He should sit down.' 
There are a number of modal adverbs like h:>n:1, n:1, nii, indicating vaguely how something 
is done, translated as 'thus'. The verbs in sentences where these adverbs occur, combine 
with the circumstantial extension -ir-. The adverb nii 'thus' in the following example 
requires the circumstantial extension. 
nii g:1lle f ecc-ir-tee ley maasina 
thus work divide-CIRC-P.R.INCOMPL in Maasina 
'This is how the work is divided in Maasina.' 
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The adverbs fati, pati, w:1ta are geographically distributed variants of the same word. 
These adverbs form the negation of the subjunctive. 
f ati mb:1y-aa 
don't cry-SUB-you (SPro) 
'You should not cry.' 
Not all adverbs of manner require a specific verbal conjugation as shown in the following 
examples. 
war law 
seed'a teew paametee 
mi yid'u maa sanne 
'Come quickly.' 
'Meat is only scarcely eaten.' 
'I love you very much.' 
6e 1eggan tan tewtude hud':1 'They only migrate to find grass.' 
There are probably more adverbs of manner than those cited here, but these are the most 
frequent ones. 
5.6.4 IDEOPHONES 
ldeophones are a special type of adverbs. In Fulfulde they will always receive the main 
stress of the sentence, i.e. they are always in focus. Their phonological shape differs from 
that of other words in Fulfulde in that any consonant can occur syllable finally in 
ideophones whereas elsewhere in the language a syllable final consonant has to be 
sonorant. The ideophones are semantically restricted to co-occur with a certain verb or 







'very little' heewaa pep 
'Only a very small quantity, not very much.' 
'very straight (nose)' debb:1 koofol makk:1 1ana darii nur 
'The woman, her nose is very straight.' 
'perfect (Fulfulde)' 1 :1m:1 haala f ulf ulde jer 
'very red' 
'very yellow' 
'He speaks Fulfulde clearly, with ease.' 
s:1 1a 6:1:1yan 1a waawa fulfulde jer 
'If you continue, you might speak perfect Fulfulde.' 
1ana wo,iji coy 
'It is very red.' 
1ana 1oolcfi buy 
'It is very yellow.' 
kirim, 'very black' gite 6aleeji kirim 
krim, 
kurum 
paca 'very white' 
'very black eyes' 
1ana rawni paca 
'It is very white.' 
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puka 'very grey' 1ana furd'i puka 
'It is very grey.' 
dus 'very bad (smell)' 1ana luubi dus 
'It smells very bad.' 
fUJJa 'very nice (smell)' 1ana 1uura fUJJa 
'It smells very nice.' 
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There are a number of ideophones which are onomatopoeic. They can deviate even more 
from the phonological system. The vowel [a] is not used to distinguish meaning in 





'sound of lightning striking' 
'sound of lightning striking' 
'sound of thunder rumbling' 
'sound of thunder rumbling' 
All ideophones have a very expressive value. They are used to brighten up stories. 
Ideophones can be used to increase the suspense in a story and startle the listeners. The use 
of an ideophone mostly causes a smile on the face of the listeners. 
5.6.5 QUESTION PARTICLES 
There are a few question particles in Fulfulde, they are placed either in initial or final 
position of a sentence. They are used to signal yes-no questions. 
naa, na mid'a waawi fijude 1e maa na? 
I+LOC can-R.COMPL play-INF with you qp 
Can I play with you? 
kori kori 0gee'1di 0dii 1ana reenii ? 
qp village the LOC be well-M.R.COMPL 
Is everything all right in the village? 
Both question particles seem to be derived historically from modal predicates. The question 
particle naa is derived from a conjugated verb form of the verb stem wan- 'to be' 
conjugated with the negative marker -aa: *wanaa, paraphrased as "isn't it?". It is added as 
a question tag to the yes-no question. It is not obligatory, the main indication for the yes-no 
question is its intonation pattern. 
The question particle kori is also added at the beginning of yes-no questions, it also 
carries a meaning of "hopefully". The final vowel [i] could be the relative completive 
conjugation. The addition of this question particle indicates that one hopes and expects the 
answer to be yes. Its etymology is unclear. 
5.6.6 CONJUNCTIONS 
Conjunctions are defined as words that connect sentences (Crystal 1991:73). The following 
words are classified as conjunctions in Fulfulde. 
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dee 
faa 
sabi, sabu, saabi, saabe, saabaabu 







'further, thereupon, subsequently' 








'therefore, to the benefit of' 
In Fulfulde the conjunctions have to be bound to a clause with which they form an 
adverbial clause expressing how, when, where or why the action in the connected clause 
happened. The conjunctions occur in adverbial clauses functioning as sentence connectors 
in the following examples. 
dee 'further, thereupon, subsequently' 
baaba makk::> dajl-i jawdi sanne dee, 
father her 
hokk-i 
reap-R.COMPL wealth much subsequently, 
ffi;) huu.11de fu1 lo m;:, lannd-ii 
give-R.COMPL her thing all that she ask-M.R.COMPL 
'Her father was very wealthy subsequently, he gave her everything she asked for.' 
d:>:>m-am cfo;J faa mi jrew-;Jy-a 
wait-IMPsg-me here so that [ see-ALT-SUB 
kaacfo meereej:1 1:,:1 dee, min ngar-t-id-a 
Bozo worthless this subsequently we come-REV-COM-SUB 
'Wait here for me so that I go and look for this terrible Bozo and subsequently, 
we'll come back together.' 
The conjunction dee is usually put at the end of the adverbial clause. In the first example 
the adverbial clause indicates the circumstance that makes it possible for her father to give 
her anything she asks for because he is very rich. In the second example the referent of 
speaker will come back together with the Bozo as a consequence of the fact that he is going 
to look for him. The speaker thus expresses the fact that he is sure that his looking for the 
Bozo will lead to him finding the Bozo. The adverbial clause expresses the circumstance 
leading to the coming back together. 
faa 'until, in order to, so that' 
faa oc njott-ii 
they go-COMPL until they a:rrive-M.R.COMPL nver large 
'They went until they reached a large river.' 
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fati oc kers-u, s;:> fie 0jood-d-iima faa 6e kaal-d-a 
don't they shame-VF if they sit-COM-M.COMPL so that they speak-COM-SUB 
'They shouldn't be ashamed, if they sat together in order to talk with each other.' 
(Tioulenta 1980a: 18) 
The adverbial clause with faa delimits the time of the verb njeh-ii 'went' in the above 
example. In combination with the subjunctive the adverbial clause with the conjunction faa 
expresses the reason for the action of the main verb. 
sabi, sabu, saabi, saabe, saabaabu 'because' 
to maasina, demal maar:>, sabi ndiyam 6ur-i heew-de 
there Maasina, cultivation rive, because water surpass-R.COMPL be much-INF 
'In Maasina, there is the cultivation of rice, because there is a lot of water.' 
sabi jiiw=,=,0 de nde 1=, yalt-ataa 
because rainstorm the he go out-N.INCOMPL 
'Because of the rainstorm, he will not go out.' 
1=, walaa ga sabu 1=,m=, d=,;)m-a nay 
he be-NEG here because he+LOC wait-SUB cows 
'He isn't here because he is watching the cows.' 
Adverbial clauses with the conjunction sabi or any of the other forms for the word 
'because' describe the reason for the action of the main verb. The conjunction sabi can not 
only be followed by a verbal predicate but it can also be followed by a noun, as in the 
adverbial phrase sabi j.iiw=,=,0de 'because of the rain storm'. 
so, se, si, sa 'when, if 
se to6-i, laawol 0 gol hecc-icf-an 
when rain-R.COMPL road it be wet-INCH-INCOMPL 
'When it rains, the road is wet.' 
1=> war-an-rn S=> m=, waaw-n;) 
he come-INCOMPL-PAST if he can-R.COMPL-PAST 
'He would come if he could.' 
s=, 0 dmJ0 gu 6elt-ike dabbu0de naat-a 
when rainy season pass-M.COMPL cold season enter-SUB 
'When the rainy season has past, the cold season enters.' 
sa 1a wujj-ii 1a fiy-e 
if you steal-COMPL you beat-P.VF 
'If you have stolen, you really should be beaten.' 
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The forms se, si, S:J are possibly geographically distributed. The form sa is a form that 
occurs only before the subject pronoun 1a 'you'. It can also replaces::> and 1a, in that case 
the two words have merged. 
yalla 'whether, if' 
micf:J sikk-it-i yalla m:J gar:J:JW:J 
I+LOC wonder-REV-R.COMPL whether he come+AGENTIVE+CL 
'I doubt whether he will be coming.' 
hoorn-u yalla 1acfa waaw-i 
try-IMPsg whether you+LOC can-R.COMPL 
'Try if you can.' 
1:J lam0dii yalla sammba warii 
he ask-M.R.COMPL whether Samba come-COMPL 
'He asked whether Samba has come.' 
The conjunction yalla introduces a clause whose realization or truth is not known. It 
expresses some doubt about the actual occurrence of the action expressed in the main 
clause. 
1iia, gila 'since' 
1ecfum cf:J:J gila 1abada 
it+LOC here since ever 
'It's there since eternity.' 
0 duu0 gu, 1iia 0 diyam Ilaat-aay, rem:J:J6e 1aaw-an gese mii.1en 
rainy season since water enter-N.COMPL farmers sow-INCOMPL fields their 
'In the rainy season, before the water enters , the farmers sow their fields.' 
1:J jiw-an gila hakku0 de naa0 ge waraay 
he leave-INCOMPL since middle 
'He'll leave before noon.' 
sun come-N.COMPL 
There is a particular use of the conjunction 1ila with negative verb forms. The adverbial 
phrase 1ila 0 diyam naataay 'before the water enters' literally means "since the water has 
not yet entered". Likewise the adverbial clause gila hakku0 de naa0ge waraay describes 
the last moments when the midday sun has not (yet) arrived, so before midday. 
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kammari 'because, because of, due to' 
1:, seed-i 1e goriik:, kammari 1:)1) fii m:, 
she separate-R.COMPL with her husband due to that one beat-COMPL her 
'She has left her husband because he has beaten her.' 
There is only a small difference between the conjunctions sabi 'because' and kammari 
'because'. The word sabi is much more frequently used. The word kammari 'because, due 
to' introduces clauses which describe more serious, uncorrectable reasons. 
n:, 'like' 
n:, yim6e heew6e, 1:, jiw-i wur:, ma66e 
like people many he leave-R.COMPL village their 
'Like many people, he has left his village.' 
The word n:, can function both as an adverb of manner with the meaning 'thus, as, like', 
and as a conjunction introducing a clause describing a manner. This shows that in Fulfulde 
the difference between an adverb and a conjunction is not very large. 
kaa 'but' 
1:, sell-aa kaa 1 :,m:, g:,ll-a 
he be healthy-NEG but he+LOC work-SUB 
'He is not healthy but he works.' 
The conjunction kaa 'but' introduces an adverbial clause which describes a contradiction 
between the event expressed by the verb in the relative clause and the event described in the 
main clause. The same word kaa 'however' can also be found as a topic marker, which 
shows that in Fulfulde the distinction between topic markers and conjunctions is small. The 
topic markers are discussed in the next section. 
5.6.7 TOPICMARKERS 
Topic markers occur at the end of a topic phrase on which the rest of the sentence 
comments. The following topic markers occur in the Fulfulde of Maasina. 
kam 'concerning' 
nee 'concerning' 
duu 'also, too' 
kaa 'however, at least, on the other hand' 
fuu 'all' 
nii 'thus, only thus' 
tan 'only' 
Chapter six 
The nominal grade system 
6.1 THE SEMANTIC BASIS OF THE GRADE SYSTEM 
The majority of nominals are characterized by the occurrence of a class marker. The nouns 
are marked by a noun class suffix that categorizes the word, indicating which class it will use 
as its concord. All other nominals are marked by a concord suffix of the same class as the 
noun which they modify or refer to. All twenty-two noun classes in the Fulfulde of Maasina 
can be marked by several possible suffix forms referred to as grades. 
In the literature the suffix grades correspond roughly to the division of the suffix forms 
according to their initial segment which can be a vowel, a continuant, a plosive or a 
prenasalized consonant (McIntosh 1984:36). This is not a strict division. There are some 
exceptional suffix forms which are grouped differently, for example, those suffixes that have 
an affricate initial suffix are grouped with the continuant initial suffix grade. The grouping 
does not seem to be based on the nature of the initial consonant, but rather on the co-
occurrence of a number of suffix forms in the same (nominal) paradigm. The following 
examples show four nominal paradigms. Each of these paradigms consists of a singular, 
plural, diminutive, and augmentative form of a noun. Each of these paradigms combines with 
suffixes of one grade. Each of the four nouns is taken from a different suffix grade. 
Nominal paradigms: 
grade: A B C D 
'story' 'chief 'recipient' 'dog' 
basic gender: NGOL/'DI '0/'BE NDE/'DE NDU/'DI 
sg. taal-ol haa-ree-ja tummb-u-de raw-aa-ndu 
pl. taal-i haa-ree-6e tummb-u-cf e daw-aa-cfi 
NGEL: dim. taal-el hoo-re-wel tummb-u-gel daw-a-ngel 
KOY: dim.pl. taal-oy hoo-re-woy tummb-u-koy ndaw-a-koy 
NGAL: augm. taal-al haa-re-wal tummb-u-gal daw-a-ngal 
'DE: augm.pl. taal-e daw-aa-cfe 
The structure of these nouns is similar. They are based on a root, nominal or verbal, and a 
final element which is the class marker. What distinguishes the different nominal paradigms 
is the number and type of morphemes that occur between the root and the class marker. The 
general structure of the noun in Fulfulde is given in the following formula. 
[~tern J-Egract, marker) - etas, ~~] 
noun 
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The morphemes which occur in the stem can differ. There is a correlation between the type of 
markers occurring in the stem and the grade of the class suffix. 
Grade A nouns: 
class marke~ 
nominal 
Grade B nouns: 
r~ull wordy/N ]- grade marker- class markerl 
U stem nominal J 
Grade C nouns: 
[~ooty -(EXT: ir) 
Grade D nouns: 
(Voice~ - grade marker- class markeJ 
stem nominal J 




In the table below, the regular suffix forms of all the classes that occur in Maasina are given. 
Some additional irregular suffix forms have been omitted, they are discussed in section 
6.2.5. In the left-most column the labels of the different classes are given. These labels are 
derived from the form of the subject concord of that class. The second column shows the 
underlying form of the suffix followed by the postulated proto-Fulfulde form of the suffix if 
this differs from the underlying form. All suffix forms are derived from this form. The 
different suffix forms are grouped into grades following the terminology of Arnott, although 
the distribution of the suffix forms over the different grades differs slightly from that of 
Arnott, especially the alveolar initial class suffixes (see sections 7.2.2, 7.2.3, and 7.2.4). 
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Different grade markers condition the suffix forms of grade B, C, and D. Synchronically the 
presence of the grade marker can not always be demonstrated, but I suggest that this grade 
marker is present in the underlying structure of grade B, C, and D words. The ignorance 
about the underlying complex structure of the suffix forms is at the basis of the lexical 
hypothesis. The phonological conditioning of the different suffix forms is discussed in 
section 6.2. 
6.1.1 THE SEMANTIC EFFECT OF THE DIFFERENT SUFFIX GRADES 
Par la forme du suffixe, le foul indique ... qu'une modification est apportee au sens 
naturel de la racine .... La forme du suffixe de classe n'est done pas indifferente. Nous 
pensons pouvoir admettre que la forme faible est employee toutes les fois que la simple 
indication de la classe suffit, et une forme forte lorsque des indications 
complementaires sont necessaires. Nous ne croyons pas pouvoir attribuer, pour le 
moment, aux formes fortes, autre chose qu'un r61e d'avertissement, tout en 
reconnaissant qu 'une etude plus approfondie de materiaux plus abondants pourra 
conduire a plus de precision. 
Gaden (1913:39-40)* 
Gaden' s hypothesis that the different suffix forms express different meanings has long been 
neglected or denied. Klingenheben ( 1941: 105) rejects the hypothesis that the suffix grades 
are distinguished on semantic grounds ["begriffliche Griinde"]. He prefers the phonological 
hypothesis as an explanation for the different suffix forms, although he admits that the 
conditioning factors for a particular suffix form are not always present. Mohamadou ( 1985) 
is the first after a long time to explore some semantic patterns in the groupings of nouns that 
take a certain suffix form. He describes the nouns on the basis of the meanings of the 
morphemes that occur in the stem. A word like yanaa0 de 'grave' is called a resultative 
passive noun, because of the occurrence of the passive completive marker -aa- in the stem 
(Mohamadou 1985:327). It is true that the meaning of the morphemes that come between the 
root and the class marker is important for the actual formation of the noun, including the 
choice of the suffix. Mohamadou's study gives a comprehensive analysis of the meanings of 
these morphemes and their correlations with the form of the suffixes. But this analysis 
remains lexical, although the structure of the stem is important for his grouping of suffixes. 
This includes the grammatical nature of the root: nominal or verbal. Is the stem simple or 
compound: i.e. does it combine with verbal, or with denominal extensions, or with verbal 
markers? The most important conclusion that arises from Mohamadou's distribution of the 
suffix forms is that the type of word formation involved plays an important role in the choice 
of the suffix form. Mohamadou does show the importance of the semantic content of the 
morphemes occurring in the stem, but he fails to recognize the semantic content of the suffix 
forms themselves, which is decisive for the choice between the different suffix forms. 
* In Fulfulde, the form of the suffix indicates ... that a modification is added to the natural meaning of the 
root. ... The form of the class suffix is therefore not without importance. We think that it is possible to 
accept that a weak form [grades A and lB] is used whenever a simple indication of the class is sufficient, the 
strong forms [grades C and DJ are used whenever additional indications are necessary. At the moment we 
cannot attribute anything more than a role of some kind of marking to the strong forms, with the 
recor.:nition that a more orofound studv of more ahundant material C'.n11lrl IP.ail to mnrf". nrP.rioinn 
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Amott's grade system is taken as the point of departure in the description of the semantic 
content of the different suffix forms. It will be shown that the grouping of suffixes is not 
purely lexical. There are semantic similarities underlying the grouping of the suffix forms 
into grades. In fact, it will be argued that the primary function of the grade system is to be 
found in the semantic effect of the different suffix grades in the word formation of nouns. 
Each grade expresses a different relation between the stern and the noun resulting from the 
combination of a particular suffix form with that stern. The semantic pattern of the suffix 
grades can be observed when one looks at the different suffix forms in the different 
derivational processes in the formation of nouns. 
My hypothesis is that the choice of the suffix (grade marker and class marker) is 
determined by the meaning of the suffix (grade marker and class marker). The internal 
structure of all nominals is given in the following formula. 
Internal structure of nominals: 
c~tem ]- ~grade marker) - class ~!?] 
Grade markers are morphemes that carry information on the semantic relation between the 
root (often verbal) and the meaning of the derived noun. So far, the existence of the grade 
markers has not been noticed in the literature. The phonological fusion of these morphemes 
with the stem and with the class marker has made their forms rather opaque. The discovery 
of the semantically motivated distribution of the nominals over the different suffix grades has 
lead to the postulation and subsequent discovery of the grade markers. The different 
meanings expressed by the different grade markers, responsible for the distribution of the 
nominals over the suffix grades, are represented in the following table. 













The sort of meaning expressed in the different suffix grades A, B, C, and D is related to the 
semantic types of word derivation of the derived nouns. The exact nature of these meanings 
given in the above schema will be elaborated upon in the following sections. First, the 
semantic effect of the different suffix forms is discussed in sections 6.1.2 to 6.1.6. Second, 
the phonological derivation of the different suffix forms which have resulted from fusion of 
the underlying grade marker with the class marker are discussed in sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.5. 
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6.1.2 GRADE A: THE OBJECTIVE WORD DERIVATION 
The nouns that combine with a suffix of grade A consist only of a nominal or a verbal root, 
combining with a class marker. This structure is represented in the following schema. 
Structure of nouns in grade A: 
j ~oat v IN ]- class markJ U stem J 
The suffixes of grade A can combine with nominal and with verbal stems. Nouns that are 
based on a stem consisting of only a nominal root always combine with a grade A suffix. 
Examples of grade A nouns with a nominal root: 
bin-ere 'nose' NOE 
wan-e 'black cow' NGE 
1::>r-::> 'sauce of leaves' KO 
facf-::> 'sandal' NGO 
lew-ru 'moon, month' NDU 
ful-6e 'Fulbe' 'BE 
1aaraab-::> 'Arab' 'O 
kin-el 'little nose' NGEL 
dut-al 'vulture' NGAL 
laaw-ol 'road' NGOL 
dammul-ol 'kid, lamb' KOL 
b::>s-al 'bit of porridge' KAL 
git-e 'eyes' 'DE 
nood-i 'crocodiles' 'DI 
laan-a 'boat' KA 
mol-u 'foal' NGU (also concord '0) 
0 ges-a 'field' BA 
tann-i 'desert date palm' KI 
0gaa-ri 'bull' NDI 
piib-oy 'small elephants' KOY 
k::>s-am 'milk' 'DAM 
The table above lists examples from all classes except those from the 'OUM class, which 
does not contain any true nouns. These nouns derived from nominal roots all describe 
objects. Object is defined here in its most prototypical meaning: a thing that can be seen and 
touched. These meanings also confirm the semantic role of grade A as marker of the objective 
word formation. The word derivation of these nouns, based on nominal roots is represented 
in the following formula. 
Semantic hypotheses 
Derivation of nouns based on a simple nominal root: 




Deverbal nouns also combine with the suffixes of grade A. The derived word describes the 
object of the verb root, the cognate object or the most typical unmarked object of that verb. 
This object is mostly the unmarked patient when it is derived from an active verb; the entity to 
which the action of the verb is directed. The derivation of the nouns based on roots of active 
verbs is represented in the following formula. 
Derivation of grade A nouns based on an active verbal root: 
Stem v + class marker--> Noun 
I I 
"active" "cognate object of V" 
Examples of the word derivation of cognate objects are given in the following table. The 
infinitive form of the active verb is given as the citation form of the verb. The stem is 
followed by a hyphen in the examples. 
Examples of grade A nouns based on an active verb stem: 
active verbs cognate object class 
tajj-ude 'to cut up' tay-re 'part' NOE 
fi6-ude 'to tie' fim-re 'knot, wedding' NOE 
hof-ude 'to bend' how-ru 'knee' NDU 
wap-ude 'to hate' gap-:l 'enemy' 'O 
yaag-aade 'to respect' jaag-:J 'loved one' 'O 
miil-de 'to think' miil-:J 'thought' NGO 
fij-ude 'to play' fij-;) 'game' NGO 
yim-ude 'to sing' jim-ol 'song' NGOL 
taal-aade 'to tell' taal-ol 'story' NGOL 
f ellis-idde 'to decide' pellis-al 'decision' NGAL 
hett-ude 'to harvest' kett-al 'harvest' NGAL 
goll-ude 'to work' g:Jll-e 'work' 'DE 
haal-de 'to speak' haal-a 'word' KA 
wecc-ude 'to change' mbecc-u 'change' NGU 
1uj-ude 'to castrate' 1uj-iri 'castrated bull' NOI 
yar-de 'to drink' njar-am 'drink' 'DAM 
The noun derived with a grade A suffix (consisting only of the class marker) from a verb that 
expresses an action is semantically the object that is most closely related to that verb. 
Sometimes this relation is obvious: taalol 'a story' is clearly the unmarked object, i.e. the 
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object most closely related to the meaning of the verb taalaade 'to tell'. In the deverbal 
derivations "object" is taken with its semantic-syntactic meaning: one tells a story, taalol 'a 
story' is the most common, unmarked object of the verb taaiaade 'to tell'. 
Sometimes additional cultural information is needed to explain the relationship between 
the verb and its cognate or unmarked object. For example the cultural information that bulls 
are castrated, not rams and he-goats, should explain the fact that the unmarked object of the 
verb 1ujude 'to castrate' is 1ujiri 'castrated bull'. In the literature on the Fulbe there is no 
mention of the fact that rams and he-goats are castrated. The additional cultural information 
that a wedding is seen as a bond between two families, could explain the close relation of 
fimre translated as 'knot' and 'wedding' with the verb fi6ude 'to tie'. 
When the related verb is stative, the word derived in this way expresses the cognate state. 
The nouns derived with a grade A suffix from the verbs that express a state or process 
express the result or the state most closely related to the meaning of that verb. The derivation 
of the nouns based on roots of stative verbs is represented in the foHowing formula. 
Derivation of grade A nouns based on a stative verbal root: 
Root y +(extension)+ (voice)+ class marker--> Noun 
I I 
"stative" "cognate state of V" 
Examples of nouns that express the "cognate state" of a verb are given in the following table. 
A difference is made between a cognate object and a cognate state. A cognate object describes 
a thing that is the cognate object of a verb. A cognate state describes a state resulting from 
the inherent action of the verb itself. Again, some nouns are semantically transparent, others 
have an interpretation which is culture-specific. 
Examples of grade A nouns based on a stative verbal root: 
inchoative verbs cognate state class 
heycf-ude 'to be(come) starving' heycf-ere 'famine' NDE 
yolb-ude 'to be(come) hungry' y::,lb-ere 'hunger' NOE 
sey-aade 'to be(come) happy' sey-::, 'joy' NGO 
to6-ude 'to (start to) rain' fa6-::, 'rain' NGO 
1egg-ude 'to migrate' 1egg-uru 'migration' NDU 
6uu6-ude 'to be(come) cold' 6uu6-ol 'cold' NGOL 
hul-de 'to fear, be(come) afraid' kul-ol 'fear' NGOL 
1annd-ude 'to (come to) know' 1annd-al 'knowledge' NGAL 
mup-ude 'to be(come) patient' mup-al 'patience' NGAL 
saah-aade 'to be(come) educated, polite' caah-u 'politeness' NGU 
6ee6-ude 'to run dry' 6eem-ri 'low tide' NDI 
1il-de 'to run, rise ( of water)' 1il-am 'flood' 'DAM 
The word heycfere 'famine, starvation' is clearly the state most closely related to the 
meaning of the verb heycfude 'to starve (with hunger)'. Additional cultural information is 
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needed to explain words like 6eemri translated here as 'low tide'. The word 6eemri refers 
actually to the state and the period when the flooding of the river in the Inner Niger-Delta 
disappears, the flooded land dries up, the water of the river dries up. The word 6eemri is 
therefore the cognate state related to the intransitive stative verb 6ee6ude 'to dry (up), to be 
dry'. Likewise 1ilam 'the flood' refers to the flooding of the Inner Delta by the River Niger, 
when the river is high from the water coming from upstream and it is thus the state most 
closely related to the meaning of the verb 1ilde 'to run, rise (of water), to flood'. 
There are many more examples of the objective word derivation. They are discussed in the 
sections on the separate classes. The objective word formation expresses the most general 
semantic derivation. 
The suffixes of Grade A are often vowel initial. The form results from phonological rules 
that operate when the underlying forms of the class marker combine with a consonant final 
stem. All simple roots in Fulfulde are consonant final. The form of the grade A suffixes are 
further discussed in section 6.2.1 on the phonological conditioning and in the discussion of 
the individual classes in chapter 7. 
6.1.3 GRADE B : THE ASSOCIATIVE WORD DERIVATION 
The associative word derivation accounts for a resemblance or an association between the 
noun occurring in the stem and the word derived from such a stem with a class suffix of 
grade B. A suffix of grade Bis composed of the grade marker *q and the class marker. 
The main characteristic of stems that combine with a suffix form of grade B is that these 
stems are already full nouns themselves. The stem can be either a Fulfulde noun, consisting 
minimally of a root and a class suffix, or it can be a noun from a foreign language that is in 
this way integrated into Fulfulde. 
The noun that results from the associative word derivation expresses an object which 
resembles the entity that is expressed in the stem in some way. The resemblance lies in the 
association with a feature of the stem. The association is with a feature, not with the whole 
meaning of the stem. The noun formed with a suffix of grade B indicates an entity that shows 
this resemblance. Suffixes of grade B indicate an association with a feature of the meaning 
expressed in the noun which forms the stem. The associative word derivation is represented 
in the following formula. 
[Noun stem ] + grade B marker+ class marker --> Noun 
I 
"thing associated with feature of N in stem" 
The meaning of the nouns formed with a suffix of Grade B is further defined by the semantic 
limitations of the things that are generally denoted by their class markers, i.e. the categorial 
meaning of the class marker as such. A combination of a Fulfulde noun stem or a loan-word 
stem with the associative derivational suffix results in the following paraphrase: "thing of 
class X associated with the thing expressed in the stem". 
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Examples of grade B nouns based on Fulfulde nouns: 
Fulfulde noun derived grade B noun 
0 gay-ka 'hole' 0 gaykaa-re 'hole' 
d'id'-i 'two' d'id'ii-we '2 year old cow' 
mulg-::i 'toothless person' mulg:,:,-we 'cow without horns' 
1afa 'name for first son' 1afa:>-j:> 'first son' 
h;:,:,-re 'head' h:>:>ree-j:> 'chief, president' 
mbaal-u 'sheep' mbaaiumbaalu-wal 'amble' 
haak-:, 'foliage' haako-wol 'leaf' 
1:,r-:> 'foliage for sauce' ?oroo-wi 'baobab' 
g:,r-:> 'colanut' 0 goroo-wi 'colanut tree' 
maa0g:,r-:, 'mango' maa0goroo-wi 'mango tree' 
taam-u 'silk-cotton, kapok' taamuu-wi 'kapok tree' 
gd-le 'villages' 0 gellee-wi 'doum palm' 
Again, some derivations are obvious, others need additional cultural information to show that 
this semantic analysis of the word derivation with a grade B suffix is plausible. A 
straightforward derivation is the word h:>;:>reej;:> 'chief, president' derived from the word 
h;:>;>re 'head'. The feature of being the head is taken here metaphorically. The semantic 
association "head" : "leader" is a common cross-linguistic pattern. The h;:>;:>reej;J is "an entity 
of the 'O class associated with a feature of the head". This paraphrase equals the following 
paraphrase: a h;:>;:>reej;:> is "a person that is associated with the feature of being at the head (of 
a group)". Another example is the word mulg;:>;:>we 'cow without horns'. The fact that this 
word describes a cow is indicated by the choice of a suffix of the NGE class which classifies 
cows. This cow without horns is clearly associated with a feature of the word mulg;:> 
'toothless person'. The shared feature is the missing of hard and sharp things that could be 
used for aggression, which are teeth in the case of a person and horns in the case of this cow. 
This image is associative and metaphorical, cf. mulge 'cow without teeth'. 
Additional cultural information is needed for the semantic interpretation of the word 
1oroowi 'baobab', derived from the word 1:Jr:> 'foliage for sauce, sauce made of leaves'. 
The word 1 ;:>r;:>_ is a loan-word from Dogan where it has the meaning 'baobab tree'. It is fully 
integrated into Fulfulde because the last vowel [ ;J] is interpreted as the class marker of the KO 
class, denoting collectives, hence 1;:,r;:> k;:> 'the baobab foliage'. It is possible that the loan-
word got the meaning of 'foliage or sauce' in Maasina because this tree cannot grow in the 
flooding zone, so the tree is absent but its leaves are introduced through trade with the Dogan 
(Van Dijk, personal communication). The baobab is a tree whose leaves are put into a type of 
sauce by the Fulbe. The paraphrase of the word ?oroowi. is "a thing of the KI class that is 
associated with the foliage used in the sauce or with the sauce of leaves". The KI class 
classifies trees, so the paraphrase is: "tree associated with the sauce of leaves". This 
association is clearer in the Fulfulde spoken in Burkina Faso, where the name of the baobab 
is 1oroowi when it is covered with leaves and 6okki when it is bare (Issa Diallo, personal 
communication). 
The association of 0gelleewi. 'the doum palm' with gelle 'villages' could be explained by 
the fact that the Fulbe consider this tree to be very useful for the construction of villages. Its 
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branches and stems are used as construction wood for houses. Its leaves are used to weave 
mats, covers, and in the construction of fences. Thus the doum palm is the tree of the 
villages, the associated feature is the use of the doum palm as construction material for 
settlements. 
The associative word formation is also used for the integration of loan-words into the 
Fulfulde class system. When a loan-word enters the Fulfulde language, it does not 
necessarily combine with a class marker. Loan-words without a class marker will always use 
the concord of the 'O class. If the loan-word is integrated into the language it combines with 
a class suffix that is appropriate for its meaning. This class suffix can be formed by the 
reanalysis of the last syllable of the loan-word when the rhyme of this last syllable resembles 
a grade A suffix. If this is not possible, the suffix will take a grade B suffix. Grade B is a 
very typical grade for loan-words (Tioulenta 1991). 
foreign word object resembling class 
Sorogo kumbe 'paddle' hummbee-w:> 'paddle' NGO 
kummbee-je 'paddles' 'DE 
Soninke fune 'twins' funee-j:, 'twin' 'O 
funee-6e 'twins' 'BE 
Soninke taane 'anvil' taanee-re 'anvil' NOE 
Tamashek gargasa 'leather' gargasaa-j:> 'leather worker' 'O 
Arabic jinn 'spirit' jinnaa-ru 'spirit' NDU 
jinnaa-ji 'spirit' 'DI 
Bambara kogo 'wall' koko-wol 'wall' NGOL 
kokoo-ji 'walls' 'DI 
Bambara kalikali 'stairs' kalikali-wal 'stairs' NGAL 
French soulier 'shoe' sulee-w:, 'shoe' NGO 
French coupecoupe 'machete' kupukupuu-wi 'machete' KI 
French pot 'saucepan' fotii-re 'saucepan' NOE 
potii-je 'saucepans' 'DE 
A remarkable feature of stems in the associative word formation is that they often do not 
change their initial consonant as other nouns do. There are, however, exceptions. There are a 
few adjectives that are formed with the associative word derivation, which follow the initial 
consonant alternation that is determined by the final class suffix. These are the so-called 
"adjectives ending in -ee-" (Arnott 1970a:393). 
'red' 'white' 'black' 'old' class 
b:>cfee-j:> danee-j:> 6alee-j:> nayee-j:> 'O 
mbocfee-wi ndanee-wi 6alee-wi nayee-wi KI 
w:>cfee-w:> ranee-w:> 6alee-w:, nayee-w:> NGO 
These adjectives are discussed in more detail in sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3. Here it is only 
stated that there is clear semantic and etymological evidence that these adjectives are derived 
from full nouns that name cows. These adjectives take a suffix of grade B to indicate this 
type of meaning of the associative word formation. These adjectives also reflect something of 
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the importance of cows in the description of the world encoded in Fulfulde, in particular of 
the colours. 
The agentive noun also makes use of the associative word formation. The stem is 
proposed to be based on a nominal stem formed with the suffix -:>:>- derived from the 'O 
class and the associative grade marker *q. The 'O class denotes persons. The meaning of 
"person" is taken as the marker for the agentive. The meaning of "person" and "agent" are 





'cow that is leaving' 
'a boat that is leaving' 
'boats that are leaving' 





It is only in the 'O class that the suffix of the agentive deviates from the suffix that usually 
marks the associative word formation. This might be because of the double occurrence of the 
same class suffix. The morpheme-~:>- marking the agentive is derived from the 'O class. 
When the agentive noun refers to a person, the concordial class suffix will also come from 
the 'O class. 
necfcf-:> bitt-:>:>-w:> 
not: Xbitk>:>-j:> 
'a person that is leaving' 'O 
Agentive nouns which occur in a class different from the 'O class compare the thing referred 
to by the concord marker to the prototypical meaning "agent" of a person. The association of 
the agent with the meaning of "person" as prototypical agent expressed in the morpheme -:>:>-
in the stem determines the choice of the associative formation marked by a suffix of grade B. 
6.1.4 GRADE C: THE CIRCUMSTANTIAL WORD DERIVATION 
The general meaning expressed by the circumstantial word derivation is how something is 
usecl or how something is done. All nouns derived using a grade C suffix are deverbal 
nouns. The relation between the meaning of the verb stem and the meaning of the word 
derived from that verb stem is that such nouns denote circumstances of the event described. 
This includes words expressing a "manner" or an "instrument" or a "location". 
The meanings derived with a grade C suffix are diverse, "purpose" is a recurrent meaning 
expressed in a number of grade C nouns. First, a list of nouns denoting places and 
instruments is given. This meaning of the derivation occurs in all classes. In a number of 
classes the grade C suffix has, besides this locative and instrumental meaning, another 
additional particular meaning. These class specific additional meanings are also discussed 
here. The word formation of the places and instruments derived with a grade C suffix is 
given in the following schema. 
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Formula for the circumstantial word formation of locatives and instruments: 
[[Rooty - (EXT: ir ) (~=~ -grade marker - class mark~ --> Noun 
''place/object used for V" 
The extension that is often present in this word formation is -ir-, the circumstantial extension, 
in combination with the middle voice marker. The fused form -;:>r- (resulting from -ir- and 
the middle voice marker -:1-) appears between the verb root and the suffix. The circumstantial 
extension -ir-, in combination with the active voice marker, results in the fused form -ru-
appearing between the verb root and the suffix. The *r of the circumstantial extension is 
thought to have conditioned the form of the grade C suffixes. The hypothesis of the historical 
conditioning of the suffix forms in the circumstantial word derivation is discussed in section 
6.2.3. A number of examples show that the phonological conditioning factor, i.e. the *r. of 
the circumstantial extension, does not need to be present in the surface form to condition a 
grade C suffix. The meaning indicating circumstances of the verb is now independently 
present in the grade C suffixes themselves. 
Examples of instruments: 
rem-ir-g:1 'agricultural tool' rem-u-de 'to cultivate' 
jaa6-ir-gal 'treadle,.pedal' yaa6-u-de 'to tread' 
ja1)°g-ir-gel 'reading slate' jai;)°g-u-de 'to learn, read' 
bin°d-ir-gol 'writing feather' win°d-u-de 'to write' 
la6-or-ki 'razor' la6-u-de 'to shave' 
siiw-r-u-de 'cast' siiw-de 'to pour' 
tummb-u-de 'recipient' tummb-u-de 'to put in' 
f ecf-:1:1-de 'button' fecf-u-de 'to button up' 
nuuy-gal 'centre pillar' nuuy-de 'to support' 
The instruments which are formed with the circumstantial derivation are always denoted by 
the purpose for which such an instrument is used. The word siiwrude 'cast' can be 
paraphrased as "an object used in the process of casting" or "an object into which melted 
metal is poured". 
Examples of locatives: 
fij-ir-de 'playground' fij-u-de 'to play' 
jao0 g-ir-du 'school' jao0g-u-de 'to teach' 
luum-:1-r-de 'market place, trading quarters' lwm-:1 'market' 
The locatives formed with the circumstantial derivation refer to the place by describing its 
purpose. The word fijirde 'playground' can be paraphrased as "a place used for playing". 
Since the locative and the instrumental noun formations all denote some kind of "purpose", 
this is thought to be the basic meaning of grade C. The meaning component "purpose" 
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expressed by the forms of the suffixes of the circumstantial word derivation (grade C) allows 
















"to V'' (infinitive) 
"V-ing, action of V, fact of V" (nominal gerund) 
"manner of V" 
"process of V leading to result of V" 
"having the quality of V" 
"manifestation of V" 
The circumstantial form -de of the suffix in the NDE class can. be used very productively. 
Adlded to the verbal stem the grade C suffix -de marks a verbal noun whose closest 








'to come back' 
The verbo-nominal infinitive form of the verb expresses the action or process denoted by its 
root but it is not marked for tense or aspect. Only verbal extensions and voice markers can be 
included in the infinitive form. Semantically it indicates that the action or process is not 
realized. The infinitive in itself also expresses an intention. Wierzbicka (1988:29) describes 
this meaning component of intention for the English infinitive with the semantic primitive 'I 
want'. The use of the infinitive dur:>yde 'to herd elsewhere' in the following sentence 
shows that infinitives in Fulfulde also express intention. 
pulb witt-ii dur-:>y-de 
Pullo leave-COMPL herd-ALT-INF 
'The Pullo has left (with the intention) to herd cattle elsewhere.' 
The fact that the infinitive takes a suffix of the circumstantial derivation is thought to follow 
from the semantic nature of the infinitive. There seems to be a relation between the general 
meaning "purpose" of grade C suffixes and the meaning of "intention" found in the infinitive 
formed with the grade C suffix -de. 
The grade C suffix -gol in the NGOL class marks what could be called "the action noun", 
because the informants often translated these verbal nouns ending in -gol into French with a 
paraphrase using the words "l' action de V, le f ait de V'. The closest translation of the words 





'writing, act of writing' 
'herding, action of pasturing' 
'going, action of going' 
'returning, action of coming back' 
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The action noun marker -gol is similar to the infinitive in that it describes the action or 
process of the verb, without any specification about an actual realization. The exact meaning 
of this action noun is, however, difficult to describe. These nouns seem to refer to a "stretch 
of time", which is also a meaning component of the English gerund (Wierzbicka 1988:83). 
The difference between the meaning of verbal nouns ending in -gol. as a general 
occurrence of an action over a stretch of time versus the meaning of the verbal nouns ending 
in -de as a single envisaged event, a single occurrence of an action might lie in the difference 
between the actual meaning of the NDE and NGOL class. The NDE class denotes circular 
objects, and also limited periods of time. The NGOL class denotes long flexible things, some 
words in this class indicate unlimited continuation e.g. jaapelol 'clan, family' which is not 
so much the clan as such, but the ongoing line between ancestors, present family, and future 
offspring. This unlimited connotation of the NGOL class seems to be due to the fact that the 
action noun can be interpreted as "the (possible, envisaged) general, continuing, ongoing 
occurrence of V". This meaning is demonstrated in the use of the noun durgol 'herding' in 
the following sentence. 
dur-gol p g~lle f ul6e 
herd-CL COP work Fulbe 
'The herding of cattle is the work of the Fulbe.' 
Further research into the use of these verbal nouns is needed to find a more precise semantic 
description of the verbal nouns ending in the grade C suffix -gol. Both "to V" and "V-ing" 
forms refer to intentional action (Wierzbicka 1988:73). Wood ( 1956: 14) cited by Wierzbicka 
suggests that the gerund is more used to express the general purpose for which something 
exists or which it is intended to serve. The infinitive is more typically used to express a 
particular purpose which one hopes to achieve or which one has in view. The general 
meaning of "purpose (related to V)" expressed by the locative and instruments formed with a 
grade C suffix might indicate that a similar intention is being expressed by these Fulfulde 
nouns translated with the infinitive and the nominal gerund. The intentional meaning of these 
verbal nouns is thought to be the semantic motivation for the grade C suffix. 
The verbal nouns that are formed with the grade C suffix -du of the NDU class express 
the meaning "manner of'. Manner describes the way in which the event denoted by the 
related verb is performed. Thus it describes a circumstance of the event described by the verb 
from which the noun describing manner is derived. This circumstantial meaning is the reason 
for the choice for a suffix from grade C. 
dog-u-de 'to run' 
yaa-de 'to go, walk' 




'manner of running; course' 
'manner of walking; journey' 
'manner of eating; food' 
The above words have, through semantic shift, also obtained other, more specific meanings. 







'manner of laughing' 
'manner of thinking' 
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A number of verbal nouns formed with the grade C suffix -di in grade C express the meaning 
referring to both the process and the result of the action or process expressed by the related 
verb. It's meaning is represented in the following schema. 
V + -di. --> Noun 
I 
"process of V leading to result of V" 













More examples can be found in section 7.2.3.3 on the NDI class. Some semantic similarity 
can be found between the manner in which these actions are performed and the product or 
result of these verbs. The word needi 'education', derived from the verb nehude. 'to 
educate', expresses the process of educating and the result: you can say of a person that he 
has needi, implying that he _is a well educated person. Likewise the word mballudi 'help' 
derived from the verb wallude 'to help' describes the action of helping as well as the help 
resulting from that action. 
The fact that these verbal nouns denote a result, a product, is thought to be a connotation 
of the NOi class itself. The possible semantic motivation for the fact that these nouns take a 
suffix of grade C is that they imply intention. The intentional meaning of these nouns is 
found in the relation between the action and the result of the related verb. 
The particular meanings of nouns that take a grade C suffix described above do not give 
one invariant meaning of grade C nouns, but all the meanings seem related. The nouns 
derived with a suffix of grade C all describe circumstances of the verb, these circumstances 
can refer to the purpose, the intention, or the manner of the verb from which these nouns are 
derived. 
The class markers which start with a voiced consonant in their underlying form have a 
form which is clearly distinct from the grade C suffixes. Class markers whose underlying 
initial consonant is a voiceless consonant or a glottal stop cannot distinguish the form of 
grade C from the form of grade D. The following suffix forms seem to be different in 
meaning from the grade D suffixes. The question is whether this difference in meaning is 
sufficient evidence to state that they belong to grade C. 
The suffix -ki is the regular marker of the infinitive in the Fulfulde of Gombe, equivalent 
to the verbal noun marker -de in Maasina. In Maasina, however, only a few verbal nouns 
combine with the suffix -ki of the circumstantial word derivation. The suffix -ki of the 
circumstantial word derivation has the same form as the suffix -ki of the subjective word 
derivation (grade D). Here it is only the meaning of the suffixes that indicates a difference 
between the two suffix forms. 
paau-ki, paakki, pakki 
kem-ki, kekki 






faacf-u-de 'to be narrow' 
he6-u-de 'to obtain' 
juut-u-de 'to be long' 
The meaning of the suffix -ki of the circumstantial derivation is proposed to be "property 
denoted by V". The words refer to properties such as length, narrowness, and greed. These 
words cannot be interpreted as subjective derivations: 0juukki 'length' is not necessarily 
long, so it cannot be paraphrased as "that which is long". More research into the meanings of 
these words is needed to explain why the choice of a grade C suffix would be the most 
obvious choice for the nouns expressing the property denoted by these stative verbs. Perhaps 
there is a link with the meaning "manner" in so far as greed describes the way in which 
someone is greedy and length describes how long something is. These quality nouns 
describe a manner of being, a dimension. 
The KA class contains a number of words derived with the suffix -ka with the specific 
meaning "manifestation of'. 
mb:,;)wka, 0 g:,:,w-ka 'habit' w:,:,w-de 'to be used to' 
0 gay-ka 'hole' 7as-ude 'to dig' 
k:,:,r-ka 'fast' h:,:,r-de 'to fast' 
0 guy-ka 'theft' wuj-j-ude 'to steal' 
cf;:,m-ka, cfou-ka 'thirst' cfam-cf-ude 'to be thirsty' 
It is again the semantics of the derived words that indicate that there is a suffix -ka of the 
circumstantial word derivation that differs from the suffix -ka in the subjective word 
derivation. A semantic link between the specific meaning "manner" of the grade C suffix -du 
and the specific meaning "manifestation of V" of the grade C suffix -ka seems plausible. A 
manifestation is an action that shows something clearly; manner is the way in which 
something is done or happens. The word k;:,:,rka 'fast' describes an action that shows 
clearly the way in which fasting (h:,:,rde 'to fast') is done. The hypothesis is that the word 
derivations with the suffix -ka express the manifestation of the manner of the related verb 
stems. 
To conclude, the specific meanings of the different class suffixes in the circumstantial 
word derivation are summarized in the following list. 
class meaning circumstantial meaning 
suffix component 
all classes "entity (place/object) used for V-ing" purpose 
-de "to V" (infinitive) intention 
-gol "V-ing" intention 
-du "manner of V" manner 
-di "process of V leading to result of V" purpose, intention 
-ki "property denoted by V" manner 
-ka "manifestation of V" manner 
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These meanings are the sum of the semantics expressed by the different class markers in 
combination with the circumstantial meaning expressing ''purpose, intention and manner". 
6.1.5 GRADED: THE SUBJECTIVE WORD DERIVATION 
The suffix forms that occur in a subjective word derivation are identical in form to the subject 
pronouns, except for the suffix form -cf;:> of the 'O class that differs from the concord 
pronoun 1;:> in most Fulfulde dialects. In Maasina the subject concord of the 'O class is 
actually m;:>. It is not unusual to have several pronominal forms for the class representing the 
human third person singular. The prenasalized suffix of the subjective derivation is in all 
other classes identical to the subject concord, the prenasalization is omitted before the 
laryngealized and voiceless consonants { cf 6 k}. 
The nouns that are formed with a suffix of the subjective derivation show a large 
similarity in form and meaning with the participles (see section 8.1.5). Participles are formed 
by combining a verb stem with a grade D suffix. They always denote the subject of the verb 
from which they are derived. Likewise all nouns that are derived with the subjective word 
derivation denote the subject of the verb from which these nouns are derived. The hypothesis 
is that historically these nouns were participles. The meaning of the nouns in the subjective 
word formation has become more specific, and the existence of a related verb cannot always 
be demonstrated. As a result, the grade D suffix of the petrified participles functions as a true 
classifying marker, whereas the grade D suffix of the productive participles functions as a 
concord referring to the noun that it modifies. The structure of productive and petrified 
participles is identical. 
Grade D nouns: 
I ~oot v - (EXT) - (Voice/Aspect) - (PAS~ - grade marker - class markeJ U stem ] 
After the verb root, a number of verbal markers can occur. These verbal markers indicate 
aspect (completive or incompletive) and voice (active, middle or passive). The main 
difference is that in productive participles the suffix is a subject concord referring to the word 
that the participle modifies. The suffix of the other nouns in the subjective word derivation 
does not function as a concord. The noun has become an independent noun, the suffix is 
functioning as class marker only. It has got a more specific meaning than the original 
paraphrase of the participle. The semantic specification is sometimes obvious, often 
additional culture specific information is necessary to explain the derivation. 
noun in subjective word derivation 
juul-cf ;:> 'Muslim: who has prayed' 






'monkey: that resembles' 
'carrying bull: that is docile' 
'milk cow: that has given birth' 
'arm, hand: that is long' 
'cloth: that is wrapped' 
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noun in subjective word derivation related verb stem 
0 gii-°gu 'worm: that disappears' yil- 'disappear' 
daa-0gol 'rope that ties calves down' racf- 'tie calves' 
6ir-aa-cfam 'fresh milk: being milked' 6ir- 'milk' 
hunu-k~ 'mouth: that encircles' hun°d- 'encircle' 
hun°du-k~ id. 
Sometimes the related verb cannot be found. The hypothesis is that these verbs have 
disappeared, or that the relation with the verb is no longer obvious because of an 
accumulation of semantic shifts. The morphological structure of nouns in the subjective word 
derivation is so similar to that of participles, hence all of them are considered to be derived 
from a participle. 
6.1.6 THE SEMANTIC HYPOTHESIS 
The semantic hypothesis that has been arrived at so far states that each grade has a specific 
semantic meaning. Grade A suffixes express the notion "object", they are used in the 
objective word derivation. Words derived with the objective word derivation denote either 
"objects", i.e. "things" when derived from nominal stems, or "the cognate object", i.e. "the 
unmarked object" when derived from action or process verbs, or "the cognate state" when 
derived from stative or inchoative verbs. 
The Grade B suffixes express a notion of "association, resemblance", and they are used in 
the associative word formation. Words derived from other full nouns with the associative 
word formation indicate items with a resemblance to or association with a feature of the full 
word that functions as its stem. 
The grade C suffixes express notions that refer to circumstances of the event described by 
the verb stems from which the words are derived. Words derived with the circumstantial 
derivation express different meanings, the meaning components "intention, purpose, 
manner", form the focal senses of the circumstantial meaning. 
The grade D suffixes express the notion of "subject", and they are used in the subjective 
word derivation. These words, all derived from verbs, denote the role of the semantic subject 
of the related verb stem. 
The four meanings of the grades combine with the meanings of the class markers. The 
grade marker and the class marker together form the class suffix. Thus, the meaning of the 
class suffix has two components: the meaning of the grade marker and the meaning of the 
individual class. These meanings are always merged in the class suffixes. It is only by 
comparing the nouns in all grades and the nouns in all twenty-two classes that one can 
discover these meanings. The application of this methodology led to the present hypothesis 
on the grade system. All earlier studies of the grade system have been based on the 
assumption that the different suffix forms did not differ in meaning. This assumption led to a 
long and unsuccessful search for the formal conditioning of the suffix forms. Adopting a 
semantic perspective in the present study has helped to provide an explanation for the nature 
of the different suffix grades. The simple solution is that the different suffix forms, whose 
forms are not phonologically predictable, differ in meaning. It is therefore possible to find 
verbal stems which combine with the suffixes of all grades, as shown in the following 
examples. Additional markers intervene between the root and the class marker. 
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Examples of the same root with different grades: 
m;:,cf- 'swallow' 
A: m::,cf-ere 'which can be swallowed in one time; pill' (NDE class) 
B: m::,cf-::,::,-re 'which swallows' (agentive NDE class) 
C: mocf-u-de 'to swallow' (infinitive NDE class) 























'shaving of child during naming ceremony; that ceremony' (NDU class) 
'shaver, who shaves' (agentive NDU class) 
'manner of shaving' (NDU class) 
'which has been shaved' (participle NDU class) 
'dry' 
'the drought' (NGO class) 
'to dry, to be dry' (infinitive NDE class) 
'that which is dry' (participle NGO class) 
'that which is dry' (participle NDE class) 
'work' 
'work' ('DE class) 
'worker, who works' (agentive 'O class) 
'to work' (infinitive NDE class) 
'who has worked' (parti.ciple 'O class) 
'which has worked' (participle NDE class) 
'run' 
'which runs' (agentive NDU class) 
'to run' (infinitive NOE class) 
'course; manner of walking' (NDU class) 
'which has run' (participle NDU class) 
6.2 PHONOLOGICAL DERIVATION OF THE SUFFIX FORMS 
Die nasalierte IV. Stufe wtirde danach erst durch Assimilation an einen nasalen 
Stammkonsonanten und die III. erst durch Dissimilation gegentiber einem 
stammhaften r oder l entstanden sein .... Bei der vokalischen I. Stufe konnte man 
Elision des vollen Suffixanlautes nach dem konsonantischen Stammauslaut 
annehmen. Es wtirde demnach als ursprtingliche, nicht durch irgendwelche Einfltisse 
veranderte die frikative II. Stufe tibrig bleiben. Klingenheben (1941:103-104)* 
* The prenasalized fourth grade [D] would, in this view, have emerged from assimilation to a nasal stem 
final consonant, and the third grade [C] would have emerged from dissimilation to a stem final r or I. 
Concerning the vowel initial first grade [A], deletion of the full initial consonant of the suffix could be 
assumed after a consonant final stem. This would leave the second grade [B] with fricative initial 
consonant~ as the ori11inal anrl nnr.hanPP.rl .s11ffiir fnrmo 
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The possible phonological conditioning of the different suffix forms has been summarized by 
Klingenheben in the paragraph cited above. The present thesis affirms Klingenheben's 
hypothesis concerning the phonological conditioning of the vowel initial suffix forms (grade 
A) and the plosive initial suffix forms (grade C). The present hypothesis about the 
prenasalized initial suffix form is quite similar to Klingenheben's hypothesis, with a further 
specification that the stem final nasal is cognate with the referential pronoun marker *n and 
with the nasal which occurs in the subject concords. A different hypothesis for the form of 
the continuant initial suffix forms will be given. As can be seen from the table of suffix forms 
in section 6.1, the continuant initial suffix forms are not considered to be the unchanged 
underlying forms from which all the other suffix forms can be derived, as Klingenheben 
suggests. A special set of underlying suffix forms is proposed, from which all other suffix 
forms are derived. They are sometimes similar in shape to the suffix form of grade B, but not 
always. 
It will also be shown that the different suffix forms are phonologically conditioned by 
certain derivational markers that precede the class marker. This phonological conditioning can 
be seen as a historical phonological process that is no longer productive, or it can be regarded 
as a synchronic process if an underlying structure is allowed in the derivation of the nominal 
words. The markers preceding the class markers and conditioning their variant forms are 
called grade markers. On the surface, the grade markers and the class markers have become 
fused forms which are called the class suffixes. The different suffix forms have developed 
independent meanings. These meanings motivate which suffix form will occur in a noun. On 
the surface the phonological shape of the suffix cannot be predicted from the phonological 
environment in which it occurs. 
The similarity in form between the different class suffixes indicates the identical historical 
source of the different suffixes. Synchronically, the fact that all words show their agreement 
with the concord of the same class confirms this connection. Historically and in the 
underlying structure, the suffixes of the different grades contain two morphemes: the grade 
marker and the class marker as shown in the following schema. The suffixes from the NGOL 
class are taken to exemplify the composition of the different suffix forms. In principle all 
twenty-two classes can occur in combination with all grade markers. 
grade marker class marker class suffix 
grade A 0 + *wol --> -ol 
grade B *q + *wol --> V-wol 
grade C *r + *wol --> (r)-gol 
grade D *n + *wol --> - 0gol 
In this discussion the classes are grouped according to the consonants that occur initially in 
the underlying forms of the suffixes as shown in the table below. 
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*geep + *1;> > geep-:>, peep-:> 'member of the group of artisans' 
*waag + *'li > baag-i 'cows with white side' 
*sef + *'le > cef-e 'herds' 
In many words the initial glottal stop leaves a trace. This is described by Klingenheben' s 
"Hamza-Assimilationsgesetz". A final [+continuant] consonant of the stem can be 
lengthened, when it merges with the glottal stop. When the final consonant of the stem is 
[+continuant] the long or geminate consonant changes to [-continuant] (see section 3.2.1). 
*ful + *1;> > pull-:> 'Fulbe person' 
*wuy + *1;> > guij-:> 'thief' 
*saw + *1j > cabb-i 'staffs, sticks' 
*naw + *'le > nabb-e, naw-e 'ponds, lakes' 
The last example shows that the merger of a final [+continuant] with the glottal stop, 
resulting in a plosive geminate, is not an automatic rule. Some words even show two 
variants: the plural form nawe 'ponds' shows no trace, the plural form nabbe 'ponds' does 
show influence of the glottal stop: gemination of the stem final consonant. It is not clear 
which factors influence the choice between these two forms. Sometimes the variants are 
regionally distributed, sometimes the variants are used by different persons (different 
idieolects), sometimes both variants are used by the same person (stylistic variation), some 
differences may vary according to the social group of the speaker (sociolects). A study with a 
larger number of informants representing different social and regional groupings is needed to 
explain the distribution of these variants. 
If the initial consonant of the underlying form of the suffix is alveolar, then different 
phonological changes can occur to avoid an ill-formed sequence of two consonants 
depending on the nature of the stem final consonant. The suffix forms with an initial voiced 
central alveolar consonant are an exception to the rule that the initial consonant of the suffix is 
lost after a consonant final stem. 
The alveolar trill is allowed to follow consonants that are [+continuant]. So after the 
cont:inuants {w, y, h} and also after the labial nasal [m] the initial consonant of the suffix 
form remains [r], as in the underlying form. 
*new + *re > new-re 'hand palm' 
*0 gah + *ri > 0 gaa-ri 'bull' 
*d\-,y + *ru > cfoy-ru 'cough' 
*tam + *re > tam-re 'ball' 
In the example 0 gaari 'bull' the underlying stem final [h] is omitted because [h] cannot occur 
adjacent to other consonants. The result is a long vowel preceding the suffix initial [r]. The 
phonological changes that prevent ill-formed sequences [consonant] [r] are the following: 
r --> d / { I, r} _ 
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This rule says that the suffix initial [r] will become a plosive [ d] after stems that end in the 


















'white faced bull' 
'flat headed lizard' 
Another rule for strengthening [r] in the syllable onset thus avoiding ill-formed consonant 
sequences is the following: 
r --> nd I n 
After stems that end in a homorganic nasal consonant [n] the suffix initial [r] will become a 
prenasalized plosive [nd]. The continuant [r] becomes plosive after a nasal to prevent an ill-
















The prenasalization of the plosive [d] in the above examples to [nd] after a nasal is an 
automatic rule, because an [nd] sequence is ill-formed (see section 2.3.3). 
If the above rules cannot avoid ill-formed consonant sequences, the following rule will 
apply. 
rVi > VirVi / {C[obstruent], CC} _ 
When the stem ends in an obstruent or two consonants, the suffix form is preceded by a 




















The *-VrV suffix form is now the proto-typical form of the Grade A suffixes, and this vowel 
initial form can also occur when no epenthesis is strictly necessary. In the following example 
variation occurs, both suffix forms *-ere and *-re can follow the stem final nasal consonant 
[Jl] in the stem *heeJl 'liver'. The stem final nasal consonant [Jl] behaves either like the other 
obstruents combining with a vowel initial suffix, or it alternates with the approximant [y] 
combining with the [r] initial suffix form. 
*beep + *re > beep-ere, heey-re 'liver' 
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The associative marker [q] merges with a laryngealized consonant [d'] to form a geminate 
affricate WJ. This is why the consonant of the associative grade marker is postulated as a 
palatal. The palatal-labial approximant [q] with spread lips occurs in Maasina as an allophone 
before the front vowels { E, e, i}. 
Paradis (1986:304), describing the Pulaar dialect of Mauritania, also proposes that the 
suffixes of grade B are compound forms, consisting of what she calls abbreviated forms 
preceded by the consonant [q]. The precise nature of this underlying consonant is difficult to 
establish. The present hypothesis is that the underlying consonant of the grade marker has the 
same underlying form in all Fulfulde dialects. It should have some palatal and bilabial place 
features, and it should be [+voice] and [+continuant]. The underlying consonant of the 
associative grade marker is thought to be [-round]. The following phonological change 
occurs when the initial consonant of the class marker is a glottal stop . 
.. V-q-1.. > .. VVj .. 
The suffixes with an initial glottal stop merge with the associative marker to become an 
affricate consonant [j], identical with the phonological merger that occurs in the verb 







+ *q + 
+ *q + 










In the associative formation, the stem final vowel is lengthened. This long vowel is typical of 
words formed with a suffix from this grade B. The geminate affricate [jj] is shortened to a 
single affricate [j] because it is preceded by a long vowel. 
The suffixes with an initial alveolar trill [r] remain unchanged because this consonant remains 





*q + *rE > 





The consonant [q] is deleted and the preceding stem final vowel is lengthened. In Maasina the 
consonant [q] can only occur syllable initially. The palatal-labial [q] is a weak consonant 
liable to be assimilated to the preceding vowel when occurring in syllable final position. 
The same vowel lengthening occurs before the voiced velar initial suffixes. The 
hypothesis is that here too, the consonant [q] is deleted and compensatory lengthening of the 
preceding vowel takes place. 
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*cficfi ['two'] + *q + *we > cficfii-we '2 year old cow' 
*kumbe [Srg.] + *q + *w;J > hummbee-w;J 'paddle' 
*0giro + *q + *wu > 0 giroo-wu 'pig' 
*tefe + *q + *wa > tefee-wa 'donkey, she-ass' 
*taane [Son.] + *q + *wal > taane-wal 'big anvil' 
*k;Jk;J [Barn.] + *q + *wol > koko-wol 'wall' 
The penultimate long vowel in the last two examples is shortened because it precedes a word 
final heavy syllable (see section 4.2.2). The occurrence of the consonant [w] in the surface 
forms of the suffixes of the associative word formation is due to the complementary 
distribution of [q] occurring before front vowels and [w] occurring before the other vowels. 
This allophonic variation is not given in the examples, but a word like /cficfiiwe/ is 
phonetically realized as [dicfiiqe]. 
The associative grade marker [q] in combination with the consonant [h] of the voiceless 
velar initial suffixes results in the lengthening of the preceding stem final vowel followed by 
the consonant [w] with an allophonic variant [q] before front vowels. 
*mam + *q + *ha > mallii-wa 'cover of six strips' 
'colanut tree' *g;Jr;J ['cola'] + *q + *hi > 0goroo-wi 
*gamara + *q + *h;J > gamaraa-w;J 'grass species' 
There are some rhythmic syllabic rules to account for the well-formedness of the correct 
order of heavy and light syllables (see section 4.2.2). A rhythmic rule explains why the 
lengthening of the vowel preceding the grade B suffix is again shortened when the following 
class suffix is a heavy syllable, like the suffixes with the form eve. The shortening of the 
penultimate vowel results in a light penultimate syllable. The shortening of the long vowel in 
the penultimate syllable before a final heavy syllable is not an obligatory rule. This long 
vowel is not always shortened, as will be shown in the following example involving the 
associative word formation. 
*karkala [Bambara] + *q + *wal > karkalaa-wal 'wooden bed' 
The adjectives of the associative word formation also show a variation in vowel length before 
final heavy syllables. This variation clearly shows that the underlying vowel is long, and that 
it is shortened before a heavy syllable. Arnott (1970a: 115) and McIntosh (1984:37), 
describing Nigerian Fulfulde dialects, state that the phonological vowel lengthening of the 
stem final vowel before grade B suffixes is conditioned by the suffix initial consonants Li] 
and [r]. The distribution in Maasina is clearly different, and has to do with rhythmic 
restrictions on the sequence of light and heavy syllables. So in Maasina the stem final vowel 








*q + *6e -> 
*q + *6e -> 
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If the variation in vowel length were correctly described as being phonologically conditioned 
by the suffix initial consonants Ll] and [r], then it would be peculiar that all nouns have a 
long vowel when they combine with the grade B suffix -6e in these Nigerian Fulfulde 
dialects. The following examples are from the Gombe dialect described by Arnott 




+ ar + a + q + 6e -> 
+ ;1 + q + 6e -> 











The distribution of vowel length in the paradigm of the noun suka 'youth' (Arnott 
1970a: 129) - a long vowel before a final light syllable and a short vowel before a final 















The hypothesis is that in the Nigerian Fulfulde dialects too, compensatory lengthening of the 
stem final vowel occurs due to the loss of the consonant [q] of the associative marker before 
all class markers, including the very stable unchanging suffix of the 'BE class. 
The associative word forma1ion is historically derived from the associative extension [q] 
and the underlying form of the suffix. On the surface the associative marker and the class 
suffix have merged, and the words of the associative word formation are characterized by 
stem final vowel lengthening. Because the stem is a full noun, either a Fulfulde or a loan-
word, its stem is vowel final in most cases. This final vowel is lengthened before a grade B 
suffix, it can be shortened again before a final heavy syllable. The grade marker [ q] is deleted 
after consonant final stems, e.g. in timmbilam-ji which is the plural of timmbil-am 'sweet 
porridge' in the 'DAM class (Klingenheben 1963:151). 
The suffixes marking the associative word formation (in the Maasina dialect) are given in 
the following table. 
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label of class underlying form grade B form 
'O *q-1::, V-j::, 
'DI *q-1i V-ji 
'DE *q-1e V-je 
'DAM *q-1am V-jam 
'DUM *q-7um V-jum 
NDU *q-ru V-ru 
NDE *q-re V-re 
NDI *q-ri V-ri 
KI *q-hi V-wi [V-qi] 
KA *q-ha V-wa 
KO *q-h::, V-w::> 
KAL *q-hal V-wal 
KOL *q-hol V-wol 
KOY *q-hoy V-woy 
NGO *q-w::, V-w::, 
NGE *q-we V-we [V-qe] 
NGU *q-wu V-wu 
NGAL *q-wal V-wal 
NGEL *q-wel V-wel [V-qel] 
NGOL *q-wol V-wol 
BA/NGA *q-wa V-wa 
'BE *q-6e V-6e 
6.2.3 GRADE C: PLOSNE INITIAL SUFFIX FORM 
The circumstantial extension *ir in the stem has historically conditioned the plosive initial 
form of the grade C suffixes. The consonant *r cannot be followed by a more sonorant 
consonant, i.e. an approximant. The suffix initial approximants become plosive to prevent a 
violation of the sonority hierarchy. This hypothesis does not differ much from 
Klingenheben's claim that the third grade (C) could have emerged from dissimilation to a 
stem final [r] or [l]. 
The circumstantial extension *ir can be reduced to -r- when the structure conditions on 
the well-formedness of consonant sequences are not violated. The form is -ir- after 
obstruents and after a sequence of two consonants, the form of the circumstantial marker 
fused with a middle voice marker has the form -::>-r-. 
*sap + *ir + *wal -> 
*dammb + *::,-r + *ru -> 







The combination of the circumstantial extension -r- followed by an active voice marker -u- is 
also followed by the plosive initial suffix allomorph, even though the circumstantial marker 





+ *r-u + *re 
+ *r-u + *wan 
+ *r-u + *wal 




'form for casting metals' 
'drumstick' (Arnott 1970a) 
'milking calabash' 
The hypothesis is that historically the circumstantial meaning was initially defined only by the 
occurrence of the circumstantial extension in the stem. Later, the formation with the plosive 
initial conditioned allomorph developed into the marker of the circumstantial. Synchronically 
the grade C suffix is also found in noun stems that are derived from verbs and that denote 
circumstantial meanings, with or without the actual presence of the circumstantial extension 
[-r-]. 
The irregular presence of the circumstantial extension in the surface form causes the 
following dilemma: should the circumstantial marker *r be included as a grade marker in the 
underlying structure to account for its phonological influence on the class markers? Or is this 
not possible, and should the suffix form with an initial plosive be considered a different 
morpheme? 
*baas + *aa + *de > haasaade 'file' 
*damm + *u + *gal > dammu-gal 'door' 
or 
*baas + *aa + *r + *re > haasaade 'file' 
*damm + *u + *r + *wal > dammu-gal 'door' 
The voiced and voiceless consonants become plosives after the consonant [r] to avoid a 
violation of the sonority hierarchy. The suffix initial laryngealized alveolar consonants are 
more difficult to explain: perhaps they are the result of a merger between the glottal stop and 
the alveolar [r]. The circumstantial word formation is historically derived from (the reduced 
form of) the circumstantial extension [r] and the underlying form of the suffix. On the 
surface, the circumstantial marker has caused the class suffix to become plosive initial. The 
question remains as to whether the historical sequence *r + class marker is still present in the 
underlying structure. The stems combining with suffixes of the circumstantial word 
derivation are always verb stems, possibly followed by verbal extensions and voice markers. 
The stem can therefore be either consonant or vowel final. 
The forms of the suffixes in the circumstantial word derivation (grade C) are given in the 
table below. Note that the grade C suffixes can only be distinguished from the grade D 
suffixes when the suffix initial consonant is voiced. 
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label of class underlying historical grade C form 
form form preceding *r not necessarily 
present on the surf ace 
'O *r-1;:, (r)-d';:, 
'DI *r-1i (r)-d'i 
'DE *r-1e (r)-d'e 
'DAM *r-1am (r)-d'am 
'OUM *r-1um (r)-d'um 
NDU *r-ru (r)-du 
NOE *r-re (r)-de 
NDI *r-ri (r)-di 
KI *r-hi < *r-xi (r)-ki 
KA *r-ha < *r-xa (r)-ka 
KO *r-h;:, < *r-x;:, (r)-k;:, 
KAL *r-hal < *r-xal (r)-kal 
KOL *r-hol < *r-xol (r)-kol 
KOY *r-hoy < *r-xoy (r)-koy 
NGO *r-w;:, < *r-y;:, (r)-g;:, 
NGE *r-we < *r-ve (r)-ge 
NGU *r-wu < *r-yu (r)-gu 
NGAL *r-wal < *r-yal (r)-gal 
NGEL *r-wel < *r-yel (r)-gel 
NGOL *r-wol < *r-yol (r)-gol 
BA/NGA *r-wa < *r-ya (r)-ba / (r)-ga 
'BE *r-6e (r)-6e 
6.2.4 GRADED: PRENASALIZED INITIAL SUFFIX FORM 
Klingenheben proposed that the prenasalized fourth grade (D) emerged from the assimilation 
of a nasal stem final consonant to the initial consonant of the class suffix. His viewpoint does 
not differ much from that of Paradis, who proposes a "floating" nasal preceding the suffixes 
of grade D as part of the stem. But neither of them attributes an independent meaning to the 
nasal that precedes the grade D suffixes. 
My hypothesis is that the nasal which combines with the underlying form of the suffixes 
to form the suffixes of the subjective word derivation is a form which is cognate to the 
referential pronoun marker. The referential marker *n occurs in a few pronominal forms 
indicating "the one we talked about". In other dialects all the class concords can form a 
referential pronoun, in Maasina the personal pronouns and the adverbs of place (see section 
















'the one (person) talked about' 
'the ones (persons) talked about' 
'over there (place talked about)' 
The formation of the independent pronouns looks remarkably similar to the formation of the 
referential pronouns. 
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*mi + V + *n > miin 'I' 
*1a + V + *n > 1aan 'you' 
*min + V + *n > minen [mine] 'we excl.' 
*1en + V + *n > 1enen [1ene] 'we incl.' 
*1;:,n + V + *n > 1;:,n;:,n (1;:,n5] 'you pl.' 
'fhe independent pronouns express emphasis and they refer to the person in question. 
Attention is drawn to the pronoun when the independent pronoun is used. A similar deictic or 
referential meaning is thought to be expressed by the nasal *n that is proposed to occur in the 
formation of the pronouns. Both object and subject pronouns have the same forms in 
Maasina. The hypothesis is that the suffixes of the subjective word formation are cognate 
with the subject pronouns. The nasal preceding the underlying form of the class suffixes is 
thought to be this referential marker *n. 
The nasal preceding the pronouns has to be deleted because in syllable initial position only 
one consonant is allowed. When the initial consonant of the suffix is voiced, this nasal 
pronoun marker can leave a trace: prenasalization of the initial consonant of the suffix. This 
trace is not found when the initial consonar1t of the class marker is voiceless, or glottal, or 
laryngealized, because these consonant cannot be prenasalized. 
The trace of the nasal marker with the glottal stop initial class markers is left in the alveolar 
place features of the initial consonant of the pronouns. The alveolar nasal *n merges with the 
suffix initial glottal stop *1, the result of the merger is a laryngealilzed alveolar stop [d'). 
The trace of the nasal marker on the voiceless initial is the fact that the [+continuant] velar 
voiceless *x becomes a [-continuant] stop [k] in order to prevent a violation of the sonority 
hierarchy. 
There is no trace of the referential pronoun marker *n in the suffix form -ha in Maasina. 
This confirms the hypothesis that the BA class is a rather new class, formed when the 
formation of the pronouns was no longer a productive rule (see section 7.2.14). 
The table below lists the forms of the grade D suffixes that are used to mark the subjective 
word derivation. The forms are identical to the forms of the pronouns, for which the same 
derivation is proposed. 
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label of class underlying form historical form gradeD form 
'O *n-1:.1 -cfa 
'DI *n-1i -cfi 
'DE *n-1e -cfe 
'DAM *n-1am -cfam 
'DUM *n-1um -cfum 
NDU *n-ru - 0 du 
NDE *n-re - 0 de 
NDI *n-ri - 0 di 
KI *n-hi <*n-xi -ki 
KA *n-ha <*n-xa -ka 
KO *n-h:.1 <*n-x:.1 -k:.J 
KAL *n-hal <*n-xal -kal 
KOL *n-hol <*n-xol -kol 
KOL *n-hoy <*n-xoy -koy 
NGO *n-w:.1 <*n-y:.1 _ng:.1 
NGE *n-we <*n-ye _nge 
NGU *n-wu <*n-yu _ngu 
NGAL *n-wal <*n-yal - 0 gal 
NGEL *n-wel <*n-yel - 0gel 
NGOL *n-wol <*n-yol - 0 gol 
BA/NGA *n-wa <*n-ya -ba / -0 ga 
'BE *n-6e -6e 
The subjective word formation is historically derived from the referential pronoun marker *n 
and the underlying form of the suffix. On the surface, the subjective marker is therefore 
identical to the pronouns, which are formed in the same way. The suffixes of the subjective 
word derivation are thought to function as inverted subject pronouns. The stems combining 
with suffixes of the subjective word derivation are always verb stems, possibly followed by 
other verbal extensions, voice markers, aspect markers and/or the tense marker -n:.1, like the 
participles. The stem can therefore be either consonant or vowel final. 
6.2.5 THE HISTORICAL PHONOLOGICAL HYPOTHESIS 
It is possible to state that historically the suffix forms of the different grades have developed 
from the class markers (grade A), from the fusion of the class markers with the associative 
grade marker or associative extension *q (grade B), from the fusion of the class markers with 
the circumstantial grade marker or circumstantial extension *r (grade C), and from the fusion 
of the class markers with the subjective grade marker or referential pronoun marker *n (grade 
D). This analysis is confirmed by the different meanings attached to the word formations in 
the different grades, and by the plausibility of the phonological rules, which also occur 
elsewhere in the Fulfulde language. 
Synchronically this analysis can lead to two different interpretations. Either all the sixty or 
more different suffix forms (listed in the table in section 6.1) have to be treated as different 
portmanteau morphemes, or the grade markers have to be allowed for in the underlying deep 
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structure to explain these suffix forms from a combination of twenty-two class markers with 
the possible occurrence of three grade markers. This thesis opts for the last solution. 
The hypothesis is demonstrated in more detail in a description of the different classes in 
the next chapter. More attention will be given to the so-called irregular suffix forms -w;J, -k:l 
-aa:ku, -aagu -uke (of the 'O class), -eefi (of the KI class), -0 dam (of the 'DAM class), 
-1en (of the 'BE class), and -eele (of the 'DE class). Some attempt will be made to explain 
suffix forms -Ii, -le, -lal, -lei, ··loy (of the classes 'DI, 'DE, NGAL, NGEL, KOY) which 
also constitute a problem for the lexical hypothesis. The hypothesis is that they are also fused 
forms, combining with an augmentative marker *I that sometimes has the meaning "large 
quantity of'. 
The nominal word formation is demonstrated by numerous examples of nouns in all the 
twenty-two classes. The nominal word formation is an elaborate system of combining 
·meanings encoded in the nominal or verbal root, in the possible verbal extensions and voice 
markers, aspect markers, tense marker (n;J ), grade markers, and class markers. 
In the morphemic analysis, the major principle applied is the denial of true synonyms. If 
two forms with similar meanings are not phonologically conditioned allomorphs then they 
must have a distinct meaning that is signalled by their difference in form. 
This principle necessitates research into the semantic content of e.g. the class suffixes. 
The semantic research into the class suffixes requires a more elaborate analysis of the 
meaning denoted by the different class markers, which will also be described in the next 
chapter. The semantic analysis of the Fulfulde noun classes has so far mainly consisted of 
lists of items within each noun class. It has to be admitted that the categories underlying the 
grouping of nouns into noun classes and the semantic structure linking the nouns within each 
class are not always obvious. And, like all descriptions of meaning, they call upon the 
intrnitions of both the speakers and the interpreting linguist. The only available tool to verify 
these hypotheses is that they should appeal to the common sense, of the speakers, in the first 
place. The danger lies in the fact that the intuitions of a single person (the interpreting 
linguist) can easily overshadow the true intuitions of the speakers in such complicated 
semantic matters. The present proposals are built on the common sense of a Dutch linguist, 
trying to make sense of explanations and translations of meanings given in French and 
Fulfulde. That is also why the proposals for the content of the Fulfulde noun classes have to 
be seen as provisional. So there are ample reasons to be careful with a description of the 
semantic categories expressed by the Fulfulde noun class system. One should be even more 
careful with possible conclusions about the cognition of the speakers of Fulfulde. But a 
semantic study of the content of the class markers is very worthwhile, even at its present 
preliminary state. It has led to the discovery of the semantic basis of the grade system in 
Fulfulde. 
Chapter seven 
The noun classes 
7.1 THE SEMANTIC PRINCIPLES OF NOMINAL CLASSIFICATION 
The nouns in Fulfulde are subdivided into twenty or more noun classes. The grouping of 
nouns into classes is a form of categorization. The semantic principles which underlie the 
categorization of the nouns are discussed in sections 7 .1.1 to 7 .1.3. This introductory section 
defines the noun classes formally. 
A noun class is morphologically signalled by the form of the class marker that occurs as a 
suffix on most nouns. A noun class is syntactically defined by the use of the same concord as 
an anaphoric marker. The number of classes varies from dialect to dialect. The Maasina 
dialect has twenty-two classes (Tioulenta 1991: 171). The Gombe dialect has twenty-five 
classes (Arnott 1970a:75). The following examples show nouns in all twenty-two classes of 
the Maasina dialect. The boundary between the noun stem and the class suffix is indicated by 
a hyphen. The concord form that follows the noun is the definite article. 
Examples of the classification of nouns: 
class 
necf -cf:, 1 :> 'the person' 'O 
yim-6e 6e 'the people' 'BE 
6i~-ngel ngel 'the little child' NGEL 
6ik-koy koy 'the little children' KOY 
k:>s-am cf am 'the milk' 'DAM 
k:1s-al kal 'the little bit of milk' KAL 
haay-re nde 'the stone/rock' NDE 
ngaa-ri ndi 'the bull' NDI 
saw-ru ndu 'the staff' NDU 
piiw-a ha 'the elephant' BA 
nag-ge nge 'the cow' NGE 
fad'-:, ng:, 'the sandal' NGO 
nguu-gu ngu 'the clitoris' NGU 
c:,f-al ngal 'the chicken' NGAL 
laaw-ol ngol 'the road' NGOL 
laan-a ka 'the boat' KA 
lek-ki ki 'the tree' KI 
bud'-:, k:1 'the grass' KO 
dammul-ol kol 'the lamb or kid' KOL 
gocf-cf um cf um 'the other one' 'OUM 
kull-e cfe 'the things' 'DE 
daabaa-ji cfi 'the animals' 'DI 
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The concord is usually of the same class as the class suffix. Sometimes the class of the 
concord is not identical to the class of the suffix. A shift in concord class (often due to 
semantic reanalysis of the content of the suffix class) can be the cause of this difference. A 
small number of nouns does not have a suffix, but these nouns are referred to with the 
concord of one of the noun classes. 
Examples of nouns whose suffix class differs from the concord class: 
suffix class concord class 
daaba 1::> 'the animal' 'O 
m::>::>nt::>r::> 1 -::, 'the watch' 'O 
k-::,rs-a 1-::, 'the affection' KA 'O 
6og-ngu 1-::, 'the mosquito' NGU 'O 
yag-nge 1-::, 'the ceremony' NGE 'O 
The concord defines the synchronic class affiliation of a noun, not the class suffix. 
7.1.1 NUMBER 
Noun classes contain information about the semantic category of number. A noun class 
indicates whether the noun is singular, plural, or uncountable (a collective or mass) (cf. 
Dimmendaal 1982). With regard to number, the noun classes of the Fulfulde ofMaasina can 
be divided into three semantic categories. There are fourteen noun classes in which the 
majority of words are nouns which express singular concepts. There are four plural classes. 
Four noun classes are not specified for number because they group mainly mass nouns or 
collective nouns which are uncountable. The following table lists the semantic grouping of 
noun classes according to the category of number expressed by the noun class suffix. 
Semantic grouping of noun classes according to number: 
singular noun classes: fourteen classes 
'O NDU NDI NDE NGE NGO NGAL 
NGU NGEL NGOL BA KA KI KOL 
plural noun classes: four classes 
'BE 'DI 'DE KOY 
non-countable noun classes (mass nouns, collectives): four classes 
'DAM KO 'DUM KAL 
This chapter discusses all the noun classes in Maasina separately: singular classes in section 
7.2, non-countable classes in section 7.3, and plural noun classes in section 7.4. 
7.1.2 SIZE 
Two singular/plural pairs of noun classes have a productive inflectional function in Fulfulde 
as the markers of the augmentative and the diminutive word formation. The augmentative 
noun classes show that the Fulfulde noun classes are very different from dialect to dialect. A 
description of the noun class system needs to take this into account and one should describe 
the noun class system of each dialect separately before a comparison can be made. The 
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following list shows the diminutive and augmentative classes in Maasina (Tioulenta 





















The diminutive classes occur only in diminutive forms of nominal paradigms. The 
augmentative NGAL class in Maasina also contains other nouns. 
7.1.3 SEMANTIC ASSOCIATIONS 
Most noun classes do not have a homogeneous semantic content, they have no obvious 
semantic feature that can serve as a label. The semantic motivation for the groupings of nouns 
into these classes and the principles that govern their distribution have received relatively little 
attention in the literature on Fulfulde (Arnott 1959, 1967, Lacroix 1967, Mukarovsky 1983, 
Mukoshy 1991, Mohamadou 1991, 1994). There are within these classes clear semantic 
groupings. Arnott (1970a:75) lists a number of generalizations that can be made about the 
meanings of the nouns found in the different classes in Gombe. He lists some shapes 
(globular and annular things in the NDE class; long and thin things in the NGOL class) and 
some life forms (fishes in the NGU class; trees in the KI class) as typical for certain classes, 
besides meanings related to size and number. Mohamadou * (1991, 1994) tries to find 
semantic features shared by all nouns in a class in order to describe the meaning of the 
classifiers, using the model of Culioli. This model still leaves a number of semantic 
groupings (e.g. 'cow', 'fire', and 'sun') unexplained. 
There are two main obstacles that may have prevented linguists from unravelling the 
semantics of the noun classes. One obstacle is the limited vision on possible principles for 
the semantics of a noun class. A class is marked by one morpheme, hence it was concluded 
that this morpheme should have one (constant) meaning retrievable in all nouns formed with 
that class marker. Thus, only one possible semantic motivation for a noun class was 
envisaged: namely the idea that all nouns in a class share one and the same semantic feature, 
thus forming a semantic field. Recent studies (Dixon 1982, Lakoff 1987) have shown that 
the groupings can be based on the fact that items belong to the same semantic frame. A 
semantic frame is created by associations. The items are grouped together because they occur 
in the same domain of experience. Lakoff calls this the Domain of Experience Principle: 
* This study does not provide Mohamadou' s semantic analysis in any detail. Mohamadou uses a different 
model emphasizing the search for a common feature in the form of a combination of the notions "dense", 
"discrete", and "compact" for all nouns of one class, whereas the present study emphasizes the search for 
semantic associations within a noun class. It is nevertheless remarkable that many subgroupings within 
the various Fulfulde classes are very similar in both studies. 
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If there is a basic domain of experience associated with A, then it is natural for entities 
in that domain to be in the same category as A. (Lakoff 
1987:93) 
The Domain of Experience Principle is an important innovation in the description of noun 
classification. It is a new tool that can be used to look for motivations for the classification of 
nouns other than the simple sharing of one semantic feature. 
A second obstacle to the research into the semantic categorization of nouns in Niger-Congo 
languages follows from the domain of experience principle. Culture plays an important role 
in the definition of these domains of experience. Therefore, culture is also important in the 
categorization of things. It is very human but naive to regard one's own culture as universal 
and all other cultures as a deviation form the normal pattern. The false presumption that a 
Western point of view is a universal point of view can easily make one blind to the different 
perspectives on how things are related in other cultures. Lakoff states explicitly that a 
dominant Western point of view has consequences for the study of categorization in non-
Western languages: 
The fact is that people around the world categorize things in ways that both boggle the 
Western mind and stump Western linguists and anthropologists. More often than not, 
the linguist or anthropologist just throws up his hands and resorts to giving a list... 
(Lakoff 1987:92) 
Such a list of items which are classified together is also given by Arnott as the description of 
the semantic content of noun classes in Fulfulde. These subsets are identified because they 
share a common semantic feature. The search for common features in the meaning of nouns 
of one noun class can lead to the discovery of semantic fields which are subsets of that noun 
class. Listing the semantic subsets of a noun class is the beginning of the search for the 
semantic principles that underlie the categorization expressed by the noun class system. 
Besides the grouping in semantic fields, nouns can also be grouped on the basis of a 
shared semantic frame, i.e. they do not have a semantic feature in common but their 
meanings co-occur in the same semantic context, i.e. they index parts of experience. 
Some particular forms of semantic association are metonymy, abstraction, and opposition. 
Words which are related by metonymy are often in the same category. Metonymy is the 
relation of one well-understood or easy-to-perceive concept A which is either part of or 
closely associated with another concept B. Concept A can be an aspect of something that is 
used to stand for the thing as a whole or for some other aspect of it (Lakoff 1987:77-90). An 
example of metonymy is when a place stands for things that occur in that place. The word 
suuclu 'house, home' is related by metonymy with things that happen with and at the home 
such as lamru 'name-giving feast seven days after the birth of a child' and 1egguru 
'migration'. This metonymic relation accounts for the fact that they are put in the same class. 
Another example of metonymy is when a thing and its function are associated with each 
other. Pieces of calabashes (usually halves) like tummbude 'calabash bowl' and harde 
'calabash spoon' are typically used as kitchen utensils. Their function as a utensil has 
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motivated the grouping of other utensils such as bande 'water pot' and haasaade 'file' in 
the same noun class as the calabashes. 
Connotations of certain words can also motivate the grouping of other words with the 
same connotation. This is also an example of metonymy. Human beings are thought of as 
very valuable, other entities are grouped in the same class as human beings when they are 
also thought to be valuable. Words for God are grouped in the same 'O class because God is 
also thought of as very respectable and valuable. 
Words can be linked by abstraction. Big birds are grouped in the NGAL class. The 
abstraction of the feature "big" from this semantic subset has motivated the augmentative 
function of the NGAL class. The NDI class groups words that are forms and means of 
production. The abstraction of the semantic feature "production" has motivated the grouping 
of a number of verbal nouns which express the result of the action described by the verb in 
the same NDI class., e.g. needi 'education' which is the result of nehude 'to educate'. 
Words can be linked in the same class because they are opposites. The word nguurndam 
'life' is in opposition with a number of nouns which describe things that make one feel 
lifeless, like njaarndam 'drought, hardness' and paayndam 'meagerness'. 
Not all words in a class are directly linked to one another. It is also possible that words 
and semantic subsets are linked in a chain. An example of chaining is found in the NGAL 
class. The word giyal 'bone' is in the NGAL class because of its prototypical stick-like 
shape. The word kayngal 'foot, leg' is linked to giyal 'bone' because it is a body part which 
contains a bone. The birds in the NGAL class are linked to kayngal 'foot, leg' because of the 
fact that they are often cursorial birds, these birds walk rather than hop. The augmentative 
words are linked to the walking birds because of their prototypical size: walking birds are 
bigger than hopping birds (which are in the NDU class). The word giyal 'bone' has therefore 
no direct link with necfcfal 'big person'. These words are linked indirectly via chaining by 
the concepts bone-foot-walking bird-augmentative. 
Mythological information also plays an important role in explaining the categorization of 
nouns. The link between (more frequently flying, small, and hopping rather than walking) 
birds and the spiritual world can only be explained by the knowledge that the Fulbe speakers 
have about the spiritual world. The Fulbe say that some birds can do the same things as bad 
spirits. People say that, like spirits, these birds can cause people to be sick, they can cause 
people to become crazy and wander around without a goal, and they can cause children to die 
(De Bruijn personal communication). Pejorative names are given to children to mislead the 
spirits in letting them think that the child is not valuable enough to be taken away. The 
categorization of spirits, birds, and pejorative names in the NDU class is motivated by their 
co-occurrence in the experience of the Fulbe with the spirits. 
It follows that the nature of the semantic content of a class and the factors that motivate the 
links between the different groups in a class are determined by the culture in which the 
Fulfulde language is used. The present hypotheses are preliminary. The validity of the 
proposed associations has to be further tested against the cognition of the speakers, for 
example by word association tests and the explanations that speakers give for their 
associations. 
Many Niger-Congo languages have a system of noun classes (Bendor-Samuel 1989, 
Williamson 1989), and being an Atlantic language (see Greenberg 1970, Wilson 1989), so 
does Fulfulde. The noun class systems in all these languages show many formal similarities 
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in the way that nouns are categorized. The many cognate noun classes show that the present 
noun class systems are a reflection of many thousands of years of human experience. Even 
though the classes may be shared in broad terms, they are motivated, understood and 
sustained in cultural terms. The hypothesis is that the present culture of a speech community 
does have an influence on the semantic classification of the nouns. Synchronic class-shifts 
show that the noun class system is constantly subject to semantic re-analysis. This is 
demonstrated by the semantic shift of the nouns from the NGU class into the 'O class due to 
a "recent" taboo on the female sexual organs which remain the only nouns that are denoted by 
the NGU class in the dialect of Maasina. The integration of loan-words into the Fulfulde 
noun classes motivated by semantic analogy also demonstrates that the semantic principles 
mo1ivating the categorization expressed by the noun classes are productive. 
The semantic principles motivating the categorization of nouns often have the form of 
semantic associations. These associations link the meanings of the nouns in one noun class. 
All the semantic associations found in one noun class form a semantic network. The semantic 
networks are represented by figures consisting of circles and lines which are labelled. The 
circles in a semantic network represent semantic subsets which are formed by a semantic 
field, i.e. words that share a semantic feature. The shared semantic feature of a semantic field 
is written in italics within the circle that represents a semantic field. The examples are in plain 
letters. The basis of the associations is written outside the circles on the lines that link the 
subsets. The semantic subsets which can consist of one word only are linked by metonymy 
or by metaphor or by the extension of the meaning of the semantic category or by association 
of the meaning of one of its members to another subset. 
The different forms of the suffixes distributed over the different suffix grades is also 
exemplified in the discussion of each noun class. The semantic effect of the grade marker and 
the semantic effect of the class marker itself are extensively discussed. The nouns which have 
a class suffix that is different from their concord is sometimes discussed under the noun class 
of their suffix, even if their actual syntactic and synchronic noun class is the class of the 
concord. 
7.2 SINGULAR CLASSES 
The majority of nouns in these classes have a singular meaning. In the paradigm of the noun, 
the same stem also combines with a plural class marker. Although the singular meaning is 
predominant in these classes, some of them also contain a small number of uncountable 
nouns, e.g. a word like 0jaaree0di 'sand' in the NDI class. 
7.2.1 THE 'O CLASS 
The 'O class contains the largest number of nouns and the largest number of suffix forms. 
Speakers who learned Fulfulde late as a second language in Maasina have generalized this 
class concord as the concord of all nouns. Mother tongue Fulfulde speakers simplify their 
language by replacing all concords with the concord of the 'O class when talking to 
foreigners (cf. Tioulenta 1991:201). 
In Maasina the 'O class suffix is found on a number of stems which is smaller than the 
number of nouns using the concord of the 'O class. First, the nouns with a suffix of the 'O 
class are discussed. The semantic label [human] only describes the meaning of the nouns that 
take the suffix of the 'O class. The class of human beings has honorific connotations because 
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people are thought of as respectable beings. This honorific connotation is the reason why 
names for God are classified in this class too. The majority of nouns with a suffix of the 'O 
class form a semantic field, they share the semantic feature ''person". This semantic field is 












names for God 
lord, ruler 
eternal one 
who is being obeyed 
Not all terms that denote human beings are in the 'O class. Some names denoting persons can 
be found in other classes motivated by additional semantic connotations. Abusive names used 
in name calling are in the NDE class, names to protect children from evil spirits are in the 
NDU class, ex-slave names are in the NDI class, ordinary names and (inalienable) address 
terms for kinship relations use the concord of the 'DUM class. Names can contain the suffix 
of the 'O class, e.g. gaacfcf::, (lit: 'happy one') but they use a concord of the 'DUM class. 
The only words denoting persons which are not in the 'O class and which are perhaps not 
names are mboomri '(strong) nubile girl' and baapaaru 'herdsman'. The last word is also 
the name of a bird that is always found near cows. Being a bird motivated its membership of 
the NDU class, the meaning was extended by metaphor to the herdsman who is always 
found in the company of cows. The NDI class membership of mboomri '(strong) nubile girl' 
may be motivated by the image of a strong young girl as a sign of wealth. 
The suffix forms of the 'O class are given in the following table. Historically all the suffix 
forms are based on the class marker *1::, of the 'O class. The different suffix forms result 
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objective word derivation: attached to nominal stems, 
person is object (patient) of related verb in deverbal 
word derivation 
in affectionate nouns with *aay 
associative word formation: person associated with 
meaning of noun in stem 
agentive noun in 'O class 
alienable kinship terms 
subject pronoun, attached to verbal stem followed by 
verbal marker in participle 
rare form, possibly historically old possessive form 
The nouns which use a concord Jln the 'O class but which have a different or no class suffix 
are discussed in sections 7.2.1.7 and 7.1.2.8. These nouns cannot all be characterized by the 
semantic feature [human]. 
7.2.1.1 THE GRADE A SUFFD( FORM -:J 
The suffix form -:J marks nouns denoting human beings, formed using the objective word 
derivation. The underlying form of this suffix is *1:J. A glottal stop cannot occur next to 
another consonant. 
'nobleman, -woman' dim-:J I rim6e 
gawl-:J / wawlu6e 
bayl-:J / waylu6e 
peep-:J I peey6e 
guj-j:J / wuy6e 
lab-b:J / law6e 
kaab-:J / haabuu6e 
capaat-:> / safar6e 
d:Jkk-:J / dakk~·>1en 
maab-:J / maabuu6e 
'beggar (F: praise singer from Fuuta Tooro)' 
'blacksmith' 
'artisan, praise singer' 
'thief' 
'woodworker' 
'woman with children' 
'Mauritanian' 
'generous person' 
'weaver, praise singer' 
The suffix form -:J marks a number of nouns that are derived from verbs. Some of the above 
wordls may also have been derived from verbs, but their derivation is not transparent. 
The objective word derivation indicates that the deverbal word has the semantic role of the 
object of the action expressed by its verbal stem. The semantic role of the object of an action 
verb is the patient. It is also the patient which is expressed when the noun is derived from a 
stative verb in the objective word derivation. 
object of love: person who is being loved 
object of admiration: person who is being admired 
gicf-:J / yi66e 
yidde (*yicf-) 







fall in love' 
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object of settling: person who is being settled k::,cf-::> / h::,66e 
(a guest is s.o. who is settled by his/her host) hocf-u-de 
patient of being toothless: person who is toothless mulg-::, 
(experiencer) 
mulg-u-de 
object of hate: person that is being hated gap-::, /way-6e 
wap-u-de 
object of dispersion: person who is being dispersed pull-::> / ful-6e 
full-u-de 














'to obey, follow' 
The word debb::> 'woman' is paraphrased as a person who is being obeyed, not as a person 
who obeys (which would give the forms dewcfa 'who has obeyed' or dew::,::,w::, 'who is 
obeying'). There is some cultural evidence that the role of Fulbe women is indeed not 
subordinate. It is mainly in the social sphere that women have a greater say than men. 
Marriages, for example, will not take place if women do not agree. Guests will not be 
received when women refuse to give milk and butter. Milk and the milking rights of women 
form the basis of this influential position of Fulbe women (De Bruijn, personal 
communication). 
A number of nouns with the suffix form-::, express the semantic role of the subject of the 
related verb. Synchronically, they cannot be analyzed as agentive derivations because the 
productive marker for the agentive nouns in the 'O class has the form -::,::,w::, (see section 
7.2.1.2 and section 8.1.4). Perhaps the verbs related to these nouns are derived from the 
noun stem, rather than the noun being derived from the verb stem. 
Nouns which denote agents formed with the grade A suffix -::,: 
gujj-::, / wuy6e 'thief wujj- 'steal' 
labb::, / law6e 'woodworker' law- 'dig in wood' 
bayb / waylu6e 'blacksmith' wayl- 'transform' 
peep::, I peey6e 'praise singer' peep- 'flatter' [FT] 
ueep::> I ueey6e 'praise singer' 
A "thief' is the agent of the verb "to steal". A praise singer is the agent of the verb "to 
flatter". A blacksmith transforms iron ore into iron, and iron into tools. A woodworker is the 
agent of the verb "to dig into wood". These agentive nouns remain counter-examples to the 
generalization that grade A nouns express a notion of "object". However, grade A is the 
unmarked grade. The interpretation of its meaning is not as strict as the notions expressed in 
the other grades. Another possible explanation is that the formation of these agentive nouns 
with only the suffix form -::> added to the verb root is a petrified agentive word formation that 
is older than the productive agentive formation with the suffix -::,::,w::,. This might indicate 
that the semantic differentiation between the different suffix forms of one noun class was a 
later innovation in Fulfulde. 
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There are a number of nouns where a morpheme -ar- is added to the nominal stem. The 
morpheme -ar- adds a diminutive and pejorative meaning to the word. The noun stems which 
contain this morpheme -ar- combine with the grade A suffix -;:,. 
dun°d-ar-;:, / dun°dar6e 
neet-ar-;:, I neetar6e 
paamt-ar-;:, I paamtar6e 
buuw-ar-;:, / wuuwar6e 
jatt-ar-;:, 
'bold, cheeky person' 
's.o. impolite, uneducated' 
's.o. who eats alone avoiding others' 
'nomadic lineage of Fulbe' 
'impolite person' 
A small number of affectionate terms take the suffix form -j;:, in the singular. The consonant 
[j] is analyzed as stem final, which is followed by the suffix form -;:, of grade A. The 
affectionate connotation of these words is demonstrated by comparing them with nouns 
expressing the same concept, but without the affectionate connotation. 
j;:,mmb-aaj-;:, / y;:,mmb-ay-lfie 
bammb-aaj-;:, / wammb-ay-6e 
diim-aaj-;:, / riim-ay-6e 




'nu bHe girl' 




One argument for the analysis of the morpheme with the forms -aaj- in the singular and -ay-
in the plural is the semantics. What is common to these four nouns given above is an element 
indicating affection. It is not probable that this morpheme *aay is the negation as suggested 
by Riesman (1977:83) and others (Diarah 1982:291-292, Ba & Daget 1962:66), because 
nowhere else can a negation marker be found in a nominal word derivation. Another 
argument for the postulation of the morpheme *-aay- is the plausibility of its allomorphy 
-aaj-/-ay-. The gemination of the final glide [y] in combination with the underlying glottal 
initial consonant of the suffix *1;:, is a regular process. The stem final [y] can form a geminate 
consonant Wl as a result of its merger with the suffix initial consonant [1], just as in the 
word gujj;:,/wuy6e 'thief'. The shortening of the geminate consonant [jj] in the singular 
form can be explained by the avoidance of a marginal CVVC syllable structure. The length 
alternation of the vowel [a] in the morphemes -aaj-/-ay- in the singular and plural can be 
expllained in the following way: the vowel [aa] is shortened in the plural to avoid the 
marginal syllable structure CVVC. Shortening of the CVVC structure often takes place, 
although it is not obligatory. 
*1-y;:,mmb-aay-1;:, > *j;:,mmb-aaj-j;:, > j;:,mmb-aaj-;:, 
*y;:,mmb-aay-6e > y;:,mmb-ay-6e 
The singular forms of these affectionate terms are analyzed as containing the grade A suffix 
-:>. The word j;:,mmbaaj;:, 'newly-wed' does not contain the grade B suffix -j;:,, because a 
gradle B suffix would not leave a trace of [y] in the plural form y;:,mmbay6e. The morpheme 
*-aay- indicating affection could be related to the forms -a~- and -ay- in the affectionate 
term bapp-aap-;:,/wapp-ay-6e 'uncle, father's brother'. The word has a short form bappa 
used as the address term for the paternal uncle. The identical plural formation and the 
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presence of an affectionate connotation in both stem formations with the morpheme *-aay-
and the morpheme *-aap- point to an etymological relation. There is an affectionate 
association present in the relation with a bappaap:>, even though this relation can be 
disturbed by competitive interest in cattle inheritance. A bappaap:> has to take care of you 
when your father dies. The relation between you and your bappaap=> is similar to the 
relation between you and your father except that it is more relaxed because one (especially a 
son) has to show great respect (yaage) to one's father (De Bruijn and Van Dijk, personal 
communication). 
Klingenheben (1941:41) describes the noun bappaapo 'paternal uncle' as a compound 
based on the word baaba 'father' and gives two possible etymological explanations: a 
combination with either the stem fam- 'small' and the suffix -j:,; or with the term found in 
Nigerian Fulfulde pa3J10/fay6e 'youth' derived from the verb stem faayncf- or faaycf- 'be 
young, grow up' (Taylor 1932:47). Possibly the affectionate connotation present in the word 
bappaap:> / wappay6e 'father's brother' is signalled by the morphemes -aap- I -ay- . 
surbaaj=> / surbay-6e 
surba / surbaa-6e 
'young, nubile girl' 
'young, nubile girl' 
The alternative singular and plural formations for the word 'nubile girl' support the idea that 
reanalysis of the boundary between the stem and the suffix in this word could have taken 
place. The final syllable -j=> is sometimes reanalyzed as the suffix form -j=> in some words. 
7.2.1.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -j=> 
The nouns formed by the associative derivation in the 'O class contain the suffix form -j:>. 
These nouns are based on stems which are themselves full words. Klingenheben (1963:127) 
calls these nouns secondary nominals [sekundare Nomina]. These are nouns based on 
complete utterances which can be a full noun or even a full sentence. When the stem is a full 
noun, this stem can be an indigenous Fulfulde noun with a class suffix or a loan-word. The 
following examples involve stems based on full Fulfulde nouns. 
deb:>-reeduu-j:, 'pregnant woman' reedu 'belly' 
7afa:>-j=> 'first son' 7afa 'name of first son' 
hakku0 dee-j:> 's.o. in the middle' hakku0 de 'between' 
h:>:>ree-j=> 'chief, president' h:>:>re 'head' 
yeeS=>=>-j=> 'the one in front' yees:> 'face' 
The following examples are loan-words to which the -j=> suffix of the associative derivation 
is added. The last three examples are taken from Tioulenta (1991:332, 336, 348). 
gargasaa-j:, / gargasaa6e 'leather-worker < Tsk. gargasa 
7annabaa-j:, / 1annabaa6e 'prophet' < Ar. 7annaba 
kelemasaa-j => 'young man' <Bmb. kelemasa 
buusee-j:> / buusee6e 'butcher' < Fr. buJey 'boucher' 
punee-j=> / funee6e 'twins' < Son. fune 
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Loan-words that are integrated into Fulfulde morphology by the suffixing of a class marker 
behave like other full indigenous Fulfulde nouns which receive a class suffix. They combine 
with a grade B suffix and replace the singular suffix with the suffix of the plural. 
7.2.1.3 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -w::,: AGENTIVE 
A special form of the 'O class occurs in the formation of agentive nouns in the 'O class. The 
following morphemes are present in the underlying structure of the agentive marker referring 
to persons in the 'O class 
verb stem+ 1a + q + 1::, > verb stem+ a::,w::, 
The agentive noun in the 'O class does not take the suffix form -j::, which would be the 
regular suffix form in grade B, but the atypical grade B form -w::,. The agentive (-::,::,-
followed by a grade B suffix) can combine with all classes. The morpheme -::,- in the stem is 
followed in other classes by the regular class suffix of grade B. The hypothesis is that the 
age111tive marker -::,- is the same as the class marker of the 'O class. Stem final vowel 
lengthening is caused by the inchoative marker [q] and is normal for stems in the associative 
word derivation. 
1aaw::,::,w::, / 1aawa::,6e 'fisherman' 
dimn::,::,w::, / rimn::,::,6e 'midwife' 
dur::,::,w::, / dur::,::,6e 'herdsman' 
jeey::,::,w::, / yeey::,::,6e 'hawker' 
cap::,::,w::, / sapaa6e 'weaver' 





'to cause to give birth' 
'to pasture' 
'to go around selling' 
'to weave' 
The formation of the agentive noun is irregular when the agentive marker-::,- is followed by 
the (cognate) class suffix of the 'O class, not in other classes. It is not clear why the agentive 
suffix in the 'O class has the form -::,::,w::, and not -::,::,j::,. 
7.2.ll.4 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM-cfa IN KINSHIP TERMS 
The suffix form -cfa marks both the subjective and the circumstantial word derivation. 
Kinship terms (which are alienable) are formed with the suffix form -cfa in Maasina. (In 
other Fulfulde dialects corresponding kinship terms are found with the suffix form -w::,.) It is 
not always possible to decide whether a particular kinship term is formed using the subjective 
word formation or the circumstantial word derivation. The circumstantial extension -ir- is 
found in the word formation of kinship terms. The presence of the circumstantial marker -ir-
is often reason for using the circumstantial word formation. But the kinship terms can also be 
interpreted as the subject of passive verbs expressing the state of being in a relation using the 
subjective word formation. The kinship terms behave like participles in their choice of the 
suffix form and in the occurrence of verbal morphemes in their stem. The morpheme -aa-
occurring in kinship terms is identical to the morpheme indicating a passive and completive 
meaning in participles. 
The kinship terms can be derived from both nominal and verbal roots. There are a few 
kinship terms which are related to existing verbs. 
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nawliraacf :l / nawliraa6e 'co-wife' 
gijiraacf :l / gijiraa6e 'peer, age-mate' 




'to make co-wives' 
'to be(come) friends' 
'to be(come) related' 
These verbs are exemplified in the following sentences. The first example is taken from my 
field notes on the Ringimaaji dialect in Cameroon. The second example of Nigerian Fulfulde 
is from Taylor's dictionary (1932: 148). The last examples are from Maasina. 
Ringimaaji: mi yicf-i 1en soob-ir-a 
I want-COMPL us be friend-CIRC-SUB 
'I want us to be(come) friends.' 
Nigeria: M. cfa66-it-i nawl-ir-go 6e: D. sali 
M. plan-REV-COMPL make co-wives-CIRC-INF them: D. refuse-COMPL 
'M. wanted to make them his co-wives, but D. refused.' (Taylor 1932: 148) 
Maasina: M. 1anniy-ike nawl-ir-de fie, D. sal-ii 
M. intend-M.COMPL make co-wives-CIRC-INF them, D. refuse-M.R.COMPL 
M. wanted to make them his co-wives, but D. refused. 
micf :l yicf-i 0gijj-ir-en 
I-LOC want-R.COMPL be friend-CIRC-(SUB)-we incl. 
I want us to be(come) friends. 
The verb nawlirde in the active voice means 'to make co-wives' (Taylor 1932: 148). The 
verb nawlireede in the passive voice means 'to be a co-wife' (Zoubko 1980:371). The verb 
stems soobir- in Ringimaaji and 0 gijjir- in Maasina mean 'become friends, establish 
friendship'. The verb forms of the kinship terms in the active form seem to have the meaning 
of 'creating a ( certain type of) relation with someone'. The verb forms in the passive form 
have the meaning of 'being in a (certain type of) relation with someone'. The kinship terms 
derived from the passive verb resemble participles. However, kinship terms are more often 
derived from nominal roots. The nominal roots can also have a short form. The short form is 
used as an address term and to express an inalienable relation. 
1inniraad':l / 1inniraa6e 'mother; sister of mother' 1inna 
mipiraacf:l / mipiraa6e 'younger sibling' mipi 
mawniraacf :l / mawniraa6e 'elder sibling' mawni 
maamiraad':l / maamiraa6e 'grandparent; ancestor' maama 
goggiraacf:l / goggiraa6e 'paternal aunt, stepmother' g:lgg:l 
kaawiraad' :l / kaawiraa fie 'maternal uncle' kaaw, kaw 
dencfiraacf:l / dencfiraa6e 'cross-cousin' dencfi 
gen°diraacf:l / gen°diraa6e 'wife' gen°di 
1esiraacf :l / 1esiraa6e 'in-law' 1esi 
baabiraacf :l / baabiraa6e 'father' baaba, 1abba 
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nawliraacf::> / nawliraa6e 
banndiraacf::> / banndiraa6e 




'child of sibling of opposite sex' 
The long form of kinship terms with the ending -ir-aa-cf::, occurs when the term is alienable. 
The word baabiraacf ::> 'father' is used when a father in general is indicated or when it is not 
indicated whose father is being talked about. The inalienable kinship term is always followed 
by an indication of the person with whom this relation exists, so it is either followed by a 
name or by a (special) possessive pronominal suffix. The inalienable form can only occur in 
the singular. A kinship term has a class suffix in its alienable form. The plain inalienable 
form without a suffix only occurs when it is followed by a name of the person with whom 




mawni f atumata 
maama b::,:>kari 
g::>gg::> mariyarna 
kaw fanta, kaawu fanta 
nawla 1aysatu 
'mother of Abdou' 
'father of Hammadi' 
'younger sibling of Kadiija' 
'elder sibling of Fatumata' 
'grandparent of Bookari' 
'paternal aunt of Mariyama' 
'maternal uncle of Fanta' 
'co-wife of Aysatu' (Zoubko 1980:371) 
Kinship terms are examples of the circumstantial word derivation. This conclusion is based 
on the fact that the suffix form of grade C occurs in the paradigm of some kinship terms with 
the diminutive NGEL class. This is because the suffix forms of the circumstantial derivation 




'little younger sibling' 
'younger sibling' 
'little younger sibling' 
There are a few kinship terms that do not contain the verbal morphemes -ir-aa- in the 
alienable long form. These are the words dew::>rcf::, 'potential in-law' and 6icfcfa 'child'. The 
word dew;Jrcfa takes the suffix form of grade C, possibly on the analogy of the suffix form 
taken by other kinship terms in which the circumstantial verbal extension occurs. This form 
-;Jr- is the form of the circumstantial extension in middle voice verbs. Another difference 
with the alienable kinship terms is that there is no short inalienable form of this kinship term. 
The translation of dew::,rcfo/rew::,r6e as an 'honoured person' by Zoubko (1980: 130) does 
not convey the full meaning of the word. The term dew::,rcf :> is used for people with whom 
one has an "avoidance" relation. One is not allowed to enter a courtyard where one's 
n:w:Jr6e live. You are not allowed to eat with or to sit on the same bed with someone who is 
your dew::,rcf::>. The families which are your rew::>r6e in a village are fixed. You have to 
step aside and go in another direction to avoicl greeting your dew:>r<fo when you see him or 
her coming. If greeting cannot be avoided you have to look the other way when greeting him 
or her. Families that are each others rew~r6e always come from the same social group. Your 
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rew:>r6e are also rim6e 'noble' when you are a dima 'noble' yourself. If you are diimaaj:, 
'ex-slave', your rew:,r6e are also found amongst riimay6e 'ex-slaves'. This avoidance 
behaviour is similar to the behaviour that one should show towards one's in-laws. This is 
because your wife will be chosen from your rew:>r6e if there is no member in your family 
suitable as a marriage candidate. So rewar6e are potential partners and potential in-laws. It 
is on the basis of this meaning that the following etymology of the word is proposed. The 
stem rew- 'female' combines with the verbal circumstantial extension -r- which introduces 
the argument with which the action of the verb is performed. The vowel [:>] is the middle 
voice marker which can express a meaning of potentiality (Arnott 1970a:257). Thus 
dew:,rcfa literally means ''person from whose family you may get your wife". The word 
dew:,rc:fa is treated as a kinship term. The presence of the circumstantial marker -r-
conditions the circumstantial word derivation (grade C), as in all alienable kinship terms. 
The word 6icfcfa 'child' is another word which is similar to kinship terms, but it does not 
combine with the verbal morphemes -ir-aa-. It takes the suffix form of grade D which is 
characteristic for verbal participles. It is not clear why this word is formed using the 
subjective word derivation of grade D. 
6ii 1aadamu 
6iy-iik:> 
'child of Aadarnu' (inalienable form) 
'his child' (inalienable form) 
'child' (alienable form) 6icf cfa / 6i66e 
6i)Jngel / 6ikkoy 'little child' (diminutive alienable form) 
The historical and underlying form *6ih is proposed for the word 'child'. The consonant [h] 
cannot occur adjacent to other consonants, nor syllable finally. This form is still present in 
the rarely pronounced form 6ihiik:> 'his/her child' which is said to sound very old-
fashioned. In some other dialects the form 6ihiik:> 'his/her child' is still regular. 
Compensatory lengthening of the vowel (i] takes place in the inalienable form of the word 
6ii. The stem final [h] is deleted and compensatory lengthening of the suffix initial 
consonants [cf], [6], [0g], and [k] takes place in the paradigm of the alienable forms 6icfcfa 
'child' 6i66e 'children', 6iJJ0gel 'little child', and 6ikkoy 'little children'. 
7.2.1.5 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -cfa 
Most nouns that combine with the suffix form -cf:> can be clearly explained as participles. 
The verb from which the participle is derived exists. The semantic interpretation of the suffix 
as the subject pronoun of the verb is quite transparent in these nouns. The morphemes 
expressing voice and aspect in the participles can be easily recognized in the following 
nouns. The morpheme of the active completive participle -u- can be deleted if the syllable 
structure conditions are not violated. 
Active completive: -u- / 0 (zero) 
kors-u-cfo / horsu6e 'sweetheart, lover' 
juul-cf;} / juul6e 'Muslim' 
ceer-cfa I srer6e 'divorced man' 











laam-ii-cfo / laamii6e 
bacfcf-ii-cfa / wacfcfii6e 
Passive completive: -aa-
ceer-aa-cf~1 / seeraa6e 
k:l::>l-aa-cf::, / h::,::,laa6e 
nel-aa-cf::, 
tag-aa-cf::, / tagaa6e 
Middle incompletive: -::,t::,::,-
jaag-::,b::,-cf::, / jaag::,b::,6e 













laam-aade 'to reign, to govern' 
wacfcf-aade 'to mount a horse' 
seer-eede 'to be divorced' 
h::,::,1-eede 'to be trusted' 
nel-eede 'to be sent' 
tag-eede 'to be created' 
jaag-aade 'to trade' 
bh-aade 'to lay in ambush' 
rew-eede 'to be obeyed' 
There are a number of nouns which take the suffix form -cf::, where it is more difficult to find 
the related verb from which the participle could have been derived. However, the 
composition of these words is so similar to that of participles that they are also considered to 
be participles in this study. Perhaps the verbs from which they were derived have been lost. 
It is also possible that a semantic shift has occurred which has obscured the semantic 
connection between the noun and the verb from which it is derived. 
ka::,rcf::, / h::,::,r6e 'female slave' boor-a 'take back, return home with' 
(Zoubko 1980:243) 
cecfcfa / se66e 'Sorogo' secf-a 'sieve, sift, winnow, separate, differ, 
distinguish, diverge, divorce, be on bad 
terms with s.o., end sth., get rid of s.o.' 
(Zoubko 1980:430) 
Many translation equivalents are given for the verb stem secf-. What meaning relates best to 
the ethnic name Sorogo (alternatively known as Bozo) is not obvious. Is the sifting a 
metaphor for their professional occupation as fishermen who use their nets to sift fish in the 
rivers and lakes? Is their name indicating that they are different from Fulbe? Was the name 
given at a time when Fulbe and Sorogo were on bad terms with each other? These are all 
plausible links but one cannot be sure which one is accurate. 
maccucfo / maccu6e 'slave, prisoner of' macc-aa-go 'to be enslaved' 
mace-in-go 'to enslave' (Noye 1989:235) 
There is no active verb with the stem *mace-· that serves as the verb stem for the participle 
maccucf::,. The verb stem occurs with the middle voice and in the active voice with the 
causative extension -in-. The meaning of the verb stem without the causative or middle voice 
meaning must be something like 'to be a slave'. 
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7.2.1.6 THE SUFFIX FORM -k::, 
There are two nouns that occur with the suffix form -k::, in the 'O class. 
gaynaak::, 'herdsman, cowherd' 
g::,rk::, / w::,r6e 'man' 
A suffix of identical shape -k::, also occurs in the independent pronoun and in the possessive 




'he, she, it' 
'his, hers, its' 
'his, hers, its' 
The last example -ii-k::, is the form of the possessive pronoun of the 'O class in combination 





'his/her younger sibling' 
The suffix -k::, is quite exceptional. It is considered to be a suppletive form. Possibly the 
suffix form -k::, in g::,rk::, 'man' is an old possessive form, which means that the word for 
man once meant someone's man. Possibly, the word gaynaak::, 'herdsman, cowboy' has 
been derived from the verb root wayn- 'to watch over' combined with the stem of 'cow' 
reconstructed for Atlantic as *nak. This would imply that the consonant [k] in the word 
gaynaak::, is part of the stem. Another possibility is that the old possessive form -k::, occurs 
in the word gaynaak::, which implies that a herdsman ( at least at one moment in time) meant 
someone's herdsman. 
7.2.1.7 'O CLASS NOUNS WITH A SUFFIX FROM OTHER CLASSES 
A number of nouns which use the concord of the 'O class appear with a suffix of a different 
class. There are four such classes in Maasina. First, the words ending in a suffix from the 
NGU class take their concord from the 'O class. The class concord 0 gu has become taboo 
because it sounds too much like the word 0guugu 'clitoris, vagina'. This has led to the shift 
in the class concord from the NGU class to the 'O class. This taboo and the related shift in 
the class concord exists also in Fuuta Tooro and Jenngel (Tioulenta 1991:200-201). Only a 
few words denoting female genitals can be referred to with the class concord 0 gu. The 
following words all come from the NGU class but they take the concord from the 'O class. 
The only evidence found in Maasina that they came from the NGU class is found in the final 
vowel -u and the initial prenasalized consonant. The most important evidence for a historical 
affiliation of these words with the NGU class comes from a comparison of the behaviour of 
these nouns in Maasina with their behaviour in other Fulfulde dialects where they are still 
used with the concord of the NGU class. 
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mbaalu / baali 
njillu 
nduu6u / duu6i 
malu /mali 





'mixture of rice and fresh fish' 
'year' 




These words are further discussed in the section on the NGU class (7.2.7). 
Second, words with a suffix of the KA class are frequently referred to with the concord of 
the 'O class. In Maasina the number of words remaining in the KA class seems smaller than 
ten. A number of words show variation, i.e. they are sometimes used with the concord of the 
'O class, sometimes with the concord of the KA class. These words appear in some other 






'shame, modesty, reserve' 
'affection, love' 
'history, legend' 
The word naawalla 'pain' ending in -aHa is found in the KA class in Aadamaawa 
(Klingenheben 1962: 105). The (double) suffix -alla is used in Maasina to derive nouns from 
statilve verbs. In Maasina these nouns ending in -alla use the concord from the 'O class. The 








gimmballa 'Gimmballa (region in Mali)' 
The nominal suffix -alla is perhaps a double suffix combining the suffix of the NGAL class 
with the suffix of the KA class. 
Third, the suffix of the NGE class also occurs sometimes with nouns that take the concord of 
the 'O class. 
b::>pai;tge / b::>pai;tgeeji 
yai;tge / yai;tgeeji 
'insult' 
'celebration, ceremony' 
The use of the concord nge in other dialects is an indication that these words once belonged to 
the NGE class. These words are further discussed in the section on the NGE class (7.2.5). 
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Fourth, a few nouns with a suffix of the plural 'DE class use the concord of the 'O class. 




'cobwebs' (lit: threads of hare/rabbit) 
'reservedness, modesty, scruple' 
'shame, embarrassment' 
The expression geese bojel 'cobwebs' literally refers to a plural "threads of hare/rabbit". 
The meaning of the compound has a collective aspect. Some of the nouns with a suffix of the 
'DE class using the concord of the 'O class are abstract nouns which do not have a 
singular/plural opposition. Perhaps the nouns have moved from the 'DE class because of a 
clash between the singular meaning as a collective or abstract of these nouns and the plural 
meaning of the 'DE class. Nevertheless, a number of abstract nouns can be referred to with 
the concord of the 'DE class (see section 7.4.3). 
7.2.1.8 'O CLASS NOUNS WITHOUT A CLASS SUFFIX 
A typical noun formation used to denote the inhabitants of a certain geographical zone is the 
nominal suffix -gke which is borrowed from the Mande languages, possibly from Soninke. 
The following word with the nominal suffix -gke is a loan-word from Soninke (Tioulenta 
1991:349). 
kaanagke / kaanagk:>:>6e 'chief, leader' Son.: kaaminke 
The words with the suffix -gke probably ended up using the concord of the 'O class because 
of the feature [human] in their semantic content. The affix -gke indicates a person who is 
associated with or belongs to a place or a group. 
fuutagke / fuutagk:>:>6e 
kunaarigke / kunaarigk:>:>6e 
maasinagke / maasinagk:>:>6e 
seen:>gke I seen:>gk:>:>6e 
'person from fuuta (Fuuta Tooro)' 
'person from kunaari' 
'person from maasina' 
'person from seen:>' 
The nominal suffix is also used to denote ethnic affiliation. 
hawsagke / hawsagk:>:>6e 
bamanagke / bamanagk:>:>6e 
julagke / julagk:>:>6e 
'Hausa (person)' 
'Bambara (person)' 
'trader, Jula (person)' 
The Jula are an ethnic group belonging to the Mande group who are seemingly associated 
with trading. The same name is found in the word julaaj:> also meaning 'trader'. 
The noun suffix -gke 'person of' is also used to denote professional affiliation. In 
combination with the names of certain types of herds it names the 'herdsman' of that type of 
herd. 
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'herdsman of ben°di' ben°diuke / ben°di)Jk::>:Jfie 
garciuke / garciuk;,;,6e 'young herdsman, who guards garci' 
The suffix of these words -uke is probably borrowed from Soninke but it is applied to 
Fulfulde nouns. Klingenheben (1963: 155) gives an extensive list of nouns formed with this 
morpheme -JJke in the Aadamaawa dialect. In this dialect these words are further expanded 
with the suffix -j:>. 
'Hausa' 
'Yoruba' 
Aaciamaawa: hawsaukeejo / h::1wsauke1en 
yarbaukeejo / yarbauke1en 
defteriukeejo / defteriuke1en 'civilized person'< deftere 'book' 
The formation with the morpheme -uke appears to be more productive in Aadamaawa than in 
Maasina. 
A large number of nouns which use the concord of the 'O class are loan-words. Some loan-
words are integrated into other classes on the basis of the analogy between the last syllable of 
the loan-word and the form of the class suffix (Tioulenta 1991: 175-178). 
lopital 0gal 'hospital' < Fr. l'hopital 
kamsel 0 gel 'dress' < Fr. camisole 
butel 0 gel 'bottle' < Fr. bouteille 
masiri 0 di 'adornment' <Bmb. 
........ '• mas1r1 
jate cfe 'count' <Bmb. jate 
A loan-word may also be integrated taking on an analogical suffix, i.e. receiving an 
additional Fulfulde class suffix on semantic grounds (Tioulenta 1991:173). Tioulenta 
demonstrates the semantic analogy between individual words of a certain class. The 
hypothesis is that the allocation of these loan-words to a certain class only takes place when 
its meaning is in accordance with the larger semantic groupings within that class. The specific 
semantic associations that are responsible for the class suffixes of the loan-words below are 
given in square brackets. 
buuseej;, 1;, 'butcher' < Fr. boucher ['O: human] 
suleew::> 0 g;, 'shoe' < Fr. soulier [NGO: footwear] 
banik;,n;,wal 0 gal 'stork' < Bmb. banikon6 [NGAL: big bird] 
tigaare 0 de 'peanut' < Bmb. tiga [NDE: fruit] 
galmaare 0 de 'spoon' < Bmb. galama [ND E: utensil] 
Most loan-words however have not been given a class suffix and use the concord of the 'O 
class. The choice of the 'O class as the concord for the loan-words without a suffix is 
possibly motivated by the occurrence of other nouns without a suffix in that class such as the 
inalienable forms of the kinship terms like 6ii 'child' and 1abba 'father', and a few words 
like suka 'young person', surba 'nubile girl'. There have also been speculations about the 
semantic connotation of the 'O class to explain the large number of loan-words in this class. 
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Labatut (1982a:79) proposes to consider the 'O class a non-class, a sort of meta-class whose 
words escape from being classified, since the content of this class (human beings and God) 
are classifying subjects themselves. Labatut suggests that the words in the 'O class defy 
classification like loan-words do. 
The hypothesis proposed in this thesis is also based on the semantic grouping of human 
beings and God with the class suffix of the 'O class. But the hypothesis advanced here is 
based on a different semantic interpretation of the 'O class concord. The semantics of the 
class suffix of the 'O class groups nouns denoting "persons". The human content of the 
nouns with this class suffix gives this class a honorific connotation. By honorific connotation 
is meant that the content of this class is considered valuable. The human beings described by 
the words in this class are esteemed and valued, they are held in high esteem. This can be 
supported by the fact that a number of nouns denoting human beings with a pejorative 
connotation are found in other classes such as NDU, NDI and NDE. 
The concord of the 'O class has extended its semantics: it also groups loan-words and 
some nouns from other classes. The concord of the 'O class has extended its semantics in the 
following way: the honorific connotation of the 'O class made this class perfectly suitable to 
host the loan-words from Arabic. These Arabic words often concern concepts of Islam, a 
religion very much esteemed by the Fulbe. The Arabic loan-word 1alla 'God' is integrated 
into the class of human beings which are held in high esteem, because God is also held in 
high esteem. Therefore names for God, like human beings, are assigned to the class with a 
connotation of high esteem 
1alla 
1ura1aana 
1alsilaame / 1alsilaame1en 
malaa1ika / malaa1ika1en 
hakke / hakkeeji 







Other loan-words from Arabic also use the concord of the 'O class on analogy with the 
Arabic religious terms. 
biliisa 
satalla / satalleeji 
miskiini / misikim-6e 
wakkati 
sikk:,r:, 
dawla / dawlaaji 
1aduna 
fayda / faydaaji 
'nervousness< Ar. kbilis 'devil' 







Other loan-words use the concord of the 'O class on analogy with Arabic loan-words. In the 
Maasina dialect, many loan-words come from French, Bambara, and Soninke. 
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French: 1almeeti 'match' allumette 
butel / butelaaji 'bottle' bouteille 
weer 'glass' ver 
meetere I meeteruuji 'meter' metre 
seesi I seesiiji 'chair' chaise 
Bambara: ku 'yam' ku 
barma 'metal cooking pot' barma 
baka 'indigo' baga 
maafe 'sauce' maafe 
buuru / buruuje 'bread' mburu 
Soninke: futte I f utteeji 'wedding present, from his to her family' 
s:>g:me / sogoneeji 'elbow' 
jakawalle 'metal, yellow coloured like copper' 
kaJJJJC 'gold' 
kammu 'sky' 






no 'O class suffix 
The honorific connotation of the 'O class can also explain the shift to the 'O class of taboo 
noun classes such as NGU and probably some pre-Islamic terms in the NGE class 
concerning the supernatural (see also Mukarovsky 1962b ). The change in class from NGU to 
'O cannot be more effective than when the negatively conceived taboo concord of the NGU 
class is replaced by the concord of the 'O class with its respectable, honorific connotation. 
Loan-words from other languages have imitated the movement of the Arabic loan-words into 
the 'O class. Thus, the concord of the 'O class has shown the broadening of its contents 
covering meanings from humans to honorific to Islamic terms to Arabic terms to loan-words. 
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The meaning of the class suffix still covers only human beings. The expansion of the set of 
words which use the concord of the 'O class suffix, which historically referred to persons 
only, is represented in the above semantic network. 
The plural formation of the nouns in the 'O class also distinguishes human beings from 
loan-words that are not human. Human beings in the 'O class take the plural 6e or sometimes 
1en. Loan-words in the 'O class that are not human take the plural suffix form -ji. There are 
quite a number of words that take the concord of the 'O class which end in a vowel that 
cannot be the class suffix of 'O, nor can this vowel belong to one of the classes that changed 
its concord to 'O because of taboo or other reasons. The plural formation lengthening the 
final vowel and combining with the plural class suffix -ji indicates that these words should be 
considered to be loan-words. A number of them were not included in the lists of loan-words 
from B ambara, Soninke, and French occurring in the Maasina dialect as described by 
Tioulenta (1991). From their appearance however they should be classified as loan-words. 
The languages from which these words are borrowed are not known at this stage. 
bagi / bagiiji 
sakiike / sakiraa6e 
j:,k:,lle / j:,k:,16e 
n:>:>ne / nooneeji 
sakke / sakkee6e 
takkalemme / takkalem6e 
fam:>tte I fam:>tfa:>6e 
teefe 
kire 
kirke / kirkeeji 
kaukasi 
poki / poki1en, pokii6e 
burdaame / burdaa6e 
disa I disaaji 
si 
'cloth, textile material' 
'related person' 











'decorative scarf for a man's neck' 
'kind, characteristic, colour' 
There are a number of nouns derived from adverbs of time that take the concord of the 'O 
class. 
jamma I jammaaji 
pab:>ma I pab:>maaji 
'night' 
'daytime' 
These adverbs are temporal predicates: they are derived from conjugated verbs and they still 
carry verbal inflections like -ma of the indefinite conjugational suffix (see section 5.4.9). 
Another set of nouns occurring with a concord of the 'O class are the compound nouns based 
on the morpheme j:,:,m 'owner of' which is often shortened to j:,m. Such a noun denotes a 









'head of the compound' 
Concluding the discussion on the nouns occurring in the 'O class one could say that they can 
be divided into two subsets. The nouns that take a class suffix of the 'O class all denote 
human beings. They take their plural from the 'BE class. Another set of nouns in the 'O class 
have no suffix. They are mostly loan-words. Their affiliation wilth the 'O class is motivated 
by the honorific meaning attached to human beings in the 'O class. This supposes that the 
Arabic loan-words denoting the highly esteemed Islam entered the 'O class because of its 
honorific meaning. This has a consequence for the dating of the loan-words. It supposes that 
the Arabic loan-words arrived before the loan-words from Bambara and French. Irwould 
suggest that Soninke loan-words that entered the language before the arrival of Arabic did not 
take the concord of the 'O class. Many forms of the list of Soninke loan-words (Tioulenta 
1991:347) are indeed integrated into other Fulfulde classes but this hypothesis needs further 
verification. 
7.2.2 THE NDU CLASS 
The semantic content of the words in the NDU class appears to be centered around the 
concept of a round and hollow form. Many objects in the NDU class are round and have a 
round hollow space inside which is not directly visible from the outside. Arnott (1970a:75) 
makes a similar observation when he lists the NDU class as containing circular and 
cylindrical objects. Words like belly, moon, gourd, mortar, house, pit, pond, and lute have 
an inside. These objects are sometimes hollow, but the presence of an inside is more 
recurrent. The word 1enndu 'breast' shares the features round with an inside (milk) with 
other members of the NDU class. The word 1enndu 'breast' serves as a bridging context 
between two semantic domains: round entities with an inside and attached body parts. Other 
attached body parts in the NDU class are hair, lips, finger and toes. The word suudu 'house, 
shelter' which describes a traditionally round structure with an inside motivates the 
association of the categories of buildings (even when not round) and affairs of the home with 
the NDU class. 
An entity with a hollow shape has an invisible inside. Words for henndu 'wind, spirit' 
and jinnaaru 'spirit' are also in the NDU class. They appear to be grouped here because of 
their invisible nature. Spirits are known to be invisible in the Fulbe society. One Pullo 
described spirits as ''beings who are just like us, they eat from the same plate and they live in 
the houses like ours, the only difference is that they are invisible". This invisible aspect links 
a number of nouns related to the spiritual world with the NDU class. Other spirit-related 
terms are amulet, staff, and the pejorative names which are given to protect its bearer from 
evil spirits. Birds are related to spirits because they can have the same effect on people. The 
Fulbe say that bad spirits and some birds can cause children to die and they can cause people 
to become very ill or to become mad. The category of small birds is extended to small 
animals. Dangerous animals are also in the NDU class, they are often euphemisms. 
Pretending that dangerous animals are like small animals might be an attempt to diminish their 
capacity to do evil. Dangerous animals could also be in the NDU class because they are 
thought of as a possible disguise of evil spirits. 
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The formation of verbal nouns with the suffix -du expressing ''manner of' describes the 
inherent character of action signalled by the verb stem from which the manner noun is 
derived. This inherent aspect is associated with the meaning "inside" of the NDU class. The 
wordpaam0 du meaning both 'manner of eating' and 'food' is derived from such a verbal 
noun describing "manner of doing something". 
The scheme below can explain the semantic association of many words which occur in the 
NDU class. The link between the spiritual world and the subcategory of small animals is not 
entirely clear because of a lack of knowledge about what belongs to the spiritual world of the 
Fulbe. Also the occurrence of some words in the NDU class is not yet clear, words like 
d'oyru 'cough', duniyaaru 'world', kabaaru 'news' kurfen°du 'fan'. The schema 
obviously can be improved with a better understanding of the culture of Fulfulde speakers. 
The main point shown here is that the semantic associations that do occur group some nouns 
in a convincing semantic way which implies that the grouping is not arbitrary or just due to 
coincidence. The following picture represents a proposal for the network of semantic 
associations of the NDU class. 
protection against 




to the body ---11 
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round + invisible inside attached body parls invisible/spiritual world small birds 
wowru mortar sal0 du limb hen°du wind, spirit foo0 du bird 
hoddu lute howru knee jinnaaru spirit ba3J1aaru cowbird 
6un°du well ton°du lip lewru moon 
huseeru stomach suku0 du hair foondu dove small animals 
wucidu navel feaee0 du finger sawru staff faamburu frog 
reedu belly hol6u0 du ankle talkuru amulet doomburu mouse, rat 
nowru ear hul\)laaru tortoise 
fulkuru bladder home affairs pejorative names muusuuru cat 
1en°du breast 1egguru migration w3J1aa0 du ugly one rawaa0 du dog 
sumdu house lamru baptism dikkuru eldest one 
dangerous animals 
inherent character buildings laddeeru lion 
'',nanner of' jaJJ0 girdu school s1m11du jackal 
Jtaam 0 du manner of dammbordu wedding house saafaa0 du leopard 
eating; food fowru hyena 
All nouns in the NDU class are characterized by a suffix of the NDU class marker. All nouns 
belonging to the NDU class use suffix forms of the NDU class marker as their concord. The 
same forms of the suffixes of the NDU class appear as class markers on nouns or as 
concords on modifiers. This section describes the NDU class suffixes occurring on nouns. 
The concord is treated in chapter 8. The suffixes that are found in words that belong to the 
NDU class have the forms -um, -ru, -du, and -0 du. 
Amott allocated these forms to four different "grades" (as shown in Chapter six). The 
allocation of a suffix form to a particular grade was decided on the basis of the form of the 
initial consonant and on the basis of the behaviour of the stem in combination with other class 
suffixes. This was done according to the principle that one stem should occur only with 
suffixes of one grade. The examples in the following table are taken from the Fulfulde of 
Maasina allocated to the different grades following Amott's principles. 




-ru wow-ru jinnaa-ru 
(pl. bo6-i) (pl. jinnaa-ji) 
'mortar' 'spirit' 
-du 1elelei-du ja~tgir-du 
(pl. 1elelel-i) (pl. jau0gir-d'i) 
'flat headed snake' 'school' 
- 0du ton-0 du paam-0 du 1en-0 du 
(pl. ton-i) 'food' (pl. 1en-d'i) 
'lip' 'breast' 
The different suffix forms in grade B, C, and D are identical to the phonologically 
conditioned suffix forms of grade A. Nevertheless, they must be analyzed with an 
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independent meaning resulting from a merger between the class marker and the grade 
markers. The underlying forms of the different suffix forms of the NDU class are given 
below. 
*ru. > -uru after obstruent 
-ru. after vowel 
-du after [ r, I] 
-
0du after [ n] 
*q-ru > V-ru 
*r-ru > -du 
-
0 du after nasal 
*n-du > -0du 
objective word derivation: object/thing when attached 
to a nominal stem, unmarked/cognate object when 
attached to a verbal stem 
preceded by long vowel attached to full word, 
associative derivation: "thing belonging to the NDU 
class associated with a semantic feature of noun stem" 
circumstantial derivation, attached to verbal stem, 
indicating purpose, intention, mode, productive meaning 
"manner of' as marker of verbal nouns 
subjective derivation, attached to verbal stem followed 
by verbal marker 
This analysis differs from that presented by previous authors who discussed the grade 
system in giving independent semantic status to the suffixes characterizing the different 
grades. The independent semantic status does not imply that the different suffix forms are 
monomorphemic. Their underlying structure can contain two morphemes: the class marker 
and the grade marker. Only the suffix of the objective word derivation (grade A) is mono-
morphemic. It is characterized by the absence of a grade marker and consists only of the class 
marker (see chapter 6). 
Examples of the verb root la6- 'shave' combining with all the different underlying suffix 
forms of the NDU class demonstrate the independent status of the four suffix forms. The 
different types of word derivation are further explained and exemplified in the sections 
below. 
grade A: objective 
grade C: circumstantial 
grade B: associative 







'naming feast when baby is shaved' 
'manner of shaving' 
'NDU who is shaving' 
'NDU who has shaved' 
la6-aa-0 du 'NDU who has been shaved' 
The analysis proposed arrives at a four-way distinction between the class suffixes, like 
Amott and Klingenheben. The difference is that formerly these grades were merely 
distinguished on the basis of their form and complementary distribution. An investigation of 
the possible meaning of the class suffixes has also revealed the meaning of the four suffix 
forms. Different semantic word derivations must be attributed to the four suffixes. The true 
status of the different suffixes is established by combining the study of form with the study 
of meaning. The four suffixes are distinctive poly-morphemic forms combining the 
independent meaning and form of the grade marker with the independent meaning and form 
of the class marker. 
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7.2.2.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORMS ·-uru -ru -du -0du 
As stated above, all possible suffix forms occur as phonologically conditioned allornorphs of 
the suffix f orrn *ru in grade A. The allornorph -uru is always found after stems ending in 
two consonants and after stems ending in one consonant which is an obstruent. The vowel 
initial allornorph prevents ill-formed syllables because a syllable should not end in two 
consonants and the syllable coda. cannot be less sonorant than the onset of the next syllable. 





'civil wedding ceremony' < Fr. signer, signature 
The allornorph -uru is regarded as being made up of the suffix *-ru preceded by an 
epenthetic vowel which has assilmilated totally to the vowel in the class suffix -ru. For this 
reason Arnott did not treat -uru as a separate allornorph of the NDU class suffix but as -u-ru: 
the suffix -ru preceded by an "anaptyctic" vowel. Although the first vowel is put between 
hyphens, used to indicate a morpheme boundary, it is not clear whether Arnott gives this [u] 
vowel the status of a morpheme. The hyphens in his example wukk-u-ru 'bunch' (Arnott 
1970a:55) probably indicate that the "anaptyctic" [u] belongs neither to the morpheme of the 
stern, nor to the morpheme of the suffix. In this study, the suffix form -uru will be 
considered as one indivisible form even though historically its first vowel is derived from an 
epenthetic vowel which has assimilated to the vowel in the following syllable. 
The allornorph -ru occurs after sterns ending in a single consonant that is [+continuant]. 
The stems found in Maasina with the allornorph -ruin grade A all end in the consonants [w], 
[y],. and in [m]. These are the only consonants that can appear before [r] according to the 
sonority hierarchy (see section 4.4.4). 
saw-ru / cabbi 
wow-ru / bo6i 
now-ru I noppi 







lam-ru 'name giving ceremony' 
A [+continuant] consonant whose appearance before [r] would violate the sonority hierarchy 
can be shown to change to one of the above mentioned permissible glides [w] and [y]. For 
example: The stem n:1f- ends in a continuant and combines with the allornorph -ru. This 
would result in the ill-formed sequence *fr which would violate the sonority hierarchy. A 
repair rule changes the syllable final [f] to [w] (see section 4.5.2). 
*nof-ru > now-ru 'ear' 
*hof-ru > how-ru 'knee' 
cf. nof-el 'little ear' 
cf. kof-el 'little ear' 
Evidence for an underlying stern final [f] is found in the combination of the stern with the 
dimJnutive suffixes where the stern final [f] appears on the surface. The word howru 'knee' 
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is derived from the verb hofude 'to bend' with the objective word derivation of grade A. The 
word howru 'knee' is paraphrased as the object of bending. 
The allomorph -du occurs after the alveolar consonants [I] and [r]. Onset strengthening 
occurs to prevent the ill-formed sequence *Ir changing the suffix initial consonant of *-ru to 
[d]. 
wor-du / gor-i 
1elelel-du I 1elelel-i 
'thumb' 
'flat headed type of lizard' 
The allomorph _ndu in grade A of the class suffix NDU is always preceded by a stem ending 
in an alveolar nasal consonant [n]. The prenasalized allomorph _ndu results from onset 
strengthening of the suffix initial consonant in *-ru to [d]. This rule repairs the sonority 
hierarchy of the incorrect sequence *nr. In addition, this suffix initial voiced plosive [d] has 
become prenasalized after a nasal. 
hen-ndu / ken-i, ken-uuli 'wind, spirit' 
ton-ndu / ton-i, ton-cfi 'lip' 
There is confusion about the analysis of the two words above. The word tonndu is classified 
as grade A by Arnott (1970a: 123 ), it is classified as grade C by Klingenheben (1963: 62). 
These different analyses indicate that the criteria for the different grades are not very clear. 
Arnott and Klingenheben base their analyses on the plural forms. Alternative plural forms for 
this word occur in Maasina. The plural forms in the different dialects show that a reanalysis 
of these words has been going on. 
Klingenheben' s Arnott's 
Maasina Aadamaawa Gombe 
'thumb' wor-du / gor-i wor-du / gor-cfi wor-du / gor-cfi 
'lip' ton-ndu / ton-i, ton-cfi ton-ndu / ton-cfi ton-du/ ton-i 
'wind' hen-ndu / ken-i hen-ndu / ken-i hen-ndu / ken-i 
'breast' 1en-ndu I 1en-cfi 1en-ndu I 1en-cfi 1en-ndu I 1en-cfi 
In this study the words wor-du 'thumb', ton-ndu 'lip', and hen-ndu 'wind' are all analyzed 
as grade A words, the word 1en-ndu 'breast' is analyzed as a grade D word. This analysis 
differs from previous ones because the automatic prenasalization rule applied to voiced 
plosives after a nasal is not accepted by some authors. 
Arnott's analysis of the word ton-ndu is "ton-du". He considers this stem to end in a 
single nasal [n] and the suffix to start with a (not prenasalized) voiced plosive [d]. He has 
morphological reasons for this analysis. Recall that Arnott's grade A only contains the 
allomorphs -ru and -du. Arnott places the suffix of the word "ton-du" 'lip' in grade A 
because of the pairing with the grade A suffix form -i in the plural ton-i. He assumes that the 
underlying form of the suffix is *ru which becomes -du on the surface after the stem final 
[n] in "ton-du" (his orthography). The axiom that one stem should combine with suffix 
forms of only one grade compels Arnott to analyze the nasal plosive sequence in ton-ndu as 
n-d. In Arnott's analysis, the prenasalized suffix form _ndu is analyzed as a grade D suffix. 
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(Grade D words take the plural suffix form -cfi.) This assumption is true for a grade D word 
like 1en- 0 du 'breast' with the plural form 1en-cfi. However, the suffix form -0 du is also 
found in paradigms of other grades. Analyzing the suffix -- 0du as grade D in the paradigm: 
hen-0 du 'wind' ken-i 'winds', ken-el 'little wind', ken-on 'little winds' contradicts the 
rule that one stem combines with one grade. Arnott (1970a: 120) does not have to analyze this 
paradigm as grade A with an exceptional grade D singular form hen-ndu 'wind' when this 
singular form can be explained by a rule of head strengthening (see section 4.5.1) and 
automatic prenasalization (see section 2.3.3). 
Klingenheben (1963:62) puts the word ton-0du in his third grade ["dritte Stufe"] which is 
equal to Arnott's grade C. He describes Ille automatic phonetic rule of prenasalization and he 
represents the prenasalization of a voiced plosive consonant after a nasal consonant in his 
orthography. The (underlying) form of the NDU class suffix in grade C is -du, also in 
Klingenheben's analysis. One could infer that he sees -du as the underlying form of the 
suffix in the words 1en-0 du 'breast' and ton-0 du 'lip' which he analyzes as grade C. The 
reason why Klingenheben puts ton-0du in grade C is its plural ton-cfi in Aadamaawa. This is 
in agreement with the general principle that one stem combines with one grade, because -cfi 
can only be the plural suffix of grade C and grade D words. The following table summarizes 
the analyses of the words hen-0 du 'wind', 1en-0 du 'breast', and ton-0 du 'lip' by Arnott and 
Klingenheben. 
Arnott: grade A /hen/+ /ru/ > [hen-0du] 'wind' 
grade A /ton/+ /ru/ > [ton-du] 'lip' 
grade D flenl + /Rdu/ > [1en-0du] 'breast' 
Klingenheben: grade C /ton/+ /du/ > [ton-0du] 'lip' 
grade C flen! + /du/ > [1en-0 d.u] 'breast' 
A comparison of the suffix forms in words of the same paradigm is an important diagnostic 
for determining the grade of the singular class suffix. The different plural forms ton-i, ton-
cfi 'lips' show that reanalysis is taking place in the different dialects. Perhaps the grade A 
plural form ton-i 'lips' has been replaced by the grade D plural form ton-cfi 'lips' in an effort 
to keep a clear-cut relation between the surface suffix form and the suffix grade: paradigm 
levelling from the singular-plural suffix pair --0du/-i to -0du/-cfi. 
The determination of the grade of a suffix has also been complicated by the mixing of both 
underlying and surface forms of the suffixes as classifying entities for the different grades. In 
the case of a combination of a stem ending in an alveolar nasal [n] with a class suffix 
beginning with any of the consonants {rV, dV, 0dV}, the rules of prenasalization and onset 
strengthening always result in the same surface form: [n- 0 dV], a so-called geminate 
prenasalized alveolar consonant. So it is not possible to deduce the "underlying allomorph" 
of the class suffix from the surface form, if such a concept could exist. There is also a 
theoretical objection to the constrnction of "underlying allomorphs". Only a morpheme, and 
only one morpheme, can underlie allomorphs. If different underlying forms have to be 
constructed for the derivation of different suffix forms at the surface, then they are no longer 
allomorphs but different morphemes. And with the recognition of the grade marker, the 
suffix forms found in the different grades are indeed morphologically distinct. 
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7.2.2.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -ru 
The suffixes of the NDU class in grade B are preceded by the associative grade marker *q. 
This grade marker is most often realized by the lengthening of the stem final vowel. The 
stems in grade B words are full words. The grade B words express any meaning associated 
with the NDU class (as portrayed in the semantic network), which has a semantic association 
with the noun that serves as its stem. 
santaa-ru / santaa-ji 
bolii-ru / bolii-ji 
fusunaa-ru / fusunaa-ji 
buguu-ru / buguu-ji 
goungoo-ru / goungoo-ji 
duniyaa-ru 
'older Koran student' 
'bottle shaped calabash' 




Many of the above words are loan-words integrated into the NDU class by the suffix of the 
associative word derivation. The Bambara word bugu 'grass hut' (Tioulenta 1991:330) is 
integrated to the NDU class because it describes a kind of house. Thus, a buguuru 'grass 
hut' can be paraphrased as "a house like a grass hut". The association between the derived 
nouns and the words which serve as the stem using the associative word derivation is mostly 
complete. The barrel goungooru seems to be a word where the association between the stem 
and the word formed with it is not complete. Possibly, it can be paraphrased as "round thing 
with inside associated with the sound g:,ung:, (that it makes when it rolls or when it is 
beaten)". 
7.2.2.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -du 
Nouns with a suffix allomorph of grade C combine with the grade marker of the 
circumstantial word derivation. The circumstantial grade marker *r is derived from the same 
form as the circumstantial extensions -ir- or -r-. The following nouns are derived from verb 
stems that contain circumstantial extensions -ir- or -r- in combination with the middle voice 
marker-:,-. They describe locations or instruments. The verb stem in these nouns expresses 
the purpose of those places or instruments, it indicates what they are used for. 
ja~tgirdu / ja,;tgircfi 
dammbordu / dammbord'i 
sappordu 
loopordu 
'school' jaung-u-de 'to learn, to read' 
'wedding house' dammb-aa-de 'spend honeymoon' 
'index finger' sapp-aa-de 'to point' 
'iron peg, prevents cloth beam from unrolling' 
The suffix -du expressing purpose or manner can also be found attached to verb stems 
without the actual presence of the circumstantial extension in the stem. 
hod-du/ kolli 'lute' hocf-u-de 'play on strings' 
Klingenheben (1963:64) suggests a relation between the word hoddu 'lute' and the verb 
stem h:,:,l- 'to make noise' in Aadamaawa. Tioulenta ( 1991: 302) proposes a link between is 
and the verb stem h:,d'- 'to play a stringed instrument'. The latter etymology is more likely. 
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The meaning of the stem combined with the meanings of the circumstantial extension and the 
class marker result in a paraphrase of hoddu 'lute' as "round thing with inside (NDU) for the 
purpose of (*r) playing its strings (hacf-)". 
The hypothesis is that the suffix form -du is phonologically conditioned by the occurrence 
the circumstantial grade marker *r before the underlying form *-ru. This suffix form -du 
canies the meaning of both the NDU class and the circumstantial grade marker. 
The paradigms of the words suudu 'house' and reedu 'belly' seem to combine with both 
vowel initial suffixes of the objective word derivation (grade A) and with suffixes of the 
circumstantial word derivation (grade C). The final consonant alternation of their stems 
indicates that the (historical) derivation of this word is complicated. 
suudu I cuucfi 
cuur-el / cuur-oy 




reedu / deecfi 'belly' 
deer-el / 0deer-oy 'little bellies' 
The word suudu 'house' is derived from the verb stem suucf- 'hide' with the suffix -du 
marking the circumstantial word derivation. Its underlying form is *suucfdu. The stem final 
consonant [cf] has assimilated to the suffix initial consonant [d] resulting in the form 
*suuddu. The geminate consonant [dd] is shortened to avoid the marginal syllable structure 
CVVC. The meaning of suudu 'house, hut' must be paraphrased as "round thing with inside 
(NDU) for the purpose of (*r) hiding or taking shelter (in it)". The word reedu 'belly' is 
related to the verb reed-u-de 'to be pregnant'. Possibly the paraphrase of belly is "round 
thing with inside used for being pregnant". The diminutive forms of these two words are 
exceptional. The consonant [d] resulting from a merger between the stem final consonant and 
the suffix initial consonant has been reinterpreted as the stem final consonant. It changed to 
[r] as a result of weakening in inter vocalic position. The diminutive forms of suudu 'house' 
and reedu 'belly' have been reanalyzed as grade A forms. 
There is a productive word formation with the suffix -du. The suffix -du is used to form 
verbal nouns which express the manner in which the action or process expressed by the verb 
is performed. The meaning "manner of' is a combination of the abstraction of the semantic 
association "inside" of the class marker NDU (inherent character) with the meaning of the 
circumstantial extension describing the purpose, intention or mode of a concept. The inherent 
mode of a verb is the manner in which the verb is performed. 
dod-du 'run, course; manner of running' 





The word doddu 'course' has cognate forms in Pulaar [FT] dogdu and Aadamaawa 
doggudu that show the stem final [g] that has assimilated to the following [d] in Maasina to 
prevent the ill-formed sequence *gd. 
Verbal nouns, such as the infinitive, always take the suffix with a plosive initial consonant 
of grade C. The form -du attached to verb stems forms a verbal noun indicating 'the way of, 
the manner of'. This regular derivation is also found in Pulaar which is described by Paradis 
(1986:50). 
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Pulaar yaadu 'way of going, walk' ("marche") 
dogdu 'way of running; course' 
The wordpaamndu 'food, staple food' in Maasina is explained by a semantic shift from the 
way of eating, via eating habits, to the food that is habitually eaten. The word paamndu 
denotes food that is the main staple, i.e. rice or millet. The suffix form -du of the 
circumstantial derivation is automatically prenasalized after a nasal consonant. So the suffix 
form _ndu is here an allomorph of the suffix -du. 
Maasina Pulaar: 
paamndu 'food; way of eating' paamdu 
paamude 'to eat' paamde 
paamri 'cereals; rice' paamri 
'way of eating' ("maniere de table") 
'to eat' 
'food' 
The word paamndu has the meaning 'way of eating' in Pulaar. In Maasina the word 
paamndu has extended its meaning from 'way of eating' to 'food'. The meaning of the 
suffix -du as "way of, manner of' occurs in a regular derivation both in Fuuta Tooro and in 
Maasina. The word paamri has the meaning 'food' in Fuuta Tooro. Its meaning has been 
specialized to 'cereals, especially rice' in Maasina. Possibly, the wordpaamndu has changed 
its meaning to 'food' after the wordpaamri lost its general meaning for 'food' in Maasina. 
This supposes that a meaning extension from "how you eat" to "what you eat (habitually)" is 
a plausible semantic shift. The semantic shift of the wordpaamndu 'food' can explain why 
this meaning is difficult to place in the NDU class. 
7.2.2.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM _ndu 
The suffix form _ndu marks the subjective word derivation and is identical in form with the 
subject concord of the NDU class. Words derived using the suffix _ndu describe the subject 
of the related verb. Transparent subjective word derivations are participles which can 
combine with all relative verbal conjugations and the past tense marker. 
A number of nouns derived using the subjective word derivation have a meaning that is 
less transparent. Semantic shifts and/or loss of the related verb forms are thought to be 
responsible for this non-transparency. If analyzed correctly, some of the following words are 
rather cryptic paraphrases for the concepts they describe. This might be a reflection of former 
taboos in the Fulfulde society. 
that which resembles (a human being): 
waandu / baacfi 'monkey': waa-de 'to resemble' 
that which is passed by in a course: 
rawaandu / dawaacfi 'dog': raw-a 'pass by in a course' 
that which passes: 
salndu / calcfi 'body parts/body' sal-a 'pass' 
that which has been shown nails: 
saafaandu / caafaacfi 'leopard': saaf-a 'show nails' 
that which has wings but not really (it can fly but has no feathers): 
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wilwilndu / bilbilcfi 'bat' wil-e-wol 'wing' [Nigeria] 
that which is being buttoned (nail= button?): 
fed'-ee-ndu I ped'eeli 'finger' fed'-u-de 'to button' 
that which springs water: 
6un-ndu / 6ul-li 'pit, well' 6ul-de 'to spring (of water)' 
that which makes noise: 
hoo-ndu / kool-i 'finger' h:,:,l-a 'make noise' [Aadamaawa] 
The words 6unndu 'pit, wen' and hoondu 'finger' show an assimilation of the stem final 
consonant [I] to the initial nasal part of the suffix _ndu. This is confirmed by the related forms 
6ulndu 'pit' in Aadamaawa and in Fuuta Jallon, and h:,:,lg:> 'nail' in Maasina. 
An indication that these words were taboo might be the number of synonyms that they 
have. Examples of synonyms for 'dog' are the words bilaaru and rawaandu. The words 
calld'e and terd'e, plural forms of salndu 'member' and rergal 'member', refer to the body. 
Wild animals like the lion and the hyena are often given many different descriptive and 
euphemistic names in the different dialects of Fulfulde. The lion is called laddeeru 
"dangerous animal of the bush" or rawaandu ladde "dog of the bush". The paraphrase for 
saafaa0 du 'leopard': "that which has been shown nails" could have described a claw, by 
metonymy the meaning of the claw might have been extended to the whole animal. 
The speculations about these etymologies may be confirmed by future linguistic 
anthropological research into the cultural history of the Fulbe. Questions that need to be 
investigated from an anthropological point of view are whether the image of the dog is as 
slow as is suggested here, and whether a word like body is taboo. Informants in Maasina 
indeed often showed some shyness when I asked for the word for body. The position taken 
here is that the interpretation of these words as participles is at least phonologically and 
morphologically possible. The following words are examples for which no related verb root 
has been found. 
wijan-ndu 
kurfen-ndu / kurfennduuji 
1en-ndu I 1end'i 
weendu / beeli 
foondu I pooli 
hol6undu / kol6uli 
so66undu I co66uli 
sukundu / cukuli 
suundu I cuuli 







'hair of head' 
'jackal' 
These words show every phonological and morphological characteristic of a verbal participle, 
although the related verb is not (yet) known. The claim is that their etymology should be 
explained as having a verbal source. 
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7.2.3 THE NDI CLASS 
The members of the NDI class belong to the following semantic categories: domestic male 
animals, seeds and cereals, metals like iron and steel (6aleeri 'very hard and strong kind of 
iron'), land, the word for maid, and some abstract nouns. A possible radial structure around 
the idea of "capital" could link the different semantic groups in the NDI class. Capital is 
defined here as "wealth or property that may be used to produce more wealth". The word 
jawdi is a polysemous word meaning 'wealth' and 'cattle', i.e. all the cattle owned by one 
owner (either a person, a family or a lineage). The domestic male animals are used to breed, 
to produce more cattle. Seeds can be sown to produce more grain (cereals). Land is a 
necessary asset for the production of cattle and cereals. Iron may be used to improve the 
production of cereals. The metals which are not used for agricultural tools like gold and 
copper are not in the NDI class in the Fulfulde of Maasina. Names of slaves like pulloori are 
also found in the NDI class. This is because slaves are associated with wealth. This 
association is also described by Riesman (1992:60) who states that slaves (maccu6e) were 
classed as a form of wealth (jawdi). Several associations could explain the presence of the 
word mboomri 'maid, (strong) nubile girl' in the NDI class. Possibly, the word mboomri is 
grouped in this class via the concept of "sign of wealth". It can also be associated with slave 
names, since the word evokes ideas of a strong, rough and somewhat masculine girl, 
strength and roughness being associated with the social class of (ex-)slaves. The meaning 
"product, result of' can be attributed to the abstract nouns in the NDI class. This formation of 
a deverbal noun expressing the result of the verb explains the membership of words like 
leydi 'land' and mboddi 'snake' in the NDI class. The etymology of the word leydi 'land, 
earth' is a deverbal noun paraphrased as the "product of clearing the bush". The taboo word 
mboddi 'snake' is in de NDI class because of its etymology as a "product, result of taboo". 
The word mboddi 'snake' is derived from the verb wocfude 'to ban, to put a taboo on 
something'. Thus the following network of semantic associations is proposed for the 
semantic grouping of nouns in the NDI class. 
capital, wealth domestic male animals seeds signs of wealth 
jawdi cattle, wealth ngaari bull Jtiiri cereals mboomri maid 
6eydaari increase 8jawdiri ram gawri millet kan8 di beestings 
korboori stud 1aawdi seed 8juumri honey 
product, result 8 damDdj he-goat bammbaari maize 
8jOb-di wages metal 
puuddi henna slave names land 8jam8 di iron 
mbuuddi swelling pulloori leydi land, country cardi silver 




signs and forms 
of wealth which 
are also means 
of production 
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used to feed 
calves, to 
strengthen herd 
Semantic associations in the Fulfulde language are to a large extent culturally defined. 
Independent evidence from the study of the culture of the Fulbe (for which the study of the 
language of the Fulbe is a great tool) is necessary for their verification. This study restricts 
itself to the description of different semantic groupings of nouns within one class and it 
provides only provisional proposals for the reasons of the semantic grouping of meanings in 
a Fulfulde noun class. 
That these semantic associations are subject to constant reanalysis is demonstrated by 
semantically motivated shifts of class membership. For example, the word kai;me 'gold' is in 
the 'O class in Maasina because it is a loan--word. The word kauueeri 'gold' is put in the 
NDI class in Ringimaaji because it is thought of as a metal and other metals belong to NDI 
class. Likewise, maar::> 'rice' is in the NGO class in Maasina possibly based on the 
perception that it is associated with the river. The word maaroori 'rice' is put in the NDI 
class in the Fulfulde of 'Yola (Nigeria) because it is classified with other cereals. These 
differences show that different dialect groups classify the same entities differently according 
to the way they use, experience or interact with these entities. 
The words in the NDI class are found with five different surface forms of the class suffix, 
i.e. -iri, -ri, -di, _ndi, and _nji. 
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suffix forms of NDI class 
grade A *-ri objective word derivation; allomorphs -iri, -ri, -di, -0di 
grade B *-q-ri associative word derivation; 
surface form -ri preceded by vowel length 
grade C *-r-di circumstantial word derivation; 
gradeD 
"process and result, product of'; surface form -di 
*-n-di subjective word derivation; allomorphs -0 di and -0ji 
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The following table shows the general pattern of suffix forms allocated to the different grades 















'white faced bull' 
con-0 di 'flour' 








The gaps in the table represent the absence of nouns with these phonologically predictable 
suffix forms in the grade B, C, and D. The following sections discuss their distribution over 
the different grades, and thus the different meanings which they contribute to word 
derivations. 
7.2.3.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORMS -iri -ri -di -0di 
The suffix forms of the objective word derivation differ according to the phonological context 
in which they occur. In the majority of words these forms are predictable. The suffixes of the 
objective word derivation occur on plain noun stems. In combination with verb stems, they 
denote the unmarked object of that verb. 
The vowel initial allomorph -iri is found following stems ending in a consonant or a 
consonant sequence that cannot precede the initial consonant [r] of the underlying suffix form 
of grade A: *ri. The allomorph -ri occurs after stems ending in a segment which is at least as 
sonorant as [r], i.e. a vowel, a glide or the bilabial nasal [m]. The allomorph -di occurs 
following stems ending in an alveolar continuant [I] or [r ]: this is to restore the correct order 
of sonority in the consonant sequence. The allomorph -0di occurs after stems ending in a 
nasal other than [m]. The following words contain a nominal stem. 
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Nominal stems with objective word derivation: 
lacc-iri 'couscous of millet' 
ngaa-ri / gay, gey 'bull; male calf' 
ngaw-ri / gaf eele 'millet/ sorts of millet' 







The following examples show the objective word formation of deverbal nouns in grade A. 
Verbal stems with objective word derivation: 
unmarked object of verb 
?uj-iri I 1uji 'castrated bull, bullock, ox' 
lett-iri I letti 'bull with one vertical and 
one horizontal horn' 
6eem-ri 'yearly falling of water level' 
njaay-ri 'plain' (width) 
paam-ri 'cereals' 
njii6-iri 'dough, paste' 




6uum-ri 'cold' as euphemism 
for 'venereal disease' 














'to dry (up)' 





'to collect honey' 
'to be cold' 
The suffix form -ri marks the associative word derivation. It is added to full words. The last 
vowel of the stem is mostly lengthened. The associative word formation indicates that the 
object denoted by the class marker (here bulls or rams) have a semantic association with the 
word that serves as its stem. 
Associative word derivation: 
nayiiri / nayiiji 'four year old bull' 
tatiiiri / tatiiji 'three year old bull' 
sappoori 'mature bull, ten years old' 
layyaari 'ram bought for Tabaski' 










The word korboori/korbooji 'breeding bull, stud bull or breeding he-goat' is derived form 
the verb h;:,rbaade 'to be powerful' with the agentive word formation which is formed with 
the marker of the 'O class. The presence of the suffix of the KA class in the stem of terkaari 
'bull with more colours' could indicate that the stem represents a type of blanket since only 
blankets are found with the suffix form -ka. The long vowel [aa] in the following words 
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could be a class marker -a (also of the KA class) or the final vowel [a] of a loan-word which 
is lengthened by the associative word derivation. The exact etymology of the following three 
words is not clear. 








'to increase, to augment' 
Possibly the vowel [a] is a marker of the KA class preceding the suffix -ri of the NDI class. 
This would mean that the names for the meals have shifted from the KA class in which 
human artefacts are grouped to the NDI class in which cereals are grouped. Since these meals 
are both prepared by humans and made from cereals, both perspectives are possible. An 
increase (in wealth) is produced by people and it is also a form of wealth. 
7.2.3.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -di 
The verbal stems combining with the suffix form -di of the circumstantial word derivation 
denote concepts that describe both the process and the result of the verb from which they are 
derived. The meaning "product, result" is associated with the marker -di of the NDI class. 
The meaning "process of' is contributed by the circumstantial grade marker indicating the 
"mode" in which the verb is performed. 
Circumstantial word derivation: process and result: 
kaad-di 'ending' haacf-u-de 'to stop, not go further' 
nee-di 'education' neh-ude 'to educate' 
maa-di / maadiiji 'building' mah-u-de 'to form, to build' 
mball-u-di 'help' wall-u-de 'to help' 
0job-di 'negotiated wages' yo6-u-de 'to pay' (negotiate pay) 
kaart-u-di 'saliva, spitting' haart-aa-de 'to clear throat, to spit' 
The assimilation of the stem final consonant with the suffix initial consonant results in an 
alveolar [d] in the following two words which also describe the result and process of the 
related verb stem. 





*s:>k+di > *cokdi > coddi 
coddi 'blackened lips and gums' 
sok-u-de 'to blacken by piercing' 
Not all the words are straight forward examples of derivations of a verb showing the clear 
meaning of the nominalization "process and product, result" of the action expressed by the 
verb. More detailed semantic descriptions of the following words are needed to describe the 
"mode, purpose or intention" that occurs in these words. 
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1iw-di 
1aaw-di I 1aawdiiji 
puud-di, puudi 
mood-di / b:,lle 
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process and result of 




1aaw-de 'to sow' 
fuucf-aade 'to apply henna' 
wocf-ude 'to ban, to make taboo' 
The outcome of 1iw-de 'to originate from somewhere' is that one belongs to a line of descent 
(1iwdi). The word 1iwdi is found translated as 'origin' in other dialects (Zoubko 1980:46). 
The meaning of the word 1iwdi has something to do with origin (where one comes from) and 
with offspring (what comes from the same place of origin). Seed can be thought of as that 
which you sow, that which makes sowing possible. The instrumental meaning of the 
circumstantial derivation expresses the idea that seed is used for sowing. The meaning 
"product, result" comes from the fact that more seed can be obtained from sowing seed, so 
seed is also the product, the result of sowing. In a similar way, henna is the product with 
which you make decorations on the body and the resulting decorations. There is insufficient 
evidence to support the fact that the Fulbe believe that the uttering of the taboo word mboddi 
'snake' results in the appearance of a snake. However, the actual word is taboo and instead 
of it the euphemistic expression 6oggol leydi 'rope of the earth' is used in Maasina. The idea 
that the breaking of the taboo results in the appearance of a snake is present with speakers of 
the closely related Wolof language. This makes the etymology of mboddi 'snake' as "result 
of taboo" plausible. 
The following words have stems that are of the same form as certain verb stems. It is not 
obvious that these nominal and verb stems are related. The suffix combining with these stems 
is -di. The meaning attached to the suffix -di 'result of, product of' is also not always 
obvious. But no other explanation for the occurrence of the suffix -di is available. So far 
these hypotheses are the only explanations available. 
process and result of underestimating: 
jaw-di/ jawle, jawdiiji 'wealth, fortune' 
0jaw-di 'big ram' 
0jaw-di-ri / jaw-cfi 'ram' 
yaw-de 'underestimate' 
It is possible that the name for 'ram' and 'wealth' are related to the verb 'to underestimate'. 
This name may have had pejorative connotations, i.e. a depreciation of its value. This is often 
the case with names for children. Pejorative names like wapaa0du 'that is hated' are given to 
protect them. The derogatory name is expected to deceive the evil spirits and prevent them 
from taking away the children or the ram or the wealth. Is jawdi 'wealth' perhaps the result 
of the underestimation? And is 0jawdiri then based on the word for wealth because rams 
would be considered part of wealth? 
process and result of leading so. or sth.: 
cf ow-di 'shadow' cf:>w-de 'to lead' (horse, blind person) 
Possibly, the 'shadow' is named after its nature of accompanying one all the time, like one 
that is leading a horse or a blind person. Another possible explanation is that leading 
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someone results in the creation of a shadow for that person. The shadow is the result of 
leading someone. 
Perhaps more imagination is needed to explain the meaning of the suffix -di as 'product 
and result of' in the word leydi 'land', although it does not seem to be impossible. The verb 
les-a is not attested in Maasina. Its meaning is taken fromZoubko (1980:325) who indicates 
that it occurs in Fuuta J allon. 
process and result of clearing the bush > bare earth: 
ley-di 'earth' les-a 'to clean (remove what shouldn't be there), clear, 
ley-di / leycfe 'land' slash, trim, prune, work (wood), tool (stone)' 
The basic meaning of the word leydi is proposed as 'bare earth, fallow, bare land ready to be 
cultivated'. In this way the word leydi can be seen as the result of "clearing" part of the 
bush, in the sense that one removes what shouldn't be there by slashing away shrubs, by 
trimming trees, by moving stones to lay open the bare earth. The semantic broadening of the 
term from bare earth to earth to land to country is then a plausible path of semantic 
expansion. 
A tendency for the type of derivation where the suffix -di has the meaning ''process and 
result, product of' can be established despite some examples that are difficult to explain. This 
morpheme originates from a combination of the circumstantial grade marker *r and the class 
marker *ri of the NDI class. 
7.2.3.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORMS -0di AND-0ji 
The subjective word derivation in the NDI class is marked by the suffix form -0 di. The 
subjective word derivation is used for the formation of deverbal nouns. The grade D grade 
marker indicates that the noun has the semantic role of the subject of its verb stem. The 
prenasalized initial suffix is identical in form to the subject concord. The grade D suffix is the 
form of the class suffix in participles. The following words can be explained by their 
derivation from participles (historically). 
that which colours yellow: 
1oolcfin-0di 'yellow dye' 
that which (walks as if it) is hindered: 
pallaa0di / pallaacfe 'lizard' 
that which is being cultivated: 
demaa0di 'rice' 
(bull) which is docile: 
[*cfaat-0di > *cfaan-0 di > cfaa-0 di] 
cfaa0di / cfaalli 'pack-ox, docile bull' 
(bull) which has erected (its horns): 
1oolcf-idde 'to colour yellow' 
fall-aade 'to be hindered by an obstacle' 
rem-eede 'to be cultivated' 
cfaat-ude 'to be docile, gentle' 
carIJinii0di / carIJiniicfi 'bull with horns sarIJin-aade 'to erect, put upright' 
pointing forwards' (Zoubko 1980:428) 
A number of nouns referring to qualities are derived from verb stems with the grade D suffix 
-
0di. The abstract nouns given below are identical to the adjectival forms of these words for 
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the NOi class. Note that the meaning of the adjective is transparent, it is identical to the 
paraphrase given for the derivation of the participle. The input to the nominalization of the 
participle is a relative clause. This relative clause can in some instances describe the abstract 
noun derived from verbs which express a state. In a similar way the relative clause of stative 
verbs can be interpreted as adjectives. This explains why sometimes the abstract noun and the 











'to be narrow' 
'to be bitter' 
'to be long' 








0juu0 di, 0juun°di 
0jaay0 di, 0jaa0ji 
leydi paa0 di 
gawri kaa0di 
mboomri 0juu0 di 





'a narrow land' 
'bitter millet' 
'a tall maid' 
'a wide plain' 
Palatalization of the initial consonant of the suffix occurs in the word 0jaay0 di, 0 jaa0 ji 
'width' under the influence of the final palatal consonant of the stem and the high vowel [i] in 
the suffix. This results in the only noun in the NDI class that has an allomorph -0ji. 
What the related verb is in a number of words that are formed using the subjective word 
derivation is not known or uncertain. 
0 dam-0 di, 0 dan-0 di / damcfi 'he-goat' 
0jam-0di, 0jan-0 di / jamcfe 'iron' 
0 geen°di, 0 gee0di / gelle 'village' 
0jaaree0 di 'sand' 
ra66-ude 'to be short' 
yam-ude 'to be healthy' 
yeet-ude 'to live' 
yaar-ude 'to go with' 
The hypothesis is that the relation between the derived words and the verb from which they 
have been derived has become opaque, either through loss of the verbs or through semantic 
shift. 
7.2.4 THE NOE CLASS 
The NOE class groups a large number of nouns. Arnott (1970a:75) states that the NOE class 
contains nouns covering a wide range of meanings including places and times, globular and 
annular objects. The central meaning denoted by the class marker seems to be "a piece of'. 
Different sets group ''pieces of a larger mass", "pieces that are singled out from a collection 
of identical units", and "pieces of a continuum of time or space". Other semantic sets of 
words like utensils, ornaments or language names are linked to the NOE class by an 
association with a particular member of the NOE class. 
The pejorative names in the NOE class are different from the pejorative names in the NOU 
class. The pejorative names in the l'IDU class are meant to protect the named person from bad 
spirits, whereas the pejorative names in the NDE class are insults like necfcf-ere 'rough 
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person' (with the same stem as necfcf-~ 'person'). The addition of the inanimate "thing-like" 
meaning associated with the NDE class gives the word the meaning of "inhuman person". 
The following network of semantic associations are proposed for the semantic grouping of 
words in the NDE class. 











use of calabash fruit 
6innde 
single piece of fruit 
things of which 




pejorative connotation because 
of non-human likeness due to 
non-uniqueness of things in 
opposition to human beings 
fixed amount of a mass piece from a collection units of time 
haayre stone .)liire tooth .)lannde day 
t>66ere drop of rain haadere star yantere week 
jul6ere piece of charcoal halsere hoof hitaande year 
disaare piece of cloth hinere nostril dabbunde cold season 
ruulde cloud limre number jaaw0 de harvest season 
saabun°de piece of soap yitere eye 
tamre hand formed ball ratere bum units of space outside 
tayre part leemre (one) hair laamarde capital 
1alubanaare piece of amber, bead huu0 de thing jan°de position 
6in°de fruit ladde bush 





sanaare nose rmg 
sarde ring 


























pejorative rude names 
necfcfere rude person 
1innaare namesake of mother 










The nouns in the NDE class are characterized by a suffix of this class. The following table 
shows the underlying forms of the different suffix forms and their allornorphs. 
grade A: *-re 
grade B: *-q-re 
objective word derivation; allomorphs -ere, -re, -de, -0de 
associative word derivation; surface form -re preceded by 
vowel length 
grade C: *-r-re circumstantial word derivation; surface form -de 
intention: infinitives; purpose: utensils 
grade D: *-n-re subject word derivation; allomorphs -0 de, -0je 
It is possible to recognize a pattern among these suffix forms which is also described for the 
suffix forms of the NDU and NDI class. The classification of these suffix forms over the 
different grades by Arnott is determined by the behaviour of the stem in combination with 
other class suffixes. The table below gives the regular distribution of suffix forms which is 
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7 .2.4.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORMS -ere -re -de -0 de 
All the four allomorphs that occur in grade A are conditioned phonologically. The vowel 
initial allomorph -ere occurs following a stem that ends in a segment which cannot precede 
the consonant [r]. This suffix initial consonant cannot be preceded by more than one 
consonant, it cannot be preceded by a consonant that is less sonorant. The continuant initial 
allomorph -re follows stems ending in a segment that is more sonorant than [r]. The plosive 
initial allomorph -de follows a stem ending in an alveolar continuant [I] or [r]. The 
prenasalized initial allomorph -0 de follows a stem ending in an alveolar nasal. The suffix 
forms of grade A are used in the "objective" word derivation. Words derived with these 
suffixes simply denote objects when the stem is nominal. 
Nominal stems in objective word derivation: 
hin-ere / kine 'nose' 
h:J:Jd-ere / k:J:Jde 'star' 
fell-ere / pelle 
new-re / newe 
h:J:J-re / k:Jhe 
sar-de I care 
h:Jr-de / k:Jre 
gan-0 de 
'blaze, small spot on the forehead' 




saabun-0de / caabune 
h:J:Jbn-0 de / k:J:Jbne 
haatan-0 de / kaatane 




Nouns in the NDE class which are derived from verbs with the objective derivation denote 
the unmarked object of that verb or the unmarked state expressed by that verb. 
Deverbal objective word derivation of action or process verbs: cognate object: 
m:J:Jtt-ere 'gathering' moottude 'to gather' 
yedd-ere 'objection' yeddude 'to contradict' 
murt-ere 'uprising, revolt' murtude 'to revolt' 
lim-re / lime 'number' limude 'to count' 
fim-re I pi6e 'knot, wedding' fi6ude 'to tie' 
naar-re 'entering of the water' naatude 'to enter' 
tay-re / taje 'part' tajude 'to cut' 
tam-re I tame 'hand formed ball' tamude 'to hold in the hand and 
make a ball' 
Inchoative verbs: cognate state: 
heyd'-ere 'hunger' heyd'ude 'to be(come) hungry' 
natt-ere 'laziness' nattude 'to be(come) lazy' 
tamp-ere 'tiredness' tampude 'to be(come) tired' 
dejj-ere 'silence' dejjude 'to be(come) silent' 
fuuy-re 'laziness' fuuyde 'to be(come) lazy' 
j;Jy-re 'wittiness' jojude 'to be(come) clever, witty' 
b:Jn-0 de / b:Jne 'evil, bad luck' bonude 'to be(come) bad' 
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A gathering is the cognate or unmarked object of the verb to gather. A number is the 
unmarked object of counting. A knot is the unmarked object of tying. Hunger is the 
unmarked state described by the verb to be hungry. Tiredness is the unmarked state of being 
tired. The only form that uniquely marks the objective word derivation is the suffix form 
-ere. Possibly, this form has replaced the suffix form -0 de which is expected after stems 
ending in an alveolar nasal in a word like hinere 'nose'. 
7.2.4.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -re 
The suffix form in grade B nouns is formed underlyingly from the associative grade marker 
*q and the class marker *re. The trace which the grade marker leaves is the lengthening of 
the last vowel of the stem. This suffix is added to stems that are full nouns which are either 
loan-words or Fulfulde stems combined with a class marker, or even inflected verb forms. 
fotii-re I potiije 
uoopiire I uoopi 
bananaare / bananaaje 
0 gaykaare / 0 gaykaaje 












indigenous Fulfulde words 
0gay-ka 'hole' 
waalde 'age group' 
maasinagk-e I -aa6e 
'person from Maasina' 
The meaning of the class marker denotes the same thing as the stem when the stem is a loan-
word. The class marker in bananaare denotes "a piece of fruit", this word formation 
associates it with the generic fruit name 'banana'. Likewise the class suffix in uoopiire 
denotes a "ball formed piece". The word formation associates that meaning with the Bambara 
name for "a fried dough-ball". Sometimes the association between grade B words and the full 
words found in the stem is partial. An age mate is "one single piece (person) associated with 
an age group". The language of Maasina is "the language associated with people of 
Maasina". 
There are a number of grade B words whose stems do not seem to function as 
independent words in Maasina. 
haddamaa-re I kaddamaaje 'wrapper' haddude 'to wrap' 
fad::>a-re I p::,daaje 'promise' fodude 'to promise' 
salaa-re I salaaji 'refusal' salaade 'to refuse' 
haalaa-re 'confidence' haalaade 'to trust' 
ti;\}1aa-re 'ugliness' tapaade 'to be ugly' 
dejj.inaare 'taciturnity' dejjinaaade 'to keep quiet' 
The word fadaare could be formed using the agentive derivation "that which promises" (see 
section 8.1.4). The word haddamaare could be based on the conjugated verb form 
haddaama 'has been wrapped, worn around the waist'. The derivational history of the 
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remaining three words is not clear. The long vowel [aa] could be the trace of a class marker 
of the KA class. 
7.2.4.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORMS -de AND _nje 
The combination of the circumstantial marker *r with the class marker of the NDE class 
results in the suffix form -de. Nouns that are formed with this -de suffix denote things 
which are semantically linked to the NDE class and are characterized by their purpose or 
intention. It seems useful to make two groups of nouns that are formed with the 
circumstantial word derivation in the NDE class. 
Two related categories in grade C of NDE class: 
1. places and instruments paraphrased by their use (purpose) 
2. verbal nouns forming the infinitive: indicating intention 
Places and instruments 
Most nouns which take the allomorph -de of grade C as suffix of the NDE class are stems 
which often combine with the circumstantial extensions -ir- or -r-. The nouns resulting from 
stems with the circumstantial extension are names of locations and instruments (see also 
Mohamadou 1985:284-289). In Maasina the following names of locations or places and 
instruments or articles of use are found. The extension -ir- is used when the noun is derived 
from an active verb. The extension combines with the middle voice marker*::, when the noun 
stem is derived from a middle voice verb. The stems in the following words are built on 
existing verb stems, except the word luum::,rde 'commercial quarter' which is related to the 
noun luum-::, ng::, 'the market'. 
instruments, CL: "calabash, stone, piece", CIRC grade marker: ''purpose; used for" 
1ommbirde / 1ommbircfe 'lid, cover' 1ommbude 'to cover' 
6ilirde 'hook, string' 6ilde 'to hang' 
feccirde 'object for dividing' feccude 'to divide' 
laamnirde, laanirde 'soap' laa6ude 'to clean' 
dasirde / dasircfe 'dragstone on loom' dasude 'to drag' 
jaap::,rde / jaap::,rcf e 'collecting milk bowl' jaajaade 'to gather home' 
lawbrde / lawbrcfe 'bowl for milk' lawlaade 'to collect milk' 
j::,kk::,rde / j::,kk::,lle, j::,kk::,::,le 'joint' jokkude 'to follow, to join' 
6ursirde / 6ursircfe 'stone for removing seeds from cotton' 
jigirde / jigircf e 'wood to roll leather' 
locations, CL: entity is a "spatial unit", CIRC grade marker: "purpose; used for" 
fijirde / pijircfe 'playground' fijude 'to play' 
jipp::,rde / jipp::,rcfe 'place of descent, station' jippaade 'to descend' 
laam::,rde / laam::,rcfe 'headquarters, capital' laamaade 'to govern' 
b::,t::>rde / b::,t::>rcfe 'bathing place' b::,taade 'to wash o.s.' 
juulirde / juulircfe 'place for praying' juulde 'to pray' 
luum::,rde / luum::,rcfe 'commercial quarter' luum::, 'market' 
taar::,rde 'bathing place' 
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The places and instruments are paraphrased as "what the place or thing linked to the NDE 
class is used for". The meaning of the circumstantial extension in these nouns can be 
summarized as "used for". It indicates the purpose of the place or instrument. There are a 
number of nouns that show a suffix with the form -de with the same meaning that can not be 
ex.pllained phonologically. Their stems do not end in a final [r] of the circumstantial 
ex.tension. However, the words tlhat have this unpredictable -de suffix all denote articles of 
use. The hypothesis is that the phonologically predictable allomorph -de occurring frequently 
after stems of nouns with the extension -:>r- and -ir- with the meaning "used for" developed 
into a morpheme denoting articles: of use. The circumstantial grade marker is postulated in the 
underlying structure of the suffix form -de in grade C. Many of these words are built on 
existing verb stems and show the same semantic relation between the object and the related 
verb stem. They express the purpose of the object, also when the circumstantial extension is 
not present in the verb stem. 
tummbu-de I tummbucf e 
fecf ;J;J-de I pecf;J;Jcfe 
haasaa-de / kaasaacfe 
Jlecfu-de I Jlecfucfe 
taasan-0 de / taasancf e 
6;Jrjlaa-de / 6;Jrjlaadeeje 
naakaa-de / naakaacfe 
lad-de I laddeeji 
fed-de I pelle 
'calabash recipient' 
'button' 
tummbude 'to put in' 
f ecfude 'to button' 
'file' haasaade 'to file' 
'calabash ladle' Jlecfude 'to scoop' 
'iron to make fire with kapok and flint' 
'leather for attaching stirrup' 
'wood for printing patterns on leather' 
'bush' 
'age group; organization' 
The last word must be related to the verb stem fed-a 'put different things, persons together' 
(Zoubko 1980:166). The verbs related to the Xast five examples are not attested in Maasina, 
but similar derivations must have caused their combination with the suffix form -de. 
Mohamadou (1985:288) suggests that assimilation has taken place in a number of nouns 
denoting instruments with a phonologically unpredictable suffix -de. The stem final 
consonant [r] of the circumstantial extension would have assimilated to the initial consonant 
of the suffix -de. The problem wilth such an ar1alysis is that the sequence [rd] would not lead 
to an ill-formed structure (in either Maasina or Aadamaawa). Therefore, there is no need for 
the application of a repair strategy such as assimilation. 
The following cognate forms used by speakers in Mopti and Toggere Kumba suggest that 
the word derivation of a particular concept can be subject to reanalysis. 




6;J;Jd-ere I 6;J;Jd-e 
6;J;Jd-de, 6:>;Jde I 6;J;J-cfe 
'to be compact' 
'ball' [Toggere Kumba] 
'ball' [Mopti] 
The two words suggest two perspectives on the same object in the world. The word 
6;J;Jd-ere 'ball' used in Toggere Kumba is formed with the objective word derivation. It 
describes a ball as the unmarked state of being compact. The form 6;J;Jde 'ball' in Mopti 
suggests a combination with the suffix form -de emphasizing its meaning as an instrument 
used for making a mass compact (and thus easy to handle?). 
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The infinitive 
This suffix form -de also marks the infinitive of a verb. The fact that the circumstantial 
meaning "intention" is part of the meaning of the infinitive has been discussed in section 
6.1.4. A morpheme indicating the voice of the verb appears between the stem and the 
infinitive marker. Infinitives of middle voice verbs are marked by a morpheme -aa-. Passive 
verb infinitives are marked by a morpheme -ee-. The active verbs are marked by a verbal 











'to be perfect' 
'to smell nice' 
'to swim' 
'to fall' 
'to miss, to be nostalgic, homesick' 
'to belong to' 
The form of the infinitive marker is always -de, except for the phonetically predictable 
allomorph -0de which occurs after active verbs that can end in a nasal consonant. Many times 
a verb stem ending in a nasal consonant occurs with the active voice marker -u-. Both forms 
1unude 'to pound' and 1un°de occur; both are phonologically well-formed. The active voice 
marker -u- is always omitted following a verb stem combining with a verbal extension of the 
shape -iC-. 
1un-u-de, 1un-0de 
paam-u-de, paam-0 de 






The practice in the Maasina orthography is that the prenasalization of the infinitive marker 
after stem final nasals is not written. The analysis of these sequences of homorganic nasals 
followed by voiced plosives has been discussed in chapter two (see section 2.3.3). 
There are some nouns that seem to have meanings derived from the meaning of the 
infinitives of the related verbs. 
juulde / juuldeeji 
maayde / maaydeeji 
yidde / jilli 
'to pray; prayer; religious feast' 
'to die; death ( of people)' 
'to want, to love; desire, love' 
These three words are possibly polysemous. The interpretation of these words as noun or as 
infinitive depends on the context. The suffix is here analyzed as the infinitive marker -de. 
The meanings of the verb and the related noun are very similar. A prayer (whose meaning 
extends to a religious feast) equals praying, death equals dying, desire and love equal 
wanting and loving. 
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The suffix form -0je is the result of a merger of the suffix form -de with a stem final 
palatal consonant. It occurs only in the word jaap0je which has been found with three 
different plural forms in Maasina. 
jaap0je / jaajje 
jaapnje I jaaj.e 
jaap0je / jaapje 
'herd consisting of several herds' 
'place where herds gather' 
'place where several herds are put up' 
The word is related to the verb jaajaadc 'to arrive at the corral, home' ("arriver au bercail") 
and the noun jaapelol/jaapeH 'family, clan'. A rule whereby the final palatal consonant of 
tihe stem has assimilated to the initial consonant of the suffix could account for the form of the 
suffixes in these nouns. 
* jaap+de > jaapn je > jaa0 je 
*ja~+1e > jaapj.e 
singular form 
plural form 
The different forms make it difficult to discover the precise etymology of this word. The 
locative meaning of the word jaap0je referring to its use as a place for the gathering (the 
coming home) of different herds uniting one clan suggests that this exceptional form could 
have been derived using the circumstantial word derivation. It contains the suffix -de 
indicating "purpose, usage". 
7.2.4.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -0de 
The subjective word derivation is used in the formation of verbal participles. The grade D 
suffix -0 de is identical in shape to the subject pronoun. It occurs as the suffix form in 
participles. Verbal morphemes indicating voice and aspect can occur in these participles. The 
subject pronoun °de often refers to a period of time. The class marker 0 de is also used as a 
concord in the question word "when" and in a relative sentence that starts with the adverb 
"when". The following word could be derived from these participles morphologically. The 
derivation is sometimes semantically opaque. The etymology of the word 6er 0 de would 
suggest that the heart is seen as the organ that gets angry. It should be checked whether there 
are idioms for anger that involve the heart. 
Active voice completive participle: 
hayhay0 de / kaykaycf e 'gall-bladder' ha3J1ude 'to itch' 
6er0 de / 6ercf e 'heart' 6ernude 'to get angry' 
dabbu0 de / dabbule 'cold season' dabbude 'to pass the cold season' 
paagu0de / paagule 'request' paagaade 'to beg, ask' 
dar0 de / darcfe 'place, function' daraade 'to stand' 
j:.ln°de, j:.l::m0 de / j:mle 'seat' j:.l:.lcfaade 'to sit' 
Passive voice completive particip!e: 
palaa0 de / palaacf e 'day' pallude 'to spend the day' 
hiraa0 de / kiraacf e 'dinner, supper' hiirde 'to pass the evening' 
pamaa0de I pamaale 'debt' palmaade 'to lend' 
pamlaade 
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There are a number of nouns that show a word formation which is similar to the formation of 
participles. There are some irregularities that need further research before these words can be 
established as participles. The problems with these words are the following: either no related 
verb can be found or the verbal marker occurring in the participle is irregular and does not 
correspond to the regular voice and aspect markers that normally occur in participles. 
Mohamadou (1985:302) suggests that the suffix _nde is used in what he calls "resultative 
nouns". These nouns take the regular aspect and voice markers which occur in participles. 
The resultative meaning, however, is expressed by the (relative) completive aspect markers 
which occur in these nouns, not by the type of word formation which is identical to that of 
participles. The difference is that participles function as modifiers referring to a noun in the 
discourse, while these nouns are not modifiers, they function as independent nouns. The 
following sections discuss words with the subject marker -0 de which are thought to be 
derived from participles but which take an irregular form of the participle. 
There are a few words with a morpheme-;:,;:,-. This is no regular aspect or voice marker in 
participles. The hypothesis is that the resultative meaning comes from this morpheme-;:,;:,-. 
The suffix _nde has the same meaning of the subject concord as in the examples of other 
participles. The -;:,;:,- could be a special form of the middle voice marker, since middle voice 
is also linked with a resultative meaning. The nouns below express concepts which could be 
interpreted as the result of the action denoted by the verbs from which they are derived. But 
an explaination should be sought for as to why these words do not have one of the regular 
middle voice markers occurring in participles. The regular middle voice markers are -;:,b:.J-
for incompletive middle voice participles and -ii- for completive middle voice participles. 
6;:,cc;:,;:,0 de / 6;:,cc;:,;:,d'e 'egg' 
jiiw:.J:>nde / j.iiw;:,;:,le 'rainy storm' 
6occinnde 
j.iiw-a 
'to lay an egg' 
'form a storm' [Ff] 
(Zoubko 1980:551) 
There are a few words with a morpheme -ee- which is not a regular voice-aspect marker in 
participles. The morpheme probably indicates a passive meaning since these words seem to 
be derived from passive verbs. This particular passive morpheme needs further explanation. 
The regular form of the passive in participles is -aa- for completive forms and -etee- for 
incompletive forms. 
yeeweende 'loneliness, solitude' yeeweede 
yurmeende / jurmeele 'pity, compassion' yurmeede 
'to miss, to be lonely' 
'to be pitied' 
Perhaps the passive marker -ee- and the middle voice marker -;:,;:,- are linked to a stative 
meaning which does not distinguish between a completive or incompletive meaning. 
Another small set of words exists for which no related verbs can be found. For 6innde 
'fruit', a reanalysis of the stem in related words can possibly explain the occurrence of the 
subject marker _nde in this form. 
6i66e lekki 'fruit' 
6in°de / 6icfcf e 'fruit' 
6id'd';:, I 6i66e 'child' 
6ii 1aadamu 'the child of Adamu' 
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The regular expression for fruit is 6i66e lekki 'children of the tree'. The form of the stem is 
proposed to be *6ih. Fruit names are formed by adding the _nde class suffix to the stem 
which is also used in the word :for the tree name. The general word for fruit is based on the 
stem of 6icfcfo 'child' combined with the NDE class suffix. This word behaves like a par-
ticiple and thus takes the subject pronoun -0cle as its class suffix on the analogy of the forma-
tion of the word 6icfcf;1/6i66e 'child'. The underlying stem final [h] is deleted before the 
consonant initial suffix because (h] cannot combine with other consonants. Compensatory 
lengthening of the suffix initial consonant fills the time slot of the stem final consonant. 
*6ih + 0 de > 6in-0 de 
*6ih + cfe > 6icf-cfe 
'fruit' 
'fruits' 
The analysis of the suffix -0 die in the word wii 0 de/bille 'corral for cows' poses some 






no dialect indicated: 
(Zoubko 1980:511) 
wii0de / bille 
winnde / bille 
bi~nJgel / mbillon 
mbiggga / mbmo 
will-
winde / bme 
willa 
wiftnde / biille 
will-a 




'ruin, be ruined' 
'ruins' 
'ruin, despoil, rub out' 
'village or camp, 
especially abandoned' 
'be in disorder' 
A possible etymology could be that the word for wii0 de 'corral' [lit. "that which is in 
disorder"] is formed by a participle based on the verb stem wil- 'to be in disorder'. This 
suggests that a semantic shift must have occ11rred in the meaning of the noun. The meaning 
for the word wii0 de or winnde described by Taylor and Arnott is 'ruins'. The semantic 
change from "place which is in disorder" to "ruins" to "corral in the bush" is not impossible 
because the meaning "corral in the bush" implies that such a corral is often abandoned, and 
thus left in disorder. The meaning "village or camp, especially abandoned" given by Zoubko 
indilcates the link between the two meanings found in Maasina and in Gombe. Another 
difficulty is that the related verb stem should have a long vowel given the alternative plural 
forms biile 'corrals' and biilk 'corrals' when the word was carefully pronounced in 
Maasina. 
This leaves a small number of words that show a prenasalized initial consonant of the 
NDE class suffix which cannot be explained phonologically, nor can -0 de in such words be 
explained as the subject concord because no clearly related verb can be found. 
hitaa0de / kitaali 
j.aaw0de 
huu0de / kulle 
b;:,0de / b:Kf e 








The position taken here is that ultimately it should be possible to find a verb stem on which 
these words have built their participle form. The verb stem might perhaps be found through 
a historical comparison of forms in Maasina with the forms in other dialects or even forms 
that occur in other related languages. Or maybe the relation between the form and a verb 
stem is obscured by a semantic change in either the verb or the derived noun. 
7.2.5 THENGECLASS 
The NGE class contains a few semantic subsets in Maasina. The larger part of the NGE 
class contains a bulk of nouns denoting names and types of cows. Another smaller subset 
within the NGE class groups sources of light: yiite 'fire', jay0 ge 'light' and naa0ge 'sun'. 
The following nouns can make use of the concord 0ge. The word ya1J°ge 'ceremony' forms 
a subset on its own. Some speakers use the concord of the NGE class for the word ya)J0 ge 
'ceremony', others use the concord of the 'O class. 
nagg-e 'cow' 
yiit-e 'fire' 
naa0 g-e 'sun' 
jay-0ge 'light' 
yau-0ge 'ceremony' 
Some other nouns with a possible suffix of the NGE class suffix which use the concord of 
the 'O class are discussed in section 7.2.5.5. 
The words sun, fire, and cow are often cited as the content of the NGE class (Arnott 
1970a:75). The grouping of these terms has puzzled many, although the issue is only 
cautiously discussed in the literature. The hypothesis is the experience of the Fulbe with 
cows links these semantic subsets. An association between cow, fire, and sun can be found 
in the following myth collected by Bonfiglioli (1984:49). The story recounts how cows 
were given to the Wodaa6e in Niger: 
A girl was made pregnant by the angel of the river. The girl gave birth to twins: two 
boys. When her father found out who fathered the twins, he asked the angel of the 
river for her wedding gift. Out of the river came a grey cow and a black bull. The 
mother and her sons followed the cows, but the animals were wild and they fled from 
people. By following the cows they went further and further into the wilderness. At 
night, they lit a fire, and the cows were attracted by the fire. So the night was spent 
around the fire. And each day they left and went even further. Bonfiglioli (1984:49) 
In this story cows are attracted to the fire at night, during daytime when the sun appears the 
cows have an urge to travel. An important semantic subset of the NGE class denotes 
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"cows". The other words that can use the concord of the NGE class, the sun and the fire, 
can be related to cows in that they are sources of light which seem to have some control 
over the comings and goings of cows. 
The word ya\tge 'ceremony' is connected with cows because this term includes only 
those ceremonies at which property rights to cows are transferred (see also section 7.2.5.5). 
The fact that the words yiite and ym;,nge can sometimes also make use of the concord of the 
'O class seems to indicate that all words which do not describe cows are being removed 
from the NGE class in Maasina. The result is semantic simplification: only cows are then 
referred to with the concord of the NGE class. 
Klingenheben (1963 :71) also calls the NGE class the "cow-class" but he does not 
comment on a possible relation between terms like sun and fire and some other abstract 
nouns that belong to the NGE class in Aadamaawa. Arnott (1970a:75, 390) represents the 
semantic content of the NGE class by listing the three key terms "cow, "fire", and "sun". 





to cows are 
transferred 
Mukarovsky (1962b: 132) gives the original semantic content of the NGE class as "the cow 
and anything that is like a cow". This content of the NGE class is proposed to refer to a pre-
Islamic concept of the world. Essential in his proposal is the claim that once the sun was 
connected with the cow in the conceptual universe of the Fulbe. One of Mukarovsky' s 
arguments for the connection between "sun" and "cow" is the fact that the words for "day" 
and "calf' are formed on the same stem pal-. In Maasina the stem pal- is found in the 
following words: 




pan-nde < *pal-nde 
pawl-ude < *pal-w-
'calf' 
'in the daytime, in the afternoon' 
'daytime' 
'spend the day, spend the afternoon' 
'day' 
'be midday, be in zenith (of sun)' 
Mukarovsky quotes an idiomatic expression collected by Gaden (1931: 135) to demonstrate 
the metaphorical identification of "calf' and "daylight". 
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naange ?ina 1am-n-a 6iyum 
sun LOC dance-CAUS-SUB child-her/his 
lit 'The sun makes her child dance.' fig.: 'The sun makes the air quiver.' 
This expression describes the quivering of the air when vibrating with heat. Mukarovsky 
leaves it to the imagination of the reader to arrive at his conclusion from this saying. 
Possibly his reasoning could go like this: The vibrations in the air are depicted as the 
dancing of daylight. Daylight being generated by the sun is seen as product of the sun. 
Metaphorically, daylight is seen as the sun's child. The calf, child of the cow, and the 
daylight, child of the sun, are represented by the same root. This is thought to be an 
indication of an ancient cosmological image where sun and cow are connected. 
Mukarovsky makes allusions to Jlalic, the name of the god of the heavens meaning 'up 
high' in Dinka, to the word niaal 'heaven' in Nuer, and to Hathor who is the cow-goddess 
of heavens in Egyptian mythology. Mukarovsky proposes a pre-Islamic "solar bovine 
complex" [Sonnenrind-Komplex] for the Fulbe. He compares the image of the solar bovine 
to the image found in the rock-drawings in North East Africa. These drawings show 
bovines depicted with the sun's disc between the horns. 
Mukarovsky's findings bring out some remarkable resemblances and fascinating 
metaphorical interpretations. But more solid cultural-historical evidence is needed to prove 
a link between the Fulbe's pre-Islamic concept of the universe with that of the Dinka, with 
that of the Nuer, and with the concept of the universe of the prehistoric Nagada culture of 
Upper Egypt. The stems *Jlal- for "calf' and "daylight" can also be seen as homonymous, 
their resemblance being simply coincidence. 
The initial consonant of stems that combine with a suffix from the NGE class is taken from 
the continuant series. There are three suffix forms of the NGE class. 
Suffix forms NGE class: 
grade A: -e 
grade B: -we 




objective word derivation 
associative word derivation; used after full word stems 
subjective word derivation 
There is no suffix form of the NGE class in grade C. The word nagge 'cow' is sometimes 
analyzed as containing the suffix form -ge, but the consonant [g] is analyzed as part of the 
stem in this study. The absence of grade C words in the NGE class may be explained by the 
fact that the circumstantial derivation is not compatible with the meaning "cow". Cows are 
not denoted as instruments or places according to their purpose or intention. Cows are not 
circumstantial. They are essential, certainly in the ideology of the Fulbe . 
7.2.5.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -e 
As in all classes, the number of words combining with the grade A suffix is the largest. 
Most Fulfulde noun stems have a CV(V)C shape. Historically the suffix form -e is derived 
from the form *ye whose initial continuant consonant was lost after consonant final stems. 
Some nouns derived using the objective word derivation combine with nominal stems, 
others with verbal stems. (More cattle names are provided by De Wolf 1985c). 
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yiit-e I yiiteeji 
naa°g-e 
nagg-e 
say-e I cayeeji 
daak-e 
dumar-e 
wumal-e I gumali 
jamal-e / jamali 
s;11-e I coli 
sul-e 
W:Jh-e / bohi 
wudd-e I guddi 
wuul-e I buuli 
t;1ll-e I tolli 
waag-e / baagi 
wadd-e 
suum-e I cuumi 
lett-e I letti 
sarJJ-e I carpi 
mulg-e / mulgi 
pal-e I palbi 
rimar-e I dimari 















'copper coloured cow' 
'cow with different colour neck' 
'cow, head and tail same colour' 
'cow without horns' 
'cow, mottled, spotted with different colours' 
'spotted cow' 
'cow, red with white spots' 
'cow, front part coloured (red), behind white' 
'cow without tail' 
'cow with white spot on forehead' 
'cow with only one horn' 
''cow with white sides' 
'female calf, 1 year' 
'cow, completely white or black' 
'cow with vertical and horizontal horn' 
'cow with horizontal horns, widely separated' 
'cow without teeth' 
'calf' 
'cow that doesn't deliver calves (anymore)' 
'milk cow, in village in rainy season' 
'yellow cow' 
'grey, dust coloured cow' 
'black cow' (address term) 
'white cow' (address term) 
'red cow' (address term) 
'to burn' 
'to squint' 
'to give birth' 
'to pass the rainy season' 








'to stick out' 
'to have no teeth, to be( come) toothless' 
'to be(come) yellow' 
'to be(come) grey, dusty' 
'to be(come) white' 
'to be noon, to be in zenith (of sun)' 
'to be(come) red' 
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The arguments for analyzing the words nagg-e as consonant final are given in section 
7.2.5.3. The last syllable of the word naa0ge 'sun' has the same form as the grade D suffix 
-
0ge. But Mukarovsky (1962b: 134) has found a possible cognate proto-Bantu stem *-langa 
'to shine'. The word naa0 ge has a regular CVVC stem if it is related to this stem. In that 
case, the stem naa0g- can be analyzed as consonant final and it combines with the objective 
word derivation marked by the suffix -e. 
7.2.5.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -we 
The suffix form -we marks the associative word formation and occurs mostly after stems 
that are full words in themselves. Some clear examples are given below. 
w:>cfeewe 'red cow' (descriptive) w;>d'e 'red cow' 
6aleewe 'black cow' (descriptive) 6ale 'black cow' 
raneewe 'white cow' (descriptive) rane 'white cow' 
lewlaawe 'cow resembling a hind' lewla 'hind' 
mereewe I mereeji 'cow without hump' meere 'nothing' 
mulg:>:>we 'cow without horns' mulg:> 'bald' 
cficfiiwe 'female calf, 2 years' cficfi 'two' 
tatiiwe / tatiiji 'female calf, 3 years' tati 'three' 
nayiiwe / nayiiji 'cow, 4 years' nayi 'four' 
h:>:>baawe / k:>:>baaji 'cow with forward horns' k:>:>ba 'antelope' 
letb:>we I lettooji 'cow, one vertical and letb 'squinter' 
one horizontal horn' (Zoubko 1980:325) 
The word w:>cf eewe has in fact a double suffix of the NGE class. Its semantically 
complicated etymology of "cow that is associated with a semantic feature of a cow called 
w:>cfe ('white cow')" is explained in the discussion on adjectives describing colour terms 
(see section 8.1.3). Here it is only briefly indicated that w:>cfe is the name by which a red 
cow is called and w:>cfeewe is the descriptive term which is used when talking about a red 
cow. The same is valid for the words rane and raneewe and for 6ale and 6aleewe. 
However, a herdsman told me that the term 6ale would be "used only by someone who 
doesn't know anything about cows, a black cow is called wane". The root. *wan- is also 
found in mban-a 'black donkey', a word that has the meaning of 'buffalo' in Fuuta Tooro 
and Ringimaaji. 
Some nouns are suspected to be derived from full nouns which are either Fulfulde nouns 
or loan-words. Further evidence is needed to corroborate the status of the stem as a possible 
Fulfulde word or loan-word. The following word could be derived from the word 0 gaari 
'bull'. 
gariiwe / gariiji 'troublesome cow, doesn't allow to be milked' < 0gaari 'bull' 
The occurrence of two long vowels in adjacent syllables can result in the shortening of the 
first long vowel in this sequence. This accounts for the difference in vowel length in the 
word meere 'nothing' and mereewe 'cow without hump'. 
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The forms of the following words suggest that they are built on vowel final stems, i.e. on 
full nouns or on loan-words. The nouns from which they are derived are not found in the 
colllected data. The stem *terk~- with an internal class suffix -ka could perhaps be derived 
from a word referring to a type of multicoloured blanket. This is especially plausible since 
the: suffix form -ka of the KA class is used mainly to refer to types of blankets. The 
meaning of terkaawe in the periphery of Maasina and in the Haayre is not a multicoloured 
cow but a white or a light coloured cow. 
'cow (lineage) with more colours' 
'cow: more colours, red dominant' 
'cow: horns hanging forward' 
'cow: without horns' 
terkaawe / terkaaji 
terkaawe wad'e 
margaawe / margaaji 
motiiwe I motiiji 
wijaawe / bijaaji 'cow: horns hanging towards the cheeks' 
The similarity of the above words with nouns which are clearly derived from full nouns is 
obvious, although the related nouns are not available. These forms are considered to have 
had a similar etymological history. 
A few cow terms are agentive nouns derived from verbs. A verb stem is followed by the 
agentive marker -aa-. The agentive formation always combines with the continuant initial 
suffix form of the class suffix. 
hawaawe / kawooji 'cow that butts' 
doppinaawe 'cow with young calf 





(Zoubko 1980: 138) 
The verb gives a clear idea why such a cow would not be milked. The hypothesis in this 
study is that the morpheme -a::i- forming the agentive noun is the class marker of the 'O 
class. Thus the agentive noun is also formed using the associative word derivation. 
The stems in the following words can be considered as full words. The word formation 
bas:ed on a verb stem combining with the morpheme -amaa- 'serving for' selects the 
continuant initial suffix form -we in the NGE class. Possibly, the stems of these words are 
conjugated verbs. The form -amaa- can be formed with the passive indefinite completive 
conjugational suffix -amaa. 
6ir-amaa-we I 6iramaaji 
dupc-amaa-we I dupcamaaji 
ha66-amaa-we 
'milk cow' 
'cow, lent for a long time' 
'cow, lent for a long period' 
All stems attested with the morpheme -amaa- also occur in different participle formations 
with the prenasalized initial grade D class suffix _nge and the regular passive completive 




'milk cow': "cow that has been milked" 
'lent cow': "cow that has been pushed" 
'lent cow': "cow that has been tied to s.o." 
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Similar word formations (verb stem+ verbal marker+ noun class suffix -we instead of 
subject pronoun -0 ge) were elicited as the word for a sterile cow or a cow whose calf had 
died. Many terms were given as translations for these words. It is not impossible that the 
terms are euphemisms because of a taboo on talking about a "sterile cow" or "cow whose 
calf died". In Tenenku, a gentle herdsman hastened to add that such a cow in your herd can 
bring good luck to the rest of the herd. He actually confirmed all the terms given. A group 
of herdsmen in Fatooma first denied that such cows existed. They gave these words only 
when I insisted, expressing astonishment over the lack of such terms, stating that such cows 
did exist to my knowledge in my country (the Netherlands). Possibly, the different forms 
are related to the taboo on speaking about cows that suffer such misfortunes. 
0 gaa0 daawe / 0 gaa0 daaji 
heegumaawe / keegumaaji 




'milk cow whose calf died, one still milks her, 
she is being milked after blowing in the uterus' 
id. 
id. 
The words show different stems, all of them vowel final and most of them selecting the 
continuant initial suffix form of the class suffix. The form heegumaawe is possibly related 
to the word heege 'hunger'. Such a cow gives a lot of milk because no milk has to be left 
for the calf, thus preventing hunger. The morpheme -umaa- is only found in the word 
heegumaawe and hewdumaawe. The form -umaa- combines with the continuant initial 
suffix form, like the stems ending in -amaa-. The form -umaa- is possibly the indefinite 
conjugational suffix for active voice verbs. The exact meaning of the indefinite is difficult 
to describe since its occurrence is rare. 
The last three words seem to be built on the stem heewd- 'to be accompanied with 
many' which might also refer to the quantity of milk that can be taken from a cow which 
lost its calf. Shortening of the first long vowel occurs in a sequence of two syllables with 
long vowels in hewdumaawe and hewdaawe. The hypothesis is that the forms taking the 
suffix form -we after a stem consisting of a verb root and a verbal marker have been subject 
to reanalysis. The stem of hewdumaawe is a full word, i.e. a verb stem with the active or 
passive indefinite conjugational suffix. A stem which is by itself a full word combines with 
the continuant initial suffix form -we. This formation has been replaced by the more regular 
participle formation heewdaa0 ge with the suffix -0 ge. Perhaps the taboo on "sterile cow" 
and "cow whose calf died" caused these words to remain combined with the unproductive 
morphemes -umaa- and -amaa- in one of their variants. 
7.2.5.3 ERRONEOUS ANALYSIS OF THE SUFFIX FORM -ge 
The form -ge does not occur as a class suffix of the NGE class in Maasina. A word final 
syllable with the form -ge occurs in two nouns. However, the consonant [g] should be 
analyzed as part of the stem. This analysis is supported by internal reconstruction and 
historical comparison of the Fulfulde form with words for 'cow' other languages. The last 
syllable of the following words in the NGE class has the form -ge. 
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nagge / nay 'cow' 
wiige / bi.iji 'heifer' 
It is possible to analyze the underlying form of the stem in the word nagge 'cow' as *na? 
and to assume, with Klingenheben (1963: 10), that regressive consonant assimilation has 
taken place. The stem final glottal stop cannot be adjacent to the initial consonant of the 
suffix *-ye. The contact of the consonants * [7y] could have resulted in the geminate [gg]. 
However, -ge is not the suffix form but -e. Cognate words in the related languages 
Wolof and Serer indicate that the stem might well have ended in a velar stop. Wolof has no 
class suffixes, the word nag 'cow' ends in a voiced velar stop. Serer has the word nak 
'cow' (Mukarovsky 1962b: 133). Arnott (1970a: 113) proposes the forms na1- and nagg- for 
the stem of the words for 'cow'. The consonant alternation 1/gg occurs in stem final 
position. The unproductive consonant alternation 1/g is also found word initially in the 
language. The stem of the words for cow in Maasina has the forms nay- and nagg-. The 








'the little cow' 
'the little cows' 





A remnant of the stem final alternation 1/gg is only found in the singular/plural formation in 
the paradigm of 'cow'. The diminutive forms are built on the plural stem. The plural stem 
nay 'cows' is a short form for the word na1i 'cows' which also occurs in Maasina. The 
stem final alternation 1/gg is historically explained by the combination of a glottal stop with 
a velar continuant (*na1-ye > nagge) in the singular and by the combination of two glottal 
stops (*na1-1i > na1i > nay) in the plural. The [y] was a later result of loss of the glottal 
stop in the plural. Diminutive derivations occur in many forms, reanalysis of the stem 
occurs in both the singular and the plural forms. 
A second word that is sometimes analyzed with a suffix form -ge is the word wiige 
'heifer'. The underlying form of the stem in the word wiige 'heifer' is given as *wiy- by 
Klingenheben (1963: 13). This means that the glide [y] is taken to be the stem final 
consonant which is realized as part of the long vowel [ii] before the initial consonant of the 
suffix [ge]. In the plural form bi.iii 'heifers' in Gombe the geminate Wl is then explained as 
being due to an assimilation of the stem final [y] to the consonant initial glottal stop of the 
suffix -1i of the plural 'DI class. Arnott also takes the stem of the word wii-ge 'heifer' to be 
vowel final. He analyzes the consonant [g] as part of the suffix. The morpheme boundaries 
whilch are indicated by Arnott ( 1970a: 121) result in the combination of the same stem with 
suffixes of different grades. 
Gombe (Arnott) 
grade C: wii-ge 
bii-gel 
mbii-kon 







grade A: bi,ij-i 'heifers' 
In Maasina, there is evidence that the stem of wiige can be analyzed as wiig- with a 
consonant final [g]. It was difficult to get the diminutive formation of the word 'heifer' in 
Maasina, because "if it was smaller it would be called something different" (yearling or 
calf). The diminutive forms of 'heifer' were refused by most consultants. The singular 
diminutive form biigel was given twice, its plural mbiigoy only once. The fact that the 
consonant [g] appears also in the plural is an indication that this consonant is stem final. 
The same stem found in 'heifer' is also found in a word biigal denoting a chicken that has 
reached the age of laying eggs. It is likely that these words are based on the same stem 
considering the fact that a heifer is a young cow of three to four years that has the age to 








'the heifer, cow at age of giving birth' 
'the heifers' 
'the little heifer' 
'the little heifers' 
'the chicken at the age of laying eggs' 
'the chickens at the age of laying eggs' 
The hypothesis is that the word wiige has a stem wiig- that combines with the vowel initial 
suffix form -e. The palatalization of the final consonant in the plural must have been caused 
by the high vowel [i] in the stem and in the plural suffix -i. The plural biig-e 'chickens with 
age of laying eggs' has a clear stem final [g] that could by no means be attributed to the 
initial consonant of the suffix of the 'DE class. 
So the words wiige 'heifer' and nagge 'cow' which are sometimes analyzed in the 
literature as having the grade C suffix -ge are actually words with a stem final consonant 
where the form of the suffix is -e (grade A). 
7.2.5.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -0ge 
The suffix form -0ge marks the subjective word derivation which is used in the formation of 
participles. A number of participles have developed an independent meaning. Some clear 
examples of such nouns which are participles derived from related verb stems are given 
below. The proposed etymological and literal paraphrases are given between double quotes. 
"that which has given birth": 
6ey0 ge 
6eynude 
'milk cow with calf that still sucks milk' 
'to give birth' 
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"(fire) which is worthless": 
jaay0ge 'small fire; light (of lamp)" 
jaasude 'to be worthless' 
"that which is being pushed (in the village for giving milk during rainy season, this is not 
nice for a cow because of the many mosquitoes)": 
nagge dujlcaa0ge 'cow: left in the village' 
du.Jlceede 'to be pushed' 
nay du.Pei, nay du.Jlcaad'i 'cows left in the village' 
The word haa0ge 'cow which has given birth' is formed with the stem haab- and the grade 
D suffix while its plural form kaabi combines with a suffix of grade A. 
haa-°ge / kaab-i 
kaab-;:, / haab-uu-6e 
haab-id'-a 
'cow which has given birth (at least once)' 
'woman who has given birth (at least once)' 
'to have had children' [DO] (Zoubko 1980:210) 
The stem haab- is also found in the denominal verb haabid'a 'to have had children' and the 
noun kaab;:, / haabuu6e 'woman who has given birth'. Perhaps reanalysis of the 
denominal verb stem haab-id'-a resulted in a verb stem haab- from which the participle 
*haab0ge > haa0ge "cow that has had children" was formed. 
The following terms were found alternatively with the suffix forms -e, -we or -0 ge. 
Reanalysis is shown by the occurrence of two different suffix forms which combine with 
virtually the same stem and have the same meaning. The fact that some of these nouns are 
clearly taboo might have obscured their etymology, and thus the choice of their class suffix 











sooti1;)°ge / cootind'i 
sohotin-e 
'cow lent for a long period' 
'cow lent for a long period' 
'milk cow whose calf died' 
'milk cow whose calf died' 
'cow heavy with calf' 
'cow heavy with calf' 
As argued before, the participles ha66anaa 0 ge 'cow: lent for a long period' and 
heewdaa0 ge 'milk cow whose calf died' are the more regular derivations. 




'cow: lent for a long period' 
'to be tied to/for someone' 
'cow: lent for a long period' 
'to tie' 
The participle formation heewdaa0 ge is proposed to be a later formation replacing the 
unproductive formation with the indefinite completive of the word hewdaawe. The 
morpheme -aa- is the regular form of the passive voice and completive aspect in 
participles. 
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"which is with much (milk?)": hrew-d-aa-°ge 
cf.: hrew-d-re-de 
hew-d-aa-WE 
'milk cow whose calf died' 
'to be (accompanied) with much' 
'milk cow whose calf died' 
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The verb stem of the verb heewdeede 'to be (accompanied) with much/many' in 
combination with the subject pronoun °ge of the cow-class results in the paraphrase "cow 
which is accompanied with much (milk?)". The same stem is reanalyzed as a vowel final 
stem taking the continuant initial noun class suffix form in the word hewdaa-we. Such a 
reanalysis is possible when the link to the verb is no longer obvious, perhaps because of a 
taboo. 
The verb stem sootin- 'to cause to de-enchant' is found in the words sohotine and 
sootiu0ge for a cow that is about to give birth. Zoubko (1980:443) gives a verb stem sob-a 
'enchant' and two agentive nouns which are derived from this stem: sohoowo 'sorcerer' 
("sorcier") and sohtinoowo 'anti-sorcerer' ("anti-sorcier"). As a participle the etymology of 
sootiu0 ge would be "that which causes to undo enchanting". The reanalysis as a noun stem 
with the regular suffix form -e after the consonant final stem is perhaps a later 
development. 
"that which causes de-enchanting": sootiu-0 ge / cootincfi 
sohotin-e 
sootin-a 
'cow: heavy with calf' 
'cow: heavy with calf' 
'cause to undo enchanting' 
The reasons for describing a cow heavy with calf as "undoing the enchanting" must be 
searched for in the system of beliefs involving cattle. The arrival of a calf in itself solves 
many problems and is the cause of joy. It is likely that more knowledge is hidden behind 
the etymology of the word sohotine 'cow heavy with calf'. Perhaps the fact that the first 
milk has (medicinal) beneficial effects has something to do with the de-enchanting 
character of a cow heavy with calf. 
7.2.5.5 THE CONTENT OF THE NGE CLASS: A DIALECT COMPARISON 
The form of the last syllable in the following words from Maasina show a possible 










'reserve, shyness, respect' 
'ceremony (esp. marriage, name giving and male circumcision)' 
A comparison of the Maasina dialect with the Aadamaawa dialect reveals that a number of 
words with a suffix of the NGE class in Maasina changed their class concord from NGE to 
the concord of the 'O class. There is actually one word yau0 ge 'ceremony, celebration' 
which is sometimes used with a concord of the 'O class and sometimes with a concord of 
the NGE class. A similar change of concord must have occurred with some nouns in the 
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I(A class and in the NGU class in this dialect. The same nouns with a concord of the 'O 






Aadamaawa (Klingenheben 1963:72)) 
toopaange nge 'plague' 
yaafuye nge 'pardon' 
Mukarovsky argues that a number of nouns which do not denote cows or the sun are 
marked as later introductions in the NGE class. Their plural formation is one argument for a 
later introduction, aside from the semantic deviation from cow terms. Words like yiite 
'fire' and t::,::,paa0ge 'plague' use the addition of the plural suffix -ji, an innovative plural 
formation, instead of replacing their singular suffix with a plural suffix. The abstract nouns 
· in the NGE class in Aadamaawa are seen as later introductions into the NGE class. The 
main argument is the fact that they are based on Arabic loan-words. Klingenheben 
(1963:71) gives a number of abstract nouns and objects in the NGE class in the 
Aadamaawa dialect which do not occur in the NGE class in Maasina. 
Aadamaawa : NGE class 


















'type of bird' 
'red silk' 
'type of (edible) fish' 
'gold' 
'child's game, making dizzy' < yiil- 'go round' 
'plague' < toop- 'to suppress 
'permission' < duu0g- 'permit' 
'ban, warning' < barr- 'warn' 
'story' < fill- 'tell' 
'village' < R.auyee 'village' [Hausa] 






< wa$~a 'recommend' 
< (ya)$UumU (imp.); ~ama 'fast' 
< yar(jaa (imp.); ra(jiya 'agree' 
< fassara 'translate' 
< (ya)l)innu (imp.); l)anna 'have mercy' 
The last six examples are all based on verb stems that are loan-words from Arabic. The 
allocation of some of the words to the NGE class is doubtful considering the Fulfulde 
spoken in Jamaare in North Carneroon described by Noye (1989) where these nouns were 




'village' < Rauyee [Hausa] 














suumaye o / 0du 
yerduye o 
gilgilwaaye o 'game where children go round and round to get dizzy and 
fall on the ground' 













'this corner of town' 
'this forgiveness' 







In Ringimaaji the concord of the NGE class evokes the idea of a cow. This is also 
expressed by the following proverb. This proverb is said to be very provocative and 
insulting. It describes the terrible situation of a Pullo without cows. 
0 ge1e kam 1a wal-aa 1an°d-aa hiite b naa0 ge 
CL-this 1M he be-N know-N fire or sun 
'Concerning this (of the NGE class: cow), he knows but the fire and the sun.' 
Many of the terms with a NGE class suffix can be related to religion and ceremonies. 
Especially the deverbal derivations in Aadamaawa like suumaye 'Ramadan, fast' and 
yaafuye 'forgiveness' and taapaJJ0 ge 'provocation, plague' do give this class a content 
which can be linked to both the Islamic and pre-Islamic systems of belief. 
There are two possibilities: One alternative is that the addition of the words not 
describing a cow but relating to ceremonies and moral ethics was an innovation of the 
Aadamaawa dialect. The other alternative is that the words related to ceremonies-and moral 
ethics were part of proto-Fulfulde, but they changed their concord in the Maasina dialect as 
a result of tension between a certain interpretation of Islamic law and the traditional system 
of beliefs related to cows. This tension can also explain why a game like gilgilwaaye 
changed its concord. Games are especially played during ceremonies in Maasina, but Islam 
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is said to forbid games in Maasina. Thus in Maasina the NGE class could have been 
reinterpreted with only a secular meaning of cows. The 'O class is indeed a class for 
religious terms in Maasina, so a shift of religious terms to that class can be semantically 
explained. 
The term yaake could be linked to the NGE class because it is a dance performed during 
ceremonies, although several other meanings have also been ascribed to it in the literature. 
It is only found with the concord of the NGE class in the Fulfulde of the Dageeja in North 
Cameroon (Labatut 1973:313). Its form shows that it is unlikely that the actual suffix of this 
word is from the NDE or 'O class with which it occurs in other dialects. The suffix -e is 
neither a possible suffix form of the NOE class, nor of the 'O class. These are 
morphological reasons for assuming that the original class of the word yaake was the NGE 
class which changed its concord in other dialects. 
Niger: yaake 'circle dance in which men compete in charm 
and beauty' (Beckwith 1983:180, 198) 
Nigeria: yaake 'appearances, looks, shape, form, 
condition, standard, stage, state, period, 
spirit' (Taylor 1932:225) 
Aadamaawa: yaake o 'appearance; state, position; behaviour' 
(Zoubko 1980:528) 
North Cameroon, Dageeja: yaake 0 ge 'turning circle of young men, dancing and 
singing with a stick on their shoulder' 
(Labatut 1973:313) 
North Cameroon, Jamaare: yaake 0 de 'period; physical condition' 
(Noye 1989:400) 
Cameroon, Ringimaaji: yaake cfum 'condition; mate' 
Only tentative hypotheses can be made about the possible direction and the motivation for 
the change of concord and class of words with a suffix of the NGE class. The present 
hypothesis concerning the semantic content of the NGE class takes the meaning "cow" as a 
key-term to which other semantic categories were linked by association. The word yai;)°ge 
'ceremony' is linked to cows because it refers to ceremonies where transfer of property 
rights to cows take place. The word yag0 ge 'ceremony' describes both lamru 'name giving 
day' and kurtu0gu 'wedding'. Property rights to cows are transferred from the parents (both 
father and mother) to their child at birth, celebrated during lamru 'name giving day'. Part 
of kurtu0 gu 'wedding' is the transfer of property rights to cows from the husband to his 
wife (not to her relatives), on the basis of which she can sell the milk or trade it for cereals. 
My informants disagreed about whether taadorcfi 'circumcision' was a yag0ge 'ceremony' 
or not, possibly because it does not often involve the transfer of cows. The names of games 
and dances were/are linked to the NGE class because they are played during ceremonies. 
Words describing misfortunes like tl=>paa0ge 'plague' and heege 'famine' are possibly in 
the NGE class because of a belief that a proper execution of the ceremonies can prevent 
misfortunes from happening. The later addition of religious terms derived from Arabic 
loan-words to the NGE class in the eastern dialects can also be explained by the fact that 
Islam brought new ideas about the correct execution of ceremonies. Some Islamic religious 
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terms were then integrated into the NGE class on analogy of these ceremonial terms, 
especially words which denote concepts relating to the avoidance of misfortune like 
barruye 'warning' and yaage 'respect, reservedness, and behaviour showing these'. A 
proposal for the semantic content of the NGE class in proto-Fulfulde which is based on the 
assumption that the words discussed here were indeed members of the NGE class is 





domain of experience with cows 
cows 
" during which nominal property rights of cows are 
transferred 
function to avoid misfortune 
Language can provide hypotheses about the culture of its speakers on the basis of semantic 
data. The semantic categorization of words in noun classes discloses interesting semantic 
information. These hypotheses for the cultural associations which could explain certain 
semantic groupings should be confirmed by extra-linguistic data. The hypotheses 
postulated here concerning the different semantic motivations for the grouping of nouns are 
tentative. 
7.2.6 THENGOCLASS 
A prevailing semantic feature of the NGO class is the fact that the words often describe 
objects with the shape of an imperfect circle, i.e. round or oval with one straight side or 
with an opening. A bracelet, a kraal, a Fulbe village, and a rib have a shape which is 
circular with an opening. The bracelet typical for this region has an opening on one side. A 
hoof, a hoe, a lance a sand dune, a riverbank, a nail, and the hump of a cow have a shape 
which is round or oval with one straight side. Possibly, the oval form with one straight side 
is also the motivation for the occurrence in this class of the word juu0ga 'hand' which has 
extended its meaning to comprise the lower arm and hand. The word yeesa 'face: is also in 
the NGO class because of its oval form, the forehead is the straight side of the face. 
Other semantic clusters are linked to words with this shape. Some abstract nouns could 
be linked to this class via the facial expressions which they cause in the face (yeesa) which 
has a round shape. All footwear such as a shoe, a sandal, and a boot are included in the 
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NGO class in connection with the word h::,::,lg::, 'hoof' because they all function to protect 
the foot. The word h::,::,lg::, 'hoof' which is derived from the verb stem h::,::,l- 'make noise' is 
liITTked to the word h::,::,l::, ng::, 'noise' which occurs in the NGO class in the Aadamaawa 
dialect. Words describing noises like a cry, a bark, and a whistle are grouped together with 
the word noise. This is despite the fact that the word s::,yfa ka, 1::, 'the noise' itself in 
Maasina is in the 'O or KA class. It is probably a loan-word from Arabic. Some weather 
terms such as t::>6::, 'rain', fepaang::, 'thunder', and majjaang::, 'lightning' denote "noise 
making weather" and they are in the NGO class because of their association with noise. 
Lightning is thought of as making noise, just like thunder. The sound-imitating ideophone 
for thunder is gudududu, an ideophone for lightning is karrrr. 
The associations around which most words in the NGO class can be grouped are 









what is found 




(to cover and 
protect feet) 
imperfect circle with one 
straight side or opening 











waam0 ga hill 
seena sand dune 








maasaa0 ga smile 






wuttaa0 ga whistle 
faafaa0ga breath 
1uumaa8ga groan 








semantic field of riverside suleewa shoe 














A number of nouns in the NGO class denote traditional furniture like lees::> 'bed' and 
daag::> 'mat' and can be associated with what is traditionally found in the wur::> 'Fulbe 
village'. The semantic field of f::>JJ0 g::> 'riverside' contains the word maar::> 'rice' and names 
of specific rice species which are cultivated in places where the river floods and places 
them with maay::> 'river' in the NGO class. The semantic field of the riverside also 
accounts for the word luum::> 'market' in the NGO class. The market often takes place at 
the riverside where mooring places of boats are. 
The fact that the word maar::> 'rice' is a member of the NGO class is peculiar. The 
importance of the cultivation of rice in Maasina is perhaps the reason why it is found in the 
NGO class and not in the KO class denoting grasses or in the NDI class denoting cereals. 
Rice is the basic food in Maasina. The expression paamude maar::> 'to eat rice' is a 
metaphor for speaking Fulfulde in this dialect area. The importance of its cultivation at the 
riverside might account for its membership of the NGO class. It is even more remarkable to 
see that in Aadamaawa the word maaroori 'rice' has actually been put in the NDI class, 
like other grains. According to Zoubko (1980:340), the word maar::> 'rice' is also used with 
the concord of the KO class like other grasses but it is not clearly stated in which dialect. 
Zoubko states that maar::> 'rice' is a loan-word from Soninke. This is disputed by Tioulenta 
(1991:293-298). 
The generic terms gar::> 'kolanut' and maJJ0 g::>r::> 'mango' are loan-words integrated into 
the NGO class because of their final vowel [::>] and motivated by their hoof-like shape. 
Being loan-words, their integration in the NGO class gives additional evidence for the 
productive application of the semantic categorization on basis of a hoof-like shape (oval or 
circle with a straight side or opening) to words in this class. 
The initial consonant of stems that combine with a suffix of the NGO class is taken from 
the continuant series. There are four suffix forms of the NGO class. Their forms and 
meanings are summarized in the table below. 
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Suffix forms of the NGO class: 
grade A: -:, 
gradeB: -'\"v.l 
grade C: -g.> 
grade D: -°g:> 
objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation: instruments or places 
associated with NGO class characterized by their purpose or use 
subjective word derivation 
The distribution and possible differences in meanings of the different suffixes are discussed 
and exemplified in the following sections. 
7 .2 .. 6.1 THE GRADE A SUFFUC FORM -:, 
The following words are nouns which are derived from nominal stems using the objective 
word formation marked by the suffix -:, in the NGO class. They are listed in such a way 
that they show the semantic groupings as described above (see 7.2.6). 
hoof shape 
jaw-:, / jawe 
facf-:> / pacfe 
t:>ll-:, / t:>lle 
jal-:, / jale 
labb-:, / labbe 
6aaw-:, 
wecc-:> I becce 
wir-:> / hire 
yres-:> / yeesooji 
g:,r-:, 
maa°g:>r-:>, maJJ°g:>r:> 
wur-:> I gure 
seen-:,/ crene 
ferr-:> I perre 
noise and noisy weather terms 
t:>6-:, I to6ooji 
on the riverside 
maar-:> / maarooji 
luum-:, / luumooji 
sak:>r-:, / sakorooji 












'mango (generic term)' 
'a village, camp of the Fulbe' 
'sand plain, dune' 






lees-:>/ leesooji 'wooden bed, typical of Fulbe' 
daag-:> / daage 'mat' 
sekk-:, I cekke 'matting (wall decoration)' 
abstract nouns referring to emotions which are related to certain facial expressions 
sag-:, / sagooji 'wish' 
maasiib-:, / maasiibooji 'disaster, plague' 
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The words which are derived from a verb stem combining with the suffix -a marking the 
objective word formation denote objects and states which are linked in an unmarked way to 
the related verb. The following examples show such unmarked cognate objects. 
fija / pije 
ha6a / ha6ooji, ha6ooli 
miib / miilooji 
sippira / sippirooji 
'game, playing drums, feast' fijude 
'fight' ha6ude 
'thought' miilde 





These words are unmarked objects with regard to their derivational composition in relation 
to the verb stem from which they are derived. One plays a game, one fights a fight, one 
thinks a thought. The words can occur in any syntactic slot which can contain a noun. The 
following words show the objective word derivation of inchoative verbs. 
sep 'joy' 
b6a I to6ooji 'rain' 
'to be(come) happy, to enjoy' 
'to rain, to start raining' 
yaara 'dryness, drought' 
seyaade 
to6ude 
yaarde 'to be(come) dry, to dry up' 
The objective word derivation in combination with inchoative verbs always describes the 
unmarked state following the change of state expressed by the inchoative verb. These verbs 





'I am glad.' 
'It is dry.' 
Some of the nouns listed with the nominal stems could of course also be deverbal. The 
ignorance about some of the related verbs is unavoidable in a corpus of only 4000 words. 
7.2.6.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -wa 
The suffix form -wa marks the associative word derivation. It is attached to stems that are 
either full nouns or loan words. 
hummbeewa / kummbreje 
suleewa I suleeje 
kurf anuuwa / kurf anuuje 
jaanuuwa / jaanuuje 
'paddle'< Sorogo kumbe 
'shoe' < French soulier 
'boot' 
'stirrup (big type)' 
The first two words are clearly loan-words. The sources of the stems of the last two words 
have not yet been traced. The words given here are integrated into the NGO class. The last 
three words are in the NGO class because of their association with the word shoe. The word 
hummbeewa 'paddle' probably belongs to the NGO class because of its imperfect circle or 
hoof-like shape, another possible semantic link could be its use on rivers. 
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7.2 .. 6.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -g~ 
Only a few words combine with the form -g:J as class suffix. As in other classes, the suffix 
form of the circumstantial word derivation is a combination of the class marker and the 
circumstantial word derivation expressing "mode, purpose, intention". Words with the 
suffix -ga denote mainly places and instruments described by their purpose or usage. The 
circumstantial extension itself occurs in the surface form of the following example. 
remir-ga / demircfe 'agricultural tool'< remir-de 'to cultivate with sth.' 
The suffix -ga can also be attached to stems where the circumstantial extension does not 
occur in its surface form. Although the instrumental marker does not occur in the stem of 
the word parga 'winnow', its instrumental meaning and its subsequent choice of the -g:J 
form of the class suffix is the reason for its analysis as a word derived with the 
circumstantial derivation . 
parga I parcf e 
haalga / kaalcf e 
hagga / hoggooji, kawle, kagge 
'winnowing basket' 
'hoof, nail' 
'kraal fenced off with thorn-bush' 
The etymology proposed for the word haalg:J 'hoof' is a derivation from the verb stem 
h:J:J,1- 'to make noise'. This verb still occurs in the Aadamaawa dialect. The etymology of 
the word in the circumstantial derivation can be paraphrased as "imperfect circle shaped 
thing used for making noise". The Maasina word b;J;Jl-g:J 'nail' also occurs in Zoubko 
(1980:241) with the prenasalized form of the suffix: hol-ngo 'nail, hoof' with the 
abbreviation [M] to indicate that this form was found in a source describing Maasina. The 
word hol-ngo 'nail, hoof' is formed using the subjective word derivation which gives a 
paraphrased etymology as 'that which makes noise'. The form of the word 'hoof' is hoolgo 
in Fuuta Tooro (Zoubko 1980:243). This shows that words expressing the same concept can 
have different derivational compositions emphasizing different aspects of that concept: a 
hoof seen as something that one can make noise with or a hoof seen as making noise itself. 
The proposed etymology for the word h:Jgg:J 'kraal' is "an imperfect circle-shaped 
dwelling place used for enclosing sth." describing an 'enclosure'. This meaning has 
developed into the more specific meaning of 'enclosure for cows' or 'kraal'. The word 
must be derived from the verb stem how- 'fence off/in, enclose' (Klingenheben 1963:74). 
The plurals hoggooji and k:Jgge show that the geminate consonant [gg] has been 
reanalyzed as part of the stem. The whole singular form is taken as the stem in the most 
frequently used plural form hoggooji. Only the plural form k:Jwle indicates that the 
geminate [gg] has been derived from the fusion of a stem final consonant with a suffix 
initial consonant. The presence of the instrumental meaning (purpose, use) is considered to 
be sufficient to support the separate semantic contribution of the circumstantial grade 
marker in the suffix form -g:J. 
7.2.6.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -0 g::, 
Grade D nouns form a participle with the class suffix -0g:J. The verbal grade D stems can be 
followed by a verbal marker which expresses aspect (completive or incompletive) and 
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voice (active, middle or passive). The verbal marker which denotes active voice and 
completive aspect is -u- or 0 (zero) in participles. The active voice marker -u- which 
occurs in grade D nouns is often omitted. 
The nouns which are derived from verbs as participles always denote the subject of the 
verb from which it is derived. The following words need some further explanation for their 
semantic interpretation. Their morphological shape indicates that they are derived from 
participles whose meanings have become specialized. 
"(village) which has migrated": ferng:, 
ferude 
'migration' 
'to disperse, to migrate' 
'first occupation' "that which is old, worn out": hiiRg:> 
hiicf-ude 
"that which is long" jwtg:> / juucf e 
juutude 
'to be old, worn out' 
'hand and lower arm' 
'to be long' 




"that which is fastened": fecfeeng:, / pecfeeli 'nail' 
f ecfude 'to fasten, to fix, to button up' 
No related verbs can be found for some words with the .ng:, class suffix. The morphology 
of these words is so similar to other participles that the verb is considered to have been lost, 
or else a semantic change in the verb or the participle has prevented me from finding the 
related verb of the following words. 
fa,tg:> / fm;tgooji, p:>:>mle 
j.:>,;tg:> / j:>lle, j:>nle, J:>,;tge 
waang:, / bancf e 
waamRg:> / baamle 
wa66ung:, / ga66ule 
wiifaang:, / biifaale 
wipp:,:,ng:, / bipp:>:>le 
'bank, waterside, riverside' 






Further historical comparative study of the Fulfulde language and other related languages 
will be needed to give the precise etymology of the words above. 
It is especially the participles formed with the verbal marker -aa- which form nouns 
denoting noises and noisy weather phenomena. The verbal marker -aa- indicates passive 
voice and completive aspect. 
7ayaang:, 
faraang:, 
f epaang:, / pepaali 
faafaang:, / p:>:>f aale, p:>:>faali 
gidaang:, / gidaali 
hijaang:, / kijaali 
majaanga, majjaanga 
'light; flash of lightning' 
'neighing of horse or donkey' 
'thunderclap' 
'breath, respiration' 
'thunder, rumbling of thunder' 
'neighing, sound of a horse' 
'lightning' 
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wuttaa0g:, / guttaali 
j:,wtaa0g:, / j:,wtaali 
w:,f aa°g:> / g:,faali 








All the terms denoting noises given above can be related to existing verbs in the Maasina 
dialect. Only a few are given here to illustrate the connection between these verbs and the 
related participles denoting the noise. 
w:,wlaa0 g:, 
JJaakaa0g:, 
1illaa0g:, / 1illaali 
'cry' 








The passive completive marker -aa- with the subject pronoun -0g:, makes the etymology of 
the word w:,wlaa 0 g:, literally "that which is being cried", thus "a cry". The same 
etymological scheme can be applied to all the other words denoting noises which are 
related to verbs expressing the action of making those noises. 
7.2.7 THENGUCLASS 
There are only three words left in the NGU class in the Fulfulde spoken in the centre of 
Maasina. They all denote female genital organs, more precisely those genital organs which 
are affected by clitoridectomy*: the clitoris which is cut away, the labia which are 
amputated or mutilated, and the vagina which is sometimes partially closed by suturing the 
amputated labia using thorns as stitching material. The content of the NGU class as defined 
by the use of the concord 0 gu is a set of words that share one semantic feature, i.e. they are 





'the clitoris, the vagina' 
'the labia' 
'the vagina' 
* It is impossible for the author to remain impartial on this subject. The closest approximation possible to 
objectivity can only be given by warning for the presence of my opinion and by indicating explicitly that I 
can neither understand, nor approve of this custom, especially because it is done to very young girls who 
cannot decide for themselves whether they want to undergo this treatment or not. The reader can form 
his/her own iuclue,me,nt or not 
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It is difficult to inquire about the exact meaning of these words. The most common 
translation given for all three words is "female sexual organ". A large number of words use 
the concord of the NGU class in other dialects (e.g. Ringimaaji). The number of nouns in 
the NGU class is so small because the concord marker of the NGU class is a taboo word in 
the Fulfulde dialect of Maasina. A taboo on the words denoting female genitals in the NGU 
class is extended to a taboo on the class concord. Maasina speakers say that the reason for 
the taboo of the concord 0 gu is its resemblance with the word 0 guugu 'clitoris'. The taboo is 
quite consciously present. People either started laughing or they looked away, shocked, 
when I was trying out forms of the demonstrative with the concord of the NGU class with 
other words. One person in Toggere Kumba claimed it was very well possible to say 0 guu 
6mJ 0gu 'this mosquito', but she had a lot of fun trying to convince her friends and family 
who shyly insisted that it is better to say 1::>::> 6mJ0 gu 'this mosquito'. Other words which 
have a class suffix of the NGU class use the concord of the 'O class as their concord in 
Maasina. That words with a suffix of the NGU class in Maasina once also used the concord 
of the NGU class, becomes apparent from a comparison of these words with the same 
words in other Fulfulde dialects where they still use the concord of the NGU class. 
Maasina Ringimaaji 
pucc-u 1::> pucc-u 0 gu 'the horse' 
mbaal-u 1::> mbaal-u ngu 'the sheep' 
lii-0 gu 1::, lij.i-ngu ngu 'the fish' 
mbuubu 1::> mbuub-u 0gu 'the fly' 
JlUUjl-U 1::> JlUU-°gu 0 gu 'the ant' 
ngiJ-ngu 1::, ngil-°gu °gu 'the worm, caterpillar' 
6og-ngu 1::> 6ow-0 gu 0gu 'the (type of) mosquito' 
mbas-u 1::> mbas-u ngu 'the skin bag; scrotum' 
w::,j-ere 0 de mboj-u ngu 'the hare' 
mocew-a ha mbe1-u ngu 'the goat' 
The last two words have not only changed their concord, their suffix is also taken from this 
other class. This indicates that a change in class can eventually also change the class suffix. 
The taboo of this class marker falsifies the statement that a class marker has no meaning. 
How can a word be taboo if it has no meaning associated with it? The association of the 
meaning of the NGU class with the female genitals can also be shown by the comparison of 







The difference between the word for the lips around the mouth and the labia (lips) around 
the vagina is only made by the difference in class suffix. 
The taboo cannot be related to a general taboo on sexual terms. The male genital part 
mbasu 'the scrotum' does not remain in the NGU class, but changes its concord to that of 
the 'O class. Other class concords referring to other genitals including female genitals are 
not subject to taboo. These are for example the concord marker of the NDE class containing 
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the words hallere 'penis' and hattere 'clitoris' and the concord marker of the KO class 
containing the word 0guppa ka "the foreskin'. 
Perhaps it is not a coincidence that the only words that remain in the NGU class are 
words related to the genitals involved in clitoridectomy. Mali is one of the areas were the 
severest form of clitoridectomy is practised. Many young girls and babies die because of 
complications caused by infect.ions or simply because the wound won't stop bleeding. 
Other possible casualties can result from the complications of a difficult child birth when 
the vagina is sown together (Werner 1987:278). Death can be a reason for taboo, like the 
taboos on lethal animals in Fulfulde (Ba 1977:275). But death is more an unfortunate 
possible consequence of the clitoridectomy, rather than an inseparable semantic feature of 
it. 
One of the questions is: what is the link between the taboo on the concord denoting 
female genital organs and clitoridectomy. Is there a general taboo on female genitals 
causing both the clitoridectomy and the status of the NGU class concord to be a taboo 
word? Or are new ideas about clitoridectomy causing the taboo on the NGU class concord 
which resulted in a reshuffle of the content of the NGU class? An indication of the fact that 
female circumcision is also a taboo subject is the fact that circumcision of boys at the age 
of six or seven is celebrated, whereas circumcision of girls at the age of two or three is done 
secretly without any form of celebration. But the taboo can also be more general, 
prescribing that anything wh.ich has to do with the female genitals has to be hidden. This is 
indicated for example by the fac:t that little boys can walk about naked, but little girls will 
always wear a pair of shorts or a wrapper. 
Comparative data from the Fulfulde dialect of the Ringimaaji (Mbororo) in the North 
West Province of Cameroon support the hypothesis that there is a direct link between the 
practice of clitoridectomy and the taboo on the NGU class concord in Maasina. In 
Ringimaaji, there is no taboo on the concord of the NGU class and the circumcision of girls 
does not occur in this area. More investigation is needed to show the exact relation between 
the circumcision of girls and the taboo on the NGU class in Maasina. An investigation into 
the motivations for circumcision could perhaps also start a discussion on this subject to 
prevent more unnecessary suffering endured by girls and their relatives. 
The taboo on the concord of the NGU class makes it difficult to recognize a word ending 
in a suffix of the NGU class. The comparison with other dialects without a taboo on the 
NGU class concord can give an answer about the original class of a word ending in -u with 
its concord in the 'O class. The taboo concord of the NGU class is replaced by the concord 
of the 'O class, but the class suffix is not. This indicates a difference of status between the 
class concord and the class suffix. The current exclusive association of the NGU class 
markers with the female genitals seems to be an innovation. The change of concord of 
words in the NGU class is also mentioned for Fuuta Tooro (Lex 1986:204). The words with 
a suffix of the NGU class cover a much wider range of semantic fields which are 
represented in the following network. This network is a reconstruction of the categories in 
the NGU class before the taboo on its concord diminished the content of this class, based 


























made from skin 
meat mbaggu drum 
skin mbasu bag of skin 
insects 
scrotum 6o)J"gu mosquito 
clitoris JlUl,UlU ant 
mbuubu fly 
ruling power horses 
war expedition 0 dimu thoroughbred 
nobility, elite tefeewu mare 
Fulbe society molu foal 









replacing meat in diet 
mngu fish 
fwaaru captain fish 




The NGU class groups all the names for insects, the skin and parts of the skin (this was 
probably the association responsible for the placement of the female genital organs in this 
class), and objects made from skin like drums and sacs. Worms and insects could be placed 
in the NGU class because they can cause wounds in the skin. Worms and insects are also 
associated with meat because they can be found in meat, causing decay of the meat. The 
word puccu 'horse' denotes the animal, but also a warrior on horseback. The word konu 
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has the meaning 'war' in the dialect of Ringimaaji and it uses a concord of the NGU class. 
Tht:: word konu is translated as "war expedition' in Fuuta Tooro. Perhaps the words puccu 
'horse, warrior on horseback' and konu 'war' are in this class because of a semantic field 
of warfare associated with flesh-wounds. The word 0 dimu denotes both a 'thoroughbred 
mare' and 'nobility'. The word 11dimu may be in this class because of the comparison of a 
thoroughbred horse with a someone bred as a noble person. Another possible explanation is 
the fact that nobility was achieved through warfare. Possibly the word laamu 'ruling 
power' is also in the NGU class because ruling power is achieved by warfare. Abstract 
nouns describing leadership and group formation formed with the suffix -aaku such as 
poHtikaaku 'politics, the politicians' are also in the NGU class. These words are possibly 
linked with words like laamu 'ruling power' and 0dimu 'nobility'. 
There is a strong association between the NGU class and horses which is shown by 




0dimu 'thoroughbred mare' dim-:> 'nobleman' 
tefeewu 'mare' t:efee-wa 'she-ass' 
molu 'foal, filly' m:,l-a 'donkey's foal' 
The class suffix indicates that the stern is describing a horse, just like the 'O class suffix 
indicates that a person is described in the word dim:> 'nobleman', and just like the 
association with donkey appears when a BA class suffix occurs in the word tefeewa 'she-
ass'. The association of the NGU class with horse is present for the speakers that use the 
concord 0gu with horses. This association seems strong and innocent enough to overrule the 
taboo association of the NGU dass concord with female genitals. A strong semantic link 
between the NGU class and horses might explain the fact that a consultant (from Girnballa) 
allowed the use of the concord of the NGU class also for the word puccu 'horse' and other 
horse names. A consultant from Duwansa in the Haayre used a concord ku to refer to the 
word puccu 'horse'. It looks as if a KU class is innovated to cope with the taboo on the 0 gu 
concord. So far the concord ku is only found to refer to the word puccu 'horse'. Further 
research is necessary to find out whether more words can be found in a possible new KU 
class. Examples of the use of a concord ku are also listed in the data collected in Maasina in 
the villages of Atara and Gaaci Luurno and in Girnrnballa in the villages of Yuwaru, 
Nyafunke, and Hoore Aaya (MAPE 1983a). 
The following suffix forms of the NGU class are found on words which formerly belonged 
to that class. These words are still formed with a suffix of the NGU class but they use the 
concord of the 'O class. 
grade A: -u 
grade B: -wu 
grade C: -gu 
grade D: -"gu 
objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation 
subjective word derivation 
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The initial consonant of words with a suffix from the NGU class is prenasalized. This initial 
consonant can also be an indication that the suffix is from the NGU class. 
7 .2. 7.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -u 
Most words with a class suffix of the NGU class combine with the suffix form -u denoting 
objects formerly associated with the NGU class or cognate objects and cognate states when 
derived from verb stems. 
mbaal-u / baali 
mbagg-u / baggi 
mbecf-u / becfi 
mbeel-u / beeli 
mboort-u I boorti 
mbumf-u / buucfi 
0gabb-u / gabbi 
0gur-u / guri 
0duu6-u / duu6i 
tew, teew, teew-u 
mbuub-u / buubi 
JlUUJl-U / puuji 
paak-u / paaki 
mbas-u / basi 
'sheep' 
'drum' 
'lid (round, made from woven grass)' 
'shadow, reflection' 
'lamb' 








'bag of goat skin; scrotum' 
Abstract nouns which are formed with a suffix -aaku use the concord of the 'O class in 
Maasina. 
Maasina: 
necfcf-aaku 'humaneness; humanity' necfcf-~ 'person' 
ban°diraaku 'kinship' ban°diraacf~ 'relative' 
dencfiraaku 'cross-cousin-ship' dencfiraacf ~ 'cross-cousin' 
0 dun°daraaku 'audacity' dun°dar~ 'bold person' 
pamaraaku 'smallness (humans)' pamar~ 'small (person)' 
k~aaku 'being a guest' k~cf~ 'guest' 
kaanaukaaku 'leadership' kaanauke 'leader' 
0 dimaaku 'nobility' 0 dimu 'thoroughbred' 
cukaaku 'youth' suka 'youth' 
mau0 gaaku 'age, old age' mawcf~ 'old person' 
1alsilamaaku 'Islam' 1alsilaame 'Muslim' 
beetaaku '(in the) morning' beete 'morning' 
pulaaku 'Fulbe community' ful6e 'Fulbe' 
Words formed with the same suffix -aaku are referred to with a concord of the NGU class 







mangaaku 0 gu 
liimaanaaku 0gu 
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'characteristic qualities of the Fulbe' 
'hospitality; situation as guest or stranger' 
'humanity, humaneness; self respect' 
'youth' (period and people) 
'pride' 
'belief, faith, honour' 
A few words combine with a morpheme -aagu in Maasina. This suffix is similar in form 
and it seems to have the same meaning as the morpheme -aaku. Both suffixes are used to 










Words ending in -aagu are ref erred to with a concord of the NGU class in other dialects. 
Words that end in -aaku in Maasina sometimes end in -aagu im other Fulfulde dialects 
(Azarya 1993, Zoubko 1980). 
other dialects: 
pulaagu 0gu 
bandiraagu 0 gu 
dend'iraagu 0gu 
0dimaagu 0 gu 
dimaagu 0 gu 
'characteristic qualities of the Fulbe' 
'kinship' 
'relations between cousins' 
'liberty; nobility; stallion' 
'liberty; nobility; stallion' 
Zoubko (1980) even lists some words where the form of the suffix is -aa0gu. 
other dialects: 
pulaa0 gu 0 gu 
kocfaa0gu 0gu 
'characteristic qualities of the Fulbe' 
'hospitality; situation as guest or stranger' 
There is a suffix -aaxu in the Soninke language (Tioulenta, personal communication). The 
dialect of Maasina has also borrowed the suffix -JJke 'person from' from the Soninke 
language. The former suffix is borrowed as --aaku, -aagu, or -aa0gu where the consonant 
[x] has undergone different phonological changes. The final vowel of the suffix -aaku has 
been interpreted as the suffix of the NGU class in dialects which use the concord -0gu. The 
last syllable -xu in Soninke has been interpreted as the suffix of the NGU class in the 
dialects which show the suffix forms -aagu and -aa0 gu. 
The suffix -aaku/-aagu/-aa0 gu expresses the meaning "coherent total of' combining 
both interpretations of "entirety of' and "characteristics of'. The exact meaning is further 
determined by the content of the stern. The words derived from the stern of a singular word 








The meaning of the derivation is interpreted as all those individuals, the total of such 




'the female gender' (all women) rew-6e 
'the male gender' (all men) w::,r-6e 
'women' 
'men' 
The difference lies mainly in the stem from which the words are derived. The nouns 
expressing totality are based on the form of the stem in the plural: rew6e 'women' and 
w::,r6e 'men'. The nouns expressing characteristics are based on the form of the stem found 
in the singular words debb::> 'woman' and g::,rk::, 'man' One older informant gave the 
following words, their formation is in agreement with the above derivations. 
pul-aaku 
pull-aaku 






The existence of the word pullaaku was however denied by other consultants of 
Maasinankoore. The word pulaaku is always consequently translated as 'all the Fulbe' or 
'Fulbe society' ("societe peule, tous les peuls"), its translation as 'characteristics of the 
Fulbe' is categorically denied in Maasina. 
The hypothesis is that both meanings "characteristics of' and "all, total" are present 
in the suffix -aaku whose basic meaning can therefore be best described as "coherent total 
of'. The two possible interpretations depend on other semantic information which is 
present in the stem. 
7.2.7.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -wu 
The suffix form -wu marks the associative word formation. It expresses the fact that the 
concept linked to the class marker has a semantic feature in common with the word that 
serves as its noun stem. 
ngiroowu / girooji 
tef eewu / tef eeji 
'pig' < *giro-
'mare' < *tefe-
The exact etymology of the above words is not clear because neither the origin nor the 
meaning of the words that serve as the stem are known. 
7.2.7.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -gu 
The suffix form -gu marks the circumstantial word derivation. Grade C suffixes are often 
used to indicate "purpose, mode, intention". There are only a few nouns with the allomorph 
-gu as class suffix of the NGU class. 
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The appearance of the form -aagu in the words 0dimaagu 'stallion' and mbaaraagu 'white 
horse' has another explanation than the abstract noun formation involving -aaku. The 
combination of the word 0dimaagu 'stallion' with a suffix form -gu can be explained by the 
fact that the word is derived from the verb rimude 'to give birth'. The stallion is "a horse 
used for making mares give birth". The "purpose or use" of the stallion is reproduction. The 
circumstantial marker indicates that a stallion does not give birth itself, but it is a 
(necessary) circumstance in the reproduction of horses. It is not obvious what the purpose 
of a mbaaraagu 'white horse' is. The verb stem waarude 'to look like, to resemble' 
suggests that its "purpose or use" is to resemble something. 
7.2.7.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -0gu 








'to be(come) great' 
'to bring forth, to give birth' 
The suffix -0 gu is the subject pronoun in the formation of participles. Again, it is the 
morphological formation using the suffix form which is identical to the subject concord that 
points in this direction. Further research is needed to clarify the exact etymological relation 
between the derived words and the verb stems. No obviously related verb that can serve as 
stern for the participle can be found for the following few words that combine with the 
suffix -°gu. 
6oJJ0 gu / 6owcfi 
lii0 gu / licf cfi 








'swell' (Zoubko 1980:94) 
'pour hot oil over food (as sauce)' 
'start; disappear' 
'go round' 
Comparison with cognate forms of the word lii0 gu 'fish' in other dialects suggests a 
complicated derivation. 
lii0gu / licfcfi 
lii0gu / lijji 
lij0 gu, liji0 gu / Iijji 
Jfl0 gu, Iii0 gu / licfcfi 
'fish' [Maasina] 
'fish' [Liptaako] (Bidaud and Prost 1982:34) 
'fish' [Ringimaaji] 
'fish' [Jamaare] (Noye 1989:224) 
Possibly the word for fish is derived from a stem *lij- or *liy- 'to provide oily sauce'. Such 
a verb stem could explain the objective derivation of the word If1:> k:> ' the oily sauce' 
[Jarnaare]. This stem appears also in the verb liyaade 'pour hot liquid oil over food' 
[Maasina], where the [j] has become [y]. Fish oil is a product that is very familiar and must 
have a long history of use in Maasina. The following tentative hypothesis describes the 
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historical derivation. The consonant fj] has been subject to change in many dialects. It is 
often replaced by a glottal stop [1]. The glottal stop is often lost when it occurs between two 
identical vowels. 
objective derivation *lij + *h:> > *lij:> > Ifl:, 'oily sauce' (fish oil?) 
subjective derivation *lij + ngu > Iijngu > liji0gu > Iflingu > lii°gu 'fish' 
> Ii1ngu > lii°gu 
*lij + di > lijji 'fishes' 
> lic:fc:fi 
The different suffix forms are all rather exceptional. The occurrence of a prenasalized 
suffix -0gu in the singular suggests that this word is derived from a participle. Therefore the 
hypothesis is that this stem combines (underlyingly or historically) also in the plural with 
the suffix form of the 'DI class in participles -c:fi, and not the vowel initial suffix -i. 
The taboo on the use of the concord 0 gu also explains why there are no forms of this 
class in the agentive noun formation and why there are so few participle forms in the NGU 
class. This is because these productive noun formations would all be based on the use of the 
class suffix 0 gu as concord marker which is taboo. 
7.2.8 THE NGOL CLASS 
The following semantic network is proposed for the NGOL class. 
abstraction 
long flexible objects line shape continuous/lengthy concepts 
6oggol rope gasol furrow binndol writing 
haakowol leaf laawol road leyiol lineage 
leembot hair, feather d'atol path jal\)lelol clan 
binndirgol writing feather keerol boundary kulol fear 
ll\)lol climbing plant bomol dance 
ongoing action ("V-ing") 
leaf shape winndugol 'writing' 
d'erewol piece of paper 6oosugol 'massaging' 
kufol grass stalk shell, scale durgol 'pasturing cattle; cattle-breeding' 
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Many words in the NGOL class can be semantically linked to the word 6oggol 'rope'. They 
denote long thin flexible objects which are not straight (opposing words related to leggal 
'stick' of the NGAL class which are stiff and straight). The long, thin, and flexible meaning 
or aspects of it apply also to words connected with the meaning of haakowol 'leaf' like 
cf eirewol 'piece of paper' and kuf ol 'shell of groundnut, scales of fish'. The only animal 
appearing in the NGOL class is the snake, because it is referred to with the euphemistic 
expression 6oggol leydi 'snake' which literally means "rope of the earth". 
Like rope, roads and paths also have a long and curved shape and thus not surprisingly 
the words denoting roads and paths belong to the NGOL class. The nouns in the NGOL 
class denoting landscape features could have entered the NGOL class on the analogy of 
words like cfatol 'path'. Most of these landscape features also can be described as long 
(like gasol 'furrow'). A word like kaakol 'kitchenware' is perhaps in the NGOL class 
because the calabash which is used to make kitchenware grows on a l3J1ol '(climbing or) 
creeping plant'. 
A linear connotation is foundl in a number of nouns, e.g. kogngol 'phrase' and binndol 
'writing'. The abstraction of a linear connotation is present in the words ja3J1elol 'lineage' 
and lepol 'clan', i.e. relating to the line of descent. The abstraction of lengthiness and 
continuity of a line motivates the presence of words like kulol 'fear' in the NGOL class. 
The vowel [o] in all suffixes of the NGOL class has the feature [+ATR]. It triggers ATR 
harmony of vowels in the stem that precede the [+ATR] vowel [o] (see section 2.9.3). The 
initilal consonant of stems that combine with a suffix of the NGOL class is taken from the 
plosive series, as is the case with all suffixes that end in [I]. The suffix forms occurring in 
the NGOL class are given in the following table. 
grade A: -ol 
grade B: -wol 
grade C: -gol 
grade D: -ngol 
objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation: "action of' verbal noun marker 
denoting instrument by its purpose 
subjective word derivation 
The distribution of the different suffix forms in the NGOL class is discussed in the sections 
below. 
7.2.8.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -ol 
The suffix form -ol marks words formed using the objective word derivation. Many of them 
contain simple nominal stems. The following examples are ordered semantically following 
the categorization of the semantic content of the NGOL class given above. 
rope: long, thin, flexible 
6ogg-ol / 6oggi 
bal-ol I bali 
kucf-ol / kudi 
Ieemb-ol / Iee6i 
kaam-ol / kaami 
kocf-ol / kodi 
'rope' 
'stroke of leaf of palm (to weave mats)' 
'blade of grass, grass-stalk' 
'hair, feather' 
'girth, belly band' 
'chain' 
lef-ol I leppi 
ladd-ol / laddi 
kommb-ol / kommbi 
cuuf-ol / cuufi 
kuut-ol / kuuti 
taltal-ol / taltalcfi 
line shape: road 
laaw-ol / laabi 
burt-ol I burti 
cfat-ol / cfati 
j.eeu-ol 
keer-ol / keeri 
pep-ol I pepi 
doo-ol I doui 
gaaf-ol / gaafi 
gebb-ol / gebbi 
linear sense 
kou°g-ol / kou0gi 
becf-ol / becfi 
lep-ol I lepi 




'hem, edge of cloth' 
'seam' 
'penis' (insult) 
'rein, bridle rein' 
'road' 
'migration route' 
'road, path in the bush' 
'seasonal trekking' 
'boundary' 
'decoration on calabash' 
'temporary elevation during flooding' 
'area measure (about half a hectare)' 
'slope in the landscape' 
'word, phrase' 
'magic secret to make someone or sth. emigrate' 
'clan' 
'saliva accumulated during sleep' 
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The deverbal nouns which combine with the suffix form -ol denote unmarked or cognate 
objects from the verb stem from which they are derived. 
diid-ol / diidi 'line, stripe' diidude 'to draw a line' 
bom-ol / bomi 'dance' womude 'to dance' 
jim-ol / jimi 'song' yimude 'to sing' 
taalol / taali 'story, fable' taalude 'to tell (a story)' 
bin°dol / bin°di 'writing' win°dude 'to write' 
dacfol / dacfi 'rope to tie calves to' racfude 'to tie at the neck' 
dawol/ dawi 'journey' dawude 'to travel' 
duhol, duwol / duhi 'belt of trousers' duutaade 'to loosen a belt' 
gasol / gasi 'furrow, gully, trench' 7asude 'to dig' 
kumol/kumi 'cord worn over garment' humaade 'to put on, fasten' 
lan°dol / lan°di 'question' lan°daade 'to ask' 
ceelol / ceeli 'leather string' seelude 'to cut up in pieces' 
moorol / moolli, mooli 'braid, plait' maarde 'to plait' 
jaapelol I jaapeli, 
jaapuli 'family, clan, lineage' jaapude 'to return the herd to 
the domicile' 
The noun formed by an inchoative verb stem with the suffix form -ol expresses the 
unmarked or cognate state resulting from the change of state expressed by the verb. The 
following words are examples of cognate states in the NGOL class. 
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6uu6ol 'coldness, dampness' 6uu6ude 'to be(come) cold' 
kulol 'fear' hulde 'to fear' 
piind-ol 'flowering season' fiindude 'to flower' 
jaangol / jaali, 'cold' jaangude 'to be cold ( of weather)' 
jaangooli 
Here as elsewhere in this study, "objective" is understood in a broad sense. It means that 
the derived word describes the object of the verb. It can be its patient, but also the state or 
result of the related verb. Thus, jim-ol 'song' is what is being sung, the cognate object of 
yim-ude 'to sing'. The word taal-ol 'story' denotes what is being told, the object of 
taal-aade 'to tell'. The suffix --ol forms nouns which express a state or result when it is 
derived from stative verbs. The word kulol 'fear' denotes the resulting state of the verb 
hul-de 'to fear', 6uu6-ol 'cold' is the resulting state of the inchoative verb 6uu6-ude 'to be 
cold. 
7.2.8.2 THE GRADE B SUFFr[ FORM -wol 
The suffix form -wol occurs after a few stems which end in a vowel. The semantic content 
is similar to that of the list of nouns connected with long and linear things given above. All 
stems which form nouns using the associative word derivation are suspected to have as 
their stem either a loan-word or a full noun with a class suffix. 
haakowol/haakooji 'leaf' haak.1 
1ujunerewol I 1ujunereeji 'bank note, 5000 CFA' 7ujunere 
6uurewol 'ball of butter' beurre 
kokowol I kookooji 'wall' k6g6 
korewol 'dependent, subordinate' kore 
The origin of the following vowel final stems is not known. 
cf erewol / d'ereeji 
gaarawol / gaaraaji 
baakowol 
mboJJewol 
culU)Jkoowol / culuJJkooji 
'piece of paper' 
'thread' 
'leather band with amulet' 







The meaning of this morpheme should account for the use of the suffix -wol on stems 
which are in itself full words. These full words can also be loan-words. A combination of 
such a stem with the associative derivation suffix results in the following etymology: "thing 
of NGOL class with an association or a semantic feature shared with the concept which is 
expressed in the stem". When we take the semantic characteristic of the NGOL class we 
can rephrase the nouns which take the suffix -wol as "long thin flexible object that is like 
X", whereby X should be filled in with the meaning of the word which forms the stem of 
this noun. Thus, haakowol 'leaf' is a long thin flexible thing which is like haak:, 'foliage'. 
The two words with a stem containing the form -amaa- are formed with the morpheme 
-amaa- 'serving for' (cf. section 7.2.5.2) which generally is followed by the continuant 
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initial suffix form. It is possibly related to the passive form of the indefinite. The verb 
forms with the morpheme -amaa- must be taken as full words from which the following 




'pretty belt, to decorate a horse's head' 
The word bakamaawol 'shoulder strap' is related to the verb stem wakk- 'put a load on the 
shoulder' (Zoubko 1980:499). The bakamaawol is literally "a rope that serves to put a load 
on one's shoulders". 
The literal meaning of faramaawol 'pretty belt to decorate a horse's head' could be 
"rope which serves to neigh" if it is derived from the verb stem farde 'neigh, making of a 
gay sound by a horse after drinking'. Perhaps attaching the decorated belt on the head of a 
horse causes neighing of the horse, which is supposed to express its joy over the nice 
decoration. The word f aramaawol seems also to be connected with the word faram 'head-
dress which allows a horse to drink'. The word faram is possibly an abbreviation of the 
long form, because shortening of long words to disyllabic words can be observed elsewhere 
in the language (cf. j:,m-wur:, > j:,wr:, 'who organizes access rights to pastures and water, 
lit: owner of Fulbe village), and because the form faram is otherwise hard to explain. A 
suffix of the class denoting mostly liquids -am attached to the stem of the verb far- 'neigh' 
is not a likely etymology for this word. 
7.2.8.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORMS -gol AND -0gol 
In the corpus there is one instrumental noun formed with the suffix -gol which could be 




'feather to write with' as opposed to: 
'stick to write with'= 'pen' 
The word bin°dirgol 'writing feather' takes the plosive initial suffix -gol on the analogy of 
the word bin°dirgal (Zoubko 1980:71) 'writing reed'. The word bin°dirgol 'writing 
feather' is associated with the NGOL class, because a feather is long and flexible. The word 
bin°dirgal 'writing reed' is associated with the NGAL class, because a reed is long and 
straight like a stick. The -ir- extension always combines with the suffix of the 
circumstantial derivation. The suffix -gol in the word bin°dirgol 'writing feather' is the 
form chosen on the analogy of other instrumental noun formations. 
The suffix form -gol can also combine with a verb stem to form a verbal noun with the 
meaning "action of'. This results in a meaning "state of' in combination with verbs 
expressing a state. This distinctive meaning of the suffix form -gol is formed on the analogy 
of the formation of the infinitive noun -de and is equally productive. Where the infinitive 
marker -de denotes "the possible and intended occurrence of the action expressed by the 
verb at an indefinite moment in time". The "action noun" or "gerund verbal noun" formed 
with the gerund marker -gol denotes practically the same concept, but over a longer period 
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of time. The meaning of the length of the moment is a consequence from the combination 
with the meaning of NGOL class. Thus, the "action noun" or gerund is paraphrased as "the 
possible and intended occurrence of the action expressed by the verb over an indefinite long 


















'act of writing' 
'action of massaging' 
'action of pasturing cattle; cattle-breeding' 














These verbal nouns do not show initial consonant alternation. They always keep the basic 
consonant as the initial consonant. Alternation with a plosive initial consonant is a rule for 
all other regular nouns of the NGOL class. These verbal nouns are an exception to this rule. 
The suffix form of the circumstantial word derivation has an allomorph -0 gol which 
occurs due to automatic prenasalization of voiced consonants after a stem which ends in a 





The form laam0 gol is derived from laa6ugol when it was shortened to a disyllabic word. 
The stem final consonant [6] cannot occur in syllable final position, therefore the stem final 
consonant has alternated with the nasal consonant [m] which conditions the prenasalized 
suffix form -0gol of the verbal noun marker "action of'. 
The verbal nouns above do not have a plural from. They are words expressing an action 
of state that cannot be pluralized. The following noun formed with the -gol suffix does have 
a plural. 
giggol / gilli 'friendship' 
The word giggol could be derived from a verbal noun based oru the verb stem yicf- 'love, 
like, want'. This derivation could not have been a recent derivation, because the initial 
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alternation of the verb is y-j-0j synchronically. The word differs from the verbal nouns in 
that it actually changes its initial consonant of the stem. The exact etymology of this word 
is not clear. 
7.2.8.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -0gol 
On analogy with the hypothesis for all prenasalized initial class suffixes, the hypothesis is 
that the suffix form -0gol is the subject concord which is derived from a referential pronoun 
marker *n and the concord *vol. The nouns whose stems combine with such a prenasalized 
suffix are participles. Participles are formed by a subjective word derivation which is 
characterized by the use of the subject concord as suffix. To support this hypothesis, the 
semantic composition of these stems and prenasalized suffixes should result in the 
denotation of a possible subject of the verb stems that occur in these participles. The 
number of nouns which are derived from participles in the NGOL class is not high. 
"that which is cut away, harvested": 
(from fresh milk) 
"(time stretch) that is sleepy" 
"that which starts happily" 
"(rope) which attaches calves": 
kettu0gol 
hettude 
cf oy0gol / cf oyli 
d'oy-cf-ude 
jaa°gude 
jaa0gol / jaali, 
jaa°gooli 
yaal-
daa0gol / daacfi 
racfude 
'layer of cream on the milk' 
'to cut off, to harvest' 
'sleep, sleepiness' 
'to be sleepy' 
'to be cold' 
'cold weather, cold period' 
(after rainy season, with 
initial harvest time) 
'start happily, good' 
'calf-rope' 
'to attach calves at the neck' 
Only the plural form jaali indicates that the stem final consonant was probably [I]. The verb 
jaa0gude 'to be cold' indicates that synchronically the prenasalized voiced velar consonant 
[0g] can be analyzed as the stem final consonant. The formation of the word jaa0gol 'cold' 
is possibly based on a verb stem yaal- that has several meanings: 'alleviate hunger without 
being satisfied; start happily, good; be on the right track; meet, visit frequently' (Zoubko 
1980:528). The meaning "start happily, good" is chosen here to explain the prenasalized 
suffix as the subject pronoun in jaa0gol 'cold'. The cold period actually does start with a 
harvest season, when life should be easy. The cold period does coincide with the change 
from the western old to the new year. The word jaa0gol refers to the beginning of the year 
which is the cold period. The seasons in Fulfulde also follow the solar year, not the Islamic 
lunar year. A particular star appears five nights in a row at the beginning of the cold period. 
If it is very cold during the appearance of these stars, one can predict that the next harvest 
and thus also the coming year will be very good. It is possible that the word jaa0gol comes 
from the good (cold) start of the year which is thought to predict a prosperous year. 
There remain a few words which combine with the prenasalized suffix -0gol that appear 
to be participles by their morphological formation. However, the verb stems which should 
support the hypothesis that these words are participles are not attested. The difference in 
vowel length between daa0gol 'calf-rope' and the verb racfude also poses a problem for the 
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derivation of these two words. The supposition is that the related verbs have been lost, or 
semantic shift has obscured the relation between the verb stems and the derived participles. 
caa0gol / caali, caamfi 'stream' 
cuur0gol fatumata biota 'rainbow' (lit: ribbon of the daughter of Mohammed) 
Title general tendency that nouns with a prenasalized class suffix describe nouns denoting 
the subject of the related verb stem is a.lso supported by the nouns ending in the 
prenasalized suffix form of the NGOL class. 
7.2.9 THE NGAL CLASS 
Tlhe following network of associations is proposed to represent the semantic grouping and 
the links that motivate tthe membership of words in the NGAL class. 
stick shape body parts with bone 
mesalal needle cag:gal back 
kumlal yard luuwal horn 
niiral reed 1ardutal foreleg 
giyal bone waLhng: 
made of wood: cuudal trot 
Iahal wooden bowl bammbalijewal gallop 
1alluwal wooden slate cursorial birds: 
baafal door leaf gerral wild partridge 
houses built with wood: gert:>gal white fowl 
bee"bal silo 0dawwal ostrich 
dud'al Koran school big birds 
o<>lh.:,I ""' 11 Prl rorra 1 d'utal vulture 
big 
birds 
abstraction of large shape 




paalal large gourd 
,J1ii0 gal big tooth 
requires a long period of time 
1an°dal knowledge 
mqJ1al patience 
requires many people 
kawrital meeting 
dewgal wedding 
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The NGAL class has a large number of members. They can be divided into several 
semantic groups. A large part of the class consists of words which are semantically grouped 
around the key term leggal 'wooden stick'. Words can be grouped with stick for various 
reasons: because they have the shape of a stick (luuwal 'horn', mesalal 'needle', kuulal 
'yard', giyal 'bone'), because they are also made of wood (lahal 'wooden bowl', 1alluwal 
'wooden slate'), and because their construction is based on wooden sticks (baafal 'door', 
garuwal 'mud house', beembal 'silo'). The body parts that belong to this class are linked to 
the word bone, because they contain bone (balawal 'shoulder', caggal 'back', tergal 
'limb', k~y0 gal 'foot and lower leg'). Words denoting different manners of walking are in 
the NGAL class because of their association with k~y0 gal 'foot'. Cursorial birds are also 
classified in the NGAL class because of the word k~y0 gal 'foot'. The group of cursorial 
birds is extended to "birds that walk a lot". These birds are generally bigger than the small 
flying birds which are classified in the NDU class. The augmentative connotation of the big 
birds in the NGAL class may have led to the inflectional use of the NGAL class suffix as 
the marker of augmentative nouns. Words denoting periods (harvest, marriage, flowering 
season) fall in the NGAL class, possibly because they stretch over a larger period of time. 
The abstract nouns in the NGAL class can be associated with the augmentative meaning of 
the NGAL class. For example, words denoting human activities are in the NGAL class 
because they involve a larger number of people (wedding, meeting, tradition, feast of 
entering the Inner Delta) or because they are formed over a larger period of time 
(knowledge, decision, patience, existence). 
There remain a few words which are difficult to group semantically with the subclasses 
outlined above (c~bbal 'dust', natal 'picture'). For some words an internal semantic 
categorization is possible (the membership of mettaJJ0 gal 'flame' could be motivated on 
the grounds that is has a shape comparable to that of cfe1J0gal 'tongue'). 
The augmentative nouns are related to a normal size version of the noun, i.e. the same 
noun stem also occurs in another class. 
cuur-al / cuureele 'big house, big room' suudu 'house' 
jees-al/jeese 'face, big and ugly' yees~ 'face' 
heel-al/ beele 'large pool, pond' wee0du 'pond' 
paal-al / paale 'large gourd' faa0du 'gourd' 
The augmentative indicates that the size of the entity is bigger than is expected normally. 
The augmentative has also a negative connotation. The word necfcfal 'large person' has 
connotations such as a rough, rude, and ugly person. Although the augmentative formation 
is productive, the augmentative form of many nouns is rejected by consultants because of 
semantic incongruity. 
The suffix forms which occur in the NGAL class given below are further discussed and 
exemplified in the following sections. 
grade A: -al 
grade B: -'Wal 
grade C: -gal 
grade D: -0gal 
objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation: denotes objects of use 
subjective word derivation 
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The initial consonant of words in the NGAL class is taken from the plosive series. This 
initial consonant is the regular form of the initial consonant of stems which combine with a 
class suffix ending in [I]. 
7.2.9.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -al 
The suffix form -al marks the most neutral word derivation: the objective word derivation. 
This suffix is attached to simple nominal stems. The following examples are assumed to 
contain nominal stems, no related verb is known. 
saah-al (also saahel) 
c;:,bb-al / c;:,bbe 
c;:,11-al 
cuud-al 
mesal-al I meselle 
kuul-al / kuule 
niir-al / niire 
giy-al / giye 
lab-al /lehe 
kew-al / kewe 
baaf-al / baafe 
ducf-al / ducfe 
galb-al / galbe 
cagg-al / cagge 
luuw-al / luuwe 
gerr-al / gerre 
c;:,f-al / c;:,fe 
biig-al / biige 
cay-gal/ cayle 
cfut-al / cfute 







'bone; thorn; fish bone' 
'wooden bowl' 
'spindle' 
'door, leaf (closing part)' 
'Koran school' 





'chicken at the age of laying eggs' 
'goose' 
'vulture' 
The suffix -al combined with verb stems forms nouns describing cognate or unmarked 
objects or states related to that verb stem. 
object 
kawrit-al / kawrite 'meeting' hawrude 'to meet' 
nel-al / nele 'message' nelde 'to send' 
dent-al/ dente 'union' rentude 'to unite' 
1ardut-al I 1ardute 'foreleg, forepaw' 1ardude 'to go in front' 
nat-al I nate 'photograph, picture' natude 'to photograph' 
baald-al 'cohabitation, living waaldude 'to spend the night 
together' together' 
kett-al 'harvest' hettude 'to harvest' 
deg-al / dege 'crossing river; feast regude 'to enter Burgu, descend 
of entering B urgu' into Inner-Delta' 
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state 
1an°d-al 'knowledge' 1an°dude 'to know' 
cipp-al 'exchange of milk' sippude 'to sell milk' 
pellis-al / pellise 'decision' fellisidde 'to decide' 
g:>:>d-al 'existence' woodude 'to exist' 
pii0d-al 'flowering season' fii0dude 'to flower' 
mup-al 'patience' mupude 'to be patient' 
6uu6-al 'cold, cold period' 6uu6ude 'to be cold' 
taj.:>r-al I taj.:>re 'certainty' taj.:>raade 'to be certain' 
7.2.9.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -wal 
The suffix form -wal which marks the associative word derivation occurs following stems 
that are full nouns (i.e. stems that are a combination of a noun stem and a class suffix) or 
loan-words (Tioulenta 1991:332, 351,347; Newman & Ma Newman 1977:4). 
karkalaawal / karkalaaje 'bed made of wood' kalaka [Bmb.] 
taanewal / taaneeje 'big anvil' taane [Son.] 
batawal 'tobacco box' baata [Son.] 
1alluwal 'small wooden slate' allo [Ar., Hausa] 
0dawwal, 0dawuwal 'ostrich' 0daWU ngu [G., A.] 
/
0 dawuuje 
mbaaJumbaaluwal 'amble' (a pace of horses) mbaalu 'sheep' 
balawal / balaaje 'shoulder' 
bammbalijewal 'gallop' 
The form of the word balawal 'shoulder' suggests that its stem bala- might be a loan-word 
or another Fulfulde word. This conclusion cannot be verified until the source of this stem is 
identified properly. 
The following nouns have two variant forms, one with the suffix -wal and one form 
where the [ w] is reanalyzed as part of the stem 
k:>r:>wal > *k:>rwal > k:>wral / k:>wre 'bobbin' 
garuwal > *garwal > gawral / garuuje 'mud house' 
Metathesis of the consonant sequence [rw] resulting in the sequence [wr] has occurred in 
both words. The sequence [rw] violates the sonority hierarchy because the first consonant 
in a sequence of two consonants should not be less sonorant than the second (see section 
4.5.3). Metathesis of the sequence of the two consonants has repaired this ill-formed 
consonant sequence. Sometimes a second form exists where a vowel has been inserted 
between the two consonants to repair the [rw] sequence. The nouns gawr-al 'mud house' 
and k:>wr-al 'bobbin' contain the grade A suffix -al. After the occurrence of metathesis in 
the grade B words *k:>rwal and *garwal, the stem was reanalyzed as consonant final and 
the suffix as grade A. The plural garuuje is still grade B. 
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The augmentative form of a word takes the same suffix form as the normal size noun in 
the same nominal paradigm. Thus gallal 'a big job' in the augmentative NGAL class is 




'to work'< Soninke 
'work' ('DE class suffix, often concord 'O class) 
'occupation; big job, lit big work' (NGAL class) 
The semantic relation between the derived word and the verb stem from which it is derived 
remains identical. The grade marker does not change, only the class marker. This explains 
why augmentative, diminutive, and plural forms within one nominal paradigm always 
combine with the same suffix grade. 
7.2.9.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -gal 
The suffix form -gal marks the circumstantial word derivation. Words derived with this 
suffix denote concepts associated with the NGAL class described by their mode, purpose or 
intention. Many of the nouns which contain the suffix form -gal show the circumstantial 
morphemes -ir- and -ar- in the stem. The stems in these words are all verbal. 
j;:,acfargal / jaad'arcfe 'chair, sitting stick in loom' ja;){f- 'sit' 
capirgal 'loom, weaving place' ~- 'weave' 
jaa6irgal / jaa6ircfe 'treadle, pedal' yaa6- 'tread, step' 
taggargal 'cloth beam' tagg- 'roll out' 
cacargal/cacarcfe 'tooth brush' sac- 'brush teeth' 
natirgal / natircfe 'photo camera' nat- 'take a photo' 
1ommbirgal / 1ommbircf e 'lid, cover' 1ommb- 'cover' 
tinbrgal / tinbrcf e 'mirror' tint- 'perceive' 
dibirgal 'grille' 
liwndargal 'softly walk of a horse' 
The circumstantial extension which generally expresses an instrumental meaning in the 
above words always combines with the plosive initial form -gal. The meaning of the -gal 
suffix denotes mostly stick-like forms, wooden objects, large birds, augmentatives, etc. like 
all other suffixes of the NGAL class. It differs from the other forms of the NGAL class by 
its instrumental meaning. The suffix -gal occurs synchronically after noun stems which 
refer to objects of use even when they do not end in the [r] final morphemes -ir- or -ar-. 
The many possible forms of the circumstantial extension which occur in different words 
for pestle are given below. The words are derived from the verb 1unude 'to pound'. 
Sometimes the word shows two instrumental extensions, sometimes the instrumental 
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The following words have an instrumental meaning even though the circumstantial 
extension is not present. In some of the words, the circumstantial extension is present but 
does not directly precede the class suffix -gal. 
nuuy-gal 
6irdu-gal / 6irducf e 
cuw::,::,-gal, cuw:>r-gal / cuw::,rcf e 
cf alcfu-gal 
'pillar in the middle of a house' 
'big calabash for milking' 
'paint pit' 
'shuttle in loom' 
dammu-gal 'doorway' 
sir-gal, cir-gal/ circfe 'whip for milk' 
The words in the above lists are derived from the verbs nuuyde 'to support', 6irdude 'to 
milk with', suuw-a 'put in water, paint' (Zoubko 1980:457). The other words are probably 
also derived from verb stems. 
The following two words which are formed from the same stem *leh- 'wood, tree' show 
that the different suffix forms must be distinguished semantically. 
*leh- + -al > lahal / lehe 
*leh- +-gal > leggal / lecfcfe 
'wooden bowl' 
'branch, wooden stick' 
The difference between the above words can only be explained if one assumes two 
morphologically different suffix forms. 
The semantic motivation for the use of the suffix form -gal cannot be explained in the 
following words. Some of the related verbs are not known. 
dew-gal / dewle 
ceer-gal / seerle 
lettu-gal 




'divorce, separation' srerde 
'east' lettude 




'to obey, follow' 
'to divorce' 
'to squint' 
'to tattoo, vaccinate' 
ter-gal / tercfe 
gerb-gal / gerb:>cfe 'fowl; bird: tame, white, resembles a partridge' 
The etymologies of these words are not clear. 
7.2.9.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -0 gal 
The suffix form -0gal marks the subjective word derivation of deverbal nouns. It is identical 
in form to the subject concord of the NGAL class. Some of the participles which are 
formed with the grade D suffix have undergone semantic shifts which resulted in a more 
specialized meaning. 
The class suffix -0 gal in some of these nouns acts clearly as the subject of the event 
described by the verb stem. The derived nouns describe the subject of the related verb. 
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"that which makes steps": k;:i1y0gal / k:>ycfe 'foot, leg' 
hoisude 'to put foot down, to step' 
k::i1sek:>se 'noise made by walking cows' 
"that which dresses": kaddu-0 gal / kaddule 'garment, article of clothing' 
haddude 'wrap around, dress, cover' 
"that which is being found": tawaa0 gal 'tradition' 
taweede 'to be found' 
"that which is being kicked" lata0gal 'kick' 
la1:eede 'to be kicked' 
"that which counts": lim0 gal 'count(ing), census' 
limude 'count' 
"that which proposes": ja:m0gal 'proposal' 
jamude 'propose (for marriage)' 
"(bird) which travels early": daw0gal / dawle 'raven' 
da1wde 'to travel early' 
"(bird) which is clever': jaaw-0 gal / jaawle 'guinea fowl' 
jaawn- 'be cunning' (Zoubko 1980:257) 
Some augmentative nouns take the prenasalized class suffix on analogy with the 




pii0 gal / piijeele 
geu0gal / gelle, 
gelleele 
'1913, year of great drought' hitaa0de 
'resurrection' dar0de 
'large rainy storm' 1iiw:,:,0de 
'big tooth' pii0 de 






The augmentative forms of basic grade D nouns are also derived from participles. The 
participle formation of the basic nouns are explained in the sections on the NDE and NDI 
classes. Some other nouns which take the suffix form -0 gal have no clear etymology. 
metteu0 gal, mettau0 gal 
laba0gal / labaale, labaacfe 
6urtu0gal 
diw0gal / diwle 
d:>u0gal / d:>lle, d:>Q°ge 
cfeu0gal / cfemle 
cf em°gal / cfemcfe, cf elle, cf encfe 
'flame' 
'bridle' 





The morphological formation of the above words suggests that a related verb must have 
existed. The absence of such a verb is explained by semantic change or by loss of such a 
verb. Comparative research into related languages and dialects is expected to reveal related 
verbs. The words are classified as participles because of their morphological formation: 
they contain the suffix -0 gal which has the same form as the subject pronoun. The 
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hypothesis of the deverbal origin of grade D nouns is supported by the occurrence of verbal 
markers in the stem. The long vowel [aa] in the plural of labaale 'bridles' could very well 
be the completive passive marker, the morpheme au preceding the suffix in mettau0 gal 
could be the historical form of the active incompletive in participles *an. 
7 .2.10 THE NGEL CLASS 
The meaning of the NGEL class can unambiguously be described as "small". The nouns in 
this class are mostly diminutive derivations of nouns which occur in another class that 
denotes its normal size. There are only a few inherently small objects which only occur in 
the NGEL class. It contains nouns denoting small persons or things. The semantic content 
of the NGEL class in Maasina is represented in the following figure. 
small in size 
(pejorative connotation) 
In most Fulfulde dialects the NGEL class has connotations of both disparagement and 
affection (see also Arnott 1970a:81). The indication of a size which is smaller than the 
normal size of a person or thing resulted in a pejorative association and connotations of 
disparagement. It is only in the Maasina dialect that the meanings of the words in the 
diminutive class rarely imply an affectionate connotation. Potential terms for affectionate 
connotations are words denoting young animals and young children. But in Maasina even 
the word 6id'cf:> 'child' is preferred to 6io 0 gel 'small child, baby'. A baby is called 
wusiwusi 'baby before naming' (i.e. before the seventh day of its life when it receives a 
name, after which the term 6icfcf:> 'child' is used). Some speakers also prefer the wordpale 
'calf' to palel 'calf'. 
The diminutive NGUM class does not occur in Maasina. Its meanings in a dialect of 
Sierra Leone (affectionate association: paykuu 'little friend') and in the Gombe and 
Aadamaawa dialects (pejorative association: 6iu0 gum 'terrible child') indicate that some 
semantic shifts concerning the connotations of the diminutive classes have taken place. 
The nouns which take the NGEL class marker in the singular always form their plural by 
replacing the NGEL class suffix with the plural KOY class suffix. In general the type of 
word formation, i.e. the grade of the class suffix, is identical to the word formation of the 
unmarked or normal size form of the noun. The diminutive looks like a very productive 
class. There are however restrictions as to which nouns can have a corresponding 
diminutive form. A diminutive form was reluctantly given in some instances, consultants 
often commented that the form was actually too far-fetched. The formation of diminutive 
nouns is restricted by the semantics of the noun. Diminutive forms could not be provided 
by informants when a small version of the denoted item was not imaginable. A comment on 
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"I don't see how that can be. A heifer is already a small (young) animal. 
Well, perhaps if it is one that is very small in size." [ comment given with 
sounds of disapproval, the consultant could not form a plural] 
Not all consultants allow the same diminutive formations. The plural of the diminutive 
biigel 'small mature heifer' was refused by the consultant quoted above from Sabara 
(centre of Maasina). An informant from Toggere Kumba (also in the centre of Maasina) 
could form the plural diminutive mbiigoy 'small mature heifers' without much trouble. 
Sometimes only the singular diminutive form was given. The plural diminutive forms and 
the augmentative forms of the following two nouns could not be given. 
yanaa-0de / janaa-le 
w~l-de I g~lw~l-e 
'tomb/graveyard' janaa-°gel 
'war' golwol-el 
There are many words for which the diminutive simply does not seem to be possible. 
Diminutive forms were refused for nouns describing noises, some body parts, a number of 
abstract nouns, and some animals. 
The examples of words in the NOEL class are always given paired with a plural form in 
the KOY class in this section. The comparison of these forms can sometimes indicate the 
phonological changes which occur in the nominal paradigm. A comparison of the "normal 
size" nouns with the diminutive form also shows that one stem combines with one suffix 
grade in one nominal paradigm. The hypothesis is that the stems are not identical when the 
paradigm shows apparent exceptions to this rule. Different stems result from combinations 
with different derivational markers. In some nominal paradigms, a reanalysis of the stem 
has taken place due to complicated stem final consonant changes ( often resulting from a 
merger of the stem final consonant with a suffix initial consonant). 










objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation 
subjective word derivation 
There is also a suffix form -lei which seems to be a reanalysis of a stem that combines in 
the plural with the morpheme -1- expressing "different kinds of". This plural suffix form 
occurs in all types of word derivation. 
The nouns in the NOEL class take the initial alternating consonant from the plosive 
series, like all classes with a suffix ending in [I]. The suffix of the NGEL class contains the 
[+ATR] vowel [e] which causes ATR vowel harmony on the preceding [-low] vowels. 
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7.2.10.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -el 
The suffix form -el marks the objective word formation. It can combine with verbal and 
nominal stems. The suffix form of the diminutive classes takes the same suffix grade as the 
basic (normal size) noun. This is shown in the following examples. 
dewt-el / 0dewt-oy 
jaw-el / 0jaw-oy 
g::,rb-el / gorb-oy 
kor-el I kor-oy 
'small book' dewt-ere / dewt-e 
'small bracelet' jaw-::,/ jaw-e 
'small male donkey' 0g::,rb-a / gorb-i 
'small calabash spoon' h::,r-de / k::,r-e 
Some diminutive nouns that take the objective word derivation show stem final consonant 
alternation in the basic noun. 
dew-el I 0dew-oy 
piib-el / piib-oy 
poo6-el I poo6-oy 
jul6-el I jul6-oy 
bo6-el / mbo6-oy 
jah-el / jah-oy 
koh-el / koh-oy 
gah-el / 0gah-oy 
pul-el / pul-oy 











debb-::, / rew-6e 
piiw-a I piib-i 
f::,::,m-re / p::,::,6-e 
j.ulm-ere / j.ul6-e 
wow-ru I bo6-i 
yaa-re / jah-e 
h::,::,-re / k::,h-e 
0gaa-ri / gay 
pull-::,/ ful-6e 
tay-re / taj-e 
Stem final consonant changes can be the result of a merger between the stem final 
consonant an the suffix initial glottal stop in the 'O class (debb::, 'woman'), 'DI class (p.iibi 
'elephants'), and 'DE class, or the result of changes in sonority in syllable final position. 
The possible stem final consonant changes are summarized below. 
underlying before vowel merger with *1 syllable final reanalyzed dim. stem 
*f f pp w pp 
*w w bb/b w bb/b 
*m m 6 m 6 
*6 6 6 w 
*l l ll I 
*h h V 
When consonant change occurs in the basic singular/plural noun formation, the diminutive 
can be formed from the surface form of the stem in either the singular or the plural. This 
can lead to one diminutive having two alternative stems. 
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underlying (singular) stem reanalyzed plural stem 
*h:,f- *h:,pp-
how-ru / kopp-i 'knee' kopp-i 'knees' 
kof-el / kof-oy 'small knee' (kopp-el / kopp-oy) 'small knee' 
k:,f-al / k:,f-rele 'large knee' (k:,pp-al) / k:,pp,-eele 'large knee' 
*n:,f- *n:>pp-
now-ru / nopp-i 'ear' nopp-i 'ears' 
nof-el / nof-oy 'small ear' nopp-el / nopp-oy 'small ear' 
n:,f-al / n:,f-rele 'large ear' napp-al 'large ear' 
*faw- *fabb-
f ow-ru / pobb-i 'hyena' pobb-i 'hyenas' 
powel / powoy 'small hyena' pobbel/pobboy 'small hyena' 
p:>w-al / p:>w-rele 'large hyena' p:>bb-al / p:>bb-rele 'large hyena' 
*saw- *sabb-
saw-ru / cabb-i 'staff' rabb-i 'staffs' 
caw-el / caw-oy 'small staff' cabb-el / cabb-oy 'small staff' 
caw-al / caw-rele 'large staff' ( cabb-al) / rabb-rele 'large staff' 
*lew- *lebb-
lew-ru / lebb-i 'moon, month' lebb-i 'months' 
lew-el I lew-oy 'small moon' lebb-el / lebb-oy 'small moon' 
lew-al / lew-rele 'large moon' lebb-al / lebb-rele 'large moon' 
The stem final [f] becomes [w] syllable finally (see section 4.5.2). The geminate 
consonants [pp] and [bb] in the plural 'DI class are the result of a merger between the 
suffix initial glottal stop and the stem final [f] and [w] respectively. This merger results in a 
geminate consonant that is [-continuant] (see section 2.3.2). The geminates have been 
reanalyzed as part of the stem in the alternative diminutive form. The forms in parentheses 
are not frequent. The following diminutive forms show an irregular consonant final 





suu-du / cuu-di 
cuur-el I cuur-oy 
cuur-al / cuur-rele 
'belly' 
ree-du / dee-di 
deer-el / °<.leer-oy 
The hypothesis is that these basic nouns are derived using grade C suffixes. The merger of 
the stem final consonant with the suffix initial consonant resulted in a marginal CVVC 
syllable which led to the shortening of a geminate [dd]. The shortened [d] was reinterpreted 
as the stem final consonant in the diminutive forms which weakened in inter vocalic 
position. As a result the diminutive and augmentative forms are derived using a grade A 
suffix, whereas the normal size noun is derived using a grade C suffix. 
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*suuc:f + *du > *suuddu > suu-cu 
*sum:f + *di > *cuud'd'i > cuu-di 
*suud' + *yel > *cuudel > cuur-el 
*suud' + *xoy > *cuudoy > cuur-oy etc. 
There are a few nouns in the NOEL/KOY class pair without a related basic noun. These 
words denote items which are inherently small. 
cebbet-el le6et-el 
naka6ell-el I naka6ell-oy 
pabar-el I pabaroy 
gedd-el 1alla 
'highest branch in a tree' 
'earlobe' 
'chisel' 
kams-el I kams-oy, kamselaaji 
'kind of salamander' 
'dress' 
The word kamsel 'blouse, dress (garment sewn on a machine)' is derived from the French 
word "camisole" 'dress'. The last syllable in the word kamsel is reinterpreted as the class 
marker of the NOEL class. This interpretation has motivated the replacement of the suffix 
in the singular with the plural suffix -oy in the plural. An alternative plural with the suffix 
-aaji, typical for consonant final loan-words, is also attested in Maasina. 
7.2.10.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -wel 
The meaning of the suffix -wel in the associative word formation is "something small 
having a semantic association with the meaning which is expressed in the stem". This 
suffix replaces grade B suffixes of the basic noun to form diminutives. 
cagi-wel / cagi-woy 





sagii-re / cagii-je 
taanee-re I taanee-je 
huusee-ru / kuusee-ji 
Some nouns form their plural by adding a grade B suffix to the full singular noun. These 
nouns use the same strategy to derive diminutive (and augmentative) forms. 
j.OJJ°go-wel / j.o~)°go-woy 
duko-wel I 0duko-woy 
tuuba-wel I tuuba-woy 
'little cow hump' 
'little dispute' 
'little trousers' 
hg°ga / j.og0goo-ji 
duk-a I dukoo-ji 
tuuba / tuubaa-ji 
All these examples show a vowel shortening rule in the penultimate syllable. This rule 
occurs in the environment where a long vowel in the penultimate syllable precedes a heavy 
syllable with a eve shape (see section 4.2.2). 
7.2.10.3 THE GRADE e SUFFIX FORM -gel 
The suffix form -gel marks the circumstantial word derivation. The grade e suffix occurs 









'utensil made of sisal to separate rice from water' 
'measuring rod (to make pattern of weaving fitting)' 
'swipe, sweep (of pit)' 
'small feather to write with' 
Nouns can also take a suffix of the circumstantial derivation without the presence of the 
extension irfar. 
jaw-gel/ jaw-koy, njaw-koy 
gaa6o-gel / gaa6o-koy, gaa6o-loy 




njaw-di-ri / jaw-di 
gaa6;:,-gal / gaa6;:,;:,le 
cay-gal / cay-le 
The grade C suffix adds a semantic aspect of "purpose, intention, mode, manner" to the 
noun derived from a verb stem. The semantics of these grace C words is explained in the 
sections on the suffix forms of the related basic nouns. 
7 .2.10.4 THE GRADED SUFFLX FORM _ngel 
The suffix form _ngel is identical. in form to the subject pronoun of the NGEL class. This 
suffix marks the subjective word derivation. Basic nouns which are derived using the 
subjective word derivation also use the suffix forms of grade D in the diminutive and 
augmentative forms. 
daJJ-ngel / ndau-koy 
kaykay-ngel 
6iJJ-ngel / 6ik-koy 
juJJ-ngel / juu-koy 
janaa-ngel 
1iiwo-ngel 
bilbilngel / bilbilkoy 
laba-ngel / laba-koy 
'little he-goat' 
'little gall bladder' 
'little child' 





ndam-ndi I dam-di 
hayhay-nde / kaykay-c:fe 
6id'-d';:, / 6i6-6e 
juJJ-ng;:, / juu-c:fe 
yanaa-nde / janaa-le 
1iiw;:,;:,ng;:, / 1iiwooli 
wilwilnde / bilbilc:fi 
laba-ngal / labaale, labaac:f e 
Reanalysis of the stem can occur when the word derivation has become opaque. There is no 
verb stem synchronically present that can explain the derivation of the word c:f eungaUc:f elle 
'tongue'. The different plural forms already indicate the unstable form of the stem. The 










c:f em-c:f e, c:f en-c:fe 
cf em-le, cf el-le 
'tongue' 
A similar reanalysis has occurred in the nominal paradigm of 'tooth'. The stem is 
historically *piip- ending in a nasal consonant, combining with the suffix allomorph nde of 
grade A that occurs after nominal stems ending in an alveolar nasal. 
*piip+*re > *jliin°de > pii0de 





The singular suffix form is reanalyzed as a grade D suffix. The singular stem is reanalyzed 
as *pii-. The singular augmentative form and the diminutive forms are based on this 
reanalyzed stem. The plural is formed by the addition of grade A suffix *1e to the stem 
*piip-. A merger between the stem final nasal [Jl] and the suffix initial glottal stop resulted 
in the final consonant fj] of the stem *piij- on which both the plural and the augmentative 
plural forms are based. 
jlii-0de / jliij-e 
jlii-°gel / pii-koy 




Most nouns derived using the subjective word derivation combine regularly with the suffix 
forms of grade D throughout their paradigm. 
7.2.10.5 THE SUFFIX FORM -lei 
The suffix -lei is found in nominal paradigms which combine, in the singular, with all four 
types of word derivational suffixes, i.e. with all four suffix grades. 
Suffix -lei in nominal paradigms of all grades: 
grade A moorol / moolli 'braid, plait' moolel / mooloy 
moollel / moolloy 
grade B suka / sukaa 6e 'child' cukalel / cukaloy 
grade C fedde I pelle 'age group' pellel / pelloy 
hojjudu / kojjuli 'occipital hole' kojjulel / kojjuloy 
naawki / naawle, 'armpit' naawlel / naawloy 
naawkiiji 
wuddu/gulli 'navel' gullel / 0 gulloy 
grade D wee0 du / beeli 'pool, pond' beelel / mbeeloy 
wii0 de / bille 'corral' biilel / mbiiloy 
6un°du / 6ulli 'pit, well' 6ulel / 6uloy 
foo0 du / pooli 'bird' poolel / pooloy 
wa66u0 g3 / ga66ule 'cheek' ga66ulel / ga66uloy 
f ed'ee0du / ped'eeli 'finger' ped'elel / ped'eloy 
f aa0du / paali 'gourd' paalel / paaloy 
wutaa0 du / butaali 'cob of millet' butalel / butaloy, mbutaloy 
yee0 du / jeeli 'ant-eater' jeelel / 0jeeloy 
All diminutive forms which combine with the suffix form -lei use the suffix form -loy in 
the plural. The recurrence of the [I] in both singular and plural forms indicates that the 
consonant [I] could be analyzed as part of the stem. Another regularity is that the basic 
plural always uses the suffix forms -le or -Ii when the diminutive uses the suffix forms -lei 
and -loy (with the exception of the word cukalel 'small child' vs. sukaa6e 'children'). The 
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hypothesis is that reanalysis of the morpheme boundary between stem and suffix has taken 
place in the basic plural, where the morpheme [I] originally expressed "diversity" or "large 
quantities of'. The many variants of the stem within one paradigm indicate that reanalysis 
is taking place. The consonant [I] is sometimes only found in the plural, sometimes the 
consonant [I] occurs also in the singular diminutive stem. 
singular plural sg. dim. pl. dim. 
d' ~JJ-°gal d'~ung-e, 'load' dou-ngel ndol-loy, 
d'~l-le RdO)Jng-Oy 
wuugaa-ndu buugaa-li 'pigeon' buuga-lel mbuuga-loy 
buuga-wel 
huu-Rde kul-le 'thing' kul-lel kul-loy 
kUJJ-°gel kun-koy 
The reanalysis of the morpheme boundary between stem and suffix is responsible for the 
different suffix forms. There is an implicational scale indicating the appearance of the 
consonant [I]: if -lei then -loy then -le or -Ii. It also happens that only the plural forms 
contain the consonant [I]. The implication is the following: if -loy then -le or -Ii (see section 
7.4.4.1). 
The suffix form -lei is considered to be an a-typical suffix form (Arnott 1970a:88). It is 
not a coincidence that the consonant [I] only appears before the suffixes of the class 
suffixes that are used in the more productive diminutive, augmentative, and plural word 
formations. The implicational scale indicates that the consonant [I] appears first in the 
plural form, from there it is reanalyzed as part of the stem on which the diminutive and 
augmentative word formation is based. 
7.2.11 THE KOL CLASS 
The KOL class in the Maasina dialect contains only one word: dammulol/dammuli 'lamb, 
kid'. The form of the noun class suffix in this word is -ol. This suffix form is identical to 
the grade A suffix of the NGOL class. The fact that this word belongs to the KOL class can 
only be inferred from the concord which has the form kol. The concord kol occurs as a 
subject and object pronoun and it is the form of the suffix in participles, demonstratives, the 
genitive and other concording forms that agree with the KOL class. A remarkable thing 
about this class is the fact that it seems to contain only one word. But different words occur 
in different dialects in the KOL class. This class seems to contain only one word in each 
dialect. 
Maasina: dammul-ol I dammuli 
Fuuta Jallon: dammul-ol I dammuli 
Sierra Leone: pal-ol / pali 
Nigeria: pala-hol / palbi 
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The semantic content of this class seems to be young livestock. But there must be another 
restriction because not all names for young cattle are found in the KOL class. The 
following figure represents the semantic content of the KOL class. 
young domestic animal 
Possibly the KOL class is an innovation of Fulfulde which is derived from the NGOL class, 
separating animate and inanimate nouns in the proto-class that contained both words of the 
NGOL class and the KOL class. A possible semantic link between calves, lambs, and kids 
and the meaning "rope" of the NGOL class is the fact that these young animals are tied 
down at the neck with a daa0gol 'a rope with which young animals are tied down to prevent 
them from drinking milk from their mother'. 
The rest of the words for young cattle are found in the classes where the word for the 
species of the adult animal is found. Names of young animals are the diminutive forms in 
the NGEL class of the adult animal when no special word for the young one exists. The 
following words occur in Maasina. 
young animal adult animal 
pal-e °ge 'calf nagg-e 0ge 'cow' 
wadd-e 0ge 'yearling' nagg-e 0ge 'cow' 
mhadd-iri 0di 'male yearling' 0gaa-ri 0di 'bull' 
6::>t-a ha 'kid' mbee-wa ha 'goat' 
h::>saa-ru 0du 'puppy' rawaa-0du 0du 'dog' 
mhoort-u 1::> 'lamb, 2 years' mhaal-u 1::> 'sheep' 
mol-u 1::> 'foal, filly' pucc-u 1::> 'horse' 
m::>l-a ha 'donkey's foal' 0dakii-wa ha 'donkey' 
jaw-gel 0gel 'small ram' 0jawd-iri 0di 'ram' 
The above examples show that stems can enter a certain class on the analogy of a word in 
that class. The stem m::,1- with a suffix of the NGU class refers to a young horse, the same 
stem with a suffix of the BA class denotes a young donkey. The use of the concord of the 
'O class has replaced the taboo concord of the NGU class, but the noun suffix is still of the 
NGU class (cf. section 7.2.7). This does not imply that the meaning of the NGU suffix is 
horse, and that the BA suffix would mean donkey. The meaning of the stem is "foal" and 
the analogous association of the words in the NGU or BA classes specifies whether the foal 
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is from a horse or a donkey, because the nouns puccu 'horse' and ndakiiwa 'donkey' 
belong to those two different classes. 
7.2.12 THE KI CLASS 
The following figure shows the network of semantic associations which are proposed to 
























function as trees 
body parts carrying children 
keeci lower back 
naawki armpit 
laaci tail 
medicine: its taste 
kaad'eiefi bitterness 
troubles suppressible with medicine 
0guleefi heat 
mboQkii badness 
qualities achievable with medicine 
uari beauty 
mojjuki goodness 
The Kl class contains nouns denoting names of trees. The word lekki is polysemous, it 
mean.s both 'tree' and 'medicine'. The KI class contains words which denote concepts of 
protection, because of the protective use of medicines which are traditionally made from 
the bark and other parts of trees. A good medicine is supposed to be bitter, so a word like 
kaacfeefi 'bitterness' can be semantically associated with the KI class via the medicinal use 
of trees. Possibly the grouping of the abstract nouns in the KI class is semantically 
motivated by the fact that they demote qualities (uari 'beauty') which one tries to achieve or 
troubles (nguleefi 'heat of the body, sweat') which one tries to get rid of bv taking 
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medicine. The word 0 daJJki 'hangar, wind-break' is in the KI class. Perhaps it is the 
association of the functions of both a tree and a hangar with shade and the protection from 
wind and sun that places the word 0 daJJki 'hangar' in the tree class. Weapons can also be 
seen as defensive, their protective connotation motivates the occurrence of the words for 
knife, razor, sword, and other cutting weapons in the KI class. The few body parts that are 
found in this class are: keeci 'bottom', laaci 'tail', and naawki 'armpit'. The protective 
connotation and a metaphorical association between "tree" and "mother" motivates the 
association of these body parts in the KI class. A mother carries her child on her back or 
under the arm, like a tree carries fruit on its branches or stem. The word keeci denotes the 
lower back where the child sits when it is carried on the back. Baaba Maal (Maal & Seek 
1989) remembers this place when he sings about his childhood: keeci ki wammbaami 'the 
back that I was carried on'. The word naawki 'armpit' literally means "used for carrying 
under the arm". The sentence 6icfcfa woni 1e naawki 'the child is at the armpit' describes 
a child on the side of the mother with the head peeping through her arm (to reach for a 
breast). The tail laaci is included together with keeci 'lower back, bottom' in the KI class 
because they are situated in the same place. Perhaps the word yoJJki 'soul' is in the KI class 
because trees (especially the baobab) are said to be the dwelling place of the souls. 
The initial consonant of nouns in the KI class is chosen from the prenasalized consonant 
series in the dialect of Maasina. Some nouns do not undergo the initial consonant 
alternation but occur with an initial consonant from the plosive or continuant series. 
Maasinankoore differs from other dialects with respect to the initial consonant series of this 
class. Nouns in the KI class take an initial consonant from the plosive series in other 
dialects. The initial consonant of the KI class is also prenasalized in Liptaako (Bidaud & 
Prost 1982:38-9). In Gombe, nouns in the KI class have an initial consonant from the 
plosive series, but infinitives which take the suffix of the KI class do not undergo consonant 
alternation. The KI class takes the initial consonant from the plosive series in dialects to the 
east of Maasina, such as Aadamaawa (Klingenheben 1963) and J amaare (Noye 197 4 ), and 
dialects to the west of Maasina, such as Gambian Firdu Fula (Gamble & Baldeh 1981). The 
initial prenasalized consonant in the KI class in Maasina and Liptaako is thought to be an 
innovation because its occurrence is restricted to these adjacent dialect groups. The 
innovation emphasizes the difference between a stem in the singular KI and a stem in its 
plural 'DE class. The suffix forms which occur in the KI class are given in the following 
table. 
grade A: -i objective word derivation 
grade B: -ffl associative word derivation 
grade C: -ki circumstantial word derivation 
grade D: -ki subjective word derivation 
a-typical: -eefi abstract nouns 
The distribution and meanings of these suffixes are discussed in the following sections. 
7.2.12.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM-i 






keec-i I keeciiji 
laac-i / lace, lacce 
tann-i / tanne 
0gawd-i / gawde 
0du66-i / du66e 
koh-i / klhe 
'des:ert date (Balanites aegyptiaca)' 
'tree good for charcoal (Acacia nilotica)' 
'lontarpalrn (Borassus flabelliforrnis aethiopurn)' 
'best tree for charcoal (Proposopis oblonga)' 
There are a few nouns in this class which have a stern which also occur as sterns in verbs. 
la6-i / la6e 'knife' la6ude 'to shave' 
uar-i 'beauty' uard'ude 'to be beautiful' 
The verb uard'ude is derived from the noun stern rather than vice versa. Possibly the verb 
la6ude 'to shave' is derived from the noun la6i 'knife'. The word la6i 'knife' poses a 
problem if it is derived from the verb, since it is not the cognate object but the instrument 
with which one can shave. Instruments usually take the circumstantial word derivation, e.g. 
the word la6orki 'razor'. The cognate object lamru 'shave; shaving of baby at name giving 
day' appears in the NDU class. 
7.2.12.2 THE GRADE B SUFFD( FORM -wi 
The suffix form -wi occurs in secondary nouns, i.e. nouns derived from sterns which in 
their own right are full nouns. In Maasina this suffix form cannot be explained by inter 
vocalic weakening. In that case the expected form would be -hi as it is in other dialects 
(Gornbe, Aadamaawa). 
dibinohi 'date palm' 
The suffix -hi occurs in the KI class only in this one word of the data gathered in Maasina. 
All other words based on a full noun as the stern take the allornorph -wi. The suffix -wi is a 
composite form which is based on the grade marker *q and the regular class marker *-hi. It 
has the meaning "something of the KI class that is like/associated with (the meaning of the 
noun which forms the stern)". 
1oroowi 'baobab' 1::>r::> k::> '(sauce of) baobab leaves' 
0 goroowi 'kola-nut tree' g::>r::> ng::, 'kola-nut' (generic term) 
maa0 goroowi / 'mango tree' maa0 g:>r::> 0 g::, 'mango fruit' 
maa0 g::>r::>::>je 
silaamuuwi / 'sword, sabre' silaamu [Ar.] 'Islam' 
silaamuuje 
kuplllkupuuwi 'machete' kupkup [Fr.] 'machete' (Tioulenta 1991:338) 
taamuuwi 'kapok tree' taamu 1::, 'silk-cotton, kapok' 
The nouns which function as stt:rns of this type of word derivation with the suffix -wi 
generally do not undergo initial consonant alternation. 
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0gelleewi / gelleeje 'doum palm (Hyphaena thebaica)' gelle 'villages' 
The example above shows that some nouns with the denominal formation using the -wi 
suffix do undergo initial consonant alternation. The alternative form 0 gelleewi without 
initial consonant alternation is also encountered in Maasina. The semantic relation between 
"villages" and the "doum palm" could be that this multi-purpose tree is grown in and near 
villages. The leaves are used for matting, the branches and stem are used as construction 
wood. The semantic link could also lie in the fact that this tree is used to build villages. 
7.2.12.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM-ki 
The suffix form -ki marks both the circumstantial and subjective word derivation. These 
two suffixes cannot be distinguished because the prenasalization which marks grade D 
suffixes is always lost when the suffix initial consonant is voiceless. The circumstantial 
word derivation can be recognized by the appearance of the circumstantial extension ir/r in 
the stem. 
la6orki / la6~rcfe 'razor' 
pemmborki / pemmb~rcf e 'razor' 
la6ude 'to shave' 
femb-oo 'to shave' (Zoubko 1980: 169) 
It is only the semantic content of the word and its comparison with other words in the same 
nominal paradigm that can give an indication of the actual word derivation when the 
circumstantial grade marker [r] and the subjective grade marker [n] do not appear in the 
surface form. 
naawki / naawle 'armpit' naafaade 'carry under the arm' 
The word naawki 'armpit' could be paraphrased as a circumstantial word derivation: "tree-
associated body part (carrying children) with the purpose of, used for carrying under the 
arm". The etymology of a subjective word formation would be: "tree-associated body part 
(carrying children) which carries under the arm". The circumstantial etymology is more 
plausible. It is the person to whom this body part belongs that would be the subject of the 
verb stem naaf aade 'to carry under the arm'. The armpit naawki is a circumstance of the 
event described by this verb: the place or instrument prototypically formed with the 
circumstantial word derivation. 
The nominal paradigms of the following two words lekki 'tree' and 6okki 'baobab' are 
complex. Related nouns in these nominal paradigms combine with different suffix grades. 
Nominals derived from the same stem *leh- or *Ie1-: 
lekki 'tree, medicine' 
leggal 'branch, stick' 
lecfcfe 'trees, medicines, branches, wood' 
lahal 'wooden bowl' 
lehal 'wooden bowl' 
le1al 'wooden bowl' [Gambian Firdu] (Gamble & Baldeh 1981) 
Ia1al 'wooden bowl' [Gambian Firdu] (Gamble & Baldeh 1981) 
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The word lekki is based on a nominal stem which should combine with a grade A suffix. 
Probably the stem final consonant [1] merged with the suffix ini1ial underlying continuant 
consonant *:x;i to form a geminate obstruent [kk], after which the suffix form -ki was 
reanalyzed as a suffix of the circumstantial word derivation because a tree is considered to 
be useful. Perhaps the usefulness of lekki 'tree, medicine' motivates the circumstantial 
word derivation, where the grade marker indicates "purpose, use, intention, manner". The 
word lahal 'wooden bowl' which is derived from the same stem *Ie1- is formed with in the 
objective word derivation. The words leggal 'branch' and the plural lecfcfe 'trees, 
branches' followed the reanalysis, combining with grade C suffixes. A similar reanalysis 
can be found in the nominal paradigms related to the stem in the word 6okki 'baobab tree'. 
(The word 1oroowi 'baobab tree' is better known in Maasina). 
Nominals derived from the same stem *6::,h- or *6::,1-: 
6okki 'baobab, monkey bread tree' 
6::,kk::, 'baobab foliage; sauce of baobab foliage' 
6::,here 'fruit of the baobab' 
6::>he 'baobabs, fruits of the baobab' 
6oggol 'rope ( originally of fibres of the baobab bark)' 
6oggi 'ropes' 
6::>ggere 'small piece of rope' 
The stem of the word 6okki is nominal and is therefore expected to combine with a grade 
A suffix which actually does occur in the plural form 6::,h-e 'baobabs'. The hypothesis is 
that a phonological reanalysis of *6::>1+:x;i > 6okki has taken place motivated by the 
usefulness of the baobab .as source of food and ropes, usefulness being expressed by the 
circumstantial derivation. The circumstantial suffix form -gol is also used in the formation 
of the word 6oggol 'rope' which is derived from the same stem. The geminate [gg] is 
reanalyzed as being part of the stem in the derived plural form 6oggi and in the word 
6;)ggere 'small piece of rope'. The foliage of the Baobab 6::,kk::, which is very much 
sought after to use in sauces combines with the circumstantial suffix form. The plural form 
6J1he which is also the plural of ibhere indicates that this nominal stem does combine with 
a suffix of grade A. The use of the grade C form in these words is thought to be an 
innovation, indicating the innovative character of the grade system for Fulfulde word 
formation. 
The meanings of the following nouns indicate that these nouns are derived using the 
circumstantial suffix form -ki, rather than the subjective word derivation marked by a 
suffix of the same shape. 
paauki, paakki, pakki 'narrowness' faacf-ude 'to be narrow' 
kemki, kekki 'greed' he6-ude 'to obtain, to get' 
0juunki, 0juukki, 0jukki 'length' juut-ude 'to be long' 
mbouki 'badness' bon-ude 'to be bad' 
mojjuki 'goodness' mojj-ude 'to be good' 
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These words are analyzed as nouns formed with the circumstantial word formation 
expressing "manner, mode". They describe qualities. A quality is a mode of being. 
Homonymous forms in the subjective word formation are the adjectives of these qualities 
(see section 7.2.12.4). These quality nouns only occur in the KI class whereas the related 
adjectives can occur with suffixes of all classes. 
7.2.12.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM-ki 
The grade D suffix is used to form participles. Deverbal adjectives are formed like 
participles (see section 8.1.5). The adjectives are listed here to show their homonymy with 
the quality nouns in grade C. 
0daJJki paakki 'narrow hangar' faad'-ude 'to be narrow' 
yoJJki kemki 'greedy soul' he6-ude 'to obtain, to get' 
0du66i 0juukki 'long doum palm' juut-ude 'to be long' 
YOJJki mboJJki 'bad soul' bon-ude 'to be bad' 
yoJJki mojjuki 'good soul' mojj-ude 'to be good' 
The identical form -ki marking both the circumstantial word derivation and the subjective 
word formation and the absence of clearly related verb stems makes it difficult to decide on 
the derivation of the following words. 
cayki / cayd'e 'tree with thorns: Acacia albida Delile' 
YOJJki / YOJJkiiji 'soul' 
0daJJki / dand'e 'hangar; wind-break' 
7.2.12.5 THE SUFFIX FORM -eefi 
Deverbative nouns denoting qualities containing a suffix -eefi also occur in the KI class. 
The morpheme -ee- (also occurring in combination with other class markers in participles) 
is also seen in combination with the form ki in the word mbeleeki ki 'sweetness' in 
Maasina. The suffix -eeki occurs in other dialects as well. Zoubko (1980) gives the form 
0guleeki 'heat, sweat', but she does not indicate the dialect in which this form occurs. The 
suffix form -eefi appears to be typical for the Maasina dialect. 
kaad'-eefi 'bitterness' haad'-ude 'to be bitter' 
hecc-eefi 'dampness' hecc-ude 'to be fresh, wet' 
kecc-eefi 'humidity, freshness, newness' hecc-ude 'to be fresh, wet' 
tedd-eefi 'heaviness, weight' tedd-ude 'to be heavy' 
mbel-eefi 'sweetness' wel-de 'to be sweet, nice' 
0gul-eefi 'heat (of the body, sweat)' wul-de 'to be hot' 
mbul-eefi 'heat' wul-de 'to be hot' 
The consonant [f] in this morpheme cannot be explained in terms of its alternation with the 
consonant [k], unless very particular phonological rules are established for this morpheme 
only. The alternation between [h] and [k] is regular. Inter vocalic weakening of [k] in a 
morpheme *-eeki may have resulted in [h] in a morpheme *-eehi. The consonant [f] has 
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become [h] in some opaque historical word derivations. The change from [k] to [h] to [f] or 
vice versa is not clear. The morpheme -eefi forming abstract nouns has to be considered as 
either a frozen morpheme or a morpheme -eef- combining regularly with the class suffix -i 
of the objective word derivation (grade A). 
7 .2.13 THE KA CLASS 
There are not many nouns that take the concord of the KA class. Many nouns with a suffix 
of the KA class often use the concord of the 'O class. Words that are consistently referred to 
with the concord of the KA class are kaasa 'blanket' and laana 'boat'. These words are 
thought to be grouped in the KA class because their meanings can be said to revolve around 
the concept "large artefacts". Words describing different types of blankets can be grouped 
around the key word kaasa 'blanket', in the same way as a number of terms denoting types 
of garment. The following figure represents title content of words which always use the KA 
class concord. 
large artefacts 






There are words with a suffix of the KA class which also sometimes use a concord of the 
KA class. They can be described as "things that people make, do, or say". Many words 
denoting small or large artefacts (things that people make) have a suffix of the KA class. 
Words and stories are grouped in the KA class because they are the produce of human 
thought, they are things that people say, i.e. produce verbally. The abstract nouns in the KA 
class which denote kinds of human behaviour are things that people do. These abstract 
nouns are derived from verbs and often they carry the meaning "manifestation of (the event 
expressed by that verb)". The word funna 'anus' is associated with the word 0gayka 'hole' 
which is a common euphemism for the anus. 
All words in the KA class denote inanimate concepts. Many of the artefacts in the KA 
class are large. This feature "large" is also present in the NGA/BA class, denoting large 
animals. Historically these two classes may well have had a common origin. A nasal prefix 
denoting animacy added to the KA. class marker has resulted in the NGA/BA class marker. 
The content of the original class has been split into the inanimate KA class and the animate 
NGA/BA class. 
The different semantic subgroupings in the KA class are linked in a semantic network 
such as the one proposed in the following figure. 
abstraction, 
things that 









things that people make things that people say 
mbayla forge filla long story 
0 gayka hole janta history 
sira tobacco taala tale 
kafa black paint for leather haala word 
fina black paint for eyes 0 gaa°ga truth 
sayfa sound ng;:,<fa taboo 
big things that people make things that people do 
laana boat darja popularity 
0 diwaawa aeroplane hersa shame, reservedness 
kaasa blanket, woollen dress karsa affection, love 
malliiwa blanket, six strips nafa usefulness 
tudareewa blanket, black with white stripes nguyka theft 
cajaaka blanket, four colours mbaawka habit, custom 
0 daakaaka blanket, four colour pattern kaarka fast 
tuuba trousers <faJJka thirst 
sarra, sarla long trousers 
saaya gown, shirt similar shape as hole 
funna anus 
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As for the grouping of words in the KA class according to their type of initial consonant, 
there are two kinds of nouns. The first kind, which shows alternation, takes a prenasalized 
initial consonant. Other nouns exhibit no alternation and may thus start with any consonant. 
The absence of initial consonant alternation can often be ascribed to the loan origin of that 
word. The suffixes of the KA class are given in the following table. Their meanings and 
distribution are discussed in the following sections. 
grade A: -a 
gradeB: -wa 
grade C: -ka 
grade D: -ka 
objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation: "manifestation of' 
subjective word derivation 
7.2.13.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -a 
The suffix form -a marks the objective word derivation. The definite marker is listed 
because it indicates which class concord can be used to refer to that noun. The definite 
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marker from either the KA class or the 'O class follows the noun. The following nouns 
denote objects and things. 
kaas-a ka / kaasaaji 
laan-a ka / Iaanaaji 
kaf-a ka 
fin-aka 
fuun-a, funn-a ka / fuunaaji 
saay-a ka / saayaaji 
sarr-a ka / sarraaji 
g;1::>ng-a 1 :.l, ka 
'the blanket, woollen blanket' 
'the boat' 
'the black (to blacken leather)' 
'the black (to blacken eyes)' 
'the anus' 
'the shirt, gown' 
'the trousers' 
'the truth' 
Nouns which are derived with a grade A suffix from verb stems denote either cognate 
unmarked objects of the related verb or the cognate state. Some nouns do occur with a 
prenasalized initial consonant, others do not. 
haal-a 1;1, ka 'word, speech' haal-de 'to speak' 
darj-a 1;1, ka 'popularity' darj-ude 'to be(come) popular' 
S:.lyf-a 1:.l, ka 'sound' soyf-ude 'to make noise' 
fill-a 1;1, ka 'story' fill-aade 'to recite, to narrate' 
jant-a 1 :.l, ka 'history' jant-aade 'to tell' 
hers-a 1;1, ka 'shame' hers-ude 'to be(come) shameful' 
k;1rs-a 1 ;1, ka 'affection' h;1rs-ude 'to be(come) adorable' 
ng:.ld'-a 1;1, ka 'taboo'' w:.ld'-ee-de 'to be(come) banned' 
A number of words in the list above are derived from verbs which are loan-words, but the 
derivation itself is quite regular: attaching the meaning of the KA class "man-made 
produce, artefacts, or human behaviour" to the cognate object derived from the related verb 
root by adding the regular suffix form -a of the KA class. 
The following verbs never appear without an extension. Possibly the nouns are basic and 












'to be(come) real' 
The derivation of the word mbayll-a 'forge' is semantically irregular. It is not an artefact as 
such, but rather the place where artefacts are made. A forge is the place where the 
blacksmith, who transforms metals, works. The verb goon-cf-ude 'to be(come) real' is 
derived from the nominal stem in the word g;1;1°g-a 1;1 'the truth' combined with the 
denominal extension -cf-. 
Tioulenta (1991:203) suggests that the occurrence of the two concords 1;1 and ka 
indicates an intermediate stage of fluctuation of the loan-words between the phase without 
a morphological class marker in the 'O class and the phase where the class marker is 
determined. He says that the word is classified in the KA class because the final vowel [a] 
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of the loan-word is interpreted as the class suffix of the KA class. My hypothesis is that 
morphological analogy is blocked when the meaning of the loan-word can not be linked to 
the meanings of the KA class. 
sira, siraa ka 
tuuba ka / tuubaaji 
'the tobacco'< Mande 
'the trousers' < Ar. 
Indeed, a number of (mostly Arabic) loan-words have been integrated into this class. 
However, the KA class does contain more than only loan-words. Some of the words in the 
KA class are proper Fulfulde nouns and derivations from verbs, even if some of the verbs 
might be loan-words. 
7.2.13.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -wa 
The suffix form -wa marking the associative word derivation in the KA class has the same 
distribution as the suffix form -wa of the BA/NGA class. It occurs after stems which are 
full nouns. These stems might be Fulfulde nouns or loan-words. 
mallii-wa 
tudaree-wa 
'cover of six woven strips' 
'black background with a few white stripes' 
The stem malli could refer to the ancient Mali empire: this could have been a common type 
of blanket during that period? It is not clear where the stem in tudareewa comes from. 
ndiw-:x,-wa 
6al-ee-wa 
'aeroplane' (flying boat) lit.: 'flying (one)' 
'black blanket with red stripes' lit.: 'black (one)' 
The two words above are adjectival forms whose meanings have become more specific. 
The same forms can also be found as modifiers. The formation of the agentive form 
ndiw:>:>wa 'flying' and the adjective 6aleewa 'black' are further discussed in sections 8 .1.3 
and 8.1.4. 
7.2.13.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -ka 
The suffix form -ka marks both the circumstantial and the subjective word derivation. Their 
forms cannot be distinguished. The circumstantial derivation adds the meaning "mode, 
manner" to the semantic associations of the marker of the KA class. In the following 
example the circumstantial extension -ir- in the stem indicates clearly that the noun has 
been derived using the circumstantial word derivation. 
woocfude 
mboocfirka 
'to be beautiful, to be good, to have good morals' 
'goodness (of morals and beauty)' 
The circumstantial extension does not occur at the surface of a number of other nouns 
denoting manifestations of human behaviour linked to the meaning of the related verbs. 
Only the similarity in meaning ("manifestation of') and the suffix form -ka indicates that 
these words combine with grade C suffixes. 
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mb;:,;:,w-ka ka 'habit' w;:,;:,w-de 'to be used to' 
ngay-ka ka 'hole' 1as-ucle 'to dig' 
k;:,;:,r-ka ka 'fast' h;:,;:,r-de 'to fast' 
The following two examples show verb stems that are derived from the related noun stem 
which are expanded using the denominal extension. This indicates that the verbs are 








'to be(come) thirsty' 
These deverbal abstract nouns with the suffix -ka always use the concord of the KA class 
as their agreement marker, they never use the concord of the 'O class. The words derived 
using the circumstantial word derivation also obey the rule that words in the KA class 
sbtould have a consonant from the prenasalized series. 
The etymology of the word 0 gay-ka 'hole' is not clear. It is also not clear whether its 
suffix form -ka has to be analyzed as grade C or as grade D. 
1asude 
gaytaade 
0 gay-ka ka / gaycfe 
0 gaykaare / 0 gaykaaje 
gasol / gasi 
1asirgal 
'to dig' 
'to dig a bit deeper (to find water)' 
'non-natural hole, dug by someone' 
'non-natural hole, dug by someone' 
'furrow, gully, trench' 
'stick to dig with' 
The word 0gay-ka 'hole' is derived from the verb 1asude which still alternates with a velar 
voiced consonant [1 : g : 0 g] in the Fuuta Tooro dialect. This word denotes a hole that is 
dug by people and can therefore be associated with the KA class feature of "human 
artefacts". The suffix cannot mark the subjective word derivation because the hole does not 
dig itself, the word 0 gayka 'hole' is not the subject of the verb 1asude 'to dig'. The 
objective word derivation would be a better candidate since a hole is the unmarked object 
or result of digging. The objective word derivation is indeed found in the word gasol/gasi 
'furrow, gully, trench'. Possibly the word 0 gayka 'hole' also describes 'the digging', in 
agreement with the function of grade C suffixes to form verbal nouns, such as the gerund (-
gol) and the infinitive (-de). 
7.2.13.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -ka 
A suffix form -ka also occurs on a number of words which can be analyzed as participles 
describing the subject of the related verb stem. The morpheme ·-aa- indicates the passive 
voice and the completive aspect. 
c;:,j_-aa-ka ka 
0daak-aa-ka ka 
'the four coloured (blanket)' 
'the four coloured, with certain pattern (blanket)' 
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The hypothesis concerning the suffix grades of these two words is based on the 
morphological shape of the nouns and their meaning. Their stems combine with the passive 
voice marker -aa- which also occurs in participles. The paraphrase of these words as "that 
which" whereby the subject pronoun refers to a blanket is plausible. The related verbs and 
the precise etymology of these words are not known. 
7.2.14 THE BA/NGA CLASS 
The nouns in the BA/NGA class are marked by the use of the concord ba in the centre of 
Maasina. The concord 0 ga is used in the Fulfulde dialects of Gimmballa, Kunaari, and 
Haayre spoken on the periphery of Maasina. The geographical distribution of the concords 
ba and 0 ga is the same for the subject concord in participles. The noun class suffixes in the 
periphery do not differ from the suffixes in the centre of Maasina. The concord ba is not 
prenasalized like the concord markers of other classes with an initial voiced plosive 
consonant. 
The nouns in the BA/NGA class describe big animals, except for the word 0 gesa 'field, 
cultivated land'. The BA/NGA class contains both wild (elephant) and domesticated 
animals (sheep), harmless (antelope) and ferocious animals (crocodile). The hypothesis* for 
a semantic link between the large animals and the field in the BA/NGA class is the fact that 
these animals used to walk around in areas that are suitable for cultivation. Antelopes, 
giraffes, elephants, and buffaloes roam through the savannah where it is easier to clear the 
land for cultivation because there are fewer trees. The crocodile roams through the 
inundated river sides which is suitable for the cultivation of rice. In general, these animals 
are large. Other large domestic animals are linked to this class on the analogy of the large 
size of the animals that roam the savannah. The associations proposed for the BA/NGA 
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* Thanks to David Wilkins for his suggestions which led to the semantic link proposed here. 
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It was quite difficult to ask for the words for wild animals in Maasina. In Fuuta Tooro the 
word for 'crocodile' is listed by Oumar Ba (1977:275) among the words that are absolutely 
forbidden to be pronounced by all the people of Fuuta Tooro. Words like 0jamala 'giraffe', 
1eeda 'buffalo', D:.l:.lda, uata 'crocodile', and 0 duursa 'zebra' were not known by most 
people. But it was easy to obtain in this class the wordpiiwa 'elephant' and the names for 
the domestic animals like mbeewa 'sheep'. One reason could be that most of the 
consultants were sedentary. The advice "you should ask the people from the bush" was 
often given. Another reason is due to the rapid degradation of the environment, there is not 
much wildlife left. The word 0 duursa 'zebra' is probably not well known because this 
animal does not live in Mali, the closest place where this animal can be found is in 
Cameroon. • 
The taboos on wild animals are probably also a reason for the difficulty in obtaining 
these words. Taboo might also be the reason for dialectal variation. The word for 'buffalo' 
is 1eeda in Maasina and mbana 'buffalo' in Fuuta Tooro (Ba 1977:75), the Ringimaaji 
dialect of Cameroon, and Sierra Leone. The word mbana was given with the meaning 
'black donkey' in Maasina. The same stem occurs in Maasina in the word wane denoting a 
black cow, in the NGE class. The name nagge ladde 'cow of the bush, wild cow' was 
suggested in Tenenku. There is not much known about ta.boo phenomena in Fulfulde. It 
appears to be important for the classification of nouns and can explain the euphemistic 
etymologies of some taboo concepts. The subject of taboo is presently being studied by 
Souleyman Balde (personal communication). Hopefully his insights on taboo in the 
Fulaadu region in Senegal will soon reveal more about the taboo practices of the Fulbe and 
their reflection in language. 
The suffix forms of the nouns in the BA/NGA class are: identical to the suffix forms of 
the objective and associative word derivation of the KA class. 
grade A: -a 
grade B: --wa 
grade C and D: -ba 
objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
reinterpretation of the last syllable in words like 0 1~eb:.lba 
'camel' as a new class marker which resulted in the creation 
of the BA class 
The fact that the suffix -ba can always be interpreted as a stem final consonant [b] followed 
by the suffix form -a in nouns led to the hypothesis that the BA class is an innovation of 
Fulfulde. 
7.2.14.1 RELATION BETWEEN THE BA AND THE KA CLASS 
The word 0 gesa 'field' denotes a plot of cultivated land. This word would actually fit better 
in the KA class where man-made artefacts and results of human activity are classified. The 
word 0gesa does indeed occur in the KA class in Aadamaawa (Noye 1989:134). The word 
0 gesa belongs to the BA class in Fuuta Tooro (Fagerberg-Diallo & Sy 1983:275). The 
occurrence of the word 0 gesa in either the KA class or in the BA/NGA class indicates a 
close link between these two noun classes. 
Mukarovsky (1963:79) concludes that the suffix of the KA class has been replaced by a 
suffix of the BA/NGA class in a number of nouns from his comparison between Fulfulde 
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and proto-Bantu noun classes. There are indeed a number of resemblances of the two 
classes. The predominant suffix allomorphs are -a and -wa and the initial consonant is 
prenasalized in both classes. 
The only noun in the BA/NGA class that occurs in the KA class in other dialects is the 
word 0 gesa. At first sight, this is a strange member of the BA/NGA class. 
0ges-a / gese 'field, plot for cultivation' 
There is a noticeable semantic difference between the KA class on the one hand and the 
BA/NGA class on the other hand. The BA/NGA class denotes animate concepts (animals) 
whilst the KA class denotes inanimate concepts. The replacement of the BA/NGA concord 
of the word 0 gesa with that of the KA class concord in other dialects (Noye 1974:326) can 
be explained by the fact that this word disturbs the semantic classification of the BA/NGA 
class. The further semantic content of the BA/NGA class consists only of big animals and is 
strangely exceptionless. The semantic label of big animals suggests that Mukarovsky was 
perhaps right in stating that a nasal prefix (cognate with the nasal prefix of proto-Bantu 
class 9 that denotes animals) was attached to the suffixes of the KA class resulting in the 
suffix form -0ga. If so, then the BA/NGA class is an innovation. The form ha could have 
been derived from some nouns in the KA class that denoted animals. The last syllable of 
some animal names containing a stem final consonant [h] may have been reanalyzed as the 
new class suffix. The words that were models for the new class suffix ha were words like 
0 gd:>:lha 'camel', 0 g:lrha 'male donkey' k:l:lha 'horse-antelope'. Possibly the resemblance 
between the last syllable of the latter words and the last syllable of the word daaha 1:l 
'animal' also contributed to the innovation of the BA class suffix, even though the word 
daaha is a loan-word from Arabic in the 'O class. 
The morphological integration of the word daaha 'animal' into the BA/NGA class in 
Aadamaawa by adding the suffix of this class to it in the word dahhawa 0 ga confirms the 
present semantic interpretation of this class (Klingenheben 1963: 100). The BA/NGA class 
denoting big animals has received the augmentative meaning through semantic extension in 
the eastern dialects (but not in Maasina). 
An argument for a relatively late introduction of the BA/NGA class is the absence of a 
prenasalized form of the concord. The concord ha does not combine with a nasal pronoun 
marker in the derivation. Phonologically, prenasalization of the pronoun ha is perfectly 
possible. Perhaps the innovative development of the concord ha has to be placed 
historically after the nasal pronoun marker *n marking the subject and object concord was 
petrified. Another argument for a recent creation of the BA/NGA class is the existence of 
different forms of the concord of this animal class in the different dialects. The concord has 
the form ha, mha, or 0 ga in the different dialects of Fulfulde. There is actually only one 
word which can synchronically be analyzed as having a plosive initial suffix form ha: 
0geb:l-ha / geloo-cfi. Historically, there are good arguments for the analysis of the [h] in 
this word as a stem final consonant. This argument is further developed in section 7.2.14.4 
on the -ha suffix below. 
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7.2.14.2 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -a 
The suffix form -a marks the objective word derivation. It combines with nominal stems. 
This form is the most frequently occurring form of the suffix. 
piiw-a /,piibi 
lewl-a / lewli 
n:>:>d-a / noodi 
njamal-a / jamali 
nduurs-a 
m:>l-a / moli 
6:>t-a / 6oti 
nges-a / gese 
k:>:>b-a / koobi 
g:>rb-a, ng:,rb-a / gorbi 
'elephant' 
'hind' 
'crocodile, small species' 
'giraffe' 
'zebra' 
'donkey's foal, donkey's filly' 




The word for crocodile could be derived from the verb JJatlllde 'to bite'. Semantically this 
is a problematic derivation: a crocodile is usually the subject of biting, not the object. 
JJata / JJataaji 'crocodile, big species' uatude 'to bite' 
The hypothesis is that the BA/NGA class is a later innovation, a split off from the KA class. 
If this hypothesis is correct, then the vowel initial -a suffixes of both the KA and the 
BA/NGA class are historically identical. Synclhronically however, the suffix forms of the 
two classes are treated as separate forms. 
7.2.14.3 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -wa 
The suffix form -wa occurs after stems that are full nouns. 
mJJre-wa / bey 
dakii-wa, ndakiiwa / dakiiji 




The suffix form -wa occurs in a few words only. The suffix form -wa is a composite form: 
the morpheme *q combined with the class suffix -a. The form is identical to the suffix -wa 
occurring in the KA class. The tlhree nouns should be derived from full nouns *tefe, *daki, 
and *be1 on the analogy of other words formed with the associative marker. These stems 
must have been either loan-words or complete Fulfulde words. The word for goat is 
possibly formed using the onomatopoeic word *be1 for the sound of this animal as the 
stem 
7.2.14.4 THE SUFFIX FORM -ba 
The word for antelope is analyzed as having a stem final consonant [b]. In theory, the word 
could also be interpreted as a vowel final stem combining with the suffix allomorph ba. 
g::>rba, 0 g::>rba / gorbi 





This option is not chosen given the predominant CV(V)C structure for stems in Fulfulde 
and the occurrence of the [b] in the plural. If the word 0 g::>rba is derived from the adjectival 
stem w::>r-, the suffix -ba in the word 0 g::>rba 'male ass' is probably chosen on analogy with 
the irregular formation of the word g::>r-k::> 'man' (male+ person+ old possessive suffix). 
*w::>r- 'male' (adjective) 
g::>r-k:> / w::>r-fie 'man' 
°g::>r-ba / gorb-i 'male ass' 
w::>r-cf-in°de 'to be male, masculine, strong' 
w::>rw::>r-de 'to be male, masculine, strong' (show off rather than be?) 
The verbs w::,r-cf-in°de and w::>rw::>r-de are derived from the adjectival stem *w:>r-. The 
plural gorb-i indicates that the [b] has to be analyzed synchronically as stem final. Thus the 
suffix form -ba does occur in one word only. 
0geeb:>ba / geeloocfi 
0geb::>ba / geloocfi 
'camel, dromedary' 
id. 
The diminutive form of this word in Fuuta Tooro is gelob-el/gelob-on (Ba 1977:324). This 
formation suggests a possible analysis of the [b] as the final consonant of the stem. Similar 
forms like geeioob-el/ngeeloob-on and gelob-el/ngelob-oy exist in other dialects (Zoubko 
1980: 195-6). The vowel length alternation in the first syllable can be explained as a 
shortening of unstressed long vowels. The first long vowel in a sequence of two syllables 
with long vowels often shortens when it occurs in an unstressed syllable. 
The reinterpretation of the stem final [b] as suffix initial becomes evident in the plural 
and diminutive forms of the word 0geb:>-ba 'camel' which never shows a stem final [b] in 
Maasina. The plural form geloo-cfi 'camels' occurs in all dialects. The diminutive forms 
geloogel/gelookoy 'little camel' in Maasina indicate that the stem is reinterpreted as vowel 
final. The present morphology of the word 0 geb:>ba in the different dialects shows that 
different interpretations of the boundary of the class suffix have occurred. The word for 
camel is possibly a loan-word from Berber: alyem 'camel'. Metathesis of the sequence Iv 
may explain similar phonological shapes for 'camel' in Wolof geleem and Serer yeleem. 
Thus, the whole BA class appears to be a relatively late innovation. Its new semantic 
function is to distinguish animate nouns from inanimate nouns in the KA class. The actual 
form of the noun suffix ba is not found in the BA/NGA class, it only functions as a marker 
of a new class defined by the use of this concord. The suffix form -ba only occurs in forms 
that show agreement with words of this class, like adjectives and participles. The relatively 
late creation of the ba class suffix, explains why the subject concord of this class is not 
prenasalized. The late appearance of this class could perhaps also explain the different 
forms of the concords ba, 0ga, mba in the different Fulfulde dialects. 
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7.3 NON-COUNTABLE CLASSES 
The nouns which occur in the non-countable noun classes denote mainly mass nouns 
('DAM and KAL class), collectives (KO class), and indefinite words ('DUM class). The 
'DUM class actually does not contain any independent nouns, it only occurs as a concord 
on modifiers to signal an unspecified thing or person. The concord of the 'DUM class can 
occur only with the numeral "one": gootum 'another, one other' in a countable context. 
However, the word gootum 'another' expresses indefiniteness rather than a singular 
number. 
A few nouns in the non-countable noun classes do form a plural, although the majority 
of the words cannot form a plural because of semantic incompatibility. The word hunuk;:, 
'mouth' is paired off with the plural formation kunucfe 'mouths'. The occurrence of the 
word in the KO class is explained by paraphrasing mouth as a collective of identical parts: 
the lips. The singular/plural pair 0jar-am d'am/jar-e 'drink' is the only word which can 
form a plural in the 'DAM class. Other possible singular/plural pairs are only indirectly 
related. The word haak;J is often translated as 'leaf' although the word 'foliage' would be a 
better translation equivalent. The plural form haakooji 'leaves' is not the plural of haak;J 
'foliage' (cf. Zoubko 1980:211),, but it is the plural of haakowol 'leaf'. 
7.3.1 THE KO CLASS 
The KO class is not a very productive class. Its class marker is not frequently used in the 
formation of verbal nouns or participles. It contains only a few words. Most nouns 
occurring in this class are the collective names for grasses and for types of foliage. The 
leaves are used as herbs in sauces and their names are polysemous, they denote both the 
name of the leaves and the name of the sauce in which they are used. A few names for 
body-parts and the word for clay and foam also occur in the KO class. The meaning of the 
collective which expresses the idea that several identical parts are considered to be a whole 
can also be found in the body parts which are in the KO class. They consist of several 
identical parts: the mouth has two lips, the pubic hair is made up of a collection of 
individual strands of hair, 0 gufa 'foam on milk' is made up of many bubbles. The following 
figure shows the semantic content of the KO class. 
hudl'::, grass 
1ara leaves/sauce of baobab 
haak:, foliage 
Dgufa foam 
collective: a unit consisting 
of identical parts 
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The word baaka 'clay' is a loan-word from Bambara b5gS, it as a mass-noun rather than a 
collective. Perhaps the form of the last syllable motivated its membership of the KO class 
which is also non-countable. It is not clear whether the word nguppa 'foreskin' is seen as a 
collective. 
Most nouns in the KO class take the initial consonant of the stems from the basic series. 
The initial consonant of the basic series is mostly continuant. Some words like ngufo 
'foam' and nguppa occur with an initial prenasalized consonant. The noun baaka 'mud' 
has an initial plosive consonant. The prenasalized and plosive consonant are the underlying 










objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation; only in 6akka 'baobab leaves' 
on analogy with 6okki 'baobab' 
subjective word derivation 
In the following section the distribution and meanings of these suffixes are further 
examined. 
7.3.1.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM-a 






'leaves for sauce; sauce with leaves' 
'leaves' 
'leaves of tree (Lawsonia inermis?)' 
'foam' 
ngupp-a / Rguppooji 
baak-a 
'foreskin' 
'clay (used to paint things yellow)' 
It can also be used to derive nouns form verb stems denoting the cognate or unmarked 
objects (or states) of that verb. The relation between the verb stem fucf- 'to sprout' and the 
nominal paradigm of the word grass hucf-a is based on the form fucf-a 'grass' (Westermann 







'to sprout, to shoot up' 
'grass' (collective) 
'blade of grass' 
'blades of grass' 
'small blade of grass' 
'small blades of grass' 
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Synchronically the alternation f-h is very rare, but it can explain the relation between these 
words historically. Klingenheben (1927: 108-110) describes a historical phonological rule 
whereby the velar fricative [x] changed to [h] which eventually could also change to [f]. 
Klingenheben shows some more cognate forms found in the Fulfulde dialects where [h] 
(alternating with [k]) corresponds to [f]. 
Klingenheben 













The verb fucf ude can also be used for the rising of the sun naa0ge fucfi 'the sun rises, has 
appeared above the horizon'. The grass is the result of the verb to sprout, and can be seen as 
the unmarked object of the related verb. 
7.3.1.2 THEGRADEB SUFFIXFORM-w:> 




'water-plant loved by cattle' 
'grass: most favoured kind' 
The origin of the stems in the above words is not obvious. The stem *0diiri could be a noun 
in the NDI class describing a kind of flower. 
7.3.1.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -k:J 
The derivation of the word 6:Jkk:> 'foliage of the baobab' follows the same (irregular) 
derivation as the tree name 6okki/6:Jhe 'baobab' taking a grade C suffix. The stem for the 
word 6:Jkk:J is proposed to be *fb1. The glottal stop and the consonant [h] are often found 
in cognate forms in different dialects, sometimes as variants of the same noun in the same 
dialect. 
7.3.1.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -k;:, 
The suffix -k:J in the words fayk:> 'pubic hair' and hunuk:, / kunucfe 'mouth' are possibly 
grade D words, although it is difficult to distinguish between the homonymous grade C and 
D suffixes. These nouns are analyzed as grade D nouns because participles are often 
descriptive and euphemistic terms. The word fayk:J 'pubic hair' (also pronounced fask:J in 
Maasina) could be a euphemistic term. A participle construction "that which" is 
morphologically possible. So far no verb with the stem fas- has been found. 
The word hunuk:> (also pronounced hun°duk:J) 'mouth' is based on a participle with the 
paraphrase "that which has surrounded". The participle is derived from the verb stem 
h1!.m0d- 'encircle, surround' (Zoubko 1980:250). The first meaning of the word hunuk:J is 
mouth as part of the face. This meaning agrees with its occurrence in the KO class, the two 
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lips are identical parts forming one unit: the mouth. A second meaning of the word hunuka 
is the cavity inside the mouth that is surrounded by the lips in which food disappears. The 
Fulbe say that one should avoid looking at people when they are eating or crying. This 
avoidance could explain the need for an euphemistic term for the word hunuka 'mouth'. 
7.3.2 THE 'DAM CLASS 
The 'DAM class contains a number of nouns denoting liquids, some abstract nouns, and the 
word for salt. The word for water has a direct link to life in that it is needed to make life 
sustainable. The word 1en°dam 'female line of descent' is something which sustains life, 
something which makes life continue. The same word 1en°dam is also used for a very 
warm kind of friendship, it describes something which makes one feel alive, which makes 
life worth living. The concepts of milk and salt also have associations with vitality. Milk, 
salt, and water are things that cause life to be liveable. Other liquids are grouped in this 
class via the words for milk and water. The word 0 guur0 dam 'life' is a central term in the 
'DAM class. Another abstract word is kuyf ee0dam 'dynamism, vitality' which describes a 
state of mind that makes one feel alive. A relation of antonymy between concepts relating 
to life and concepts which refer to the absence of vitality links these concepts to the 'DAM 
class. These are words like paay0dam 'meagerness' and 0jaar0 dam 'drought', both words 




kaad'am sour milk 
p:>k:>p:>k:>lam muddy water 
jiijam blood 























what makes you feel with life 
nguur"dam life 
kay6eendam cleverness 
what makes you feel without life 
k:,lndam nudity what makes life continue 
nj:,:,r0dam drought lamd'am salt 
y:,:>rDdam hardness 0 diyam water 
p:,:,y0 dam meagerness k:>sam milk 
1en°dam female line of descent 
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The following suffix forms occur in the 'DAM class. The suffix forms of grade B and grade 
C are not found on independent nouns, only on modifiers. The final bilabial nasal is 













objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation 
subjective word derivation 
after a vowel 
epenthetic [I] 
in formation of abstract nouns 
The only stem of a noun in the 'DAM class ending in a vowel is found with two different 
allomorphs in free variation: the allomorphs -1am and -lam in the word p::,k::,p::,k::,7am also 
p:,k::,p::,k::,lam 'muddy, dirty water'. The word is related to the noun poki 'dirty person' 
and the verb p::,kaade 'to make oneself dirty with mud or excrements'. The hypothesis is 
that the suffix form -1am in p::,lk::,p::,k::,7am 'muddy water' is in fact identical with the 
underlying form of the class suffix *1am of grade A. The allomorphs with an initial [I] in 
p:,k:,p::,k::,lam 'muddy water' is an innovation which arises by analogy to the reanalysis of 
the stem final [I] in some plurals as part of the suffix. This [I] also spreads to some 
diminutive and augmentative class suffixes. 
7.3.2.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -am 
Most nouns in the 'DAM class use the suffix form -am of the class suffix. A number of 









The cognate object or state of the following verbs are liquids which explains the use of the 
grade A suffix form -am and their membership of the 'DAM class. 
1iJ-am 'flooding, rising of water' 1iJ-oc 'to run (of water)' 
kaad-am 'sour milk' haad-ude 'to be sour' 
0jar-am 'a drink' yar-de 'to drink' 
k::,s-am 'milk' hos-ude 'to take a step' 
The word k::,sam 'milk' could be derived from the verb hosude 'to take a step'. The same 
stem is found in the ideophone k::,sek::,se describing the sound of the walking feet of cows. 
Perhaps the word k::,sam 'milk' is originally a euphemistic term. Precious things or persons 
are very often represented by euiphemistic terms to mislead evil spirits that might want to 
take the precious thing away. 
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7.3.2.2 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -cfam 
A few nouns use the suffix form -cfam for the 'DAM class suffix. They can be analyzed as 










'female line of descent' 
The word 6ir-aa-cfam 'freshly milked milk' is derived from the verb 6ir-de 'to milk'. The 
participle means literally: "that which is being milked". It is not certain whether the words 
for 'sour milk' and 'creamy milk' are independent nouns in Maasina because they often 
follow the word for milk as modifier. 
The word (6iraacfam) cfaan-ii-cfam 'sour milk' is derived from the middle voice verb 
cfaanaade 'to sleep'. The word for sour milk literally means "(milk) that has slept". It has 
become sour by keeping it overnight. The word (6iraacfam) kettin-cfam 'milk with a layer 
of cream on it' is probably derived from the verb hettude 'to cut, to harvest' combined 
with the causative marker. Literally it is something like 'that which causes to cut away' 
(you take away the cream). The word for salt lamcfam is a taboo word that cannot be 
pronounced, especially not at night. After sunset you have to use the word mbelcfam 'that 
which is tasty'. The word lamcfam could be derived from the verb lammude 'to be salty', 
but the simplification of the long consonant to a short consonant is not common. More 
common is a vowel between the stem and the suffix which prevents ill-formed syllable 
structures. This vowel occurs in the adjective lammucfam as in °diyam lammucfam 'salt 
water' which is derived from a participle. 
The word 1encfam 'female line of descent (via mother's milk)' is more difficult to 
analyze as a participle. Both forms 1en°dam and 1encfam do occur with the meaning of 
'relationship, in maternal line' in Maasina. The forms 1encfam and 1en°dam also occur 
with the meanings 'mother's milk' next to the meaning of a relationship via the mother in 
other dialects. This meaning is extended in Haayre to any special and close relation, e.g. 
with friends. The word seems related to the noun 1en°du/lencfi 'breast, udder', to the verb 
stem 1en°dude 'to be patient, to take care of children gently', and to the verb 1entude 'to 
wean, to educate'. There is no verb stem *1en- from which a participle 1encfam could be 
derived. The word 1encfam 'female line of descent' is also an exception in that it is not a 
mass noun but rather an abstract concept with an idea of continuity for which the suffix 
-
0dam seems more appropriate. Perhaps the form 1encfam is a reinterpretation of the noun 
1en°dam confirming the folk-etymology that this relationship is due to the mother's milk. 
The -cfam suffix would group the noun with other liquids in this class. 
7.3.2.3 THE SUFFIX FORM -0dam 
The suffix -0dam occurs only on formations of abstract nouns in the 'DAM class. The stems 
of these derived abstract nouns come from verb stems. The formation of the nouns ending 
in the suffix -0dam are similar to participles in that respect. The difference with participles 
is that the suffix does not refer back as subject pronoun to another noun. The morphemes 
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which occur between the stem and the suffix are different. The vowel -ee- does not occur 
as verbal marker in participles, but it does occur with the suffix -0 darn. The hypothesis is 
that this suffix combines the resultative extension -0d- with the regular form -am which 
occurs after a consonant. The morpheme -0 d- occurs as an extension on some verb stems. 
The meaning given to the extension -0 d- (see also Mohamadou 1985:80) is the achievement 
of the idea expressed by the verb. The meaning of the verb stem p;1;1y-0 d- in the word 
p:J;1y0 dam could be described as the achievement of being meagre. 
p;1;Jy-0d-am 'meagerness' fooj-ude 'to be meagre' 
kay6-re-0d-am 'cleverness' hay6-ude 'to be skilful' 
k;:,l-0d-am 'nudity' h;1l-de 'to lack clothes' 
6uu6-0d-am 'cold' 6uu6-ude 'to be cold' 
°guur-0d-arn 'life' wuur-de 'to live' 
0j;1;1r-0d-am 'drought' p;1r-de 'to be dry, hard' 
y;1;Jr-0d-arn 'hardness' y;1;1r-de 'to be dry, hard' 
kuyf-u-0d-am 'lightness' huyf-ude 'to be light' 
kuyf-re-0d-am 'lightness, dynamism' 
The suffix -0dam is used to form abstract nouns. The other class suffixes of the 'DAM class 
describe mass nouns. This separate semantic function suggests an independent morphemic 
status for the -0 d- part of this suffix. It is unlikely that the suffix --0 dam is an allomorph of 
the suffix -d'am used in participles which are derived from verb stems. The phonological 
change from [cf] to [0d] or vice versa does not occur elsewhere in the language and it would 
be an abnormal alternation. The suffix -0 dam is considered to be derived from the 
resultative extension -0d- combined with the regular suffix form -am of grade A 
7.3.3 THE KAL CLASS 
All words that occur in the KAL class denote small quantities of the mass nouns which 
occur in the 'DAM class or the NDI class. The meaning of the class marker is "small 
quantity of' or "little bit of'. This diminutive formation of mass nouns is not very 
productive. The derivation with the KAL class does not make the terms countable like the 
NDE class does cf. b6-;1 °g;1 'the rain' and b66-ere 0de 'the drop (of rain)'. Only a few 
words which belong to the KAL class were collected during field work. The semantic 







little bit of flour, powder 
little bit of millet 
little bit of millet porridge 
small quantity of milk 






little bit of (cooked) rice 
small quantity of flowers 
little bit of soil 
little bit of sand 
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The initial consonant of words in the KAL class is taken from the plosive series. This initial 
plosive consonant form is regular for all words combining with suffixes which end in [l]. 
The possible suffix forms of the KAL class are given below. 
gradeA: -al 
grade B: 
grade C: -kal 
grade D: -kal 
objective word derivation 
no example 
circumstantial word derivation 
subjective word derivation 
The absence of a suffix form -wal in nouns is in agreement with the absence of a continuant 
initial suffix form in the 'DAM class, from which the diminutive mass nouns are derived. 
7.3.3.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM-al 








'little bit of flour, powder' 
'little bit of millet' 
'little bit of millet porridge' 
'small quantity of milk' 












The diminutive forms in the KAL class of the words gawri 'millet' and mboyri 'millet 
porridge' show that these stems undergo a phonological rule which changes the voiceless 
continuant consonants [f] and [s] in syllable final position to voiced approximants. The 
underlying stem final voiceless continuant consonants appear in the mass noun diminutives 
gafal 'little bit of millet' and b:>sal 'little bit of millet porridge'. The words gawri 'millet' 
and mboyri 'millet porridge' are widespread forms. Part of the class suffix of the noun in 
the NDI class is reanalyzed as the stem final consonant in the following two nouns. 
piir-al 
pii0d-al 
'little bit of (cooked) rice' 





The stem of the wordpii-ri 'cooked rice' is vowel final and therefore it takes the continuant 
initial suffix form -ri. The stem in the diminutive piir-al 'small quantity of cooked rice' 
has the canonical shape CVVC. The initial consonant of the suffix -ri in pii-ri 'rice' is 
reinterpreted as the final consonant of the stem. The reanalyzed consonant final stem takes 
the phonologically predictable vowel initial suffix form of the KAL class as its suffix. 
Reanalysis must also have taken place in the paradigm of the word pii0 di 0 di 'the blossom, 
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flowers'. The suffix form -i does not occur in the NDI class. The underlying stern of pii0 di 
is proposed to be fiin-. The suffix -ri has become prenasalized suffix initially after a nasal 
final stern. The form *piin°di has shortened the long prenasalized consonant to avoid a 
V:C: sequence. The metathesis which occurs when the same stern appears in the NGAL 
cla,;s, piirnal, pii0dal 0 gal 'the flowering season', is perhaps due to an underlying sequence 
[nr ], being the stern final [n] and tlhe underlying suffix initial [r ]. The word pii0di gives rise 
to the following derivational paradigm. 







'different sorts of flowers' 
'small quantity of flowers' 
'flowering season' 
'flowering season' 
'to flower, to blossom' 
The words in this paradigm have taken the prenasalized consonant [0d], resulting from an 
assimilation of the stern final c:onsonant [n] in fiin- 'to flower' to the suffix initial 
consonant in -ri, as their stern final consonant. Zoubko ( 1980: 17 5) gives two verb sterns 
fiin- and fiind- with the meaning 'to flower'. The related verb in Maasina is fii0 dude 'to 
flower'. It is proposed that historically the form fiin- is the underlying form of the verb 
stern. The verb stem fii0 dude is proposed to be derived from the noun pii0 di 'flowering', 
takilng the canonical CVVC form as the stem. 
7.3.3.2 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -kal 
The form of the suffix -kal represents both the circumstantial and the subjective word 
derivation. The type of word derivation which a word has undergone can only be deduced 
from its semantic etymology as indicated by other nominals in the same nominal paradigm. 
The mass noun diminutive leykall 'little soil' combines with the grade C suffix form -kal 
on analogy with the grade C word leydi 'earth, land, country'. The fact that this word 
occurs in the diminutive class KAL with the meaning 'soil' confirms the hypothesis that the 
basic meaning of leydi is connected with soil, or bare earth. 
7.3.3.3 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -kal 
The mass noun diminutive jaare--kal takes the form -kal on analogy with the subjective 
word derivation of the grade D word 0jaaree-0 di 'sand'. The long vowel -ee- which 
probably expresses the passive voice is shortened before a heavy syllable, i.e. the suffix 
with a eve structure. 
7.3.4 THE 'DUM CLASS 
The 'DUM class denotes the unclassified, the unknown, the indefinite, the unspecified. The 
meaning of this class marker can be described as "something". It is used to describe things 
that are not specified and therefore cannot be attributed to one of the other classes with a 
particular semantic content. The 'DUM class suffix does not occur as a noun class suffix. 
The concord of the 'DUM class is only used on adjectives, demonstratives, pronouns, and 
participles. It is used as a concord referring to persons or things without a unique reference. 
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Things without reference can be events described in one or more sentences. Persons 
without unique reference are proper names and (inalienable) kinship terms which are used 
as address terms. The referent of a kinship term is not unique. The word baaba 'father' in 
itself does not specify who's father is indicated. The referent of a name like kadiija is not 
unique, because a name only means something if you and the speaker know the same 
kadiija. The uniqueness of kinship terms and proper names is contextual, it is not present in 
the names themselves. In that respect, names are like kinship terms. Both are especially 
used as address terms in a well-determined particular context. The semantic content of the 







The 'DUM class marker has different pronominal forms depending on whether it refers to a 
person or a thing. The pronoun cfmn 'something' is not the same as the personal pronoun 
cfum 'he/she' which refers to the 3rd person singular, although the two forms are cognate. 
The class marker cfum 'something, it' refers to unspecified objects, also to larger events 
that cannot be referred to with one of the other class markers. The personal pronoun cfum 
'he/she' is used to refer anaphorically to nouns which are either personal names or 
inalienable forms of a relationship term. The class concord of the 'DUM class denoting 
unspecified things follows the formation of other class concords. The personal pronoun 
cfum follows the formation of first and second person pronominal forms. 
subject pronoun 
object pronoun 














The word final nasal in the morpheme cfum in Maasina is pronounced as [JJ]. It is very 
often deleted and its only trace is the nasalization of the vowel yielding a pronunciation of 
d'um as cfu. The form cfum ending in a final labial [m] can only be found in very careful 
speech. 
The initial consonant of the stems which combine with a suffix of the 'DUM class is 
taken from the plosive series. Anticipating the description of adjectives in section 8.1, the 











objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation 
subjective word derivation 
A few words seem to have a more specific translation. The meaning "something" of their 




'stick used for removing seeds from cotton' 
The claim is that "something" is present in the paraphrase of these words. The word 
loowircfum 'spoon; funnel' is derived from the verb loowude 'to put in a recipient'. The 
stem combines with the extension -ir- which is also used to express an instrumental 
meaning. The participle means "something which you use to put material in a recipient". 
The similarity between the different meanings 'spoon' and 'funnel' given by different 
consultants is that both a funnel and a spoon can be used to put (liquid or grain-like) 
material into a recipient. The literal paraphrase seems more accurate than the two 
translation equivalents which are rather possible interpretations. The paraphrase also 
supports the idea of "something" as the meaning of cfum, because any such thing fits the 
description. 
The word 6ursircfum was translated as 'iron stick used for removing seeds from cotton' 
by one of the consultants. It is derived from the verb 6ursude 'to remove seeds of cotton'. 
The literal translation of the word is "something used to remove seeds of cotton". The seeds 
are removed by a stick which is rolled over the cotton on a stone. The rolling stick is called 
6ursirdi 'iron stick to remove cotton seeds' when it is made from iron. The word has the 
suffix of the NDI class on analogy with the word njamndi 'iron' which is also in the NDI 
class. The stone on which the cotton is rolled is called 6ursirde 'stone for removing cotton 
seeds', it has the suffix of the NDE class on analogy with the word haayre 'stone' which is 
also in the NDE class. The stick with which the cotton seeds are removed can also be from 
a material other than iron. A more accurate translation of the word 6ursircfum is 
"something with which one removes seeds of cotton", where the material from which this 
object is made is not specified. 
The words kaacfaacfum and kaacfaacfi 'taboo' were given as a singular/plural pair. The 
existence of the form kaacfaacfe 'taboos' is an indication that these participle forms were 
not independent nouns, but rather referring to other nouns in the 'DE or 'DI class, or in case 









The words are all derived from the verb haacfude 'to stop' in the passive voice: haacfeede 
'to be stopped'. The verbal marker -aa- expresses passive voice and completive aspect. 
Thus the participle kaacfaacfum is literally "something which has been stopped". The 
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plural form kaad'aad'i in the 'DI class probably refers to certain daabaaji 'animals' which 
are taboo. The plural form kaad'aad'e refers to kulle 'things' which are taboo. So the 'DUM 
class does not occur in "proper" or "independent" nouns, but only as a concord to refer to 
indefinite and unclassified things. 
7.4 PLURAL CLASSES 
A few nouns in the 'DI and 'DE classes are uncountable nouns which do not have a singular 
form. Some of these words do not have a clear plural meaning like galle 'work' and jilli 
'desire, love'. The class concord of these nouns shows a shift from the plural 'DE class to 
the singular 'O class. The word galle 'work' can be referred to in Maasina with both 
concords of the 'O or 'DE class. The choice is determined by the age of the speaker. The 
historically correct concord d'e is more used by older speakers, the semantically correct 
concord -1::, (with regard to number) is more used by younger speakers. The 'O class is a 
singular class which can contain words without the suffix of the 'O class. The change from 
the 'DE class to the 'O class limits the content of these plural classes to the nouns which 
have an actual plural meaning. 
First, the meaning and forms of each plural class are discussed. After this, the relation 
between the singular classes and the four plural classes is discussed in section 7.5. 
7.4.1 THE 'BE CLASS 
The 'BE class contains nouns denoting people. The suffix always expresses the semantic 
features [human] and [plural]. The semantic content of the 'BE class can be depicted as one 
set of nouns which share these semantic features as represented in the following figure. 
people 
(honorific connotation) 
The 'BE class is the class which is used as the plural of nouns with a suffix of the 'O class. 
Those words in the plural also refer to human beings, since all nouns with a suffix of the 'O 
class denote human beings. The 'BE class is also used to form the plural of loan-words 
which denote human beings which do not have a class suffix of the 'O class but only use the 
concord of the 'O class. The semantic feature [human] is valid for both the class suffix and 











objective word derivation 
(preceded by vowel lengthening); associative word derivation 
(preceded by -iraa-); kinship; circumstantial word derivation 
(preceded by verbal markers); subjective word derivation 
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The grade of a noun in the 'BE class can be determined through a comparison of forms 
within the paradigm. The grades are characterized by the presence of stem final vowel 
lengthening in grade B, the circumstantial marker in Grade C, and verbal markers in grade 
D. The grade A and grade D forms are alike when either the vowel -u- or no marker at all 
occurs between the stem and the class suffix. The following two singular/plural pairs 
contain the same stem and class suffix but differ in word derivation. 
hod'ude 'to settle' 
objective word derivation (grade A): 
lbcf-:> / h:>6-6e 'guest', "person being settled (by host)" 
subjective word derivation (grade D): 
lk:>d'-cf:> / h:>6-6e 'someone who has settled, settler', "person that settles (his family)" 
The e:xample is a clear minimal pair: the stem and the class marker are the same, only the 
grade marker differs. The example thus shows the meaning added by the type of word 
derivation (expressed by the grade marker). 
The a-typical suffix form -1en is considered to be a suppletive form. This suffix form 
cannot be derived historically from the suffix form -6e. Both class suffixes belong to the 
'BE class, because the concord 6e refers to words ending either in -6e or in -1en. The class 
suffix -1en is possibly a later innovation because it is mainly used with loan-words. The 
plural formation -1en does not occur frequently in Maasina. The use of the suffix to refer to 
names of lineages ("own names") still reflects to its historical origin, i.e. the personal 
pronoun 1en 'we (inclusive)'. The distribution of the class suffix -1en will be discussed in 
section 4.1.4. 
The initial consonant of nouns which combine with the suffix -6e is taken from the basic 
series when alternation takes place in that stem. Stems which comlDine with the suffix -1en 
do not undergo initial consonant alternation. 
7.4.1.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX--6e 
All nouns which take the suffix form -:> marking the objective word derivation in the 
singular take the suffix form -6e in the plural. The stems of these nouns can be nominal or 
verbal. 
capaat-:> / safar-6e 'Mauritanian' 
bappac:\)1-:> / wappay-6e 'uncle: father's brother' 
janan-:> / janam-oc 'other, stranger' 
pull-:>/ ful-oc 'Fulbe' full- 'disperse' 
neetar-:> / neetar-6e 'Hl-bred person' neh- 'educate' 
gia-:> 1 yi6-oc 'friend, lover' yid'- 'love' 
k:>cf-a I h:>6-oc 'guest' h:>d'- 'settle' 
.Jleejl-:> / peey-6e 'praise singer' peep- 'flatter' [Ff] 
geep-:> I ueey-6e 'praise singer' 
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gu.ij-a / wuy-6e 'thief wu.ij- 'steal' 
labb-a / law-He 'woodworker' law- 'work wood' 
debb-a / rew-6e 'woman' rew- 'obey, follow' 
dim-a I rim-fie 'nobleman, rim- 'give birth' (verb) 
noblewoman' rim- 'thoroughbred' (adj.) 
A vowel -u- can be inserted between the stem and the suffix when the underlying stem final 
consonant cannot precede the suffix -6e. The following examples are analyzed as grade A 
on analogy with their singular forms. 
'blacksmith' 
'enemy' 





bayl-a / wayl-u-6e 
g~-a / w~-u-6e 
maab-a / maab-uu-6e 
kaab-a / haab-uu-6e 
haa°ge / kaab-i 
'woman who once has given birth to a child' 
'cow which once has delivered a calf 
It is not clear whether the vowel -u- in these plural forms is the active voice marker -u-. If 
so, then it would be the only verbal marker which occurs in grade A nouns. This vowel -u-
can be lengthened (it is not clear under which conditions), whereas the active voice marker 
-u- is never lengthened. 
The last syllable happens to be -ja in the singular form of the following words. This is 
not the grade B suffix -ja (see section 7.2.1.2) but a stem final consonant [j] and the grade 
A suffix -a. 
bammbaaj-a / wammbay-6e 
jammbaaj-;:, / y;:,mmbay-6e 
diimaaj-;:, / riimay-6e 





A number of loan-words ending in a labial consonant have replaced the whole final syllable 
of the singular word by the suffix -6e in the plural. 
1aaraab;:, / 1aaraa6e 
taalibb;:,, taaliba / taalii6e 




The vowel -;:, in the final syllable in the first two words might have triggered the reanalysis 
of the final syllable as the class suffix. 
7.4.1.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX -6e PRECEDED BY VOWEL LENGTHENING 
The plural form of words which are derived using the associative word derivation (grade B) 
all show a long vowel preceding the suffix form -6e. This vowel length occurs when the 
plural suffix replaces the singular suffix of a noun also derived using the associative word 
derivation, and when the singular form is a full noun (mostly a loan-word) to which the 
plural suffix is added. This stem final vowel lengthening is typical for the associative word 
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derivation. Singular nouns derived using the suffix form -ja replace this suffix with the 
class suffix -6e in the plural. 
haareeja / haaree6e 
nayeeja / nayee6e 
1annabaaja / 7annabaa6e 
bellaaja / bellaa6e 
gargasaaja / gargasaa6e 
julaaja / julaa6e 
laabaaja / laabaa6e 
laarabuuja / laarabuu6e 
meereeja / meeree6e 
kayeeja / kayee6e 









'adolescent boy, 14-18 years old' 
Agentive nouns which take the suffix form -wa of the 'O class in the singular take the class 
suffix -6e in the plural. 
caraawa / saraa6e 'judge' 
jimaawa / yimaa6e 'singer' 
A number of relationship terms wilthout a noun suffix show stem final vowel lengthening in 
the plural. These relationship terms are also exceptional because they are not formed with 
the plural suffix -iraa6e which ils regular for relationship terms. The absence of initial 
consonant alternation in these terms can be explained by the absence of a class suffix of the 
'O class in the singular that would trigger a plosive initial consonant alternation. 
saara / saaraa6e 
suka / sukaa6e 




The final vowel of the stem is also lengthened when the suffix form -6e is added to loan-
words which are not marked by a suffix of the 'O class in the singular. 
Some particular stem final vowel changes are typical for loan-words with the class suffix 
-6e. Loan-words from Soninke often end in a final vowel -e. This vowel alternates in the 
plural with a long vowel -aa- which is then followed by the plural class suffix -6e. This 
plural form -aa6e is composed of the singular human class marker -a which is lengthened 
in the penultimate syllable in combination with the plural human class marker -6e. The 
plurall formation -aa6e also appears in the plural of tuubaaku. 
kanagke / kanagkaa6e 
bmatte I bmatba6e 
tuubaaku / tuubaakaa6e 
'chief, leader'< Soninke 
'human being' < Soninke 
'Frenchman, white person, European' 
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This stem final vowel alternation efaa does not occur in all Soninke loan-words. The 
human class suffix - 6e is added to the stem when the loan-word has the regular 
(indigenous) suffix in the singular. 
puneeja / funee6e 'twins' < Soninke: fune 
The word funee6e 'twins' is derived from the Soninke word fune 'twins' (Tioulenta 
1991:348). The word has been integrated into the Fulfulde language both phonologically 
(initial consonant alternation) and morphologically (addition of class suffix). Its plural is 
formed by adding the class suffix -6e and by lengthening the vowel occurring in the 
penultimate syllable. 
The plural formation -aa6e is added to the "loan-formation" based on the Soninke 
morpheme *-gke. The loan-word formation ending in -gke always takes -gkaa6e as the 
plural suffix form. Perhaps the vowel [a] in the plural formation -gkaa6e is cognate with 
the suffix of the singular 'O class denoting persons. 
ben°digke / ben°digkaa6e 
fuutagke / fuutagkaa6e 
garcigke / garcigkaa6e 
hawsagke / hawsagkaa6e 
julagke / julagkaa6e 
kunaarigke / kunaarigkaa6e 
maasinagke / maasinagkaa6e 
seenagke/seenagkaa6e 
cuucfigkaa6e 
'herdsman of a ben°di' 
'someone from Fuuta Tooro' 
'young herdsman, that guards garci' 
'Hausa person' 
'trader' 
'someone from Kunaari' 
'someone from Maasina' 
'someone from Seeno' 
'house-mate, living in the same cuucfi' 
Loan-words from Arabic and Berber (including Tamashek, the language of the Tuareg) 
take a plural formation where the final vowel in the singular is replaced by the suffix 
-aa6e. The long vowel -aa- may have come from a final -a that occurs in many Arabic 
loan-words. 
1almaami / 1almamaa6e 
gariibu / garibaa6e 
0jaatigi / 0jaatigaa6e 
moodiba / moodibaa6e 
'imam, leader in prayer' 
'beggar' 
'host, hostess' 
'marabout, Koran teacher' 
The stem final vowel does not change in a number of words where the plural form is based 
on the full singular nouns. 
sakke / sakkee6e 'leather-worker' 
bkara, bkara / bkaraa6e 'namesake' 
The final vowel in the above examples is lengthened in the penultimate syllable before the 
class suffix -6e. This is the most regular plural formation of nouns derived using the 
associative derivation in the 'BE class. 
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7.4.1.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX -6e PRECEDED BY -iraa-
Relationship terms are formed using the verbal extension -ir- and the passive completive 
marker -aa- followed by the suffix form -cf:>. The circumstantial marker -ir- is typical for 
grade C nouns. The fact that the diminutive forms take the grade C suffix -gel is another 
argument for analyzing kinship terms as grade C. 
'relative' 
'elder sibling of partner' 
sakiike / sakiraa6e 
j.eekiraad';:, / j.eekiraa6e 
baacfiraacf :> I baacfiraa 6e 'child of sibling of opposite sex' 
The plural formation -iraa6e is also added to relationship terms that do not end in the 
relationship participle formation -iraacf:> in the singular, e.g. in the term sakiraa6e 
'relatives'. The word 6icfcf:,/6i66e 'child' is also a kinship term, but it does not combine 
with the circumstantial marker and its augmentative and diminutive forms suggest that this 
word is in grade D, even though the stem is nominal, not verbal (see 7.2.1.4). 
7.4.1.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX -6e PRECEDED BY VERBAL MARKERS 
Words denoting human beings which are derived using the subjective word derivation and 
have the suffix form -cf:> in the singular combine with the suffix form -6e in the plural. The 
suffix has the form and meaning of the subject concord in productive verbal participles. 
The words formed with the subjective word derivation are preceded by verbal markers. In 
the following examples the passive voice completive marker -aa- occurs before the grade D 
suffix. 
cabbaacf:>/sabbaa6e 'engaged woman' sabb-eede 'be engaged' 
Many nouns in grade D are based on active voice verbs. The active voice marker -u- is 
often omitted. 
paw-cf:, I paw6e 'sick person, patient' paw- 'be sick' 
g:>n-cf:, / w:,m6e 's.o. who is (at a place)' W:>D- 'be (at a place)' 
bum-cf:>, bund':, / wum6e 'blind person' wum- 'be blind' 
b:,n-cf :> I b:,m6e 'bad person' b:>n- 'be bad' 
k:Kf-cf:> / h:,66e 's.o. who has settled' h:Kf-· 'settle' 
kacf-cfa / ham6e 'who has refused' hacf- 'refuse' 
The insertion of the active voice marker -U·· can prevent ill-formed syllables in nouns 
derived from active voice verbs. The following forms show that the active voice marker can 
be an alternative for the stem final consonant change. 
d:,n-cf:> I r:>m6e 
don-u-cf:> I ronu-6e 
j.:,y-cf:, I j.:,y-6e 
















d~- 'have enough, 
harvest abundant' 
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In the following nouns the active voice marker occurs both in the plural and the singular 
form. 
korsud'a / horsu6e 
nattud'a I nattu6e 
uard'ud'a I uard'u6e 










bars- 'cherish, love' 
natt- 'be lazy' 
uard'- 'be beautiful' 
waal-d- 'sleep together' 
1aam- 'found' 
fud'd'- 'start' 
sabb- 'engage' cabbud'a / sabbu6e 
diisud'a Ir-, d-iisu6e 
tiid'ud'a / tiid'u6e 
'rich man' riis- 'be rich' 
'economical person; solid person' tiid'- 'be hard' 
7.4.1.5 THE SUFFIX FORM -1en 
The atypical suffix 1en attached to proper names has the meaning "and those who are with 
him/her" (Tioulenta 1991: 188). It is a kind of group plural. 
1aamadu-1en °gar-ii 
Aamadu-plural come-COMPL 
'Aamadu and those who are with him have come.' 
The hypothesis is that this plural formation with the "and those with him/her" meaning has 
evolved from the personal pronoun of a first person plural; i.e. the pronoun 1en 'we 
(inclusive)'. The morpheme 1en is found to denote group names (lineages) and is very often 
used in more eastern dialects. Arnott (n.d.) gives a large number of lineage names ending in 
-1en. The formation with the suffix -1en is not used to denote lineages in Maasina. 
The morpheme 1en used in the formation of names of clans and lineages can be 
paraphrased as 'we of X, we belonging to X'. The hypothesis is that a name like 
rin°gimaaji1en is the "own name", meaning "we of the Ringimaaji" which can be 
paraphrased as "we of the cows that originate from Ringim (a place near Kano in Nigeria)". 
An "own name" is the name by which a group of people designates itself. 
The use of the suffix -1en in Maasina is not as regular as in the Gombe dialect (Arnott 
1970a: 124) where the suffix -6e is said to be atypical for grade B stems ( vowel final stems 
of full nouns or loan-words). There are a number of loan-words in Maasina that occur with 
both plural suffix forms -1en and -6e. 
The following paradigm shows the semantic expansion from "we of' to the plural 
formation. All words in this paradigm are derivations of the Arabic loan-word ?a~l 'origin, 
source'. The formation can still clearly be interpreted as "we of the same ancestor' in the 
meaning of the word 1asili1en 'descendants of the same ancestor'. The stem lay Ii 
'ancestor', with a singular and plural form, shows the interpretation of the suffix -1en as a 
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plain plural marker. The meanirug of the two words derived from the same stem with the 
same suffix has shifted from "X and his people" to "the descendants of' to "the ancestors" 
to the plural of the ancestors themselves. 
1asili-1m 
1asili I 1asili-1m 
layli / layli-1en 
layliraacf:, / layliraa6e 




The further integration of this Arabic loan-word into Fulfulde is shown by the addition of 
the formation -iraad':,/-iraa6e that characterizes relationship terms. 
The introduction of the suffix -1en seems to be a late innovation. It is frequent for the 
plural formation of loan-words referring to humans. The reinterpretation of this suffix as 
the regular suffix form of the 'BE class in the associative word derivation (grade B) occurs 
only in more eastern dialects like Gombe. The suffix form -1en as plain plural marker is 
still an exceptional suffix in Maasina. It occurs mainly with loan-words. Many loan-words 
also have the alternative formation with the regular suffix form -6e. 
misikiina / misikiina1en, misikiim6e 
naafige / naafige1en, naafigee6e 




poki / poki1en, pokii6e 
d:,kk:, / d:,kk:,1en, h:,kk:,:,6e 




The plural formation with the suffix -1en is found in compound words which denote human 
beings in Maasina. 
j:,m-suudu / j:,m-suudu1m 
j:,wr:, I j:,wr:.1en (*j:,m-wrnr:,) 
'partner' 
'leader of trekking routes who 
guards water and grazing rights' 
Oruly the plural formation with -1en is possible for a few loan-words, especially those from 
Arabic. 
1alsilaame I 1alsilaame1en 
1annasaara / 1annasaara1e1r1 
1amiiri /1amiiri1en 
1atiime I 1atiime1en, 1atiimi1m 
d:,g:,t:,r:, I d:,g:,t:,r:,1en 
seede / seede1en 
'Muslim, Moslem' 
'Christian' 




The words combining only with the suffix -1en are not numerous in Maasina. Most nouns 
that denote human beings take the suffix -6e as the form of their plural formation. This is 
true for both original Fulfulde nouns and loan-words. 
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7.4.2 THE 'DI CLASS 
The suffix of the 'DI class forms plural nouns of all singular classes except for the NGAL 
class. The plural class is chosen on semantic grounds or on morphological grounds. The 
plural class of the singular classes KOL, NGOL, NDU, and NGU is morphologically 
determined. These genders combine exclusively with the plural 'DI class. Nevertheless, the 
hypothesis is that there is a semantic distinction at the base of the plural classes 'DE and 
'DI. The 'DI class often forms the plural of nouns which are animate. The 'DI class also 
functions as a general plural form, especially in a certain morphological word derivation 
(grade B) where plural forms of loan-words and full nouns are formed by adding the plural 
suffix to the noun rather than by replacing it with the singular suffix. The semantic network 
of the 'DI class is represented in the following figure. 
animals 
neutral connotation 
A semantic motivation for the choice of the plural class can be shown in the gender 
formation of singular classes which can combine with both plural classes 'DI and 'DE. The 
distribution of these two plural classes vis-a-vis one singular class is not arbitrary. The 
animacy content of the plural 'DI class can be demonstrated by the distribution of plural 
formation of the nouns in the NDI, NDE, and NGA/BA classes. 
animate: 'DI class as plural 
NGA/BA class piiwa / piibi 'elephant' 
lewla / lewli 'antelope' 
NDI class °gaari / gay 'bull' 
NOE class 
0 dam0 di / cfamcfi 'he-goat' 
mboomri / boomi 
binikaare / binikaaji 




inanimate: 'DE class as plural 
0gesa / gese 'field' 
0jan°di / jancf e 
0 gee0 di / gelle 
leydi / leycf e 
sagiire / cagiije 






There are some nouns denoting animals that bite or sting which do not combine with the 
animate 'DI class in the plural. They are discussed in section 7.4.3 on the 'DE class. 
The choice for the 'DI class is morphologically motivated when the plural is formed by 
the addition of a plural suffix to the singular noun (resulting in a double suffix in the 
plural). This formation can only take the suffix forms -ji and sometimes -Ii. The singular 
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class suffix is replaced by the plural class suffix in all other plural formations. The 
hypothesis is that the semantic animate/inanimate motivation for the plural class is being 
replaced by the productive -ji pllural formation. A number of nouns in Maasina have two 
plural forms: one in the 'DE class replacing the singular suffix with the plural suffix and 
one in the 'DI class adding the plural suffix to the full singular noun. The more productive 
plural formation adding the suffix -ji is a later innovation. 
singular 
KI class naaw-ki 
NDI class maa-di 
NDE class misii-de 





















Dialectal comparison, too, shows that the plural 'DE class of some inanimate plural nouns 




plural by additional -ji ('DI) 
in Maasina 
luum-::, / hmmoo-ji 
yees-::, I yeesoo-ji 
yiite / yiiteeji, yiih:!eli 
laana / laanaaji 
tuuba / tuubaaji 







plural by substitutional -e ('DE) 
in other Fulfulde dialects 
Iuum-::> / l.uu6-e [Ff] 
yres-::> I gres-e [Ff] 
yiit-e I gilt-a:: [NE] 
laana / laad'e [Ff] 
tuuba / tuube 
janta I jante 
All inanimate nouns combining with the productive plural 'DI class suffix are formed by 
the addition of the -ji or -Ii to the singular noun. The plural suffix -ji is added to the 
following full singular non-count nouns, adding the meaning of plurality and changing the 
non-count meaning into concrete countable. The interpretation of these plurals as "different 
kinds of X, types of X, X's of different people" depends on the meaning of the singular 
word. This is why the suffix -ji is often used to express diversity (Tioulenta 1991:186). 
NDE class juulde 'religious feast' juuldeeji 'different feasts' 
maayde 'death' maaydeeji 'deaths of different people' 
ladde 'bush' laddeeji 'types of wilderness' 
safaare 'modern medicine' safaareeji 'medicines, kinds of' 
salaare 'refusal' salaaji 'refusals, kinds of' 
NGO class maar::, 'rice' maarooji 'different types of rice' 
miib 'thought' miilooji 'thoughts, different kinds' 
maasiib::> 'disaster' maasiibooji 'disasters, different kinds' 
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sag:> 'wish' sagooji 'wishes, different kinds' 
b6:> 'rain' to6ooji 'rains, different kinds' 
sippir:> 'fight' sippirooji 'fights, different kinds' 
sak:>r:> 'daily market' sakorooji 'kinds of daily markets' 
NDI class piiri 'cooked rice' piiriiji 'kinds of cooked rice' 
1aawdi 'seed' 1aawdiiji 'kinds of seed' 
puuddi 'henna' puddiiji 'kinds of henna' 
jawdi 'wealth' jawdiiji 'kinds of wealth' 
0jaaree0 di 'sand' 0jaaree0diiji 'kinds of sand' 
KI class yonki 'soul' yonkiiji 'of different persons' 
keeci 'bottom' keeciiji 'of different persons' 
The general productive distribution of the plural suffix -ji developed from the neutral 
connotation of this plural class and its easy morphological formation: addition to the full 
singular word. The productive -ji plural suffix always forms the plural of words in the 'O 
class that are not human (cf. 7.4.2.2). 
daaba / daabaaji 
mobel / mobelaaji 
'animal' 
'car' 
The animate meaning of the suffix -ji disappeared and this suffix became a general plural 
form for all nouns denoting concepts which are not human ('BE), not diminutive (KOY), 
and not augmentative ('DE). 







-i objective word derivation 
-ji associative word derivation 
-di circumstantial word derivation 
-di subjective word derivation 
-Ii hypothetical meaning: "a lot of' 
Valette (1985) postulates another plural class suffix bi in the 'DI class which would be 
cognate with Proto-Bantu class 8 *vi. This proposal is not tenable because the consonant 
[b] belongs to the stem, or it is a result of a merger between a stem final labial consonant 
and *1. Moreover, the semantic content of the Proto-Bantu class 8 which forms the plural 
of Proto-Bantu class 7 *ki does not match with the group of nouns combining with the 
proposed -bi suffix. Proto-Bantu class 8 groups the plural of utilitarian objects and by 
extension also despised objects and beings (Denny & Creider 1986:237). However, most 
nouns with the proposed suffix -bi denote animals. There are two (animate) nouns in 
Maasina where the last syllable has the form -bi which is analyzed by Valette as a plural 
suffix and where the [b] cannot be found in the surface form of the singular noun. 
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pale /palbi 
haa0 ge / kaabi 
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'calf, heifer, cow' 
'cow which once has delivered a calf' 
A comparison of these words with other words based on the same stem shows a stem final 
labial consonant. A stem final !labial consonant is found in the words kaab:>/haabuu6e 
'woman who bore a child once'. It is the singular form haa0 ge which is difficult to explain. 
Perhaps the underlying form is *haab- 0 ge where the subjective suffix of grade D was 
added due to reanalysis of a former nominal grade A stem. A stem final labial consonant is 
also found in the stem of the word *palw-. A merger of the stem final consonant in *palw-
with the initial consonant of the suffix *1i could have resulted in the form pal bi. 
Mukarovsky (1962b:135) assumes that the wordpale 'calf' is derived from the verb stem 
palw- which is pawl- 'to be noon' in Maasina. In this study words ending in a final syllable 
-bi which use the concord of the 'DI class are analyzed as grade A nouns with a stem final 
[bl followed by the grade A suffix -i. 
7.4.2.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -i 
The suffix form -i marks the objective word formation of plural nouns derived from 
nominal or verbal stems. 
dammul-ol kol / dammul-i 
bal-ol °gol / bal-i di 
talk-uru 0du / talk-i 
ton°-du 0du / ton-i 
ton-u 0gu / ton-i 
mbeel-u 1:, I beel-i di 
waag-e 0ge / baag-i 
s:>l-e 0 ge / col-i 
mlJoom-ri 0di / boom-i 
0jamal-a ha/ jamal-i 
n:>:>d-a ha/ nood-i 
mbuub-u 1:, I buub-i 
°gur-u 1:, I gur-i 
'the lamb, kid' 
'the stroke of leaf of palm' 
'the leather amulet with Koran verse(s)' 
'the lip' 
'the labia' 
'the shadow, reflection' 
'the cow with white sides' 
'the cow with small spots' 
'the young woman, sturdy and strong' 
'the giraffe' 
'the crocodile' 
'the fly' (sg. suffix NGU class) 
'the skin, leather' (sg. suffix NGU class) 
The suffix form -i marks words which are derived from verbal roots that are semantically 
characterized as the cognate object (or default object) of the related verb. This is the case 
with the following examples. 
bom-ol / bom-i 'dance' wom-ude 'to dance' 
1uj-iri / 1uj-i 'ox' 1uj-ude 'to cast.rate' 
daw-ol / daw-i 'journey' daw-ude 'to travel' 
diid-ol / diid-i 'line' diid-ude 'to draw a line' 
gas-ol / gas-i 'furrow' 1as-ude 'to dig' 
lan°d-al / lan°d-i 'question' lan°d-aade 'to ask' 
0dim-u / dim-i 'thoroughbred' rim-ude 'to give birth' 
bin°d-ol / bin°d-i 'writing' win°d-ude 'to write' 
taal-ol / taal-i 








'to cut in strips' 
The above examples combine both in the singular and in the plural with the suffix forms 
that mark the objective derivation. This confirms Amott's statement that in general one 
stem combines with one suffix grade (1970a:87). The initial glottal stop of the noun class 
suffix *-1i marking the objective word derivation has sometimes caused phonological 
changes resulting in stem final consonant alternation. 
lefol / leppi 
sawru / cabbi 
piiwa I piibi 
JlUUJlU / puuji 
wiige / bi.iii 
nagge / nay, na1i 
wowru/bo6i 
f aamburu / paa6i 
mbeewa/bey 
ngaari / gay, gey 
mboori / bohi 










'bull; male calf' 
'bull: head (front) has other colour' 
'cow: head (front) has other colour' 
The phonological changes occur especially when the underlying stem final consonant is 
[+continuant]. Different phonological rules and different historical derivations account for 
the stem final consonant alternations that occur in the surface forms of the above examples 
which are discussed in section 3.2. 
7.4.2.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -ji 
The suffix form -ji marks the associative word derivation. It is added to full nouns which 
are either loan-words or indigenous Fulfulde nouns. The plural suffix -ji added to the 
singular noun, often resulting in a double suffix in the plural, is typical for the morphology 
of loan-words (Tioulenta 1991:245). The loan-words are also characterized by the absence 
of initial consonant alternation which is usually triggered by a change of class. The 
associative derivation (grade B) is also present in the singular forms which are derived from 
full nouns when the plural suffix -ji replaces the singular class marker. This is shown in the 
examples below. 
6iramaawe nge / 6iramaaji 
korboori ndi / korbooji 
binikaare / binikaaji 
dakiire / dakiiji 
haramaaru ndu / karamaaji 
haakowol ngol / haakooji 
kokowol ngol / kookooji 
haramaaru ndu / karamaaji 
'milk cow' 
'stud bull, breeding he-goat' 
'swine, pig, boar' 
'donkey' 
'illegitimate child' < Ar. 
'leaf' 
'wall' < Bambara k6g6 
'illegitimate child' < Ar. 
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The suffix -ji can only replace the singular class suffix when the semantic associations 
(animate, plural) of the 'DI class are present or when the 'DI class is the morphological 
plural of the singular class (NGOL, NDU, NGU). 
The suffix form -ji is often added to the full singular noun, instead of normal plural 
formations where the singular suffix is replaced by the plural suffix. This suffix -ji is added 
to the singular noun and it can bie found as the plural of all singular classes except for the 
NGAL class. The suffix -ji is added to the full form of the singular noun in the following 
examples. 
waajihi ?~ / waajihiiji 
tamaati ?~ I tamaatiiji 
kamsel 0gel / kamselaaji 
hutel 0 gel / hutelaaji 
saf aare 0de / saf aareeji 
juulde 0de / juuldeeji 
yo)Jki ki / yo)Jkiiji 
keeci ki / keeciiji 
b6~ 0g~ / to6ooji 
sak~r~ ng~ I sakorooji _ 
1ilam I 1ilamaaji, 1ilemeeji 
0 gupp~ k~ / 0 guppooji 
fayk~ k~ / faykooji 
JJata ha / )Jataaji 
daaha ha/ daahaaji 
kaasa ka / kaasaaji 
laana ka / laanaaji 
maadi 0di / maadiiji 
saye 0ge / cayeeji 
lamru 0du / lamruuji 
kurtu0 gu ? ~ / kurtu0guuji 
ndU)Jngu ? ~ / ndUJJ°guUji 
'the obligation' < Arabic 
'the tomato'< French 
'the modem dress' < Fr. "camisole" 
'the bottle' < French "bouteille" 
'the medicine (modern)' < Berber 




'the daily market' 
'the flooding' 
'the foreskin' 
'the pubic hair' 





'the yellowish, brass coloured cow' 
'the name giving feast' 
'the wedding' (sg. NGU suffix) 
'the rainy season' (sg. NGU sU1ffix) 
The occurrence of the 'DI class as plural of the word kamsel 'dress' and hutel 'bottle' in 
the NGEL class is explained only by the loan--word origin of the stem. The suitability of the 
suffix form -ji as the plural marker of loam-words follows from the type of formation 
indicated by the associative word derivation: the stems which combine with -ji are in 











'deaths of different people' 
'different manifestations' 
'blossom of different trees' 
The suffix -ji functions as the general plural of nouns which form their plural by the 
addition of a plural suffix to the singular noun. It can also occU1r on nouns which do not 
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have a suffix in the singular. This suffix also functions therefore as the plural of loan-words 
in the 'O class and of words that shifted from another Fulfulde class into the 'O class. 
7aada / 7aadaa-ji 
kabaaru / kabaaruu-ji 
haal-a / haalaa-ji 




'large sack of cloth' 
[Ar.] 
[Ar.] 
*KA class; verb stem from Ar. 
*KA class 
The plural suffix has the form -aaji when a loan-word has a final consonant. The vowel [a] 
occurs as the final vowel in many (especially Arabic) loan-words. The vowel is inserted on 
analogy with the plural of other loan-words. 
butel / butel-aaji 
bitik, bitiki / bitik-aaji 
'bottle' 
'shop' 
The suffix -aaji also replaces a final vowel -e of a number of loan-words in the formation 
of their plural. 
dalbkke / dallakk-aaji 
daale / daal-aaji 
'gown, long shirt' 
'power' 
sagane / sagan-aaji, sogonee-ji 
1arkille I 1arkill-aaji, 1arkillee-ji 
'elbow'< Soninke sogone 
'mosquito net' < Ar. 
The plural form -ji occurs as an alternative in the plural of last two words which can also 
form their plural with -aaji. The form -aaji appears to be a more recent innovation. 
The plural suffix -ji of the associative word formation is also used for the naming of cow 
lineages by their place of origin. According to Gallais (1984:77), names of cow herds are 
characterized by the suffix -ji when indicating affiliation. He gives a few examples of 
names of herds. They are given in phonological transcription. The correct vowel length in 
the following word could not be deduced with certainty from the French orthography for 
Fulfulde used by Gallais. 
herd people place (French spelling of place) 
jafaraaji jafaraa6e Jafara (Diafara) 
burguuji Burgu (Bourgou) 
jalli jallu6e Wura Jallu6e (Ouro Diallube) 
jallali yallal6e Yuwaru (Youwarou) 
cori cori,ukaa6e Taggere Kumba (Toguere Koumbe) 
The last example is from my own field notes taken in Toggere Kumba. Herd names are 
only formed with the suffix -ji when the stem is a full noun which is mostly a place name. 
Herd names ending in -ji indicate geographic affiliation. The plural suffix -i occurs when 
the herd name indicates tribal/lineage affiliation, in which case the lineage names of the 
people are derived from the name of the cows. 
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7..4.2.3 THE GRADES C AND D SUFFIX FORM -cfi 
The suffix form -cfi marks the subjective word derivation. It is identical in form to the 
subject pronoun of the 'DI class. It occurs in nouns which are etymologically derived from 
participles. The suffix -cfi also forms the plural from nouns which are derived with the 
circumstantial word derivation. 
grade D 
grade C 
salndu ndu I calcfi 
6o~tgu 1::, I 6owcfi 
ngilngu 1::, / gilcfi 
C3fJJiDiiRdj Rdj / C3f)Jiniicfi 
ndanndi ndi / dancfi 
sootiunge nge / cootincfi 
dupcaange nge / dtU1caacfi 
jaungirdu ndu / jaungircfi 
reedu ndu I deecfi 
suudu ndu I cuucfi 
'the body / body parts' 
'the mosquito' (sg. suffix NGU class) 
'the worm' (sg. suffix NGU class) 
'the bull with horns pointing forwards' 
'the he-goat' 
'the cow heavy with calf' 
'the cow left in the village' 
'the school' 
'the belly' 
'the house, room' 
Tb.e following alternative plu!als show that the occurrence of several grades in one nominal 
paradigm could be the result of a reanalysis of the suffix form. Both plural forms toni and 
tondi are found in Maasina (see section 7.2.2.1). 
tonndu I toni 'lip' 
tonndu I toncfi 'lip' 
A comparison of these words with the word tonu '(one) labia' shows that grade A is the 
original suffix grade of the stem *bn- 'lip, labia'. The replacement of the plural suffix -i by 
the suffix marking the subjective word derivation (grade D) is motivated by the 
resemblance of the surface form of the final syllable ndu to the subject pronoun in tonndu 
'lip'. 
The alternative plurals of the word taltalol 'rein' combine either with the grade A suffix 
-i or with the grade D suffix -cfi. 
taltalol ngol / taltali 
taltalol ngol / taltalcfi 
'the rein' (Zoubko 1980:464) 
'the rein' [Maasina] 
The verb stem taln- 'fall with a horse' and the middle voice verb stem taln-::>::>- 'fall from a 
horse' can be derived from a noun stem. The verb stem tall- 'train a horse, hold a horse 
urnder control' which is attested in Maasina (Zoubko 1980:463) also seems related to this 
word. The reduplication of the sltem indicates a weakening of the meaning of a verb stem. 
The reins are considered to control the horse, but not completely. The actual control is 
executed by the rider. This meaning "not completely" is added by the reduplication of the 
stem. The replacement of the suffix -i by the suffix -cfi is perhaps motivated by the verbal 
character of the reduplicated stern. The word taltalcfi is perhaps reanalyzed as a participle: 
"those (ropes) that control the horse but not completely". The replacement of the original 
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plural suffix -i by the suffix -cfi can also be motivated by the instrumental meaning of this 
nominalization. 
The reanalysis of the last syllable ba in °geb;)ba as a new class marker has motivated 
the choice of the plural form -cfi which alternates regularly with plosive initial suffix forms. 
0geb;)ba ba / geloocfi 
gelob-el 0gei / gelob-on 
'the camel, dromedary' [Maasina] 
'the small camel' [Fuuta Tooro] (Ba 1977:324) 
The regular form *geloobi was not encountered in the comparative data, but it is thought to 
be the historical form occurring before the innovation of the BA class took place. The 
diminutive formation gelobel/gelobon supports the hypothesis that the historical 
underlying stem of this word has a final [b]. 
The form cfi occurs as the concord in productively derived participles. It can refer to all 
plural forms of the -cfi class irrespective of the grade of the noun referred to. 
7.4.2.4 THE SUFFIX FORM -Ii 
The meaning of the suffix -Ii appears to be very similar to that of the suffix -ji. There is one 
paradigm where the suffix -Ii forms a plural "a large amount of' rather than "many 
concrete kinds or amounts of'. 
kenuu-li 'a lot of wind, storm' hen°du 'spirit, wind' 
ken-i 'spirits' 
The plural form kenuuli 'storm' describes "a lot of wind". It is the plural of the meaning 
'wind' of the singular word hen°du 'spirit, wind'. The plural form of spirits is keni. These 
examples indicate a difference in meaning between the plural forms -i and -Ii. The 
morpheme -1- occurring in the suffix -Ii (and-le) perhaps has some kind of augmentative 
meaning. The distribution of the suffix -Ii differs from that of the suffix -ji. The suffix form 
-Ii occurs as the plural suffix of nouns having their singular in all grades. The suffix -ji 
occurs only in grade B (with a full noun as the stem). The following examples are grade A 
nouns with the plural suffix -Ii. 
°gumar-di / guma-li 
wumar-e / guma-li 
moor-ol I mool-li, moo-Ii 
wuttul-du / guttul-li, guttul-i 
'bull without horns' 
'cow without horns' 
'braid, plait' 
'flank' 
The word moorol/moolli 'plait' is the cognate object derived from the verb stem *m;);Jf-
'plait'. The morpheme -ar- in the stem *wum-ar- 'without horns' is the pejorative marker. 
There are a number of variant forms in the nominal paradigm of the stem *wumar-
'without horns' that show an irregular consonant alternation between [I] and [r]. 
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wumar-e I guma-li 
wumal-e I guma-li 
ngumar-di I guma-li 
ngumal-di I guma-li 
ngumar-di I gumar-cfi 
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'cow without horns' 
'cow without horns' 
'bull without horns' 
'bull without horns' 
'bull without horns' 
These forms are the result of reanalysis. The stem final *r has possibly merged with the 
initial consonant of the suffix in the plural. The sequence *rl results in rr elsewhere in the 
language. The sequence *r1 can result in either a geminate stop [dd] or, when the loss of 
the glottal stop is completely lost, [r). This paradigm poses a problem for the construction 
of the underlying form of the plural suffix. 
The suffix -Ii can also be found in grade B added to the full form of the singular noun. 
Some plurals in grade B have aJternative plurals. It is not clear whether these alternative 
plurals differ in meaning. 
ceed'uuli 'hot dry seasons' ceed'u 'hot dry season (March-June)' 
cogguuli 'prices' coggu 'price' 
cumuuli 'fires' cumu 'fire' 
yiitee-ji 'fires' yiit-e nge 'fire' 
yiitee-li 'fires' 
ha6oo-ji 'fights' ha6-a nga 'fight' 
ha6oo-li 'fights' 
The first three examples have shifted their class concord from the NGU class to the 'O 
dass. The NGU class suffix is present in the singular and it is also present in the plural. 











'occipital hole, hole in the back of the head' 
'sickle to harvest rice' 
There are two words with a suffix -Ii which may be related to a verbal noun formed in 





yidde 'love; to love, like, want' 
These words are related to the verb stem yicf- of the verb yidde 'to like, to want, to love'. 
The nominal infinitive yidde 'to love' can also be translated as the noun 'love'. May be the 
words jilli 'desire, love' and gilli 'friendship' can be paraphrased as 'a large amount of 
liking, loving and/or wanting" thus confirming the hypothetical augmentative meaning of 
the morpheme -1-. The verb stem yicf- occurs with the initial consonant alternating with j:nj 
in productive deverbal derivations. The translation equivalent of yicf- in these nouns is 





'one who is loved' 
'they love, want' 
'love, desire' 
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The nouns derived from the verb stern yid'- that show the stern initial alternation [g, 0 g] is 








'friendship' (the action of being friends) 
'personal name: beloved one, liked by many' 
'friendship, empathy' 
The suffix -Ii occurs frequently in grade D nouns. The following words are some examples 
of grade D nouns with the plural suffix -Ii. 
cfaan°di, d'aa0di / d'aalli 'trained carrying bull' 
6un°du / 6ulli 'pit' 
f ed'ee0du / ped'eeli 'finger' 
f oo0du / pooli 'bird' 
(6an°du) / 6alli 'vaginas' 
suu0du / cuuli 'jackal' 
wee0du / beeii 'lake, pond' 
faa0du / paali 'gourd, fruit of calabash' 
sii°ge / ciili 'cow of a certain colour' 




'be soft, trained, easy' 
'flow (of water)' 
'fasten buttons' 
Some nouns can be interpreted as subjects of the verb stern. Other nouns are classified 
under the subjective word derivation because of the similarity in morphological structure 
between these words and participles. The sterns of nouns in the subjective word derivation 
often contain verbal markers such as -u- (active completive) or -aa- (passive completive). 
The words which describe noises are a particular group of nouns in the subjective word 
derivation that always use the plural -Ii which is preceded by the passive completive marker 
-aa-. 
hol6u0 du / kol6uli 'ankle' 
so66u0 du I co66uli 'corner' 
suku0 du / cukuli 'head-dress' 
wutaa0 du / butaali 'cob of millet' 
wuugaa0 du / buugaali 'pigeon, dove' 
gidaa0 g::> / gidaali 'thunder, rumbling of thunder' gid- 'thunder' 
hijaa0 g::> / kijaali 'neighing, sound of a horse' hij- 'neigh' 
7maa°g::> / 7illaali 'sneeze, sneezing' 1m- 'sneeze' 
wuttaa0 g::> / guttaali 'whistling, flute' wutt- 'whistle' 
j::>wtaa0 g::> / j::>wtaali 'greeting' j::>wt- 'greet' 
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w::,faa'\p / g::>faali 
1uumaa0g::, / 1uumaali 
felpaa0 g::> / pelpaali 













'cry (of children)' 
The fact that the plural of nouns describing noises is formed with the suffix -Ii may be 
motivated by the possible augmentative meaning of the [l] in -li. Many noises form an 
amalgamation of noises, a lot of noise, a large amount of noise. 
The following examples show alternative plurals with the suffix -Ii and with the suffix 
-en that occur in both the circumstantial and the subjective word derivation. 
daa0gol / daalli, daacfi 
caa0 gol / caali, caancfi 
saafaa0du / caafaali, caafaacfi 
'rope with which calves are tied down' 
'stream' 
'jackal; leopard' 
The plural form with the suffix -ifi may be a reanalyzed regular grade D formation. Another 
grade D word ending in -Ii is the plural of jaa11gol 'cold'. 
jaa0 gol / jaali, jaa0 gooli 'cold' < jaa0gude 'to be cold' 
The suffix -Ii in jaa0gooli has been added to the full singular noun jaa0 gol 'cold'. This 
plural formation is atypical for consonant final stems. 
7.4.3 THE 'DE CLASS 
Several meanings can be attributed to the nouns in the 'DE class. The 'DE class can express 
a plural, an augmentative, a pejorative and an inanimate meaning. All these meanings are 
not always present in each word formed with a suffix of the 'DE class. The semantic 
network of the 'DE class is represented in the following figure. 
pejorative connotation 
The augmentative class NGAL always forms its plural with the 'DE class, this is because of 
the augmentative meaning of tht! plural class 'DE. This augmentative meaning seems more 
important than its inanimate meaning in the formation of plurals. All the big birds that have 
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their singular in the NGAL class combine in the plural with a suffix of the 'DE class despite 
the fact that they are animate. The use of the 'DE class suffix as the plural for inanimate 
nouns has already been demonstrated in the distribution of the suffix classes 'DE and 'DI 
(cf. section 7.4.2). In this section, an explanation is given for a number of nouns which 
combine with the plural 'DE class even though there is an animate semantic component in 
their semantic structure. The following nouns denoting animals form their plural in the 'DE 
class. 
NDE class: saJJalde / C31Jale, C31Jalcfe 
w:,jere / b:,je 
yaare / jahe 
giireere / giireeje 
huupaare / kuupaaje 
1amre I 1ame 
- I k:,h:,:,d'e 
fipaare / pipaaje 
NDI class: mboddi / b:,lle 




'animal similar to a ground squirrel' 
'tortoise' 
'water tortoise' 
'beetle which destroys millet' 
'captain fish (Lates niloticus)' 
'snake' 
'lizard' 
The hypothesis is that the animals which do not take the animate plural 'DI class take the 
inanimate 'DE class because of their pejorative connotations. All these animals can cause 
nasty stings or bites which hurt people or cattle or destroy harvests. 
The diminutive NGEL/KOY and the augmentative NGAL/'DE classes have pejorative 
connotations. Like the diminutive, the augmentative has a pejorative meaning. Anything 
that is larger or smaller than its normal size is out of its normal proportions. This 
abnormality is a negative quality which accounts for the pejorative connotation. The 
pejorative connotation of the augmentative plural 'DE class also involves some 
connotations of danger. The meaning of largeness indicates perhaps that the pejorative item 
in question should not be underestimated. 
The pejorative connotation which motivates the choice of the augmentative plural 'DE 
class in the above examples does not clash with the fact that the 'DI class is the plural of 
animate nouns. It only proves that the augmentative meaning and the related pejorative 
meaning of a noun are a stronger semantic motivation for the choice of the plural class. 
These two features override the animacy feature. 
The word mboddi/b:,lle 'snake' is an animate noun that has its plural in the 'DE class 
because people think of it as a nasty and biting animal. The word mboddi 'snake' is a taboo 
word. Consultants never gave me this word for snake. Instead, they gave the expression 
6oggol leydi 'snake' which literally means 'rope of the earth'. The word mboddi/b:,lle is 
used by a praise singer in the story of Sillamakka and Pulloori (Seydou 1972:84). 
The word for lizard also has its plural in the 'DE class in Maasina, but it occurs in the 
animate plural 'DI class in other dialects. Even its singular class can differ in other Fulfulde 
dialects. 
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fallaa0du / pallaacfi 
pallaa0du / pallaacfi 
pallaa0di / pallaacfe 





no dialect indicated (Zoubko 1980:395) 
The word faUaa0du 'lizard' is in the NDU class with other animals connected with the 
house in the Fuuta Tooro dialect It takes the regular animate plural 'DI class. The dialect 
wHh the forms pallaa0 gal/pallaacfe 'lizard' takes the plural 'DE class because of the 
singular augmentative NGAL class. The lizard is only found in the NDI/'DE class in 
Maasina [M] and Eastern Niger [NE]. It would be interesting to see how people perceive 
the lizard in the different dialect: areas to see whether there is a correlation between the 
class and the perception of this animal. 
Although the 'DE class is the plural of inanimate nouns, some inanimate nouns combine 
with the suffix -ji of the 'DI class. These exceptions can be explained by the fact that the 
suffix -ji, which is added to the full singular noun, has become a generalized plural for both 
animate and inanimate nouns (see section 7.4.2.2). 
There are also a number of nouns that are not related to any singular noun where the 
plural meaning of the 'DE class is not immediately obvious. For this reason some of these 
nouns are also found using the concord of the 'O class. 
beete 'morning' weet- 'pass the morning' 
g::>lle 'work' g::>ll- 'work' 
kedde 'remains' hedd- 'remain' 
yaafe 'pardon, forgiveness' yaaf- 'forgive' 
jiile 'view' yih- 'see' 
tuutaacfe 'phlegm, mucus, sputum' tuut- 'spit, vomit' 
baawcfe 'power' waaw- 'be capable' 






'pincers to hold small pots with melted metal' 
'pincers to hold hot metal in order to bend it' 
'horns' 
The initial consonant of the nouns in the 'DE class take the form of the alternating 













objective word derivation 
associative word derivation 
circumstantial word derivation 
subjective word derivation 
plural augmentative 
"a lot of' (?) meaning and historical origin unclear 
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7.4.3.1 THE GRADE A SUFFIX FORM -e 
The suffix form -e occurs after nominal and verbal sterns in the objective word derivation. 
tann-i ki / tann-e 
laac-i ki / lac-e, lacce 
daag-:> ng::, / daag-e 
jaw-:> Rg:l / jaw-e 
ducf-al ngal/ ducf-e 
nges-a ba / ges-e 
yit-ere 0de / git-e 
h::,:>d-ere 0de / k::,:>d-e 
h:>:>-re 0de / k::,h-e 
'the desert date (Balanites aegyptiaca)' 
'the tail' 
naw-re 0de / naboc, naw-e 
saa-re 0de / ceh-e 
waa-re 0de / bah-e 
haw-re 0de / kaf-e 
sew-re 0de / cef-e 
h::,ls-ere 0de / k::,lc-e 
'the mat' 
'the bracelet' 





'the pond, lake' 
'the village (not of Fulbe)' 
'the beard' 
'the sheaf, bundle of grass' 
'the herd' 
'the hoof' 
The stem final consonant alternations of the above examples are discussed in section 3.2. 
Nouns which are derived from verbs denote the unmarked or cognate objects of these 
verbs, or the cognate state when the related verb is inchoative. The singular and plural 
forms use the same suffix grade because the semantic relation between the noun and the 
related verb is not influenced by number. More examples can be found in the descriptions 
of singular classes which take the plural 'DE class. 
0jar-am cfam / jar-e 'the drink' yar-de 'to drink' 
tay-de Ode/ taj-e 'the part' taj-ude 'to cut into pieces' 
fim-re 0de / pi6-e 'the tie; wedding' fi6-ude 'to tie, to knot' 
nim-re 0de / ni6-e 'darkness' ni6-ude 'to be dark' 
deg-al 0gal / deg-e 'descent, feast of regaa-de 'to enter, to descend' 
entering the Inner-Delta' 
g::,11-e 'work' goll-ude 'to work' 
kedd-e 'remains' hedd-aade 'to remain' 
yaaf-e 'pardon, forgiveness' yaaf-ucle 'to forgive' 
yaag-e 'reverence' yaag-aade 'to respect, to admire' 
semt-e 'reserve' semt-ucle 'to be timid, reserved' 
7.4.3.2 THE GRADE B SUFFIX FORM -je 
The suffix form -je marks the associative word formation. It combines with sterns that are 
full words. 
maaRgoroo-wi ki / maa0 g:>r:>:>-je 
silaamuu-wi ki / silaamuu-je 
hummoce-w:> ng::, / kummbee-je 
'the mango tree (Magnifera indica)' 
'the sword, sabre' 
'the paddle' < Sorogo kumbe 
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sulee-w::, 0g::, / sulee-je 
taadamaa-re 0de / taadam:a1a-je 
sagii-re °<le/ cagii-je 
bala-wal 0gal / balaa-je 
ndaw-wal, 0dawu-wal / 0 da~ruu-je 
'the shoe'< French soulier 
'the cloth, wrapper' 
'the basket'< Bambara sagi 
'the shoulder' 
'the ostrich' < *0dawu 0gu 
The suffix -je of the associative word formation always replaces the suffix of the singular 
noun. This singular noun class suffix is without exception also the suffix form of the 
associative word formation (grade B). 
7.4.3.3 THE GRADE C SUFFIX FORM -cfe 
The suffix form -cf e is found in the following words formed using the circumstantial word 
delivation (grade C). 
pemmbor-ki I pemmb::,r-cfe 
la6or-ki / la6::,r-cfe 
remir-g::, / demir-cf e 
fijir-de / pijir-cfe 
lawbr-de / lawbr-cfe 
ley-di / ley-cfe 
0gen°di / gen-cf e 
p::,r-g::, / p::,r-cf e 
0 gay-ka / gay-cfe 
6irdu-gal / 6irdu-cfe 
natir-gal / natir-cfe 





'bowl for milk' 
'ground, earth, land' 
'village' (place for living< yeet- 'live') 
'winnow' 
'hole; dug by someone' 
'big calabash for milking' 
'camera' 
'hangar; wind-break' 
The fact that the above words are derived using the circumstantial derivation is indicated by 
the occurrence of the circumstantial extension -ir- or -r- in the stem and by the semantic 
relation between the above nouns and the related verb stems. There is an element of 
"purpose, intention, manner, mode" present in the semantics of these words. 
7.4.3.4 THE GRADED SUFFIX FORM -cfe 
The following nouns are derived using the subjective word derivation (grade D). 
cay-ki ki / cay-cfe 
pallaa-0di 0di / pallaa-cfe 
hunu-k::, k::, / kunu-cfe 
jUJJ-Rg::> Rg::> / juu-cfe 
waa-0 g::, ng::, / ban-cfe 
6er-0de 0de / 6er-cfe 
y::,l-0de 0de / j::,1-cfe 
k::,y-°gal 0gal / k::,y-cfe 
'thorny tree (Acacia albida Delile)' 
'lizard' 
'mouth' 
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Plural nouns with the class suffix -d'e can be analyzed as participles. The related verbs and 
their deverbal and semantic derivation are given in the description of the corresponding 
singular classes. The participles given in the examples above have developed into separate 
lexical items. A semantic shift has given these participles an independent meaning. 
7.4.3.5 THE SUFFIX FORM -eele 
The suffix form -eele occurs only as the plural marker of nouns which combine in the 
singular with a suffix of the NGAL class with an augmentative meaning. The plural suffix 
-eele therefore expresses an augmentative meaning also, besides its plural meaning. This 
plural suffix -eele can denote both animate and inanimate augmentative nouns. 
pellal / pelleele 
cuural / cuureele 
caggal / caggeele 
d:>g0 gal / d:,g0geele 
pii°gal / piijeele 
gudal hinere I gudeele hinere 
biilal / biileele 
ned'd'al I ned'd'eele, ned'd'e 
'large group; age group' 
'big house, big room' 






Sometimes an alternative plural with the regular noun suffix of the 'DE class is also 
available. The hypothesis is that the augmentative meaning of the plural suffix -eele is 
attributed to an underlying morpheme *-al, a suffix allomorph of the NGAL class which is 
still present in the plural from -eele. The assimilation of the vowel [a] to the vowel [e] in 
the following syllable occurs more often. The etymology of the suffix -eele is that the 
suffix *-al combined with the regular plural suffix -e (*-ale> -eele). Lengthening of the 
vowel is perhaps caused by the analogy of the associative word derivation which has a full 
word as its stem. The long vowel in the class suffix of the singular is lengthened which 
resulted in a long vowel in the penultimate syllable of words with two suffixes. An 
argument for the hypothesis that the suffix *-eele is a combination of the singular NGAL 
suffix with the plural 'DE suffix is the fact that the plural suffix -eele only forms the plural 
of augmentative nouns in the NGAL class and the fact that the plural suffix -eele in itself 
has an augmentative meaning. 
7.4.3.6 THE SUFFIX FORM -le 
The suffix -le occurs in all suffix grades, i.e. with all types of nominal word derivation. Its 
distribution is similar to that of the suffix -Ii. The consonant [I] appears also often in stem 
final position in the singular noun. The following words are examples of the plural 
formation with the suffix -le in grade A nouns. 
hen°d:,l-de 0de / ken°d:,l-Ie 
mesel-al °gal/ mesel-le 
ga66ulal 0 gal / ga66ule 
kojjulal °gal / kojjule 
luurde 0de I duule 
'the little ball at end of distaff' 
'the needle' 
'the large cheek' 
'the big occipital hole' 
'the cloud' 
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The consonant [I] in the last three, plurals can be either part of the stem or part of the suffix. 
The suffix form -le added to full nouns always results in the suffix form -eele (see 
7.4.3.4 above). There is a similarity in meaning between the suffix -le and the suffix -Ii 
which also expresses diversity of the plural. The following words are examples of the plural 
formation with the suffix -le in grade B nouns. 
gaw-ri / gaf-eele 
piiri / piir-eele 
'millet/ different kinds of millet' 
'cooked rice/ different kinds of cooked rice' 
The suffix -le regularly occurs as the plural of circumstantial noun derivations. The 
following words are examples of the plural formation with the suffix -le in grade C nouns. 
naaw-ki / naaw-le 
mbod-di / bal-le 
dew-gal / dew-le 
cay-gal / cay-le 
ceer-gal / seer-le 
fed-de/ pel-le 
hag-g:, / kaw-le, kagge 
jakkar-de / j:,kal-le, jakka-·le 
'armpit' 
'snake' 
'marriage, marital bond' 
'goose' 
'divorce, separation' 
'group; age group; organisation' 
'corral fenced off with thorn-bush' 
'joint' 
A few nouns which take the suffix -le are not directly the plural of a circumstantial noun 




'livestock; possessions, wealth' 





The suffix form -le is derived from nouns with a stem final [I] where this consonant has 
been lost in the singular due to different types of assimilation and consonant change. 
Perhaps this suffix form -le is becoming a marker of the circumstantial derivation. This 
could explain the frequent occurrence of the suffix -le in the circumstantial word 
derivation. The following forms in the Maasina dialect and the Aadamaawa dialect 
(Mohamadou 1985) show that this process can be observed across dialects and in 
alternative plural formation in Maasina. 
Maasina 
fijir-de / pijir-d'e 




fijir-de / pijir-le 
naf-ki / naf-d'e 
The suffix -le also occurs in the plural forms of nouns derived using the subjective 
derivation. The suffix form -d'e of these grade D words is formally identical with the 
subject concord. What remains to be explained in the following grade D words is why the 
suffix is identical to the subject concord in the singular, but not in the plural where the 
suffix is -le. 
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jaaw-0gal / jaaw-le 
diw-0gal / diw-le 
j::m-0de / j=m-le 
daw-°gal / daw-le 
waam-°g:> / baam-le 
wii-0de / bil-le, bii-le 
wiin-0de / bill-le 
kadd-u-0gal / kadd-u-le 
dabb-u-0de / dabb-u-le 
paag-u-0de I paag-u-le 
wa66-u-°g:> / ga66-u-le 
jiiw-:,:,-0de / j.iiw-:,:,-le 
wiif-:,:,-0g:, / biif-:,:,-le 
wipp-:>:>-0 g:, / bipp-:,:,-le 
yurm-ee-0de / jurm-ee-le 
hit-aa-0de / kit-aa-le 
pam-aa-0de / pam-aa-le 
yan-aa-0de / jan-aa-le 
f:,:,f-aa-°g:> / p:,:,f-aa-le, p:>:>f-aa-li 
'guinea fowl' 
'load' 
'chair, place to sit; head quarter' 
'raven' 
'hill' 
'corral in the bush 
id. 
'garment, article of clothing' 
'cold season (November-February)' 
'request' 
'cheek' 









The stems of subjective word derivations (grade D) often contain verbal markers such as 
-u- (active voice), -aa- (passive voice completive), -ee- (passive voice incompletive) or 
-:>:>- (middle voice incompletive). The roots of most of these nouns also exist as verbal 
stems. Nouns derived in grade D often have alternative plural formations, i.e. with the 
suffix -le and also with the subject concord suffix -cfe. 
0gee0di, 8geen°di / gelle, geelle, gencfe 
cf eg°gal, cf em0 gal / cfemle, cfemcfe, cfelle, cf encfe 
laba0gal / labaale, labaacfe 
jan°de / jancfe, jan°deele 






The alternative plural formations with both the circumstantial suffix -le and the proper 
subjective suffix -cfe give the impression that -le is not the regular suffix of the subjective 
derivation. The hypothesis is that the suffix -le is built on a morpheme -1- possibly 
expressing diversity (on analogy with the [I] in the suffix -Ii). Some reinterpretation of the 
suffix -le appears to be going on. This is also shown by cross-dialect comparison of words 
that take the suffix -cfe in one, but -le in another dialect. The exact direction in which these 
changes take place is not yet clear. Possibly -le is being reinterpreted as the new suffix 
marker for the circumstantial derivations in the 'DE class. The exact synchronic relation 
between the suffix forms -le and -cf e is difficult to explain since plurals of both the 
circumstantial and the subjective derivations combine with the -le and -cf e suffixes (in 
Grades C and D). One possible outcome is that the suffix -le in the circumstantial 
derivation will be replaced by the suffix -cfe which is identical to the subjective derivation. 
This should explain the exception of the occurrence of the suffix -le and the suffix -cfe in 
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the circumstantial derivations. This seems to be the case in the Maasina dialect where the 
unproductive circumstantial derivation naawki/naawle 'armpit' "with which to carry under 
the arm" has the circumstantial derivational suffix -le, but the productive derivation 
fijirde/pijircfe 'playground' ''place for playing" has the suffix -cfe from the subjective 
derivation in the plural. The words are derived from the verb stems naaf- 'carry under the 
arm'' and fij- 'play'. Another possible outcome is that more circumstantial derivations will 
replace their suffix -cfe with the suffix -le, so that -le becomes the marker of the 
circumstantial derivation. At the same time, the subjective derivations will replace their 
suffix form -le with -cfe so that -d'e becomes the marker of the subjective derivation. This 
seems to be the case in Aadamaawa where the suffix -le occurs in the productive 
circumstantial word derivation fijirde/pijirle 'playground'. The word naf-ki/naf-cfe 
'armpit' combines in Aadamaawa with the regular suffix -cfe of the subjective and 
circumstantial word derivations. 
7.4.4 THE KOY CLASS 
The KOY class categorizes nouns with a diminutive and plural meaning. The diminutive 
class NOEL always forms its plural with the KOY class. The diminutive meaning can be 
applied to animate and inanimate nouns. The KOY class has the same connotations of 
disparagement and affection as the singular diminutive class. The semantic content of the 
KOY class is represented in the following figure. 
small in size, 
plural 
(pejorative connotation) 
The nouns in the KOY class take the initial consonant from the prenasalized series. The 
suffix form of the KOY class is usually in the same grade as the singular suffix form. The 
singular and plural forms are formed using the same type of word derivation. The following 
words are regular objective word derivations which contain the grade A suffix form -oy. 
pal-el I pal-oy 'little calf' pal-e / palb-i 'calf 
dewt-el I ndewt-oy 'little book' dewt-ere I dewt-e 'book' 
jaw-el / njaw-oy 'little bracelet' jaw-:> / jaw-e 'bracelet' 
powel / powoy 'little hyena' fow-ru I pobb-i 'hyena' 
pobbel/pobboy i,d. 
The last example shows that the plural diminutive form can be based on either the singular 
or plural stem when stem final consonant alternation occurs in the basic word. Reanalysis 
has lead to the different possible forms of the stem. 
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The following examples are grade B nouns combining with the suffix form -woy. 
cagi-wel / cagi-woy 
duko-wel / 0dukowoy 




sagii-re / cagii-je 
duk-:> / dukoo-ji 




When the plural of a noun is formed by the addition of the suffix -ji, then the diminutive 
and augmentative forms are also formed by the addition of the grade B suffix to the stem 
which is the full singular noun, as in the examples 0dukowoy 'little disputes' and haalawoy 
'little words'. 
The following examples are grade C nouns combining with the suffix form -koy. 
jai;)°gir-gel / 0j30°gir-koy 
tummbu-gel / tummbu-koy 
muiiraa-gel 
jaw-gel/ jawkoy, 0jaw-koy 
'(little) writing slate' 
'(little) calabash recipient' 
'(little) younger sibling' 
'(little) ram' 
jai;)°girgal / 0ja:o0 gircfe 
tummbude/tummbucfe 
muiiraacfa / muiiraa6e 
0jaw-di-ri / jaw-di 
Diminutive plural nouns in grade C often use the atypical -loy suffix which is discussed in 
section 7.4.4.1. 
The following nouns combine with the suffix form -koy which marks the subjective word 
derivations (grade D). 
dau-°gel / 0da:o-koy 
6i:o-°gel / 6ik-koy 
juu-°gel / juu-koy 
'little he-goat' 
'little child' 
'little hand, arm' 
0dam-Ddi / dam-di 
6icf-cfa / 6i6-6e 




More examples of the regular formations in the KOY class are given in the description of 
the singular diminutive class NGEL (see section 7.2.10). 
7.4.4.1 THE SUFFIX FORM -loy 
The atypical suffix form -loy occurs only in the diminutive plural form of nouns which 
combine with one of the plural suffixes -le or -Ii in the same nominal paradigm. The 
consonant [I] recurs in the nominal paradigm. The distribution of this consonant [I] has 
different patterns. Sometimes the consonant [I] only appears in the plural suffix forms, 
sometimes it appears both in the plural and the singular suffix forms. The consonant [I] 
appears in a certain order on an implicational scale in nouns formed with the plural, 
diminutive, and augmentative classes. 
'DE 'DE,'DI KOY NGEL,NGAL 
augmentative basic diminutive diminutive, augmentative 
plural plural plural singular 
-re-1-e <- -1-e <- -1-oy <- -I-el 
-l-i -I-al 
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This implicational scale is exemplified below. There are forms where the consonant [I] only 
appears in the basic plural form, as in the following examples. 
laba-"gal / labaa-le, labaa-de 'bridle' laba-"gel / laba-koy 'small bridle' 
cfeo-"gal / cfelle, cfencfe 'tongue' cfeu"gel / cfeukoy, cfeungoy 'uvula' 
The plural forms labaacfe 'bridlles' and cfencfe 'tongues' are innovative plural forms. 
These forms replace the irregular suffix -le with the suffix -cf e. This replacement appears to 
be motivated by paradigm levelling. The result is a nominal paradigm with only regular 
grade D suffix forms. 
The consonant [I] only occurs in the plural suffix forms -le, -Ii, and -loy, but not in the 
singular noun of the nominal paradigm. 
cay-gal / cay-le 'goose' caygel / cayloy 'little goose' 
hitaa-nde / kitaa-le 'year' kitangel / kitaloy 'little year' 
diwngal / diwle 'load' diwngel / diwloy 'little load' 
?maanga / 1illaali 'sneeze' 1illa"gel I 1illaloy 'little sneeze' 
ngeendi / gelle 'village' geu"gel / gelloy 'little village' 
Sometimes alternative forms indicate that a reanalysis of stem and suffix forms is taking 
place. 
daJJ"gal / dalle, dau"ge 
wuugaandu / buugaali 
huunde / kulle 
'(little) load' 
'(little ) pigeon' 
'(little) thing' 
dO)Jngel/RdOIIOy, RdO)Jngoy 
buugalel / mbuugaloy; buugawel 
kullel / kulloy or kuungel / kuokoy 
The consonant [I] which occurs in the above examples does not occur in some variant 
forms of these words. The singular noun buugalel 'small pigeon' has a reanalyzed form 
btnugawel with a grade B suffix. The plural form dalle 'loads' has an alternative form 
d:>JJnge reanalyzed with a grade A suffix where the part [ng] of the singular suffix is 
reinterpreted as part of the stem. The diminutive of huunde 'thing' takes either the singular 
form *bun- as a regular grade D stem or the plural stem *hull- as a regular grade A stem. 
The consonant [I] appears in all plural, diminutive, and augmentative formations in the 
following paradigms. Only the normal size singular form does not show a (stem final or 
suffix initial) consonant [I]. 
grade A: moorol / moolli 
grade B: suka / sukaa6e 
wuugaandu / buugaali 
grade C: naawki / naawle 
wuddu/gulli 
hojjudu / kojjuli 








moolel I mooloy or moollel / moolloy 
cukalel / cukaloy 
buugalel / mbuugaloy, buugawel 
naawlel / naawloy 
gullel / ngu11oy 
kojjulel / kojjuloy 
pellel / pelloy 
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gradeD: wee°<lu / beeli 'pool, pond' beelel / mbeeloy 
wii0de / biille 'corral' biilel / mbiiloy 
6un°du / 6ulli 'pit, well' 6ulel / 6uloy 
foo°<lu / pooli 'bird' poolel / pooloy 
wa66u0 g;:, / ga66ule 'cheek' ga66ulel / ga66uloy 
f ed'eendu I ped'eeli 'finger' ped'elel / ped'eloy 
faa0du / paali 'gourd' paalel / paaloy 
wutaa0du / butaali 'cob of millet' butalel I butaloy, mbutaloy 
yee0du / jeeli 'ant-eater' jeelel / 0jeeloy 
The hypothesis is that [l] is part of the plural formation because the implicational scale 
shows that the consonant [I] appears first in the plural formation and then in the diminutive 
and augmentative formations and because this consonant [I] does not occur in the suffixes 
of any other class. This consonant [l] has consequently been reanalyzed as stem final which 
has resulted in its re-appearance in the diminutive and augmentative formations. 
7 .5 SINGULAR/ PLURAL PAIRING 
The pairing of the singular and plural classes which occurs in Maasina is represented in the 
following figure. The 'DUM and KAL classes are excluded from the figure because the 
nouns of those classes never pair off with a plural form. Lines represent the occurrence of a 
singular/plural pair of the classes given at both ends of the connecting lines. 
plural singular 

















Some classes combine with only one particular plural class. Many singular classes can pair 
with two possible plural classes. The distribution of these two plural classes is not random 
(cf. section 7.4). The plural can be chosen on morphological grounds: certain classes have a 
fixed plural class. The plural can be chosen on semantic grounds when two plural classes 
are possible. The 'DE class forms the plural of inanimate nouns and the 'DI class forms the 
plural of animate nouns. The plural can also be chosen on derivational grounds: the plural 
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suffix is -ji when the plural is formed by the addition of a suffix to the full singular noun. 
The morphological, semantic, and word derivational motivations for the choice of the plural 
class can also apply at the same time in a particular case. The following generalizations can 
be made concerning the choice of the plural classes in the Fulfulde of Maasina. 
First, the following fixed singular/plural pairs are morphologically motivated. 
NDU - 'DI 
NGU - 'DI 
NGOL- 'DI 
There are a number of fixed singular/plural pairs where no semantic motivation can be 
fo1Und. The formation of the above mentioned singular/plural pairs seems to be 
morphologically motivated. There is a phonological regularity in the vowel of the singular 
and plural forms of these classes .. The singular classes which only combine with the plural 
'DI class are all formed with a [ +ATR, +round] vowel. 
Second, the following fixed singular/plural pairs are both morphologically and 
semantically motivated. 
NGAL - 'DE augmentative nouns 
NGEL - KOY diminutive nouns 
NGE - 'DI animate nouns 
KOL - 'DI one animate noun 
'DAM - 'DE one inanimate noun 
KO - 'DE one inanimate noun 
The above mentioned fixed singular/plural pairs show a regular correspondence between 
the meanings of the singular and plural noun in the following semantic features: animate, 
inanimate, diminutive, and augmentative. 
Third, there is a semantic motivation for the choice of the different plural classes within 
the nouns which use the concord of the 'O class. 
'O - 'BE 




other (animals and things) 
The plurals of the 'O class are determined by the semantic content of the nouns. Nouns 
denoting persons take the plural 'BE class. Other nouns, i.e. loan--words or Fulfulde words 
which changed their concord to that of the 'O class and which do not denote persons, take 
the plural suffix -ji. Loan-words which denote persons sometimes have two alternative 
plural suffixes -1en and -6e. The vowel initial suffix -i is only found in the 'O class as the 
plural suffix of words that shifted their concord from the NGU class to the 'O class. The 
singular suffix of these words is still a suffix from the NGU class. 
Fourth, there is a semantic motivation for the choice of the plural class of the following 
singular classes. 
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animate inanimate 
NDI 'DI, 'DE 
NDE 'DI, 'DE 
BA 'DI, 'DE 
KI 'DI, 'DE 
The plural suffix of the rest of the non-human singular noun classes which combine with 
either the 'DE or the 'DI plural class is determined by the semantic content of the noun. 
Exceptions to this generalization are a number of words denoting small mammals, reptiles, 
fish, and insects. These animals take a suffix of the 'DE class because they bite or sting 
which gives them a pejorative connotation. The hypothesis is that the pejorative 
connotation of the 'DE class plays a role in the choice of the inanimate plural class for these 
words. 
Fifth, nouns in the following classes normally take the suffix of the 'DE class on the 
basis of the semantic distinction animate versus inanimate. The semantically motivated 
plural 'DE class is often replaced by -ji. 
regular plural general innovative plural irregular plural (noises) 
inanimate large amount of (?) 
NGO 'DE, {-ji}, {-Ii} 
KA 'DE, {-ji} 
NDE 'DE, {-ji} 
Many nouns combine with the plural suffix -ji which is the only plural suffix which is 
added to the full singular noun. A noun to which the plural suffix -ji is added contains then 
two suffixes: the singular suffix occurs in the stem. This added suffix -ji has lost its specific 
animate meaning of the 'DI class. 
In conclusion the motivations for the choice of the plural class can be summarized as 
follows: 
1. Morphologically fixed pairs: NDU, NGOL, NGU take plural 'DI class. 
2. Semantic motivation related to the meaning of the plural class: 
if augmentative noun, then plural 'DE class 
if diminutive noun, then plural KOY class 
if person, then plural 'BE class 
if inanimate noun, then plural 'DE class 
if stinging or biting animate noun, then plural 'DE class 
if animate noun, then plural 'DI class 
This system is disturbed by the suffix form -ji and -Ii of the 'DI class. The suffixes -ji and 
-Ii are also used as the plural for loan-words because they behave differently from other 
plural formations in that they are added to the full singular noun. They do not replace the 
singular suffix like other plural suffixes. 
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The following meanings are attributed to the plural classes based on the distribution of 
the plural classes. 
'DE plural, augmentative, pejorative (danger), inanimate 
'DI plural, animate 
KOY plural, diminutive, pejorative (low esteem) 
'BE plural, persons 
Not all meanings attributed to one plural class are always present in each occurrence of a 
form in that plural class. A word like c;:,fal/c;:,fe 'chicken' takes the plural 'DE class 
because the augmentative meaning of the large birds in the NGAL/'DE classes. A word like 
yaare/jahe takes the plural 'DE class because a scorpion can give a nasty sting which gives 
this word pejorative connotations. A word like la6i/la6e 'knife' takes the plural 'DE class 
because of its inanimate meaning. The plural 'DI class occurs in suudu/cumfi 'house' as a 
morphologically motivated plural because the NDU class always combines with the plural 
'DI class. The special form -ji has a general plural meaning as plural of loan-words. It often 
expresses the meaning "different kinds of', e.g. in the plural of piiri 'staple food, meal' 
which is piiriiji 'different kinds of meals, different kinds of staple food'. The animate 
meaning of the 'DI class can be found in the many plural forms of animal names like 
puccu/pucci 'horse'. The nouns in the KOY class always have the diminutive meaning. The 
word 6icfcf;:, is preferred in Maasina because the pejorative connotation of the diminutive is 
present even in 6iJJ 0 gel/6ikkoy 'child, baby'. A noun like dewel/0 dewoy 'girl, little 
woman' also has a pejorative connotation according to my consultants. The nouns in the 
'BE class like necfcf;:,/yim6e 'person/people' always combine both meanings of the 'BE 
class: plural and person. 
Chapter 8 
Nominal modifiers and pro nominals 
8.1 ADJECTIVES 
In Fulfulde, the difference between a noun and an adjective is determined by the function of 
the noun class suffix. The class suffix in nouns has a derivational and classifying function. 
The class suffixes of nouns are used to derive nouns from nominal or verbal stems and they 
indicate which concord should be used to refer to that noun. The number of class suffixes 
with which the stem of a noun can combine is limited. 
The noun class suffix of adjectives functions as a concord: it refers to the noun which is 
modified by the adjective. In principle, adjectives can occur with suffix forms of all twenty-
two noun classes. There are instances when an adjective cannot occur with a suffix of a 
certain class. This can often be explained on semantic grounds: there is no word in that class 
which can be associated with the semantic content of that particular modifying adjective. 
McIntosh (1984:47-51) disagrees with this criterion (the number of classes with which a 
stern can combine) as the basis for distinguishing nouns from adjectives. She states that both 
nouns and adjectives occur in whichever classes their semantic compatibility allows them to. 
She claims that the combination of the (adjectival) root rew- 'female' with a suffix of the 
'DAM class denoting liquids is as ridiculous as the combination of the (noun stem) root nag-
' cow' with a suffix of the 'O class denoting persons. 
There are however a number of arguments for classifying rew- 'female' as an adjective. 
To illustrate this point, examples involving the adjective w:,r- 'male' will also be given. 
Firstly, these words always follow those words which can more clearly be defined as nouns. 
This is the typical slot for modifiers in Fulfulde noun phrases. 
pulb debb:, 
pulb g:,rk:, 
'a Fulbe woman' 
'a Fulbe man' 
[lit: 'a female Pullo'] 
[lit: 'a male Pullo'] 
A noun in the adjectival position following the noun would result in a genitive construction 
'the Pullo of the woman', but this is not the meaning of these noun phrases. 
Secondly, in Maasina the adjectival stems rew- 'female' and w:,r- 'male' do combine 
with a suffix of the 'DAM class. The term 0 diyam 0 dewam 'female water' describes the 
calm water, streaming at the lower bank of the river, where more fish can be caught. The 
idiomatic expression °diyam 0 g:,ram 'male water' describes the water streaming more 
wildly at the higher bank of the river. Below a few more idiomatic uses of these adjectives 
are given to contradict the claim that they are semantically incompatible with certain classes 
denoting only inanimate nouns, stated by Arnott (1970a:78) and McIntosh (1984:50). 
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NGO fou0 g::> rew::> 'lower bank' [lit: 'female side'] 
'DAM 0 diyam 0 dewam 'water at lower bank' [lit: 'female water'] 
NGAL leggal dewal 'shorter stick of type of fish net' [lit: 'female stick'] 
NGA/BA 0 geb;:,ba 0 g::>ra 'male camel' 
NGE nagge w;:,re 'male cow' 
NDU f ed'ee0 du wordu 'thumb' [lit.: 'male finger'] 
KA haala 0g;:,ra 'commitment' [lit 'male word'] 
NGO fau0 g::> W::>r::> 'higher bank' [lit: 'male side'] 
'DAM 0 diyam 0 g::>ram 'water at higher bank' [lit: 'male water'] 
NGAL leggal g;:,ral 'longer stick of type of fish net [lit: 'male stick'] 
Adjectives are defined here by their (potential) occurrence in all noun classes. The most 
important criterion is the fact that the adjective modifies another noun which is present in the 
discourse and the concordial class suffix of the adjective refers to this noun. Adjectives also 
differ from nouns with regard to the distribution of the initial consonant series (see section 
3.1.3). 
The adjectives in the Maasina dialect can be divided into three groups based on the type of 
suffix they take, either grade A, grade B or grade D. Grade C does not occur with any 
adjective in Maasina. The three categories of suffix forms in adjectives can perhaps explain 
why Gaden (1913:21) distinguishes only these sets of suffix forms coinciding with the suffix 
forms found for adjectives in Maasina. Grade C occurs only in nouns, and in only one 
adjective in the eastern dialects, and this grade has later been added by Klingenheben 
(1941: 15-19) as an additional fourth set of suffix forms. 
Arnott (1970a:77) states that each stem combines with one grade. The grade from which 
an adjective takes its suffix forms is traditionally considered to be a lexical feature of the 
(adjectival) stem. As shown in chapter 6, the hypothesis defended here is that the type of 
word formation determines which suffix grade is chosen. The formation of these three 
groups of adjectives is different. Grade A adjectives are the "basic" adjectives, that is the 
stems are non-derived forms. These stems are nominal. Adjectives that combine with grade B 
suffix forms are denominal adjectives. These stems are full nouns, sometimes even full 
phrases, which act as an adjectival stem. The concord expresses the fact that the modified 
noun shares a semantic feature with the word in the adjectival stem. Grade D adjectives are 
deverbal. These stems are formed by a verb stem that can be followed by verbal markers. 
The concord signals that the modified noun has the semantic role of the subject of the verb 
stem. The adjectives in Grade D are participles. 
The absence of adjectives in grade C is remarkable. It should be noted that in the Fulfulde 
dialects of Gombe and Aadamaawa there is one adjective, i.e. w;:,r- 'male', which combines 
with suffix forms of grade C, the same adjectival stem combines with suffixes of grade A 
with an irregular suffix -k;:, in the 'O class in Maasina. 
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Gombe, Aadamaawa: grade C Maasina: grade A 
'O gor-ko 'O g:>r-k:> 
'BE wor-6e 'BE w:>r-6e 
NGEL gor-gel NGEL gor-el 
NGUM gor-gum 
KON )Jgor-kon KOY gor-oy, ngor-oy 
NGA JJgor-ga 
KO JJgor-ko 
NDE wor-de NDE w:>r-de 
NDI )Jgor-di NDI wor-di, ngor-di 
NDU wor-du NDU wor-du 
NGA )Jgor-ga NGA/BA w:>r-a, ng:,r-a 
NGE wor-ge NGE w:>r-e 
NGO wor-go NGO W:>r-:> 
NGU )Jgor-gu NGU wor-u, ngor-u 
NGAL gor-gal NGAL g:>r-al 
NGOL gor-gol NGOL gor-ol 
KOL gor-kol KOL gor-ol 
KA [JJgor-ka] KA w:>r-a, ng:,r-a 
KI gor-ki KI wor-i, ngor-i 
KO [wor-ko] KO w:>r-:> 
KOL gor-kol KOL gor-ol 
'DAM [JJgor-d'am] 'DAM g:>r-am, ng:>r-am 
KAL [gor-kal] KAL g:>r-al 
'OUM gor-d'um 'OUM gor-um 
'DE gor-d'e 'DE g:>r-e 
'DI gor-d'i 'DI gor-i 
The grade C form of this adjective in the eastern dialects is thought to be an innovation. The 
occurrence of the grade C suffix forms is triggered by the stem final consonant [r ], which is 
identical to the [r] form of the circumstantial extension which is postulated as the grade 
marker in the underlying form of grade C suffix forms. 
8.1.1 GRADE A: BASIC ADJECTIVES 
The following adjectives combine with grade A suffix forms. All stems which combine with 
a grade A suffix are (underlyingly) consonant final. The adjectives in grade A are basic. They 
are not derived from a verb or a noun. On the contrary, verbs are derived form these stems 






bbb- 'good, nice' 
derived verbal stem 
1:,:,1-d'- 'be(come) yellow' 
hey-d'- 'be(come) new' 
hecc-id'- 'be fresh' 
lobb-id'- 'be nice' 
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6utt- 'big, fat' 6utt-id'- 'be big, fat' 
fur- 'grey, dusty' fur-cf- 'be(come) grey' 
lugg- 'deep' lugg-id'- 'be(come) deep' 
fam-ar- 'small' fam--d'- 'be small' 
fagk-ar- 'ugly' fagk-id'- 'be ugly' 
ra66- 'short' ra66-id'- 'be short' 
majj- 'good' majj.- 'be( come) good' 
6al- 'empty, nude' 6al- 'strip, pluck' 
war- 'male' 
rew- 'female' 
janan- 'belonging somewhere else' 
waat- 'one' 
cfid'-a6- 'second' [centre of Maasina] 
cfid'-a6- 'second' [Gimballa] 
The verbal stems in the right column are derived from the adjectives in the left column. Not 
all the adjectival stems listed here need the inchoative extension -(i)cf- to form a verb. A few 
adjectival stems like majj- 'good' can be either an adjectival stem, combining with grade A 
suffix forms, or a verb stem, combining with verbal conjugations. And all verb stems can 
occur with suffix forms of grade D, to form a participle or a deverbal adjective. The 
following table gives the stem majj- in combination with the suffix forms of different 
grades. 
stem+ grade + class -> nominal 
Adj.+ A +'O -> ned'd'a mail-a 'good person' 
V + D +'O -> ned'd'a mojj.-u-d'a 'good person; has become good' 
V + C + NOE -> mojj-u-de 'to be(come) good' 
Adj. + A + NOE -> huunde majj-ere 'good thing' 
V + D + NOE -> huunde mojj-u-nde 'good thing; has become good' 
The fact that one stem can occur with different grades (i.e. different suffix forms) is an 
indication that the choice of the suffix form is not determined by the shape of the stem, but 
rather by the type of word being formed, deverbal, denominal etc. There are two possibilities 
to treat the stem majj- 'good'. One way is to mark the adjectival stem majj- 'good' for the 
category Nominal and to mark the stem majj- 'to be good' as Verbal in the lexicon so that 
one can predict correctly the choice of the suffix form. But if the nominal and the verbal stem 
are considered to be one polysemic stem, it should not be listed twice, once as nominal and 
once as verbal, but then the nominal and verbal derivations in themselves should provide the 
correct suffix form. 
There seems to be a slight semantic difference between an adjective formed from the basic 
adjectival stem and the deverbal form where the participle is used as an adjective. This 
semantic difference becomes clear in the following two examples. 
grade A: f ur-e 'a cow with a dusty skin colour' 
grade D: f ur-d'-u-nge 'a cow that has become dusty coloured, e.g. covered with mud' 
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The two examples above refer to the noun nagge. It is considered stylistically not correct to 
put this noun before these words. nagge fure would be a pleonasm, because by fure alone 
it is already understood that a cow is meant. In the adjective fure the skin colour of a cow is 
described, it is supposed to have been born like that. In the deverbal adjective (participle) a 
change of colour is expressed, possibly because the cow has been rolling through the mud. 
When the basic adjective is used, a general unchanging state of the noun concerned is 
described. When the deverbal form is used, emphasis is put on the change of state undergone 
by the noun described. The change of state is expressed by the choice of the verb and its 
inchoative extension -(i)d'- 'to become, to be', its meaning indicating a change of state. 
The following table gives examples of grade A adjectives, in combination with all class 
suffixes. The forms of the grade A suffixes are discussed in Chapter six. 
class 'good, nice' 'grey' 'strange' 'new' 
'O bbb-;:, pur-;:, janan-;:, kes-;:, 
'BE lobb-u-6e fur-6e janam-6e hey-6e 
NGEL lobb-el pur-el janan-el kes-el 
KOY lobb-oy pur-oy 0j, janan-oy kes-oy 
NDE bbb-ere fur-de janan-0 de hey-re 
NDI lobb-iri p, fur-di 0j, janan-0 di k, hey-ri 
NDU lobb-uru fur-du janan-0 du hey-ru 
NGA/BA bbb-a p, fur-a 0j, janan-a k, hes-a 
NGE bbb-e fur-e janan-e hes-e 
NGO bbb-;:, w;:,r-;:, janan-;:, hes-;:, 
NGU lobb-u p, fur-u 0j, janan-u k, hes-u 
NGAL bbb-al pur-al janan-al kes-al 
NGOL lobb-ol pur-ol janan-ol kes-ol 
KOL lobb-ol pur-ol janan-ol kes-ol 
KA bbb-a p, fur-a 0j, janan-a k, hes-a 
KI lobb-i p, fur-i 0j, janan-i k, hes-i 
KO bbb-;:, fur-;:, janan-;:, hes-;:, 
'DAM bbb-am pur-am 0j, janan-am kes-am 
KAL bbb-al pur-al janan-al kes-al 
'DUM lobb-um pur-um janan-um kes-um 
'DE bbb-e pur-e janan-e kes-e 
'DI lobb-i pur-i janan-i kes-i 
The possible variation of the initial consonant of adjectives is indicated by the addition of the 
initial consonants {p, 0j, k} which are used when the adjective does not follow the noun 
which it modifies. A sonority constraint does not allow the occurrence of the fricatives [s] or 
[f] in syllable final position. The change of these fricatives to approximants is productive 
when basic adjectival stems ending in these segments occur before the suffix forms -rV and 
-6e. These phonological rules describing the allomorphy of the adjectival stems in this table, 
such as ATR vowel harmony, the application of syllable final sonority constraints, the initial 
consonant alternation etc., apply to all nominals and are described in part one. 
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8.1.2 GRADE B: DENOMINALADJECTIVES 
The number of adjectives which take a suffix form of Grade B as class concord is restricted. 
Like the nouns that are formed with a suffix of grade B, the adjectives formed with a suffix 
form of grade B are also built on full words that function as a stem. These are what 
Klimgenheben ( 1963: 127-132) describes as secondary adjectives. The formation of adjectives 
on the basis of full nouns or even phrases seems more productive in the Aadamaawa dialect. 
The adjectives ladde- 'wild' and meere- 'worthless' derived from ladde 'wilderness' and 
meere 'nothing' can occur in all classes in Aadamaawa. In Maasina the same roots occur 
only in a few derived nouns, e.g. laddeeru 'Hon' [lit: "wild (cat-like) one"] and meereej::> 
'a good-for-nothing' [lit: ''person of nothing"]. The fact that grade B adjectives are denominal 
and have full words as their stem is further discussed in section 8.1.3 on colour terms. 
The agentive nominal is also denominal and takes the suffix form of grade B discussed in 
section 8.1.4. It is also built on a full noun, i.e. a stem which includes a class suffix. 
In the table below a few examples of adjectives that combine with suffixes of grade B are 
given. 
'old' 'red' 'first' 'leaving' 
'O nayee-j:> b:>d'ee-j:> 7 aran°dee-j:> bitt:>:>-W:> 
'BE nayee-6e w:>d'ee-6e 7aran°dee-6e witb:>-6e 
NGEL naye-wel bod'e-wel 7 aran°dee-wel bittoo-wel 
KOY naye-woy mb, bod'e-woy 7 aran°dee-wol mb, bittoo-woy 
NOE nayee-re w:>d'ee-re 1aran°dee-re witb:>-re 
NDI nayee-ri mb, wod'ee-ri 7aran°dee-ri wittoo-ri 
NDU nayee-ru wod'ee-ru 1aran°dee-ru wittoo-ru 
NGA/BA nayee-wa mb, w:>d'ee-wa 1aran°dee-wa witb:>-wa 
NGE nayee-we w:,d'ee-we 1aran°dee-we witb:>-we 
NGO nayee-w:> w:>d'ee-w:> 7aran°dee-w::> [ witb:>-W:>] 
NGU nayee-wu mb, wod'ee-wu 1aran°dee-wu wittoo-wu 
NGAL naye-wal b:,d'e-wal 7aran°dee-wal bitt:>:>-wal 
NGOL naye-wol bod'e-wol 1aran°dee-wol bittoo-wol 
KOL naye-wol bod'e-wol 1aran°dee-wol bittoo-wol 
KA nayee-wa mb, W:>Oee-wa 7aran°dee-wa witb:>-wa 
KI nayee-wi mb, wod'ee-wi 1aran°dee-wi wittoo-wi 
KO nayee-w:> w:>d'ee-w:> 1aran°dee-w::> [ witb:>-W:>] 
'DAM naye-jam mb, b:>d'e-jam 7 aran°dee-jam mb, bitt:>:>-jam 
KAL naye-wal b:>d'e-wal 1aran°dee-wal [bitt:>:>-wal] 
'DUM naye-jum bod'ee-jum 1aran°dee-jum bittoo-jum 
'DE nayee-je b:>d'ee-je 1aran°dee-je bitt:>:>-je 
'DI nayee-ji bod'ee-ji 7aran°dee-ji bittoo-ji 
The word based on the stem witt~:>- 'leaving' is an agentive nominal. The word is put here 
to show the similarity in word formation between the agentive and the adjective nominals 
with regard to the choice of the grade B suffix form. The verbal stem of the agentive 
nominals is followed by a morpheme-:>:>-. This morpheme is cognate with the marker of the 
'O class denoting persons, persons being prototypical agents. The length of the morpheme 
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-a;.)- is caused by a merger of the stem final vowel with the associative marker *q. which 
occurs in grade B word derivations. The two initial consonants, [mb, b] or [mb, w] indicate 
that there is fluctuation in the initial consonant of this adjective form as described in Chapter 
three. The agentive form only shows fluctuation in the 'DAM and KOY classes. 
8.1.3 GRADE B: COLOUR TERMS WHITE, BLACK, AND RED 
Adjectival colour terms which refer to the nouns they modify with a concord suffix 
prototypically describe the skin colour of cows. Other colour terms, like haak;.) hecc;.) 
'green, lit. fresh leaves' and bulabula 'blue', are not inflected, they do not show agreement 
with a suffix concord. Different types of cows are used as environmental reference points for 
colour. The adjectival colour terms are based on the following Fulfulde nouns in the NGE 






'red cow' (proper name) 
'white cow' (proper name) 
'black cow' (proper name) 
'beige, very light yellowish brown cow' (proper name) 
'copper, goldish yellow cow' 
The nouns 6ale, W;.)cf e, rane, wune are used to call the cows. They are terms of address, 
proper names. When used like this, the stems 6al-, W;.)cf-, ran-, and wun- take a grade A 
suffix form. These words are nouns, their stems can only combine with the suffix -e of the 
NGE class. 
The word 6ale 'name of a black cow' was given by town-dwellers, it is not used by 
herdsmen. The following quotation is given by a herdsman in Tenenku: "only someone who 
doesn't know anything about cows would use those words, a black cow is called wane". In 
the word wane 'black cow' the root wan- can be recognized. It is also found in mbana 
'black donkey', a word that has the meaning of 'buffalo' in Fuuta Tooro and Ringimaaji. 
Even though the word 6ale 'name of a black cow' was disapproved of as a correct name for 
a cow, its significance as a name of a cow was clearly understood, since the herdsman 
corrected it with another name. 
The following adjectival colour terms occur in Maasina. The nouns which are proper 









'beige, very light yellowish brown' (in Duwansa the general term for brown) 
'copper, goldish yellow' 
The associative grade marker in the colour terms formed with a grade B suffix indicates that 
there is a shared feature in the meaning of the full noun in the stem and the meaning of the 
adjective formed on that stem. This shared feature of any object modified by an adjective 
formed from a cow's name and such a cow is its skin colour. The feature of the skin colour 
of a cow is associated with the object to which the adjectival concord refers. Thus foo 0 du 
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wocf eeru 'a red bird' is not "a bird like a red cow", but rather "a bird with the same feature, 
i.e. colour, as a red cow". Something with a red colour shares this colour feature with a red 
cow. 
The adjectives wune- 'brown' and saye- 'copper, goldish yellow' were only found in 
Haayre as productive adjectives. In the centre of Maasina these words could only occur as 
nouns in grade A denoting proper names of cows of this colour. 
The colour terms white, red, and black have two possible forms with either the suffix -e 
or--we of the NGE class, a class marker which denotes cows. 
'white' 'red' 'black' 'brown, beige' 
1. (noun) ran-e 6al-e W;)d'-e wun-e 
2. (adjective) ran-ee-we 6al-ee-we W;)cf-ee-we wun-ee-we 
3. (verb) rawn- 6awl- W;)jj-
To describe a cow with the colours mentioned, the adjective is used. The long vowel -ee in 
the stem is the vowel of the NGE class suffix of the nouns used by the herdsman when 
naming and calling this cow, lengthened because of its merger with the grade marker *q of 
grade B. The colour adjectives have two suffixes: the suffix -e of the NGE class which 
occurs in the stem and the concord:ial suffix referring to the object which it modifies. 
Inchoative verbs are derived from the basic stems for red, white, and black with the 
associative extension *q. This derivation is not productive. The vowel -e is not attached to 
these verb stems. This also shows that the -e is an affix and not part of the root of the colour 
terms. The associative extension expresses an association of the subject of the verb with a 
feature in the nominal stem from which the verb is derived. This associated feature is the 
colour in inchoative verbs attributing colour. 
w;)d' + q + u + de > 
ran + q + u + de > 




'to be(come) red' 
'to be(come) white' 
'to be(come) black' 
Metathesis resulting in the consonant sequences [wn] and [wl] occurs to avoid a violation of 
the sonority hierarchy. 
The associative verb stem can be used to form a deverbal adjective taking class suffixes of 
grade D. Thus, there are three stems for the colours white, red and black in the lexicon. AH 
three forms require a different suffix form determined by the type of word formation 
involved. In this case the different suffix forms correspond to different syntactic categories. 
The difference between derivations from a nominal, an adjectival or from a verbal stem also 
implies a semantic difference: the description of an item, the description of a state or the 
description of a change in state. 
Nominal stem: Noun.: (grade A; only NGE class) 
ran- 'white (cow)' rane 'white (cow)' (proper name) 
W;)O- 'red (cow)' W;)d'e 'red (cow)' (proper name) 
6al- 'black (cow)' 6ale 'black (cow)' (proper name) 
Adjectival stem: 
rane- 'white' 







Adjective: (grade B; all classes) 
raneewe '(any) white (cow)' 
w::,cfeewe '(any) red (cow)' 
6aleewe '(any) black (cow)' 
Participle: (grade D; all classes) 
rawnu0 ge 'whitened (cow), that has become white' 
wojju0 ge 'reddened (cow), that has become red' 
6awlu0 ge 'blackened (cow), that has become black' 
The difference in morphological derivation of these three stems: nominal, adjectival, and 
verbal is important for the choice of the suffix form. The same stem in the same class also 
yields different semantic interpretations, depending on the word formation. 
The word "cow" is put between parentheses in the translations because as such the word 
"cow" is not present in the words rane, raneewe or rawnu0 ge. It is however understood in 
the meaning of the words and indicated by the presence of the NGE class denoting cows. 
The adjectival stem naye- 'old' and the related associative verb naywude 'to be(come) 
old' suggests an etymology which is similar to that of adjectival colour terms in Fulfulde. 
The full noun which forms the stem of this adjective is naye. One of the informants 
translated the word naye as 'old, when speaking of a cow'. Perhaps the adjective naye-
'old' is based on the root nay- 'four', found in the numbers nay-i, nay-on, nay-oy 'four', 
and the class suffix -e of the NGE class. Possibly this combination could have described a 
cow which has delivered four calves. A cow which calved four times is considered old 
shortly after that. When she has stopped giving milk it will be among the first animals that 
will be sold, because it is known to have troubles persisting in the dry season (Bonfiglioli 
1981). Such a cow is quite mature and old. This meaning should then be applied 
metaphorically to creatures other than cows as well as cows. Something or someone that is 
old shares the feature of being considered old with a cow that has calved four times. 
8.1.4 GRADEB: AGENTIVENOMINAL 
The agentive nominal in Fulfulde behaves morphologically like an adjective. The agentive 
nominal, like other adjectives, can occur in all classes. Like an adjective, the agentive 
nominal can be used as a modifier, and its pattern of initial consonant alternation is like that 
of adjectives. 
The formation of the agentive nominal is very productive. It can be based on all verb 
stems in the active voice. The agentive nominal can not be formed from middle or passive 
voice verbs. This is consistent with the semantic content of the agentive nominal, because the 
subject of active verbs is always the agent. This is not the case with middle and passive 
verbs. The subject of the middle voice is both agent and patient. The subject of a verb in the 
passive voice is the patient. 
The hypothesis is that, like the word formation of the other adjectives in Grade B, the 
agentive nominal is also a denominal word formation, based on a stem that is/was a full 
word. The vowel -::,::,- is a suffix form -::, of the 'O class, lengthened because of its merger 
with the grade marker *q of grade B. In the following text from the story of Sillamakka and 
Pulloori (Seydou 1972:86) the agentive form maayoowo 'dying person' occurs with only 
the -::,::, suffix in the form maayoo with the same agentive meaning. 
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maayoo ladde walaa e ma66e say wuro 
die-AGENTIVE bush be-N with of-them only village 
'None of them met his death in the wilderness, only in the village.' (Seydou 1972:86) 
The initial consonant alternation of the agentive nominal is different from the alternation as 
found in nouns (see section 3.1.3). The fluctuation of initial consonant alternation shows 
similarity with the alternation that occurs in adjectives. In general only plosive and continuant 
initial consonants occur. The classes NDI, BA, KA, NGU, KI which have a prenasalized 
initial consonant in nouns occur with a continuant initial consonant in agentive nominals. The 
difference is that when the agentive nominal occurs at the beginning of a noun phrase, it has 
the initial consonant from the continuant series and not from the prenasalized series. The 
classes 'DAM and KOY which have a plosive initial consonant in modifying adjectives occur 
with a prenasalized initial consonant in nouns. The forms are mbitt:oowoy 'who are leaving' 
and mbittoojam 'which is leaving' with a prenasalized initial consonant when the adjective is 
the head of a noun phrase and bittoowoy and bittaajam when it is used as a modifier. 
'the one(s) speaking' 'the one(s) leaving' 
'O kaab:>-w:, bitb:>-W:> 
'BE haab:>-6e witt:>:>- 6e 
NGEL kaaloo-wel bittoo-wel 
KON kaaloo-woy mb, bittoo-woy 
NDE haab:>-re witt:>:>-re 
NDI haaloo-ri wittoo-ri 
NDU haaloo-ru wittoo-ru 
NGA/BA haab:>-wa witt:>:>-wa 
NGE haab:>-we witb:>-we 
NGO haab:>-w:, [witb:>-W:>] 
NGU haaloo-wu wittoo-wu 
NGAL kaab:>-wal bitb:>-wal 
NGOL kaaloo-wol bittoo-wol 
KOL kaaloo-wol bittoo-wol 
KA haab:>-wa witb:>-wa 
KI haaloo-wi wittoo-wi 
KO haab:>-wa [ witt:>:>-W:>] 
'DAM kaab:>-jam mb, bitb:>-jam 
KAL [kaab:>-wal] [bitb:>-wal] 
'OUM kaaloo-jum bittoo-jum 
'DE kaab:>-je bitb:>-je 
'DI kaaloo-ji bittoo-ji 
Another difference between the agentive nominals and other adjectives is that the long vowel 
-:>a- of agentive nominals does not shorten in the penultimate syllable, before a heavy 
syllable, i.e. before a class suffix with a eve shape. 
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8.1.5 GRADED: DEVERBAL ADJECTIVES 
Participles are formed on verb sterns which combine with one of the following verbal 











The participle formed with the incornpletive aspect marker of active voice verbs (which is 
-an- in other dialects) is not attested in the Maasina data. The derivation of the agentive 
nominal is used instead. Participles can be paraphrased as "that (of class X) which V". The 
following participles are formed with a suffix of the 'O class, and refer to a person. The verb 
sterns are bat- 'wash' and war- 'come'. 
incornpletive completive 
active (agentive) lootucfa 'who has washed' 
garcfa 'who has come' 
middle babtaad'a 'who washes himself' lootiid'a 'who has washed himself' 
passive bateteed'a 'who is washed' bataad'a 'who has been washed' 
The suffix forms of the deverbal adjectives are identical with the pronouns of these classes. 
Only the class marking for humans is different, the suffix is -d'a but the pronoun of this class 
is ma in Maasina. 
The majority of the adjectives are derived from a verb stern and take a suffix form of 
Grade D, the same suffix form which is used for participles. The hypothesis is that Grade D 
adjectives are in fact participles. These deverbal adjectives are nothing more than participles 
used as a modifier, following a noun in a noun phrase. The only adjective in Grade D whose 
base verb stern is not clear is the adjective wa1- 'another' with an assimilating final 
consonant. Could it have been derived from waad- 'exist', or from wal-/wan- 'be', or from 
wad'd'- 'be far'? 
adjectival stern verb stern 
wa1- 'another' 
maw- 'big' mawn-ude 'to be(corne) big, to grow' 
gard'- 'beautiful' gard'-ude 'to be(corne) beautiful' 
waad'- 'beautiful, good' wood'-ude 'to be(corne) beautiful, good' 
waaw- 'mighty' waaw-de 'to be(corne) able' 
juut- 'long' juut-ude 'to be(corne) long' 
sell- 'healthy' sell-ude 'to be(corne) healthy' 
leef- 'wet' leef-ude 'to be( come) wet' 
tunn- 'dirty' tunn-ude 'to be(corne) dirty' 
yaar- 'dry' yoor-ude 'to dry (up)' 
haad'- 'bitter' haad'-ude 'to be(corne) bitter' 
lamm- 'salty' lamm-ude 'to be(corne) salty' 





















'to be( come) cold' 
'to be( come) hot' 
'to be(come) many, much' 
'to be(come) thin' 
'to be( come) meagre' 
'to be(come) good for nothing' 
Adjectival participles can also be: formed with middle voice and passive voice verb sterns. 
voice adjective/participle verb 
middle tap-ii- 'ugly' tap-aade 'to be(come) ugly' 
middle dar-ii- 'upright' dar-aade 'to stand' 
middle 6ett-ii- 'last' 6ett-aade 'to pass' 
middle ja~)°g-::,t::,::,- 'readable' ja1;)°g-aade 'to be readable' 
passive waaw-etee- 'possible' waaw-eede 'to be possible' 
passive jaang-aa- 'having cold' jaang-eede 'to feel cold' 
The following table shows some adjectives combining with all suffix forms of Grade D. 
'another' 'big' 'dry' 
'O g::,cf-cf::, maw-cf::, [j::,::,r--cf::,] 
'BE w::,6-6e maw-6e [y::,::,r-6e] 
NOEL gmJ-Dgel maJJ-ngel [joor--ngel] 
KOY ng, gok-koy maw-koy [nj, joor-koy] 
NDE w::,n-nde maw-nde y::,::,r-nde 
NDI ng, won-ndli maw-ndi nj, yoor-ndi 
NDU won-ndu maw-ndu yoor-ndu 
BA/NGA {ng, w::,b-ba maw-ba nj, y::,::,r-ba }centre Maasina 
{ ng, W:>JJ-nl~a maJJ-Dga nj, y::,::,r-nga }rest 
NOE W:JJ]-nge maJJ-nge yaar-nge 
NGO W;JJ]-nga maJJ-nga yaar-nga 
NGU ng, WOJ]-0gu maJJ-ngu [nj, yoor-ngu] 
NGAL gaJJ-ngal maJJ-ngal jaar-ngal 
NGOL goJJ-Dgol maJJ-ngol joor-Dgol 
KOL goJJ-kol maw-kol joor-kol 
KA ng, wak-ka1 maw-ka nj, yaar-ka 
KI ng, wok-ki maw-ki nj, yoor-ki 
KO wak-ka maw-ka yaar-ka 
'DAM ng, gacf-cfam [maw-cf am] nj, ja:1r-cfam 
KAL gak-kal [maw-kal] jaar-kal 
'DUM gocf-cfum [maw-cfum] joor-d'um 
'DE gacf-cfe maw-cfe jaar-cfe 
'DI gocf-cfi maw-cfi [joor-cfi] 
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The pattern of the initial consonant alternation of deverbal adjectives or participles is similar 
to the distribution of the initial consonants of other adjectives. There is some fluctuation 
between a prenasalized initial consonant or a continuant initial consonant in words with the 
class prefixes of the NDI, BA, KA, NGU and KI classes. There is some fluctuation between 
a prenasalized initial consonant and a plosive initial consonant in words with the 'DAM and 
KOY classes. In both cases the prenasalized variant seems less preferred, sometimes even 
rejected. The distribution of the alternative forms depends again on the syntactic context. 




The prenasalization seems to be used to introduce the noun phrase that is governed by a 
marker of the NDI class. There is no prenasalized initial consonant when the adjective is used 
as a modifier following the head noun. 
8.2 PRONOUNS 
The pronouns can be divided into two groups: personal pronouns and pronominal concords. 
Personal pronouns refer to and index the participants in the discourse, i.e. the discourse 
referents. Pronominal concords refer to a noun. Pronominal concords are formed with all 
twenty-two noun class concords in the Fulfulde of Maasina. Discourse referents are all 
pronouns that refer to a first or second person. The (subject forms of the) discourse referents 
are mi 'I', 1a 'you sg.', min 'we exclusive', 1en 1+2pl. 'we inclusive', and 1::,n 'you pl.' 
(cf. Arnott 1970b, 1971). 
In the first person plural, there is a distinction between the pronouns min lpl. 'we 
exclusive' and 1en 1 +2pl. 'we inclusive'. The semantic difference is created by the inclusion 
or exclusion of the person to whom the speech is directed, the listener, usually the person 
adressed with 7a 'you' 2sg. in the discourse. That is why the pronoun 1en 'we inclusive 
addressee' is indicated as 1+2. The pronoun 1en can refer to only the speaker (mi 'I') and the 
listener (1a 'you'), but it can also refer to more than just these two persons. Other persons 
who are either associated with the speaker or with the listener can also be included in the 
persons referred to with the pronoun 1en. The pronoun min only refers to the speaker (mi 
'I') and other persons associated with the speaker, but not with the listener (1a 'you'). The 
listener is excluded from the persons referred to with the pronoun min, that is the reason for 
calling this pronoun 'we exclusive'. 
The marker d'um is a pronominal concord. There are actually two paradigms of the 
marker d'um, one is used to refer to names, relationship terms (without a class suffix), and 
unidentified persons, another paradigm (slightly different in form) is used to refer to 
unidentified things (see section 7.3.4). 
The marker d'um which refers to persons contrasts with the pronoun of the 'O class 
(denoting persons). These two pronouns can be used to make a difference between anaphoric 
and logophoric reference. This is illustrated in the following sentences. 
k::,::,la wii bnn-an-aa d'um kaasa mun ka 
Kolai say-COM wash-DAT-SUB-2sg himi woollen cloth hisi the 
'Kolai said you should wash for himi hisi woollen cloth.' 
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k::,::,la wii bnn-an-aa m::> kaasa makk::, ka 
Kolai say-COM wash-DAT-SUB-2sg himj woollen cloth hisj the 
'Kolai said you should wash for himj hisj woollen cloth.' 
The object pronoun d'um [d'u] and the possessive pronoun mum [mil] of the 'DUM class in 
the first sentence refer to k::,::,la, a name without a class suffix. The 'DUM class pronouns are 
co-referential with k::>::>la: Kola's woollen cloth should be washed for Kola. In the second 
sentence, the use of the forms of the pronouns m::> and makk::> (of the 'O class) expresses 
the fact that there is another person for whom Kola wants the woollen cloth (belonging to that 
other person) to be washed. The pronoun m::> is not co-referential with the name k::,::,la. The 
difference between the 3rd person singular pronouns of the 'O class and the 'DUM class is 
summarized as follows: 
'DUM class: anaphoric with names of persons, inalienable relationship terms, also 
when subject is 0 (zero); not referring to persons indicated with a 
concord of the 'O class 
'O class: anaphoric with persons indicated with a class concord of the 'O class; 
not referring to persons presented by names, inalienable relationship 
terms, or when subject is 0 (zero) 
The following examples with the possessive pronouns -um ('DUM class) and -iik::> ('0 
class) found in relationship terms list all possible combinations of reference and non-
reference. 
0 ('DUM)i + -k::, ('O)f 
baaba fii 6iy-ii-k::> 
fatheq beat-COMPL child-of-himj 
'Fatheri has beaten hisj (s.o. elses) child.' 
m::> ('Oi + -k::> ('O)i: 
m::> fii 6iy-ii-k~i. 
fatheq beat-COMPL child-of-hi.mi 
'Hei has beaten hisi (own) child.' 
m::> ('O)i + -um ('DUM)f 
m::> fii 6iy-um 
hei beat-COMPL child-of-himj 
'Hei has beaten hisj (s.o. elses) child.' 
0 ('DUM)i + -um ('DUM)i: 
baaba fii 6iy-um 
fatheq beat-COMPL child-of-hi.mi 
'Fatheri has beaten hisi (own) child.' 
The generalization on the co-reference of these pronouns is only disturbed by the fact that the 
pronoun d'um can sometimes refer to nouns formed with a suffix of the 'O class. 
The forms of the pronouns do not show much variation. In general the pronouns have the 
same form in different syntactic functions, notably as subject and as object pronouns. There 
are subject, object, locative, possessive and independent pronouns. In addition, the 
pronominal concords can form demonstrative and interrogative words. The pronominal 
forms are independent words. They are usually unstressed. The independent pronouns, 
demonstratives, and interrogatives are stressed words. 
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8.2.1 SUBJECT PRONOUNS 
The subject pronouns have the following forms when they refer to a noun in one of the 
twenty-two noun classes. 
Pronominal object concords: 
'O maor 7a NGA/BA ha in centre of Maasina, 0 ga elsewhere 
'BE 6e NGE nge 
NGEL 0 gel NGO nga 
KOY koy NGU ngu 
NDE 8de NGAL 0gal 
NDI 0di NGOL °gol 
NDU 0 dU 'DAM cfam 
KA ka KAL kal 
KI ki 'OUM cfum (things), 0 (persons) 
KO ka 'DE cfe 
KOL kol 'DI cfi 
The subject pronoun of the 'O class in Maasina is mostly ma, sometimes the near 
demonstrative 1aa can function as the subject. The subject pronoun 7a (which is the form in 
other dialects) is understood in Maasina but not frequently used. The class concords BA and 
NGA refer to the same nouns, the distribution of this dialectal variation of the form of the 
concord is discussed in section 7.2.14. 
The personal subject pronouns have two different forms. The subject pronoun in a normal 
SVO sentence differs from the subject pronoun which is a verbal affix in a sentence with a 
V-SPro order. 
Subject forms of discourse referents as separate words in SV order sentences: 
singular: 1 mi 'I' 
2 7a 'you (sg.)' 
plural: 1 min 'we (excl.)' 
1+2 7en 'we (incl.)' 
2 7an 'you (pl.)' 
Some of the subject pronouns are suffixed in particular verbal conjugational categories: the 
relative and the subjunctive categories. The following table shows the subject pronominal 
affixes (and the personal pronouns that are not affixed in these conjugational categories). 
REL 1 REL2 SUB 1 SUB 2 
singular 1 ... -mi ... -mi mi mi 
2 ... -cfaa ... -aa ... -cfaa ... -aa 
plural 1 min min min min 
1+2 ... -cfen ... -en ... -cfen ... -en 
2 ... -cfan ... -an ... -cfan ... -an 
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REL 1: relative completive and middle and passive voice relative incompletive 
REL 2: active voice relative incompletive 
SUB 1: middle and passive voice subjunctive 
SUB 2: active voice subjunctive 
A hyphen preceding the pronominal form indicates that the subject pronoun has been 
inverted. The underlying forms of the inverted subject pronouns -cfaa 'you sg.' -cfen 'we 
incl.' and -cf;1n 'you pl.' have an initial consonant [cf] which is lost after the verbal marker 
*at of the active voice relative incompletive marker (REL 2), and after the consonant final 
verb stem in the subjunctive (SUB 2). In all other inverted forms, the inverted subject 
pronoun is (mostly) preceded by a vowel. 
8.2.2 OBJECT PRONOUNS 
The forms of the pronominal object concords are similar to the forms of the pronominal 
subject concords. Only the object pronoun of the 'OUM class referring to persons differs 
from the form of the subject pronoun. 
Pronominal object concords: 
'O m;1 or 1;1 NGA/BA ba in centre of Maasina, 0 ga elsewhere 
'BE 6e NGE nge 
NGEL °gel NGO ng;1 
KOY koy NGU ngu 
NOE 0 de NGAL 0gal 
NDI 0di NGOL 0gol 
NDU 0dU 'DAM d'am 
KA ka KAL kal 
KI ki 'DUM cfum (things), mum (persons) 
KO k;1 'DE cfe 
KOL kol 'DI cfi 
When the personal pronouns occur in object position, it is only the singular discourse 
referents which have a form which differs from the subject form. The following table shows 
the object forms of personal pronouns. 
singular 1 kam -am 
2 maa -e 
plural 1 min 
1+2 1en 
2 1;1n 
The first and the second person singular have different forms in combination with certain 
conjugations. The forms kam 'me' and maa 'you' are unstressed independent words. The 
forms -am 'me' and -e 'you' are suffixed to certain verb forms. The clitic object pronoun 




'Pardon me.' [lit: leave me my sins] 
In combination with all other conjugations, the object pronoun for the first person singular is 
kam 'me'. 
1acc-;:m-an kam hakke 
leave-DAT-SUB-you me sms 
'You(pl) should forgive me.' 
1a yaaf-::,fa kam 
you forgive-M.INCOMPL me 
'You will forgive me.' 
nel-d-aa kam 
send-COM-SUB-you me 
'You should send it to me.' 
1ad'a 6ad-ii kam 
LOC-you be close-M.R.INCOMPL me 
'You are close to me.' 
The object forms mi or mmi 'me' that occur in Kaceccereere, (McIntosh 1984:256) do not 
occur in Maasina. The object pronoun -e 'you' combines with active verb forms which are 
conjugated with verbal markers of the subjunctive, the incompletive, the relative incompletive 
or the exhortative conjugations. 
mi 0 daart-en-e 
I search-DAT-SUB-you it 
'I should look for it for you.' 
mid'::, far-r-e 
I-LOC trouble-INT-SUB-you 
'I am troubling you.' 
mi fill-en-t-e 
I tell-DAT-INCOMPL-you 
'I will tell you.' 
h::,n::, ma wi1-et-e 
how he/she say-R.INCOMPL-you 
'How does he call you?' 
y::, 1alla reen-e 
that Allah protect-EXH-you 
'May Allah protect you.' 
Either the object pronouns maa or -e can both occur when the subjunctive verb form is 
preceded by a locative subject pronoun. 
1ekoy mocl-e 
LOC-they be sweet-SUB-you 
'They are sweet for you.' 
1ekoy mbeI-maa 
LOC-they be sweet-SUB-you 
'They are sweet for you.' 
The object pronoun maa is found in combination with all other conjugations. In the 
following sentences the pronoun maa 'you' is an independent (although unstressed) word. 
debb::, loot-ii maa ma 1an°d-aa maa 
woman wash-COMPL you he/she know-N you 
'The woman has washed you.' 'He doesn't know you' 
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The object pronoun maa is not part of the verbal words in the above examples. The stress 
falls on the last heavy syllable in the verb, in this case on the [ii] in lootii 'has washed' and 
on the [aa] in 1anndaa 'doesn't know'. Another indication of the separate word status of 
maa 'you' is its vowel length. After the verb stem only one long vowel is allowed in the 
verbal word. The long form maa remains long because it is not within the verbal word. 
It is however possible for the object pronoun maa to be a verbal clitic. The object 
pronoun -maa is clitic when it precedes an inverted subject pronoun, as in the following 
sentences where it occurs in a VOS morpheme order in the verbal word. 
V 0 S 
pill-am-maa-mi 
tell-DAT-R.COMPL-you-I 
'I have told you' 
V 0 S 
mande ndokk-u-maa-mi.. 
when give-R.COMPL-you-I 
'When have I given you .. ' 
In Maasina, no verbal forms have been found where the object pronoun maa is shortened. In 
this respect the pronoun maa 'you' behaves differently in Kaceccereere (McIntosh 
1984:210), where it is shortened in some verbal forms. 
There is a variation in the forms .of the concordial object pronouns of the 'O class m::, and 
moo 'he/she/it'. The same variation in length also does occur in Kaceccereere (McIntosh 
1984: 199). The long form moo in Maasina occurs only in the relative completive and the 
relative incompletive verbal conjugations which combine with the inverted subject pronoun 
mi 'I'. The clitic pronoun -moo- 'him/her/it' can be found in the following sentences where 
the verbs have two pronominal affixes in a VOS morpheme order. 
k::, 1annd-ir-moo-mi lebbi tati 
that know-CIR-R.COMPL-him-I months three 
'It is three months that I have known him.' 
mande 0 dokk-u-no-moo-mi d'um 
when give-R.COMPL-PAST-him-I it 
'When had I given it to him?' 
d'::,::, njog-i-moo-mi 
here hold-M.R.COMPL-him/he1r/it-I 
'It is here that I held it.' 
The hypothesis is that the leng,th of the vowel in the object pronoun -moo- is caused by the 
underlying (assimilating) vowel which is used to mark relative conjugations. In Maasina, no 
examples are found where m::, 'him/her/it' is a clitic object in a VOS-form of the relative 
incompletive. In the following sentences the pronoun m::, 'him/her/it' is an independent 
(unstressed) word. 
d'::,::, na~tg-u-n::,-d'aa m::, 
here catch-R.INCOMPL-PAST-you him 
'It's here that you had caught him.' 
d'ee kulle k::,kk-an-noo-mi m::, 
these things give-R.INCOMPL-PAST-I him 
'It is these things that I would give him.' 
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The object pronoun m:, in the above example is not part of the verbal word. The pronoun m:> 
'him/her/it' is a separate word in all conjugations other than the relative completive, and in 
combination with all other inverted subject pronouns other than the inverted subject mi 'I'. 
8.2.3 LOCATIVE PRONOUNS 
The subject pronouns can combine with a locative marker to form the locative pronouns ( cf. 
Ard 1979, Miyamoto 1989, Endresen 1993a). 
Locative pronominal concords: 
'O 1:,m:, NGAL 1e0 gal 
'BE 1e6e NGOL 1e0 gol 
NGEL 1e0gel KA 1eka 
KOY 1ekoy KI 1eki 
NDE 1e0 de KO 1ek:> 
NDI 1e0di KOL 1ekol 
NDU 1e0du 'DAM 1ecfam 
NGA/BA 1eba or 1e0 ga KAL 1ekal 
NGE 1enge 'DUM 1ecfum 
NGO 1eng:, 'DE 1ecfe 
NGU 1engu 'DI 1ecfi 
1e locative pronominal concords are a combination of the pronominal subject concords and 
e preposition 1e 'with'. The locative personal pronouns are formed by the personal subject 
onouns, to which a locative morpheme is added, either 1e 'with' preceding the subject 
onoun, or a form like cf e, cf en, cf :>n, following the subject pronoun. 
Locative personal pronouns: 
singular 1 micf :>, micfe 
2 1acfa 
plural 1 micfen, mecfen 
1+2 1ecfen 
2 1:,cf:,n 
here is some variation in the locative form of the first person singular. The form micf :> is 
1ost frequently used. The form micf e is used more in Haayre than in Maasina. Both micf en 
ad mecfen 'we incl.' are heard in Mopti, although micfen is the frequent form. The form 
ma is used in the same context to express location when the subject pronoun is zero, 
ossibly preceded by a noun phrase. It is the locative copula (see section 5.6.1.2). 
The locative pronouns are often called the "long forms" of the subject pronouns 
Fagerberg 1984:292). Here they are called locative pronouns because of their use in locative 
iredication. 
1 :,m:, bamak:> 
1e0di ley wowru 
1ecfi ley ladde 
'He is in Bamako.' 
'It (e.g. flour) is in the mortar.' 
'They (e.g. cows) are in the bush.' 
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In combination with conjugated verbs, the use of the locative pronouns expresses duration, 
i.e. the fact that the event described by the verb takes place over a long span of time. 
8.2.4 POSSESSIVE PRONOl.ThfS: ALIENABLE AND INALIENABLE 
In a genitive construction, it is the possessed item which precedes the possessor. There is no 
genitive marker between two nouns in a genitive construction. The different letters (a), (b) 
and (c) refer to the two parts that can be pronominalized in a genitive construction. The 
pronominal form (a) refers to the possessed. The form (b) pronominalizes an alienable 








'the cooking pot of Fanta' 
'that (a) of Fanta' 
'her (b) house' [lit: 'the house of her (b)'] 
'the father of Fanta' 
'the one (a) of Fanta' 
'her (c) father' [lit: 'the father related to her (c)'] 
(a) pronominalization of possessed 
(b) pronominalization of alienable possessor 
( c) pronominalization of inalienable possessor 
In a genitive construction the possession is pronominalized as the relative pronoun (a) which 
is identical in form to the subject and object pronoun. The possessor can be pronominalized 
in two ways. The possessor in alienable genitive constructions, i.e. when the first noun (the 
possessed item) is not a relationship term, is pronominalized as in (b). The alienable 
possessive pronouns (b) are formed with the pronominal concord preceded by a genitive 
marker maC-. In inalienable genitive constructions, i.e. when the noun possessed is a 
relationship term, the possessive pronoun is a suffix added to the noun preceded by a 
morpheme -ii-. This possessive pronominal suffix (c) does not cause initial consonant 
alternation on the stem to which it is attached. The pronominal forms under (b) and ( c) are the 
alienable and the inalienable possessive pronouns respectively. 
(a) (b) (c) 
'O m::> mak-k::> -ii-k::> 
'BE 6e ma6-6e -ii-6e 
NGEL 0gel mag-gel -ii-gel 
KOY koy mak-koy -ii-koy 
BA ba mab-ba -ii-ba 
KO k::, mak-k::> -ii-k::> 
NDE 0de may-re -ii-re 
NDI 0di may-rii. -ii-ri 
NDU 0 dU may-ru -ii-ru 
NGE °ge mag-ge -ii-ge 
NGO °g::> mag-g::> -ii-g::> 
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(a) (b) (c) 
NGU ngu mag-gu -ii-gu 
NGAL 0 gal mag-gal -ii-gal 
NGOL 0 gol mag-gol -ii-gol 
KA ka mak-ka -ii-ka 
KI ki mak-ki -ii-ki 
'DAM cfam maj-ji -ii-jam 
KAL kal mak-kal [-ii-kal] 
'OUM (things) cfum maj-jum -ii-jum 
'OUM (persons) (m=>) mum (muucfum) -um 
'DE cfe maj-je -ii-je 
'DI cfi maj-ji -ii-ji 
The inalienable possessive forms (c) are added to the stem of relationship terms. Mohamadou 
(1985: 149) includes the construction given under (c) among the adjectives. The formation of 
this genitive construction of relationship terms is indeed very similar to that of adjectives. 
necfcf =, 1e mip-ii-k=, 
nagge 1e mip-ii-ge 
rawaa0du 1e mip-ii-ru 
'the person and his younger sibling' 
'the cow and her younger sibling' 
'the dog and his younger sibling' 
The above formation is similar to adjectives in that it is formed by a stem to which a concord 
of all classes can be added. However, the main function of the class concord is the 
pronominalization of the possessor. The concord occurring in these constructions denotes the 
noun that is modified (nomen regens=possessed). This makes the genitive construction 
distinct form the adjectives. The concord here is acting as a pro-noun, it replaces the full 
noun that is the nomen rectum (possessor). 
The personal possessive pronouns can have different forms, depending on the 
combination with an inalienable relationship term, or with an alienable noun. 
Possessive personal pronouns: 
(b) (c) 
singular 1 -am 1am 
2 -a maa (maacfa) 
plural 1 ?amen, 1amin 
1+2 -en men (meecfen) 
2 -=,n m=,n (m=,=,cf =,n) 
The alienable possessive forms (c) of the personal pronouns can have a long or a short form. 
The long forms which are not used frequently in Maasina are given between parentheses. The 




'my mother has come' 
'my elder sibling has come' 
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'your husband has come' 
'your younger sibling has come' 
'his younger sibling has arrived' 
Some relationship terms lose their final vowel [a] when they combine with some of the 
possessive forms for alienable nouns. 
baaba b::,::,kari 'father of Bookari' 
7abba b::,::,kari 'father of Bookari' 
1inna b::,::,kari ·mother of Bookari · 
maama b::,::,kari 'grandparent of Bookari · 
baammaa 'your father' 
1abba maa 'your father 
7inna maa 'your mother' 
maammaa 'your grandparent' 
baammakk::, 'his/her father' better: baabiik.J1 
maammakk::, 'his/her grandparent' better: maamiik::, 
Relationship terms only contract with the alienable possessive pronouns maa 'your' when 
they end in the vowel [a]. The form maa 'your' is used, because the form baab-a 'your 
father' with the inalienable possessive -a 'your' cannot be distinguished from the form 
baaba 'father' without a possessive pronoun. By analogy, the alienable possessive makk::, 
'his/her' is sometimes used instead of the inalienable possessive -iik::, 'his/her', although the 
latter form is said to be more correct. 
8.2.5 INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS 
The independent pronouns are used in topic clauses, which are adjuncts to the main clause, 
and also when a pronoun is focused within a sentence. The independent pronouns in the 
following sentences are underlined. 
topic: 1aan, 7a b::,ncfa 
kagk::,, m::, warii 
focus: 1aan jali 
kaok:> warata 
'You, you are bad.' 
'He, he has come.' 
'It is you who has laughed.' 
'It is him who will come.' 
The independent pronouns can be formed by adding the morpheme kam to the subject 
pronoun. This morpheme is the same as the topic marker kam, roughly translated as 
'concerning X'. The independent forms of the pronominal concords are given in the 
following table. 
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Independent concordial pronouns: 
'O kagk.l NGU ka1tgu 
BE kam6e NGAL ka1]'1gal 
NGEL kagngel NGOL kagngol 
KOY kagkoy KA kagka 
BA/NGA kammba or kagnga KI kagki 
KO kagk.l KOL kagkol 
NDE kayre 'DAM kapnjam 
NDI kayri KAL kaJ]kal 
NDU kayru 'DUM kapnjum (things), kapum (persons) 
NGE kagnge 'DE ka,pnje 
NGO kagng:, 'DI kapnji 
A number of personal independent pronouns have the same formation as the referential 
demonstratives, with a 'similar meaning "concerning the one referred to". The independent 
pronouns miin 'I', 7aan 'you', minin 'we excl.', 7enen 'we incl.' and 1:,nan 'you pl.' are 
formed by the personal (subject) pronoun followed by a vowel that assimilates to the features 
of the preceding vowel and a final nasal [n]. The following table lists the independent forms 
of the personal pronouns. 
Personal independent pronouns: 
singular 1 miin 
2 7aan 
plural 1 minin 
1+2 1enen 
2 1:,nan 
The referential demonstratives of the 'O class and the 'BE class 7a;:,n and 6een are not used 
as independent subject pronouns, instead the forms based on the morpheme kam are used. 
8.3 DEMONSTRATIVES 
The Maasina dialect has four series of demonstratives, the simple, near, far and referential 
demonstratives. The demonstratives are formed by the pronominal concords of the twenty-
two noun classes. The referential pronouns have a very limited distribution in Maasina, they 
are only attested for a few classes. Each demonstrative can form a noun phrase by itself. 
When the demonstrative modifies a noun it will generally follow that noun. Only the simple 
demonstrative can both follow or precede the noun, as shown in the following two 
sentences. 
mi yii ndee huunde7 
mi yii huunde ndee1 
'I have seen that thing.' 
'I have seen the thing.' 
There is a slight difference in meaning between the two sentences above. When the simple 
demonstrative follows the noun, its meaning is less strong, less deictic, it functions more as a 
definite article. When it precedes the noun, the meaning of the simple demonstrative is 
stronger, it functions as a true deictic demonstrative. The formation of the different 
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The simple demonstrative is formed by adding a vowel which assimilates to the vowel of the 
concord. However, when the vowel of the concord occurs in a closed syllable, the vowel is 
not lengthened to form the demonstrative. The simple demonstrative has the same form as the 
pronominal concords with a CVC shape. The hypothesis is that vowel lengthening has 
occurred, just as it happens in the case of the pronominal concords with a CV shape, but that 
the vowel has been shortened in a closed syllable. This is another indication that a CVVC 
syllable is a marginal syllable structure. 
Both the simple demonstrative, expressing specification, and the far demonstrative, 
expressing non-proximity, are marked by final glottality. The final glottality is realized as 
either a final glottal stop or as laryngealization of the final vowel and is only realized before a 
pause. The absence of final glottality in the near demonstrative will generally mean that the 
final vowel of an utterance is devoiced before a pause. 
simple near far 
'O 1:,:, 1:,:,ga 1ooto 
'BE 6ee 6eega 6eeto 
NGEL ngel 0gelga ngelto 
KAL kal kalga kalto 
KOY koy koyga koyto 
NDE 0dee 0deega 0deeto 
NDI 0dii 0diiga 0diitO 
NDU 0duu 0 duuga 0duuto 
BA/NGA baa or 0gaa baaga or 0gaaga baato or 0gaato 
NGE 0gee 0 geega 0geeto 
NGO ng:,:, ng:,:,ga 0gooto 
NGU nguu 0 guuga 0guuto 
NGAL 0gal 0galga ngalto 
NGOL ngol 0golga ngolto 
KA kaa kaaga kaato 
KI kii kiiga kiito 
KO k:,:, k:,:,ga kooto 
'DAM d'am d'am0ga d'amto 
'OUM d'um d'u~)°ga d'unto 
'DE <fee d'eega d'eeto 
'DI d'ii d'iiga d'iito 
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The words ga and to also occur as independent locative adverbs meaning 'here' and 'there'. 
The far demonstrative can be realized as a two word sequence, in which case no ATR 
harmony occurs. 
mi yii huu0 de 0 deeto7 
mi yii huu0 de 0 dee to7 
'I saw that thing (there)' 
'I saw the thing there' 
("j' ai vu cette chose la bas") 
("j' ai vu la chose la bas") 
The far demonstrative 0 deeto7. 'that there' is one word, originating form two words 0 dee 
'this' and to 'there'. In the second sentence there is a word boundary between the simple 
demonstrative 0dee 'this' and the adverb of place to 'there' which blocks ATR harmony. The 
simple demonstrative following the noun, in combination with the adverb of place to results 
in the translation equivalent of 0 dee as the definite article "the". The far demonstrative 0 deeto 
has a more prominent deictic meaning, as exemplified in the first sentence. 
The adverb ga 'here' can in principle also follow the simple demonstrative as a separate 
word. The difference is less clear, because vowel harmony does not show the word 
boundary. The referential demonstrative is not used much in Maasina. Only four classes were 
attested with the referential form. This is different from other dialects. 
Referential demonstratives: 
1::, 1-::,::,n, 1::,n 
6e 6een, 6en 
cfi cfiin, cfin 
cf e cfeen, cf en 
'at that time, then' 
The referential demonstrative forms an excessively heavy evve syllable which is often 
shortened to eve. The referential occurs not as a modifier of a noun, but as a pronoun, 
referring back to the noun already mentioned earlier in the discourse. 
1-::,::,n wiy-an-i m::,, 1efie taw-ee 7e deecfe cfee kala 
RDEM say-DAT-R.COMPL him LOC-they find-P.SUB at quarters DEM each 
'He (the one talked about) said to him that they are found in each of these quarters.' 
cfin b~aaji 1ana famcf-i k::, 7an°d-an-i wur::, sanne 
RDEM cowbirds LOC be small-R.COMPL what know-DAT-R.COMPL village much 
'These herdsmen (talked about) know little about the village.' 
6en 1ana mbaaw-i naJJ0g-ude y::,gaaa6e hen 
RDEM LOC be able-R.COMPL catch-INF some people in 
'They (talked about) can catch some among them.' 
In other classes it is the simple demonstrative which is used to indicate reference. 
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8.4 INTERROGATIVES 
The interrogative forms for 'which/who/what' can occur on their own in a noun phrase or as 
a modifier following a noun. 
h::,m::, wari 
h::,0ge wari 
wakkati h::,m::, 0jogicfaa 
nagge h::,0 ge wari 
hocfum 0jicf cf aa 
'Who came?' 
'Which one (cow) came? 
'What 1lime do you have? 
'Which cow came?' 
'What do you want?' 
The interrogative forms of some classes have a special meaning: they function as the 
following question words, possibly, but not necessarily preceded by the morpheme *he- or 
*h:>-· marking the interrogative forms. The following table lists the forms of the question 
words that occur in Maasina. 
h::,- + 'O class concord: h::,-m::, 'who' 
h::,- + 'OUM class concord: ho-cfum 'what' 
ma- + NOE class concord: ma-11de 'when' 
h::,- + adverb to 'there': ho-to 'where' 
h::,- + adverb n:>. 'thus': h::,-n::, 'how' 
These words do not show final glottality when they occur before a pause. This is because 
questions never end in final glottality. There is some dialectal variation in the form of the 
interrogative 'which' within Maasina where the following forms are found. 
centre of Gimballa centre of Gimballa 
Maasina, Maasina, 
Kunaari Kunaari 
'O h::,m::, h::,m::, NGO h::,ng::, he0 g::, 
'BE h::,6e NGU ho0gu he0gu 
NOEL ho0gel he0gel NGAL h::,0 gal he0 gal 
KOY hokoy NGOL ho0 gol he0 gol 
BA h::,ba KA h::,ka heka 
NGA he0 ga KI hoki heki 
KO h::,k::, hek:> 'DAM h:>cfam hecfam 
NOE h::,0 de he0 de KAL h::,kal hekal 
NDI ho0 di he0 di 'OUM hocfum hecfum, hocfum 
NDU ho0 du he0 du 'DE h:>cfe hecfe 
NOE h::,0 ge he0 ge 'DI hocfi hecfi 
The nasal consonant in final position is deleted, leaving a nasalized vowel, like in [hecfu.] or 
[hod'u] 'what'. Vowels which are adjacent to laryngealized consonants become 
laryngealized, as in hecf e or h::,4f e 'which'. The dialectal variation of these interrogative 
forms is geographically distributed. In the center of Maasina (Tenenku, Toggere Kumba) and 
in Kunaari the initial vowel is [J,] or [o], depending on the ATR value of the vowel in the 
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concord. In Gimballa the initial vowel of this word is [e] or [e], depending on the ATR value 
of the vowel in the concord. But the form for the 'O class is h;:,m;:, in all dialects of Maasina. 
Possibly the vowel of the suffix spread to the first syllable of the word. 
'which person' 
When asking for the specification of a certain noun, these interrogative words follow the 
head noun. 
8.5 NUMERALS 
The number 'one' is one of the cardinal numbers which is expressed by two words. The 
form g;:,1;:, is the name of the number one, used in counting without reference to objects. The 
adjectival stem w;:,;:,t- 'one, a certain, a' is usedto indicate that the number of objects counted 
is one. The adjectival stem wa;:,t- 'one' agrees in concord with the nominal classes of all the 
(singular) classes. It is also used to express indefinite reference. This choice of the suffix 
form of this word is identical to that of the basic adjectives. The initial consonant of the stem 
w;:,;:,t- alternates with [g] and [0g] depending on the class of the suffix. This fluctuation of the 
initial consonant alternation is identical to the variation found in adjectives. Numerals, like 
adjectives, follow the noun. The combination of plural suffixes with this same stem w;:,;>t-
meaning 'some', as in other dialects, is not attested in Maasina, instead the adverb seecfa is 
used to express 'some' as in yim6e seecfa 'some, a few people'. 
The adjectival forms of waat- 'one': 
'O g;:,;:,b NGAL g;:,;:,tal 
'BE NGOL gootol 
NOEL gootel KA w;:,;:,ta, 0 gaata 
KOY KI wooti, 0 gooti 
NDE w;:,atere KOL gootol 
NDI wootiri, 0 gootiri KO 
NDU wooturu 'DAM 0 gaatam 
NGA/BA w;:,;:,ta, 0 g;:,;:,ta KAL 
NGE w;:,;:,te 'OUM gootum 
NGO waab 'DE 
NGU wootu, 0 gootu 'DI 
The plural, mass, and collective classes cannot combine with the word 'one' for semantic 
reasons. The other numerals have a more restricted possibility of agreement with the head 
noun. When referring to human beings, the suffix -;:,, -;:,m or -an [5] is attached to the 
numeral. The forms are also prenasalized. 
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counting form things, animals people plural diminutive 
1 g::,1::, 
2 cficfi cficfi cficf5 cficfoy 
3 tati tati tat5 tatoy 
4 nay, nayi nay, nayi nay5 nayoy 
5 j;:,y, joyi j:>y, joyi nj::,y5 0joyoy 
6 jeegam jeeg~•m 0jeeg5 0jeegoy 
7 jecfcfi jecfdi 0jecfcf5 0jecfcfoy 
8 jetti jetti 0jett5 0jettoy 
9 jeenay jeenay 0jeenay5 0jeenayoy 
10 sapp:> sapp:> sapp:> sapp:> 
20 n:>:>gay naagay n:>:>gay5 naagayoy 
The -:> suffix, used for numerals referring to human beings is cognate with the marker of the 
'O class denoting persons. The distribution of these different forms is regional. Within the 
Inner Niger-Delta the numerals of the plural of human beings end in -5. In the dialect of 
Gimballa the numerals counting the plural of human beings end in -:>. The 'O class is used 
for the category 'human' in the singular. In the plural the 'BE class would be expected, but 
the singular/plural distinction is neutralized because the number itself already provides the 
plural. 
The agreement of numerals with the nouns they modify is shown in the following 
examples. The prenasalized initial consonants in numerals agreeing with the plural KOY class 
and thte plosive initial consonant irn numerals agreeing with the plural 'DE and 'DI classes is 
consistent with the initial consonant conditioned by these noun classes. But there is no 
explanation for the prenasalized initial consonants in numerals for counting human beings. 
The suffixes of the numerals in the 'DI and KOY classes are the vowel initial allomorphs of 
these classes. There is also no explanation for the suffix -i to occur on numerals agreeing 
with the noun 'DE class. 
'BE: yim6e 0jecfcf5 
sukaa6e n:>:>gay5 
'DE, 'DI: daabaaji jecfcfi 
kulle jecfcfi 
KOY: kulloy 0jecf cfoy 





'seven small things' 
'twenty children' 
Klingenheben (1949:74) says he found, in the Fulfulde dialect of Maasina, a form of the 
numerals ending in -:> agreeing with the augmentative plural class marker KO in the example 
JJgoro mbuumko kewko 'many blind giants'. This class is not attested in my data of 
Maasina. 
In Maasina there are two alternative ways of counting tens. The Mali forms in the first 
(left) column has many loan-words, e.g. the words keme 'hundred' and debe 'forty' are 
from Bambara. The alternative forms in the second (right) column look more like the general 
forms in Fulfulde. In other dialects the full plural of ten cappancfe is used to count tens, 
e.g. cappamfe cficfi '20', cappancfe tati '30'. The absence of the plural suffix cfe 
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explains the different initial consonant [s] in the Maasina dialect. The plosive (affricate) initial 
consonant [c] is conditioned by this suffix -cfe. 
Mali forms alternative forms 
sappa 10 sappa 
naagay 20 sappancficfi 
naagay 1e sappa 30 sappantati 
debe 40 sappannay 
debe 1e sappa 50 sappap"jay 
mallihemre 60 sappap"jeegam 
mallihemre 1e sappa 70 sappap"jecf d'i 
hemre 80 sappap"jetti 
hemre 1e sappa 90 sappap"jeenay 
teemedere 100 
teemedde d'id'i 200 etc. 
1ujunere bammbara 800 
1ujunere silaamu 1000 
1ujunaaji d'id'i 2000etc. 
In Mopti counting in the market was generally done with the Mali forms, but the alternative 
forms were used when calculating the price of milk, which was 50 CFA or exactly 10 buudi 
per spoonful (The price per spoon did not change but the size of spoon is adapted to the 
amount of milk available in the season). One consultant had the impression that the system 
with sappan- 'tens' is more used by elderly persons, and by the Jaawam6e, the Fulbe 
traders. To buy a cow, he recently used the terms with sappan- 'tens' instead of the other 
terms, derived mostly from Bambara. 
The word hemre in 60, 70, 80, and 90 is very often pronounced hemere to avoid the 
less well-formed sonority hierarchy of the [mr] sequence. The final nasal of sappan-
assimilates in place features to the following consonant, this consonant is automatically 
prenasalized when voiced, resulting in a form like sapp~0jay 'fifty'. 
The word sappa 'ten' and numerals higher than twenty show no agreement with the noun 
they modify. The non-concording numerals precede the singular noun when they occur alone 
(not followed by other numbers). 
sappa suka 
sappa 0gaari 
debe ned'cf a 





[lit. ten of child] 
[lit. ten of bull] 
[lit. forty of person] 
[lit: sixty of child] 
Con cording numerals follow the plural noun, also when they combine with non-concording 
numerals. 
lebbi jay 
duu6i naagay 1e jay 
daabaaji sappa 1e ga1a 
'five months' 
'twenty five years' 
'eleven animals' 
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8.6 NOMINAL ADPOSITIONS, PREPOSITIONS 
Most prepositions in Fulfulde are derived from nouns, and like other nominals they end in a 
class marker. Sometimes the word is clearly polysemous, with a meaning as a preposition 
and as an independent noun. 
caggal 'at the back of, behind' caggal °gal 'the back (body part)' 
yeesa 'in front of, before' yeesa nga 'the face' 
sella 'at the outside of' sella ka 'the outside' 
yaasin 'at the outside of' yaasi 1a 'the outside' 
6am1e 'next to' 6a,;me 1a 'the side, the river bank' 
A marker *n is added to the prepositional, locative form of yaasi 'outside'. If the noun 
which follows the preposition is pronominalized, all prepositions are followed by possessive 
pronouns. This agrees with the nominal status of the prepositions. The possessive pronouns 




'outside of the house' 
'outside of it' 
Some prepositions are derived from verbs, but the form they take is the infinitive. The 
infinitive is also a noun ending in a. class marker. 
1iwde 'from' 
yaade 'to' 




'to come from' 
'to go to' 
'to go in the direction of' 
There are a few prepositions which are not marked by the presence of a class suffix. The 
hypothesis is that historically they were derived from nouns ending in a class marker but they 











'going towards' 'until' 
The preposition ley 'on' is related to the word leydi/leycfe 'ground, land'. The preposition is 
probably derived from the noun. The meaning of the preposition can be paraphrased as "on 
the ground of'. 
ley lekki 
ley 0 diyam 
ley tummbude 
'under the tree' (on the ground of the tree) 
'on the water' (on the surface level of the water) 
'in the bowl' (on the ground, bottom of the bowl) 
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That the preposition ley is derived form the noun can also be deduced from the syntactic 







Even the preposition 1e 'with, and', which is not derived from a noun, is followed by the 




'and, with him/her' 
'and, with it' (KI class) 
'and, with them' ('DI class) 
The study of the combination of the pronouns with prepositions leads into the study of 
syntax, which is beyond the scope of the present work. The present study has provided an 
overview of the formation of words in the Fulfulde dialect of Maasina with special emphasis 
on its semantic aspects. The lexical meaning of these words serve as an input to more 
complex structures which need further interpretation. The syntactic structures add additional 
meanings to the lexical meanings of the words, thus forming messages. The study of the 
words in sentences and in discourse is left for future research. 
Appendix one 
FEATURE SPECIFICATION 
The Fulfulde speech sounds are ordered according to degree of sonority. Not included are nasalized, laryngealized, and voiceless 
vowels. 
a e ~ eoi u y wq rl mnpJJf3J f s bdj 
sonority 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
nasal - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + - - - - - - -
continuant + + + + + + + + + + + - - - - - + + + + - - -+ 
lateral - - - ---- - - - -+- - ------ ---
vibrant - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - -
strident - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + + - - + 
laryngeal node: 
g p t C 
1 1 1 1 
k 6 d' j 
1 1 1 1 
-+ - - - -+ 
- + - - - + 
mb nd nj ng 1 h 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
+- +- +- +-
-+ - - + 
+ -
voice + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + -
spread - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + + 
+++ +--- -+++ + + + + 
++ +--- -- - + 
- + whisper - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




+ + + + + - + 




- - - + 
+ - - - + 
+ - - -
- - - + 
+ -
- - - + 
front - + - + - + -
round - -+-+-+ 
low + 
ATR - - - ++++ 
coronal 
anterior 




+ - - + 
+-+-++ 
-++--+---+-+-+ - + 
- + + -
+ + + + - + + -
- + + - - - - -
Appendix two 
RESULTS OF THE PHONETIC EXPERIMENT ON VOWEL LENGTH 
The length of the underlined vowels in the following utterances have been measured with a 
gate in the laboratory of the Phonetics Department of the Leiden University. An oscillogram 
was used to mark the audible part of the utterance. With the gate, parts of the utterances were 
omitted until only the vowel was audible. This part was measured as the length of each 
vowel. The utterances were recorded with a Sony-walkman on an Agfa ferro cassette in 
Paris, May 1989. The utterances were pronounced by one informant, T. Tioulenta, a speaker 
of the Fulfulde dialect of Maasina. When the same vowel is listed twice, then the measure-
ments are taken from different pronunciations of the same word. The vowels are divided into 
eight groups, based on a division according to the three factors that could influence vowel 
length: stress, syllable structure (open or closed), and phonological vowel length. 
unstressed in closed syllable 
unstressed in open syllable 
stressed in closed syllable 
stressed in open syllable 
phonological vowel length 
short long 
1. eye 5. cvvc 
2. cy 6. cvv 
3. eye 7. cvvc 
4. cy 8. cvv 
The measurements of vowel length in the Fulfulde of Maasina resulted in the following data: 
Group 1: unstressed short vowel in closed syllable: eye 
1. rent1n°de 'to gather' f =59ms 
2. 6.;!CC;hcfe 'eggs' ;} =46ms 
3. j~m-baawcfe 'the almighty' ;} = 99ms 
4. 6e 0 dfwr1i 'they have agreed' e = 61 ms 
5. J1~1Iln°de 'to greet in the afternoon' a =43ms 
6. m~j.aa 'it's not good' ;} =70ms 
7. witt1i 'has left' i =52ms 
8. narrataa 'do you hear with?' a =66ms 
9. famdin°de 'to make small' a =48ms 
10. 1an°daama 'has been known' a = 92ms 
11. 1an°daa 'don't know' a =86ms 
12. 1ann1i 'here it is' ~ =64ms average= 65, 5 ms 
Group 2: unstressed short vowel in open syllable: 
1. lab~0 gal 'bridle' a =60ms 
2. 1;:)ID;} waawi 'he can' ;} =52ms 
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(group 2 continued: cl'.) 
3. 1.:JID.;! waawi 'he can' ;) =70ms 
4. kaartudi 'sputum' u =60ms 
5. 1ana (locative copula) ~ =60ms 
6. 1ana (locative copula) a =43 ms 
7. hoyn!n:J 'had underestimated' i =90ms 
8. hoyn!!de 'to underestimate' u =50ms 
9. g;:,llf 1a:J 'that work' f =46ms 
10. joom!raacfa 'lord, master' i =46ms 
11. fij!!de 'to play' u =49ms 
12. 6f 0jeewtii 'they have enjoyed' f =48ms 
13. reWf!!de 'to agree' u =43 ms 
14. binta 'Binta' (girl's name) a =59 ms 
15. narrataa 'do you hear with' a =32ms 
16. n~nirde 'to hear with' a =70ms 
17. f atumata 'Fatumata' (girl's name) u =47ms 
18. f atum~ta 'Fatumata' (girl's name) ~ =39ms 
19. JJard'!!6e 'beautiful (people)' u =50ms 
20. Wflaa 'isn't nice' e =82ms 
21. lretere 'letter' f =33 ms 
22. k.anaa 'should' a =48 ms average= 53,5 ms 
Group 3: stressed short vowel in closed syllable: eye 
1. JJ!rd'ude 'to be beautiful' a = 83 ms 
2. lobbicf!n°de 'to be kind' 1 = 118 ms 
3. nawre 'lake' ~ =70ms 
4. f:amdin°de 'to make small' 1 =74ms 
5. hfurnin:J 'had underestimated' Q =60ms 
6. g~lle 1a:J 'that work' ~ =73 ms 
7. hfurnude 'to underestimate' 0 =59 ms 
8. rewrude 'to agree' ~ = 129 ms 
9. rewrude 'to agree' ~ =78 ms 
10. sanne 'much' a =58 ms 
11. pal[!n°de 'to greet in the afternoon' 1 =69ms 
12. hinnude 'to greet in the evening' 1 = 124 ms 
13. lekki cukkuki 'tree with dense foliage' ~ =76ms 
14. lekki cukkuki 'tree with dense foliage' u =48 ms 
15. rentin°de 'to gather' 1 =34ms 
16. huu0de w~n°de 'another thing' a = 98 ms 
17. siwru 'staff' ~ =59 ms 
18. b1nta 'Binta' (girl's name) 1 =80ms 
19. b1nta 'Binta' (girl's name) i =62ms 
20. nanlrde 'to hear with' i =43 ms 
21. tlikkude 'to be sad' 1 = 31 ms 
22. w~n°de 'to be' a =78 ms 
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(group 3 continued: c~c) 
23. w~n°de 'to be' ;) =74ms 
24. u!rd'u6e 'beautiful (people)' a =68 ms 
25. hlnn:.l 'may take care' i =69ms 
26. 1alla 'god' a = 98 ms 
27 d_tbb:.l 'woman' f =68 ms average = 72, 2 ms 
Group 4: stressed short vowel in open syllable: cy 
1. ff!je 'pimples' u =76ms 
2. l!ba0 gal 'bridle' ! = 82ms 
3. tJjude 'to play' i =70ms 
4. hod'um 'what' 0 =46ms 
5. fatumata 'Fatumata' (girl's name) a =39ms 
6. ffl38 dE 'when' a =75 ms 
7. 1ana w~li 'it's nice' ~ =56ms 
8. wonude 'to be' 0 =61 ms 
9. j!w:.l 'bracelet' a =60ms 
10, 6e 8 g!Oi 'they have done' a = 88ms 
11. duwene 'may bless you' u =53 ms average = 64, 2 ms 
Group 5: unstressed long vowel in closed syllable: cvvc 
1. Q:.l:.lrnaade 'to be sad' :.l:.l = 106 ms 
2. w~caade 'to wander around' aa = 130 ms 
3. cuunn:J:.lO:.l 'who had hidden' uu = 167 ms 
4. 6e 0jeewtii 'they have enjoyed' ee = 69 ms 
5. laatt:J:.l 'will become' aa = 95 ms average= 113, 4 ms 
Group 6: unstressed long vowel in open syllable: cvv 
1. joomiraad':.l 'lord, master' 00 = 135 ms 
2. cuud'un:J:.lO:.l 'who had hidden' uu = 99ms 
3. ,rnulii 'has prayed' uu = 91 ms 
4. yeeweede 'to miss' ee = 176 ms 
5. yeewaama 'miss' ee = 174 ms 
6. looftlma 'has washed him/herself' oo = 133 ms average = 134, 7 ms 
Group 7: stressed long vowel in closed syllable: 
1. jl33ffl8 dU 'food' aa = 172 ms 
2. 6eemri 'withdrawal of flood' ee = 124 ms 
3. 6eemri 'withdrawal of flood' ee = 144ms 
4. miilde 'to think' ii = 187 ms 
5. haayre 'stone' aa = 134 ms 
6. waawde 'to be able' aa = 128 ms 
7. ffu!yde 'to be lazy' uu = 150 ms 
8. ffl;) pfu!yd';) 'he is lazy' uu = 138 ms 
9. naarre 'entrance of flood' aa = 181 ms 
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'to greet at noon' 
'band' 
'yellow (bull)' 
'tree that has hidden' 
'may cause to live' 
Group 8: stressed long vowel in open syllable: cvv 
1. wacUtcaade 'to wander around' 
2. 1 :,m:, waawi 'he can, he is able' 
3. 1 :,m:, f fuy.i 'he is lazy' 
4. 6:>cd:>cfe 'eggs' 
5. joomiraacf:, 'lord, master' 
6. huu0 de 'thing' 
7. huu0de 'thing' 
8. k~e 'stones' 
9. JJ:>:>rnaade 'to be sad' 
10. yeeweede 'to miss' 
11. yeewaama 'have missed' 
12. cuunn:>:>cf:> 'who had hidden' 
13. cuucfun:bcf:, 'who had hidden' 
14. 6ee6ude 'to dry up' 
15. woocfude 'to be beautiful' 
16. 1an°daaffl3 'has been known' 
17. lretere 'letter' 
18. ma0de 6e paami 'when did they eat' 
aa = 132 ms 
aa = 128 ms 
aa = 122 ms 
uu = 105 ms 
ee = 62 ms 
ee = 69 ms 
ee = 90 ms 
aa = 125 ms 
oo = 86 ms 
oo = 113 ms 
:,:, = 118 ms 
:>:> = 154 ms 
:>:> = 153 ms 
:h = 142 ms 
oo = 117ms 
:,:, = 142 ms 
:h = 107 ms 
uu = 75 ms 
ee = 121 ms 
uu = 88 ms 
oo = 153 ms 
uu = 158 ms 
uu = 181 ms average= 128,1 ms 
aa = 191 ms 
aa = 202 ms 
uu = 134 ms 
:,:, = 111 ms 
aa = 152 ms 
uu = 227 ms 
uu = 156 ms 
aa = 147 ms 
aa = 140 ms 
ee = 149 ms 
aa = 144 ms 
:>:> = 153 ms 
:):) = 98 ms 
ee = 111 ms 
00 = 172 ms 
aa = 131 ms 
ee = 144 ms 
aa = 118 ms average= 148, 9 ms 
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The conclusions on the length of vowels are based on the comparison of the variants that 
occur in two groups, differing in one feature: phonological vowel length (short versus long), 
stress (stressed versus unstressed), and syllable structure (open versus closed). 
group range average vowel length standard deviation 
2.CV 43-99 ms 53,5 ms 14,5 
4.CV 33-90 ms 64, 2 ms 15,4 
1. eve 31-129 ms 65,5 ms 18,4 
3.CVC 39-88 ms 73,4 ms 24,0 
5.CVVC 69-167 ms 113,4 ms 37,1 
7. cvvc 62-187 ms 128,1 ms 32,2 
6.CVV 91-176 ms 134,7 ms 35,9 
8.CVV 98-227 ms 148,9 ms 32,9 
The conclusions of the t-test are that the duration of vowels in stressed vs. unstressed vowels 
is significantly different when all data are entered. This difference is not significant with a 
smaller amount of data. The difference in duration of a vowel in CV vs. CVC is significant in 
a comparison of short vowels only. The duration of vowels in a CVV vs. CVVC syllable is 
significantly different in a comparison of only long vowels. The effect of a coda which closes 
the syllable on vowel length does not come out in a comparison of all data, since the effects 
are opposite for long vs. short vowels (see also section 4.3.2). 
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structure and word formation processes of Fulfulde based 
on the data of the Maasina dialect (Mali) with comparative 
data from other dialects including Ringimaaji (Cameroon). 
Both Maasinankooore and Ringimaajiire - the dialects on 
which the author's fieldwork was based - are not com-
monly studied varieties of Fulfulde. In the first part of the 
book the author sheds new light on some characteristic fea-
tures of Fulfulde phonology such as word stress, consonant 
alternation, and vowel length and its interaction with sylla-
ble structure and stress. 
In the second part, the author reviews the structure of 
verbs and their extensions, and presents new and innovative 
analyses of the nominal class marker system (the suffix 
grades and the noun classes) of Fulfulde. She argues that 
the behaviour of the different variants of each class marker 
is constrained by semantic principles rather than by the 
lexical nature, phonotactic or syllable structure of the stem 
as other linguists have traditionally argued. The author also 
looks in detail at the semantics of the individual 22 classes 
in Maasina and explores the principles and cultural founda-
tions of the semantic associations among the members of 
each class. For instance, the author explains how one can 
account for the treatment of cows, fire :and sun as members 
of the same class in terms of prototype semantics and from 
cultural ideas about these entities and their relationships 
recoverable in part from Fulbe mythology. 
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